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PEEFACE

In the present work an attempt is made to give a general

view of the circumstances under which England first be-

came a controlling force in the European system by virtue

of her power upon the sea. In centering the history of

such a movement upon the life of one of its leaders, there

must be almost inevitably a tendency to present him too

much as its author, where he was in reality only the

foremost of men similarly inspired who determined its

direction and extent.

Still, for the adoption of the method in the present

case history affords ample justification. Not only was

Drake intimately connected, in all the various phases of

his life, with every aspect of the Elizabethan maritime -

upheaval, but throughout Europe he was recognised and

applauded, even in his lifetime, as the personification of

the new political force. Nor has recent research disclosed

any reason for reversing the verdict of his contemporaries.

The romantic fascination of his career as a corsair and

'

explorer began, it is true, very shortly after his death to

overshadow his work as an admiral and a statesman, but

in his own time it was not so ; and a principal object of

the present work is to restore him to the position he

once held as one of the great military figures of the

EeformatioiL
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The most graphic picture of him, as he then appeared

to judicious observers, is from the pen of Stowe. ' He was

more skilful,' he writes, 'in all points of navigation than

any that ever was before his time, in his time or since his

death. He was also of perfect memory, great observa-

tion, eloquent by nature, skilful in artillery, expert and

apt to let blood and give physic unto his people according

to the climate. . . . His name was a terror to the French,

Spaniard, Portugal, and Indian. Many princes of Italy

and Germany desired his picture. ... In brief, he was as

famous in Europe and America, as Tamberlane in Asia and

Africa.'

Still, great as was the part he played as the moving

spirit of the English maritime power, the significance of

his career as a corsair must not be minimised ; and with

this the first volume is mainly occupied. It will be seen

how during this part of his life he was brought into in-

timate contact with all that went to make up what we

know as the Elizabethan period of maritime history, and

how the part he played in each phase of the development

went to make up the man who led and dominated our

first great bid for the command of the sea. Yet in this

work he was but one of many, emphasising and develop-

ing what others had begun before him. It is in his

career as an admiral and administrator, with which the

second volume is concerned, that he stands alone as the

creator and inspiration of a force that was new to the

world. As the perfecter of a rational system of sailings

tactics, as the father of a sound system of strategy, as the

first and unsurpassed master of that amphibious warfare

which has built up the British Empire, as an officer always

ready to accept the responsibility of ignoring unintelligent

orders, he has no rival in our history but Nelson. Never

once when in sole command of an expedition did he fail
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to achieve success. The miscarriage of the Portugaf
expedition which brought him into disgrace was in no way
his fault, andhis colleague Norreys was almost as little to

blame. Drake was denied the consummation of his work
and his renown by the inherent and abiding vice of our

system of national defence. The idea of following up the

victorious Armada campaign by the capture of Lisbon

and the liberation of Portugal was as obvious as it was
sound. The navy had laid the way open, and all that

was required to deal Spain a mortal blow was a small

compact military force properly equipped and organised.-

Drake knew this perfectly well. He and Norreys asked

for such a force ; it was promised them, and the promise

could not be fulfilled. The attempt was made without

the perfected weapon, and it failed. It was not only

Drake's reputation that was lost, it was the hard-earned

fruits of what the navy had achieved. For want of a

mobile military force the blow to which Spain was ex-

posed by her naval defeat could not be struck—her dis-

comfiture could not be completed. The result was that

she assumed the defensive, and we could barely touch her.

'While she rapidly recovered all she had lost, the war

necessarily sank into that hopeless form of hostility—

a

war on commerce, which sooner or later degenerates into

a scramble for prize money, demoralises the navy, and

leads to no decisive result. Yet the lesson is still to learn,

and for us to-day the moral of Drake's marred career is

to beware the heresy which the ' martialists ' of his day

called the ' Idolatry of Neptune.'

Unfortunately for Drake, in the Elizabethan age the

principles of naval warfare were as little understood as its

limitations. He could convince the Government of neither

the one nor the other, and was made to suffer for their

inability to grasp his teaching. In a later age, under

\
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almost any other sovereign, his unexampled services must

have received the same recognition which the instructed

opinion of all Europe awarded him, and he would have

been permitted to spend for his country the whole of that

genius and energy which in so large a measure exhausted

itself in working with inadequate materials and in break-

ing through the obstacles that encumbered his path.

The research involved in the attempt to reconstruct

the history of the Tudor navy has been necessarily a con-

siderable labour, but it has been a labour of love, made

pleasant by assistance and counsel from quarters almost

too numerous to mention. To Captain Fernandez Duro

I am indebted not only for the assistance of his well-known

and exhaustive works on the Spanish navy, but also for

transcripts of unpublished documents which he has dis-

covered and calendared ; to Lady Drake for placing at

my disposal the result of her scholarly researches in the

early history of the family, as well as for permitting access

to the priceless treasures that have come down from the

great admiral, and for ready assistance in every way ; to

Dr. H. H. Drake, the editor of Hasted's ' History of Kent,'

for his unwearied patience in clearing up doubtful points

in Sir Francis's early career from the mass of minute and

accurate information in his possession ; to Dr. Tilton, of

Harvard and Freiburg, the author of ' Die Katastrophie

der Spanischen Armada,' for a knowledge of many un-

noticed documents unearthed by him from our own and
foreign archives ; to Mr. Wright, the Borough Librarian

and well-known antiquary of Plymouth, for placing at my
disposal his collections of transcripts and engravings relat-

ing to the Devon worthies ; to the Vice-Master of my old

college, Trinity, Cambridge, for assistance in interpreting

obscure phrases and words ; to Mr. Oppenheim, Professor

Laughton, and the Master of University College, Oxford,
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for invaluable criticism and advice ; to the Master and

Fellows of Magdalene, Cambridge, for permitting access

to their unique Pepysian Collection, and especially to the

College Librarian for facilities afforded in examining and

reproducing its treasures ; as well as to others by whose aid

the labour has been lightened and the tale of errors reduced.

For the portrait of the admiral my thanks are due to

Lady Drake and to Miss Phillipps, the present occupier

of Buckland Abbey. The picture still hangs there in

the position where it is believed to have been placed by

Sir Francis himself, and as far as is known it has never left

the house. It represents him at the end of his life, when

he was rejoicing in prosperity and his restoration to Eoyal

favour. Locally, it is generally attributed to Cornelius

Janssen, but Lady Drake informs me that all the evidence

as to its painter that is known to the family is a note in

the handwriting of Sir Trayton Drake to the effect that it

was by ' Abram Jansen.' Cornelius Janssen was born either

in London or Amsterdam in 1590, and became the most

fashionable portrait painter in England until the advent

of Vandyck. He cannot, therefore, have painted Drake.

Abraham Janssen was born at Antwerp about 1575. At

the age of eighteen he became a pupil of Jan Snellink, but

was not admitted to the guild of St. Luke till 1601. He
died in 1632. Thus, although he must have been very

young at the time, it is possible he painted Drake in 1594,

during the obscure visit which the admiral made to the

continent in that year (see vol. ii. p. 403, n.)

The jewel Drake is wearing in the portrait is still in

the possession of the family. It was probably the first

present the queen gave him after his voyage round the

world, for it contains in the back a fine miniature of her

dated ' 1579 anno regni 20,' and also a little piece of paper

on which is painted a phoenix, Elizabeth's favourite emblem
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of herself. The portrait was probably regarded by those

who remembered the admiral as a good hkeness, for in

1616 the Plymouth Corporation, wanting a portrait of

him, had this one copied, although the finer painting

attributed to Zucchero (now at Nutwell Court) was at that

time also at Buckland Abbey, and equally accessible. Ac-

cording to the family tradition the ' Jansen ' picture was

also a present from the queen.

Another excellent portrait of Drake exists represent-

ing him as a very fine gentleman and in a rich Court

dress. It is a miniature by Oliver, in the possession of

Lord Derby ; but to this, I regret to say, I was unable to

obtain access. The engraving of it, given by Barrow in

his life of the admiral, by no means does it justice.

Another miniature preserved at Nutwell Court and never

yet exhibited presents Drake as a young man with bud-

ding moustache and no beard. It is finely executed, but

in too bad a condition for reproduction.

Drake relics are fairly numerous. At Nutwell Court

are preserved the following : A bundle of flags said to

have decorated his ship when he was knighted, contain-

ing amongst others two silk banners (England ancient)

and a number of red silk flags with a white cross, and in

the corners various devices 'n gold—a hawk, a globe, a

pole-star, a flame, &c. ; a great Bible, ' which he had about

the world with him ;
' a green silk scarf embroidered in

bullion with globes and compasses, and a purse to match,

given him by Elizabeth and worn by him when Zucchero

painted his portrait ; the jewel above mentioned ; and

another, in the form of a pole-star, set with opals, and

containing a portrait of the queen ; a fine cocoanut cup

set in gold, and surmounted with the ship and globe

crest and engraved with incidents of the circumnavigation

voyage ; a panel from his ship carved with his new arms

;
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and a splendid carved wood bedstead, highly coloured and

gilt, which was taken from the cabin of Don Pedro de

Valdez : arms, harry ; crest, a demi-boar rampant. At

Buckland Abbey is a State drum decorated with Drake's

arms, on which it is probable his last salute was beaten

as he was committed to the sea, and upon which the legend

says he may still be summoned when England is in

danger,

J. S. C.
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INTEODUCTION

THE NAVAL ART IN THE MIDDLE OF THE

SIXTEENTH CENTURY

The conspicuous technical feature of the maritime

revolution which in the sixteenth century transferred the

focus of the nayal art from the Mediterranean to the

Atlantic is the transition from galley warfare to warfare

under sail ; and the history of that transition, of its

causes, its development, and its results, is the history of

the rise of the English naval supremacy.

The whole of maritime warfare falls naturally into

three periods, each sharply characterised hy a generic

difference in the ' capital ship,' as in the seventeenth

century it was happily called-—the ship, that is, which

formed the backbone of a fighting fleet and which had a

place in the fighting Hne. The. first period is that of the

galley, beginning in prehistoric times and culminating

in the year 1571, at the battle of Lepanto ; the second

is that of the 'great ship,' or 'ship of the line,' which

was estabHshed in 1588 with the campaign of the Great

Armada, and reached its highest development at

Trafalgar ; the third is that in which we now live, the

period of the ' battleship.' Or, to state the classification

VOL. I. B
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in terms of its real basis, there is a period of oars, a period

of sails, and a period of steam.

The classification, it will be seen, is no arbitrary device

invented for the clearer exposition of naval history, but

one that is natural and inevitable. Not only do the

divisions He between well defined chronological hmits, but

they are rooted in the essentials of the art. The essence

of naval strategy is sea endurance, by which is meant the

degree of a fleet's capability of keeping the sea. The

essence of naval tactics is the nature of the motive power ;

that is to say, tactics primarily depend upon how far the

movements of the fleet or ship are under human control,

and how far dependent upon conditions that lie beyond it,

or, in other words, whether the units of the fleet are of

free or of subservient movement.

To these essential elements of the art each of the

three periods has its own distinct relation. Each of

them is measurable and determined by the degree of sea

endurance and the degree of mobility exhibited by its

characteristic type of capital ship. The galley was a

vessel of low sea endurance but of highly free movement.

^ The great-ship, or ship-of-the-line, was of large sea endu-

rance but entirely subservient to the wind for its power of

movement. The steam battleship, while far surpassing

the galley in mobility, approaches the ship-of-the-line in

sea endurance. In the first period, the period of oars, when

the focus of empire lay within the confined waters of

the Mediterranean, we see mobility taking precedence of

sea endurance ; in the second, the period of sails, when
the arena of history widens out into the ocean, sea endu- ~

ranee becomes of the first importance ; in the third, the

period of steam, when the area of naval action is greater

and the demand for extreme mobility more pressing than

ever, we have the effort to combine both qualities in
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one type of ship, and in this type the possibiHty of

securing the one essential without sacrifice of the other

has most nearly reached attainment.

It is the solution of this problem that is the eternal

pre-occupation of the naval art. Its two factors are

necessarily antagonistic. Sea endurance depends mainly

on two considerations : it depends on the degree of bad

weather the vessel can support and on its capacity for

carrying provisions and material of war. Sea endurance, -

therefore, has two limits, the hmit of seaworthiness and

the limit of supply. In the galley both limits were low.

The weakness of its method of propulsion required light-

ness of construction, fine lines, and a low freeboard, all

of which tended to unseaworthiness. The same inherent

defect demanded that its tonnage should be small in

relation to the number of the crew, so that the point of

extreme mobility had to be sought in reducing storage space

to a minimum and increasing to a maximum the number

of mouths to feed. In the great-ship the conditions were

reversed. The sacrifice of free movement gave a largely

increased storage space with a largely diminished crew,

and at the same time permitted construction on lines

essentially seaworthy, so that in time the sea endurance

of the line-of-battle ship for strategical calculations^

became practically limitless. In the battleship the same

conflict is apparent, and the final abandonment of subser-

vient movement and reliance on free movement alone,

while highly increasing mobility and tactical value, has in

some degree decreased strategical value ; that is to say,

the increased engine power, while increasing the capacity

for exercising free movement, decreases the capacity for

sustaining it. This, then, is the main problem which lies

at the root of all naval history, the problem of reconciling

sea endurance with free movement ; and to understand

B 2
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the transition in which the English naval power was

founded its factors must be clearly apprehended and

continually borne in mind.

The problem, however, has not yet been stated in its

full complexity. There are other factors as important as

sea endurance and mobility, since the effectiveness of a

warship must be estimated also by the offensive power

of its armament. For the present purpose its defensive

power may be ignored ; for though isolated attempts to

protect ships were made in early times, they had no

effect upon the transition of the sixteenth century. The

offensive power, on the other hand, influenced it pro-

foundly. The weakness of the galley was that it could

only deliver the weight of its attack and its fire end-on

and forward, and the weakness was inherent in the type.

The system of propulsion, necessitating as it did a low free-

board, lightness of burden, and fine lines, practically ex-

cluded the possibility of broadside batteries, and though

in the period of transition attempts were made with some

success to combine broadside fire with oar propulsion, the

defects developed were too great for continuance. After

--Lepanto the galleasse, as the new type was named,

seemed to be the battleship of the future ; with the

- defeat of the Armada it began to be obsolete.

In considering, then, the first two periods, we must
think of a period of free movement, of low sea endurance,

and of end-on fire, followed by a period of subservient

movement, of high sea endurance, and of fire mainly

broadside. For though the earlier great-ships could

deliver a powerful fire both fore and aft, as well as abeam,

it was not till the present period that the battleship

could deliver anything like an all-round fire, and practically

develop the bulk of its gun power in any direction at any

moment.
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At the middle of the sixteenth century the vessel of

free movement, notwithstanding its defects, still held

its own in the Mediterranean. During the long naval

struggle with the Turks and the incessant warfare

between the Italian states the art of handling galleys had

reached a high degree of perfection. A great school of

Italian admirals had grown up whose services were

sought by all the Mediterranean powers, and since Italy

had resumed her old position as the school of arms for all

Europe, their influence was strong enough, supported,

as it was, by classical tradition, to outweigh the oceanic

experience of Spanish and Portuguese seamen. In the

scientific spirit of the age the art of commanding a fleet

had become akin to a branch of mathematics, and an

admiral of the Italian school would manoeuvre a squadron

with almost as much pedantic intricacy as a maestro di

campo could handle his tertia of infantry.

In 1532, as the Venetian fleet was lying at Zante, that

of the Holy League under Andrea Doria, the greatest of

the Italian admirals, appeared in the offing. The Venetians

put out to receive them in three divisions each of twenty

galleys line abreast. The Leaguers were proceeding in

column of divisions, each division being formed in three

ranks with six galleys abreast. In the rear came the

sailing ships. By the custom of the sea, which Drake

followed at his memorable junction vdth Howard off

Plymouth in 1588. Doria, when at a convenient distance,

gave the signal to form line of battle in honour of the

fleet he was approaching; whereupon his vanguard in-

clined to the right and extended itself as a right wing, the

hattaglia or ' main battle ' continued its course and formed

the centre, while the rearguard under press of oars inchned

to the left and rapidly extended to form the other wing

;

and so in perfect order the two fleets exchanged salutes with
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oars, ordnance, flags, and trumpets.' Again in 1538, when

Doria was in command of the allied Christian fleet, the

Turks were seen advancing under sail in the form of an

eagle. The head was formed by an advanced squadron

of twenty galleys ; the neck, of a column of lighter vessels

of the same class. The body was a rhombus of twenty-

six galleys, in the midst of which towered the flag of Bar-

barossa, the great Turkish admiral. To the right and left

of him were extended vnngsof twenty-four galleys each, and

in rear, like a tail, came ranks of brigantines and smaller

vessels. Doria formed his fleet into the usual line abreast,

with the three divisions echeloned from port to starboard

and a squadron of sailing ships and galleons covering each

flank. Thereupon Barbarossa struck sail, and with his

oars developed from his eagle formation a line of battle

in a half moon edging in shore of Doria to get the weather

gauge, and the disastrous battle of Prevesa was fought.^

For a bombardment galley manoeuvres were even more
complex. A fighting hne was formed of detached groups,

so that each group could be constantly shifting its position

to avoid giving a fixed target. Each group, moreover, in

order to economise space and sustain the flow of fire, was
formed of galleys lashed stern to stem in pairs, and as

one delivered its fire the two turned together on their

axis and so brought the battery of the other to bear.

When space did not permit of a line, they would form

column of ' quadrilles '—that is, four abreast—and by
executing' an endless countermarch keep up an almost

uninterrupted fire.'

When manoeuvres so formal were regarded as a

measure of the admiral's skill, it is easy to understand

' Guglielmotti, Stcyria della Marina PonUficia, iii. 294. Boma, Tipo-
grafia Vaticana, 10 vols. 1886-93.

2 Ibid. iv. 51 et sect. a lUd. iii. 300, 400 ; iv. 80.
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how impatient an officer of the Itahan school must have
been of the defects of a ship of subservient movement.
His desire was to handle his fleet with the precision of

an army ashore, and the comparative uncertainty of the

movements of sailing vessels seemed to him incapable of

being reduced to scientific tactics. It must not be

supposed, however, that saihng warships did not exist, or

had no place in the naval art. From very early times

they had been regarded as necessary adjuncts to a navy,

and had reached a considerable degree of development

even in the Mediterranean. During the Crusades ships

of very large size were used. As early as the twelfth

century there is notice of one capable of carrying 1,500

men and 100 horses.' The ' Paradise,' in which St. Louis

sailed on his last Crusade in 1269, was large enough to

carry a mainmast forty-six cubits high and a mainsail

measuring sixty-three cubits . By the end of the fourteenth

century, Ancona had a number of vessels of 300 tons

armed with bombards and lighter guns. Indeed, it

became a standing order of all the maritime republics

that no merchant vessel must go to sea without an

armament of guns in proportion to its tonnage, and so

was formed in each case the nucleus of a sailing war

fleet. As the use of artillery grew the armament of-

sailing vessels continually increased, but still it was rather
'

with a view to their individual safety from pirates than -

to create a regular sailing navy. It is true that the great

Doria on several occasions made use of galleons, not only

as flankers, but also in advance of his line to break the

enemy's attack formation. It is by no means certain,

however, that these galleons did not have oars. In any

case little came of Doria's experiment, and in the

Mediterranean sailing ships continued to be thought

' Guglielmotti, Storia delta Marina Pontificia, i. 326 et seq.
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incapable of contending against galleys. The advantage

which an oared vessel had in calms or hght airs was

deemed to outweigh every other consideration, and it

became a fundamental rule of naval warfare that sailing

vessels were unfit to take their place in the line of battle.

For transport purposes, for hospital and supply ships, for

use as a siege train, they came to be an essential part of

a complete navy, but only as auxiliary to the galleys. For

the galleys the fighting line was reserved. Sailing vessels

might be of use to protect flanks and rear, and even to

afford a rallying point for worsted galleys, but to the last

the great Italian admirals considered that their admission

to the line of battle was impossible, and even that for

strategical purposes it was hardly practicable to handle

with advantage a fleet of the combined types. The

auxiliary fleet, if unable to follow the galleys, would be

left behind without hesitation, and in the last great day

of Lepanto not a single sailing vessel was present to take

part in the action.'

The vessel on which the Italian school relied for the

bulk of the fighting line—the vessel, that is, which

corresponded in tactical values to the seventy-four of

Nelson's time—was the galea or galley proper. The

normal type was a vessel about 160 feet long with a beam

of one-seventh of its length. It was covered by a single

deck sloping upwards from close to the waterHne to the

corsia. This was a well about six feet wide rising above

' These principles were clearly laid down by Antonio Doria in his

Discorso about the middle of the century. (See Guglielrhotti, iii. 281.)

When Alvaro de Bazan, the famous Marc[uis of Santa Cruz, was going to

the relief of Malta with a fleet of galleys and ships in 1565, a council of

war held at Messina decided to leave the ships behind, although Santa
Cruz was inferior to the Turks in galleys. ' From the little I saw of the

battle of Pr6v6sa,' said one of its members, ' a combination of ships and
galleys is not worth much, for ships support galleys badly.' (Jurien de la

Gravitee, Chevaliers de Malte, ii. 176.)
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the deck and running fore and aft. It was designed to

give access to the various chambers in the hold, and being

covered in, formed a gangway from the poop to the fore-

castle. On each side of the corsia were the benches for

the rowers, under whom, as they sat raised above the deck,

the water in choppy weather had free play through the

scuppers. Forward was a soUd platform athwart the ship

which was called the rembata, and carried the battery or

forecastle. Aft was another platform, called the spalliera,

which carried a deck house, and from here the officers

fought and navigated the ship. Both platforms were

closed in below, so as to form quarters for the soldiers

forward and the officers aft. The galley slaves lived

entirely on the benches, with nothing to cover them
except an awning, and that only when in port. Between

the rembata and spalliera ran low bulwarks to afford some

protection to the galley slaves from fire and the weather,

and to carry a kind of protected fighting gallery for

musketeers. The motive power was provided by fifty

oars, twenty-five a side, each manned by a bench of from

three to five rowers. There were also two, and sometimes

three, masts, each bearing a large lateen sail, and to

manage these and perform the ordinary work of the vessel

a crew of sailors had to be provided. A complement of

artificers was also necessary, so that the space left for

the fighting, crew was necessarily very small. In the

sixteenth century the normal navigating crew consisted of

a master and his mate, a pilot and two mates, eight

helmsmen, and twenty-four mariners—that is, forty hands

all told. The rest of the non-effectives—such as surgeons,

clerks, cooks, artificers, apprentices, and boys—amounted to

twenty besides the overseer of the slaves. The actual

fighting force consisted of the captain and three ' gentle-

men of the poop,' two gunners with their mates, one
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sergeant, four corporals, and forty-five soldiers, or fifty-

eight in all, as against at least over two hundred non-

effectives. With a full rowing crew the disproportion was

much greater, but varied in different services, the Spaniards

tending towards increasing the soldier element, the

Venetians to reducing it.

The normal armament consisted of eleven guns, five

of which were in the rembata or forward battery. The

most heavily armed carried amidships directly over the

prow a ' cannon serpentine ' or long fifty-pounder, which

was called from its position the corsia. On each side of

it was a ' demi-cannon serpentine,' or long twenty-four

pounder. These three guns were the main armament.

They were all mounted on fixed carriages, so that they

could be neither trained nor traversed, except by the

motion of the galley. To hit an enemy between wind and

water the gunner had to trust to the rise and fall of the sea,

and in a calm he could only depress his pieces by moving

a lot of gear or a number of the crew forward.' To

traverse them to right or left he must signal to the helms-

man. Outwards of these three bow-chasers were two
' quarter-cannons,' or short twelve-pounders, which, unlike

the chasers, could be fired in broadside and were intended

for close quarters.^ The galleys of Malta appear some-

times to have carried similar pieces in broadside upon

platforms over the after benches, but this was unusual.

In the typical galley the five forward guns formed the

whole main battery, and the tendency as time went on

was to reduce rather than increase the size of the guns on

each side of the corsia. There was also, as in a modern

battleship, an auxiliary armament. It consisted, as a rule,

' William Bourne, Arte of Shooting in Great Ordnance; p. 561.

London, 1587.

2 Guglielmotti, iii. 421.
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of small breech-loading or quick-firing pieces, called

smerigli. They were usually four-pounder guns, mounted
on a non-recoil system, and provided with two or more
mascoli or ' chambers,' which, like a modern quick-firing

cartridge, held a powder charge and could be inserted in

the breech in succession.' Sometimes, however, for one

or two of them was substituted a short gun, similar to a

carronade or a modern howitzer. Two pieces of this

auxiliary armament were carried in the fighting gallery

and four on the poop, and the whole of it was intended

for very close quarters, for clearing the galley when
boarders had entered and for overawing the slaves.

Besides the galea a number of other types were in use.

For the flag officers galleys of larger size but of identical

pattern were provided, while a host of smaller types did

the light work of the fleet, acting as cruisers, despatch

boats, and tenders. Foremost among them was the ' foyst,'

so called because it was so long in proportion to its beam

as to resemble &fusta or canoe hollowed out of a tree.

It had two masts, rowed from eighteen to twenty oars

aside, and had a crew of about a hundred men, all of

whom were free and did the rowing and fighting indiffe-

rently. Next came the hrigantina (so called from hriga,

an old word meaning 'hunt' or ' chase '), which was

manned, rigged, and moulded like a foyst, and had from

twelve to sixteen oars aside. The saettia, or ' arrow,' was

a smaller type still, a kind of launch with three lateen

sails. Another form which grew into great favour was the

fregata, but how precisely it differed from the other light

vessels is not clear. Normally it rowed fourteen oars

aside, had one mast only, was peculiarly swift and of small

draught, and could carry two smerigli in the bows ; but

' Cf . post, pp. 383 et seq., where details of the various patterns ot these

guns as used in the English service will be found.
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the word soon came to be used, like the English ' pinnace,'

as a generic term for all the classes of small swift sailing

vessels with auxiliary oar propulsion.'

Of the galeazza, as a bastard type designed to reconcile

oar propulsion with broadside fire, mention has been made

already. It was about two hundred and twenty feet

between uprights, and its other dimensions were in the

same relation as those of a galley. It had thirty oars

a si^e, worked by a crew wholly under cover. On the deck

above them was a tier of guns, and fore and aft two great

square castles of several tiers. It had three masts, and

the whole ship's company, including slaves, sailors, and

marines, numbered about a thousand. Their great day

was at Lepanto, where thrown forward in couples well in

advance of the galley line, as Andrea Doria had used his

galleons, they entirely broke up the Turks' attack

formation, and were the chief element that decided the

victory for Don John. Still they were but a compromise,

and though introduced in another form perhaps a hundred

years before, they had in no way influenced the naval art.^

Naval tactics still turned on an attack directly forward.

Not only was this the only way in which a galley could

' In 1574 Pero Menendez, the great Spanish admiral, suggested the

construction of a permanent force of ' galliots ' for operation in the Channel,

because they were good sailers and because a galley would cost as much as

' four of that kind of frigate.' See ' Letters of Menendez,' Aug. 15, 1574,

in Euidiaz y Caravia, La Congmista de la Florida, vol. ii. His gallisa-

bras were also called ' frigates.' In the museum of the arsenal at Venice

are models of these various types, but they do not correspond with Gugliel-

motti's descriptions. The date of their design seems uncertain.

^ Galleasses, like all compromise types, diiiered greatly in form. Some
are described as being merely large galleys. The model in the Venice

arsenal is like a galley made on galleon lines. It has no upper deck, but

instead of it massive outrigged superstructures carrying broad fighting

galleries. Beneath these galleries are placed the broadside guns. They
are all quick-firing pieces mounted on the ends of the rowing benches, which

broaden out so as to afford platforms for the gun crews. Where galleasses

were thus armed, their broadside fire must have been very weak.
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deliver her fire, but she still retained her ancient

characteristic weapon. Some twenty feet or more from

her bows projected a massive beam which carried her

metal spur or 'beak,' and with this her most deadly

stroke was still delivered. The ultimate aim of a galley

captain was to ram, and all galley tactics were based upon

delivering a blow with the greatest possible momentum
and avoiding a similar attack.' For this reason a fleet of

galleys meeting an enemy would manoeuvre for the wind

as assiduously as a fleet of great-ships. Engagements,

however, seldom took place in the open. One commander

or the other would usually seek a position where his

flanks were covered by the land. A well-delivered flank

attack was necessarily fatal, and the tactics of the fleet

which had to take the offensive were as a rule chiefly

designed to draw the enemy from his position and expose

him to a flank attack from a masked reserve squadron.

The whole system, indeed, differed little in principle from

contemporary cavalry tactics. Artillery fire played but a

minor part in a battle, except to emphasise the shock at

the moment of impact. An action almost always began

with a charge of the opposing centres prow to prow which

rapidly degenerated into a confused milee round the

opposing admirals. The wings, in endeavouring to carry

out or frustrate the inevitable flanking movement, soon lost

all formation, and broke up into contending groups round

the contests of their flagships, while detachments of

unengaged vessels scoured the scene of action in all direc-

tions, like squads of lances, to bring succour where it

seemed most needed. To close and board an opposing

ship, or to throw a reinforcement into one severely

' It should be noted, however, that before Lepanto, Don John is said

to have ordered the ' beaks ' of his galleys to be cut away. The projection

of the beak seems sometimes to have made boarding from the bows difficult.
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pressed, was then the only aim. It was a land fight

fought at sea.

That sea fights of this time were mainly a series of

Homeric contests between the opposing admirals and their

supports is no illusion, as might fairly be objected, born of

the fancy of picturesque chroniclers, or of the egoisna of the

admirals' despatches. It must have been necessarily so

from the tactics in vogue. The standing rule was that

every ship should seek to engage an enemy of its own

size, and that no captain should presume to engage the

enemy's admiral until his own admiral had had a fair

chance of doing so himself. More than this, the fleet

formations could hardly produce any other result. Of

naval tactics as we understand the phrase, at least after

battle was fairly joined, there were none. The forma-

tions were modelled on those of an army, and were

organically focussed on the flagships. The disposition of

the Christian fleet which Don John of Austria and his

council of war drew up for the battle of Lepanto gives

the last word of the art. The structure of the order of

battle is fundamentally the usual single line abreast,

composed solely of galleys, which were spaced so that

while they had room to row, it was impossible for an

enemy to pass between them. The formation was

according to rule in three divisions, the main-battle in the

centre, the vanguard on the right, and the rearguard on

the left, each with its distinctive colour ; and between

the divisions was an interval wide enough to allow of

any of them manoeuvring independently. The root idea

was an impregnable centre, and here in the midst of the

main-battle of sixty-two galleys Don John had his place

with the four flag ofiicers of his division on each hand,

thus concentrating his most powerful ships at the vital

point. The two wings seemed to have been in conception
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what were then called ' flankers ' of the main-battle. Each

contained fifty-four galleys, and, unlike the main-battle,

they were organised with their respective flagships on the

flanks. The reason for this was that their weakness lay in

the enemy's attempting either to turn their outer flank,

or to penetrate the intervals that divided them from the

main-battle. By placing the flagships at each end of

the divisions instead of in the centre, the greatest strength

was obtained at the points most likely to be threatened.

Such was the backbone of the formation, but it was

emphasised and supported in a way that marks still more

clearly the high development the art had reached. In

rear of the main-battle was placed under the famous

Spanish admiral, the Marquis of Santa Cruz, a reserve

division of thirty galleys, ready either to support the

centre or to frustrate any attempt to break the line at the

divisional intervals ; and in rear of the outer ends of each

wing was a small squadron of four galleys to support the

flagships on the exposed flanks. Besides this each of the

four squadrons had its own proper supports. In rear of

Don John's flagship were stationed two galleys, while

each of the other admirals had two foysts in attendance,

and thus a supernumerary rank of ten or twelve sail was

formed behind each division, not as repeating ships, but

as reinforcements at points of dangerous pressure. The

front of the whole formation was covered, as has been

said, by the great galleasses which were arranged in pairs

a mile in advance of each division, with the intention of

breaking with their fire the attack formation of the

enemy, like advanced posts in front of a military position.'

On the day of battle the design was somewhat modified

' So says Guglielmotti ; but Don Jolin's plan shows them at equal

intervals. Savorgnano, in his Arte Militare Terrestre e Maritima (Venice,

1599, but written several years before), says they were in pairs, one in front

of the centre and one in front of each of the extreme flanks.
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by force of circumstances, but as far as time and- weather

permitted this elaborate formation was actually taken up

in presence of the enemy. No sailing vessels, it will be

observed, had any place in the scheme, and the powerful

auxiliary sailing squadron which was attached to the

fleet had to be content with vague orders to work

to windward and endeavour to annoy the Turks in

flank ; but so little were their movements regarded that,

as has been said, they were not able to be present at the

action at all.

'

One example of the flexibility of such a galley forma-

tion will suffice. At the outset of the action the left wing

of the Turks threatened the right or seaward wing of the

League with a turning movement. Gian Andrea Doria,

the Italian admiral who commanded the Spanish contin-

gent and the threatened wing, fell into the trap, and

without orders led his whole division to the right, leaving

the right flank of the main-battle uncovered. The Turkish

vice-admiral at once made for the gap, but arrived to find

it filled up by Santa Cruz with part of his reserve division

and one of the galleasses. With the sailing vessels of the

time and such seamanship as then existed no manoeuvres

so precise and rapid could have been made, and hence the

distrust of subservient movement felt by all the Italian

admirals.

But while in the Mediterranean they were thus

abandoning as hopeless the problem of bringing sailing

ships into the line of battle, on the Atlantic seaboard a

new school was arising that was approaching the solution
;

and the home and heart of that school was England. To
apprehend the revolution more clearly it is necessary to

' Guglielmotti, vol. vi. lib. ii. c. 14; Paroohon, Chypre et Lipante,

p. 227, where Don John's sketch is reproduced. For the actual formation

when the action began, see Jurien de la Gravifee, La Giwrre de Chypre et

la Bataille de Lipante, torn ii., where detailed plans wiU be found.
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remember that from all time ships had been divided into

two great classes—the 'long ship' and the 'round ship.'

It was to the former class exclusively that in the old

days belonged the man-of-war, the navis longa of the

Eomans, the ' long-ship ' or Drakar of the Norsemen

vessels which were constructed primarily for speed and for

fighting, and which used sails only as an auxiliary means

of motion. To the second class belonged the merchant

ship, the vaisseau rond of the French, the vascello of the

Italians, which was constructed primarily with a view

to capacity for cargo, to seaworthiness, and to sail propul-

sion only. The round-ship was the merchantman, the

long-ship, the man-of-war ; and while the Italians were

absorbed in developing the highest capabilities of the

long-ship, the process upon which the English seamen

were engaged was the gradual development of a new type

of man-of-war out of the round-ship.

Like most other things English, the growth of our

school of naval warfare was slow, eminently unscientific,

and extremely complex in its determining forces. It was

a process of almost blind evolution shaped partly by the

national character, partly by geographical position, partly

by the nattire of the wars in which we were chiefly

engaged. Its origin is not to be traced even approximately.

There is no epoch in which it can be said the long-ship of

the Vikings ceased to be the typical warship of the

Enghsh. All we can observe is that throughout the

maritime history of the middle ages no feature is more

remarkable or more constant than the inferiority of the

Enghsh to their enemies in ships of the galley type. One •

cause of this lay inherent in the national system. Of a

navy, as we understand it, there was little more than a

trace. The navy of England, as appears from continual

petitions of Parliament, was synonymous with the English

VOL. I. c
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marine. The royal navy was merely that part of it which

belonged to the king, and which was used by him in time

of peace as his subjects used theirs. When^ a fleet was

required for national purposes, it necessarily was composed

mainly of merchantmen, and the fact that it was usually

required for transporting a land force to the Continent,

and that the most serious danger it had to encoimter was

bad weather, made a fleet so composed the best that could

be had.

The geographical position of England must have

emphasised in a great measure the advantages of the

round-ship. But this influence, at first sight the most

obvious and weighty, must not be exaggerated. The great

invasions of the Norsemen had all been carried out vnth

oared long-ships. As late as 1259 Eric XII. of Norway

undertook to furnish Philippe le Bel with two hundred

gaUeys for his war with Edward I., and throughout the

middle ages, when naval warfare had not emerged from

the primitive condition of cross-raiding between adjacent

coasts, galleys were hardly if at all less suitable to the

narrow seas than they were to the Mediterranean.'

The obscurity of the subject is due in a great measure to

the difficulty of determining the nature of the vessels in use.

English and indeed most northern war fleets of the later

middle ages were composed mainly of ships (niefs), cogs,

barges, and balyngers, v?ith sometimes ' spynes ' or pinnaces

attached. The first two were certainly sailing vessels,

though how the cog differed from the ship it is needless for

the present purpose to inquire. Of barges and balyngers

there is some difference of opinion, but there can really be no

serious doubt that in these types we see the tradition of the

' Jal, Glossavre nautigue, p. 753. Cf. Proposal made by the Genoese
Admiral, Benedetto Zaocaria, in he same year, for a fleet of gallies, Gugliel-

motti, iv. 345.
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long-ship survmng in a fixed naval idea that no war fleet

was complete without its contingent of oared vessels. In

1301 an English barge is mentioned as having thirty oars.

When Arnoul le Maire, in 1386, heard of the battle

proceeding between the English and Flemish fleets,

Eroissart tells us ' il entra en une sienne barge que il

avoit bonne et belle . . . etnagea aforcedesrames jusques

a la battaiUe.' Though sometimes used of large ships'

boats or tenders, the word ' barge ' certainly meant in

English fleets something more important. In 1415 the

barges provided by the Council as part of the Channel

guard were of a hundred tons, and carried a complement

of forty-eight mariners, twenty-six men-at-arms, and

twenty-six archers. Their ordinary burden at this time

was from sixty to eighty tons.' It may be taken, therefore,

that they roughly corresponded to the larger brigantines

of the Mediterranean, or to the lesser foysts of the later

English service.

The balynger presents greater difficulties. The

derivation of the name is certainly from balmna, a whale,

and most authorities, for this reason and from apparent

misreadings of passages where the balynger is mentioned

with great-ships, have regarded it as a 'whaler' and

classed it with the larger sailing vessels. Jal himself fell

into this error, but subsequently altered his opinion, and,

summing up all that could be ascertained about the vessel

beyond doubt from contemporary authority, held that

it was small and fast, the favourite craft of pirates, and

sometimes employed as a light vessel in fleets from the

fourteenth to the sixteenth centuries.^ Froissart also

1 Nicolas, History of the Boyal Navy, i. 305 ; ii. 407 ;
Froissart,

Chron. lib. iii. c. 53 ; Jal, Glossaire nautique, p. 247 ; Oppenheim, History

of the Administration of the Boyal Navy, i. IB.

' Glossaire, p. 224.

c 2
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distinctly says a special character was that it drew very

little water.' Such a craft cannot possibly have been a

' whaler,' but it may very well have been a ' whale boat

'

—a boat, that is, attached to a 'whaler' and used fo]

harpooning. A 'whale boat,' as defined by. Admiral

Smyth, is a ' boat varying from 26 to 56 feet in lengtt

and from 4 to 10 feet in beam, sharp, at both ends . .

combining swiftness of motion, buoyancy, and stabihty.'

These are exactly the prominent characteristics of the

Viking ship preserved at Christiania, and any doubt as tc

the antiquity of the use of such a boat in whaling is sei

at rest by a seal of the thirteenth century whereon is

engraved a representation of men harpooning from a crafi

precisely of this type.^ The presumption, then, is thai

there did exist in the later middle ages a whaling-boat on

the lines of a Viking ship and of the ordinary Norwegian

sea boats of the present day, which was used for harpoon-

ing and therefore a rowing-boat. Could it now be showr

that the balynger had oars, we need have little hesitatior

in identifying it with this boat and forming a fairly cleai

picture of what it was. Fortunately this evidence, thougt

overlooked by Jal, exists. An order to the Cinque Ports

of 1401 requisitions three balyngers with the requisite

sailors to row them. We are also told on high authority

that the Spanish ballenere, introduced by the Biscayar

shipwrights in the fourteenth century, was a long loM

vessel for oars and sails.* This fairly sets the matter a1

rest, and explains why they were always classed witt

barges, why Conflans in 1515 places them betweer

pinnaces and garbares (a kind of small barge), anc

' Nicolas, ii. 327 n. ^ Figured by Jal, Glossaire, p. 224.

' Nicolas, ii. 348, quoting Fcedera, viii. 205; Proc. Privy Council, i

142. Duro, La Marina de Oastilla, p. 158. Mr. Oppenheim (op. cit. p. 13

quotes this as the origin of the balynger. It no dotibt was the origin of thi

word, but the thing almost certainly was a North Sea type of high antiquity
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why Duez in 1674 defines them as ' une sorte de pinnace.'

'

As to their normal size we know from the order of 1415

above mentioned that their complement might be forty

mariners, ten men-at-arms, and ten archers. We may
therefore safely conceive the balynger, although latterly

under Henry V. it ranged from one hundred and twenty

to twenty tons, as normally a rowing vessel corresponding

in tactical value to the smaller hrigantina or the saettia of

the Mediterranean, and deriving the special form which

fitted it peculiarly to the North Sea by direct descent

from the oared long-ship of the Norsemen.^

But it is not only in these middle and small types,

the barge, the balynger, and the spyne, that we see the

survival of the old ideas. Until late in the middle ages

galleys of large size continue to be found sometimes in the

possession of the king and sometimes hired on the out-

break of a war ; but by the beginning of the fifteenth

century it may be taken that they were no longer con-

sidered in England as indispensable. When Henry V.

laid what are usually regarded as the foundations of

a true Eoyal Navy, the bulk of it was great-ships. In

1417 he had six ' grands niefs,' eight barges, and ten

balyngers. In the next year the ' Navy List ' shows eleven

' Jal, Glossavre, p. 226.

* Oppenheim, op. cit. p. 12. Monsieur Chas. de la Eonci^re, of the

Biblioth^que Nationale, the highest French authority on Mediasval shipping

classes balyngers with oarracks and nefs as sailing vessels (Jusserand,

English Essays, App. i.), and this in spite of admitting the fact that they

had oars. These, however, as he has kindly explained to me, he regards as

auxiliary only, since balyngers both on voyages and in action are often

spoken of as under sail. But it is submitted that aU rowing vessels from the

drakar to the galley sailed whenever they could and used their oars only in

calms, or when the wind was contrary or when extra speed was required.

The point is, that—whether we call balyngers sailing vessels or not^—for

tactical purposes their oars and shape made them distinctly vessels of free

movement. They could freely take up their position in action independently

of the wind, and were therefore as naval units of an essentially different class

from the carrack and nef

.
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great-ships and carracks, five of a class called ' niefs,'

only one barge, and nine balyngers. A complete list of

his Navy gives seventeen ships and cogs, seven carracks,

and fourteen barges and balyngers.^ A. curious letter

exists, written by an English agent at Valencia in Spain

to one of Henry's Ministers, saying that he may have ten or

twelve armed galleys and even more from Barcelona if he

wants them, and that one of the galley captains is coming

to England to treat about them.^ It does not appear,

however, that Henry ever took them into his service, and

in any case we may conclude that from its very infancy

the English Navy showed a marked preference for great-

ships over galleys, or at least a marked distaste for keeping

galleys as part of a standing fleet, and a tendency to

reduce the type to a subordinate position in its tactical

system.

It must not be supposed, however, that anything like

true sailing tactics had yet been introduced. Though the

English seaman loved his great-ship he fought it like a

galley. His only idea of an attack was to work to wind-

ward and then run his enemy down and board if he did

not sink her with the collision. ' Set me against yonder

Spaniard that is coming, for I wish to joust with him,'

was Edward's order to his pilot at the famous victory of

' Les Espagnols sur Mer ' in 1350 which won him the

title of ' King of the Seas.' Even when gun-fire began to

be better understood there was little change. When
in 1416 the Duke of Bedford on his way to Harfleur

' Nicolas, Agincourt, App. p. 21 ; History of Navy, ii. 514, App. x.

;

Ellis, Original Letters, 3rd aeries, i. 72 ; Oppenheim, i. 12. The relative

importance of the classes may be gathered from the annuities of the masters.

The great-ships and carracks were allotted 61. 13s. id. ; the '' niefs ' 51. ; the

barge and the balyngers SI. 6s. 8d. A carracca was the largest kind of

merchant ship which, when armed and fitted with ' castles,' was constantly

used as a 'great-ship.'

' Ellis, 2nd series, i. 69 n.
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encountered the French fleet, there was nothing, so far as

can be learnt from the chroniclers, but a general charge

in which the great-ships met with a violent shock and

then grappled. In the following year, when the Earl of

Huntingdon was sent out to clear the way for Henry's

expedition to France, the same thing happened. ' Some
of the ships,' says Nicolas, ' came in contact with such

violence that their prows or, more properly, forecastles

were carried away and the men in them thrown into the

sea. The vessels fastened themselves to each other by

chains and cables in the usual manner, when another

hand-to-hand fight took place, which lasted nearly the

whole day.'

'

For another century these land fights at sea continued

to be the only possible form of engagement between fleets,

and great-ships continued to be attended by fighting

vessels of the galley type. The proposal of Parliament to

Henry VI. in 1442 for a permanent naval force for the

defence of the Narrow Seas suggests eight great-ships

with castles, eight barges, eight balyngers, and four

spynes or pinnaces. The policy of the succeeding reigns,

which tended towards the abandonment of Henry V.'s idea

of a Eoyal Navy in favour of securing warships by contract

with private citizens, shows no signs of change. Henry

VII. continued to work on much the same lines, and

the policy he introduced of subsidising the building of

large merchantmen only emphasises the vitality of the

old ideas. Henry VIII., too, in the early part of his reign

was still under the same mediaeval influence. The fleet

which he prepared in 1512 for his first war with France

consisted entirely of carracks and other sailing vessels,

and as yet the only sign of a change is one rather of retro-

gression than advance. During the progress of the war

' History of Navy, ii. 431.
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the whole energies of the dock-yards seem to have been

devoted to tiirning out vessels with a tendency towards

the galley type. In 1513 the ' Great Galley ' appears,

which was of 700 tons, carried over 200 pieces of artillery

great and small, rowed 120 oars, and could carry from

800 to 1,000 men. Besides this in the same year the

' Katherine Galley ' of 70 tons takes its place in the lists,

and in the summer of the same year others were on the

stocks at Woolwich.'

Though these vessels, as we shall see, were certainly

not ordinary galleys, and indeed contained the germs of

the coming change, it is clear that Henry's first experi-

ments in the naval art led him to cast back towards

vessels of free movement. This was but natural. The

events of the war show their moral effect was as great

as ever. Prigent, a knight of Ehodes in the service of

France, was known to be bringing six galleys and four

' foysts ' from the Mediterranean to Join the French

sailing fleet at Brest. ^ Sir Edward Howard, the Lord

Admiral, to prevent the junction taking place, put to

sea and succeeded in blockading Brest—for the first

time, it is believed, on record. Prigent, fearing to face

Howard's great-ships alone, put into Conqufet at the

north of the entrance to Brest, and took up a position

in Blanc Sablon Bay, where his flanks were protected

by two fortified islands. In this almost impregnable

position Howard, leaving his main-fleet to watch Brest,

' See Navy Lists in Brewer's State Papers, i. 455, 551, 552, 811.

Also, ibid. n. ii. 1462. 'Wm. Bonde for making the King's great-ship

and 4 new gallies at Woolwich, £600.' Mr. Oppenheim is doubtful about

the ' great galley,' and inclines to think from its fitful appearance in the lists

it was a designation applied to various ships. But in any ease it is clear

there was at least one large vessel of the galley type with powerful oar

propulsion.

^ Hall says ' three galleys of force with divers Foists and Eow-gaUeys.'

Chronicle, p. 535.
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attacked him with two galleys, two row-barges, and two
' crayers,' and lost his life fighting heroically on Prigent's

flagship. The defeat went far to paralyse the English

strategy. Sir Thomas Howard, Sir Edward's successor,

' wisely considering the advantage of the French galleys

in a calm,' begged for reinforcements of men, since with

the galleys where they were he dared not weaken his fleet

by landing a force sufficient to take Brest and destroy the

blockaded fleet, and while he lay incapable of striking a

blow Prigent began raiding the Sussex coast.'

The Lord Admiral was probably justified in his

caution. The great-ship for tactical purposes must still

have been, as before, little better than a more seaworthy

and less mobile galley. In the early part of Henry VIII. 's

reign, the Navy was armed mainly with small breech-

loading pieces for use as mankillers in repelling boarders

or preparing an enemy's decks for a counter attack. In

Elizabeth's time such pieces were regarded as merely a

secondary armament. A few only of the newer vessels

carried heavy ordnance, and that in little higher propor-

tion than galleys. The real secret of the great-ship's

power was yet undiscovered. Besides its sea endurance,

as we have seen, the true value of the great-ship lay in its

broadside fire, and the development of broadside fire was

a question of gunnery, of naval architecture, and of sea-

manship. With Henry's introduction of heavy guns on

board his larger vessels, however, the true note had been

struck, and by the end of his reign the first two arts had

made great strides. Guns of all patterns and sizes were

being cast in England, both in bronze and iron, which

were little inferior to those Nelson fought with, and

numbers of small wrought-iron breach-loading pieces of

the smerigli type were turned out for rapid firing from

' Lord Herbert in Eennet's Complete History of England, vol. ii. i.
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the tops and cage-works.' Naval architecture had per-

fected the port-hole, whereby ships were able not only to

* carry two tiers of ordnance, but also to bear in broadside

much heavier guns by having them closer to the water line.^

But important as were these improvements it was

not in them that the solution of the great problem was

found. The thing that finally changed the naval art from

its mediaeval to its modern state was an achievement of

marine achitecture. This was the development of the

V. galleon, the typical ship of the great transition and the

immediate parent of the ship-of-the-hne.

Though a loose habit of thought has made us picture

it as an old-fashioned craft essentially cumbrous, slow,

and unwieldy, it was in its inception and by comparison

with pre-existing types exactly the reverse. By a similar

misconception, and one that is almost universal, it has

been regarded as a type that specially belonged to Spain,

whereas the truth is that Spain was probably the last of

' See post, p. 386. ' Cage-works ' waa the name given to the super-

structures fore and aft, the opere morte of the Italians.

^ The armament of Henry's VIII.'s ships at first consisted mainly and

sometimes entirely of small quick-firing or secondary pieces, for use at the

closest quarters and in boarding. These were serpentines, slings, and

m/wrderers. Serpentines were ' double ' or ' single ' (i.e. large and small),

and from their name were presumably ' long ' guns—i.e. of the ' oulverin ' or

' serpent ' type. They disappear with the introduction of the bases, which

were small quick-firing culverins. Slings and half-slings were of the

' Perier ' or short (howitzer) type, and though they survived longer were

replaced by port-pieces and fowlers, which were small quick-fiting periers.

Mwrderers were small quick-firing mortars and remained in use till the

end of the century. The heavy guns of the time were mainly wrought-irou

breach-loading bombards, the earliest form of ordnance. Henry introduced

into the sea service ' eurtals,' the new form of siege gun. They weighed about

3,000 lb., but no further details are given of them. ' Curtal ' meant a docked

horse or dog, and presumably, therefore, they were short guns. Doubtless

they were of the same type as the Italian Cortaldi, an early form of muzzle-

loading stone-gun or perier. They are thus scheduled by Tartaglia in his

Commenia/ries concerning Artillery, which he dedicated to Henry VIII.

(Lucar's edition, 1588, p. 30). His 3,000-lb. stone-guns fired a 100-lb. shot,

and were 9| feet long.
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the oceanic powers to adopt it and the last by perhaps

half a century. These two errors lie at the root of most

of the misunderstanding which has obscured the naval

history of the sixteenth century, and it is not till we have

obtained a clear conception of what the galleon was and

how it became established as a typical sailing war-ship

that we can hope to see the period in its true light.

To the north the galleon came not from Spain, but

from Italy. There the name occurs very early, but only

as a slightly modified galley. It was not till the fifteenth

century that the true galleon began to appear. Two
influences were then at work. One, we have seen, was

the desire to. produce a sailing warship that could act

vrith galleys, the other perhaps still stronger, the desire

to produce a merchant ship fast and powerful enough to

be secure from the growing boldness of the pirates and at

the same time able to carry a large cargo and endure the

seas of the Atlantic for voyages outside the Straits. The

result was a compromise between the long-ship and the

round-ship, a vascello designed as much like a galley as

was then thought possible for a sailing ship. The normal

type eventually evolved was a vessel of about three times

the length of its beam, the normal round-ship or ' hulk
'

being only twice the length of its beam. It had also a

long flat floor like a galley, and was of lower free-board

than an ordinary round-ship. It was also like a galley

flush-decked, and would seem always to have had the

half-deck carried across the waist so as to make one flush

deck with the old forecastle. In the larger types the

quarter-deck was also carried flush from stem to stern, so

that latterly at any rate a true galleon had at least two

decks and sometimes three. On the upper deck in the

earlier types were erected both fore and aft high-castles

as in a galleasse, but usually on curved Hues, which gave
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the hull of the old-fashioned galleons the appearance of a

half moon. Originally they certainly had auxihary oar

propulsion for working them in harbours, rivers, and con-

fined waters. But the increasing height of freeboard,

and weight of construction, to which the desire for higher

sea-endurance led, must have continued to make them

less and less adapted for rowing, and eventually in the

true galleon, in accordance with the invariable tendency

of bastard types to shed their means of free movement,

oars were entirely eliminated. In one class of galleon,

however, the original low freeboard was long retained, so

as to permit the use of oars in the waist. A vessel of

this type was called in Italy a galleazza di mercantia, or

merchant-galleasse, to distinguish it from the true war-

galleasse. It was in this type of galleon that the whole

of the Venetian trade with London and Antwerp was

carried on, and it therefore assumes for us a very special

interest, as the latest effort of Italian naval architecture

presented to English experts at the time Henry VIII.

was creating the new Navy. Coronelli describes the

galleazza or galea di Londra as generally upon the

lines of a war-galleasse, but with a beam of over three

and three-fifths its length. Further, he says that in order

to enable them to work in and out of confined waters and

rivers, but as an auxiliary means of movement only, they

were furnished with oars. But instead of thirty aside,

like the war-galleasses, they carried but seventeen, and

these were rowed between the fuocone or cooking place

amidships and the forecastle, so that the vessel was in type

a mezzo galera. The rest of the ship was devoted to cargo.

They were rigged with three masts, the foremast carrying

square sails, the main and mizen lateens.'

' Coronelli, Atlante Veneto, i. 141, Venice, 1691. Cataneo (DeW Es-
samini di Bombardieri, p. 831. Brescia, 1564) calls them galiedA mercantia.
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The fact that in the later seventeenth century the

galleon became the ordinary ocean trader of the Spaniards

and its obvious fitness for the purpose have led to an

unquestioned belief that they at once adopted it. But

this was not so. Throughout the sixteenth century they ^

continued to use for their Indian commerce caravels and <

ordinary ships. Even the Portuguese, though they soon

adopted the galleon as a warship, continued to use the

carracks for the Indian voyage. Long after the French

had adopted the new invention and were using it to

make havoc with the trade of Charles V. there is no

sign amongst the Spanish naval orders of any galleon

existing to withstand them. The first appearance of a

galleon in Spain seems to be in 1540, when Santa Cruz

offered to undertake the police of the Straits with two

galleasses and two galleons, but even these were galleons

of his own invention and as would seem mere modifica-

tions of the war-galleasse. In any case little came of it,

and four years later, when the French had nearly

paralysed his Indian . trade, Charles V. had to beg

the King of Portugal to send out some of his galleons

As to what a galleon was, Simoneta, describing those used on the Po in

1447, says : ' Sunt autem galeones triremibus breviores sed latiores et

sublimiores '—that is, ' shorter than galleys but of broader beam and higher

freeboard.' He also says they had a high prow and stern, and sailed. In

1495 a Frenchman (Du Pare) describes some galleons in the king's service

as ' a kind of vessel bearing some resemblance to a small cargo ship or to a

high and broad galley which uses sails and sometimes oars.' In 1526

another Frenchman (Lazare Baif) writes 'Forma erat mixta ex nave

oneraria et longa triremis,' and calls them galleasses. All the above are

cited by Jal in his Glossaire nautigue. William Borough, controller of the

Navy in 1593, gives the typical proportions of the galleon as three times its

beam in length, with a depth in hold of two-fifths its beam (8. P. Dom.

coxliii. 110). Crescentio in 1607 gives the same proportions as an ideal

form. Pantero-Pantera, in 1614, says small galleons had two decks and

large ones three, all being flush decked. (Jal.) Numberless other authorities

could be quoted to show they were a compromise between a galley and a round-

ship, and that their special advantage was that they were more weatherly

and faster than the old types. See especially, Pantero-Pantera, uhi supra.
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and clear the way for the , homeward bound West Indian

fleet. It was not till the second half of the century, as

we shall see, that anything like ,a regular squadron of

galleons appeared in the Spanish service, and then only as

convoy ships for the Indian trade.

^

Meanwhile in the North, in France, in Scotland, and

• above all in England, the new type had been seized upon

greedily. A natural aptitude for the sea had shown them

quickly that here was the model for the sailing warship

to which they had so long been groping their way

instinctively. Who was the first in the field it is needless

to inquire—probably France, for in 1495 the king is known

to have had three galleons which resembled small cargo

ships, or high and broad galleys, and which used their

oars as auxiliary only, principally for getting to sea.^ The

probability is that all three nations adopted them about

the same time from the special Venetian model, the

galleazza di mercantia ; but if there is any one man to

whom the revolution is to be attributed it is above all

our great sea-king, Henry VIII. As by his religious

policy he definitely cut himself free from the mediaeval

dream of a European system, he seems to have felt that

henceforward the greatness of his kingdom must rest upon

the sea. While the continental princes were absorbed

with the problems of establishing standing armies, Henry

devoted himself to the creation of a standing Navy. It

was thus that under his guidance the English genius for

maritime warfare took possession of the new idea, and

without a pause worked it out until it developed a type

' Duro, Armada Espanola, vols. i. and ii., Appendices, containing

calendars of documents relating to the Navy and the Indian trade

passim. In the Vocabularia nautica attached to Dr. Diego Garcia de

Palacio's Instrucion NautMca (Mexico 1587) the word'; galeon is not given

at all.

^ Svpra, p. 29 n.
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of galleon peculiarly its own and a Navy such as

the world had never seen before. To the French sea-

men of the Atlantic seaboard during the incessant

wars with Charles V. the advantages of the type were

thoroughly clear, but there it ended. For them the pro-

blem of national defence was neither so simple nor so

clear as our own, and in spite of their long experience

against the Spaniards, when it came to the final trial

of strength between Francis and Henry it was the

English king who remained undisputed master of the

seas.

Although throughout his whole reign, and especially

in its early part, Henry, like his predecessors, continued

to hire and purchase large merchant vessels abroad for

the purpose of turning them into men-of-war, in his earhest -

Navy List several of the new type of war-ship appear.^ -

At each successive period of naval activity, which

the necessities of his ambitious foreign policy called

forth, others made their appearance, till at the close of

his last struggle with Francis he possessed fifteen vessels

of this class averaging nearly 250 tons. At first like the

' great galley,' which was undoubtedly of this class, they

were probably intended to be used with a powerful oar-

propulsion, but by the end of the reign it would seem

that the extraordinary sailing powers which the ocean

seamen had brought out of them had caused them to be

regarded as essentially sailing vessels. ^ Anthony Anthony,

' The ' Swallow ' is classed by Anthony as a galleasse (seepost, p. 33).

The ' Anne Gallant,' though caUed a ' schippe,' was possibly also of this

class. She was wrecked on the coast of Galicia in 1518 {Oppenheim, pp. 66

and 68) and replaced by a galleasse. The ' Swallow ' was also replaced by a

galleasse. Besides these, he had in 1512 other vessels described as

' galleys,' which were almost certainly sailing vessels. Till the middle of

the century ' galley,' ' galleasse,' and ' galleon ' seem to have been used

almost at haphazard to describe the new class of ship.

2 The ' great galley ' cannot have been a true galley, though it had
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an officer of the Ordnance Department, has left us a com-

plete picture of what the Boyal Navy had become at this

time. According to him it consisted of forty-five sail

divided into four classes. They were named respectively

' ships,' ' galleasses,' ' pinnaces ' and ' row-barges.' ' Cogs,

barges, and balyngers have all disappeared, and it is only

in the first class that we see the relics of a mediaeval

Navy. This class of ' great-ships ' proper is made up

almost entirely of the remains of Henry's original fleet

and four large vessels purchased from the Hanse Tovras.

At its head is the 'Great Harry,' an unwieldy over-

gunned vessel of a thousand tons, seemingly devised in

the mediaeval spirit rather with a view to the dignity of

the king's banner than for a fighting ship, with two tiers

of ordnance on the lower decks, a third tier on her half

deck and forecastle. Fore and aft her massive super-

structures towered still higher, so that astern she had

actually five tiers of guns, and eight decks.

It is in the new second class of ' galleasses,' or

' galleys,' as they were called indifferently, that the real

interest of Henry's fleet lies. How exactly they differed

from ordinary ships Anthony's rolls unfortunately do

not show very clearly. Most of them appear to be

flush-decked and all are of comparatively low freeboard

and without high superstructures or ' cage-works.' Still

we know there was a further difi'erence. In Elizabethan

times the main distinction between galleasses or galleons

120 oars, for it carried 200 guns and must therefore have been a broad-

side ship, even if we assume the total included ' hand guns.'

' Anthony's list consists of three rolls of parchment, upon -which is

depicted in watercolour every ship with details of its armament, crew, &c.

Eoll 1, containing the ' ships,' and EoU 3, containing the 'pinnaces ' and
' row barges,' have been bound in a book which is preserved in the

Pepysian Library at Magdalene College, Cambridge. Boll 2, containing the
' galleasses,' is in its original state in the British Museum. (Add. MS.
22,047.)
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and ships was the proportion of length to beam. This is

just the one distinction that Anthony's broadside sketches

cannot show. From a naval programme of 1588 we know
that a vessel a hundred feet long with a beam of thirty

feet was regarded as ' a bastard betwixt a galleasse

and a galleon.' ' In the same paper the dimensions of

galleons are given as rather under three beams long, and

those of the bastard galleasse three and a-third beams

long. A ' galleasse,' therefore, on this progression must

have been rather over three and two-thirds beams long, or

very near the proportions of a galleazza di mercantia,

which had a length of over three and three-fifths of its

beam. In every respect, indeed, allowing for experimental

differences of detail, they closely correspond in type to all

we know of the galea or galleazza di Londra, even to the

alternative name. There can be little doubt then that

Henry's second class of capital ship was in the wide sense

a galleon, which got its special name and form from the

Venetian model.

^

Examining them in detail we see traces of a gradual

development, for they are by no means all of identical

type. First on the list are the ' Anne Gallant ' and the

' Grand Mistress ' given by Anthony as sister-ships of 450

tons. Both were new in 1545, and probably represent the

latest ideas of Henry's naval architects. The 'Grand

> S. p. Dom. Eliz. ooxviii. 31.

'' If any doubt remained that the type was a new one, it would be re-

moved by the uncertainty Navy men displayed in fixing a name for the class.

At the end of Henry's reign two of Anthony's galleasses are called ' galleons
;

'

and another smaller one a ' galliot ' (see Oppenheim, i. 51 n). In an

account of 1550 amongst the Harfleur Archives two vessels in the same

sentence are called ' galHotz ' and ' gallions ' (Jal, p. 764). The main

characteristic of the true ' galleota ' was that it had no rembata or forward

gun-platform. Like 'galley,' the name seems to have been eventually

applied to a ship's boat. Mr. Oppenheim gives the forms ' galley-watt' and

' joley-watt ' for a ship's boat. In galliot, then, we perhaps have the real

origin of ' jolly-boat,' which hitherto has defied the ingenuity of etymologists.

VOL. I. !>
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Mistress ' apparently had been built at Eye, where the

East Anglian shipwrights with the famous Mr. Fletcher

at their head were revolutionising the art of sailing on a

wind.' Next came two vessels of ' notable fairness ' called >

the ' Salamander ' and the ' Unicorn,' which were captured

from the Scots during Lord Lisle's expedition to Leith in

1544, the second year of Henry's last war with France,

when he took or destroyed everything that floated from

Stirling to the Bass. The ' Salamander ' was a vessel of

300 tons which had been presented to James V. by

Francis I., as part of the dowry of his daughter, the

Princess Madeleine.^ The ' Unicorn,' which was of the

same type but of 240 tons only, had been built by James V.

himself, probably on the lines of his father-in-law's

present. The rest seem all new and show a still further

improvement in design. Four of them, all named after

animals, the ' Hart ' and ' Antelope ' of 300 tons and the

' Tiger ' and ' Bull ' of 200, appear distinctly flush-decked

and are without any lofty cage-works on the half deck or

forecastle. The others, the ' Greyhound ' of 200 tons

the ' Jennet ' of 180, and the ' Lion ' and ' Dragon ' of

140 approach near the ship type, though with lower cage-

works both fore and aft, and have only three masts.

Amongst them is one true galley and this is represented

with oars. None of the others are. In spite of the

original design of the English type and notwithstanding,

as vrill presently be seen, that under the influence of a

passing reaction they were actually furnished vdth oars, it

is therefore certain that when the war broke out the ten-

dency of the English school had brought them to be

regarded purely as saihng ships.

In the third class of ' pinnaces ' we see the same

' Lord Lisle's despatch, August 20, 1545, State Papers, Henry VIII.

L 820. ^ Soiinshed, sub anno 1544.
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tendency at work—the tendency to seek fast and handy

saiHng vessels in modifications of the old rowing types.

Originally the pinnace or spyne was certainly regarded

as a vessel of free-movement. Under Henry VI. we have

seen it placed after the barge and the balyngers, both

auxiliary rowing types. The general opinion is that it

was then a long open boat. But in Anthony's rolls it is

a sailing vessel with half deck and forecastle, and with

three masts carrying lateen sails, differing little except

in rig and size from the galleasses. Judging from what
they became in Elizabeth's time we may assume they were

longer in proportion, approaching four beams in length.

The absence of oars in Anthony's sketches does not

necessarily mean that they were not intended to be rowed.

Indeed we know that in the latter half of the century and

onward the essential characteristic of the pinnace was

its power of free-movement : but we may with certainty

conclude that under Henry VIII. it began to be

regarded primarily as a sailing vessel. In one list of

Mary's time these vessels are actually classed as great-

ships, but this is certainly a blunder. In burden they

ranged from eighty to fifteen tons, the majority being

forty tons, and setting aside certain special functions in

general actions and landing operations they were to the

capital ships exactly what the frigate was to the ship-of-

the-line.'

"We thus see the two mediaeval types of barges and

> There were ten in the class. Two of them, the ' Saker ' and the

' Falcon,' were named after birds ; four or five others, like the smaller

' galleasses,' after animals ; one with the curious name, ' Trego-Eonnyger,'

apparently Spanish ; and lastly one known as the ' Brigantine,' which as we

have seen was originally the same thing as a barge. Two were very

probably the ' zabras ' or pinnaces which Henry procured in Spain in 1542

as despatch vessels to carry his correspondence with the Emperor {Spanish

Calendar, 6., ii. ' Chapuys to the Queen of Hungary, July 3, 1542 '). One of

these pinnaces is sometimes called the ' Spanish shallop.'
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balyngers superseded by vessels of a new kind, trusting

mainly to their sails for mobility in action. Naval ideas,

however, were still conservative enough to cling to the

rule that purely oared vessels were a necessary adjunct to

a fighting fleet. The old oared tender was the ' spyne,'

and now that it had developed into a sailing vessel we see

it replaced by an entirely new type. This was the row-

barge, which formed Henry's fourth class. Of these light

craft, there were thirteen named all alike after well known

heraldic badges :
' Cloud-in-the-Sun,' ' Eose-in-the-Sun,'

'Sun,' 'Harp,' 'Maidenhead,' ' Gilly-flower,' 'Ostrich-

feather,' 'Eose-slip,' 'Flower-de-luce,' 'Portcullice,' 'Fal-

con-in-the-Fetterlock,' ' Hawthorn,' and ' Double Rose.'

These dainty names occur in no early list, and Marshal du

Bellay, who saw them in action at Spithead in 1545, par-

ticularly says these ' ram-berges,' as he calls them, were

peculiar to the English service. He describes them as

very long in proportion to their beam, longer even than

galleys, and as being extraordinarily handy in strong

currents and tideways and as rivalling galleys in swiftness.

From Anthony's third roll they appear very hke the

pinnaces, but show sixteen oars aside rowed in the waist.

Most of them seem to be armed with a bow chaser and two

short guns in broadside under the half deck ; four only

have stern chasers. The survey of 1548 puts them all

at 20 tons.' From a letter of Chapuys to the Emperor it

would seem they were laid down in 1541, and were Henry's

own design. ' The King,' he says, ' has fetched from Italy

three master ship-wrights expert in making galleys, and

I think he will not even set them to work since he has

begun to have built vessels with oars of which he himself

is the designer and inventor.' ^

' Derrick, p. 11.

^ Spanish Calendar, 6, i. 342, July 16, 1541. The word translated ' oars '
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The letter is of peculiar interest not only as throwing

light on the ' row-barges ' and showing the king's keen

interest in naval science, but also as hinting at a very

precise date for Henry's final conversion to the theory that

the proper function of oared vessels was to be secondary

and not ' capital ' ships. It was when Lord Eussell, the

great Devonshire magnate and patron of the western

seamen, had become Lord Admiral : and thus perhaps we
may see in the change the influence of men like William

Hawkins of Plymouth, who by his recent voyages to Guinea

and Brazil had made himself the father of English oceanic

navigation, and, as Hakluyt says, for his wisdom, valour,

experience, and skill in sea causes was much esteemed and

beloved by the king : and of men like Eobert Eeniger who
followed in Hawkins's steps in 1540, and whose influence

we may perhaps see in the queerly named royal pinnace

the ' Trego Eonnyger.' ^ But however this may be, it is

abundantly clear that under Henry VIII. the English'''

Navy was becoming an entirely new thing, a thing the

world had never seen before. With ample resources to

have anything he wanted, in face of Italian, Spanish, and

even French opinion, he chose to create a Navy which

ignored the vessel that all ages had regarded as the ideal

capital ship, and to reduce the rowing vessel to entirely''

subordinate functions, to place it in fact in much the

is in the original ' environs,' but this is almost certainly a slip for ' avirons.'

Henry's 'row-barges' were certainly something quite different from the

J'rench ' roberge.' Some of these designed in 1576 were of 80 tons, being

45 feet on the keel, 18 feet beam, 18 feet overhang fore and aft, 11 feet in

depth (Br6ard, Documents relati/s a la Marine Normande).
' The Ifaw&iros's Voyages, Hakluyt Society, 1878, pp.,2 and 3. A man's

name appearing thus usually means that the vessel was chartered or bought

of the person whose name it bears. Two Eonnygers served as Captains in

1545 and furnished ships. One of them seems to have been the first

Englishman to capture an ' Indian ship.' It was under Edward VI., and

restitution was made to the Emperor (Spanish Calendar, 1580 &o., pp. 55

and 94).
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same position as that which a torpedo-boat holds

to-day.

To understand the meaning of Henry's four classes it

now becomes necessary to consider the point to which

sailing tactics had reached. It is a subject that has lain

long in deep obscurity. Hitherto, indeed, it has been

an almost axiomatic proposition that sailing tactics had

practically no existence till the end of the seventeenth

century ; indeed, until recently their birth was usually

assigned to the eighteenth. The old actions of our early

Spanish and Dutch wars were treated of as though they

were mere melees without thought or order, and no trace

of naval science was held to exist. This view is no longer

tenable. The ' Espejo de Navigantes ' or ' Seaman's Glass
'

of Alonso de Chaves leaves no room to doubt that regular

sailing formations existed as the result of elaborate and

sagacious study by experts at the time the treatise was

produced, and this was in the first half of the sixteenth

century.'

That it is to Spain we have to go for our origins is

only natural. Though the English had been the first to

perfect a saihng warship, there is little or no reason to

expect from the same source the best system of tactics for

its employment. Men practically acquainted with the

handling of single vessels or even of small squadrons may
instinctively, see the best form for a ship, but a genius for

devising a system of working large fleets of them is quite

a different thing. Tactics is essentially a soldier's art
;

it was to men trained as soldiers that the command of

' For the discovery of this manuscript we are indebted to the indefati-

gable industry of Captain Duro. He recently discovered it in the Library of

the Spanish Academy of History, and reproduced it in his Armada Espanola,

vol. i. app. 12, Madrid, 1895. See also his De algunas obras desconocidas

de Cosmografia y de Navegacion, &c., reprinted from the Bevista de Nave-
gacion y Gomercio, Madrid 1894-5.
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large fleets was always given. Until some great genius

arose to break through the military traditions, it was
inevitable that naval tactics must remain under military

influence. Henry could look to his practical seamen and
shipwrights to develop from foreign models an ideal war-

ship, but of fleet manoeuvres they knew nothing. As an

advanced military student he would naturally regard

tactics as his own affair, and would found his system on the

practice of the great military power of his day. Thus it

was that, although Spain was far behind him in her

naval weapons, she still, as we shall see, dominated the

art of using them.

As his text De Chaves enunciates that a fixed order

of battle is as necessary at sea as on land. With a

suggestive admission of where it was that naval tacticians

found their model, he goes on to say, that as in an army

the men-at-arms and the light cavalry are separately

marshalled for the discharge of their respective functions,

so should a naval commander ' bring together in one part

his strongest and largest ships to attack, board, grapple

and break the enemy, and his middle sized and weaker

ships in another part, so as from where they are they may
with their guns and munitions harass ' and also follow and

give chase to the enemy, if he flies, and come up to

support wherever they see the greatest necessity.' He
also advises that a fourth part of the smallest and lightest

vessels should be told off to act as observation squadrons

on each flank. Each ship is to endeavour to board its

enemy, taking care that it does not get between two of

them so as to be boarded on each side. A fourth part of

the ' barks ' is also to be told off, the largest that are with

' Entrar y saUr, a teohnieal military expression used of light cavalry.

The exact meaning is difficult to determine. It seems generally to signify

sudden short attacks on weak points.
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the fleet to be chosen, as special supports to the main

ships. Their duties were when an enemy was grappled

by a great-ship to attack it on the opposite side, provided

the conditions of the action were favourable. Otherwise

they were to remain in the rear, or with the rest of the

general supports, to assist distressed vessels and to

endeavour to scuttle the enemy's ships already engaged or

disable their rudders.

Having thus organised his fleet the admiral must draw

it up according to the scene of action, the wind, and the

enemy's disposition. This leads the writer to an exceed-

ingly valuable exposition of the various battle formations

that might be expected in his time. The enemy, he says,

might be all massed together, or one behind the other in

file ' ; they might be disposed in squadrons or in line ^
: the

great-ships might be in the centre or on the flanks ; and it

was also necessary to observewhere the flag-ship sailed. If

the enemy formed his fleet into squadrons, you ought to

do the same, always placing the largest ships by them-

selves in the vanguard or so as to be the first to grapple

and to receive the first shock ; and the Admiral ought to

take his station in the squadron which is in the middle,

so that he may see those in front of him and may be seen

by those who follow him. ' Each of the squadrons ought

to sail in single line [en ala], so that all can see the enemy,

and work their guns without getting in each other's way,

and they ought not to sail in several ranks [a la hila] one

behind the other, because in such wise will come great

harm, since only those in front can fight, seeing that a

' Vnos enpos de otros A la Mia. This may mean line ahead, in single

file, but more probably, from the plural being used, it means in several files.

^ Puestos en escuadrones 6 en ala. ' Escuadrone ' in the technical

military phraseology of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries meant a

separate body of troops in square formation, the battle-column of the

eighteenth century, as opposed to the ala or ' line.'
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ship is not so nimble as a man that it can wheel and do

as it will. '
' The rear-guard, he adds, which is to consist

of the vessels told off as supports, is not to remain in rear

of the ' anti-guardia ' or fighting squadrons, but to get on

each flank, or, if on one only, then on the windward

flank.

So much for a squadronal battle formation. If, on

the other hand, the enemy be formed in one body in line ^

he advises that the same order be taken with the strongest

and largest vessels in the centre and the lightest at the

flanks of the line, ' since the centre ships always receive

the greatest hurt, because of necessity they will be

engaged on both sides.'

If the enemy come on in a pointed or triangular order,

he is to be met with two lines not parallel to each other

but rather V-shaped, with the advanced ends wide apart

and the rear ends close together, so as to take him between

two fires. In this case the strongest ships are to be in

the rear and the lightest at the advanced ends, so that

each may more quickly close vpith the enemy opposite

to it.

If the enemy, on the other hand, be in two lines, he

enjoins that their formation must be imitated vnth your

own largest ships opposite the largest of the enemy. Your

object then will be to take the enemy between your two

hues, and on no account must you enter the enemy's

formation, for then it will be impossible for the supports

to reach you.

In every case and as a matter of the first importance

' The writer is clearly thinking of the counter march by files, which was

the method of delivering fire ashore both for musketeers and cavalry, show-

ing that the expression los icnos tras los otros d la hila which he uses in

this place does not mean ' single file ' but in ranks ' two or more deep.'

^ Toda junta piiesta in ala. Here again we have ala contrasted with

escuadrone.
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he insists on getting the weather-gauge. The reason he

gives is very significant, for it is a soldier's reason. For

a seaman the advantage of the vreather-gauge is in the

first place the facility of manoeuvring. Por De Chaves it

is that your smoke will blow clear of you and enable you to

see to keep your formation, while at the same time it will

confuse the enemy and prevent him seeing what he is

doing. It is for this reason also that he recommends the

supports to act on the weather flank.

Having completed his formation and arranged his

signals, the Admiral may sound to battle. It must be

opened by the largest guns, first by those on the side

towards the enemy and then the extraordinary manoeuvre

is to be performed of dragging across those on the opposite

broadside which are mounted on carriages, and firing

them. Only at very close quarters are the smaller guns

to be fired ; and at the moment of boarding the stones,

lances, and other engines in the tops and castles are to be

brought into play. The whole of the tactics, it wiU be

seen, are designed for closing with the enemy as quickly

as possible, and to doing him the utmost injury with the

guns as he is approached. Anything like an artillery

action is clearly not yet contemplated, and every disposi-

tion has immediate regard to boarding the enemy under

favourable conditions. The whole system still bears the

mediaeval taint of the typical galley formation line-abreast.

In no case, not even in the V-shaped order for receiving

the triangular formation, does the line ahead appear as a

fighting order. Yet it is sufficiently clear that deep

attention had been paid by the Spaniards to sailing

formations, and that the greatest importance was attached

to them. De Chaves strictly enjoins the revolutionary

rule that the Admiral should, if possible, avoid boarding,

so that he may keep control of the fleet movements.
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That he was the exponent of a school is certain ; for he

concludes by controverting the opinions of men who
hold that regular orders and movements under sail are

impracticable—opinions, as we have seen, which were

almost universally held by the Italian admirals. Still it

is to be demonstrated he was no mere theorist, and that

his opinions were shared by practical men, and amongst

them some of the first aiithorities of their day.

For this we have but to return to the English school.

Sometime probably before 1532, Thomas Audley, after-

wards Lord Chancellor, was instructed by the king to

draw up a set of general orders for the regulation of the

royal forces both by land and sea.' This he did in con-

sultation with all the experts he could approach, and the

result gives us a fair view of what English naval tactics

were at the time De Chaves produced his treatise. The

main idea was still confined to getting the weather-gauge

and boarding, and as yet there is little or no sign of any

appreciation of the value of artillery. ' If they chase the

enemy,' he says, 'let them that chase shoot no ordnance

till he be ready to board him, for that will let piinder] his

ship's way.' For a general action his rule is :
' Let every

ship match equally as near as they can, leaving some

pinnaces at liberty to help the overmatched, and one

small ship when they shall join battle to be attending

upon the Admiral to relieve him : for the overcoming of

the Admiral is a great discouraging of the rest.' For board-

ing he emphasises the importance of reserving your fire

till the last moment. ' In case you board,' he lays it down,

' enter not till you see all the smoke gone, and then shoot

off all your pieces, your port-pieces, the pieces of hailshot

and cross-bar shot to beat his cage-deck ; and if you see

his deck well rid, then enter with your best men, but first

' Oppenheim, p. 63, n. Audley's regulations are in Sari. MS. 309.
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win his top in any wise if it be possible.' If the ship

cannot be held it is to be scuttled with all its crew after

removing the captain and other prisoners of value. The

tactical importance of the dense smoke which the gun-

powder of the time produced is very remarkable. 'A

strategem,' he suggests, ' for getting the wind if you are

to leeward of a superior fleet is to fly till they begin to

shoot and then shoot again.' ' And make all the smoke

ye can,' he goes on, ' to the intent the enemy shall not see

the ships, and then suddenly haul up your tackle aboard

and have the vrind of the enemy. And by this policy it

is possible to win the weather " gaige " of the enemy.'

Of the elaborate formations to which De Chaves devotes

so much attention there is little or nothing ; but by the

end of the reign they were well understood, and during

Henry's last struggle with France we see his naval ideas

profoundly influenced by those of De Chaves. The

Spanish document is known to have been kept secret, but

in the king's conduct of the war appear manifest signs

that he had obtained a copy of it, perhaps through spies,

perhaps from Charles V. himself while their alHance

lasted.

For England the war opened well. With the Em-
peror's alliance she was in complete command of the sea.

Though war was declared too late in 1543 for any serious

move to be made, during the whole summer English

vessels had been sweeping the seas under colour of

reprisals and the French commerce was almost destroyed

in the Narrow Seas. In the following year a sudden

descent of the fleet upon Leith in support of a cavalry

column thrown across the border paralysed at a stroke

the trouble which the French were seeking to organise in

Henry's rear, and the fleet was free to cover the English

invasion and keep communications open. The real naval
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interest of the war begins with the campaign of 1545,

when Francis had had time to gather a navy, and Henry

by Charles V.'s desertion was left to match his strength

against his rival single-handed. The conditions of the

war were now reversed. In the previous campaign

Henry, taking the offensive, had invaded France and cap-

tured Boulogne. Now Francis resolved to retaliate with

operations against Portsmouth and the Isle of Wight.

By the end of spring he had gathered in Havre and the

adjacent ports a fleet of some hundred and fifty large

merchant vessels (gros vaisseaux ronds), and sixty oared

coasters {flouins)} These were joined by some twenty-

five galleys which Paulin, Baron de la Garde, had

fetched from the Mediterranean, and among them was

a contingent under Leone Strozzi, Prior of Capua,

and Admiral of the galleys of Ehodes, one of the most

famous galley commanders of his time.^ Upon the whole

was embarked a force of sixty thousand men. So great a

host had not appeared upon the Narrow Seas for centuries
;

in power of offence it was scarcely, if at all, inferior to

the Invincible Armada itself, and much of the confidence

of 1588 must have been due to the memory of this

campaign.

The English Navy, to the number of over a hundred

sail of fighting ships, both royal and auxiliary, was being

concentrated at Spithead ; but with a glimmering of what

the command of the sea really meant, and of what the

' The flouin is thus described by J. Nicot, Thris. de la lang. frang.

1606 :
' It is a kind of vessel resembling the row-barge, but a little smaller.

It goes by oar or sail like a galley, but has no benches, the rowers pulling on

the deck and standing. It is of higher freeboard than the galley and lower

than the ship. . . . The ordinary burden is from forty to fifty tons more or

less. . . . The fashion came from Rye in England. It is the best sailer

there is in a bowline,' &c. (Jal, Glossaire, p. 705.)

2 Jal, Glossawe, p. 342 ; Ouglielmotti, iv. 268, 315, 346.
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true defensive strategy of a sea power should be, Henry

did not wait to be attacked, and repeating his move of

the previous war he sent out Seymour with a strong

division to disturb the enemy's concentration. The

design was to destroy the main body of the French fleet

by fire-ships. It did not succeed. Boisterous weather

set in. Seymour's power of handHng a squadron and the

immature seamanship of his captains were insufficient

either to hold the coast or bring the enemy to a decisive

action, and with his storm-beaten ships he returned to

Spithead without haying effected anything.

The fleet was still lying in Portsmouth busy repairing

damages when D'Annibault, the French Admiral, put to

sea. On July 17 the French advanced guard of four

galleys under Paulin appeared off St. Helen's Bay. A
land wind was blowing, and fourteen English vessels

stood out to meet them, and that, says the admiring

Du Bellay, ' with so great a promptitude and in so fair an

array that you would have said they meant to stand

resolutely and engage our whole fleet.' D'Annibault

moved up the rest of his galleys in support, and Lord

Lisle, who was now in command of the English fleet,

put out with the bulk of his force. A desultory action

at long range ensued, and continued for a considerable

time until towards sundown, as Du Bellay says, the

English began to draw away. Eetiring to the left they

took up a position where they were covered on the one

flank by some batteries that had been erected upon the

beach, and on the other by sand-banks and sunken rocks,

which lay athwart the Channel and left only an intricate

fair-way too narrow for more than a few ships to pass

abreast. Where exactly this position was is not clear

from Du Bellay's description, but it was evidently chosen

with sufficient skill according to the science of the day
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to cause the galleys to retire to the anchorage at

St. Helen's and to bring the engagement to an end.'

In the face of the hostile fleet nothing was attempted

against the Isle of Wight, but on the following day an

elaborate effort was made to draw the English from their

position. D'Annibault formed up his fleet line-abreast in

three ' battles ' or divisions, with the galleys under Paulin,

taking the place of De Chaves's light supports, as a

detached wing-squadron independent of the line of battle.

The great-ships, it would seem, took up a position

approximately facing the EngHsh front. Each division

consisted of thirty-six sail, while the galleys were formed

into an a,dvanced guard corresponding to the military

'forlorn.' Their orders were to engage the enemy as

closely as possible and to fall back as they fought in order

to tempt the English into the open.^ The conditions

were exactly suited to a galley attack. It was dead calm

and slack tide, and they were able to carry out their

instructions under every advantage. Indeed they seem

to have been handled very brilliantly, and for about an

hour to have made excellent practice upon the great hulls

of the English as they lay motionless at their anchors.

At last, however, the land wind sprang up again. Lisle

suddenly slipped his cables, and so boldly had the galleys'

attack been pushed home that they foimd themselves in

present danger of being rammed. Of this, as we have

' The famous Cowdry picture, painted at the time and engraved by

Basire in 1778 for the Society of Antiquaries, throws little or no light on

the point. It was apparently painted mainly for the sake of showing the

Camp Eoyal at Southsea. In the background are the two fleets, the French

at St. Helen's, the English seemingly on the Spit Sand. The incidents of

the various days are confused. The ' Great Harry ' is shown in action with

the four advanced galleys, as on the first day, while at the same time is

represented the loss of the ' Mary Kose,' which took place subsequently,

but on which day authorities differ.

* This is the kind of operation which De Chaves probably intended to

indicate by his entrar y sali/r ; see ante, p. 39.
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seen, a galley captain lived in terror : it was defensively

the weak point of the type of ship. From its great pro-

portionate length a galley was necessarily slow in turning,

and during the whole time the manoeuvre was being exe-

cuted she was exposed to being taken abeam by an enemy.

In such a case not only did her low freeboard present itself

to be overborne with impunity by the towering stems of

the great-ships, but even the glancing shock of a compara-

tively small vessel ploughing through the oars was enough

to break off the blades and so destroy her power of loco-

motion.' On the present occasion, however, all the

galleys were well enough handled to get clear before

the leading ships could close. So far all was 'well, and

they leisurely continued the retreat in pursuance of their

orders to tempt the enemy to follow.

But now a new surprise awaited them. Instead of

the great-ships pursuing them as they hoped, out of the

English ranks shot Henry's little swarm of row-barges.

Their daring filled Du Bellay with amazement. A galley,

it will be remembered, could deliver no fire aft, and taking

advantage of this weakness the row-barges, with incredible

swiftness, followed close on their heels and began firing

into their unprotected poops. Turn they dared not, so great

was their dread of being rammed even by these small fry.

But at last Strozzi, whose high naval reputation could no

longer brook the ignominy of the position, managed to

get room to turn his own galley on his tormentor. In

a moment the row-barges had gone about, and before the

galleys could bring their guns to bear they were well out

of danger.

D'Annibault's next move in order to draw Lisle from

• The oars of galleys seem to have had a comparatively slender blade

spliced on the stock, so that in case of collision they easily broke off with-

out injuring the galley slaves.
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his position was to land troops upon the Island ; but Lisle

was not to be tempted, and after considerable loss from

the garrison the landing parties were recalled. Lisle—or

perhaps it should be said the king, for he was present

in person directing the operations—was too good a com-

mander to be enticed into an action against galleys in

confined waters and calm weather. D'Annibault saw his

only chance was to attack the Enghsh fleet where it lay

;

but after spending the night in a personal examination of

the Channel he was convinced of the hopelessness of the

operation, and eventually retired to an anchorage off

Bricklesome Bay.

The same night a fresh westerly wind sprang up and

Lisle saw his opportunity. Under D'Annibault's lee were

the shoals that lie off Selsea, and Lisle called his pilots

to council. How mediaeval sailing tactics still were his

questions and their answers reveal to us. His idea, if the

wind held strong at west, was to attack the enemy where

they rode, and he asked the pilots if they thought in that

case the French would abide them at anchor. The pilots

answered ' that if they did bide us at anchor they were

cast away, for we coining with a fore wind should bear

over whom we listed into the sea, and therefore they

would not sure bide that adventure, but rather come

under their small sails to bide us loose, for that were their

most advantage.' Here still we have the mediaeval idea

of a great-ship ramming to leeward, but it is accompanied

by a suggestion of something more modern. For Lisle

contemplated, if they weighed, attacking them and

endeavouring to force them upon the Owers, a manoeuvre

which Drake seems to have attempted in the same place

when the Armada lay there. The wind did not hold,

however, so that the design was not put into execution.'

' Lisle to the King, July 21 ; Bwrghley State Papers, ed. Haynes, p. 51.

VOL. I. B
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In spite of the urgent counsels of the French soldiers

that they might be allowed to land in force on the Wight

and entrench themselves there, D'Annibault now decided

to return to his own coast. Victuals were running short,

sickness as usual had broken out, and with the instinct of

a great captain he seems to have seen the futility of

attempting offensive operations ashore until the Enghsh

fleet had been beaten. Lisle did not follow him, princi-

pally it would appear because through some carelessness

the ' Marie Rose,' one of the finest of the royal ships, had

been sunk after the first day's action, and it was hoped

she might be speedily floated, and also because reinforce-

ments were expected from the West. But there was

without doubt another reason, perhaps the most weighty,

certainly the most interesting.

The complete advantage which D'Annibault's galleys

had given him in the Solent and the helplessness with

which Henry had been compelled to sit idle and see his

rival's flag flouting him defiance at his very gates had

had a reactionary effect upon the royal mind. Lisle was

ordered to organise an oared squadron that he might be

on equal terms with the French Admiral.' The work

took some time, for there was hardly more than a nucleus to

go upon. The row-barges, it would seem, had been found

unfitted to accompany a sea-going fleet ; they at least

formed no part of the new squadron ; and besides this, as

Lisle complained, all the shipwrights were occupied in

the preparations for raising the ' Marie Eose.' Still by

The letter is one of apology to the king for having contemplated acting

. without his orders and is of additional interest as showing how Henry was
keeping the reins in his own hand.

' ' Whereas the King's Majesty's pleasure is to have certain of his ships

hrought to pass to row, to keep company with others of that sort to attend

upon the French galleys, there shall be as much done unto it as stuff and
time will serve to perform the same.' ' Lisle to Paget ;

' State Papers, i.

805.
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the middle of August the new squadron was ready. As
' Admiral ' and ' Vice-Admiral,' as the two flagships of a

fleet or squadron were then called, appear the ' Grand

Mistress ' and the ' Anne Gallant,' the largest and latest

in design of the galleasses. Next come the ' Galley Subtil

'

and the ' Greyhound,' another of the galleasses, and then

nine of the ten pinnaces, the tenth being probably reserved

to attend the Admiral. To these royal ships were attached

from the auxiliary fleet twenty pinnaces, which had

now joined from the Western Ports, and seven of the

famous boats of Eye. In command of the whole was

Captain Eobert Tyrrell, with Captain Eobert Legge as

his Vice-Admiral.'

In the light of the De Chaves treatise the tactical idea

which underlay the reorganisation is clear. According to

the original scheme the whole fleet was to be organised,

as the Spaniard advises for large fleets, into four divisions,

a ' vantward ' and two ' vpings,' with a rear-guard of some

fifty sail of armed hulks or round-ships.^ The ' vantguard,'

exactly in accordance with the plan of De Chaves, was

to be formed in three divisions or ranks with the strongest

ships leading and the Admiral in the centre, the rear rank

being longer than the middle and the middle than the

front, so as to form with the whole the blunt wedge. In

' Neither the ' Great ' nor the ' Less Galley ' was attached to this

squadron, but found a place in the main division of great-ships, which is

almost conclusive that they were really ' galleons ' of some kind.

' Le Fleming Papers : Hist. MSS. Comm. XII. vii. 8. The paper is dated

1545, so that we do not know for certain whether it contains the original

scheme, but internal evidence seems to show it was anterior to the

scheme in the State Papers, Henry VHI. (i. 816), which purports to con-

tain a list of the fleet as it actually sailed. In the Le Fleming Paper the
' rowing pieces ' are less numerous than in the State Paper, and only include

four private 'boats,' so that probably it was drawn up before the rest joined.

It also includes all the eight ' galleasses ' that were then available, although

it seems certain that eventually it was found impossible to equip them all

as ' rowing pieces.'

E 2
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the first line were placed the ' Great Argosy ' and seven o:

the largest great-ships ; in the second, the ' Great Harry

and ten great-ships and galleons : ' and in the third nine-

teen lesser great-ships. Half a cable's length was to be

allowed between the ships, and the ranks were to keep

such order in sailing that none touched another and nc

ship passed its fellows. On meeting the enemy, the firsi

rank was to make sail straight to its front, pass through

the enemy's line, and 'make a short return to the mid-

wards, having special regard to the course of the second

rank.' ' The ships of the second and third ranks,' the

instructions proceed, ' are to lay aboard the principal

ships of the enemy, every one closing his mate, reser-

ving the Admiral for my Lord Admiral.' Here we have

quite clearly the conception of a blunt wedge-shaped

formation intended to break through the enemy's centre,

and to concentrate the whole force of the attack in the

region of his principal ships. The two ' wings,' each con-

sisting of twelve rowing-pieces, were primarily intended,

as we have seen, to protect the great-ships from a galley

attack in a calm. In case of a general engagement in a

wind they were to hold aloof to windward just as De
Chaves directs, and to act as a reserve. ' Neither of the

wings,' continue the instructions, ' shall enter into the

fight, but having advanced as nigh as they can of the

wind, shall give succour as they see occasion. They shall

not give succour to any of the small vessels, so as not to

weaken our force.' To the rearguard of armed merchant-

men no instructions are given, unless these were the

' victuallers ' which were to follow the third rank, with the

idea probably, as they carried a strong force of soldiers,

of providing a reserve of men for hard pressed ships.

' It included the ' Venetian ' (which was probably the requisitioned

' Galleazza di Londra '), the ' Great Galley,' and the galleasses ' Swallow '

and ' New Bark.'
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Another paper, which purports to be a Hst of the fleet

as it actually sailed from Portsmouth, shows a considerable

modification of the original idea to an even closer con-

formity with the ideas of De Chaves.' Here we have a

' vantward ' of twenty-four great-ships and a ' main
battle ' of forty including the Great and Less G-alleys, and

a ' vying ' of forty ' galleasses, shallops, and boats of war '

constituted as already described. In this case the instruc-

.tions were that the ' vantward ' was to attack the enemy's
' vantward ' if they had one. ' If they be in one,' they

proceed, ' our vantward, taking advantage of the wind, shall

set upon their foremost rank, setting them out of order.'

Here then we still have the idea of a blunt wedge formation

wdth a front rank preparing the enemy's line for the attack

of a second. Again each ship is to choose one of its own
size, and 'the Admiral of the " wing " shall always be in

the wind.' This time, however, it is not said as a reserve,

but ' so as better to beat pff the galleys from the great-

ships,' which would look as though some one had pointed

out that the weakness of the three-rank formation was

that it gave too wide a flank-face exposed to a galley

attack.

From these general orders we are able to see in the

clearest way the military origin of the naval tactics of the

time. In his chapter on ' The Modern Way of Bmbatteling

and MarshaUing Armies ' Sir James Turner describes the

typical formation which had subsisted from Charles V.'s

time to his own, as an order in three bodies, the vanguard,

the battle, and the rear-guard, with two ' wings ' of

horse.' It was this form of ' embatteling ' that came in

at the end of the fifteenth century when Gronsalvo de Cor-

dova the 'Great Captain' had re-established infantry as the

backbone of a fighting formation, and we thus see both

> State Papers, Henry VIII. i. 810. ^ Pallas Armata, 1683, p. 269.
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in the De Chaves treatise and Lisle's orders the dominating

tendency of the great mihtary tradition. For them the

great-ships were their infantry—the primary strength of

their formation—and the light oared-ships their cavalry,

disposed in mobile wings for flank-defence and pursuit.

Meanwhile, during the progress of the English re-

organisation D'Annibault having discharged his pioneers

and a number of the soldiers had put to sea to fight the

English fleet, and was parading the Channel in triumph.

By the middle of August, however, Lisle got to sea with

eighty-four sail. In the van under Sir Thomas Clere,

Vice-Admiral of England, were twenty-four sail, consisting

mainly of the heavy vessels which had been purchased

from the Hansa ; in the ' battle,' under the Lord Admiral,

were forty sail, including the finest of the king's ships,

and most of his galleasses and galleys. In the ' wing

'

under Tyrrell were forty sail of ' galleasses, shallops, and

boats of war.'

On weighing Lisle turned westward, there being an

idea apparently that the French meant to attack Dover.

On the 15th the two fleets met somewhere in mid-Channel

athwart Shoreham, and the v?ind being light and the

French superior in galleys D'Annibault prepared to attack.

' The only difficulty,' says Lord Herbert, restating the

problem which Henry had attempted to solve with his

wing of ' rowing pieces,' ' was in regard to the currents

how to use both ships and galleys together ; for in calms

when the galleys made way the ships could not stir, and

without them they durst not encounter us.'

'

The action seems to have begun by the two opposing

' wings ' or oared squadrons manoeuvring for what wind

there was, and eventually Paulin developed an attack upon

the English great-ships, which was encountered by the

' In Eermett, p. 250.
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English ' oared-pieces.' '
" The Mistress," ' wrote Lord Lisle

to the king, ' the " Anne Gallant " and the " Greyhound,"

with all your Highness's shallops and rowing pieces did

their parts well, but especially the " Mistress " and the

"Anne Gallant
'

' did so handle the galleys, as well with their

sides as with their prows, that your great-ships in a manner

had little to do.' ' It is probable that Paulin did not care

to press his attack until D'Annibault could support him

with the great-ships. The engagement continued all day

with no worse casualty on the English side than that some

of Tyrrell's oars were broken.^ It was evening before

D'Annibault was able to get up, and then it would seem

the wind shifted in favour of the English. Lisle, however,

very properly decided not to press his advantage unless

the wind increased to a point favourable to great-ships and

unfavourable to galleys, and both fleets came to anchor.

In the morning the French had disappeared, and though

Lisle gave chase he did not succeed in bringing D'Annibault

to another action. Both sides returned to port to repair

damages. The ' Grand Mistress,' the ' Galley Subtil,' and

the ' Foyst ' or ' Brigantine ' had been so shaken by the

weather and the shock of their guns that they were

pronounced no longer serviceable without extensive repairs,

and so our knowledge of the campaign ends with a

despatch from Lord Lisle lamenting how he will miss

those three ' rowing pieces ' if the French put to sea again.

But Francis did not care to renew the attempt. Though

no great action had been fought, his grand invasion had

ended in a most lamentable and costly failure through

his inabihty to defeat the Bnghsh fleet, and peace was

proclaimed before another campaign could elaborate the

lessons of the last.

Before the conclusion of the war, however, one other

> State Papers, i. 819. '' Ibid. x. 585.
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action of interest was fought. Off Ambleteuse, a small

seaport to the north of Boulogne, eight French galleys

attacked a hybrid Enghsh squadron of four ships or

perhaps galleasses and four pinnaces. The engagement

seems to have been principally with guns in the growing

Enghsh fashion. There was great shooting between them,

says Stowe, and in the end a French galley manned with

230 soldiers and 140 rowers was captured.^

So much is all that can be gathered of the naval art

from this forgotten war ; but it is enough to show that in

the middle of the sixteenth century—while Italy, in en-

deavouring to solve the great problem of sails and oars

was still elaborating the fleet of free-movement, and

almost ignoring the sailing vessel as a fighting ship

—

England was committed to a revolution in the opposite

direction. After first attempting to ignore the rovsdng vessel

almost as completely as the Italians were ignoring the

sailing vessel, Henry's last word had been one of

reaction. His latest fleet was of dual composition. Its

main force was still of saiHng ships, but attached to it

was a light squadron of oared vessels with a distinct

status as a fighting member, but yet independent of the

line of battle. It was a fleet, in fact, which had a certain

resemblance in idea to a modern fleet of battle ships

and the attendant sea-going torpedo-squadron, and it

undoubtedly points to a great advance in naval science.

It is here we are at the parting of the ways : it is here

we see the road opening for the great school of the

Elizabethan seamen. Of all others the year 1545 best

marks the birth of the English naval power ; it is the year

that most clearly displays the transition from oars to sails,

and it was probably in this very year the first great sailing

Admiral the world ever saw came obscurely into being.

' Stowe, Chron. p. 691. This was the galley ' Blancherd.'
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CHAPTEB I

drake's early tears '

It was at a farm called Crowndale, close by Tavistock m
Devonshire, that Drake was born. Once the property of

Tavistock Abbey, it had passed at the dissolution of the

monasteries into the hands of Sir John Eussell, whom we
have seen as Lord High Admiral, the founder of the great

house of Bedford. At the beginning of the eighteenth

century the farm appears from the Bedford Estate books

to have been nearly two hundred acres in extent ; and

in Henry VIII. 's time it was probably of much the

same size. For how many generations the Drakes had

occupied it cannot be determined. Early in Henry's time

it had been held of the Abbot of Tavistock by Simon

Drake. To him succeeded his nephew John, Sir Francis's

grandfather, and he when his grandson was born was

occupying it under a lease from Lord Eussell for the lives

of himself, his wife Margery, and his eldest son John.^

He had besides a younger son called Edmund, who lived

in a cottage on the farm. In the early days of this

century the Tavistock people could still point out the

place, and in the Bedford Estate plan it was marked by

a cross with a note that in the building so distinguished

' the great and celebrated Admiral Drake was born.' From

a sketch made shortly before its demolition it would appear

' For authorities, &o., see Appendix A.

' These two leases are still in possession of the family.
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to have been a cottage of the better sort, such as a small

farmer might occupy to-day, and such as at that time a

well-to-do yeoman's son might live in without losing

caste. Edmund Drake, so Stowe tells us, was by trade a

sailor, and there is no reason for doubting his statement.'

At any rate he does not appear upon the Subsidy Eolls

as an inhabitant of Tavistock until 1544. His goods were

at that time assessed at 4Z., which indicates a certain pros-

perity as things went then. It may well have come from

the sea, and since his first child Francis was probably born

in the following year it would look as though he had

thought it entitled him to marry and settle down. John

Drake the elder was assessed at 20Z. and John the younger

at 51., so that they may be regarded as fairly well-to-do

people, who adequately upheld the position of the family.

There had been Drakes of Tavistock from time im-

memorial, and moderate as were the circumstances of the

Crowndale family it would seem they had come of gentle

blood. What precisely was the connection with the

higher branches of the family is not clear, but in the days

of Francis Drake's renown they were glad to call him
cousin, and to admit his claim to bear the Wyvern or

Waver-Dragon gules, which was the ancient cognizance of

the house. The well-known story to the contrary which

Prince has to tell in his ' Worthies of Devon ' was perhaps

never meant to be taken seriously. He relates that Sir

Francis upon receiving his knighthood from the queen

in 1581 assumed the family arms without authority, and

that Mr. Bernard Drake of Asshe, who claimed to be

head of the name, boxed his ears at Court for the im-

pertinence. The queen thereupon, to soothe her favourite's

' Barrow, who overlooked the obvious error of Camden's account, pre-

ferred it to Stowe's, and for reasons which now seem inadequate rejected

this account of Edmund Drake's trade.
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feelings, gave him that ' new coat of everlasting honour

'

and preposterous crest which Clarenceux devised for

him to commemorate his voyage round the world, and as

an additional punishment to Bernard ordered that the

Wyvern gules was to be represented hanging by the heels

from the ship that served Sir Francis for his new crest.

The jest hardly deserves refutation. Prince was a cHent

of the Drakes of Asshe, and one of them probably told

him the tale at the time when the two branches of the

family were quarrelling over the Admiral's property. The
original draft of the new coat of arms exists. No Wyvern
appears in it hanging by the heels, but on the contrary

there is attached to it a memorandum that Bernard Drake,
' chief of that coat-armour ' and ' sundry others of that

family of worship and good credit,' had testified that Sir

Francis by prerogative of his birth and by right descent

from his ancestor might bear the arms of his surname

and family, to wit^ Argent, a Waver-Dragon gules,

with the difference of a third brother.' Sir Francis did

certainly bear them and seldom used his new arms except

quarterly as an augmentation of honour upon the family

coat ; and if we may believe the testimony of one of his

Spanish prisoners he used armorial bearings of some kind

upon the silver furniture of his cabin some years before J

the queen's grant was made.' Be that as it may, there

were certainly Drakes living at or holding land about

Tavistock from the time of Edward III. The Subsidy

Rolls show them to have been men of substance and good

standing. By marriage and office they were associated

with the best of the neighbouring gentry, and as late as^

Henry VII. 's time were attaching their Wyvern seal to

Subsidy Eolls like gentlemen.

But however well-founded were Sir Francis's subse-

' See post, p. 278, and Appendix G.
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quent pretensions to gentility at the time of his birth, his

own family was rather of the yeoman than the gentry

class. By the actual position of his father he was born

into the revolutionary ranks. He even would seem to

have had a kind of pride that this was so. Camden, who

says he had the information from Drake's own lips,

actually uses the words 'middle class,' natus est loco

mediocri} It was the class that was fast becoming the

controlling power in the State, as it was already the great

moving force. Fostered in the towns during the decay

of feudalism and constantly fed upon the new liberalism

of the Eenaissance with which foreign commerce brought

it in contact, it found itself with the advent of the Tudors

given an ever increasing liberty of growth. The domina-

tion of the old territorial nobility was disappearing under

the crushing blows it had received ; and freed from its

shadow and restraint the rising order found light and air,

and like the vigorous underwood of a forest, when the old

timber is cleared, it was pushing forth a new and healthier

growth that was spreading far and wide over the face of

the coimtry. It was on this class that the Tudor

monarchy rested; it was upon their ripe support that

Henry relied when he finally threw in his lot with the

Eeformation, and it was from the higher grades of the

order that he chose the ' New Men ' who were his most

trusted councillors.

' The use of the word ' mean ' to translate mediocri in the English

edition led to an impression that Drake mast be of lower birth than he really

was. For though at the time ' mean ' would bear the sense of ' middling,'

it even then was getting something of its present value. The word is used

in the draft apology to Spain for his piracies in its modern sense. It is

also so used by his nephew in his preface to the English Hero Revived. In

this case, however, it should be remembered that a literary contrast is being

aimed at, and that the author was writing after his family had quarrelled

with the Drakes of Asshe, and refused to trace their descent beyond the

great Admiral.
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But not only was Francis Drake born into the new
order, he was made its son also by adoption. Chief of

the ' New Men ' was Lord Eussell, his grandfather's land-

lord. From the first he and Cromwell had been the leaders

of the reforming party, and now that Cromwell was gone
he remained throughout the great quarrel with the Bishop

of Eome, both in camp and council the king's right hand.

Of all the men Henry raised up about him there was not

one who showed himself more worthy of his position

and whose elevation was more widely approved. In

the west he ruled with something of the authority of

a proconsul, and towered above his fellows till in the

people's eyes he rose to proportions second only to the

king in power, worship, and popularity. But great and

honoured as Lord Eussell was, Edmund Drake had suc-

ceeded in winning more than ordinary favour in his eyes.

How he had done so can only be surmised from his

character and his opinions. Through his will we get a

glimpse of them—of his faith in his own redemption, of

his love for ' the beginning of Eomans,' and from this as

well as from his subsequent career it is hard to doubt

that there was something in him of what was called in

the slang of the day ' a hot gospeller.' "We can picture

him as a layman who, with a taste for preaching and hot

for the new opinions, felt he had mistaken his vocation

;

and it may have been as an earnest and active local

politician, as we should now say, that he came under

the great man's patronage. But, whatever the cause, it is

certain he was on so happy a footing with his patron

that when his first child was born Francis Eussell, Lord

Eussell's eldest son, stood godfather and gave the baby

his own baptismal name.

In days when patronage meant so much and baptismal

relations were still a reality, such a start in life promised
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at once a career beyond what a boy born in sucb a posi-

tion could reasonably hope. Yet even here his good

fortune did not end. In the neighbouring port of Ply-

mouth the Hawkinses were now one of the most promi-

nent famiHes. For generations they had been established

like the Drakes about Tavistock ; but early in the century

in sympathy with the new spirit, they begin also to

appear as well-to-do freemen of Plymouth. Here they

would seem soon to have made themselves a name in the

sea-faring world, and from the first to have been con-

nected with Henry's resolve to create a Navy. John

Hawkins, who is described as ' of Tavistock, gentle-

man, captain and shipowner,' was in the king's service

from 1513 to 1518 and was perhaps the man who
was ' master of the Great Galley ' in 1513.^ With the

cessation of Henry's early efforts he probably returned to

his ovm business, and would seem to have prospered. At

the time of Drake's birth the family was represented by

his son, the famous old WilHam Hawkins, the man whom
we have seen as one of the experts in maritime matters con-

sulted by Henry VIH. while he was forming his later Navy.

The king's favour and the reputation of his own adven-

turousvoyages to America had won him the most prominent

position in the town. Twice he had been mayor and three

times member for the borough, and by his marriage with

Joan Trelawney had allied himself with the great brother-

hood of western families that was to play so wild a part in

the Protestant cause. Edmund Drake was probably his

first cousin, or perhaps his brother-in-law, for here again

the exact relationship is not ascertained. It was at any

rate near enough for John and William, the old captain's

sons, now some twelve or thirteen years old, to regard

Francis as a close relation and call him cousin.

' Brewer, State Papers, ii. 1369.
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So Drake was born with the EngHsh revolt against

Eome ; and so the side he was to take and the career he

was to
.
devote to it were settled inevitably by the sur-

roundings of his birth ; nor can it well be doubted that

he would have become what he did even if there had not

fallen on him the rude change of fortune that was to score

still more deeply the lines of his destiny.

Henry had been in his grave little more than two

years when the Protector Somerset's efforts to force the

English Eeformation to its logical perfection drove the

west country into insurrection. As England was becom-

ing more and more a commercial and manufacturing

country, an agrarian revolution was going forward which

pressed heavily upon the peasants. Outbreaks had

occurred already in various parts of the country, directed

against the increasing tendency towards the enclosure of

common land and the formation of large grazing estates.

With the suppression of the monasteries the troubles of

the poorer and less provident peasantry increased, and it

was easy for the priests of the old faith, themselves con-

vinced of what they taught, to persuade a people ripe for

revolt that it was to the change of religion their troubles

were due. To the smouldering force of a new Jacquerie

they were able to add the fire of a crusade. The new

Prayer Book—the first of Edward VI.—which was

designed as the initial step towards clearing the new faith

of all taint of the ' idolatrous rite ' of the Mass, was ready,

and on Whit Sunday in the year 1549 it was ordered to

be used. In a week the west country was in a blaze, all

favourers of the new book were flying for their lives, the

gentry were hiding in woods and caves, and Lord Eussell,

who was sent down to restore order, found he could not

move nearer to his home than Honiton.

Edmund Drake and his family fled hke the rest. It
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was to Plymouth they probably betook themselves, to

secure the protection of their kinsmen and their Protestant

friends, who were always numerous in the sea-ports. But

even here security was denied them. For years the dis-

possessed agriculturists had been flocking into the towns,

and when the rebels appeared before Plymouth the mayor,

either from inclination or distrust of the people, opened

his gates. It would seem, however, that some of the more

sturdy Protestants held their ground, perhaps on the

-Island of St. Nicholas, afterwards called 'Drake's Island,'

where according to local tradition the refugees took

shelter ; and no sooner did the news of the mayor's

treason come to the Council's ears than they took im-

mediate steps to relieve the loyal minority and place them

in power again. In the spring a squadron had been

fitted out under Sir Thomas Cotton to clear the Narrow

Seas of French and Scottish pirates. It was composed as

follows

:

Ships.
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instructions were to pay particular Elttention to the advice

of Tyrrell and Drake, and to communicate with them
whenever it was possible. Tyrrell, we know, was the man
who had so brilliantly commanded the ' wing ' of ' oared

pieces ' in 1545, and he seems to have been knighted for

his services.' But how Captain Eichard Drake had won
his reputation is not known. His name does not even

occur among the captains of 1545. Nothing indeed is

to be learnt of him. Even whether he was any relation to

the Crowndale family is quite uncertain.^ All we know
is that it was the squadron to which he was attached

that was sent to relieve the Plymouth Protestants vnth

orders as a first step ' to attempt by all good means to

win possession of the castle and place Hawkins with

some other men there to apprehend the mayor and to

give good order for the town.' ^ Whether Cotton arrived

in time to be of service we do not know, for the French

had seized the opportunity to declare war, and his

squadron had to be diverted to re-victual Alderney on its

way. The subsequent movements of Cotton do not appear

nor how far they influenced those of Edmund Drake.

Whether it was that he availed himself of this or some

similar chance of placing his family in security, or

whether it was that he felt Tavistock was too in-

secure an abode, Edmund Drake never returned to his

old home. Though his father would seem to have

remained in Devonshire, the family disappears from

' In a minute of the Privy Council of September 1551 he is called Sir

William Tyrrell. (See Naval Extracts from Clarendon's Copy of the

Council Book, MS. in the Pepysian Library.)

^ The lay Subsidy Bolls show two Eichard Drakes, senior and junior, in

Tavistock parish, but there is nothing to identify either of them with the

naval oiEcer.

' ' Somerset to Lord Bussell,' July 22, 1549, printed in Pooock's

Troubles connected with the Prayer Book in 1S49, Camden Soe. N.S. vol. 37.

1885, p. 33. ' Council to same,' ibid. p. 61.

VOL. I. F
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Tavistock entirely. It is probable . that they had lost

everything in the insurrection, and that Edmund was

only too glad to accept the asylum which Lord Eussell,

Hawkins, Captain Eichard Drake, or some other naval

friend and sympathiser was able to procure him. The

result of his persecution, so Sir Francis Drake the younger

tells, was ' that he was forced to fly into Kent and there

- to inhabit in the hull of a ship.' ' It must have been

these words that raised in Motley's mind the picture of

' an old boat turned bottom upwards upon a sandy

down,' ^ but in view of Drake's good connections it is

impossible to accept it. In any" case the younger Sir

Francis's words clearly imply that the new home was

afloat and not ashore, and this fact suggests a possible

explanation. At this very time the Government was

engaged in establishing Gillingham Eeach, just below

Chatham, as the eastern headquarters of the Navy, and

here it was ordered that the king's ships were to be laid

up when out of commission.^ To a Government like the

Protector Somerset's no new scheme could be perfect

without due provision for the spiritual welfare of the

men who were to work it. Now it was about this time, as

Sir Francis Drake told Camden, his father got a place

among the seamen in the king's Navy to read prayers

to them. It is not impossible, therefore, that it was
Edmund Drake who supplied the spiritual element of the

Protector's new scheme; and if this was so nothing

could be more natural than that, for the convenient

discharge of his duties among the ship-keepers, quarters

' See ' Sir F. Drake Bevived.' Introd. in Arber's English Garner,
vol. V.

" United Netherlands, cap. xi.

= See Eeport in Harl. MS. 354, ff. 90 b and 91. Oppenheim, p. 102.
The first order for harbouring paid-off ships at Gillingham is dated June 8
1550.
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should be found for him on board one of the Navy
hulks. Be that as it may, it was upon Edmund
Drake's floating home, so the younger Sir Francis

writes, ' many of his younger sons were born : he had

twelve in all, and as it pleased God to give most

of them a living on the water, so the greatest part of

them died at sea.' From the fact that all the sons were

not born afloat it is to be gathered that other children

besides Francis shared the flight. Of the eleven brothers

we know the names of four only :—John, who was killed

during the Nombre de Dios expedition ; Joseph, who died

upon the same voyage ; Edward, who was buried at

Upchurch ; and Thomas, the youngest, father of Sir

Francis, the first baronet. It is also to be inferred, since

most of them were born upon the water, that the hulk

was the family home for several years ; so that we may
picture with certainty the boyhood of the great sailor and

see how the seeds were sown that brought forth so

exuberantly.

It must have been a life by its nature almost amphi-

bious, where the old Navy hulks were like playfellows and

the river a taskmaster to be learned and humoured. We
can see him, the eldest and ringleader of a band of urchins

as adventurous as himself, growing always more familiar

wich the forces that were to be his servants, till the rushing

tideways, the intricate channels, the treacherous banks,

and the shifting winds that were the surroundings of his

home had no dangers or secrets he had not mastered.

We can see him in his very pastimes acquiring that

confident familiarity, that alert intuition, which are only

to be stored up in boyhood and are the soul of seaman- -

ship ; and we understand how he laid the foundations of

a power which enabled him to carry out the great naval

revolution, and make of maritime warfare a sailor's art.

F 2
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Of education he must have had the elements from his

father. It never at least showed any mark of neglect

;

and for the rest there was the Bible on his father's knees,

which for such men was then the fountain of all wisdom.

As we read the old man's will we can almost see the

volume, dog-eared and thumbed and loose in the binding

with constant use. ' Eemember,' he wrote, addressing his

youngest son, ' remember my wish to be new set in the

beginning of the Eomans, and so trim the book and keep

in bosom and feed upon. Make much of the Bible, that

I do here send thee with all the rest of my godly books.'

We cannot doubt that Francis received the same instruc-

tion, nor how it was he learned where to look when he

would know right from wrong. We can see the making

^of the man in whose hatred of Spaniard and Papist there

was always a sweetening of the love of God, in whose

most high-handed and least defensible exploits there

sounds a note of piety that rings sincere, and vrith whose

moods of most reckless daring was always mixed some

sober calculation and something of a child-like faith

that Heaven was listening to his prayers.

How long Francis was subject to the influences of his

home is again a matter of inference, but certainly it must

have been long enough to leave a lasting impression

upon his character. The next ray of light is from

Camden. He tells us that Edmund Drake ' by reason of

his poverty put his son to the master of a bark, which he

used to coast along the shore, and sometimes to carry

merchandise into Zeeland and France.' If the Navy prayer

reader, the client of Lord Eussell and kinsman of Hawkins,

was reduced to apprenticing his eldest son to the skipper

of a Channel coaster, it could only have been because

his influential friends were in disgrace and unable to

assist him. We must conclude then that young Francis's
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apprenticeship began not only after Edward's death, but

after the failure of Wyatt's rising had exposed the Pro-

testant party to a relentless persecution. In all proba-

bility, therefore, about the age of nine or ten he was in the

midst of one of the most violent religious movements this

country has ever seen. The news was that Mary meant

to marry the Prince of Spain, and the new faith, the very

independence of England, seemed at stake. Every principle

that underlay the English Reformation was in peril. So

clear was the issue, so intense the party feeling, that

children forgot their games to play at politics. They snow-

balled the suite of the Spanish Ambassador, they fought

mock combats between Wyatt and the Prince of Spain,

and once were barely prevented from hanging the lad

who played the part of Philip.' It was in Rochester

Castle that Wyatt made his headquarters ; it was at

Rochester bridge he had his first encounter with the

queen's troops and drove them back on London. It was

Wynter's squadron in the Medway that supplied him

secretly with guns and ammunition, and it was the

queen's ships in Grillingham Reach that the insurgents

seized and openly spoiled of their warlike stores. These

scenes may well have been Drake's earliest memories of

public affairs, and his next the gibbets on which men

he had perhaps known were swinging. In Kent alone

twenty-two of Wyatt's followers were hanged. The

Russells were found to have been in correspondence with

him ; Edmund Drake can hardly have been guiltless. At

any rate we may be sure he was not allowed to retain

his post; and in the bottom of his fortunes, a marked

man and probably penniless, it is easy to understand how

gladly he clutched at any opening for his son.

In his new situation, as Puller says, the boy ' under-

' De Noailles, Ambassades, iii. 128. March 12, 1553.
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went a hard service.' Indeed the roughness of an

apprentice's hfe on board a Channel coaster in those days

must have been something we can hardly conceive now.

And yet he might have fared worse. The school of sea-

manship in which he found himself, if severe, was sound

and he availed himself of his chances to the utmost. Nor

was it without reward. The promise he showed entirely

won the skipper's heart. 'The youth,' says Camden,

' being painful and diligent, so pleased the old man by his

I

industry, thai, being a bachelor, at his death he bequeathed

^ his bark unto him by will and testament.' With the

accession of Elizabeth fortune smiled again on the father

too. As the reformed religion was quietly re-established,

it proved not too easy to find adequate ministers to serve

the vacant churches. Edmund Drake was certainly not

below the average of the class of men from whom the

new clergy were chosen, and there is nothing surprising

in finding him taking orders and getting preferment. In

January 1561 he was inducted to the Vicarage of Upchurch,

a lonely parish down on the Medway marshes with a fine

church and a decent stipend. So here was the family

re-established in respectability and their sufferings for

religion were at an end.'

Such then was Francis's boyhood as fully as we can

see it by the few rays of light that have reached us, a

boyhood by no means spent, as it has often been pictured,

in dreams of the West and the fables of the New World.

After the first start of wonder, the discoveries of Columbus

and the conquests of Cortez had made but little im-

pression on the EngHsh mind. Since William Hawkins

came home the last time from Brazil, little or nothing

' For authorities and further details of Drake's family and early years

see Appendix A.
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had been done to the westward.' Even when in Edward's

last days Cabot had succeeded in rousing the London

merchants, it was to a venture eastwards to find Cathay

that their energy was directed, and not to America. All

through Mary's reign and the first years of Elizabeth the

tide of enterprise continued to flow the same way. It

was from the Thames that the successive expeditions

sailed, and if young Drake had dreams they were more

likely to have been of Muscovy and Cathay. But born

and bred as he was, and by his calling brought into con-

tact with Alva's inhuman persecutions across the sea, and

himself of the party that was suffering in Mary's fires at

home, it is more natural to conceive of his youthful

ardour being spent in the formation of a fanatic and

lasting antipathy to the Church of Eome. Far from any

thoughts of the golden West, the most adventurous and

capable of our Protestant seamen—gentle and simple

alike—were fiercely preoccupied with reprisals upon

their Catholic enemies, and there is no reason to think

that Drake was different from the rest. The exploits of

the pirates were in everyone's mouth, the cruelties of

Catholic officers ashore were almost outdone by the savage

retribution of Protestant rovers at sea, and trading as he

did to Zeeland and France, Drake was in the midst of it,

till with the restoration of his father's fortune a change

came in his own.

' The only other voyage which Hakluyt could hear of was that of Eobert

Eeniger or Bennyger about 1540; Hawkins' Voyages (Hakluyt Soc), p. 4.
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CHAPTEE II

JOHN HAWKINS

In tracing the causes which led to the rupture of our

ancient friendship with Spain and the House of Burgundy,

we perceive three great streams of national sentiment,

which, gathering volume as they flowed, at length joined

in one irresistible flood and swept the country into war.

Hitherto the story of Drake's life has led beside but

one of them—the most violent of the three—the stream

of religious passion. Until recent times it was generally

regarded as the one great determining force of the

situation, and the Elizabethan war lived in the popular

mind as a war of religion. Lately the tendency has been

to minimise its theological aspect and to make it appear

as mainly political. But, however laudable the desire of

historians to remove by this means the bitterness with

which the long struggle impregnated the national senti-

ment, however expedient it may be to obliterate the

last traces of the old animosity between men of Protestant

and of Catholic proclivities, such a representation of

the spirit in which the great war was waged cannot be

made without sacrifice of historic truth. As with the

Great Eebellion, the more deeply research is carried the

clearer grows the religious character of the upheaval, so

is it impossible to conceal the passion which underlay the

Elizabethan war. In England contemporary popular

literature is full of Antichrist and the idolatry of his fol-

lowers, of execration of the Mass, and cries for vengeance
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upon the Inquisition. In Spain the ballad writers sung of

nothing but a holy strife of Christians against the Lutherans

who had declared war upon God's Church. For the mass

of the people of both sides it was a new crusade. •

On the other hand, to represent the struggle as purely

religious would be almost as wrong as to conceive it as

purely political. The truth is, its causes were three-

fold, each having its special influence on the three great

classes of the State. For the people it was mainly

religious, for the Government it was mainly political,

for the merchants it was mainly commercial. Each

class no doubt was more or less conscious of all three

motives for its attitude ; but for the people it was a

struggle of the Eeformation against the Papacy, for the

statesmen it was a defence of the new idea of British

nationality against the idea of a dominant Spanish

Empire, and for the merchants it was an aggressive

determination to break down the barriers with which

Spanish policy sought to inclose the New World and to

shut the .way to the Indies. It was the last movement,

perhaps, which was really the most actively important

of the three. It was the aggressive policy of our com-

merce which finally made war inevitable, and it was that

too which furnished the men and the means for carrying it

on. But for the blows it gave to Spanish finance Parma

must have completed the reduction of the Low Countries,

and with the Low Countries reduced Philip could

easily have forgiven England her heresy. For the incor-

poration of the kingdom into his system he could well

have been wiUing to wait till it came, as so much else had

come to his house, by the peaceful operation of dynastic

causes. But the intrusion of foreigners and heretic

' See especially Lope de Vega's Dragantea and the pieces collected by

Captain Duro in his Armada Invencible.
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foreigners into his Indies he could not endure. Whether

they came for honest trade or for piracy, it was all one

to him, and with a true instinct for the insidious danger,

he used from the first every means in his power to repel

the fatal movement.

It is with this, the latest born of the tendencies that

made for war, that we must now deal. For as the track

of Drake's boyhood carried us along the flood of religious

pas&ion, so the study of his youth launches us upon the

more silent but no less deep and powerful flow of an

aggressive and expanding commerce in search of new
markets.

The old channels of English sea-borne trade had led

mainly to Holland and Spain : even the Mediterranean

was as yet but seldom penetrated, and with these open-

ings our commerce had long been satisfied. With the

awakening of Tudor times came a new spirit of enterprise.

Merchants began to feel discontented 'with the short

voyages commonly then made to the known coasts of

Europe.' The elder WilHam Hawkins had ventured to

break the old traditions with his famous voyages to the

Guinea Coast and Brazil, and others followed from time

to time in his steps, at least as far as Guinea, but it was

not till the reign of Edward VI. that the new force began

seriously to show itself. The obstacles in the way were

enormous. To the North and East the road was barred by

the gigantic monopoly of the Hansa ; to the South and West
by the Spaniards and the Portuguese taking their stand

upon the Papal Bulls of Partition, which had apportioned

the new worlds between them. In face of the difii-

culty two schools of opinion seem to have formed

themselves. The one more peaceful, though none the

less adventurous, was in favour of seeking new outlets in

the undiscovered and unappropriated parts of the earth ;
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while the other, more unruly, inclined to disputing the

new monopolies. The earliest outcome of the first was
Sir John Willoughby's ill-fated attempt to reach Cathay

by the North East, and so on this side the new movement
continued for a while to be occupied in genuine voyages

of discovery, until here too the growing forces of necessity

began to confound the two schools, and under such men as

Chancellor and Jenkinson exploration gave place to a fight

with monopoly. How the northern barriers broke under

the pressure is the story not only of our first Arctic

martyrs, but also of how, with our help and countenance,

Eussia became a European Power and first made herself

felt in Central Asia ; a story beyond measure romantic,

and one which every child would know had it not been

overshadowed by what happened in the West and

South.

It was in 1553 that Willoughby sailed, and the same

year there started for the Guinea Coast the first English

expedition that tried to dispute the Portuguese claim to

treat the African Seas as their own. When the discoveries

of the Spaniards in the West threatened to bring them in

conflict with the Portuguese in the East, the Pope had

assigned to each its sphere of influence on each side of a

line drawn vaguely between the 41st and 44th meridian

west of Greenwich. Under this award Portugal claimed

the Coast of Brazil, the East Indies, and all of Africa that

lay to the South of the Canaries, and Spain the rest of

America and everything el^e to the westward of the line

of partition. It was a claim that commerce, and above all

Protestant commerce, was little likely to recognise ; and in

spite of all the Portuguese could do by violence or artifice,

English vessels continued to penetrate their sphere and

trade upon the Guinea Coasts. The Portuguese affected

to confound them with the Erench corsairs who infested

2-
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those waters, and to treat them aspirates. For this there

was no shadow of ground beyond the Pope's award. The

men who sent them out were the merchant princes of

London, with Sir Wilham Garrard at their head, a man
who in 1556 was Lord Mayor and who continued to be

one of Cecil's most trusted advisers and agents in the

financial operations of the Government. But, bold and

persistent as he and his fellows were in their determina-

tion to expand the area of English commerce, as yet they

had not ventured into the Spanish sphere. Spain was too

powerful, trade to the Netherlands and the Peninsular

ports too valuable to be risked, the old tradition of com-

mercial friendship with the House of Burgundy perhaps

too strong. Sooner or later of course it was bound to

come, but it was Drake's new master who first tempted

them to take the daring step.

This man was John Hawkins, old William's younger

son. Since their father's death in 1555 the two brothers

had been following steadily the traditions of the house,

trading as far as the Canaries, and with so much success

that within a year or so of Elizabeth's accession John

Hawkins was thought a good enough match for the

daughter of Benjamin Gonson, Treasurer of the Navy.

Eor his father-in-law's ear the young bridegroom had a

portentous secret. ' Having made divers voyages,' says

Hakluyt, ' to the Isles of the Canaries, and there by his

good and upright deahng being grown in love and favour

with the people, he informed himself among them by

diligent inquisition of the state of the West India

:

whereof he had received some knowledge by the instruc-

tions of his father : but increased the same by the adver-

tisements and report of that people. And being amongst

other particulars assured that negroes were very good

merchandise in Hispaniola ; and that store of negroes
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might easily be had on the Coast of Guinea, he resolved

with himself to make trial thereof.'

The slave trade was no new thing. Already it was

half a century old, and- as early as 1517 it had received

the sanction of Charles V. Far from being stigmatised

as it is now, it had been favourably regarded even by the

most philanthropic and far-sighted Spanish colonists as

a means of stopping the process of extermination with

which forced labour was overwhelming the American

Indians. The saintly Las Casas himself, ' the Protector of

the Indians,' had given it his support, though he lived to

acknov/ledge his mistake. Enormous numbers had already

been imported, and to stop the abuses, which had shocked

the tender-hearted missionary, the traf&c had been sub-

jected to strict regulations. Ahigh duty had been placed on

every negro imported, and no one was allowed to engage in

the trade without first obtaining a costly licence from the

king. In 1551 no fewer than 17,000 of these licences were

offered for sale, and in 1553 a monopoly for seven years

had been granted to one Fernando Ochoa to import 23,000

slaves. The result was that negroes became very good

merchandise indeed, and Hawkins could not be expected

to see the immorality of the commerce. The Hawkinses

were as true Eeformation men as the Drakes, and the

Bible was their guide. In its pages he could find no note

of warning, and the reasons which had convinced the

missionary were enough to persuade the sailor.

As for the temptation, it came in a well-timed hour.

The Portuguese had estabhshed a fort at Blmina on the

Gold Coast, and stationed galleys there to protect their

mines from pirates and to drive off intruding rivals.

Hostilities were constantly occurring between the Portu-

guese and foreign traders trafficking along the coast

for gold dust. Friendly natives began to offer sites for
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rival stations. In 1556 an expedition had sailed from

London to pursue the idea, and had obtained a definite

proposal from a native chief to establish a fort at Benin.

So roughly, hovrever, had the Portuguese guard ships

handled a combined squadron vyhich the English formed

-with, some French traders, that nothing as yet had come

of it. In 1561, hov\^ever, Gonson, in partnership vpith Sir

William Garrard and the famous Captain William Wyn-
ter, Master of the Naval Ordnance, had formed a syndicate

to send out a stronger expedition to establish a factory in

spite of the Portuguese opposition. The queen herself,

perhaps, w^as a shareholder ; at all events she lent a ship

from the Navy called the ' Minion,' and all promised vyell.'

The voyage, however, was a failure. The ' Minion ' was

not too seaworthy, and having encountered bad weather

the commander of the expedition did not consider it safe to

proceed, and he retmrned. Some soreness seems to have

been felt at his conduct, and the syndicate was broken up.

In the following year the attempt was renewed, but

neither Gonson nor Wynter had any share in it. In their

place appear the names of two other leading merchants

and aldermen— Sir William Chester, who had been Lord

Mayor the previous year, and Mr. (afterwards Sir) Thomas

Lodge, a Governor of the Muscovy Company. Why
' In the Hawkins' Voyages the ' Minion ' is always spoken of as a

Queen's ship, and from Hakluyt's report of the meeting at Garrard's house

in 1564 it appears she was to be refitted ' at the Queen's Majesty's

charges.' It is clear from her captain's complaint of the rottenness of

' water-works and footings ' that she was an old ship (see Lock to Guinea

Merchants, in Hakluyt). The old ' Minion,' 1523, had been rebuilt as a 300-

ton ship about 1536 (Oppenheim, i. 50). She is not, however, mentioned in

the ' OfBcial Navy List ' of March 24, 1559 (' Book of Sea Causes,' State

Papera Domestic, Elizabeth, iii. 44), nor in any published list of the

,

two previous reigns. Still she must have been a Navy ship ; for in the rough
' List of Her Highnesses Ships,' dated February 20, 1559 {ibid. ii. 30), there is

a note in Cecil's hand thus :
' 300 tons, the " Minion "—given to Sir Thomas

'

(?) [perhaps Lodge, but the word is illegible] : and she reappears in the

Lists the following year {Oppenheim, i. 120).
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Gonson and Wynter withdrew we cannot tell for certain
;

but there is little doubt that they had been listening to

Hawkins. They were now probably unwilling to stop at

estabhshing a fort at Benin or to confine themselves to

the old gold-dust trade. Their real desire was to take up
Hawkins's project and with a cargo of negroes collected

on the Guinea Coast to push their operations across the

Atlantic into the Spanish sphere. The boldness of the

innovation is difficult for us thoroughly to appreciate. To
dispute the claims of Portugal was one thing ; to challenge

the monopoly of Spain was another ; and if the Navy men
had found it impossible to tempt old-fashioned merchants

to so dangerous a venture, it was only to be expected. In

Alderman Lionel Ducket, however, another city magnate,

and in Garrard's new partner, Lodge, they found a more

adventurous spirit, and with their help they were able

successfully to set on foot the voyage upon which Hawkins
was bent. Everything was done on a very modest scale.

Three small private vessels, the biggest but 120 tons, were

all that could be provided, and, with this insignificant

squadron and a stock of English goods, in October 1562

Hawkins sailed to open the great commercial struggle

that ended vsath the downfall of Spain.

His first point was Teneriffe. There he had formed

close relations with a merchant called Pedro de Ponte,

who was more than suspected of having an interest in the

enterprise, if not of being its actual originator.' This

man had in readiness a Spanish pilot for the West Indies
;

and having taken him on board, Hawkins proceeded to

Sierra Leone, where partly by the sword and partly by

other means he got into his possession some three hundred

negroes. With this precious cargo his pilot brought him

' ' De Silva to the King,' Julj 21 and 26, 1567, Spanish Cal. ; of.

Hawkins' Voyages (Hakluyt Soc), p. 11.
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across the Atlantic to Hispaniola, and at different ports

in the island he got rid of all his English goods and most

of his slaves, ' standing always upon his guard ' and ' trust-

ing the Spaniards no further than that by his own strength

he was able to master them.' Commercially the voyage was

an unheard-of success. So large were his receipts that he

had to charter two extra vessels to carry home the proceeds

of his trading. These, in bold assertion of the lavpful-

ness of his proceedings, he sent direct to Spain for sale,

and with the rest he returned to England in triumph in

September of the following year.

From the details set forth it will be seen that the

undertaking was essentially commercial, based on the

freedom of the high seas and the reciprocal rights of trade

enjoyed by Spaniards and Englishmen in each other's

ports, in virtue of the old commercial treaties between

England and the House of Burgundy.' No law had been

broken, except a municipal restrictive law of Spain, which,

as the English claimed, was a breach of their treaty rights.

But the Spanish Government would not so regard it.

Into the midst of the sensation Hawkins's success was

causing at home, both in court and city, broke the news
that the two cargoes sent to Spain had been seized. In vain

the Adventurers protested. Though two of the highest

officers in the Navy were engaged, though Lodge was now
Lord Mayor, no redress could be obtained. When they

pleadedthat theyhadleftin Hispaniola a number of negroes

' The last formal treaty had been made in 1495, between Henry VII. and
PhiUp of Burgundy, the father of Charles V., and although the two crowns
had been at war since then, it was generally regarded and acted upon as

still subsisting. Clauses x.-xiii. provide for free intercourse reciprocally.

English merchants are to have free right to trade in armed ships, not
only to Burgundian ports, but in aU ' the countries, lands, and dominions
of the foresaid Lord Archduke, and also with the ports and coasts under
the authority of the said Lord the Archduke.' The ratification in 1499 was
for each party's heirs and successors.
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to cover any lawful duty the king might demand, the

negroes too were confiscated. When they argued that they

had done their trade by the special licence of the king's

officers, orders went out to the Indies forbidding trade with

English vessels on any pretence whatever. It was clear that

Spain, profiting by the experience of the Portuguese, meant

to take the matter in hand vigorously and nip the new
growth in the bud. But Hawkins was now too big a man
and the support his unprecedented success had won too

powerful to be easily thwarted, and, undaunted by their

failure to obtain some recognition of their claims, the

Adventurers resolved to assert them once more.

In the meantime, while his kinsman was adventuring

so far and high, it was not likely young Drake could sit

quiet as he was. ' He soon grew weary of his bark,' says

Fuller, ' which would scarce go alone but as it crept along

the shore,' and it would seem that about this time he

sold it, and joined the rising fortunes of his cousin. Stowe

explicitly states that he was brought up under his kins-

man. Sir John Hawkins, and that, when he was eighteen

years of age—that is, by Stowe's date about the year 1564

—^he was made purser or third officer of a ship to Biscay,

meaning the north-east coast of Spain. The implication is

that this vessel was one of the Hawkins Brothers' fleet,

and that when John's connection with the Thames

naturally threw the two kinsmen together again, he, like

the old skipper, had recognised the lad's promise and

taken him into his service.

Thus early was Drake lifted into touch with the

making of Elizabethan history. Hawkins now stood at

the head of the English mercantile marine, a known public

character in court and city alike. Who were the actual

subscribers to the new venture is not entirely ascertained.

The practice of the time in forming these ' Companies of

VOL. I. G
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Merchant Adventurers,' as they were called, was for a

small number of capitalists, usually about five, to make

themselves responsible for—or, as we now say, to under-

write—definite proportions of the capital required, which

they placed among their friends in shares as high as lOOZ.

each, a sum equal to about 800Z. now. The original part-

ners formed the directorate of the Company, with power

to make calls, and each, it would seem, was severally

responsible to and for his sub-partners. The names of

the original syndicate were the only ones that appeared

officially, and this is why it is always so difficult to find

out who were at their backs. In this case the queen was

certainly one of the sub-partners, for the flagship or

' admiral ' of the squadron was provided from the Navy.

As the larger merchant ships of the sixteenth century

took naturally to fighting in war time, so during intervals

of peace it was the custom all over Europe to make ships

of war earn their tar and tallow in commerce. The best

vessels, however, were seldom thus risked. The ship in

question—called the ' Jesus of Lubeck '—was one which

Henry VIII. had bought for his Navy from the men of

Lubeck. She was of 700 tons, and no doubt had once

been a fine ship, but in the Departmental Report of 1558

she was classed ' as much worn, and of no continuance

and not worth repair,' and was recommended to be sold

towards the cost 'of the new ships of better service.'

^

Estimates, however, were given for her repair, and the

work would seem to have been carried out, for she appears

in the Navy List of 1565. Some years later she was

valued at 4,000Z., so that the queen must have been one

of the largest shareholders. Others were found in the

actual ranks of the Coiincil, as she herself afterwards

admitted to De Silva, the Spanish Ambassador. One of

' ' Book of Sea Causes,' S. P. Dom. Eliz. iii. 44.
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them was Sir William Herbert, the ablest soldier in the

kingdom, who, thanks to his genius for fishing in troubled

waters, was now Earl of Pembroke and a millionaire

;

but who were the other Councillors interested we do not

know. Some one offered Cecil himself a share, but he

refused, having, as he told the ambassador, no liking for

such undertakings.'

Here we have the first note of the great minister's con-

sistent antipathy to the new school of adventure. Till war

was inevitable he set his face rigidly against a policy which

he beUeved to be unnecessary to the development of the

country and fraught with serious danger, as indeed it was ;

and never once, no matter how great the provocation or

inducement, could he be tempted to stain his fingers with

a venture that was not absolutely above suspicion. Still he

took no active steps to stand in the way. As yet Hawkins

had not attained the recognised position of a factor

in foreign politics. The expedition was allowed to go

quietly forward, and at the same time sailed the Garrard

company's fleet for Guinea with the ' Minion ' at its head.

After touching at Teneriffe in order to confer with his

friend Pedro de Ponte, ' who gave him as gentle entertain-

ment as if he had been his brother,' Hawkins proceeded

down the west coast of Africa. Serious difficulties were

encountered, and particularly those which the ' Minion's

'

men made for him by warning the natives ; for to the

gold-dust traders his slave catching operations were

objectionable, as disturbing the coast and alienating

friendly chiefs. Still in spite of them he soon filled up

with negroes, and having escaped, as he believed by a

special dispensation of Providence, a trap set for him by

the Portuguese, he laid his course for the West. As for

the ' Minion,' she was caught by the galleys at Blmina and

' ' De Silva to the King,' Spanish Gal. Oct. 11 and Nov. 4, 1566.

O 2
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roughly handled ; her captain too was taken prisoner,

and she had to return discomfited.

Across the Atlantic Hawkins found things almost as

bad. Avoiding Hispaniola, he this time tried Tierra Firme,

the province which lay along the north coast of South

America from the Orinoco to Darien. This was the

famous Spanish Main of our sailors' speech, round which

they were soon to hang so much of the romance of law-

less daring and the glitter of untold booty that the name

still tingles in the ear with a note of wild music. Already

its reputation had been begun by the French privateers,

who had found their way thither during the incessant

wars between France and Spain and the unstable peaces -

that hardly intervened ; and there was scarcely a settle-

ment on the coast that had not already been plundered at

their hands. For Hawkins as yet it was virgin ground,

but no sooner was his presence reported to Hispaniola

than the Viceroy reissued the most stringent orders

against dealing with him. Everywhere he touched traf&c

was refused. It was a situation for which he was

probably prepared, and at a place called Borburata, in

the Golfo Triste, he resolved to play the part he had

studied.'

The position was complicated by the Spaniards' ex-

perience of the methods of French corsairs, and the

richer settlers had fled to the hills at his approach. For

them every strange flag in those seas was a pirate, and they

could never quite believe that Hawkins's sole object was

fair trade. Further there was the opposite consideration,

' Borburata, which is very variously spelt, was long ago superseded by

Puerto Cabello. The ensenada or creek where it stood, and which still

bears its name, is some four or five leagues to the eastward of the present

port. See Blaou's Atlas Major, 1562, vol. ii. f. 89 ; Lopez's Atlas, vol. iii.

Madrid, 1736. It was known among the English seamen as ' Burborough

Watfer.' r'
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as Hawkins well knew, that they were itching to buy what

he had to sell. The Spanish colonial policy, which made all

trade with the Indies little better than a royal monopoly,

had so highly enhanced the price not only of slaves, but

of all European goods, that the temptation to welcome a

smuggler was almost irresistible. Still trade was denied,

and Hawkins stated his case. He was there, said he, as

captain of one of the Queen of England's ships and was

no pirate, nor did he intend any dishonour to their prince,

unless he were provoked to it by their too rigorous

dealing with him. All he wanted was honest trade, which

would redound to their profit as much as to his, and

since their respective sovereigns were in amity there was

no reason why their subjects should not have free traf&c

together. They still declined, and he offered them a still

better excuse for yielding. He vowed he had been driven

there from Guinea by stress of weather, and he and his

troops were in need of many things, and that unless they

would consent to buy so much of him as would enable

him to supply his necessities it would show a special

discourtesy to his royal mistress which their prince

would resent. Still it was not till he actually landed a

hundred men and began to move on the town that the

Governor professed himself convinced. The only trouble

was about the slave duty. Hawkins declared the king's

special custom an imconscionable exaction, but offered to

pay an ad valorem duty of 7|- per cent., the ordinary

custom for wares in all Spanish ports. To this too the

Governor, after some demur, consented, and Hawkins,

having received his licence, proceeded to trade, to every-

one's satisfaction. On the completion of his business he

demanded and obtained a certificate of good behaviour

;

and so continued his way westward. At the island

of Cura9ao no objection was raised and a large purchase
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of hides was made. At Borburata the Grovernor had

given him in payment for some of his goods a bill on the

Treasmer of the Indies at Bio de la Hacha. Thither he

now proceeded, but only to find the special orders of the

Viceroy against dealing with him already arrived, and the

Treasurer bent on carrying them out. In vain he showed

his certificate and presented his bill ; in vain he repeated

his arguments ; all were unavailing till again he landed

troops to enforce them. Some show of resistance was

made, but at the first sign of a charge the Treasurer's

men all ran away and Hawkins obtained his licence.

How far the official opposition was real is doubtful.

Spaniards were not in the habit of running away, and De
Silva certainly more than suspected the whole thing was

arranged as an excuse for non-compliance with the un-

welcome prohibition of the Viceroy. Still it would seem

that the Treasurer did contemplate a treacherous attack

on the Englishmen, while trade was quietly going on.

This, however, was frustrated and ignored, and again

Hawkins departed with a certificate of good behaviour.

What was left of the summer was spent in improving his

knowledge of the Caribbean Sea and the coast of Florida,

where he reheved the new French colony, and so in the

autumn he returned to England with 60 per cent, profit

for himself and his owners.

So great a success could not be kept quiet, and

Hawkins became the hero of the hour. But now a new
actor was on the scene. Shortly before he sailed diplo-

matic relations had been resumed with Spain, and

De Silva, the new ambassador, at once began warning his

master of what had been going on and pointing out the

necessity of taking action to stop its repetition. In the

comparative innocence of the Adventurers' intentions he

had no faith. ' I do not believe,' he wrote, ' that a ship
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would be safe, if they were strong enough to take it
;

' and

he was sure they had waited in the Indies a fortnight for

the saiUng of the Plate fleet in hopes of capturing a ship.

Here for the first time we come in contact with the

abiding bugbear of the Spanish Government. As all

Europe had come to recognise, it was upon the American

trade that the whole machinery of Spanish policy de-

pended for its motive power, and it was in what were

known in England as the ' Plate fleets ' that this trade

was conducted. Since the early days of the century, when

the importance of the American colonies began fully to be

appreciated, the trade had been a government monopoly,

and its management had been delegated to a semi-official

department seated at Seville, the great Atlantic port. It

was a kind of chamber of commerce, with a certain

resemblance to our India House, and was known as the

Casa de Contractacion or ' Commerce House.' In exercise

of its monoply this department regularly fitted out two

fleets for the Indies. One which sailed annually was

known as the 'Fleet ovflota of New Spain,' and traded to

Mexico. Once the more important of the two, it had

been eclipsed by the second, which since 1564 had also

sailed every year and was known as the flota of Tierra

Firme. Originally intended, as its name implies, for the

trade of the Spanish Main or north coast of South

America, its real importance since the discovery of the

Potosi mines was that it was also the fleet of Peru. For

safety it had become the custom for both fleets, as a rule,

to sail in company as far as Hispaniola, where they made

their landfall. Here the Mexico fleet, after detaching the

vessels bound for San Domingo and Puerto Eico, continued

its way alone to San Juan de Ulua, the port of the city of

Mexico; while that of the Spanish Main made for

Cartagena, the capital of the Province. On the home-
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ward voyage the latter fleet continued its way westward to

call at Nombre de Dios, the Atlantic port of the Isthmus

whither the Peruvian treasure was brought overland from

Panama. Having there taken on board the precious

cargo, it proceeded northward through the Yucatan

Channel to Havana, where if so ordered from Spain it

joined hands with the homeward boxmd Mexico fleet, and

so both ' disembogued ' together by the New Bahamas

Channel.

It was on the protection of these two fleets, and

especially during their homeward voyage, that the

Spaniards began to feel their whole naval energy was being

dissipated. At first neither fleet had had any kind of escort

or protection beyond the few guns that every ship was sup-

posed officially to carry; but during the interminable French

wars of Charles V. the hardy seamen of Brittany,

Eochelle, and Normandy had found out their enemy's

weak point, and in their smart little galleons had played

havoc with the trade. With experience their daring

increased. Not content with lying in wait at Cape St.

Vincent, or even at the Azores, the two successive

rendezvous of the homeward bound fleets, they began to

reach out across the Atlantic and to push their depreda-

tions into the heart of the defenceless Spanish Indies.

Here their exploits grew yearly more alarming, till in 1553

a French corsair with but a single ship and eighty men,

by allying himself with escaped negroes, succeeded in

sacking the capital, and the four chief settlements of the

Spanish Main, as well as Santiago de Cuba, and finally

Havana itself, though it had at the time 1,200 inhabitants.

So at least we learn from a minute of the famous Pero

Menendez de Aviles, the greatest oceanic captain of his

time, who has come recently to be regarded in Spain as

perhaps the greatest maritime genius the country ever
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produced.' To his energy were due the first real steps to

protect the trade. In 1555 he was serving in command

of the fleets with a small ' armada ' or fighting squadron

.

of six sail, and the remainder of his life was one long and

thankless struggle against the growing power of the

corsairs. For this purpose he provided at his own

cost three galleons as a permanent escort, and in 1561

had so far established his position that he applied for the

official rank of Captain General of the Indian trade.

Under his influence the new policy continued to gather

strength, and it was just as Menendez's energy was

beginning to bear fruit in checking the French operations

that the English appeared upon the scene. It was hut

natural, then, that the Spaniards should see in Hawkins's

intrusion a new recruit for the corsair ranks. Already

EngHshmen had been found acting vyith the French, and

now that their restlessness was taking the'form of semi-

official expeditions the matter was growing very serious.

By this time, as the Venetian ambassadors reported, the

English had earned themselves a reputation for skill and

hard fighting upon the high seas above all their neigh-

bours, and there can be no doubt that the Spanish Govern-

ment, with the instinct of self-preservation and a profound

disbehef in the integrity of 'Lutherans,' smelt a danger

yet greater than that with which their infant sea power

hardly sufficed to grapple.^

De Silva's remarks to the king, then, must have fallen

on good ground, and if the ambassador's suspicions were

unfoimded, they were at least excusable. For the action

' See his minute on preventing the colonisation of Florida by foreigners.

Euidiaz y Canovia, La Conquista de la Florida, vol. ii. His Ufe and

correspondence are contained in the same work.

^ See Correspondence and Minutes of Menendez, ubi supra, and the

documents calendared by Duro, Armada Espanola, ii. app. 8 and 9. Also

Galeones y flotas de las Indias in the same author's Disgmsiciones Nduticas,

1877, La Mar descrita, p. 165.
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he took upon them there is perhaps less to be said.

Instead of making any of&cial protest to the Bnghsh

Government, he proceeded, after the tortuous diplomatic

method of the sixteenth century, to tamper with

Hawkins's allegiance. "With a view either of securing

his services or of obtaining fuller information of his

methods and intentions, he began asking him to dinner,

flattering him, and sounding him as to his readiness to

listen to offers from the King of Spain. Hawkins, whose

diplomatic ability seems to have been as sound as his

seamanship, was quite equal to the occasion. In order to

blind the ambassador he professed himself dissatisfied with

the recognition his services had met with and desirous of

nothing so much as bringing his ships to serve with the

King of Spain's galleys against the Turks. He protested

he had had licence to trade from the colonial governors,

showed the ambassador his certificates of good behaviour,

and vowed he had never meant to do any vnrong. He was

being pressed, he said, to go out once more, but he never

would again without the king's own licence.

Meanwhile a new expedition was being fitted out as

secretly and quickly as might be. Its discovery severely

shook the ambassador's confidence. He demanded what

it meant, and Hawkins was ready with an explanation.

He was preparing the ships, he said, for the King of Spain's

service, and produced a complete plan of campaign against

the Turks which so entirely convinced the Spaniard that

he began to urge the king to make Hawkins a definite

offer. It was not till the expedition was ready for sea and

on the very eve of sailing that his eyes were opened, and

in no pleasant mood at having been so duped, he

demanded an immediate audience with the queen. Once

admitted to her presence he began to complain of her

subjects being permitted to break the laws of her friend
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and ally, and to upbraid her with the complicity of her

Council. This she admitted, but vowed they never meant

Hawkins to go to prohibited places, and that on his last

return home she herself had refused to see him until she

was assured he had been driven to the Indies by stress

of weather and had not traded without licence. And

why, she argued, should not her subjects trade if the

Prench did ? De Silva replied the French were pirates.

It was unhappily a moment when the Catholic com-

bination which was forming round the Queen of Scots

for Elizabeth's overthrow was assuming proportions too

alarming for Spain to be given a new cause of offence,

and to pacify the indignant diplomatist she called in

Cecil and told him to summon Hawkins and Fenner, -

who was also on the eve of sailing for Guinea with -

another expedition, and examine them as to their in-

tentions. For the time this satisfied the ambassador.

He knew too well, as he told the king, what Cecil's views

on the matter were to doubt he would do his best. Still

the prohibition he demanded was not issued ; he suspected

he was being played with and protested again. He was

told that there was a difficulty in getting the required

order through the Council, some of the members being

opposed to forbidding Englishmen going to the Indies so

long as Spaniards had full liberty of Enghsh ports. But

it was no time tQ risk an argument on so abstract a

question, and in the last days of October an order was

issued compelling both Fenner and Hawkins to give a

heavy security that they would not go to the Indies.'

Hawkins at once resolved not to sail at all. What

became of the expedition is a mystery. De Silva always

said that it sailed without Hawkins and returned ricjh.er

• S. P. Dom. Eliz. xl. 99. The whole of these transactions are detailed

in De Silva's despatches printed in Spanish Cat s. d.
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than ever, but the only trace we have of EngHsh authority

for any such venture is a chance mention in the narrative

of Drake's early voyages of an expedition in which for the

first time he saw the Indies. In the years 1565-6, we are

told, he received wrongs at Eio de la Hacha with Captain

Lovell.^ Who this Lovell was is not discoverable. He
may have been one of Hawkins's captains, who took his

place on this occasion. If so, the date 1565-6 must be a

mistake for the following year, and some colour exists for

the supposition : for Stowe states that Drake in 1566-7

was in a voyage to Guinea. No certainty, however, is

attainable, and all we can say is that some time between

J Hawkins's second and third voyages an expedition in

which Drake was serving did go out to the West Indies,

and that at Eio de la Hacha it fell a victim to some such

treachery as the Treasurer had attempted upon Hawkins.

Fenner having, as it seems, no intention of going

beyond Guinea proceeded on his voyage, but only to find

the Portuguese as hostile and determined as the Spaniards.

Everywhere he was treated as a pirate. At Santiago in

the Cape Verde Islands he only escaped a night surprise

from galleys by cutting his cables ; and at the Azores,

while, as the narrator innocently relates, he was following

a Portuguese vessel to see if she could spare him a cable,

he was caught by a royal squadron consisting of a

galleon of 400 tons and two caravels.^ Fenner was

alone in the ' Castle of Comfort,', and his consort far away

to leeward. Three times they engaged him and three

times he beat them off. On the following day the

Portuguese commander, being joined by four other

'

' Sir Francis Drake Eevived,' Arber's English Gamer, v. 494.

* The account in Hatluyt has ' Galleasse,' but internal evidence shows

she was not an oared vessel. She was without doubt a galleon of the low-

freeboard class which English sailors called a ' galleasse.'
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caravels, renewed the action.' It was now seven to one

;

yet so roughly did Fenner handle them that with night-

fall they drew off and allowed him to escape. The
success of the ' Castle of Comfort ' seems to have been due

to her overmastering fire, and the action is memorable

not only as being the first appearance of the Fenners

of Chichester on the scene, but also as the earliest revela-

tion to English seamen of the power their superiority in

gunnery was to give them.^

Though thwarted for the time, Hawkins was far from

abandoning his ideas of commercial expansion, but the

precise line in which his mind was working at this time

is almost impossible to unravel from the subtlety of his

proceedings. During May 1567 it began to leak out that

Ducket and Garrard had joined forces and were secretly

fitting out an expedition at Eochester in which two of

her Majesty's ships were to be engaged. All kinds of

reports as to its strength and objects got about, till

De Silva took alarm and mentioned it to the queen. She

assured him it was meant to go no further than Guinea,

and that the Adventurerswereunder oath to avoid forbidden

places. Whatever Hawkins's ideas may have been, from

Garrard's adherence and Cecil's approval it would seem

the Adventurers did really intend to leave America alone.

' The caravel was a small fast sailing vessel much used in the West
Coast trade and generally for ocean navigation by the Portuguese. The

normal type was about 100 tons and upwards, single decked, with half-deck,

square poop, and forecastle, and of high freeboard. It was rigged usually

with four masts and bowsprit. The foremast bore two square-sails, the

rest each a lateen. Its lines and rig made it one of the most weatherly

vessels of its time. The authorities concerning it are collected by Jal,

Glossaire nautique, sub voce. Though it used sweeps at times, it was not

regarded as an oared vessel.

^ In the action fought on the Guinea Coast in 1557 between the com-

bined forces of the English and French gold-dust traders and the Portuguese,

the former were quite out-matched both in gunnery and seamanship. (See

the Second Voyage of Master William Towerson in Hakluyt.)
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Bverytliing indeed pointed to a different destination.

Some Portuguese, who were said to be Jewish refugees

from the Inquisition, had been introduced to Wynter and

had brought to him some mysterious scheme for obtaining

great treasure from a place they knew of upon the African

coast beyond the Portuguese mines at Elmina. Some

such adventure had been already undertaken by some

Frenchmen under a son of the famous Marshal Montluc,

which had led to a violent conflict with the Portuguese

at Madeira, and it was said that "Wynter's friends were

the same men who had prompted it.' They had now come

to try their fortune in England, and the tale they had to

tell proved sufficiently attractive to induce the Garrard-

Ducket syndicate to take up their idea. The exact object

in view remains a secret to this day. A settlement was

certainly contemplated, and immediately after Fenner's

return with the news of his ill treatment an estimate was

prepared of arms and material necessary to erect a fort

on the Guinea coast and to garrison it with fifty men.^

The ambassador took new alarm, but the queen and

Cecil pacified him with fresh assurances that the ships

were not intended for America, and he was inclined to

believe that the connection with the Portuguese fugitives

meant a voyage to the East Indies. For a time indeed

he was persuaded that the object of the expedition was re-

prisals for the rough handling the Guinea traders had been

meeting with in Portuguese waters, and sent a friendly

warning to Lisbon. Continuing his inquiries, however, he

obtained information that Pedro de Ponte was at the

bottom of the scheme, and that he and Hawkins had

' The DicUonnam-e de Biographie DmuerseMe places this in 1568 ; but the

incident is mentioned in De Silva's despatch to the king dated July 1567.

Spanish Cal. 431.

^ ' Estimates for Establishing a Fort, &c., June 24, 1567. S. P. Dom.
Eliz. xliii. 24. Fenner put into Southampton on the 6th.
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arranged with the "West Indian governors for pretending

they dared not refuse to trade. On the top of this he saw the
' Jesus ' and the ' Minion ' brought round from Chatham to

the Tower to take in arms from the Eoyal Arsenal, and
once more he went to the queen. In answer to his protests

she vowed the arms were only meant for protection against

ill usage from French pirates and the Portuguese, and Cecil

swore a great oath they were only going to Guinea. This,

combined with fresh information he had that Laras, a

Portuguese fort beyond Elmina, was the actual objective,

went far to convince him the Government at least were

sincere. So the preparations went forward ; Hawkins,

before leaving London, came to take a friendly farewell

of him and to desire his service to the King of Spain ; the

squadron assembled at Plymouth; and the Portuguese

pilots were sent down to be ready to embark at any

moment.

Hawkins, however, knew too much not to be on the

look-out for a new move from De Silva, and was evidently

still anxious and mistrustful. One day in August a strong

squadron under Spanish colours appeared in Plymouth

Sound, and with flags flying bore up for the Catwater,

where his vessels were riding. It was the fleet which the

Duchess of Parma, Eegent of the Netherlands, had sent

out under the Flemish admiral De Vachen to meet Philip

on his intended visit to Flanders. Elizabeth had issued

orders for its honourable reception at any place it might

visit ; but by the custom of the seas De Vachen, on

entering a friendly foreign port, should have struck his

topsails and national colours. There can be no doubt his

intentions were not hostile, but Hawkins was clearly

alarmed, and as soon as the strangers hove within range he

ordered the Castle batteries and his own ship to open fire,

nor did he cease till De Vachen lowered his flag. To the
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Flemish admiral Hawkins justified his violence on the score

of the breach of international courtesy, and it is always as

an assertion of his Sovereign's honour that his spirited

conduct has been admired ; but when called upon by the

Government to explain his behaviour, he rather insisted

on his suspicion of their purpose and protested he ' greatly

feared their warlike intentions.'

'

By the Spaniards the incident was not forgotten, but

for the present it went no further. Hawkins's defence was

accepted with no more than a caution from Cecil, and

nothing seemed to stand in the way of his immediate

departure. News of his sailing was daily expected ; when
suddenly it was announced that the Portuguese pilots had

disappeared and taken ship for France. De Silva thought

the Portuguese ambassador to the French Court had

enticed them away ; others seemed to suspect a deep

design of Hawkins, and it is not impossible they were

right. No sooner was the desertion discovered than he

wrote direct to the queen with the news, and declared that

although the proposed enterprise could not take effect

(which he thought God had provided for the best) he was

ready to proceed and bring home a profit (v?ith God's help)

of 40,000 marks without offence to her friends or allies.

' It shall be no dishonour,' he wrote, ' with your Highness

that your own servant and subject shall in such an

extremity convert such an enterprise and turn it both to

1 ' Hawkins to Cecil.' S. P. Dom. EUz. xliv. 13, Sept. 28, 1597. Cf.

Observations of Sir B. Hawkins (Hakluyt Soo. Ivii. 113), where full

account of the incident is given. Sir Richard's memory, however, had

seriously failed him, and is not to he trusted for the details. Prom his

mention of the ' Jesus ' it is clear he was thinking of this occasion, but says

the Spanish admiral was on his way to Flanders to fetch the ' QueenDonna
Anne of Austria, last wife of Philip,' an event which did not occur till three

years later, when the ' Jesus ' had ceased to exist. The Spanish admiral's

report of the affair is dated Sept. 23, 1567, N.S. {Spanish Cal. 442,

p. 676).
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your Highness' honour and the benefit of the whole realm ;

'

and so after insisting on the danger of disbanding the

crews, he coolly begs leave to load negroes in Guinea and

sell them in the West Indies.

The permission to convert the voyage was not refused,

but whether Cecil was admitted to the secret we cannot

tell : the balance of evidence admits of a suspicion that he

was not. On learning the desertion of the Portuguese he

had written a letter to Lord Clynton, the Lord High
Admiral, explaining that it was now impossible to carry

out the original design and telling him of a new voyage

upon which it had been decided to use Hawkins's fleet.

Clynton in his answer, after referring to Hawkins's negli-

gence in letting the Portuguese slip, says he is glad ' that

order is taken that he proceed on the other voyage

that Cecil VTrites of whereof some good may come, though

not so profitable as the other '—an expression it seems

strange he should use if Cecil had told him the enterprise

was to be converted into a slaving voyage, since the last

undertaking of the kind had given unprecedented returns.'

It is possible, therefore, that ' the other voyage ' which

Burghley had in mind was not the voyage on which

Hawkins finally proceeded. The surmise gains additional

colour from a letter which Cecil wrote to Hawkins on the

eve of his sailing. It was brought by FitzwilHam the

Admiral's most confidential agent, by whom he had

sent up his letter to the queen and who presumably was

also taking back the queen's answer. Cecil's letter is not

extant, but its contents may be gathered from Hawkins's

reply. It would seem to have been chiefly in the nature

of a mild reprimand for letting the Portuguese slip and

for firing upon the Spanish flag, and to have contained no

reference to a slaving venture. ' I am warned,' Hawkins

' Hatfield MSS. (Hist. MSS. Comm.) vol. i. p. 347, Sept. 30, 1567.

VOL. I. H
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concludes after defending his conduct, ' to avoid damages

to Spaniards and Flemings, by your Honour's letter,

wherefore I most heartily thank you, though I meant no

less beforehand. I know they hate me and yet without

cause ; for they are the better for me by great sums, and

I the worse for them by 40,000 ducats. ... I have always

enjoyed the name of an orderly person and have always

hated folly.'

'

That Fitzwilliam brought down with Cecil's good

advice the secret consent of the queen is hardly doubtful

;

J
for on October 2, 1567, vsdthout more ado, Hawkins set

sail ; and with him went Francis Drake, now twenty-two

years of age,^ burning like his master to win compensation

for the wrongs he had suffered with Captain Lovell at Eio

de la Hacha.

' ' Hawkins to Cecil, Sept. 28, 1567.' S. P. Dom. Eliz. xUv. 13. It is

worth noting that a Spanish copy of this letter found its way into the

Simancas Archives (see Froude, Hist. viii. 69 n), and it is of course quite

possible it was intended for Spanish eyes, so as to serve as evidence that

Hawkins's venture was not authorised by the Government.
' Stowe's Chron. It is this definite figure that fixes 1545 as the most

probable date of his birth.
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CHAPTEE III

SAN JUAN DB ULUA '

The third voyage of Hawkins marks in the BHzabethan

epoch a step that could never be retraced. ' When its

end was known,' says Camden, ' the mihtary and seafaring

men all over England fretted and demanded war against

the Spaniards.' From this point Drake's and his master's^

attitude towards Spain became one of irreconcilable

hostility. How far that attitude was justified and how
far the Spaniards were to blame for the action they took

is only to be judged from a careful study of the voyage.

The squadron ^ comprised two great-ships of the Royal

' The spelling this word occurs in every possible variety—Lua, UUoa,

Loo, UUua, cfec. The modern form adopted by Captain Duro is TJlua. For

the authorities for the whole voyage see post, App. C.

* The details were as follows :

H.M.S. ' Jesus of Lubeck,' 700 tons, 180 men, 22 guns in battery, 42

of secondary armament pieces. General and Captain—John Hawkins.

Master —'Roheit Barrett. Captain of the soldiers—Captain Dudley.

H.M.S. 'Minion,' 300-350 tons. Capteim—John Hampton. Master-

John Garrett.

' WilUam and John,' 150 tons. Oaptain^-lhomas Bolton. Master—

James Eanse or Baunce.
' Swallow,' 100 tons.

' Judith,' 50 tons. Captain and Master—¥mncis Drake.

' Angel,' 32 tons.

Mr. Froude, in his EngUsh Seamen (p. 49), says :
' The " Judith " was

brought in by his (Hawkins's) young cousin Francis Drake, who was now to

make his first appearance on the stage. . . Enough now to say he was a

relation of Hawkins, the owner of a small smart sloop or brigantine, ambi-

tious of a share in a stirring business.' The passage conveniently shows

the way all his work on maritime and naval history should be regarded—as

a brilliant impressionist picture, true and convincing in its breadth, but

n 2
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Navy, the ' Jesus of Lubeck,' Captain Hawkins, and the

' Minion,' Captain Hampton ; a private ship belonging to

the Hawkins Brothers, called after them the ' WiUiam

and John,' and three smaller vessels, the ' Swallow,' the

^ 'Angel,' and the 'Judith,' the last being commanded by-

Drake. "With its Admiral, Vice-Admiral, and Captain of

Soldiers, it was armed, equipped, and organised in all

I

respects like a naval squadron, and the complement it

^ carried can have been little less than five hundred men,

among whom were several gentlemen of good houses.'

A love of the picaresque has tempted our maritime

literature to give the Elizabethan captains the air of law-

less and irresponsible corsairs. Enough has been said to

show that Hawkins was never such a man, and least of

all on this occasion. The representative of the London

merchant princes, he was something of a merchant prince

himself. In this venture his firm had embarked a sum

equal to sixteen thousand pounds of our money ; his

personal effects and furniture on board the ' Jesus ' were

valued at a fifth of that sum ; and throughout the voyage

he kept the state of one of her Majesty's Admirals-at-the-

Seas. That he came home quite without stain of technical

piracy is too much to say, but whatever he did cannot be

viewed as the outcome of a lawless spirit. In the posi-

making no attempt at correctness of detail. Almost every statement in the

above passage contains some slight deviation from the existing evidence.

It was not Drake's first appearance, he had already appeared at Bio de la

Hacha ; the ' Judith ' is always described as a bark, and not as either a

sloop, a class of vessel which did not then exist, or a brigantine, which then

meant a small galley ; the only statement we have as to the ownership

makes it the property of Hawkins, that Drake owned it there is no
evidence at all ;'and lastly when he joined he must have believed with the

rest he was going to the Portuguese gold coast.

• De Silva's final report, which rather understates the tonnage of the

ships, gives 600 to 700 as the number of the men. S. P. Spain, Gal. 1567

No. 440. Herrera gives 500. Sistoria general . . . del Senor Bey don
Felipe II. el Prvdente, I. lib. xv. cap. 18.
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tion lie held the worst that can be laid to his charge is a

too violent vindication of the legitimate aspirations of

English commerce. To him had been committed the

assertion of the doctrine that to forbid the ^paxUsh Indies

to the commerce of a friendly nation^Was a breach of

International Lav?, and that to foj^bid it to England was

an actual breach of treaty. JHis method of preaching

may have been too stremlous, but in his every act we see

the deliberate and statesmanlike conduct of a man vsdth a

great policy to guide aipd a full sense of the dignity of

his mission. Judge hinl by the standard of a time when
all public affairs were conducted on rougher and more

ruthless lines than those to which we are accustomed,

and his methods will compare even favourably with much
that in the competition for new markets is done to-day

vidth little disapproval by all civilised nations.

Erom the first the ' Jesus ' gave trouble. Eive days out,

off Finisterre, a gale was encountered, which lasted four

days and dispersed the squadron, and so shattered was the

flagship that Hawkins turned homeward resolved to give

up the voyage. Next day, however, the weather cleared

and he took heart to proceed. Touching, according to

his practice, at Teneriffe with only Drake's vessel and

the ' Angel ' in company, he got news that the rest

were at Gomera, the appointed rendezvous. Thither he

proceeded, and vsdth the reunited squadron sailed for

Guinea. Once in the waters of the Portuguese he began,

with or without instructions, retaliation for their recent

behaviour to his and his owners' vessels. His conduct is

hard to defend. He had no commission of reprisal from

the queen—at least we know of none—and his own

omission of all mention of these transactions is evidence

he did not himself consider them above suspicion.^ It is

' The Huguenot commission which William Hawkins told Cecil he had
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^from the narrative of Hartop, a gunner of the 'Jesus,'

we learn that somewhere between the Canaries and Cape

Blanco the ' Minion ' chased and took a Portuguese caravel,

which had heen captured by ' a Frenchman of Eochelle

called Captain Bland,' probably a Huguenot privateer

or pirate. She was called the ' Grace of God,' and being

a smart new vessel of 150 tons was added to the squadron

and Drake placed in command. "While searching the

rivers along the coast for slaves from Eio Grande to Sierra

Leone several more caravels were captured, and the negroes

taken out of them. By January|l2, 1568, however, they

had collected no more than a hundred and fifty, and a

good many men had been lost by sickness and poisoned

arrows. The season, too, was getting late, and Hawkins

was on the point of forcing a sale of his wares at Elmina

and going no further when he received overtures from a

native chief for assistance against other chiefs with whom
he was at war. The offer was accepted, and a force of

some two hundred men was landed, who captured a town

and made up the tale of negroes to between four and five

hundred. This was enough to warrant crossing the Atlan-

tic, but their work on the African coast was not yet done.

In the Eio Grande, where the ships which had been

dispersed in the slave hunt were to rendezvdus for the

western voyage, the first comers found seven more Portu-

guese caravels, all of which after a sharp action were

driven ashore and captiured. What they did with them

is nowhere confessed : the ' Grace of God,' was the only

one permanently attached to the squadron when it crossed

the ocean.

After an unusually toilsome passage of fifty-five days,

' from the Cardinal Chatillon for one ship to serve the Princes of Navarre

and Cond^' was probably not obtained till the Cardinal's mission to

England in the autumn of 1568. (See ' William Hawkins to Cecil,' in Arber's

English Garner, v. 210.)
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Dominica was made on March 27 and Hawkins began

to trade. His own account of the proceedings is innocent

enough. ' From thence,' says he, ' we coasted from \

place to place making our traffic with the Spaniards as 1/

we might ; somewhat hardly because the king had
|

straitly commanded all his governors in those parts by no
\

means to suffer any trade to be made with us. Notwith-

standing we had reasonable trade and entertainment,

from the Isle of Margarita unto Cartagena without

anything greatly worth the noting, saving at Cape de la

Vela in a town called Eio de la Hacha.' Miles Philhps,

who was serving in the ' Jesus,' says even less ; but turning

to Hartop's narrative, who in 1591, the date of his work,

had nothing to conceal, we see that Hawkins told but half

the truth. At Margarita, he says, ' our general, in despite

the Spaniards anchored, landed, and took in fresh victuals.'

At Burburata ' we came in, moored our ships and tarried

two months trimming and dressing our ships
;

' for in

those days, before copper and anti-fouling compositions,

ships that had been six months in tropical seas became so

badly clogged that careening was a necessity. From this

place, Hartop goes on, ' our general sent us unto a town

called Placentia, which stood on a high hill, to have

intreated a Bishop that dwelt there for his favour and

friendship in their laws ; who hearing of our coming for

fear forsook the town ;

' all of which would look as though

things had not been quite so peaceable^as Hawkins would

have had them appear. What happened at Eio de la

Hacha, however, was too serious for even Hawkins to pass

over in silence. Still, here again, we have to go to Hartop

to learn the whole truth.

While taking in fresh provisions at the Island of

Cura9ao, Hawkins sent forward the ' Angel ' and ' Judith '^

to Eio de la Hacha. The occasion is a memorable one.
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\Tlie little advanced squadron must have been under the

orders of Drake, as captain of the larger vessel. Bland,

the Frenchman, having been admitted to the English

fellovrship, was again in command of his caravel, and

Drake had returned to the ' Judith.' ' Here, then, we
^have, as far as is known, his first separate command, and

the way he conducted it was strangely characteristic of

the man and of the ideas he was to develop. What his

instructions were we do not know. It was probably a

mere reconnaissance that was intended, for here at any

rate a welcome must have been more than doubtful. His

old enemy, the Treasurer, Drake found quite ready to

receive him. The garrison had been reinforced with a

hundred harquebusiers, and every possible approach to

the tovra guarded by new works 2; and directly Drake

and his consort anchored before the town the batteries

opened fire upon him. After replying with a shot through

the Government house he vdthdrew his two vessels out

j
of range, and there they rode five days ' in despite the

Spaniards and their shot,' blockading the town. A
' caravel of advice,' or Government despatch-boat from

the Viceroy at San Domingo, attempting to enter the port

was chased, driven ashore, and brought off in triumph, as

Hartop boasts, ' in spite of two hundred Spanish harque-

jbusiers.' It was the act of a pirate, lawless, indefensible,

/ and probably in excess of his instructions—the first of the

long series of reckless exploits with which Drake was to

display his scepticism of the Spanish power and to preach

' The two vessels were certainly thus commanded two mouths later at

San Juan de Ulua. The arrangement probably had taken place before leav-

ing the African coast to fill the gaps which casualties and sickness had made
in the ranks of Hawkins's officers.

^ Hawkins uses the word ' bulwarks ' (Italian, baluardo), which at this

time meant technically an angular bastion. Here probably they were

detached works of polygonal trace. See Ouglielmotti, m. iii. cap. 95.
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his new creed of the way in which their monopoly was toJ
be broken down.

After so unpardonable an outrage, about which
Hawkins preserves absolute silence, it was no wonder
that when he came round with the rest of his fleet the

Treasurer refused to trade or even to permit him to

water. To stop to argue the point was either to lose his

negroes from thirst, or else to land them for the Spaniards

to seize. After a short negotiation, therefore, he landed

two hundred men and carried the works by assault, with
the loss of only two men, and drove the garrison some two
leagues into the interior. In possession of the port he
was upon a standpoint from which his arguments were
more conclusive. ' Thus having the town,' says he, ' with

some circumstance, as partly by the Spaniards' desire of

negroes and partly by the friendship of the Treasurer, we
obtained a secret trade : whereupon the Spaniards re-

sorted to us by night and bought of us to the number
of 200 negroes '—a curious passage which gives strange

colour to De Silva's suspicion that his master was not too

loyally served in the Indies, and that Hawkins and De
Ponte, unknown even to Drake, hai really some secret

understanding with the, colonial governors for a mere

show of resistance.

Having completed his business, Hawkins continued

westward along the coast, visiting Santa Marta and

other small settlements, where, he says, 'the Spanish

inhabitants were glad of us and traded willingly,' till they

reached Cartagena, the capital of the Spanish Main. Here

the Governor absolutely refused to have any dealings with

them, and according to Hawkins's account, though he still

had some fifty negroes left, besides a quantity of European

goods, his trade was so nearly done and the hurricane

season so close at hand that he decided not to hazard the
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danger and delay of another action and sailed away.

Hartop, however, says the ' Minion ' stood in and bom-

barded the castle and town while a landing was made

;

and that the welcome result was the discovery in a cave

of a quantity of malmsey and sack, which they carried off,

leaving as a protest of the genuineness of their principles

woollen and linen cloth of equivalent value in its place.

So far the voyage had been a very fair success, and

the only thing to fear was the weather. It was not till

the end of July that they left Cartagena ; August and

September were the storm months. The right course

homeward, as Hawkins had learned in his two previous

voyages, lay northward through the Yucatan channel and

along the path of the Gulf Stream. Hardly, however, were

they past Cape Antonio at the west end of Cuba when

a hurricane caught the fleet. For four days it blew,

and when the weather cleared the ' "William and John ' had

parted company, and the old ' Jesus,' with all her cage-

works cut away, her rudder sprung, and leaking like a

sieve, was little better than a wreck. To repair her was

now absolutely necessary before the homeward voyage

could be attempted. Working into the Bahia de Ponce

de Leon (or the Mare Punjo, as it was then called) behind

the Tortugas, for two weeks or more they searched

the coast of Florida for a convenient place to repair

damages. Everywhere the water was too shoal, and at

last Hawkins resolved to make the best of a bad case and

boldly enter the only port he knew, which was that of the

city of Mexico itself.

The town of Vera Cruz at this time stood some fifteen

miles to the northward of its haven, San Juan de Ulua,

which then as now was nothing better than a roadstead

protected from the fury of. the prevalent northerly gales

by a low island ' not above a bow-shot over.' The natural
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breakwater thus formed lay about half a mile from the

mainland. On its landward side it was artificially scarped

so as to make a kind of quay, and to this—so bad was the

anchorage—every ship must be made fast by the per-

manent moorings that were provided before she could

consider herself safe.' Here, say the English accounts,

when Hawkins appeared a number of treasure ships were

lying with over a million and a half of bullion on board

according to present values, awaiting the annual _^oto of

New Spain and its escort, which were daily expected from

Spain.^ For this fleet the officials mistook Hawkins's

ships. He had taken the precaution to stay three small

passenger vessels which he had fallen in with in Campeche

Bay, in order to provide himself with hostages, and this

probably confirmed the Spaniards' delusion. Their fright

when they came on board and discovered their mistake

must have been great. The whole year's produce of

Mexico, as Hawkins believed, was at his mercy, and so

relieved did they seem at being dismissed with the assu-

rance that he, merely wanted victuals and repairs that

without further demur he was suffered, seeing there was

no help for it, not only to moor at the quay but to mount

some guns which were found on the island in two batteries,

so as to cover his squadron and command the entrance

to the port.'
3

' See the description in The Voyage of Bobert Tomson, marchant into

Nova Sispania m the year 1555, in Hakluyt, and ef. Cobb's chart of the

port made in 1843, British Museum 77,905 (2) and Lopez's Atlas, Madrid

1786, B.M. S., 156 (7).

2 The Spanishlofficial Belacion {post, App.) says nothing of these treasure-

ships, and from all we know of the system of the trade it is difBcult to see

how they could have been there, for we should expect the bullion to be in

the treasure house of Vera Cruz awaiting the arrival of the flota. See post,

vol. ii. cap. X.

' Captain Duro says he seized all the vessels in the port, beginning with

that of Captain Maldonado (see Armada ImvenciUe, i. App. B, and Armada

Espanola, ii. 824), but this seems to be a mistake. The Belacion says nothing
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That lie had any designs on the treasure-ships, even if

they were there at all, there is no ground for asserting.

He had always found trade a hetter business than piracy,

and had paid his way as honestly as might be. For him

piracy as then understood was folly he hated, and setting

aside his small reprisals for the acts of hostility committed

by the Portuguese slavers, to the last his hands were clean

of it. That he had intended to force a market for his unsold

negroes at Vera Cruz is very possible ; but it is certain

that, often as he had used the pretence falsely before, in

this case stress of weather had really compelled him to seek

the port. Far from touching any treasure or seizing the

shipping, he released all his hostages but two, and pro-

cured the despatch of a message to the authorities at the

city of Mexico requesting permission to refit and purchase

what his necessities required, and further that order should

be taken to prevent any conflict between him and the

Mexico fleet when it arrived.

This of course was his great anxiety. It was on Sep-

tember 16 he had entered the port ; the same night the

messenger left ; and the very next morning they saw

open of the haven thirteen Spanish ships with a royal

galleon at their head. Hawkins was now in a great

perplexity. During the last few years the system of

Menendez had been gaining completeness. Driven from

their former haunts by his energy, the French Protestants

had combined to seize Saint-Augustine in Florida and

"established there a permanent settlement. Menendez's

genius at once perceived the strategical danger of this new
departure, and in a memorial to the king had pointed out

how it imperilled the Spanish position in the Indies.

At his urgent representation a powerful naval and mili-

of it, and agrees with the English accounts that Maldonado's vessel was one

of those detained in Campeche Bay.
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tary force had been entrusted to his command, and in

1565 he had succeeded in annihilating the colony with

a severity that gravely embittered the struggle and left

a dark stain upon his character.' The exploit and the

danger had served to emphasise Menendez's position.

Further measures were taken for the safety of the flotas.

Orders were issued that the capitana and almiranta

(that is, the flagship and vice-flagship) of the two fleets

were always to be equipped as men-of-war, and to carry

no cargo except treasure in order to leave them freer to

fight. Besides this a squadron of twelve galleons was

ordered to be built in the Biscay yards, to form a per-

manent squadron for the protection of the Indian trade.

These were the famous galleons of the Indian guard, the

first fruits of the Spanish oceanic Navy, and this very year

for the first time Menendez was bringing them out to

clear the Indies of all foreign intrusion.^ This cannot

have been unknown to Hawkins, and however innocent

his intentions he could not doubt that for every Spanish

admiral he was a pirate. For all he could tell the fleet

he saw was Menendez's armada bent on his destruction.

As a matter of fact it proved to be the Mexican ^oto

under the command of Don Francisco de Luxan, with

nothing but its armed ' capitana ' and ' almiranta ' to

protect it. On board of it, however, was Don Martin

Enriquez, the new Viceroy of Mexico, and he could not

doubt that these two men had orders, like Menendez,

Euidiaz endeavours to defend him from the grosser charges of cruelty

and affirms that he did not do anything that was not excusable to a deeply

religious man of his fanatical temperament (see La Conguista de Florida,

Introd.)
' The galleons were not strictly part of the Eoyal Navy. They were

built and maintained by a ' general average ' assessment levied by the Con-

ractaoion House on merchants trading to the Indies. It was really a

private ' Insurance ' squadron belonging to the Contraotacion House. No

Eoyal Navy yet existed in the Atlantic.
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to treat him as an enemy whereYer and whenever

they found him. As things stood they were at his mercy.

Being in possession of the island and the roadstead he

was, as he said, very well able with God's help to keep

the king's ships from entering ; and if he chose to do

it, the first northerly gale meant present shipwreck for

the whole Spanish fleet. This, however, he considered ' he

would not be able to answer, fearing the Queen's Majesty's

indignation in so weighty a matter.' The only alternative

was to make terms for himself, terms that he knew by ex-

perience the Spaniards would not keep if they had a chance

of breaking them. For the more high-handed course

Hawkins was too ' orderly,' nor was the time yet ripe.

The lesser evil, therefore, was chosen, and negotia-

tions were opened with the Spanish Admiral, who since

the discovery that the English were in possession of the

haven had been lying off some three leagues to seaward.

Meanwhile an answer had come to Hawkins's application

to the authorities at Mexico referring him to the new

Viceroy, who must have felt acutely the indignity of his

position. If we may trust Hartop, the negotiations opened

stormily. Hawkins seems first to have suggested that

the Spaniards should supply him with necessities and that

he should then leave by one mouth of the haven and

they enter by the other. To these overtures Don Martin

replied ' that he was a Viceroy and had a thousand men,

stnd therefore he would come in.' ' If he be a Viceroy,'

was Hawkins's answer, ' I represent my Queen's person

and I am Viceroy as well as he : and if he have a thousand

men my powder and shot will take the better place.'

'

Although both Hawkins and the Spanish authorities give

a smoother impression, it is certain there was a long

struggle on the question of the possession of the island.

On this Hawkins was bound to insist, and the negotiations
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were prolonged four days before either the fear of a

gale or Hawkins's tact brought Don Martin to reason.

The terms eventually agreed upon were as follows :

the English were to be allowed to repair their ships and

to buy victuals and have licence to sell goods for that

purpose ; by way of security for preservation of the peace

and performance of the articles, they were to remain in

possession of the island and keep in position the eleven

brass guns they had mounted there ; no Spaniard was to

land with any kind of weapon, and finally ten hostages

were to be exchanged. On Monday evening the Spaniards

weighed and took up a fresh anchorage just outside the

port for the night. Next morning they came in, the two

fleets saluting each other. At first the Spanish vessels

began to take up berths among the English, but this

Hawkins insisted on altering, and all Tuesday and Wednes-

day the Spaniards and English laboured amicably together

to get the two fleets snug at separate moorings. The ships

of each nationality were thus eventually berthed apart, with

stern-fasts out to anchors in the road and their bows so

close ashore that their ' beak-noses ' overhung the quay

and the crews could land without boats. Outermost of the

English vessels on the Spanish side lay the ' Minion ' and

next to her the 'Jesus.' So confined, however, was the

space that an interval of less than twenty yards was all

that could be allowed between the two fleets, and with

this exception the ships all lay hard aboard one another. •

While lying outside Don Martin had ordered up some

six score soldiers from Vera Cruz,' and on Monday night,

under cover of darkness, had managed secretly to get

them aboard his fleet. Thus reinforced, he occupied him-

self, according to the Spanish official Belacion, all Tuesday

This is Herrera's figure. The English put them at 1,000 or 1,500, but

there can hardly have been so many at such a place as Vera Cruz.
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and Wednesday in maturing a scheme for chastising the

corsair.^ Next the ' Minion ' and outermost of the Spanish

squadron had been placed a large ' hulk ' ^ of some eight or

nine hundred tons, and this during Wednesday night it was

found had been connected by a hawser with the head cable

of the ' Jesus ' and filled with men. An unusual movement
of troops and a new activity in planting guns and cutting

ports to command the English ships and the batteries

increased Hawkins's suspicion, and he sent to the Viceroy

to protest. An answer was returned that the ordnance

objected to should be removed. Still nothing was done,

and Hawkins sent a new protest by Barrett, his master,

who spoke Spanish. Ashore some of the Spaniards, it is

said, were fraternising with the Englishmen and supplying

them with drink,^ and while awaiting the answer to his

second protest Hawkins himself sat down to dinner,

apparently, as was then the custom, in the forenoon.

If he had any doubt left that the Spaniards intended

treachery it was now removed. Seated as a guest at his

table was one of his original hostages, Don Agustin

de Villa Nueva. Erom this gentleman's sleeve an atten-

dant suddenly snatched a concealed dagger. Hawkins
sprang to his feet and ordered the assassin into instant

arrest, but before he could act further a white napkin

fluttered in the Spanish Admiral's hand and then a loud

trumpet call from the capitana's deck rang out to the

Spaniards their signal. Ashore every man of them drew

a concealed dagger upon his half-drunken English com-

rade : the soldiers from Vera Cruz leaped ashore over the

bows of the vessels where they had lain concealed, rushed

' Herrera says that lie went up to the city of Mexico and left De Luxan
in command. But the Belacion distinctly states he remained in the capi-

tana all the time.

;
^ I.e. an ordinary cargo vessel. Spanish, urea.

^ Cabrera de C6rduba.
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upon the batteries, slashing right and left among the

unready guards, and sending them flying for refuge to

the ships. At the same time the men in the hulk began

hauling on the hawser they had made fast to the

' Minion.' But aboard the ships they were better pre-

pared. Already, sudden as was the alarm, each of the

Spanish flag-ships had been badly hit before they could

fire a shot, and the almiranta was bursting into flames

with a perrier-ball in her magazine. As the hulk fell

aboard the English vice-admiral, some three hundred

soldiers swarmed over her sides ; 'whereat,' says Hartop,

' our general with a loud and fierce voice called unto us

saying " God and St. George ! Upon those traitorous

villains and rescue the ' Minion ' ! I trust in God the

day shall be ours," and with that the mariners and

soldiers leaped out of the " Jesus of Lubeck " into the

" Minion " and beat out the Spaniards.' Not a moment

was given them to recover their repulse. At the first

suspicion of treachery Hawkins had warned Captain

Hampton, of the ' Minion,' to be on the alert, and before

the attack on his ship could be renewed he had slipped

his shore moorings, hauled clear by his stern-fasts, and

was soon pouring a heavy fire into the burning Spanish

vice-admiral. Meanwhile every Englishman ashore had

been massacred except bhree. Among them, it is said, was

Drake, who only saved himself by swarming aboard his

ship by her hawser.' As the ' Minion ' drew clear the

Spanish hulk swung aboard the ' Jesus ;
' two other

vessels assaulted her at the same time, and a desperate

attempt was made to capture her by boarding. But

again the boarders were flung back, and kept at bay until

with heavy loss Hawkins managed to cut his head-fasts

' Herrera ; but this is very doubtful. Hartop, who was one of the three,

does not mention Drake.

VOL. I. I
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and to haul off to a position beside the ' Minion,' some two

ships' length from the Spanish fleet.

A furious action ensued, in which the English supe-

riority in weight of metal soon told.' Hartop says the

of&cial return sent to Mexico put the loss of the Spaniards

at five hundred and forty men. Hawkins claims that in the

hour he had practically silenced the fire of the king's ships,

the vice-admiral being in flames and the admiral and

another vessel in a sinking condition. Philips confirms

this, and Hartop the gunner, who had swum aboard the

' Jesus,' says their admiral was also on fire for half-an-houx

and had sixty shot through her, and that the vice-

admiral blew up. This the Belacion confirms. The vice-

admiral, it says, was entirely consumed with a score of

her crew, and nothing was saved of all she contained but

a boat-load of cloth. So terrible was the EngHsh fire,

that for a time the Viceroy was almost alone on the

cwpitana and was in great danger. The Belacion infers

that but for the batteries all would have been lost. These

De Luxan had seized, and he was now turning the guns on

the Enghsh ships. Hawkins was still undismayed.

Calhng for a tankard of beer, he stood cheering on his

men, and crying to the gunners ' to stand by their

ordnance lustily like men.' As he set down his silver

goblet a demi-culverin shot knocked it over. ' Fear not,'

cried Hawkins, ' for God who hath delivered me from the

shot vrill also deliver us from these traitors and villains.'

The fire of the batteries had sunk the ' Angel ' and

rendered the ' Swallow ' untenable, and the Frenchman

' The ' .Jesus ' could throw over 250 lb. from her battery alone, besides

her 42 secondary or quick firing armament. The details were : Cannons
(50- or 60-pounders), 2 ; oulverins (long 18-pounders), 2 ; demi-culverins (long

9-pounders), 8 ; sacres (long 5-pounders), 8 ; falcons (3-pounders), 2. Her
breach-loading pieces were : slings, 2 ; fowlers, iO ; bases, 30. The Spanish

vessels certainly carried nothing like such an armament.
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Bland, in the midst of a courageous attempt to get to

windward of the Spaniards and send his ship in flames

into the midst of them, was forced to fire her where she

was and bring his crew aboard the admiral in his pin-

nace. As for the ' Jesus,' her rigging was soon so cut up

that it was decided to bring her into a position to cover the

' Minion ' till nightfall, and then to take out her victuals

and treasure and abandon her. In the midst of their

deliberations, however, it was suddenly seen that the

Spaniards had loosed two fire-ships upon them. It was

a weU-known manoeuvre of the time and as dreaded as it

was well known. Without waiting for orders or to see

if the fire-ships would drift clear the ' Minion's ' men in a

panic made sail. Wounded, treasure, and many of the

crew were left to their fate in the ' Jesus ;
' Hawkins

himself had only just time to spring on board the ' Minion
'

as her sails began to draw ; some few more managed to

follow in a small boat, but these and the crew of the

' Judith ' were all that escaped. At the outset it would

seem Drake had warped his bark clear and got her out '

of the haven, and probably, owing to the lightness of his

armament, had taken little part in the action. He was

now ordered in alongside the ' Minion ' to take in as many

men as he could and to get outside again. For the rest

of the day they lay-to a bow-shot from the Spanish fleet,

and at nightfall as the land wind sprang up they set sail.

The wind rapidly increased to one of the dreaded

northerly gales, and for two days Hawkins lay under

Sacrifice Island unmolested close to the port. When the

weather abated he proceeded on his course, and so cut

up were the Spanish vessels that no attempt was made

to brave the gales and follow him.

Such was the famous affair of San Juan de Ulua, the

first action of the long series that were to come, and in

I 2
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all our annals rarely surpassed as an heroic and successful

defence against a treacherous surprise. As far as can now

be judged, it would seem that had Hawkins been able to

retain the shore batteries even long enough to spike the

guns the whole Spanish fleet must have surrendered or

been destroyed. That he could not do this was no fault

or weakness of his. However doubtful the details, one

thing is clear and certain, that the Spaniards acted with

confessed and deliberate treachery in breach of a formal

military convention. There was no attempt to deny it at

the time. The only excuse the Viceroy offered was that

he believed Hawkins meant to break his word and fire

the Spanish fleet, but in justification of his distrust he

had not a scrap of evidence to offer. As the highest

modern" authority in Spain has written with admirable

impartiality, ' It was an affair of foxes and not of lions ;

'

and he lays no blame on Hawkins or Drake for the im-

placable rancour vsdth which they visited upon the whole

Spanish nation the unexampled perfidy of Don Martin

Enriquez and Francisco de Luxan.' Whatever the degree

' Captain Duro, Armada Espafiola, ii. 226. Mr. Froude in his English

Seamen (pp. 56 et seq.) gives ' Alvarez de Ba^an ' as the commander of the

Spanish squadron, a man who, as he relates in his History (viii. 26)>

had previously attacked some English ships at Gibraltar. But all the

Spanish authorities distinctly state it was Don Francisco de Luxan, and in

this they are supported by the English narratives. Pedro de Santillana

even wrote in 1570 a poem in De Luxan's honour on the subject of his

victory over Hawkins, which is printed by Captain Duro {Armada Invenci-

ble, ii. 490). Alvaro de Bazan was the name of the famous Marquis of Santa

Cruz who originated the idea of the Great Armada and was to have com-

manded it (Ibid. i. 15). There is yet a third admiral to whom the affair

is attributed. In the Calendar of Spanish State Papers (p. 569) is a despatch

of Mendoza's, dated March 31, 1578, in which he seems to imply the com-
mander was Pero Menendez, and in Biggs's narrative of Drake's 'Indies

Voyage ' of 1585, the writer says the Governor of the Florida settlements

was ' Pedro Melendez, marquis, nephew to that Melendez the Admiral who
had overthrown Master John Hawkins in the Bay of Mexico some 17 or

18 years ago.' Mendoza, however, shows by the context that he had no
clear recollection of the incident. As Menendez was commanding the

armada on the station the mistake is natural, and it is possible also Mendoza
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of Hawkins's guilt, he had shown himself an honourable

man and no pirate, and it is to his undying honour that

when the Spaniards took possession of the derelict ' Jesus
'

they found there all the hostages. By every law of arms

it was his right to have butchered them, but not a hair of

their heads had been touched : they had nothing but

praises of their gentle treatment.'

had confused the San Juan de Ulua affair with Menendez's exploit against

some defenceless English merchantmen at the Azores some years previously

(see Froude, History of England, viii. 20). Biggs, of course, is an authority

of no weight upon the point. It should also be noted that the English fleet

was not under fire from Vera Cruz, as Mr. Eroude seems to picture it ; for

the town was not then in its present position opposite the island of San Juan

de Ulua, but, as has been explained {ante, p. 106), some fifteen mUes to the

northward.
' There seems some doubt whether Hawkins had succeeded in transfer-

ring his treasure to the ' Minion ' before the ' Jesus ' was abandoned. The

Belacion says nothing of value was found on board, except some fifty

slaves, some bales of cloth, and the Admiral's silver cabin service.
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]

CHAPTBE IV

drake's FIBST service in the NAVY

The featiire of international relations which most

sharply distingtiishes the sixteenth century from our

own time is the length to which hostilities could be

pushed without leading to an open rupture. Continually

we encounter the phenomenon of two powers standing

with regard to each other in a position that was neither

peace nor war. As by the municipal law an aggrieved

person may still assert his rights by distraint, impoimding,

and other similar proceedings without resorting to the

ultimate remedy of an action at law ; so it was then in

foreign affairs a recognised proceeding for a sovereign to

seek redress in one of the various forms of hostiHty which

by the consent of international lawyers were regarded

as falling short of war. A succession of treaties between

the Great Powers had fully established the conditions

under which these minor remedies could be put in

force ; they had come to be an ordinary and definite part

of the machinery of foreign politics, and it is only by

keeping this fact in mind that it is possible to grasp the

extraordinary phase into which our relations with Spain

were to be precipitated by the affair of San Juan de

Ulua.

While Hawkins was forcing his wares upon the

Spanish Main, at home a great Catholic coalition, borne

on the flowing tide of the Counter-reformation, seemed
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once more to be closing round England. So threatening

was the outlook that nothing but the domestic troubles

of the chief parties to the league appeared to stand in the

way of a combined attack upon the heretic queen. The

points from which there was present danger of assault were

Prance and the Spanish Netherlands. But in France

the Huguenots, with Eochelle for a base, were still holding

the Government at bay and paralysing its action abroad.

In the Netherlands, Alva, the Spanish governor, was

equally afraid to move. The ' Beggars,' as his rebels

called themselves, were in command of the sea ; his army

and treasury were exhausted by the effort of reducing his

province to obedience, and it was all he could do to hold

his own. So long as these conditions held, everyone

felt that Elizabeth could rest in comparative security.

So clear was the situation that Cecil himself had been

converted to a policy of supporting the Protestants abroad,

and, impatient of his mistress's finessing, was pushing her

forward towards an open hegemony of the new religion.

For the Huguenots something was already being done.

Under pretence of violence and extortion suffered at

Bordeaux, the wine-fleet, convoyed by a squadron of four

of the queen's ships under Sir WiUiam Wynter, was going

to Eochelle with secret supplies for the rebels. Nothing

but an opportunity was wanted for a similar service to be

rendered to the Netherlands, and it was not long in

coming.

About the end of November, as Wynter was leaving

the Thames, some treasure ships bound from Spain to

Antwerp were driven by Huguenot privateers to seek

sanctuary in' Southampton, Plymouth, and Ealmouth. The

money they carried was part of the proceeds of a loan

which Philip had negotiated in Italy for the payment of

Alva's troops, and Bernardino Spinola, the great Italian
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banker in London, who would seem to have been one of

the contractors for the loan and was their agent in

England, applied to Don Guerau de Spes, the new

Spanish ambassador, to request from the Council a safe

conduct for the treasure overland to Dover. Not only

was this request favourably received, but the queen

offered a naval squadron to escort the vessels to their

destination by sea, if the ambassador preferred that way

to the other. The matter was referred to Alva. He
chose the overland route, and eventually, on December 2

the safe conduct was signed.

"Whatever were the real intentions of the Government,

up to this time there is no suggestion discoverable that

they were not acting in perfect good faith. It happened,

however, that Spinola, who had been a shareholder in

Hawkins's second venture and was possibly also interested

in the last, had received from his correspondents in Spain

a rumour that some great disaster had happened to the

expedition in the Indies. It was to the effect that having

landed and gone into the interior to effect his trade

Hawkins had been led into an ambush, and he and all his

men massacred.' Spinola sent the news down by road to

Wynter, to whom urgent orders had been despatched to

delay his voyage to Eochelle, and to put into Plymouth

in order to protect the Spanish treasure from the French

privateers, who were still hovering off the port as though

they meant to seize it where it lay.^ WjTiter at once

' Though the affair of San Juan de TJlua had happened but two months
before, it is possible that some report of it may already have reached Spinola.

The Atlantic voyage was sometimes made in small fast vessels with ex-

traordinary rapidity. Menendez in 1567 is said to have sailed from Florida

about the middle of June, and reached Galicia on July 7, or say twenty-

five days (Euidiaz, La Florida, Introd.). Drake once made Dominica from
Plymouth iu twenty-five days (post, p. 160), and in 1573 he did the homeward
voyage from Florida in twenty-three days.

^ Spanish Cal. p. 115.
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communicated the ominous tidings to William Hawkins,

who, with some strange foreboding of the truth, was deeply

distressed. "Without a moment's delay he wrote off to

Cecil what Wynter had told him, begging that Spinola

should be examined as to the truth of his news, and at the

same time boldly suggesting that if it were true an embargo

should be laid upon the King of Spain's treasure, which he

and Wynter had been ordered to protect. This letter was

written on December 3, the day after the safe-conduct for

the passage of the treasure to Dover had been signed.

Before it reached London the safe-conduct must have

been in Don Guerau's hands, for on the 8th his messengers

arrived with the document at Southampton, and having

duly notified it to Horsey, the Governor of the Wight,

proceeded with it next day on their way to Plymouth.

Hardly, however, were their backs turned than, upon

orders from London, Horsey suddenly seized the whole of

the treasure and brought it ashore on pretence that it was

not safe from the privateers so long as it remained on

board. Close on the heels of Don Guerau's unsuspecting

messengers went orders to Hawkins and Champernowne,

Vice-Admiral of Devon, for the same precautions to be

taken in the West.

In London during the week that this change of front

took place two things had happened. One was the receipt

of William Hawkins's letter to Cecil ; the other, the dis-

covery from Spinola, who was probably examined in

accordance with Hawkins's suggestion, that by the terms

of the loan the money was payable to Philip in Antwerp,

.and therefore still the property of the Italian bankers.^

It must have been these two pieces of information that

' It was afterwards officially denied that Spinola gave this information
;

but both Alva and Don Guerau were sure he did, and official denials were of

even less worth then than they are to-day. See Spanish Cal. 1568-79, pp.

90, 92, 131, 163, 171.
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showed the Council the way clear to do what Don Gruerau

said some of them had urged from the first. On the 11th

the news of Horsey' s action reached the ambassador. A
hot-headed, fire-eating Catalan soldier, with an overween-

ing sense of his country's power and importance, he was

the last man, who at this juncture should have been

opposed to Cecil's level head. "Without waiting to consider

the ingenuity of the diplomatist, whom he despised as a

cunning and low-bred heretic, he wrote off in a fury to

Alva urging him to lay an embargo on the property of

English subjects in the Netherlands. Alva in a moment
of exasperation acted on his advice, and on the 19th, the

very day Don Guerau made his formal demand for the

restitution of the treasure, the embargo was put in force.

The Spanish Government thus found itself placed

completely in the wrong. Subsisting treaties provided

that before any reprisals could be enforced there must

have been a distinct refusal or an unreasonable delay of

justice. In the present case there had been neither, and

with a light heart the queen ordered retaUation. Every

vessel, every bale of Spanish property in the country was

seized; the Spanish sailors and merchants were im-

prisoned ; the treasure was ordered up-4©-4he-Tower ; and

Don Guerau himself was placed under arrest in his own
house. Elizabeth was mistress of the situation. Not

only was Alva left at the critical moment with an unpaid

army, not only was Philip's credit shattered and his pres-

tige shaken, but the private property of his subjects seized

exceeded by many times the value of English effects in

Spanish hands. To declare war was out of the question,

so crushing had been the blow to Spanish finance ; to play

a waiting game was to play into Elizabeth's hands, who
was actively preparing her fleet and territorial forces for

mobilisation at any moment ; and every week was seeing
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fresh prizes brought in by English privateers and her own
ships. There was nothing for it but for Spain to make
the first advance, and Alva sent over Dr. d'Assonleville, a

member of the Council of State, accredited by himself to

treat. Not being able to show regular credentials from

the king, he was at once arrested, and the disclosure of

his mission demanded. Till he had seen the ambassador

he refused to say a word, and things were again at a dead-

lock.

Such was the state of affairs when, on the evening of

January 20, 1569, the ' Judith ' was seen entering Ply-

mouth Sound alone.

On the night after the action she had parted company
with the ' Minion ;

' the following day a northerly gale

had separated them still further, and Drake, overloaded

with men, short of victuals, and with no rendezvous but

Plymouth, had resolved to make the best of his way home.
Por this he was much blamed at the time, as though he

had wilfully deserted his leader, and the story was never

forgotten against him. Why this was so is impossible

for us now to understand. With the information we have

we can only applaud the course he took as under the cir-

cimastances the most seamanlike, the most expedient, and

thoroughly justified as much by the custom of the service

as by the distress of his own condition.^

Late as it was when Drake landed he was suffered no

rest. William Hawkins was no man to let the grass grow

under his feet, and having heard the tale he had been so

anxiously waiting for, he sat up writing to Cecil and to the

Coimcil begging for a commission of reprisal for his own
and his brother's wrongs, With these letters the young

captain was hmried off to London to tell the Council

the long expected news. Five days later the ' Minion

'

' Appendix C.
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struggled into Mount's Bay. One hundred of her crew

Hawkins had been compelled to land in the Bay of

Mexico, numbers more had died of hunger and disease on

the voyage home, and it was not till assistance had been

sent by William Hawkins that she could be brought round

to Plymouth. The treasure that had been seized in the

Spanish vessels that lay there was on the point of starting

for London under a strong guard, and with it went John

Hawkins upon four packhorses, with all he had'been able

to save from the disaster. On February 4 he reached

London. By the next day at latest the Government must

have been in full possession of the facts, but still not a

word was said. With renewed insistence d'Assonleville

was pressed to disclose the object of his mission, and when

at last he gave way it was found to relate only to the

seizure of the treasure and to have nothing to do with

Hawkins's voyage. The cards were therefore still in

Cecil's hands. In vain the envoy endeavoured to open

negotiations for the release of the money ; he was re-

minded of the limits of his authority. It was pointed out

to him that he was a mere delegate of a delegate ; that the

embargo was no longer confined to Alva's province, that

it had spread to Spain, and numbers of injuries to the

queen and her subjects in all parts of Philip's dominions

remained unredressed ; and that therefore she must refuse

to listen to anyone but a plenipotentiary specially autho-

rised to settle the whole question of the strained relations

between the two countries. The position was unassail-

able. D'Assonleville had to return to the Duke of Alva

empty ; and while the next step from Spain was awaited, an

inquiry into the affair of San Juan de Ulua was opened

by the Lord Admiral.

Meanwhile Drake disappears. He was not examined

at the inquiry. Herrera would have it believed that on
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Hawkins's accusation he was imprisoned for three months

as a deserter mitil intercession was made on his behalf

and he was released. The English Hero on the other

hand, says he now served for some time upon one of the

queen's ships to his great advantage. The authority

is doubtful, but the fact more than probable. We were

on the brink of war not only with Spain, but with France

also. Wynter's relief of Eochelle had brought to a head

a long series of mutual recriminations on the score of

piracies and irregular reprisals, and in February the

French ambassador presented an ultimatum. Already

adepts at the art of playing off France and Spain against

each other, in a moment the queen's Government was all

compliance and the danger passed. Naval preparations,

however, were in no way relaxed. In the Thames were

lying two large fleets of merchantmen awaiting convoy.

One was the wine-fleet again bound for Eochelle, the

other the wool-fleet bound for Hamburg. Through that

port the London merchants had resolved to push their

way into the Central European markets and so turn Alva's

closure of the Flemish ports. This Hamburg fleet Alva was

said to be preparing to attack, and seven ships were brought

forward for its protection. Besides these some thirty or

forty privateers were at sea snapping up every Spanish or

Portuguese ship that came in their way ; the merchant-

men, too, were all half armed according to the English

custom, and strongly manned ; so that hands for the Navy

were hard to come by. So experienced a master as Drake,

if he did not volunteer, would certainly have been pressed ;

and the probability is that he sought refuge from the

accusation against him by serving as master of one of the

queen's ships that were being fitted out to reinforce

Wynter's guard for the wool-fleet. An action with Alva's

ships was confidently expected, numbers of gentlemen
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volunteered on the prospect, and Drake would hardly have

held back. Both fleets sailed in April ; that for Eochelle

under convoy of Sir John Basing vfith some privateers

and four small queen's ships ; that for Hamburg under

Wynter with seven large ones. No action took place, and

having escorted the wool-fleet safely to its destination,

Wynter, leaving two ships behind him for its protection,

returned with the rest early in June and was ordered up

to Eochester to pay them off. The Eochelle fleet did not

get back till July. If, therefore, Drake was serving at

all it must have been under "Wynter ; for on July 4,

after what must have been a real sailor's comrtship for

brevity, he had won the heart of a Devonshire girl

called Mary Newman, and was married to her at

St.-Budeaux.

His midsummer wooing on the banks of the Tavy was

one of the few short intervals of peace his stormy Hfe was

to see, and even that was clouded with the threat of

imminent war. Hardly had Wynter paid off than he was

ordered to get crews together again. The embargo was

still spreading. The Portuguese had adopted the Spanish

measures of retaUation, had closed their ports, and were

preparing to force a merchant fleet through the Channel

to Flanders. Cecil and the Lord Admiral had been

elaborating a scheme by which the whole Navy could be

mobilised at the shortest notice, and by the end of the

month twelve great-ships, besides the two at Hamburg and

three at Eochelle, were ready for immediate commission.

This formidable but by no means adequate force repre-

sented practically the whole strength of the Navy. The

Sea-Queen, as we are wont to think of her, had been ten

years on the throne, and this was all she could show—

a

Navy sunk to almost the lowest ebb it ever reached since

it began, the sorry result of an unsteady naval policy
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halting and hurrying as financial exigences or present

alarm swayed its fortunes.

To regard her as the creator of England's maritime

reputation is a mistake too often committed. England

was a first rate naval Power before ever she came to the

throne, and, after the scare which had followed the loss of

Calais had worn itself out, the first part of her reign did

little to increase the prestige she was heir to. Of her

father's splendid Navy she had inherited little more than

the ruins. Yet it must not be assumed that the naval

policy which the 'first Tudors had inaugurated had been

lost sight of by either of her predecessors. If the religious

and pohtical troubles of Edward's reign had for a while

preoccupied the attention and resources of his Government,

they had none the less emphasised the danger of neglecting

the fleet. During the Scottish war and the French attempts

upon the Channel Islands, the Navy had done all that for

the moment was required of it ; and it would seem at any

rate that when Lord Lisle, as Duke of Northumberland,

became Lord Protector he did not forget the service in

which his reputation had been chiefly won, and that he

made a real effort to maintain the efficiency of the Navy.

At Henry's death it had consisted, it will be remem-

bered, of between fifty and sixty sail. Under Edward in

1552 a report was made to the Lord Protector upon the

state of the royal ships, which shows very clearly how
things had been progressing.' Henry's four classes are

reduced to two. His ' ships ' and ' galleasses ' appear

together as ' ships,' his ' pinnaces ' and ' row-barges ' as

' pinnaces.' Of his fourteen great-ships ten were reported

as fit for service, though five required overhauHng. Of

his fifteen ' galleasses ' nine were fit for immediate service

and two only wanted overhauling. One great-ship and

' Derrick, p. 16.
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two 'galleasses ' required 'new-making.' ' Besides these

there appear one new ship and four of the pinnace class

that were not on Henry's list. Of his ten pinnaces only

three, and of his thirteen row-barges no more than two,

were fit for service, making in all an effective NaATy of

twenty-two ships and nine pinnaces. The rest that re-

mained, including two ships, three ' galleasses,' and six

row-barges, were reported ' not worth keeping ' or ' meet

to be sold.' The last item of the report relates to the

oared vessels. ' The two galleys,' it runs, ' and the

brigantine must be yearly repaired, if your Lordships

'

pleasure be to have them kept
;

' from which we may
gather that the opinion of the service members of the

Navy department, though inclined to pronounce against

the type, had not yet done so definitely enough to convince

the Government. Notwithstanding the report of the

experts that only thirty-nine sail were of any use, forty-

five were ordered to be retained.

With the death of Edward,Northumberland's short

administration came to an end. Whatever may have

- been the sailor-minister's dream of making England the

"invincible maritime Power of his old master's ideal, they

-.were brought to an end on Tower Green. But others

recognised as well as he where the main-spring of

Henry's power had lain, and Mary's reign was to prove one

of unexpected naval activity. An undated list of her early

~ years, it is true, shows mere neglect. The ' Great Harry

'

^ has disappeared, burnt accidentally in 1563. Twenty-three

vessels are still classed as great-ships, but three of them

' The process of ' new-making ' seems properly to have been an entire

reconstruction of the vessel out of her old ironwork and so much of her old

timbers as could be used after the decayed parts had been cut away. . See

Sir W. Ealeigh, 'Observations on the Navy. Of the Building of Ships.'

"^orhs, viii. 337), but sometimes a ship was said to have been ' new-

made ' when she had merely been thoroughly repaired.
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at least were some of her father's pinnaces.' In the pin-

nace class appears nothing but four of the old row-barges,

but besides these the two old galleys and the brigantine

still existed. This was probably her whole force. It is

not till the advent of Philip that there is any sign of

renewed activity. It was that Mary's kingdom might be

absorbed into the vast dominions of his house that his

father had sacrificed him. For Charles V. England was

but another province, and its special of&ce was to supply

the great want of the Spanish empire. As yet Spain had

no resemblance of an ocean-going navy. Even the galleons

of the Indian Guard did not yet exist. Philip's arrival in

England was coincident with the culminating exploits of

the French corsairs in the Indies, and with the commence-

mence of Menendez's system of trade defence. The

weakness of Spain was still her weakness at sea, and it

was here that England was strong. There is nothing

that has done more to confuse the history of the rise of

our sea power, than the persistent ignoring in modern

times of this fact. Contemporary naval authorities

thoroughly appreciated it. For them the opening of the

Elizabethan war was the struggle of an enemy that had

no organised maritime forces at all against the first naval

Power in Europe. In their eyes the defeat of the Armada

was rather the foundation than the eclipse of the Spanish

sea power. ' The Kings of England,' wrote Ealeigh early

in the next century, ' have for many years been at the

charge to build and furnish a navy of powerful ships for

their own defence and for the wars only : whereas the

French, the Spaniards, the Portugals and the Hollanders

(till of late) have had no proper fleet belonging to their

' Derrick, p. 20. Its probable date is 1555, since the ' Mary of Hamburp,'

which was sold that year (Oppenheim, p. 109), appears in it and the new
' Marie Eose ' (1555-6) does not.

VOL. I. K
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princes or States.' ^ His history may not be quite accu-

rate, but the passage serves to show how a great sailor

could regard the situation. Sir William Monson, the

leading naval expert of the time, is equally emphatic.

Writing of the opening years of the war, he says :
' The

King of Spain in those days was altogether unfurnished

with ships and mariners ; for till we awaked him by the

daily spoils we committed upon his subjects and coasts, he

never sought to increase his forces by sea.' And again :

' To speak the truth, till the King of Spain had war with

us, he never knew what war by sea meant, unless it

were in galleys against the Turks in the Straits or in the

islands of Terceras against the French, which fleet

belonged to him by his new-gotten kingdom of Portugal

The first time the king showed himself strong at sea was

in the year 1591, when the " Eevenge " was taken.' ^ How
the English power was regarded even in Mary's time by

the most capable foreign critics, we have the best possible

evidence, that of the Venetian ambassador. In making

his official report to the Doge about the year 1557, he

wrote :
' England is the most powerful of all nations in

the north in its number of warlike men and the strength

of its fleet, in which respect this kingdom is superior to

all its neighbours.' ^

Of supplying the defect of the Spanish military position,

the Netherland provinces were as yet incapable. ' When
King Henry VIII.,' writes Ealeigh, ' had wars with the

> ' The Invention of Ships,' Works, mi. 324.

- Naval Tracts, Purchas, iii. 241 and 321 ; and cf . Jurien de la Gravi^re,

Chevaliers de Malte et la marine de Philippe II, i. 77.

' As evidence of the sense the English had of their own power, of the

mental activity and growth of national spirit that was going on, he adds

that they are partial to novelty and hostile to foreigners, and that they

attempt to do anything that comes into their heads just as if all that the

imagination suggests could easily be accomplished.

—

Venetian Calendar,

1561, p. 274.
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Emperor Charles V., who was also lord of the Low
Countries, the English received no prejudice from the

main ships of the Netherlands ; it is true, and I

myself remember, that within this thirty years two of her

Majesty's ships would have commanded one hundred sail

of theirs.' Further we know that at the time of the Habs-

burg and Tudor alliance against France, the Emperor

insisted on stringent rules for the government of the

allied fleet on the ground that the English admiral was so

much superior in force that he had the Imperial captains

completely in his power.

The value of the English province then to the Habs-

buxg system was that it could put Spain on an equality

with France as a naval Power, and here doubtless is

the secret of the renewed activity in Mary's dockyards.

Whether it was due directly to Philip's influence we

cannot tell. All we know is that his wisest councillor

charged him specially to look to the Navy ; one of his

few communications to an English Minister that are

extant is a letter thanking the Lord Admiral for his

activity and zeal, and certainly the laying down of Mary's

two chief additions to the Navy coincide with the nuptial

visit.'

When Philip departed in despair of overcoming the

stubborn insularity of the EngHsh Government, a fresh

impetus to the Navy was given by Sir Harry Dudley's

attempt to repeat Wyatt's anti-Spanish design. Those of

his hare-brained young associates who escaped took to

the sea, and inspired with that fantastic devotion to their

distressed Princess Bhzabeth which she so strangely was

able to arouse in men of action even^after all her personal

' The new ' Mary Eose,' 500 tons, and the ' Philip and Mary,' 450 tons,

assigned respectively to 1555 and 1556 and therefore probably ordered in

1554-5. Philip reached England in July 1554 and left in August 1555.

K 2
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charms had faded, joined hands with the French in their

ruthless war upon Spanish commerce. Squadrons were

organised by Mary against them, and further demands

upon the Navy were made by the action of the Scottish

filibusters upon the coasts of Ulster,' yet no further

additions to the Navy List appear till in 1557 Philip

came back for one last effort to drag England into his

quarrel with France. Before he left war was declared,

and the dockyards were again busy. Still the Navy must

have remained in a state of lamentable disorganisation
;

for in spite of the long warning, when Calais was in

extremis, not a ship could be moved to drive off the weak

French squadron that was blockading it, and it was found

impossible to throw in reinforcements till too late.

It was on Jan. 6, 1558, that Calais fell. The shock to

English feeling which the loss of our last continental

possession caused, was unexampled in history, and its

immediate result was an outburst of feverish energy in

naval preparation. In the year 1558, it would seem that

no less than nine great-ships and two pinnaces were

ordered to be built or new-made, and at Mary's death,

including pinnaces and the smaller class of ships (now for

the first time called ' Barks '), her Navy numbered thirty-

four sail ready or making ready for immediate service.^

' See ' Acts of the Privy Council in Ireland.' Hist. MSS. Comm. xviii.

4 and 6.

- Eight are assigned to this year by a doubtful Hatfield Paper of 1562 (see

Oppenheim, p. 110). The eight vessels it mentions were not completed, how-

ever, in 1558. ' The Book of Sea Causes ' gives officially the state of affairs

in Feb. 1558-9. Four of the Hatfield Paper vessels, viz.. The great-ships

'New Bark ' and ' Greyhound ' and the pinnaces ' Phcenix ' and ' Saere ' were

ready for service, of the other four, one, the ' Jennet,' was ' new-making ' at

Portsmouth, and three, the ' Hart,' ' Antelope,' and ' Swallow,' were at Dept-

ford ' to be repaired.' Besides those specified by the Hatfield Paper the ' Book
of Sea Causes ' states that Henry's old ' Peter Pomgranate ' was being new
built as an 800 ton ship at Woolwich (afterwards the ' Elizabeth Jonas '),

and at Portsmouth was the ' Sweepstake ' and at Deptford the ' George

'

waiting repair.
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How far this was a real effective force we are fortu-

nately able to determine with exactitude. The ultimate

effect of the Spanish match and Mary's uncompromising

Catholic attitude was that Elizabeth came to the throne

in the midst of what we now call a Navy scare : and, under

present apprehension of war with France, one of the first

acts of her reign was to call for a departmental inquiry

into the state of the Navy. The report- of the committee

has come down to us, and under the title of ' The Book of

Sea Causes ' forms one of the most valuable Navy papers

extant. From a note on the first page it would appear to

have been chiefly the work of Edward Bashe, General-

Surveyor of the Victuals, andWilliamWynter, who, though

still retaining his post as Surveyor of the Ships, had

recently been appointed to the office of Master of the

Naval Ordnance. Both were veterans in the Eoyal Service,

and Wynter, until the rise of Hawkins and Drake, continued

to be the most trusted and conspicuous of the Queen's

officers. Gonson, too, probably had a hand in it, as one

of the ' Officers of the Queen's Majesty's Navy ' by whom
the report is expressed to be drawn up. Of Mary's thirty-

four sail, eleven great-ships of 200 tons and upwards, ten

barks and pinnaces and the brigantine, with an aggregate

tonnage of 5,500 tons, are classed as 'meet to be kept.'

The rest, including the two galleys, were condemned as

much worn and ' of no continuance and not worth repair,'

and therefore to be sold towards the cost of ' new ships of

better service in their place,' and amongst these was the

ill-fated 'Jesus of Lubeck.'

The effective force, then, which Philip was compelled to

abandon to his sister-in-law, consisted of twenty-two sail

of all classes. This, however, was far from representing

the full naval power of the kingdom. It had become, as

we have seen, something like a tradition to encourage ship-
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owners, by various exemptions from custom dues and

otherwise, to build vessels which might form a reserve in

case of war, and foreign ambassadors were constantly

reminding their sovereigns that it was the peculiar custom

of English merchantmen to sail half armed. All that was

required to turn them into serviceable men-of-war was to

jfit them with gun-platforms fore and aft, and with proper

' close fights ' or barriers to hold boarders at bay should

they enter. The success of this policy showed itself in the

vast fleets Henry had been able to put rapidly upon the

sea, and now Elizabeth's naval committee was able to

report that of ' merchant ships which may be put in fashion

of war ' there were no less than forty-five with a tonnage

of 8,640, an average, that is, of nearly 200 tons. Besides

these there were twenty vessels fit for victuallers, and the

whole force, both royal and private, they consider could be

mobilised in two months, provided ready money were forth-

coming and that no ship of the realm were permitted ' to

go forth of merchandise.' The number of men required they

put at 10,600, to be about equally divided between the

Queen's ships and the auxiliary merchantmen. If a larger

fleet be required, they calmly report in accordance with a

^universal practice of the time, it is to be had ' by making

a stay of the hulks (that is the foreign merchantmen) that

pass through the Narrow Seas to Prance in the beginning

of the year,' an operation which Drake was destined to

carry out. As to the headquarters of the fleet, they are

in favour of a return to Gillingham Eeach below Eochester,

which during Mary's reign had been in some degree sup-

planted by the old station at Portsmouth. The new
anchorage they considered as the best place for the Queen's

ships to lie in time of peace. In time of war they advise

that after grounding and rigging in the Thames, they

should be sent to Portsmouth ready victualled for the five
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summer months, that is from May to August. In Sept-

ember they were to be brought round to G-iUingham again

and laid up for the winter.

It is however when we come to their recommendations

for the future that the report attains its highest interest.

In response probably to a requisition from the Govern-

ment a naval programme—the first it is believed that we

have—was drawn up, whereby in five years the sea

service could be brought up to what the experience of the

Admiralty officers considered the requirements of the

kingdom. It is as follows :

—

/ of 800 tons 1

Ships, 24 . . ^

Barks, 4 .

Pinnaces to row

Total .

700

600

500

400

300

200

80

60

40

1

2

4

4

6

6

2

2

2

9,660 tons 30

The programme deserves the most careful considera-

tion, as being the expression of the latest ideas of practical

English seamen and an indication of the point to which

their conceptions of naval warfare had reached. To

appreciate this thoroughly it is first necessary to compare

the proposed programme with the foundation on which it

'

was intended to proceed. In this way we are able to

forna an estimate of how far it was ideal and how far

influenced by existing conditions. From the hst of ships

' fit to be kept ' we get the following table :

—

Ships, 14

of 800 tons 1

600 2

500 „ 1

400 „ 1

300 , 4

200-160 tons 5
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I 100 tons 2

Other olasBes, 8 . ] 70 „ 2

i _6£ „ 6^

Total . 5,580 tons 24 vessels.

Taking first the great-ships we note there is no sug-

gestion for providing any vessels of the largest size,

those floating fortresses which throughout the middle

ages had been regarded as a necessary element in a

first class fleet. The chief additions proposed are in

the middle class, of ships from 400 to 500 tons. Of

Henry VIII.'s. twenty-five great-ships no fewer than nine

had been of this class, and Wynter's practical experience of

their superior handiness and seaworthiness had probably

shownhim already, what Drake was finally to demonstrate,

the superiority in fighting value of many small and handy

vessels over fewer large and unwieldy ones. This is

clearly the idea of a man of the new time, a man, that is,

who was regarding the broadside sailing vessel as the

battle-ship of the future, and who desired first of all a

ship that was handy and weatherly. The truth is that by

this time the English school had discovered the real

function of the great-ship. For them it was no longer

the floating fortress, impregnable to boarders, overbearing

all ordinary craft, and capable of transporting a whole

garrison of horse and foot. Wynter already must have

seen it as a mobile gun-carriage, and here was the great

secret. It has been well said that the real arm of a

trooper is his horse. For the new school the arm of the

^ sailor was his ship. Hitherto the offensive force of a

war-vessel had been measured mainly by the number of

\ boarders it could throw upon the deck of an enemy, and

guns had been valued chiefly as a means of crippling his

power of eluding this form of attack. But now the ship

s^with its guns was itself the weapon, the captain the eye,
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the crew the muscles that played it. Already during

Henry's last French war the power that lay in the broad-

side had begun to be seen by the English seamen. When
in 1574 Philip, under colour of reinforcing his Low
Country army, was about to make a naval demonstration

in the Narrow Seas, a Spanish agent in England wrote to

Eequesens, Governor of the Netherlands, that he had

better warn the Spanish admiral to be on his guard

against the new English tactics. ' If the fleets come

to hostilities,' he wrote, ' it would be well to give orders,

when they (the Spaniards) approach them (the English)

that the ordnance flush with the water should be at

once discharged broadside on and so damage their

hulls and confuse them with the smoke. This is their

own way of fighting, and I have many time seen them

do it to the French thirty years ago. I advise his

Majesty's ships to be beforehand with them and they will

send to the bottom all that are opposed to them. This is

a most important piece of advice.' ' Here we have

foreshadowed with complete distinctness the principle of

attack that was to become the cardinal article of faith in

the English Navy—to crush resistance by weight of metal

in broadsides aimed low ; to hull and not to waste powder

on the rigging ; to board when the enemy's fire was

silenced and not before. It was a creed that once bom
took a firm hold, and so soon as it was grasped in the

fulness of its possibilities it was only a matter of time for

all warships to be designed so as best to give it effect.

Passing to the smaller classes we see signs of reforms

' Letter of Intelligence to the Grand Commander of Castile, &c., London

May 10, 1574. Spanish Calendar, p. 480. This was directly contrary to the

Spanish practice. De Chaves lays down the rule that ' the guns of the

lower ports must not be fired except when the enemy's ship comes to lay

herself broadside to broadside at close quarters.' See in Duro, Armada

Espanola, i. 382.
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still more suggestive of what was in the mind of the

Committee. To begin with, there is the new class of

' Barks.' Hitherto this term had been applied to vessels

of all sizes, from the ' Great Bark ' of 500 tons down to

the ' Bark of Boulogne ' of 60 ; the former being a great-

ship, the latter classed with Henry's pinnaces. But

now it is pretty clear the term was of&cially adopted to

express the smaller kind of sailing vessels which Henry

had classed by the name of 'Pinnaces,' and which may be

taken as the technical equivalent of the eighteenth

century ' Frigate.' The ' Pinnace ' now resumes its old

signification. It practically takes the place of Henry's

row-barges and the term is definitely applied to the
—

' smaller kind of oared vessel which was_n£t^ a ship's boat,

and this meaning it retained in the English service

throughout the century. This small class of ' Pinnaces to

Eow,' it will be observed, is the only oared type the report

admits. It may therefore be taken that Wynter and his

colleagues had carried the northern ideas to their logical

conclusion and had come to condemn all oared vessels as

an obsolete type of sea-going fighting ship. The two

pinnaces can only have been intended as tenders to the

two flag-ships and to be used primarily at least for

despatch and intelligence purposes. No condemnation

so emphatic of the time-honoured type of war-vessel

had yet been heard, and the new programme, with its

' light great-ships and its elimination of oars, must be held

memorable, as the first confession of faith of the modern

school of naval warfare.

That a real effort to improve the Navy was intended is

clear from the fact that in the same year the Admiralty

was organised with a view to making it a thorough

working body. ' The Office of the Admiralty and

Marine Affairs ' remained as it had been established by
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Henry VIII. in 1546. The Minister of Marine was the

Lord High Admiral and under him was a board composed

of the ' Vice-Admiral of England,' the ' Master of the

Ordnance,' the ' Surveyor of the Marine Causes and

Officers,' the ' Treasurer,' the ' Controller,' the ' General-

Surveyor of the Victuals,' the ' Clerk of the Ships,' and

the ' Clerk of the Stores.' No ordinance however had

been issued since Henry's time defining the duties of the

several officers or the way in which the business of the

office was to be conducted. This defect was now remedied

and a minute was drawn up, which, after reciting that ' in

these days the Navy is one of the chiefest defences of the

kingdom,' proceeds to lay down rules for its good

administration.'

The ofiicers, as already established, were to meet at

least once a week at the Admiralty on Tower Hill to

present a report to the Lord Admiral, or in his absence to

the Vice-Admiral. Ships when laid up at Gillingham

were to be kept in good condition as cheaply as possible
;

and the Captain of Upnor Castle, which protected the

anchorage, and his gunners were placed under the orders

of the Admiralty. The Master of the Ordnance was

further to make a quarterly return of the state and re-

quirements of his office, and it was to be inspected

quarterly by a departmental committee appointed and

presided over by the Vice-Admiral. The Treasurer

besides his weekly report was to furnish a special return

monthly to the Lord Admiral and to make up his accounts

quarterly. No payment was to be made except by warrant

signed by three or four of the other officers, of whom the

Vice-Admiral must be one. The same order applied to

the Surveyor of the Victuals. For the actual condition

' S.P. Don. 1560, xv. 4. The titles of the offices as recited in this minute

differ slightly from those in the original patents (see Oppenheim, p. 85).
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of the fleet the Surveyor of the Ships, the Controller

and the Clerks of the Ships and of the Stores were directly

responsible. Their duty was to see the ships careened or

dry-docked from time to time and kept in such order, that

a squadron of from twelve to sixteen sail could be mobilised

in a fortnight, and the rest in a short time after. To this

end they were to deliver a special report every month. The

particular duty of the Clerk of the Ships was to provide

timber for building and repairs : that of the Clerk of the

Stores to see a proper reserve was kept up 'for sudden

service '
: and to insure elasticity in the whole system and

the personal attention of each officer in his department it

was specially enjoined that no assistant was to be con-

sidered a ' head officer ' but was to work in any department

where he was ordered.

The practical thoroughness of the organisation is

remarkable for the time. In conception, if not in practice,

every head of department, it will be seen, was directly

responsible to the Lord Admiral but under the supervision

of the Vice-Admiral of England, who was, as we should

say now, a naval Chief-of-the-Staff and the realworkinghead

of the Navy. The office of Lord Admiral was still a civil

and political rather than a military appointment. It was

filled with regard to the power and position of the candi-

date's family, rather than to his personal qualifications

and experience as a naval officer. His civil jurisdiction,

as a kind of Minister of Commerce with control of

Harbours and the Police of the Coasts, and all Admiralty

cases probably consumed the greater part of his attention.

Even on his naval sidehe corresponded in his functions more

nearly to a modern First-Lord or Minister-of-Marine than

to a Naval Commander-in-Chief, and although on great

occasions he might go to sea, it was rather as President of

the Naval Council-of-War than as an Admiral-of-the-Fleet.
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His usefulness was by his high station to carry authority

over rival officers, who could hardly be brought to submit

to one of their own number. Feudal traditions, too, still

made it impossible for so high a charge as the command
of the Navy to be trusted to a commoner, however great

his reputation. The dignity of the gentleman still required

a nobleman to be in chief command, nor in the eyes of the

nation would it seem that the whole force of the realm

was being put forth unless one of the great feudatories

was in his place to give due solemnity to the unfurling of

the royal banner. The disciplinary value, too, of the

office, as an imposing screen to prevent too profane a con-

tact with the fountain of honour, must not be forgotten.

Behind it would be held, in a kind of sacred reserve, the

power and majesty of the throne, which no man could

approach to measure, and to which he must bow in almost

religious veneration. Still it will be seen the Lord

Admiral was not of essential necessity to the machinery

of the Navy. It would work without him, and, indeed,

sometimes did. In time of peace the Vice-Admiral, his

Chief-of-the-Staff, for all practical purposes, could supply

his place, and in a great measure Lord Burghley made

himself his own Minister-of-Marine.

For all who regard civilian influence in the Admiralty

and a haphazard naval policy as the peculiar defects of

modern administrations, it will be a consolation to knowthat

the service report was almost wholly disregarded. A Navy

List for the year 1565 has come down to us,' and from this

we are able to form a very just conclusion of how widely the

programme of the ' Book of Sea Causes ' had been departed

from at the end of the five years stipulated for its comple-

tion. Through some influence that is not to be traced,

the list shows a distinct reaction towards the early ideas of

' Printed in Derrick, p. 23.
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Henry VIII. The energies of the dockyards had been

spent upon the construction of two more unwieldy vessels,

the 'Triumph' of 1,200 tons and the 'White-bear' of

1,000, while another large vessel of 800 tons, renamed the

' Victory,' had been purchased of some English merchants.

Of the proposed tale of twenty-four great-ships no more

than seventeen existed. Of these, besides the three already

named, only two, the ' Hope ' of 600 tons and the ' Aid

'

of 250, were new, and to make up even the reduced number

of seventeen the ' Jesus ' had to be retained and two other

old ships, the ' Minion ' and the ' Primrose,' that had been

disposed of, were bought back into the service.' Nor was

this all. At the end of the list appear not only several new

pinnaces, but three galleys called the ' Speedwell,' the

' Try-right,' and the ' Eleanor.' Two of these vessels were

probably the ' Black and Eed Galleys ' which the ' Book of

Sea Causes ' had condemned and possibly identical vnth the

' Galley Subtil ' and the Erench prize of Henry's time, and

the third perhaps the ' Brigantine.' But in any case the fact

remains, that however strong and well-founded may have

been the reforming convictions of Wynter and his school,

it is clear they had not been able to persuade the

Government to break away from the old ideas. Both

Erench and Spaniards were developing their galley power

with an energy that showed no suspicion of the senility of

the type, and galleys were still regarded as necessary to

encounter galleys, and indispensable for coast defence.

So strong was Italian influence still in all departments of

the art of war—if we may judge at least by the numerous

translations of technical military works that were taking

possession of the English market—that it is easy to under-

stand how hard it was for the radical sea reformers to get

' See note in Cecil's hand at the end of the list of February 1558-9

S.P. Dom. Eliz. ii. 30.
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a hearing. The renaissance had taken fast hold of every

corner of Enghsh thought ; in every department of knov?-

ledge men were bov^ing the knee to classical origins ; and

a theorist who could quote an ItaHan book, and point to

a classical precedent would be sure to gain an easy victory

over the most practical and experienced opponent, whose

opinions were not so fashionably armed. It is possible

that the necessity of providing oared vessels to act as police

against the pirates that infested the Narrow Seas and St.

George's Channel may have had some influence on the

preservation of the smaller oared types, but in any case

Wynter and his friends had to stand by and see the

Navy stagnating in the compromise where Henry had

left it.

For five years more this stagnation continued. The

naval energy which Mary had bequeathed to her sister as

the result of the loss of Calais, wore itself out, and till the

time Drake first joined the service the dockyards reveal

nothing but idleness. The queen, it is clear, seeing herself

in possession of a navy so far in advance of any other

oceanic power, considered it strong enough. It was a

period too during which, by her lawless encouragement of

the ' Beggars of the Sea ' and the Huguenot privateers, she

was able to keep command of the Narrow Seas without

incurring new expenditure for naval construction. Her

fleet, instead of increasing, gradually diminished. Four of

Henry's old great-ships, including the ' Minion ' and the

' Jesus,' disappeared and were not replaced ; so that the

tale of great-ships was reduced from seventeen to thirteen.

The old pinnaces and the old galleys still retained their

places on the list, and it was with this reduced and decaying

force that England found herself compelled to face the most

formidable coalition that had ever threatened her national

existence.
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To this low ebb then was the Navy reduced after the

first ten years of the Sea Queen's reign when Drake's first

period of service under the royal banner came to an end,

and he left it to complete his education in a younger and

more vigorous school.
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CHAPTEE V

NOMBEB DB DIOS

The new stream of tendency upon which Drake was about

to embark was beginning at this time to flow with in-

creasing force and volume into the development of

Elizabeth's Navy. Of all the elements that went to make
up her sea power it is the most fascinating : for it is the

one that gave it the special touch of daring and contempt

for effete traditions, which we have grown accustomed to

associate particularly with Drake's name, and which lent

to the ripening of our maritime supremacy that colouring

of romance which has come to obscure almost entirely its

scientific aspect. For this reason and not a little from

the excellent narrative Drake left behind him, his famous

raid on the Spanish Main, or as it was always known,

his ' Voyage to Nombre de Dios,' has attained perhaps

an undue prominence in the history of these times.'

Although one of the most daring and successful it was as

we have seen by no means the only expedition of its kind,

nor was it even the first. While Hawkins and the English

merchant princes were trying to force the gate of the

Indies on the basis of existing treaties, and others were

content to harass Spain into reason with equivocal reprisal

in European seas, there were some more venturesome and

less scrupulous, who saw a field for their ambition in the

far West where laws did not reach and consciences went

to sleep.

' See Appendix D, Sir Francis Drake Revived.

VOL. I. L
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The Spanish Indies at this time consisted of four main

governments : Peruana or Peru, lying inaccessibly on the

South Pacific Coast with its capital at Lima ; New Spain,

withdrawn from observation behind the unknown waters of

the Bay of Mexico ; Guatemala, comprising with the

provinces of Verapaz, Honduras, Nicaragua, and Veragua,

the greater part of Central America ; and finally the govern-

ment of Espanola, which included with all the Islands the

provinces of Tierra Firme, or Golden Castille, up to the con-

fines of Guatemala.^ Though the oldest and once the most

important the latter government was now quite eclipsed

by her younger sisters. The City of San Domingo it is

\ true still retained, as the rendezvous of the outward-bound

convoys and the point of distribution for European goods,

its old position of the Queen City of the Indies, and but

two or three cities in the whole Spanish dominions could

rival it for strength, size, and importance. But already

the reckless native policy of the earlier colonists had

exhausted the islands ; most of them were uninhabited and

valuable chiefly for their timber and the hides of the

cattle that had run wild upon them, and the rest, including

Espanola, or, as we called it, Hispaniola, were given

up to roving tribes of escaped negroes, who having taken

Indian wives were rapidly forming a new and savage

population known to their former Spanish masters as

Cimarones or 'Hill-men.' Darien was in no better case,

and owed its importance solely to the fact that through

it lay the road to Peru, which was almost all the Spaniards

really held. Tierra Eirme or the Spanish Main had been

arrested in its development by the superior attractions

of Peru and Mexico, and still consisted of a few scattered

settlements along the coast and the course of the principal

rivers with but one town of any importance—which was

' Heylyn'S Cosmographie, 1657.
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its capital, Cartagena. With this exception, as Hawkins

demonstrated, the whole coast was practically without

defence, and the sugar, pearls, and precious metals upon

which the struggling settlements mainly subsisted, were

conveyed to the rendezvous of the homeward-bound

convoys in small vessels, that offered an easy prey to

adventurous and well-armed visitors.

Into this promising arena it was the Frenchmen who

showed us the way, as into so many others where by some

seemingly inevitable destiny their exploits have come to

be overshadowed by our own. In this case it was but

natural that they should be the pioneers. It was during the

long-continuedwars between the Valois and the Habsburgs

that the weight of the western treasure was first felt. For

long after Columbus's discovery America was not regarded

as of peculiar richness in precious metals. Las Casas

himself in setting forth the advantages of the Indies

admitted that Hispaniola could not rival England for

silver and pearls and based its value on its sugar mills.

Indeed it was not till the discovery of the Potosi mines of

Peru in 1545, the year assigned to Drake's birth, that the

real value of the Spanish Colonies became fully apparent.

The prizes that were brought into the ports of France

during the wars revealed to French sailors the fabulous

richness of the Spanish Indies, and it was only to be ex-

pected that when persecution drove the Huguenots to the

sea, the most daring of them should seek across the ocean

for the fountain head of Catholic wealth. Even as early

as 1536 a single French ship had captured and held to

ransom the town of Havana. Since then almost every

settlement in theWest Indies of any importance, except San

Domingo itself, had been sacked at least once. Havana

had suffered twice, and encouraged by the defenceless con-

dition of Spain at sea the Huguenot depredations had gone

L 2
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on increasing in daring until we have seen them culminate

in the amhitious colonial projects that heralded Hawkins's

appearance on the scene. With English seamen serving

ahoard Huguenot privateers, and with Huguenot pri-

vateers using English ports for the disposal of their prizes

it was impossible that Englishmen should not be fired

to do better where Frenchmen had done well. For

the lawless work to begin, it wanted but a smart sufii-

ciently sharp to goad them out of the lines of the traditional

commercial friendship with Spain, and this the affair of

San Juan de Ulua most amply afforded.'

The conditions under which Drake embarked upon the

new phase in the great struggle with Spain are difficult

to fathom but important to a right judgment of both the

man and his time. The new phase has been regarded

simply as one of lawless and even piratical reprisals, which

Drake in imitation of the Huguenot example inaugurated

on his own responsibility in order to redress his own

alleged injuries with a not too accurate eye to striking a

correct balance. By the family narrative his early ex-

peditions were given frankly this colour.'^ At San Juan

de Ulua it says he had been grievously endamaged ' not

only in loss of goods of some value but also of his kinsmen

and friends . . . and finding no recompense could be re-

covered out of Spain by any of his means or by Her

Majesty's letters, he used such help as he might by two

several voyages to the West Indies.' The first was with

two ships, the ' Dragon ' and the ' Swan,' in 1570, and the

other in the ' Swan ' alone in 1571. The English Govern-

ment too maintained the same view, and to the complaints

of Spain replied that he was a mere private adventurer

' For a long list of official reports relating to French depredations in

the Indies from the year 1537 till the truce of 1556, see Duro, Armada
Espanola, i, app. 14.

' Sir Francis Drake Revived, Arber v.
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for whose actions they were in no way responsible.' The

Spaniards however took a different view. They suspected i

there was some kind of official recognition behind him, and

it is difficult to believe their suspicions were unfounded.

If we read the laconic statement of the family narrative

in the light of concurrent events, it assumes a different

aspect. It was a time when the Counter-Eeformation

seemed about to overwhelm Elizabeth. A Catholic rising

was looked for at any time ; invasions again threatened

from France and the Spanish Netherlands ; and every

kind of precaution both by land and sea was being taken

to grapple with the dangers. On November 12, 1569, De
la Mothe Fenelon, the French ambassador, reported the

activity that was going on :
' They teM me too,' he said

after detailing the movements of the Royal Navy, ' that

Hawkins is pushing forward the armament of seven other

good men-of-war, but they want to make me believe that

they are for a new voyage he is undertaking to the Indies.'

He himself was convinced the real destination was to suc-

cour the Huguenots at Eochelle. In December Menendez

believed Hawkins had actually sailed for the Indies with

a large fleet. ^ This was untrue, but there can be no doubt,

as afterwards plainly appeared, that he was preparing a

naval force and that his intention was . to attempt the

rescue of the men he had been compelled to abandon in the

Bay of Mexico and to exact reprisals for the breach of the

convention at St. Juan de Ulua. For the time however its

object was left uncertain. Before the end of the month the

Catholic insurrection in the North broke out. Alva was

assembling a force in the Netherlands to come across to

the support of the insurgents. England's hour seemed to

have come and all her strength was needed. The whole

' ' Draft answer to the complaints of Spain,' 1580 ? S.P. Spain, xxvi.

= See his letter of December 4. Letters of Menendez, ubi supra.
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Navy was mobilised and Hawkins's private squadron was

required for the defence of the realm.

As is well known the Catholic combination failed.

The insurrection proved premature and was easily sup-

pressed and Alva stayed where he was. Still, it remained

to be seen what new dangers the ensuing spring would

have in store. In February, Hawkins, apparently in

despair of being allowed to put his design into execution,

went to call on the Spanish ambassador and begged his

intercession for the release of the English hostages and

prisoners, whose fate, to do him justice, seemed always to

trouble him much more than the fortune he had lost. In

reporting this interview Don Guerau assures the King that

no fleet had left for the Indies but only three moderate

sized vessels, which sailed for the Guinea coast on their

way, as he supposed, to America.' In June he mentioned

these same ships again, as belonging to Sir William

Wynter. ' One of Wynter's ships,' he says, ' which went

to Guinea has returned and the other two, if they can escape

the Portuguese fleet, will go to the island of Hispaniola.' ^

Now we know that Drake went to the Indies early this

year with the ' Dragon ' and the ' Swan,' and as Don
Guerau, who was watching the western ports like a lynx,

was sure that no more than three vessels had sailed, it is

extremely probable that the two ships, belonging to

Wynter, which continued their voyage to Hispaniola were

none other than the ' Dragon ' and the ' Swan ' and that

Drake was sent oiit in advance for intelligence purposes

by the same group of politicians, financiers, and naval

officers for whom he had been acting before.^

' Spanish Cal. p. 236. ' Ibid. p. 254.

' The only account we have of this voyage is in a paper entitled ' A
summary relation of the harms and robberies done by Fr. Drake an English-

man, with the assistance and help of other Englishmen.' It runs : ' In the

year 1570 he went to the Indies in a bark of 40 tons, with whom there went
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This is all the more likely since directly the third ves-

sel returned from Guinea, with intelhgence possibly of the

Portuguese movements, Hawkins was suddenly hurried

off to Plymouth, to complete the equipment of three of

his own ships and three of other owners which were sup-

posed to be bound for the Indies.' The summer was

passing without sign of a campaign by the Catholic

powers, and Hawkins could renew his hopes of vengeance.

All July the preparations went busily forward, and the

Earl of Bedford himself went to Plymouth to push on

their completion.'* The service of a famous Portuguese

pilot called Bayon, who knew every inch of the Indies and

all the secrets of the treasure trade, had been secured, as

well as those of some Spanish refugees. Don Guerau

grew anxious and did his best to penetrate the secret of

the fleet's destination. He reported that originally it had

been intended to establish a settlement near the Strait of

Magellan, but the present idea was to go to the Eio del

Oro near New Spain. ' They take with them,' he writes,

' pinnaces to enter the river, at the mouth of which there

is a good port, which they intend to colonise, after having

stolen all the gold they can lay hands on in the interior,

which they think will be a large amount.' ^ At another

time he reports the colonisation scheme is to be prefaced

on the voyage out by a dash at the treasure fleet in con-

junction with Sores, the great Huguenot privateer captain,

who in one year with a single ship had harried the whole

an English merchant of Exeter called Bich. Dennys and others, and upon

the coast of Nombre de Dios they did rob divers barks in the river Chagres

that were transporting merchandise of 40,000 ducats of velvets, and taffetas,

beside other merchandise, besides gold and silver in other barks, and with

the same came to Plymouth, where it was divided amongst his partners

'

(Ashmole MSS. 830). Being of Spanish origin, it probably exaggerated the

ge.

Spanish Gal. p. 253. ' Ibid. pp. 261, 263.

Ibid. p. 264.
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Spanish Main and two of the most important ports in the

Islands. He tampers with Bayon, and Bayon tells him

they do not mean to settle at all, but to seize and hold

the island of San Juan de XJlua and have the whole

treasure trade at their mercy, and again in a few days he

is sure Bayon is a liar.

Just when Hawkins's preparations were nearly com-

plete, it would seem that Drake came home. ' The

second ship that Wynter sent,' the ambassador wrote to

the King on August 6, ' has returned hither and they

have bartered their goods there at Capo de la Vela and

Jamaica for hides and silver of which they bring large

quantities.' If this vessel was indeed Drake's he came with

his intelligence in the nick of time. Everything was ready

for sea ; sailing orders were hourly expected ; but instead

of them, there came a command that Hawkins must wait.

In vain he pressed to be allowed to sail. The anxiety of the

spring had been suddenly reawakened. A strong Spanish

fleet was coming to the Netherlands, and its ostensible

object of escorting Philip's new Queen to Spain was

believed to mask some great design against Elizabeth.

The Royal Navy was hastily prepared for mobilisation,

and all that came of Hawkins's prayers to be let loose

was a summons to London, where he received orders that

he must employ his squadron in watching the movements

of the coming fleet in the West.

The Spaniards came, were met by the Queen's ships,

and attended ceremoniously till they were safe out of the

Channel again. The acuteness of the crisis was over, but

still Ha.wkins was held in. It would seem he began to

despair of being permitted to seek redress by force. In

September hints reached Don Guerau's ears that he might

be tempted to abandon his object altogether, and here we
have the first note of the masterly intrigue in which
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lie eventually outwitted the acutest of Philip's diploma-

tists.'

Hawkins's era of aggressive commerce may now be/

said to be at an end ; Drake's era of piracy was beginning.

In this fateful year of 1570 the great struggle distinctly!

changed its character. The Counter-Beformation had

shown its hand, the Pope's Bull of deposition had been

nailed to the gates of Lambeth Palace, and England saw

herself branded in Christendom as an outlaw. It was no

longer a question of commerce : it was a question of

national existence and religion ; and the people, with the

half-blind instinct for foreign policy which will sometimes

feel further than the ripest wisdom of statesmen, began

the war into which at last they were to force their

unwilling sovereign.

At the end of November Don Guerau obtained an

order of the Admiralty Court to stay the sailing of seven

private vessels that were bound for the Indies, ' But I am .

afraid,' he laments, ' some of the ships will go.' ^ He was

right. The movement was now beyond the power of the

Council to control even if they wished it. Accordingly in

January 1571 he had to report :
' Three vessels and a

thirty-ton boat have left Plymouth for the Indies and

another boat and frigate are ready to leave. All the

efforts made and promised by the Judge of the Admiralty

are insufficient to prevent them going.' ^ Again in March

some eight or nine more were being equipped for the same

destination, some of them Wynter's and some of them

Hawkins's which were on the point of sailing.'' Amongst ^
others as we know Drake sailed in the ' Swan.' This

time it may have been on his own account. More im-

patient by his character even than his cousin of the

' Spanish Cal. pp. 274 and 277.

' Spanish Cal. p. 286. » Ibid. p. 294. ' Ibid. p. 294.
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constant disappointments he had experienced, it may be

that he fitted out the Httle vessel with the proceeds of his

last voyage, resolved to seek redress vyith his own hand.

Of this venture all we know is that it proved ' both

rich and gainful ' and was not confined to trade. From

Cartagena harbour, the Spaniards complained, he cut out

a ship of 180 tons. There were other prizes, too, and

prisoners, whom he carried to a romantic natural harbour

which he had discovered in the silent recesses of the

Gulf of Darien. Here too he established a regular base

for future operations. Close upon the track of the

treasure frigates and yet completely hidden it was an ideal

pirate's lair, where fish and game of all kinds abounded,

and especially the Guan, in honour of whose delicate flesh

he named the place ' Port Pheasant.' It was probably

that Puerto Escondido, or ' Secret Harbour,' which lies

some four leagues to the South-West of Caledonian Bay.

The Narrative describes it as ' a fine round bay, of very

safe harbour for all winds, lying between two high points,

not past half a cable's length over at the mouth ; but with-

in eight or ten cables every way having ten or twelve

fathoms of water more or less, full of good fish ; the soil

also very fruitful.' From this remote and secret haunt

he continued his inquiries into the Peruvian treasure

trade. Lope de Vega in his ' Dragontea ' tells us that-

trusting to his mastery of the Spanish tongue he actually

visited Nombre de Dios disguised as a Spaniard. Though

this is probably an invention of the poet's, for it is more

than doubtful whether at this time Drake could speak

Spanish at all, he certainly displayed a strange familiarity

with the plan of the place when the time came to act.

In any case he got to learn how the treasure was

brought from Peru to Panama by. sea, thence by mule

trains across the Isthmus to the point where the Chagres
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Eiver becomes navigable and so either by road or water

to Nombre de Dios to be shipped for Spain. Having

thus ascertained all he wished to know, he buried his

surplus stores in his stronghold, released his Spanish

prisonerE, and returned home with the plunder he had

secured, and his head full of the daring scheme upon

which his reputation was founded.

In England during his absence events had marched

in a direction entirely favourable for the furtherance of

his project. Hawkins had paid the Spaniards in their

own coin. Convinced of the futility of trying to stop the

West Indian voyages by legitimate means Don Guerau had

been tempted to listen to the cunning seaman while he

played his old trick of pretending to be desirous of desert-

ing to the Spanish Crown. During the late crisis part of

the national system of defence had been an auxiliary

squadron of merchantmen stationed off Scilly to see that

no Spanish fleet entering the Channel detached vessels to

operate against Ireland. This Western Squadron, which

was placed under Hawkins's command, he persuaded the

Spanish ambassador he was ready to carry over to Philip's

flag at the critical moment. Though at first naturally

suspicious the ambassador was soon entirely taken in.

To convince Philip was a more difficult matter. At the

moment however the offer was too tempting to be rejected.

Not only was Philip engaged in concert with the Pope

and the Venetians in preparing for a gigantic effort to

crush the sea power of the Turks ; but the Eidolphi plot

was also on foot for the assassination of Elizabeth to be

followed by a combined invasion of England by Alva and

the Guises to put Mary Stuart on the vacant throne.

The cleverness of Hawkins's confidential agent Eitz-

william did the rest. The price Hawkins asked was

the release of his imprisoned comrades and some
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substantial compensation for his own losses. By the end

of August every one of the prisoners had been sent home

with ten dollars in his pocket and Hawkins with 40,000L

in his own was laughing in his sleeve at his royal dupe. Not

only had he gained all he wanted, but to Cecil, Fitzwilliam

was able to hand the ends of the threads which made up

the tangled skein of the Eidolphi plot. Don Guerau still

believed Hawkins meant to fulfil his promise, so that

Fitzwilliam was able to draw from him all he knew of

the scheme. During the winter every knot of it was bit

by bit unravelled till its whole extent was laid bare. The

recently published Bull of the Pope dissolving Elizabeth's

subjects from their allegiance stood out in its true colours

and all the world could read in it the declaration of a

Catholic crusade for the destruction of the heretic Queen

and the setting up of Mary Stuart in her place. In

January 1572, Don Guerau was summarily ordered to

quit the kingdom and we seemed to be on the very brink

of war with Spain.

No matter therefore how indefensible the piratical

venture upon which Drake was bent, neither from official

quarters nor from his own conscience was any hindrance

likely to arise. As the danger which the country had

passed through was realised a bitter change came over

the national spirit. ' The case,' says Fuller, ' was clear in

sea divinity,' and EngUsh seamen could no longer hesitate

to share with the Huguenots and the ' Beggars of the

Sea ' the doctrine that to prey upon Catholics was pleasing

in the sight of God. To men who went to their bibles

for their opinions, as we go to our newspapers, the

' Papists ' easily became Egyptians to be spoiled, Amale-

kites to be destroyed. It was a creed that came com-

fortably to a pirate, and yet it would be to misread the

times to doubt it was not also a real conviction. To the
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earnest, and particularly the uneducated Protestant, the

Catholics were idolaters ; for him the Mass was an

abomination as honestly loathed, as by earnest CathoUcs

it was devoutly loved. The two sentiments are corre-

lative, and to ignore the force of the one is to underrate

the depth of the other. Nor must we forget the large

class that stood between the two extremes of religious

opinion—a class of men ambitious of name and fortune,

bent on achieving their career, and yet, by instinct or

education, scrupulous enough to reject any means for

which a religious sanction was not to be found. To this

class both Drake and Hawkins probably belonged

;

nor can anyone who considers the horrors which the

success of the Eidolphi plot would have meant for

England, how the country must for years have been the

scene of tragedies such as those which were filling France

with lamentation, blame them if before such a prospect

their own will seemed for them and their like the will of

God. It would be almost incredible if Drake's early life

had not left some mark of fanaticism upon his character,

and from this time forward, if not before, there can be

little doubt that he set out to seek his fortune in some-

thing of the spirit of a crusader who was doing Heaven ,

a service. Fuller says that the chaplain of Drake's ship, \

meaning probably the Navy ship on which he had been !

serving, had solemnly told him that it was lawful to

recover his losses upon the King of Spain ; and Bishop

Jewell, we are told, had given to Elizabeth his opinion

that to exact reprisals from the Spaniards would be

pleasing in the sight of God.

In Spain it was believed that the Queen actually

subscribed to the cost of Drake's new expedition, but of

this there is no shadow of real authority. Still, in any

case, no difficulties, we may be gure, were put in his way,
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^ and on May 24, 1572, he was able to set sail from

Plymouth upon his famous adventure. From various

French and English ports a swarm of privateers had gone

already in the same direction. Growing every year more

adventurous, they had seen how Spain's preoccupation

with the Turks in the Mediterranean rendered her power-

less to protect her oceanic commerce and possessions

;

and now, as she lay panting from the exhausting effort of

Lepanto and strove inadequately to reap its fruits, their

daring redoubled. From Havre alone some twenty sail

had set out for Guinea, the Brazils, and the Indies, and so

helpless was Spain to interfere that they and others had

been boldly making use of such Spanish ports as Vigo

and Bayona as watering and victualling stations.' From
England Sir Edward Horsey, the Governor of the Wight,

had despatched a vessel under one Captain James Eanse,

the same man probably who had been master of the

' William and John ' in Hawkins's last expedition.^

Another had gone from Plymouth under one John

Garrett, probably the same who had been master of the

' Minion ' at San Juan de Ulua ; but who was his patron,

or how many other officials in high station were also

repeating their previous ventures and seeking reprisals

for their loss we do not know ; for on the dismissal of

the Spanish ambassador, his system of secret observation

became for a while disorganised aiid we have no more of

his spies' reports. There can be little doubt however

that Wynter, or some other of them, was at Drake's back

;

otherwise in view of the extensive naval preparations that

' Spanish Calendar, Nov. 2?, 1571.

' This man's name is variously spelt, Eanse, Eanse, Eaunce, and Eouse.

Sir William Davenant in his Masque of the History of Sir Francis Drake,

called him Eause. In Sir F. Drake Revived it is also spelt Eause, but in

the Nutwell Court copy is inserted an MS. page of errata, and amongst

them is this : ' For Bause reads Banse and also in other pages,' so that

there can be little doubt the name should have the ' n ' and not the ' u.'
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were being made he hardly would have been allowed to

leave the kingdom.'

The force under his command consisted of the

' Pascha '
^ of 70 tons, which he calls his ' admiral

'

or flagship, and the ' Swan ' of 25 tons, his ' vice-

admiral,' in which his brother John Drake was Captain.

His crews numbered seventy-three men and boys, of

whom the eldest was fifty and all the rest under thirty,

and it is specially recorded that they were all voluntarily

enlisted, which would look as though he had had authority

to impress men and was proud like captains of all times

of not having had need to use it. Among them was his

brother Joseph and Mr. John Oxenham of famous memory,

whose romantic tragedy Kingsleyhas made common know-

ledge. Of the ships it is said : 'both were richly furnished

with victuals and apparel for a whole year and no less heed-

fully provided of all manner of ammunition, artillery [which

meant in those days all kinds of firearms], artificers' stuff

and tools, that were requisite for such a man-of-war on such

an attempt ; but especially having three dainty pinnaces

made in Plymouth, taken asunder all in pieces and stowed

aboard to be set up as occasion served.' From subsequent

hints it is clear that all the equipment was abreast with

the latest ideas of English military science ; the whole

affair indeed bears very little the aspect of an irresponsible

piratical adventure ; and small as was its importance

historically beside some of Drake's subsequent achieve-

ments of which we know less, it is impossible to resist the

temptation of following it in some detail, not only for the

intrinsic interest of the voyage, as being the first in which

a raid into the interior was attempted,' but also for

' The Ashmole MS. says Wynter and Hawkins were his partners.

' This word is so variously spelt, that it is difiSeult to say whether it was
called from ' Pasoha,' Easter, or from ' Pasha,' the Turkish title.

' Lopez Vaz in Hakluyt.
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the picture it affords of the condition of the Spanish

Colonies and the methods of the rovers, and for the insight

it gives us into the character of the man who of all that

strenuous time raised himself highest in the sight of

Europe.

With his well-found but diminutive squadron in

twenty-five days without striking sail he made the

channel between Dominica and Martinique. There on

the south-side of a rocky island three leagues from the

Dominica coast he anchored and remained for three days

to refresh his men ashore and water his ships. Thence

proceeding westward he made his next land-fall at the

Sierra Nevada, that lies behind Santa Marta on the

Spanish Main, and keeping well out to sea, on July 21

he arrived unperceived off his secret harbour. Secure in

the knowledge that there was no Spanish settlement

within a hundred miles of the place, he was going ashore

in his boat unarmed and with only a few companions,

when to his astonishment he perceived smoke rising from

his fastness. Eetuming at once for his other boat and

arms, he boldly entered the harbour to turn out the

intruders. Except the rising smoke not a sign of life was

to be seen. Indeed the place looked as virgin as when he

had first found it, and with wondering eyes his men saw

that all the paths and alleys they had cleared the previous

year were completely overgrown. Proceeding cautiously

through the thick undergrowth, still with no sign of the

intruders, they came suddenly upon a leaden plate fixed

to a tree, and upon it was written this inscription :

' Captain Drake ! If you fortune to come to this Port,

make hast away ! For the Spaniards which you had

with you here, the last year, have bewrayed the place and

taken away all that you left here. I depart hence, this

present 7th of July, 1572. Your very loving friend John
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Garrett.' It was then Garrett's fire that was still

smouldering and this friendly warning explained the

mystery. With Garrett had sailed some of Drake's old

crew and they had revealed the place to their new captain.

To find that the Spaniards had discovered and plundered

his lair was a bad beginning, but here he had resolved to

set up his pinnaces and he was not to be alarmed out of

his intention. The two vessels were brought in and a

fort of pentagonal trace, according to the fashion of the

time, marked out ashore. One side was upon the sea and

open to it, and the others were closed with an impenetrable

abattis of trees. But one narrow gate-way gave egress

towards the land and around it was cleared a glacis fifty

feet wide. Within the enclosed space the carpenters at

once set to work on the pinnaces, but the very next day

when they had hardly got to work and before the fort can

have been completed, three strange sail, two of them

Spanish built, appeared off the once unknown port. They

proved to be nothing worse than Sir Edward Horsey's

vessel in company with a Spanish caravel of advice and a

shallop which Eanse had taken.' Such company was by

no means welcome, but to make the best of it, Drake deter-

mined to take the strangers into his confidence. His

design he told them was nothing less than to seize Nombre

de Dios itself at a time when he knew the Treasure-houses

would be full and to hold the town till they had emptied

them. Having heard the project Eanse requested to be

allowed to join it, and articles of partnership were then

and there drawn up between the two captains.

In a week the pinnaces were set up and equipped, and

the combined squadron stole out of its hiding place.^

' A 'caravel of advice' was a sailing despatch boat. A ' shallop ' was

the Spanish equivalent to the English ' pinnace,' and had oars.

^ These pinnaces he named the ' Minion,' the ' Eion,' and the ' Lion.'

VOL. I. M
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Proceeding north-westward along the Darien coast to-

wards their goal, in three days they reached a cluster of

fir-clad islands, which were known to them as the Islas

de Pinos or Pine Islands. At this place they intended to

conceal their vessels while the attempt was made in the

pinnaces ; but here too they found themselves forestalled,

this time by negroes loading planks into two frigates

from Nombre de Dios.'

These were at once seized and questioned, and the in-

formation they had to give was far from pleasant. In the

waste of hill and forest which lay on each side of the

road from Panama to Nombre de Dios the Gimarones or

' Maroons,' as they came to be known in our marine, had

become exceptionally bold and powerful. It was some

eighty years before that a party of escaped negroes had

taken to the mountains, and finding favour with the

Indian women had grown into two strong tribes each

under its own chief, with the Isthmus road dividing their

respective territories. By nature savage and war-like, of

' This type of vessel, which was to play a conspicuous part in Drake's

life, was something quite different from the frigate of the next centuries.

The fregata was a Mediterranean type and would seem originally to have

been the tender of a galley. About the middle of the sixteenth century it

developed into a special kind of galley, with one mast and from eight to

twelve oars a side, sometimes decked and sometimes not. Being of finer

mould and having a less lofty and cumbrous poop than the Brigantines, they

were found faster and more handy, and rapidly replaced them as the cruisers

of a galley fleet. Jal, Ghssaire, p. 718 ; Guglielmotti, 1. 186. When they

became sailing ships is as usual diflScult to determine. Generally it is con-

sidered this was not so until well into the seventeenth century, but in a

Papal Inventory of 1590 (ib. vii. 76) they are already characterised as

Fregate a reino, ' Eowing-frigates,' as though there were some that had only

sails. In 1591 when we were making great efforts to interceiit the Plate

ships, an English spy in Spain sent home a drawing of the new treasure
' frigates ' that had been specially designed to elude our cruisers, and this

drawing represents a three-masted sailing ship, carrying guns on two decks,

which was in fact a small galleon (S.P. Spain, xxix. 56). Whatever the

special character of the //-egato in question, it was something that Drake
highly approved, and there is reason to believe that it was be who introduced
the type into England (see^ost, p. 201 n., and vol. ii. p. 366).
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splendid physique and alarmingly prolific, they were feared

and treated by the Spaniards like wild beasts. This very

year, to put an end to the reign of terror that prevailed,

a chivalrous Spanish gentleman had offered to lead a

force against one of their strongholds. It had been

almost annihilated, and the Maroons taking the offensive

had nearly succeeded in surprising Nombre de Dios itself.

This was but six weeks past, and the negroes' news was

that the alarmed citizens had sent off to Panama an

urgent demand for reinforcements. As Drake was trust-

ing for success to the weakness and apathy of the garrison

no tidings could have been worse. Still, for him it was

but another reason for immediate action.

The negroes were first set ashore and given their

liberty to join the Maroons if they could, whereby Drake

was able to follow his invariable policy of ingratiating

himself with these people, and at the same time to insure

their not getting to Nombre de Dios before him. These

precautions completed, the three ships and the prize

caravel were left in charge of Eanse, while Drake him-

self took command of the four pinnaces, the shallop

making the fourth, with a draft of fifty-three of his own

men and twenty of Eanse's. With this force he proceeded

westward without loss of a day.

In five days they had reached an island some twenty-

five leagues from the Pine Islands, and here in the early

mpfning Drake landed his men and served out the arms.'

• The cnrious in military lore will see in the nature and proportions of

the arms served out, the action not of a mere pirate arming his desperadoes

to the teeth, but of an officer conversant with the military practice of the

time. They were as follows : targets, fi ; fire-pikes, G
;
pikes, 12 ; muskets

and calivers, 24 ; bows, 16
; partizans, 6 ; drums and trumpets, 2 ; showing

the influence of a man acquainted with the complicated arrangement of a

regular infantry iertia. The organisation, it will be seen, was according to

rule approximately three-fold : staff-weapons (i.e., pikes, fire-pikes, and par-

tizans), 24; small-shot (i.e., muskets and calivers), 24; archers and sword-
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The whole morning was spent in drill, and in the after-

noon a fresh start was made under sail, in order that

before sundown they might make the mouth of the Eio

Francisco, a small river that falls into the sea a little to

the eastward of Nombre de Dios Bay. Hence they kept

close in along the shore out of sight of the watch-house

on the point of the Bay, till six miles from it they

anchored to wait for night. So soon as it was dark they

stole on again in deep silence as far as the point of the

Bay, and here under the high land came another anxious

wait for dawn. As the dark hours dragged wearily on,

Drake saw his young hands growing more and more

nervous. Round the point lay a world renowned town,

' as big as Plymouth,' they murmured, and perhaps

already full of the invincible Spanish infantry. An
oppressive silence reigned, with nothing to break it but

their own anxious whispers as they discussed the negroes'

news. Drake, watching the rapid demoralisation of his

force, saw it was impossible to keep them in hand till

daybreak. There was still a good hour to wait, but his

ready wit seized a way to shorten it. The rising moon

was just silvering the horizon. He boldly proclaimed it

to be the dawn and ordered out the oars.

It was an hour before the time and still dark. Yet

and buckler-men, 22. The fire-pikes and the bowmen alone are irregular,

the latter being a national and conservative modification of the received

Italian organisation which is not unfrequentlj met with. For the English

had not yet entirely lost faith in the weapon which had made their infantry

once the first in Europe ; nor in view of the superiority of the bow both in

rapidity and accuracy of fire over the firearms of the time was their conser-

vatism without some justification. The doubling of the drums and trumpets

was to allow of the force acting in two different parties. The whole as

detailed numbers seventy-four, so that it includes Drake himself. It will also

be noticed that no defensive armour was served out. The English seamen's

prejudice against its use was insuperable. Drake himself, in spite of the

fashion of the time, was never painted in anything heavier than a gorget

and a quilted doublet. (Cf. Sir Richard Hawkins's lament on the subject in

Ills Observations, p. 302.)
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lio sooner were they well into the bay than they knew

they were detected. A newly arrived ship could be

made out taking up her moorings and as they looked a

boat sped from her side and hurried for the landing-place.

Quick as thought, Drake dashed away for her and suc-

ceeded in heading her off to the opposite side of the bay,'

so that in the end they reached the shore unperceived.

Springing aland they began tumbling the guns of the

shore battery into the sand, but not before the sleepy

sentry made off to give the alarm. Already on the alert

in fear of a renewal of the Maroons' attack, the town was

immediately aroused, and while the Englishmen were

forming on the sands, the bell of the church rang out an

alarm, and the streets were filled with the cries of the

panic stricken townsfolk, and the roll of drums moving

up and down.

Having rendered the shore battery useless Drake told

off twelve men to guard the pinnaces and with the rest of

his company hurried to a hill on the east side of the town.

Part of the scheme of Colonial and Trade defence into

which the depredations of the Corsairs had driven the

reluctant Spaniards was the fortification of the principal

ports of call ; and the previous year Drake had learnt that

they were about to erect a work upon the hill in question to

command the town and its approaches. To ascertain how
far the design had been carried out was necessarily his first

care. The new battery was found completed, but still

unarmed, and Drake at once determined to proceed to the

Plaza. His company was divided into two parties, one

under his brother John and John Oxenham with orders

to skirt round the King's Treasure-house and enter the

Plaza from the eastward, the other he himself was to

lead up the main street. So with fire-pikes blazing and

drum and trumpet sounding they marched by their
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several routes yelling as they went to the complete con-

fusion of the Spaniards. Not only did the division of the

force enhance its apparent numbers, but having seen men
mounting to the fort, the Spaniards believed that half the

English had been left there ; and the whole place was

thrown into a helpless panic' Drake's column was the

first to reach the Plaza. Here a number of soldiers and

townsfolk had had time to form beside the Governor's

house barring the approach to the Panama gate with

intent probably to cover the flight of the terrified inhabi-

tants. As Drake debouched into the square he was

received with a volley. His trumpeter fell, but stopping

only to return the fire with shot and arrows, he rushed in

and came at once to push of pike and clubbed muskets.

At the same moment the fire-pikes of the eastern party

were seen blazing in at the other corner of the square,

and not knowing how weak were their assailants the

Spaniards broke and fled, casting away their arms as they

ran and were chased by the exultant sailors clear out of

the Panama gate.

In complete possession of the Plaza they now reformed

to hold it, while Drake forced two prisoners to show him

the Governor's house, where he knew the recuas or

mule trains from Panama were unloaded. In the cellars

they found a pile of silver bars, as they guessed it, 70 feet

in length, 10 feet in breadth, and 12 in height, each bar

weighing about 35 to 40 lb. ; in all there were some 360

tons of silver ready for the Fleet of Tierra Firme. But

Drake would not suffer his amazed followers to touch a

bar. It was pearls and gold he was seeking and these he

ascertained had been removed to the King's Treasure^

house down by the waterside. Still standing to his arms,

for the town was yet full of people and soldiers running

' Lopes Vaz in HakluyL
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in confusion hither and thither and unable to escape, he

despatched a party to break open the Treasure-house.

Meanwhile came an alarm that the pinnaces were being

attacked, which was only allayed by sending Oxenham

down to report ; and then there burst upon them a tropical

thunderstorm in all its terrors with a deluge of rain, from

which for the protection of their powder and bowstrings

they had to take refuge under the verandah of the

Treasure-house. Thus compelled to abandon their post

of vantage in the Plaza, they made a desperate attempt

to get at the treasure from where they were ; but in vain

they wearied themselves trying to break in ; the solid

masonry resisted every effort ; and with the revulsion from

the excitement of the fight something like a panic began

to take hold of the men. A negro who had deserted to

the boatguard had told them that a week ago in response

to the demand for reinforcements, a hundred and fifty

soldiers had arrived to strengthen the garrison. As the

news spread and the more faint-hearted began to realise

how critical was their position, mutterings were heard in

the ranks. It was one of those moments with which

Drake had an unsurpassed genius for dealing. The rain

was now ceasing : so crying to them that he had brought

them to the mouth of the Treasure-house of the world

and that if they went away empty they must blame

nobody but themselves, he ordered his brother and

Oxenham with their party to go round and break open the

door of the King's Treasure-house while he returned to

hold t\e Plaza. The panic was checked. Determined

not to let it go further he stepped forward at once to

put himself at the head of his party, and then rolled

over in the sand.

At the first volley he had been hit in the leg, but fearing

his men would make it an excuse for getting off with the
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plunder they had already managed to secure, he had

resolutely concealed it, till he fainted from loss of blood.

How much he had lost the sand revealed in the growing

light and now nothing would hold them. Eevived with a

cordial he bound a scarf round his leg to stop the bleeding

and called to them to go on, but in vain. Their Captain's

life they vowed was worth all the treasure of the Indies,

but it was not till they added force to their entreaties that

they got him to the boats. Many men besides the Captain

were wounded ; and for the sake of these, as they said, in

passing out of the bay they captured the newly arrived

ship which happened to have a cargo of wine ; and with

this in company as the day broke they coolly established

themselves outside the bay on the Isle of Bastimentos or

Victualling Island, where were the gardens and poultry

yards that supplied the town.

Such is the English account of this daring attempt,

nor can it be seriously doubted that it is substantially

true, and that but for Drake's untimely wound he would

have accomplished his object. The account of Lopez Vaz

and Herrera would suggest that the English were driven

out of the town by force. This is of course the version

the Governor would naturally have given out, and

uncorroborated it is of no weight. Vaz's account we know

to be coloured favourably to the Spaniards, for it makes

no mention of the Spanish loss, which is put at eighteen

killed in the official complaint which Philip made to the

English Government.' The only foundation for this boast

seems to be that the Spaniards succeeded in remounting

a gun in the shore battery and firing on the pinnaces as

they retired, but it was probably at long range and cer-

' Memorias de los Cossarios Ingleses, S.P. Spain, xviii. 1580-81. See

post. Appendix D. Lopes Vaz says only one Spaniard was killed, who was

looking out of a window to see what was the matter.
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tainly did not prevent the capture of the wine-ship which'

the official complaint also mentions.'

In their luxurious retreat they remained two days

while the surgeons attended the wounded, and here, under

a flag of truce from the Governor, they were visited by one

of the officers who had brought in the reinforcements

from Panama. The real object probably was to ascertain

the pirate's strength ; but the officer, whose profuse

civility and elaborate manners greatly entertained the

seamen, protested his only desire was to see whether their

leader, as some of the townsfolk alleged, was the same

Captain Drake who during the last two years had used

his prisoners so kindly, and if so whether there was any-'

thing the Governor could have the pleasure of supplying

him with. At first he said it was feared they were French,

but that, when the arrows proclaimed their nationality,

they knew that whatever happened to the treasure their

persons were safe from cruelty. This was probably true
;

for the French had no long tradition of commercial friend-

ship with Spain to soften their dealings with them, nor

had the English as yet been goaded into the savage and

the implacable hostility to which Meinendez's extermina-

tion of the Florida Colony had driven the Huguenots.^

Still, the officer ventured to inquire whether the arrows,

which had wounded many of his men, were poisoned, and,

if so, how the wounds should be treated. To this Drake

' For the authenticity and general credibility of the English Narrative,

see Appendix D.
'^ The only act of cruelty alleged against Drake oecurs in the Meinorias

de los Cossarios. The third article relates how he captured a caravel

bound for Havana, ' Y Uevo preso a un Francisco Bavano que yva por

piloto, y le echo a la mar, porque no le quiso mostrar los puertas.' This
probably means that he ducked the refractory pilot from the yard-arm, an
ordinary sea punishment of the time and by no means the most severe.

Such an action would be quite justified by the usages of war, and would be a
regular proceeding in the case of a prisoner who refused to act as guide. It

is not said the man waa killed.
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answered that he was the man they meant ; that it was

never his manner to use poisoned arrows, and the wounds

should be treated in the ordinary way. As to the Governor's

offer of supplies, he found there was everything necessary

where he was, except the special commodity of that country

which alone would satisfy his company. So let the Gover-

nor, he ended, hold open his eyes, for before he departed, if

God lent him life and leave, he meant to reap some of their

harvest, which they got out of the earth and sent into

Spain to trouble all the earth. Though knowing he had to

deal with a spy Drake was not to be outdone in courtesy.

The officer was entertained to dinner and finally dismissed

with presents, pouring forth high flown compliments upon

their valour and gentility, and protesting he had never

been so much honoured of any in his life. The scene

reads like a chapter of Dumas, and yet it bears the plain

stamp of veracity. It could not have been invented, and

we may see in it with certainty how the young Captain

was already evincing that love of display and ceremonial,

that desire to be the fine and chivalrous gentleman, which

constantly display themselves in his conduct ; no less than

that scrupulous adherence to the gentler rules of civilised

warfare with which lae was always credited by friend and

foe alike.

No sooner had the Spanish officer gone than Drake

was forming a new plan to carry out his threat. Diego,

the negro deserter, informed him that his name was already

honoured among the Maroons, and that if he would only

permit him to open up communication with them he was

sure that gold and silver enough could be obtained.

Another idea was to seize the treasure boats as they came

down the Chagres Eiver, and detaching his brother and

Hixom, another of his officers, to reconnoitre it, he pro-

ceeded to rejoin his consort at the Pine Islands. To
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Eanse neither plan recommended itself. In view of the

danger of remaining on the coast now that they were dis-

covered and of the plunder already secured, he was for

going home. Drake was no less willing to be rid of him.

So the partnership was dissolved and on the return of

the two pinnaces from the Chagres Kiver, Eanse parted

company.
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CHAPTEE VI

THE SPANISH MAIN

The extraordinary ease with which Drake had made

himself master of Nombre de Dios flushed him, now that

he was left to'himself, to take in hand an adventure yet

more bold. This was nothing less than to attempt the

Capital of the Spanish Main itself.

Setting sail with all his five vessels, in six days he

made the islands of San Barnardo, some three leagues

from Cartagena, and at nightfall entered the harbour with

the pinnaces, and seized a frigate which her crew had

temporarily deserted 'to fight about a mistress.' An old

man left in charge informed them that but an hour ago

a pinnace had arrived from Nombre de Dios to give the

alarm, and that all the frigates and small craft were by

this time snug under the guns of the Castle. Behind the

next point, however, he confessed there was a large ship

of Seville ready laden and on the point of sailing. This,

amidst the alarm of bells and cannon from the town, was

seized, not without some difficulty, and with the crew fast

under hatches they towed her out in triumph in spite of the

fire of the troops, both horse and foot, that were marched

down to the channel to impeach them.' Lying off the

' The first article of the Mem,orias de los Cossarios is as follows :
' Nel

puerto de Cartagena un Ingles vezino de Plemue (Plymouth) llamado Fran-

cisco Drake, Piloto, que fue con Juan Haquins (Hawkins) quando estuvo en

St. Juan de Lna, entro de noche en el puerto de Cartagena, quebrantandole

y saco un navio de Bartolome Farina de ciento y ochenta toneladas, y
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port, he next morning intercepted two frigates that were

attempting to enter. They proved to be from Nombre d.e

Dios carrying two Government officials with despatches

in duplicate to warn the authorities at Cartagena that

' Captain Drake had been at Nombre de Dios, had taken

it, and had it not been that he was hurt with some blessed

shot, by all likelihood he had sacked' it ; that he was yet

still upon the coast ; and that they should therefore

carefully prepare for him.' It was clear from this that

any further attempts at surprises would be in vain, and

setting all his prisoners ashore he retired with his whole

squadron, which with the prizes now numbered eight

sail, to the islands of San Barnardo to consider his

position.

The result of his deliberations was a new departure in

the tactics of the rovers. Hitherto, as we have seen, their

operations against the Spanish Colonies had been confined

to the seas and coast-towns. It was Drake who first

dared to carry his depredations into the interior. It was

probably Diego, the negro deserter from Nombre de Dios,

who henceforth followed Drake like a dog, that put the

idea into his head ; he can hardly have intended it from

the first. But now his failures and the hornets' nest they

had raised at sea, must have convinced him that his best

chance was, as Diego had suggested, to get into communi-

cation with the Maroons and attempt a stroke by land.

His first step was to reorganise his squadron, and this he

did in a highly characteristic manner. For the amphi-

bious project in view, the pinnaces would have to play the

haviendo tornado lo que en el havia que era de valor, le quemo y llevo preso

k Inglaterra al dicho Bartme. Farina.' According to the Narrative, the ship

was of 240 tons, and It makes no mention of a prisoner carried into England,
nor is anything said about the burning. The Ashmole MS., however,
explains that Farina was taken in 1571 , and says he was carried to England
where Drake gave him 300Z. to hold his tongue.
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leading part, and they must be fully manned ; but so long

as he had two ships this was impossible. He therefore

determined that the ' Swan,' although she was new and his

own and a particularly good sailer, must be sacrificed. So

proud, however, of their smart little craft were his brother

and the crew, that the order to scuttle her was more than

he cared to give. Still, it had to be done. So, summoning

to his cabin the ' Swan's ' carpenter, one Tom Moone, he

told him that in the dead of night he must bore three holes

with a spike-gimlet through her bottom as near to her keel

as possible, and cover them up so that there should be no

noise or bubbling to indicate the position of the leak. In

vain the carpenter pleaded for his beloved vessel, and

vowed he would get his throat cut if he were caught ; the

Captain was inexorable and convinced him of the necessity.

Early next morning Drake rowed to his brother's

vessel and hailed him to come out fishing, and as he rowed

away, asked casually of the men on deck ' why their bark

was so deep in the water.' Orders were at once sent down

to the steward to see what was wrong, and before he knew

where he was, he was wet up to his middle and shouting

that the ship was full of water. In dismay the men flew

to the pumps, while John Drake hurried after his brother

to tell him the extraordinary thing that had befallen his

ship, and to beg he might be excused fishing till he had

got her dry and found the leak. Till three in the afternoon

they slaved at the pumps, Drake himself and his pinnace's

crew taking spells from time to time, till John Drake in

despair threw himself on his brother's advice. Francis at

once counselled him to give up attempting to save his

bewitched vessel, and offered him the command of the

' Pasha,' saying that he himself would continue in his

pinnace, till he had captured some handsome frigate to

replace the doomed ' Swan.' To this John consented.
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and after everything of value had been taken "out of her

into the pinnaces, she was set on fire ; and so, as the

Narrative remarks, ' our Captain had his desire and men
enough for his pinnaces.'

The object before him was now twofold ; first, to

i persuade the Spaniards he had left the coast, and secondly

to get in touch with the Maroons. To this end, having

abandoned or burnt his prizes^ he once more disappeared

into the Gulf of Darien to some spot well out of the .

ordinary trade routes, where he could hide his ship and

refit : and here in a clearing embosomed in the tropical

forest he set up hisforges, andunder Diego's directions built

a leafy village after the manner of the Maroons. To the

hardworked seamen it must have been a paradise. The

woods swarmed with game, the sea teemed with fish :

archery butts, a bowling green, and other games were

instituted, and day and day about, while one half of the

company were on duty the other refreshed themselves

with pastimes and sport. A fortnight was so spent, and

then Drake, mindful of his second purpose, set out with

two of the pinnaces for the Magdalena Eiver with the

,
double object, as it would seem, of getting certain

necessary stores and of putting the Spaniards on a

wrong scent by a demonstration to the eastward

of Cartagena. Upon the Magdalena lay the Province

of Nueva Eeyna, which at this time was not only

supplying the victualling yards at Cartagena, but was

doing a considerable trade in sugar, precious metals

and pearls ; and in ten days he was able to return with his

pinnaces and two prize frigates laden with beef which he

had bought of the Indians, and breadstuffs and all kinds

of stores and delicate preserves, which he plundered from

the Spanish store-houses and coasters.

Meanwhile John Drake, who had been left in com-
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mand at the hiding place with orders to endeavour

through Diego to communicate with the Maroons, had

succeeded in his object ; and head-quarters were removed

some five leagues apparently to the westward. For, at

the mouth of a river they named the Diego after their

faithful negro and behind a network of wooded islands

and intricate channels, he had discovered a better and still

more inaccessible port to conceal the ' Pasha,' where also

they could be in closer touch with the Maroons. A new
fort was built and armed with the ship's guns ; and at

this and various secret points along the coast were

established a number of magazines so that in case some

were discovered, others would always remain. Of supphes

to fill them there was no lack. So rich was the plenty

ashore and so numerous the victual frigates that were

always passing between Cartagena and Nombre de Dios,

that had they been four thousand men, they said, yet

with their pinnaces they easily could have supplied them-

selves. The reason of this elaborate provision was that

from the Maroons they had learnt that nothing could be

done ashore for five months till the rains were over ; for

till the dry season came and the rivers fell no treasure

was moved from Panama.

Drake's great anxiety was to keep his men employed

during the prolonged period of inaction, and it must have

been more with this idea than anything else that he with

Oxenham and two of the pinnaces made another cruise

on the Spanish Main, again leaving his brother in com-

mand ' as Governor of Fort Diego.' His avowed object

was to gain intelligence of the state of the country and the

movements of the fleets. On this plea, he called at Tolou

and robbed its orchards and fruit gardens and visited

Cartagena, where he picked up several small prizes. Here

however being overtaken by bad weather he was com-

VOL. I. N
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pelled to take refuge in the harbour, and there and in

the adjacent roads he defiantly remained for a fortnight

in spite of every effort by force or stratagem which

the Spaniards could make to capture or drive him off.

Duringthe whole time his men suffered severely from cold

and wet, and provisions were running short ; but the more

miserable their condition the higher ran Drake's spirits

and the more reckless his daring. On one occasion he

actually leaped ashore alone in the face of a body of

troops in ambush as though defying them to come and

take him, and for no reason, it would seem, but to put

new heart into his men.

The boldness of the rovers was only equalled by the

helplessness of the colonial authorities. A day or two

later Drake made an attempt to get to sea, but the

weather forced him back into the harbour. Thereupon the

Spaniards, in order to drive them out again into the storm,

sent against them ' a great shallop, a fine gundaloe (or

ship's boat) and a great canoe,' manned with musketeers

and Indians with poisoned arrows, so at least the English-

men believed. Instead of retreating, Drake advanced to

attack them ; but after an interchange of shot the

Spaniards fell back to land and abandoned their boats.

Pressing on to seize them, he soon saw it to be a stratagem

;

the musketeers had but retired to their ambush in the

woods, which at that point came down close to the shore,

and to leeward a frigate, accompanied by two pinnaces,

manned like the other boats, was being warped up towards

him in the teeth of the gale. ' They attempted us very

boldly,' the Narrative relates, ' being assisted by those

others, which from out the wood had gotten aboard the

gundaloe and canoe, and seeing us bearing from there

(which we did in respect of the ambuscado) they

encouraged themselves and assured their fellows of the
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day.' But once out of gunshot of the shore Drake

ordered his second pinnace into line immediately ahead

of him and so anchored : and surrounding both pinnaces

' with bonnets as for a close fight,' that is with sails instead

of boarding nettings, waved the enemy to come on'.' The

Spaniards, however, finding the English disposition too

formidable to attack, lay on their oars a caliver shot

away and opened an ineffective fire, which after some two

or three hours wounded only one man. The Spanish

pinnaces, the Narrative affirms, were shot through in

several places and the magazine of one of them was blown

up. Seizing the chance Drake weighed, intending in the

confusion ' to bear room to overrun them,' that is, to get

well aweather and then ram them with the wind fair

astern. For this bold manoeuvre the Spaniards did not

wait ; so violent was the wind that the frigate had not

yet been able to get into action, and not caring to face

the threatened attack without support they rowed away

and once more sought refuge in their masked defences

ashore, leaving the intruders to ride out the gale unmo-

lested.

The following day the weather moderated, but as it

was' still westerly so that he could not return to his depot,

Drake resolved to go in search of provisions to the

Magdalena. But here too the alarm had spread. Besides

himself several French rovers were at work on the coast,

as we know from his having reUeved two of them from

his secret magazines. Every storehouse on the river he

found empty and all the live stock driven off to the hills.

In despair they proceeded to Santa Marta, and being

caught in another gale attempted to repeat their exploit

at Cartagena. As before they boldly entered the harbour,

' ' A bonnet ' was, and is, an additional piece of canvas that laced on the

foot of a sail to increase its size.

N 2
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but here a heavy fire of musketry from the rocks to which

they could make no effective reply forced them out to sea

again. The violent westerly wind still held and Drake

now saw there was nothing for it but a bold push still

further to the eastward for Eio de la Hacha or Cura9oa.

Oxenham's men, however, protested they had not pro-

visions enough for the voyage. It was something like a

mutiny, but Drake did not waver. Calling to them that

they had as much as he, and that he did not doubt they

would take such part as he did and willingly depend upon

G-od's Almighty providence, which never failed them that

trusted in Him, he hoisted sail, and the refractory pinnace

dejectedly followed on his wake. In little more than an

hour their captain's piety seemed to be rewarded by the

sight of a sail. Like sharks they dogged it through the

heavy sea. ' We spent not two hours in attendance,' says

the Narrative, ' till it pleased God to send us a reasonable

calm, so that we might use our pieces and approach her at

pleasure in such sort that in short time we had taken

her ; finding her laden with victuals well powdered and

dry ; which at that present we received as sent of God's

great mercy.'

Such expressions occur again and again in the various

accounts of his exploits and in his own letters. Neither

he nor his followers seem ever to have doubted that Heaven
had some special interest in their depredations. And now
was coming a time that would have been enough to shake

any faith less stout than his own. Having obtained

through his prisoners by promising them their liberty all

he wanted ashore and the weather having become fair, he

set sail with his prize for Fort Diego. The first news

that greeted him was that his brother John, to whom he

seems to have been deeply attached and of whose abilities

he had a high opinion, was dead, killed in a rash attempt,
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contrary to Drake's orders, to capture a Spanish frigate.

She was full of musketeers and pikemen ; the English,

being upon fatigue duty, had no weapons but a broken

rapier and two old rusty firearms
; yet so reckless and

confident had Drake's men become that they succeeded

in taunting their officer against his orders and better

judgment to attack. At the first onset the promising

young captain had fallen fighting with reckless bravery

beside the man who had been foremost in goading him

into the mad enterprise. On the top of this calamity it

was found that the Spaniards had discovered and rifled

some of their magazines. Drake therefore saw the necessity

of lulling his enemies into security by keeping absolutely

quiet till the Maroons brought news of the arrival of

the fleet from Cartagena, which would be the signal for

the mule trains to leave Panama.

For a month all went well. The undiscovered

magazines and the skill of their allies kept them well

supplied, but as the year 1573 opened the climate and

inaction began to tell. Ten men were suddenly seized by

an unknown sickness, and most of them died within two

or three days. At one time thirty were down together
;

Joseph Drake was one of them, and he died in his

brother's arms. Drake himself must have been as near

to despair as his nature could come. His surgeon was

worse than useless, and his own medical skill, for which

he was famous, at fault. But with the intangible enemy

he grappled in the same unflinching spirit that danger

and difficulty always aroused in him ; and with a fortitude

we can hardly realise determined to get to the bottom of

the terrible visitation. Though dissection of a human
body was still regarded by the vulgar with horror as a

kind of sacrilege, he ordered the surgeon to perform a

post-mortem examination, and that no one might protest
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he chose the body of his own brother for a subject ; and

this, says the Narrative, with dry pathos, ' was the first

and last experiment that our Captain made of anatomy

in this voyage.'

'

Whether it was from the knowledge thus acquired, or

rather thanks to the death of the surgeon, who poisoned

himself with a purge after the operation, things seem

thenceforward to have mended; and to complete what

medicine could not achieve the Maroon scouts brought

word that part of the Plate fleet was at Nombre de Dios. A
pinnace sent out to verify the news quickly returned with

a frigate that was on its way with provision for the fleet,

and the prisoners, among whom was a woman and an

official from Tolou, confirmed the welcome intelligence.

All was now movement in preparation for their land

venture. This had for its object nothing less bold than

the seizure of one of the treasure trains as it left Panama

and for the daring project eighteen men were all of the

original seventy-three that were available. Twenty-eight

were dead, many more were sick, and a few sound men

had to be left behind as a rear-guard under Hixom, to

tend the sick and guard the prisoners as well as to protect

them from the fury of the Maroons. Of the shore party

Drake himself took command with Oxenham for his

lieutenant, and on Shrove Tuesday, February 3, they

began their march accompanied by a Maroon chief called

Pedro, with thirty of his tribe, who insisted on bearing

the whole of the stores, so that the Bnglishmek had

nothing but their arms to carry. Thus they set forward

up the forest clad spurs of the Cordilleras in ever increas-

ing admiration at the wonders and the luxuriance of the

' The malady they described as a 'calenture,' and attributed to the

sudden change from heat to cold or to drinking brackish water. , The
autopsy showed the 'liver swollen, the heart as it were sodden, and the guts

all fair.' It was probably yellow fever.
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tropical vegetation and at the marvellous woodcraft of

their negro aUies, who led them with unerring instinct

through the forest where not a glimpse of sun or sky-

could penetrate to help them. On the third day they

came to the stronghold, which the year before the

Spaniards had attempted so disastrously to destroy. Such

by this time was the Englishmen's delight with their

allies, with their cleanliness and good order, with their

skill, endurance, and devotion, that Drake was moved to

save their souls and persuade them to lay aside their

crosses and learn the Lord's Prayer ; and as the Narrative

innocently says, ' to be instructed in some measure con-

cerning God's true worship.' In return for these blessings

they begged him to remain a few days till they could double

his force, but he protested he had enough and would not

have a man more.

On the morrow, then, they continued their march, and

in four days reached the highest ridge of the Cordilleras

at a point where Pedro had promised them they should see

both oceans at once. And here occurred the memorable

scene where Drake first set eyes upon the fabled South

Sea. In a glade the Maroons had cleared for one of their

hamlets rose ' a goodly and great tree in which they had

cut and made divers steps to ascend up near to the top,

where they had also made a convenient bower, wherein

ten or twelve men might easily sit,' and south and north

of it they had felled trees to open out the view. Here

Pedro ' took our Captain by the hand and prayed him to

follow him, if he was desirous to see at once the two seas,

which he had so longed for. . . . After our Captain had

ascended to this bower with the Chief Cimaroon, and

having, as it pleased God, at that time by reason of a

breeze a very fair day, had seen that sea of which he had

heard such golden reports, he besought Almighty God of
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his goodness to give him K£e and leave to sail once in an

English ship in that sea. And then calling up all the

rest of our men he acquainted John Oxnam especially

with this his petition and purpose, if it would please

God to grant him that happiness ; who understanding it

presently protested that Unless our Captain did beat him

from his company he would follow him by God's grace.

Thus all, thoroughly satisfied with the sight of the seas,

descended and after our repast continued our ordinary

march through the woods.' ' From that time forward,'

says Camden, ' his mind was pricked on continually night

and day to perform his vow.'

Two days' march brought them clear of the cool

protection of the forest and the real danger of the attempt

began. Between them and Panama lay an open stretch

of pampas, where they must be exposed, not only to the

pitiless sun, but also to the risk of being discovered by

wandering hunters from the city. For two days more

they stole across the rolling plain, getting continual peeps

of the golden city, as they topped the rising ground ; and

on the third day they came in full view of the harbour

crowded with the treasure ships of Peru. Here so greatly

was the peril of detection increased that they left the

trail and, creeping like cats through the tall grass, managed

by way of a dry river bed to reach unperceived the

shelter of a small wood, which lay beside the Isthmus

road about a league from Panama. A Maroon who had

served a master in the city was sent in disguise to get

accurate information of the movements of the treasure,

while in the outskirts of the wood the captain lay study-

ing the plan of the city, as before he must have studied

that of Nombre de Dios.

It was the custom, as soon as the fleet arrived, for the

treasure to leave Panama in the evening, that the pampas
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might be crossed in the cool of the night ; and it was

partly for this reason that Drake probably chose this

distant point of attack and partly because here he would

be least expected. Of the royal recuas or mule trains

employed in the transport service there were twenty-eight

of from fifty to seventy mules in each, besides others that

could be hired privately, and each was escorted by an

advance and rear guard of soldiers to protect it from

the Maroons, by whom they frequently had been plundered.

In due course the spy returned with his report of their

movements for that night. Two royal recuas were

about to start, laden mostly with victuals, but partly with

silver, and in front of them was to proceed on his way to

Spain no less a person than the Treasurer of Lima himself

accompanied by his daughter and a private train of

fourteen mules, eight of which were laden with gold and

one with jewels.

No better news could have been prayed for, and a

move was at once made inland towards Venta Cruz, the

depot which had been established at the point where the

Chagres Eiver became navigable. On the way two negroes

who were in advance brought in a Spanish sentry. They

had smelt him out by his musket-match and caught him

asleep. This man, grateful for being released by Drake

from the violence of his captors, confirmed fully the spy's

report, and the march was continued to a point some six

miles from Venta Cruz. Here every man was ordered to

put his shirt on outside his other clothes, according to the

usual military practice for a camisada or night attack, in

order that friend could be known from foe ; and then,

divided into two parties, they concealed themselves in

the grass on each side of the highway, so disposed

that the rear and the advance guard of the recuas could

be attacked simultaneously.
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So they lay listening in the silence of the night for

about an hour, when the sound of mule bells told them

that recuas were approaching both from Venta Cruz and

Panama. The orders were that eYerything from Venta

Cruz was to be allowed to pass unmolested, but as ill luck

would have it a gentleman came riding thence along the

road, and a drunken sailor, impatient to show his valour,

sprang to his feet. In a moment his negro comrades had

knocked him down and sat on him, but not before the

gentleman had caught sight of his white shirt and was

heard galloping off on the hard road towards Panama.

To the rest the reason of his hurry was unknown, and

they lay on hstening to the mule bells coming nearer and

nearer. At last with beating hearts they could tell two

large recuas were abreast of them. Drake's shrill whistle

broke the stillness. In a moment they were on their feet

:

there was a rush through grass in front and rear : and

almost without a blow the recuas were in their hands.

In high exultation at their success the hands fell to

rifling the packs, but had hardly begun before they knew

something was Vfrong. Of the Treasurer of Lima and his

daughter and his gold not a sign was to be seen, and

among all the hundred mules not more than two loads of

silver were found. It was one of the chief muleteers who
explained. The gentleman whom they had heard gallop

down the road had reported something suspicious, and

had persuaded the Treasurer, whom he met leading the

way, to allow the royal victual-trains to pass him and

spring the trap if there was one. The disappointment of

Drake's men was profound, nor could they explain it

except on the ground that the Treasurer had come by his

gold honestly and that it was the will of God he should

keep it. Still their loss of the plunder was not the whole

disaster. It had rendered their situation in the last degree
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critical. Already the alarm might have been given in

Panama, and troops vyould be hurrying out against them.

They had already marched four leagues, and to regain the

shelter of the woods by the vpay they came was four

leagues back. By going forwards they could reach the

forest in two leagues, but the only road lay through Venta

Cruz and was known to be held every night for fear of

Maroons by a regular guard of soldiers. This was the

way Drake preferred, and when Pedro declared he would

rather die at his feet than leave him to the Spaniards, it

was the way he chose.

To within a mile of the town they rode the captured

mules and there dismissed them and the muleteers. By
this time they had re-entered the forest ; the way was but

twelve feet broad ; and here it was on each hand the

picket was accustomed to conceal itself ; nor was it long

before the advanced Maroons reported they could smell

burning matches. Still advancing they were soon chal-

lenged by the captain of the picket calling upon them to

siu-render. Crying boldly that for the honour of the

Queen of England, his Mistress, he must have passage

that way, Drake fired his pistol into the Spaniard's face.

His truculent answer was followed by a hail of buck-shot,

which killed one man and slightly wounded Drake and

several others. As the Spanish fire slackened Drake blew

his whistle, and the Bnghsh with one discharge of muskets

and arrows began an orderly advance. But no sooner

did the Maroons hear the forward movement than, as the

Narrative tells, ' they all rushed forward one after another,

traversing the way with their arrows ready in their bows

and with their manner of country dance or leap, singing

" Y6 peh6, j6 peho !
" and so got before us where they

continued their leap and song, after the manner of their

own country wars.' Before the dreaded war-dance the
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Spaniards retired, and as they fell back the pace of the

advance increased, growing quicker and quicker till at last

the English front was mixed with the Spanish rear and the

place was carried with a rush. At every approach guards

were set and for an hour and a half Drake held the town,

giving strict orders to his savage allies that no woman or

unarmed man was to be touched, while his men refreshed

themselves and searched for plunder. Little was found

except what pleased the Maroons either in the storehouses,

the monastery, or the fifty dwellings of which the town

consisted. Besides being a trade dep6t it was also a

sanatorium where the ladies of Nombre de Dios came to

be confined, and such of these who were there at the time

were greatly alarmed at the presence of the Maroons, and

though informed of the humane orders Drake had given

would not be comforted, it is said, until at their earnest

entreaty he himself came in person to assure them of

their safety. A party of horse was then reported to have

appeared before the Panama gate, and though it had

retired before the fire of the picket which Drake had

placed there, he thought it expedient to waste no more

time, and when the pursuit arrived from Panama not a

sign of him was found.'

By forced marches he was hurrying to the coast, not from

fear of pursuit, since he knew no Spaniard would be mad

enough to follow his trail through the forest, but rather

in anxiety to rejoin his weak rear-guard. Day after day

he urged his harassed men onward, till, depressed as they

were with failure, they were ready to drop with hunger

and fatigue. Hardly a man had a whole boot to protect

his bruised and lacerated feet. The captain himself, it is

' The account of this exploit in the Memoria de los Cossarios is as follows

:

' Tambien robo el anno de setenta y uno (sic) en la Venta de las Cruzes, que

es entre el Nombre de Dios y Panama, mucha hazienda de Lope Buiz de

Lezo, y Balthasar Diaz.'
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said, complained as loudly as the rest, ' sometimes without

cause but sometimes with cause indeed, which made the

rest bear the burden the more easily,' and in this way he got

them all in an incredibly short time back to the coast.

The rear-guard they found unmolested. The sick

men were nearly whole, and the enthusiasm of their

welcome and the reiterated determination of their captain

not to leave the coast till the voyage was ' made ' quickly

restored their spirits, and all were eager for a fresh

attempt.

The only question was what should be done to employ

the time until the recuas should start again. The

Maroons were urgent for a raid under their guidance

upon the hacienda of an enormously rich mine-owner in

Veragua ; others were for seeking a supply of victuals for

the homeward voyage ; and others for a cruise against

the treasure-frigates that would be mustering towards

Nombre de Dios. Rejecting the first scheme as too

arduous, Drake adopted both the others. Cruising him-

self to the westward in the ' Minion ' pinnace, he captured

a small frigate in which were some gold and a Genoese

pilot. This man, who had just come from Veragua,

persuaded Drake to attempt the cutting out of a frigate

which lay there with above a million of gold aboard. So

feverishly alert, however, were the Spaniards, that at his

first approach to the Bay the alarm flew along the coast

by means of signal guns, and ' finding it was not God's

will they should enter at that time ' they abandoned the

enterprise. Eeturning to head-quarters they found the

other pinnace which had been cruising to the eastward

had captured a fine new victual-frigate laden with every-

thing they most required and herself so strong, taut, and

well designed that Drake resolved to keep and equip her

for a 'man-of-war,' since he had ascertained that at
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Nombre de Dios two small galleys had been armed against

him.

With the new vessel and a pinnace Drake started on

another cruise to the westward, where he fell in with a

large Huguenot privateer in distress for water and

victuals, whose commander, Captain Tfetu, vowed he had

been seeking him for five weeks past and asked to be

taken into partnership for the next venture.' The

French force was more than double that of Drake : he

had but thirty-one men left and Tetu had seventy : it

was therefore thought well, after some dehberation

and not without misgiving, to put a good face on the

matter and consent, but only on condition that in spite

of the French preponderance both in men and tonnage

the proceeds should be shared equally between them.

Compassion for the Huguenots had not a little to do with

Drake's complaisance, for from Captain Tetu he learnt

the first news of the massacre of St. Bartholomew, an

event which, coming as it did soon after the discovery

of the Bidolphi plot, emphasised still more deeply the

religious character of the crisis through which England

was passing, increasing the passion and bitterness of the

growing antipathy to Spain and the Guises, and drawing

still closer the bonds which united the English Eeforma-

tion party with the Protestants abroad.

After a delay of five or six days to enable the French-

men to refresh themselves and revictual from the secret

magazines, a new landing party was organised. It was

' Captain T^tu, or probably more correctly Le Testu, seems to have been
a Huguenot of distinction. He owned a ' scimitar ' which had been presented

to him by the Admiral Coligny, who had had it from the famous mercenary
general Strozzi. T6tu afterwards gave it to Drake, who gave it as a parting

gift to the Maroon Chief Pedro. It is possible he was identical with the

Guillaume Le Testu, a famous western pilot of the town of Prancoiyse de
Grace, who in 1-555 dedicated a MS. atlas to Coligny (see Marguy, Navigations
franqaises, p. 138).
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composed of twenty of Tetu's men, fifteen of Drake's,

and his band of Maroons ; and with this force the two

captains embarked in the new frigate and two pinnaces,

leaving both ships in their places of concealment. The

point from which the new raid was to start had been

fixed at the Eio Francisco, the small river that falls into

the sea some four leagues to the west of Nombre de Dios.

The frigate, drawing too much water to enter the river,

was left under a mixed guard of French and English at

a place known to them as the Cabe§as or Headlands.

The remainder ascended the river in the pinnaces and

there landed, leaving a boatguard with orders to retire

into hiding and meet them in the river again in four

days without fail.

. For this time there was no long march before them.

At the very gates of Nombre de Dios, where now he

would be least expected, Drake had resolved to strike his

blow ; and after another stealthy march of about seven

leagues through the trackless forest they were once more

lying in ambush beside the Panama road. Below them

was the town, and so close that all night long, as they lay

silently listening for the mule-bells, they could hear the

carpenters at work upon the treasure ships in the harbour.

Towards morning the first welcome tinkle was heard,

and as the sound grew to a fuller and yet fuller peal the

Maroons came grinning to tell them they were in luck at

last. Nor was their instinct at fault. Soon all could see

winding up the slope towards them three royal recuas,

one of fifty mules and two of seventy, each recua with a

guard of fifteen men—that is, forty-five in all. So small a

force was nothing to fear. As the head of the long train

reached the ambush the leading mules were stopped, and

all the rest, as their habit was, lay down. At the same

moment a volley of shot and arrows threw the guards
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into confusion. Still they managed to rally, but after a

sharp struggle, in which one Maroon was killed and the

French captain severely wounded, the Spaniards broke

and fled to the town to give the alarm. By the time

assistance came the mules had been stripped, and the

exuberant marauders were struggling back to the river

with as much gold as they could stagger under, and in the

land-crab holes and shallow brooks were buried some

fifteen tons of silver.

With the same haste as before and with still greater

fear for the safety of their boats they pushed on all that

day and the next without rest, and when at last, fainting

with exhaustion and drenched with a storm that had

raged all night, they reached the river, nothing was there

to receive them ; and to complete their dismay, out to

sea was the ominous sight of seven Spanish pinnaces

rowing directly from the place where their own had

been lying hid. Despair now took the place of their

former exultation. To everyone it was clear their boats

had been captured, their comrades taken prisoners, by

torture the Spaniards would discover where the ships

were hidden, and all hope of ever reaching home again

was gone. But Drake was still undaunted. Reminding

them, in answer to their murmurs against him, that they

were in no worse case than he, and that even if all

they dreaded were true it would still take time before

their ships could be captured, he pointed to the trees the

swollen river had brought down and vowed if they would

make a raft of them, he himself would sail on it to the

Cabe9as and fetch the frigate to carry them off. Under

this ray of hope they set to work with a will ; the raft

was soon made, a biscuit-bag rigged for a sail, and with

one Englishman and two Frenchmen who insisted on

sharing the perilous voyage, he set sail, crying as he bid
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them farewell :
' if it pleased God he should put his foot

in safety aboard his frigate, he would, God willing, by

one means or other get them all aboard in despite of all

the Spaniards in the Indies.'

So frail was the craft that as they clung to it every

surge wet them up to the armpits ; the sun and salt

blistered their skin ; they were parched with thirst. For

three leagues they sailed in this miserable plight, when
' God gave them sight of two pinnaces ' trying to beat

towards them in the teeth of the wind before which the raft

was driving, and Drake knew them for his own. Still they

were not safe. The pinnaces had not seen them, and

unable to make head against the wind ran out of sight

under the lee of a point ahead of them. Without hesita-

tion, Drake ran his raft ashore, and landed on the weather

side of the headland. Determined at once to punish his

men for disobeying orders and to relieve his own elation

by a practical joke, he called to his men to follow him

round the point as though running for their lives. The

astonished boat-guard were quite taken in, but to their

anxious inquiries for the rest of the company Drake would

give no reply. It was not till they had explained how the

gale had made it impossible for them to reach the river at

the time appointed that he had mercy, and then ' to relieve

their misery he took from his bosom a quoit of gold,

thanking God that their voyage was made.'

That same night in the teeth of the wind they suc-

ceeded in reaching the river with the pinnaces, and by

dawn all but the wounded French captain, who early in

the forest march had heroically insisted on being left

behind for fear of hindering the escape, and two of his men

who refused to leave him, were embarked with the booty ;

and so, picking up the frigate on the way, they reached

the ships in safety.

VOL. I.
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Here the plunder was shared with the French and

a fortnight spent in reorganising the squadron for the

homeward voyage. The ' Pasha ' was dismantled of all

they required for the frigate and pinnaces, and then

presented to the Spanish prisoners as some compensation

for their long detention. Before, however, a final start

was made one thing remained to he done, and that was to

attempt the recovery of the huried silver and the French

captain. A new shore party was formed, but Drake

was not suffered by his devoted crew to run the risk of

commanding it. Oxenham took his place, and succeeded

in bringing off one of Tetu's companions, who reported

that both the captain and his comrade had been taken

prisoners. As for the buried treasure they discovered hut

little of it ; for the captured Frenchmen had been com-

pelled to reveal where it was hidden, and Oxenham's

party found ' that the earth every way a mile distant had

been digged and turned up,' and all but thirteen bars of

silver and a few quoits of gold recovered.'

Still they were rich beyond their dreams. Besides

this last great haul of gold their plunder must have been

considerable. Both in Nombre de Dios and Venta Cruz

they had obtained something,, and ' there were,' says the

Narrative, ' at that time belonging to Cartagena, Nombre
de Dios, Eio Grande, Santa Marta, Eio de la Hacha, Venta

Cruz, Veragua, Nicaragua, the Honduras, Jamaica, &c.,

above 200 frigates, some of 120 tons, others but 10 or

12 tons, but the most 30 or 40 tons, which all had inter-

course between Cartagena and Nombre de Dios and the

most of which during our abode in those parts we took,

and some of them twice or thrice each ' : and in most, no

doubt, something worth having was found. This boast

may be an exaggeration, but the Spanish ofUcial complaint,

' This incident is confirmed in the Dragontea.
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after specifying several prizes they made, goes on to say :

' They took many other frigates with a great quantity of

gold and silver and merchandise, that were engaged in the

coasting trade of Tierra Firme and Veragua.' Not one of

these, except when engaged in act of war against them,

had they burnt, and not a single prisoner had been ill-

treated or even detained longer than was absolutely

necessary for their own safety.

Whatever the amount of their plunder their only idea

was to get home. For this purpose a ship large enough

to carry sufficient victuals for the voyage had to be cap-

tured, and with this object in view no less than to shake

off his unwieldy French consort that still clung to his

company, Drake resolved to brave the Seville ships and the

Galleons of the Guard that were still lying in Cartagena

and once more to beat up the Magdalena Eiver. And this

he did, says the Narrative, ' passing hard by Cartagena, in

the sight of all the fleet, with a flag of St. George in the

main-top of our frigate, with silk streamers and ancients

down to the water, sailing forward with a large wind.'

What they sought was not to be found. Off the

mouth of the river, however, they fell in with another

frigate, which was captured after a sharp engagement. It

was but of 25 tons—a little larger, that is, than the one they

already had—but it was laden with fresh victuals, and with

it Drake resolved to be content. Eeturning to his station

at the Cabe9as to careen and refit his frigates, he broke up

the pinnaces, that he might give the ironwork as a fare-

well gift to his trusty Maroons, and with his two little

vessels ballasted with gold and silver and his crew reduced

to thirty souls, laid his course for home.

What excellent vessels the frigates which Menendez

was turning out at Havana and other local yards must

have been is shown by the extraordinary speed of the run

o 2
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across the Atlantic. 'Within twenty-three days,' the

Narrative concludes, ' we passed from the Cape of Florida

to the Isles of Scilly, and so arrived at Plymouth on

Sunday about sermon time August 9, 1673. At what time

the news of our Captain's return brought unto his [friends ?]

did so speedily pass over all the church, and surpass their

minds with desire and delight to see him that very few or

none remained with the preacher, all hastening to see the

evidence of God's love and blessing towards our Gracious

Queen and country, by the fruit of our Captain's labour

and success. Soli Deo Gloria.'
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CHAPTEE VII

DRAKE AND THE WAR PARTY

From the hour Drake emptied Plymouth church till in

the spring of 1575 he re-appears in Ireland he is lost to

view, and what his moYements were during the interval

can only be a matter of conjecture.

During his absence the political atmosphere had

changed entirely. He had left his country on the brink

of war with Spain ; he returned to find both sides eager

for peace. The effects of the Eidolphi plot were seen

only in a new diplomatic cordiality : the danger seemed

to have completely passed away. A week ago the last

adherent of Mary Stuart had been hanged in Edinburgh
;

her party in England were discredited by the failure of

the Catholic rising : and Alva, turning his back upon them,

was making overtures to Elizabeth for a settlement of all

outstanding differences. Diplomatic relations, which the

discovery of the plot had ruptured, were not yet resumed

officially, but in London was a recognised Spanish agent

through whom the English Government was paving the

way for a peaceful understanding.

At such a moment Drake's return was in the highest

degree inconvenient. Not only had he added a large item

to the Spanish side of the account to be settled, but if his

punishment as a pirate were demanded, it would be almost

impossible to refuse without bringing the promising nego-

tiations to a deadlock. True there is no definition of piracy
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accepted by modern publicists under which he was guilty

—he had not acted as a liostis humani generis, but as an

enemy of Spain and Portugal alone ; he had not pillaged

animo furandi but under colour of right ; yet at that time

international law did not distinguish so nicely between

piracy and irregular reprisal. That under the old law of

nations Drake was entitled to reprisal there is no possible

doubt. He had been wronged, he had applied to his

Government for redress, and redress had not been forth-

coming. But it must be remembered that it was now
a recognised doctrine, that before a subject of one country

could put into force his remedy of special reprisal against

the subjects of another he must obtain a commission

from his own Prince or from some authorised official of

his Government. Whether Drake or his employers had

such a commission is at least doubtful. In any case a

great part of his plunder would have to be disgorged, and

there can be little doubt that he received a hint from his

friends in authority to disappear.

In the recesses of Queenstown Harbour, a notable

haunt of pirates in Tudor times, is a land-locked creek

which still bears the name of ' Drake's Pool ;
' and here

a persistent tradition says he used to lie hid, and pounce

out upon Spanish ships. The details of the legend vary
;

the only feature that is constant is that at one time or

other Drake was there in hiding, and so closely are we
able to follow his steps for the rest of his life, that if he
ever did make use of ' Drake's Pool,' it must certainly

have been at this time. Nor is the tradition without

documentary support. Amongst the Spanish State

Papers is a curious draft memorandum of the answers
that were to be given apparently to the Spanish ' Memoria
de los Cossarios.' ' Where Drake's case is dealt with

• S. P. Spain, xxvi.
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the draft becomes a confusion of erasures, interlineations,

and amendments, as though its authors were at their wits'

end to know how to excuse his conduct or cover the

Government's compHcity. ' For the matter of Drake's spoils,'

it runs, ' for that which was in '72, he that did it was a

private man of mean quality, little thought at his going

to have intended such a matter, as might well appear by
his return, when he Jcept the seas till he had obtained his

pardon.' The whole passage in itahcs is erased and over

it a different excuse is inserted, to the effect that the

matter was res judicata, ' ended by the treaty of Bristow.'

Still the document remains as testimony that he did actually

keep the seas till after his return. There is also evidence

that it was to Ireland he retired. At the famous court-

martial in Patagonia on Doughty, who was serving in

Ireland at this time, it was sworn by several witnesses

that the prisoner had said ' Our Captain was glad to come
into Ireland for fear of my Lord Admiral and the rest of

the Council because of his Indian Voyages.'

'

There is little room, then, to doubt that he did disap-

pear and probably to 'Drake's Pool,' until such time as

his friends could smooth things over in his behalf. The
circumstances under which this was eventually done are

of the greatest interest. For they bring us for the first

time in contact with a characteristic feature of Tudor

government, which in our time has been revived and

carried further than even Elizabeth ventured to push it,

and which was to have a marked influence on our first

great naval war. This was a system, as we should say

now, of administration by chartered companies. With

the decay of the feudal system and the elimination of the

' Vaui, World Enccympassei, p. 171. See also the Chaplain Fletcher's

Deposition, art. 13 (ibid. p. 170) :
' That our general fled into Ireland for

that he durst not abide in England.'
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great vassals from the machinery of government, the

modern system of ' concessions,' or ' patents ' as they

were then called, had grown up to fill the gap. 'V\Tien-

ever the central authority was confronted with an ugly or

difficult piece of work, which it had neither money nor

inclination to undertake, it was contracting the habit of

granting a patent to some powerful subject to get the

thing done and make what he could out of it. Armed

with this concession, which often contained a very large

delegation of the executive power, such as the right to

press men and ships, requisition victuals, and appoint

officers in the area to be treated, the patentee went into

the market and with the help of his city friends formed a

syndicate or ' company of adventurers ' to carry out his

powers. It was the misfortime of Ireland to offer an ideal

field for this sHpshod and irresponsible system of admini-

stration. The central Government at this time falling into

the common error of deducing principles of naval strategy

from too close an analogy with those of the art of war by

land, was disturbed with the now familiar but never

realised idea, that in case of war a discontented

Ireland offered an opening for some fatal operation on the

part of a foreign enemy. The necessity of stiffening the

queen's authority there was sharply felt, and the Earl

of Essex, whose chivalrous nature was weary of court

intrigues, had obtained and floated a concession for the

pacification of Clandeboye in the rebellious province of

Ulster.

Hitherto all we have known of Drake's connection

with the venture is from Stowe's statement that imme-
diately after his return from the Indies ' he furnished at

his own expense three frigates with men and munition and

served voluntary [that is, he was not pressed] in Ireland

under Walter Earl of Essex, where he did excellent ser-
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vice both by land and sea at the winning of divers strong

forts.' Essex sailed for Ireland a few days after Drake's

return to Plymouth, and it may be that with the two

frigates he had and another he at once joined the Earl and

invested some of his plunder in the company of adven-

turers. Among the Irish State Papers, however, there are

some of&cial statements of account which hardly confirm

Stowe's allegation. One of these is ' An account of wages

accruing due under the Earl of Essex between April 30th

and October 16th, 1575.' Together they show that the

whole naval force under Essex was as follows :

The ' Falcon . . . Captain Francis Drake

The ' Eeindeer ' "i ,-i ^ t ci j

The 'Cork' J
' '

Captain James Syday

The ' Limner '
. . . Captain John Potter

The ' Fortunate ' . . Master George Allen

From details disclosed by the account there is reason

to believe that two, if not three of these vessels were

frigates, and none for doubting they belonged to Drake

and were brought by him into the venture.'

That he joined Essex immediately after his return,

' The class of the ' Falcon ' is not stated, but once Drake is described as

the captain of a ' bark.' She can hardly have been Henry VIII.'s old bark,

or pinnace, the ' Falcon 'of 1 00 tons, though that vessel was still on the

Navy List in 1570 and might have been lent to Essex, as the ' Jesus ' and

the 'Minion' were lent to Hawkins's company. There is evidence that

she was otherwise employed at this time (/Spanish Calendar, August 27,

1575). Her complement, too, was eighty men; and the crew for which

Drake drew pay was much smaller. It consisted of a master, pilot, boatswain,

steward, gunner, and eighteen mariners, which would be about the comple-

ment of a 25-tou frigate. The victuals he drew were for himself, his master,

and thirty-three mariners, which still, whatever the explanation of the dis-

crepancy, gives a total not too large for his Spanish prize. The ' Eeindeer '

is described variously as a ' frigate,' a ' brigandine,' and ' Her Majesty's pin-

nace.' The ' Limner ' is not classed. The ' Fortunate ' was a ' flyboat,' and the

' Cork ' a ' hoy,' hired by the ton. It is possible, therefore, that three of

these vessels were ' frigates,' which, as this was their first introduction to

the English service, Essex's officials were uncertain how to class, and that

they were Drake's property, contributed by him as capital in the company.
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however, the accounts almost clearly disprove. He did

not begin to draw pay until May 1, 1675.' This agrees

with the assertion in the memorandum of answers to the

Spanish complaints that he kept the seaS till his pardon

was obtained, or what is more likely until the treaty of

Bristol had been signed. Thus by a piece of sharp

practice that was quite in accordance with the diplomacy

of the time the account with Spain could be settled up to

date without her being able to set-off Drake's recent

delinquencies in reduction of the English claim. It

was certainly about the time of Drake's appearing in

the Irish accounts that the settlement was arrived at,

and what is still more significant is that shortly afterwards,

on July 25, De Guaras, the Spanish agent, reported that

a ship had arrived at Plymouth laden with rich plunder

which had been taken with the assistance of the Cinia-

roons between Panama and Nombre de Dios. For a long

time he had known of Drake's depredations, and was

watching the port of Plymouth keenly, yet this was the first

occasion he was able to report the arrival of any vessel

with the plunder.^ It is therefore difficult not to suspect

that Drake and his booty were at least semi-o£ficially kept

' In the ' Estimate of wages accruing due under the Earl of Essex between

the last of April, 1575, and the IGth October following ' (S. P. Ireland, lii. 49)

Drake and his crew are entered for five months fourteen days beginning

prima Aprilis 1575 and ending ultimo Sept. eodem anno. This, however,

must be a mistal^e for May 1 to September 30, which is 153 days, or five

lunar months and thirteen days. The audit of Fitton's accounts of his

Treasurership of the Army, &c., from April 1573 to September 30, 1578

(S. P. Ireland, folios, vol. viii.), gives the total due to Drake the same as in the

' Estimate.' The items also are identical in the two accounts, showing pretty

clearly that Drake was not serving before May 1, 1575, or after September
30. In the list of captains discharged by Sir William Fitzwilliam, dated

September 19, 1575 {S. P. Ireland, liii. f. 126), all the captains mentioned
in the accounts appear with the exception of Drake, whose services must
have been retained for the time.

^ Spanish Calendar, De Guaras, October 1574 and July 25, 1575,

pp. 485, 500.
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out of sight during the progress of the negotiations with
Spain.

There is another aspect of Drake's disappearance of

still higher interest, which more than excuses any sharp

practice there may have been in connection with it, and
furnishes a possible explanation of how he earned his

pardon as well as a confirmation of the suspicion that

his whereabouts was not unknown to the Government.

It is now long ago forgotten that the year 1574 came
within an ace of seeing what was reserved for 1588.

Shortly after Alva's convention was concluded he was
superseded in the Netherlands by Don Luis de Eequesens,

and the new Governor soon found his action paralysed

by the amphibious exploits of the redoubtable admiral

Boisot and his flotilla of oared vessels. To his urgent

requests for a similar force Philip had listened, and early in

1574 he ordered a large flotilla of frigates, shallops, and

zabras to be concentrated at Santander. It was to

consist of a hundred of these light vessels and twenty

great-ships to escort them. Pero Menendez, now at the

zenith of his reputation as well for his conquest of

Plorida as for his successful handling of the Indian Guard,

had just brought home the West Indian fleets, and was

called on to take the command. No choice could have been

wiser. It was with small handy vessels such as composed

the bulk of the Flanders fleet that he had made his name,

and he had pinned his faith to them as the best instru-

ments for dealing with the corsairs. To carry out his

ideas he had invented and built in the Havana dock-

3'ard two new types of frigates, one called a ballandra,

probably from its resemblance to the old balynger, the

other a gallizahra, as being hybrid between a galleon or

galley and a zahra, the Spanish pinnace. The latter

especially earned themselves at once a great reputation.
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and when in 1669 three of the galleons of the Indian

Guard were wrecked he obtained leave to replace them

with some of his new frigates.^

Owing to constant diversions from corsairs and the

Turks the work of organising the fleet proved very slow,

y and before Menendez was ready to sail Boisot, having

increased his force with the wildest of the ' Beggars of

the Sea,' had carried out the operations which the Spanish

flotilla was intended to prevent. But still the force

grew, till in the summer it reached 176 light craft with

24 great-ships and 12 barks {pataches), the whole carry-

ing a force of 12,000 men. On all hands grave suspicions

of its object were aroused, at Eochelle, in the Netherlands,

and above all in England. There, to act in concert with the

-J Dutch, a fleet 61 sixty or seventy sail, including twenty-

seven of the Eoyal Navy, was prepared for mobilisation.

In the West and down far into the Bay private vessels

were on the watch, and not without cause. The fact was

that Menendez's presence had given the scheme a wider

and more ambitious scope. The report he had to bring

home from the Indies was of the increasing activity of the

English rovers with Drake's exploits at their head, and he

had persuaded Philip that the existing system of trying to

keep the station clear with local squadrons was useless by

itself. With the instinct of a great naval genius, which

goes far to warrant the high position now claimed for him,

he saw that the evil must be dealt with at its base, and

submitted to the king a minute embodying a complete

scheme for carrying out his ideas. The key of the situa-

tion, he pointed out, was the mouth of the English Channel.

Hence issued to their various stations the English,

Norman, and Low-Country pirates, who were the most

formidable and difficult to intercept. In Scilly and the

' See his letter of November 12, 1669, Euidiaz, op. cit.
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ports of Cornwall and the South of Ireland they could

always find a ready refuge from bad weather and Spanish

cruisers, as well as lurking places for sudden attacks on

the Spanish Flanders trade.' His proposal, then, was first

to seize Scilly and establish there a naval base whence

on the one hand Eequesens might easily be relieved in

Flanders and possibly Falmouth occupied : and on the

other communications might be opened with the Irish

malcontents for securing other ports in Ireland and giving

the English trouble in their already restless province. To

complete the scheme a squadron of fifteen or twenty

' galliots ' was to be built of a special type, which he com-

mends as being weatherly and good sea boats. ^ These

were to be kept permanently on the station, so that every

spring they might take up a cruising ground at the mouth

of the Channel, where in conjunction with a contingent

of pinnaces he considers they would be able to stop any

force of corsairs getting into the Atlantic. It is probable

the scheme must have failed, for it reckoned without the

English naval power. Without first crushing the English

, Navy it was certainly impracticable. Still so plausible was

it that Philip approved. In vain Eequesens, like his pre-

decessor in the government of the Netherlands, warned his

master against the danger of provoking the English at sea.

Philip would not listen, and in spite of the subsistence of

Alva's convention he ordered Menendez to carry out his

scheme.^

The Admiral's first step was to send an experienced

' It is noteworthy as showing how wide and sagacious was Menendez's

grasp of the situation that the points he proposed to occupy are just those

which this year (1897) it has been decided to fortify, as necessary for the

refuge of our trade from hostile cruisers.

= He undoubtedly means a saiUng vessel or small galleon, like those

which our shipwrights caUed ' galhots,' such as the ' Greyhound ' (Oppen-

heim, p. 51, n.).

s ' Minutes of Menendez ' in Euidiaz, op. cit.
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officer to the coast of Ireland to reconnoitre and open

communications with the rebels. There the officer says he

encountered a number of English pirates, who had been

ordered thither by the queen. Of this there is no trace

in any English record, but such a device was quite in

accord with Tudor methods. We know that Hawkins

and others had been employed for some time past in

watching for Spanish action in that quarter, and nothing

would be more natural than that at such a national crisis

Drake and the other rovers, who had raised the new

storm and consequently had returned in disgrace, should

be given to understand their offence was only to be purged

by guarding the Irish coast against the danger they had

brought about. That the danger would have been a

serious one if Menendez could have reached Scilly while

the main fleet was lying in wait to fight him in the nar-

rows of the Channel is certain. But it was destined not

to be. Earlyin September, in the midst of Menendez's last

preparations, an appalling epidemic broke out in the fleet.

Still he hoped to get to sea and shake it off, but before it

was possible to sail he himself was seized and died. The

loss of the great sailor completely demoralised the force.

In panic it broke up, and in a week it was in fragments

along the coast.'

So passed away the most promising naval officer Spain

had yet produced, the only man who by his training and

temperament was fit to do for Philip what Drake did for

Elizabeth. It was the king's great misfortune that as the

one passed from the scene the other reappeared in official

employ a purged man, with whom the Government never

again lost touch.

This view of the real significance of Drake's Irish ser-

vice receives no small corroboration from the experience

' Duro, Armada Espanola, ii., cap. xvii.
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of another famous western captain at this time. In the

winter following Drake's return Mr. Eichard Grenyille,

' a great pirate,' in concert with Sir Arthur Champernowne,

Vice-Admiral of Devon, began to fit out a strong expedition

of seven sail. Its real destination was unknown. The

Spanish agent heard it was to attempt the Magellan

Straits : the French ambassador feared a Huguenot scheme,

but was told it was intended for a discovery of the North-

west Passage. There can be little doubt that it was not

entirely unconnected with Drake's recent experiences and

his intentions on Panama. For long the friends of Spain

and Portugal succeeded in delaying the necessary per-

mission to sail for which Grenville was pleading, but at

last in the summer of 1574 leave was obtained to prosecute

' the discovery he had in hand,' but only on condition

that he first performed some service, which he was in-

structed to carry out for the assistance of Essex in Ireland.'

Whether this service was ever performed by Grenville is

unknown. It is possible that Drake's employment the

following summer may have been in discharge of the con-

dition, but it is more likely that it was entered upon

independently, although upon a similar understanding.

To follow in detail Drake's service in Ulster need not be

attempted. It has no bearing on the growth of the Navy,

and little or nothing is known of it except by deduction

from Essex's movements. In supporting the flying

columns that raided the wretched Irish and in actions

with the Scottish filibusters who infested the coast his

time must have been principally occupied, and it is almost

certain that he was in command of the three frigates

which escorted the Eathlin expedition on its heartless

mission. This last exploit of Essex's administration will

> ' Fi^nelon au Eoi,' June 4, 1574 ; Corr. Diplomatic[ues, vi. 127. See

also Spanish Calendar May 17, 1574, p. 481.
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give light enough on Drake's occupation. To the isle of

Eathlin off the coast of Antrim the Irish chiefs and the

Scottish fiiHbusters, with whom they were acting, had

sent their women and children for safety during the

progress of Essex's raids in the summer of 1576. For

Englishmen at this time the remoter parts of Ireland

were what Central Africa is to-day—a region where their

human kindness was in danger of becoming changed and

brutalised by the savageness of their surroundings, and

yet it is almost impossible to conceive how Essex, the

pattern of Elizabethan chivalry, could harbour the in-

human idea of destroying without mercy these defenceless

refugees. Yet so it was. As exhausted with his devasta-

tions he retired to the Pale, John Norreys, who was to

become one of the most famous captains of his time, was

left behind at Carrickfergus with his company, under

orders to concert ynth. the sea-captains the surprise of

the sanctuary. One day in July a flotilla escorted by

three frigates suddenly left the harbour. Two days later,

in spite of every difficulty, a landing was effected at

Eathlin. The only guard the refugees had was a small

garrison of Scots in Bruce's Castle, and this was at once

attacked. The first assault was repulsed, but upon the

seamen getting two guns ashore into position the Scots

captain surrendered. The inmates were given over by

Norreys to the vengeance of his men ; two hundred souls

were massacred as they marched out of the castle, and

then day after day a hunt went on through the cliffs and

caves of the island, till not a soul—man, woman, or child

—

was left alive. With the massacre itself Drake can have

had little to do, for during its progress the frigates were

busy capturing and burning eleven Scottish galleys ; and

even if he had been as much to blame as Norreys we yet

should have to judge him by the standard of his time, and
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to remember it was an exploit which the paragon of

Elizabethan knighthood could describe to his mistress in

an exultant despatch.

It says much for Drake's character that this horrible

apprenticeship to civilised warfare seems to have left

unchanged the natural humanity vdth which the victims

of his piracies always credited him. The chief result of

his service was the formation of a friendship, which

serves to show that his surroundings rather emphasised

than dulled the gentleness of his instincts. It was the

only one as far as we know that he ever permitted

himself, and it was that which ended in one of the most

dramatic tragedies in history. The man to whom he

gave his confidence was by no means, as might have been

expected, one of the hot-headed fire-breathing soldiers or

ruthless adventurers by whom Essex was surrounded, but

a man rather of the new ' Italianate ' type, that the in-

fluence of the Renaissance was breeding about Elizabeth's

court, a type which from our habit of regarding the

Elizabethan age as one of burly English manhood is

much lost sight of, though its influence was felt in every

fibre of the time and not always for good. It was the

type that in its more pronounced shapes was deplored

and satirised by writers of every complexion, and which

gave birth to the Italian proverb, 'Inglese italianato e

diavolo incarnato.' This gentleman was Mr. Thomas

Doughty, and we have a picture of him left by a sea-

chaplain of Drake's, of whom it had been Doughty's interest

to make a partisan. ' He feared God,' says he, ' he loved

His word, and was always desirous to edify others and

confirm himself in the faith of Christ. Eor his qualities

in a man of this time they were rare and bis gift very

excellent for his age, a sweet orator, a pregnant philo-

sopher, a good gift for the Greek tongue and a reasonable

VOL. I. P
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taste of Hebrew; a sufficient secretary to a noble per-

sonage of great place and in Ireland an approved soldier,

and not behind many in the study of the law for his time.'

The portrait ends with a further expatiation on his godli-

ness, insisted on in terms so ardent that we are driven to

suspect his piety mast have been a little forced for the good

chaplain's benefit. Still it was thus he probably appeared

to Drake and thus also at first to the Earl his master, but

the Earl had found him out.

When Essex's troubles in Ireland began he seems to

have conceived an idea that there was some influence

working at court to prevent his success and to have

despatched Doughty on a confidential mission to discover

what it was. Doughty returned with a report that it was

the Earl of Leicester who was his enemy, and Essex,

entirely trusting his servant and quick to believe his

great rival was anxious to see him bury his reputation in

Ireland, used some hasty expressions on the matter

in his correspondence home. The result was an open

rupture between the two noblemen, which Cecil now Lord

Burghley succeeded in making up. Leicester was induced

to write a letter of explanation, and Essex thereupon, in

writing to thank Burghley for his good offices, enclosed

a letter of apology to Leicester. It is from this letter we

get our knowledge of the affair and an unpleasant side-light

on Doughty's character. ' My good lord,' it begins, ' I have

received your lordship's letters and have heard Flood's

speech concerning the former report made to me by

Doughty. Your lordship's letter and Flood's words do

indeed concur and are both so different from the former

information made to me, as I see how perilous it is to

believe any servant's speech. And yet I was rather

induced to give him credit because he had before that

time spoken as much as any other of his devotion to me
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and my cause. . . . And as I mean not to use the man
any raore in that trust or any way in soliciting my causes,

so if I have been over-earnest in my late letters, I pray

you impute it to my plain and open nature.' Later on

Essex explains that Doughty had brought back from

England a tale that Leicester had been charging him with

ambition and ingratitude. This letter is dated :
' At

Dublin, this 7th October 1574.' '

Doughty would thus seem to have fallen into disgrace

before Drake joined. He used to boast, however, that it

was he who had introduced Drake to Essex, but this

Drake denied, affirming that it was upon a letter of

recommendation from Hawkins that Essex employed him,

«,nd as for Doughty, he said :
' I think he never came about

him : for I that was daily with my lord never saw him

there above once and that was long after my entertainment

with my lord.' ^ This is additional evidence that Drake

did not join till the campaign of 1575, for had he been

there in the previous year he would have known that

Doughty had once been in favour and would hardly have

trusted him so implicitly. Yet so he did, confiding in him

the manner in which he meant to carry out his great

' See Devereux's Lives of the Earls of Essex, 1. 76. That this Doughty

was no other than Thomas Doughty is clear from a document in the Dublin

Eecord Office, a transcript from which was kindly sent me by Mr. Barry.

It is the ' account of George Viege, servant to Walter Earl of Essex,

Governor-General of the Province of Ulster in the north parts of Ireland

from 1st Aug. 1573.' The first relevant entry is one by which Viege

charges himself with the receipt of Ul. 15s. ' by the hands of Yo. L. Servant

Thomas Doughtye ' for certain commissariat purposes. Then under date

August 18, 1574, is the following :
' Payed for the ohardges of Mr. Broughton,

Mr. Doughtie and their servants at Mr. Pulteneys by the space of days

uppon their comeinge from Englande &c. VIIIs.' In November 1574 Thomas

Doughtie receives 1001. ' for his Lordship's use, ' and after that there is no

further trace of his being about Essex's person. The only other entries in

which he appears are two relating to gifts of clothing which Essex made to

his followers ' for winter Lyvereys.'

^ See Cooke's narrative, Vaux, pp. 203 and 205.

p 2
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project for an attack by sea upon Panama, while Doughty

in return would seem to have persuaded Drake he had

influence to find favour for the scheme at court. 'And

so the two friends, probably on the termination of Essex's

mission in the autumn of 1575, went home together to

push their fortunes.

It was high time Drake was stirring if he did not wish

to be forestalled. A secret known to thirty sailors could

hardly be kept quiet, and rumours of projected attempts

to reach the South Sea were in the air. Besides the

expedition which Champernowne and Grenville had

contemplated, and with which he may or may not have

been connected, we know that in the autumn of 1574 two

vessels were being fitted out to repeat his operation ;

'

and John Oxenham, unable to wait longer, was already

sailing on his ill-fated voyage which ended on the gallows

at Lima. Eager as Drake was to start, it would seem he

/had no mind to make his attempt except on an adequate

scale, and for this, as we have seen, official sanction was

necessary. To obtain it was a delicate matter, in which

no doubt he trusted to his new friend's experience and

parts for assistance. As far as Drake's ambition was con-

cerned the court may be said at this time to have been

divided into a war party and a peace party. In the war

party the leading spirits were Leicester and "Walsingham,

the new Secretary of State—Leicester from his soldierly

ambition, Walsingham from his desire to force on a war,

which his sagacity in sympathy with the national spirit

told him to be inevitable, before the queen's bewildering

foreign policy had driven the Dutch, her natural allies, into

the arms of Spain. To the peace party belonged the friends

of Spain—men, that is, who like Crofts, the Controller of

the Household, were in Spanish pay, and others who, like

' Spanish Calendar, October 1574, p. 485.
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Bacon and Burghley and the bulk of the merchant
princes, had finally accepted the same views in the belief

that England's prosperity depended on her trade with
Spain and that in any case war without perfected alliances

was suicidal. Any such provocation to Spain, therefore,

as Drake had in contemplation was as pleasing to the

one party as it was distasteful to the other.

It was not, however, entirely to his friend that Drake had
to trust. Sir William Wynter was still at the Admiralty

'

and Hawkins had high influence in the same quarter,

and from Essex Drake, according to his own account,

brought a glowing letter of introduction to Walsingham.
' My lord of Essex,' he is reported by an enemy tohave said,

' wrote in my commendations unto Secretary Walsingham
more than I was worthy, but belike I had deserved some-

what at his hands, and he thought me in his letters to be

a fit man to serve against the Spaniards for my practise

and experience that I had in that trade.' ^ That Drake

was armed with such a letter is more than likely. In the

autumn of 1575, when he left Essex's service, Walsing-

ham's ideas were gaining ground. The term of Alva's

convention was running out, and as yet there seemed

little prospect of its ratification as a permanent treaty

by Philip, and a special ambassador was in Madrid

' His position at that time is not quite clear. Mr. Oppenheim is of

opinion that he held the offices of Surveyor of the Ships and Master of the

Naval ordnance from the date of his appointment under Mary till his

death in 1389. {Administration of the Navy, p. iii.) But an ordnance

report of 1582 (S.P. Dom. olxxxvi. 23) speaks of the ' Surrender of his

Charge ' anno xi"", i.e. in 15G9, and in this very year De la Motte Ftofilon,

who was carefully studying the English naval mobilisation, gives him the

rank of Vice-Admiral. No patent, however, appointing him Vice-Admjral

of England appears to exist. Mr. Oppenheim says the Naval Ordnance

Department ceased to exist after Wynter's death. Possibly it was absorbed

earlier, in 1569, and that this is the meaning of Wynter's surrender. In 1585

Drake certainly drew his stores from the Master of the Ordnance and not from

the Naval ordnance. (Queen's Remembrancer ExcJieq. Accounts 64, 9.)

'' Cooke's narrative, Vaux, p. 215.
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endeavouring to come to terms with him. Ehzabeth's

chief complaints against him were the harbouring of

adherents of Mary Stuart and her own CathoHc refugees in

the Spanish Netherlands, the claims of the Inquisition to

religious jurisdiction over English ships in Spanish ports,

and his refusal to grant reasonable terms to his Protestant

subjects in the Low Countries. The mission proved a

failure ; and when in November the envoy returned Eliza-

beth began seriously to think of accepting the sovereignty

of the Netherlands, which Philip's rebel provinces were

offering her. In the Spanish ports the outrages on

English ships continued, the Council was daily debating

war with Spain and the acceptance of the Dutch offer,

and in March 1576 Parliament was summoned to pro-

vide for the defence of the realm. Everything now looked

fair for Drake's venture. But by the end of the month

the queen's mind had changed. She had quarrelled with

her Parliament and the Dutch envoys, and was once

more turning to Spain. Dutch ships in English ports

were embargoed ; in retaliation English ships were seized

in Holland, and things went so far as mobilising a

squadron under Sir William Wynter for their release.

By August Elizabeth was actually contemplating hostili-

ties in concert with Philip against his rebellious provinces,

and Walsingham was in despair. Don John of Austria

arrived in the Netherlands, and although it was suspected

he had in his head some wild project in connectioia with

the Scottish Queen, Elizabeth procured his acceptance as

Governor, convinced that Philip really desired her friend-

ship and would never countenance Don John's scheme

unless she provoked him too far. In vain Walsingham
brought on his head one of her fiery outbreaks for urging

that no lasting peace" could be where there was no com-
munity of religion. A new envoy extraordinary was
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despatched to Madrid to settle the question of the

religious exterritoriality of merchantmen and all other

outstanding differences, and to negotiate the resumption

of diplomatic relations.

Drake's prospects were now at their lowest ebb, and •

yet in six months he was hard at work organising his

expedition. Although it had been arranged that Philip

should send a resident ambassador to London, during the

spring of 1577 suspicions of Don John's intentions began

to grow. In spite of the Convention, the Marian refugees

were gathering round him, he was known to be in com-

munication with the Scottish Queen, and in the early

summer letters were intercepted revealing the whole of

his romantic idea of conquering England for the love

of his distressed princess.

It was probably at this time that Elizabeth was

persuaded to let Drake loose in order to show Philip she

had not forgotten how to play her old game. Still

how the affair was managed is naturally uncertain.

Doughty used to boast, if we may believe the deposition

taken at his trial, that it was done through him. Though

still apparently unbroken of his love of scandalous in-

trigue, he had fallen on his feet and had obtained the

position of private secretary to Mr. Christopher Hatton,

at this time Captain of the Guard, and Gentleman of the

Privy Chamber, and the queen's new favourite, and by this

means, as he asserted, Drake's suit was preferred. His

account, as sworn to by one of the witnesses against him,

was as follows : 'When the Earl of Essex was dead that

he the said T. Doughty preferred our captain to his master

Mr. Hatton, and that the said T. Doughty and our

captain conferred about this voyage in Ireland to do it

by themselves, so that T. Doughty should have ventured

a thousand pounds for his part ; and that afterwards our
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captain came to London and sought him the said T.

Doughty at the Temple, and challenged him for his

promise as touching this voyage.' And then the said

T. Doughty considering with himself that the voyage

was more meet for a prince than a subject, continently

went to Mr. Secretary Walsingham and to Mr. Hatton,

and like a true subject broke the matter to them and they

took- it to the Queen's Majesty, who had great good liking

of it and caused our captain to be sent for and com-

manded this voyage to go forward.' ^

In this story there is a false ring which is certainly

absent from the account of the affair which Drake is

reported by a hostile witness to have given. No doubt

Hatton did his best to further the voyage, for already he

was ambitious of being regarded as a patron of adventu-

rous navigators. The famous Dr. Dee had just dedicated

to him his ' General and rare memorial pertaining to the

perfect art of Navigation,' addressing him as ' a singular

favourer of all good arts and sciences,' and making him

sponsor of his ambitious scheme for forming a standing

auxiliary fleet. But that the promotion of the enterprise

was entirely due to Hatton is very unlikely. Drake's

account, according to Cooke, differed materially from

Doughty's. It was after presenting his letter of intro-

duction from Essex, Drake said, that ' secretary Walsing-

ham did come to confer with him and declared unto him,

that Her Majesty had received divers injuries of the

King of Spain, for the which she desired to have some

revenge.' ' And withal,' he continued, ' he showed me a

plot [i.e. a map] willing me to set my hand and to note

' On another occasion he seems to have said this interview took place in

Hawkins's house. (Fletcher's Dep. art. 14, Vaux, p. 170.)

^ Vaux, p. 171. That Doughty did say what this deposition alleged is

corroborated by Sarooold's, art. 2 (ibid. p. 166) ; also dep. 2, 4, 6, and 14, ibid.

pp. 169, 170.
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down where I thought he might be most annoyed ; but I

told him some part of my mind, but refused to set my hand

to anything, affirming that Her Majesty was mortal, and

that if it should please God to take Her Majesty away it

might be that some prince might reign that might be in

league with the King of Spain, and then will my own hand

be a witness against myself.' This is so exactly in accord-

ance with the fears that were the common topic of the hour,

ever since Parliament had been dissolved without being

allowed to touch the question of the succession, that it

seems likely that Drake was giving a true picture of what

passed. The matter, however, did not end here. ' Then,'

he goes on, ' was I very shortly after and in an evening

sent for unto Her Majesty by Secretary Walsingham,

but came not to Her Majesty that night, for that it was

late ; but the next day coming to her presence, these or

the like words she said :
" Drake ! So it is that I would

gladly be revenged on the King of Spain for divers injuries

that I have received." And said further that I was the

only man that might do this exploit and withal craved

my advice therein ; who told Her Majesty of the small

good that was to be done in Spain, but the only way was

to annoy him by the Indies.' ' With that he disclosed

the whole of the daring project that was in his mind, of a

raid into the South Sea and an attack on Panama by

way of the Straits of Magellan. It was one that seems

to have hit the queen's fancy immediately, and she

promised to subscribe a thousand crowns to the venture.

But it was a dangerous game for her to play, and secrecy

was of the last importance. ' Her Majesty did swear by

her Crown,' so Drake said, ' that if any within her realm

did give the King of Spain to understand hereof (as she

' Cooke's narrative, Vanx, p. 215. In the text a few grammatical cor-

rections have been made to render the crabbed passage clear.
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suspected too well) they should lose their heads therefor.'

And further he said on another occasion when labouring

under great provocation and excitement, 'Her Majesty

gave me special commandment that of all men my lord

Treasurer should not know it.'
'

In view of what followed, the last prohibition is of

the highest importance. It is of course possible to discard

the fact as an invention of Cooke's or of Drake's, but

there is no real reason for doing so. It was Burghley's

upright and statesmanlike policy at this time, in hope of

arriving at a lasting peace with Spain, to abide by the

understanding that had been come to and to avoid giving

any further provocation by piracy or otherwise. From
the first he had set his face against the whole piratical

system as a disgrace to the country. He was still as much
as ever of the same honourable opinion, and to the last

he remained a steadfast advocate for restoring Drake's

plunder to Spain.^ In the prohibition itself there is nothing

incredible. At this time Burghley had not the unassail-

able position he afterwards held. We know that about

the time of Drake's return from Ireland the queen carried

her suspicion of him so far as to be induced to doubt the

loyalty of his relations with Mary Stuart ' ; and Mendoza's

first report on the political situation in England at the

time of his arrival lends additional probability to the truth

of Drake's statement. ' During the few days I have been

here,' he wrote to the king a few months after Drake

sailed, ' and in my conversations with the queen I have

found her much opposed to your Majesty's interests, and

most of her ministers are alienated from us, particularly

' Cooke's narrative, Vaux, p. 216.

' Spanish Calendar, p. 569, and ibid. ' Mendoza to the King,' December 23,

1581.

' ' Barghley to the Earl of Shrewsbury,' December 25, 1573, printed ia

Aitkin's Court of Queen Elizabeth, ii. 36.
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those who are most important, as although there are

seventeen councillors the bulk of the business really

depends upon the Queen, Leicester, Walsingham and

Cecil, the latter of whom, although he takes part in the

resolution of them by virtue of his office, absents himself

on many occasions as he is opposed to the Queen's helping

the rebels so effectively and thus weakening her own
position. He does not wish to break with Leicester and

Walsingham. They urge the business under cloak of

preserving their religion, which Cecil cannot well oppose,

nor can he afford to make enemies of them, as they are

well supported. Some of the councillors are well disposed

towards your Majesty, but Leicester, whose spirit is

Walsingham, is so highly favoured by the Queen that he

centres in his hands and those of his friends most of the

business of the country, and his creatures hold most of the

ports on the coast, so that your Majesty's friends have had

to sail with the stream.' ' From this it is abundantly

clear, as far as Mendoza could penetrate the situation,

that Burghley at this time was holding aloof from a policy

of filibustering warfare against Spain, which he regarded

as disastrous and which he was powerless to oppose openly.

Unless Mendoza was deceived in his view, it is evident

Burghley would have done all he dared to prevent the new

provocation to Spain upon which Walsingham was bent.

Nor must it be forgotten that EHzabeth was never above

instructing one of her ministers behind the back of another,

and if she did subscribe to Drake's piratical venture, and

this has never been doubtful, it is perfectly credible that

she tried to keep it secret from the high-minded minister

of whom she always stood in awe, and who she knew was

in despair at the dangerous course she was pursuing.

Another point in this connection, though by no means

' ' Mendoza to the King,' March 31, 1578, Spa7iish Calejidar) p. 572.
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SO clear as the other, must not be overlooked. During

the preparations for the voyage Drake found that his

friend was paying visits to Lord Burghley, and the ex-

planation Doughty gave of their object was that the Lord

Treasurer was trying to persuade him to become his

private secretary, but that he was resolved to sail with

Drake. This was one of Doughty's boasts which was

sworn to at the court martial by Fletcher, the chaplain of

the expedition and Doughty's warmest admirer, in these

terms ' That our General (i.e. Drake) did know and was

witness that my Lord Treasurer of England sent for the

said Thomas Doughty two or three times to be his private

secretary and he refused it to come to him.' He was

partly corroborated by another witness, who, however, did

not remember Doughty's saying that Drake knew it.'

Here again the whole affair may be set aside as an

invention of Doughty's, but on the other hand it must be

noted Drake never contradicted this statement as he did

Doughty's boast about Essex. In the fact of the alleged

visits there is nothing incredible. The important part

which the secret service played in Burghley's administra-

tion is well known. He cannot have been ignorant that

something was in the wind, when Walsingham was bring-

ing Drake to secret interviews with the queen, and when
at the same time he was being patronised by Leicester,

Walsingham's most dangerous ally, by Hawkins, the

arch-enemy of Spain, and by Hatton and Wynter, both of

whom at this very time Burghley was suspecting of being

' comforters of pirates.' ^ Under the circumstances there

is nothing more likely than that he should endeavour to

get to the bottom of the mystery through Doughty. The
man and his character, it must not be forgotten, were well

known to him in connection with the great quarrel

' Vaux, p. 168. ' Hatfield Papers, ii. 156, 162.
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between Essex and Leicester, and since that time there is

reason to believe Doughty had incurred fresh notoriety

in the same sphere. It will be remembered that after

Essex's sudden death on the termination of his Irish

mission an unfounded scandal got abroad that he had

been poisoned by Leicester's order. In November 1575,

by order of the Council and for no alleged reason,

Doughty's younger brother John had been thrown into

prison, and about a year after he was given to understand

that his release might be procured by a petition to the

Council, and itwasfrom Leicester the intimation had come.'

The nature of his offence and the reason of his release are

both hinted by Camden. Confusing the two brothers, he

tells us that there were some ' who pretending to under-

stand things better than others gave out that Drake had

in charge from Leicester to take off Doughty upon any

pretence whatever, because he had reported abroad that

the Earl of Essex was made away by the cunning practises

of Leicester.' That Thomas had not held his tongue

about it either, would appear from a passage in Cooke's

narrative. On one occasion, as he relates, Drake in an

outburst of anger ' gave divers furious words unto Thomas

Doughty as charging him to be the man that poisoned my
Lord of Essex, as he thought.' The point, however, is of

no great importance except as showing the atmosphere of

intrigue in which the Doughtys were moving the year

previous to Drake's sailing, and that they were known to

' ' The petition of John Doughtye to the Earl of Leicester. Most humbly

beseeeheth your Honour, Your lordship's poor suppliant John Doughtye,

that whereas it is your lordship's pleasure that your suppliant should write

his petition to the Lords of the Council for his liberty, his petition is that it

would please your honour to stand his good lord with your good word toward

the procuring of his liberty, who hath been in captivity these eleven months,

six months whereof your suppliant hath lien in the common jail, a very

noisome place and apt for infection, replenished with misery, &o.' {S.P.

Dam. oix. 24. Dated in a more modern hand, * October 1576.')
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Burghley as corruptible men who would not be unwilling'

to do an ill turn to a project that was supported by

Leicester. It shows, too, that the alleged invitation to

become the Lord Treasurer's private secretary must have

been a mere pretext ; Burghley, knowing what he did,

could not have offered the post to such a man as Thomas

Doughty, and if he had, Doughty, being what he was,

would certainly not have refused so brilliant a position.

The result of the evidence then is, that while Drake

was organising the expedition, which he had been specially

charged by the queen to keep secret from Lord Burghley,

Doughty, who was his closest friend and entirely in his

confidence, was in communication with Lord Burghley

and that he explained the matter to Drake with a lie.

Long afterwards, in a moment of intense excitement, he

blurted out an entirely different explanation, and this was

nothing less than that his business was to betray to Lord

Burghley the whole secret of the undertaking.'

Meanwhile Drake without suspicion of treachery, or

at least disclosing none, was pushing forward his prepara-

tions. Support he found in plenty ; for it so happened

that public opinion was just then freshly stirred towards

distant enterprise. Since Cabot's ' Company of the New
Trades,' which was to penetrate to Cathay by the North-

East, had failed in its purpose and degenerated into a

company trading to Muscovy, little or nothing had been

done to turn the barriers by which Spain and Portugal

stopped the way into the Pacific. The disastrous end of

Hawkins's attempt to share the benefits of the New World

as a matter of right had only deepened the lethargy, and

he himself, abandoning the struggle, had settled down as a

Government servant. But now a new star had arisen in

the maritime world to take his place. This was Martin

Probisher, the third great name in the Elizabethan roll,

' See^osf, p. 254.
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whom even before his famous venture De Guaras described

as ' the best seaman and the bravest in the country.'

That the Spanish agent should so regard him vs'as natural

;

for he seems to have belonged rather to the peaceful school

of Cabot than to the militant school of . Hawkins and

Wynter. Nowhere does his name occur in connection with

the provocations of which Spain complained ; his dream

was to find in the northern parts of America what Spain

and Portugal had found in the South, and above all to reach

Cathay through the still unclaimed and undiscovered pas-

sage by the North-West. A large school of cosmographers,

of whom Gilbert was the exponent in England, had per-

suadedthemselvesby arguments drawn from every source be-

tween heaven and earth that America was but a huge island,

which lay between the ' horns of the old world,' tapering to

the north as it did to the south. Tierra del Fuego was still

believed to be part of Asia and continuous with New Guinea,

and to the north of the great American island it was sup-

posed there must exist a strait giving access to Cathay simi-

lar to that which Magellan was believed to have discovered

in the South. Of exploring this route and occupying with an

English colony the shores that commanded it Frobisher

had been dreaming for fifteen years. About the time that

Drake came home from Ireland the patronage of the Earl

of Warwick had enabled him to put his great idea into

practice, and he was now returned in the firm belief that

he had discovered the passage. Moreover, by chance he

had brought back a specimen of a certain black rock which

an Italian expert pronounced to contain gold in paying

quantities, and he was soon busy preparing a new expedi-

tion on a larger scale with the ' Aid ' of 200 tons, one of

the best ships in the queen's Navy, for his flag-ship.'

' She was built in 1561, and was therefore by no means a worn-out ship

like the ' Jesus ' and ' Minion." She is classed in the list of 1570 as 250

tons.
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Drake's new venture was therefore in a way the com-

plement of Frobisher's, at least for those who, like the

queen, were privy to his design. His real destination was

kept a profound secret. The men were enlisted for a

voyage to Alexandria, and De Guaras, who of course had

his eye on the preparations, could make nothing of them.

Hatton he regarded as his friend. In reporting a strong

expedition that was being fitted out in 1575, as he

believed for the Indies and promoted by Hawkins and

Hatton, he comforted himself with the reflection 'that

Hatton was such a good gentleman that they would

certainly do no harm with his consent.' In May 1576

he was still of the same opinion.' On September 20,

1577, when the expedition was on the eve of sailing, he

reported that Drake the pirate was to go to Scotland

with some little vessels for the purpose of kidnapping the

Prince of Scotland. ' They have ordered Bingham,' he

wrote, ' and other important people to embark, as if for

the Indies imder the command of this sailor Drake, where-

upon they are greatly surprised.' That Bingham, who

already had won himself a considerable reputation as a

soldier, should be ordered to serve under a sailor at all and

especially under one so obscure as Drake, would naturally

surprise him, and the report may have been merely some

tavern gossip which De Guaras had got from one of his

spies. It may, too, have been a trick of Walsingham's to

deceive him. One thing is certain—and this is a most

important point, which must not be forgotten—De Guaras

never penetrated the secret, nor until long after Drake had

sailed did the Spanish Government get so much as an inkling

of his real design.

Don Bemardinode Mendoza, the new Spanish ambas-

sador, who had been accredited to St. James's to reopen

' Spanish Calendar, May 29, 1575 and May 28, 1576.
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diplomatic relations, still lingered in the Netherlands and

had no chance of finding out anything. Before he arrived

Walsingham and Leicester had succeeded in persuading

Elizabeth she was being betrayed, and De Guaras, caught

in the act of corresponding with Mary, was thrown into

prison. This was on October 19. Once more the country

was tossing in a fever of war. Leicester began to prepare

to lead a force to the assistance of the Prince of Orange,

Norreys went over to command the companies of English

volunteers who were flocking to the Netherlands flag, and

in the height of the war fever on November 15, 1577,
^

Drake slipped away to sea almost unnoticed.

VOL. I.
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CHAPTEE VIII

THE VOYAGE OF CIECTJMNAVIGATION

'

Althoitgh it is abundantly clear, as well from what we

have already seen as from what was to follow, that Drake's

exalted promoters had succeeded up to the time of his

sailing in keeping their aims a profound secret, yet the

Spaniards naturally had their suspicions. But tho ''-

they could not believe, as was given out, that his v

was an innocent voyage to Alexandria in search of c

they could make nothing of what was really in

When Mendoza arrived in March 1578 '
vij^t'-'i

ambassador, he could only make a confused '

' "t^that

Captain Drake, as he had heard, had sailed wif ^^^ five

ships for Nombre de Dios and the land of thf rdfies,

' which voyage he made before with Capta iVkins

very successfully and fought with Pero Menendez.' ^ If

Doughty had been in Spanish pay, as has been suggested,

Mendoza must have been informed more accurately.

Nothing indeed can show more clearly than this despatch

that if as Doughty boasted, he had betrayed the secret to

Burghley, he had certainly not betrayed it to Spain.^

That they did not suspect how daring his project was

is not surprising. For thirty years they had given up the

route by Magellan's Strait as impracticable, and the

whole South Sea trade, as we have seen, was carried on

overland by the way of Nombre de Dios and Panama.

' For authorities see Appendix E. ' See ante, p. 116 n.

' Cf. also Mendoza's later despatches, post, pp. 325 et seq.
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Since Magellan's successful passage in 1520, though the

greatest explorers had sought to repeat his exploit, almost

every attempt had ended in failure and disaster. He was

first followed by two Genoese ships, which reached the

Straits, but did not enter them. In 1525 a knight of

Malta called Garcia de Loyasa, who sailed with seven

ships, got through and reached the Moluccas with only

one and was there killed. Some fifteen or twenty years

later, Vargas, Bishop of Placentia, passed with one of his

ships, leaving another a wreck in the Straits. In 1528

Cortez sent an expedition ; Sebastian Cabot tried and

failed ; Amerigo Vespucci did not even succeed in finding

t^ ?r^Strait at all. Attempts from the West had met with

,^er success. Sailors began to have a horror of the

i-:,,-J-.; J
mutinous conspiracies to force commanders to

rir.-r .
' -; became a common feature of the voyage,

•g. 3 de Alcozova, the last who had made the

atteiaTjf *.d been murdered by his men on the way.

' Th^ ., ''s,' says a contemporary, ' were counted so

terriuj yose days that the very thoughts of attempting

it weij punted dreadful,' and he considers it the

conspicuous merit of Drake's famous achievement that he

was able to get his men there at all.'

The force with which Drake undertook this hazardous

enterprise was by no means small for the times, and was

considerably larger than that with which Frobisher had

already sailed for the North-West. It was composed as

follows :

' The Pelican,' Admiral, 100 tons, 18 guns. Captain-

general—Francis Drake. Master—Thomas Cuttill.

'The Elizabeth,' Vice-Admiral, 80 tons, 16 guns.

Captain—John Winter or Wynter. Master—William

Markham.

' See Monson's Naval Tracts, book iy. ; Burnej's South Sea, vol. i.

Q 2
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' The Marigold,' bark of 30 tons, 16 guns. Captain-

John Thomas. Master—Nicholas Anthony.

' The Swan,' a fly-boat or store-ship, 50 tons, 5 small

guns. In charge of Mr. John Chester. Master—John

Sarocold.

' The Benedict,' pinnace of 15 tons, 1 gun. In charge

of Thomas Moone^'

The strength of the crews was about 150, and in addition

there were a number of gentlemen, including the two

Doughtys.^ That either of them held any regular com-

mand there is no independent evidence, and though

Doughty alleged he was in equal authority with Drake he

probably had no commission and was nothing more than

a gentleman volunteer representing Hatton's interests.

Besides the mariners and gentlemen, skilled artisans and

' Authorised Narrati/ve, Vaux, p. 6. The guns are taken from John

Drake's deposition. San Juan de Anton says the ' Pelican ' had ' seven

cast iron pieces a side under hatches, two at the nose, and six above hatches

whereof two of brass,' some of which were probably breech-loading pieces of

her secondary armament and so not counted by John Drake (see post, vol. ii

197). John Drake says only the three men-of-war hadcaptains, and that the

victual-ship was commanded by John Gista (Chester), the principal person

on board. Pretty's narrative makes it clear that the 'Christopher,' as the

Authorised Narrative states, was not part of the original squadron.

' Sloans MS., ' 150 men and some boys.' John Drake's Deposition,

' 140 people of war and mariners.' The Authorised, Pretty's and Cooke's

Narratives, ' 164 able and sufficient men.' The names of the other gentlemen

appear from various sources to have been : Thomas Drake, the admiral's

youngest brother ; John Drake, his page, whose relationship is disputed ; a

Mr. Eobert Winter or WinterhSy; Mr. Leonard Vicary, a friend of

Doughty's, probably from the Temple, for Drake called him a ' crafty

lawyer ;
' Mr. Charles ; Mr. Caube ; Mr. Gregory, who was in command of

the vessel on which Doughty was last confined ; Mr. Francis Pretty, one of

Drake's ' gentlemen-at-arms ' and author of the narrative printed by Hak-
luyt ; Mr. Elliot ; Mr. George Fortescue, who wrote a narrative of the voyage

which was quoted by Fuller ; and William Hawkins, nephew of John Haw-
kins (c/. Professor Laughton's note in the Western Antiquary, July 1889, vol.

ix. p. 16). Who John Winter was is not certain, but there is reason to believe

he was a relation and nominee of Sir William's. John Thomas was Hatton's
man. Mr. John Chester may have been connected with Sir William Chester,

Thomas Moone, we may suppose, was the trusty carpenter who had scuttled

the ' Swan ' off Cartagena in 1572.
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experts were engaged, including two cartographers. The

equipment, indeed, was on the most elaborate scale.

Beyond the ordinary furniture of regular ships of war, four

pinnaces were carried in pieces, and San Juan de Anton,

one of Drake's Spanish prisoners, says he was shown

great store of wild-fire, chain-shot, harquebusses, pistols,

corslets, bows and other like weapons of all sorts in great

abundance. ' Neither had he omitted,' says the Autho-

rised Narrative, ' to make provision also for ornament and

delight, carrying to this purpose with him expert musicians,

rich furniture (all the vessels for his table, yea many

belonging even to the cook-room, being of pure silver), and

divers shows of all sorts of curious workmanship whereby

the civility and magnificence of his native country might

amongst all nations whithersoever he should come, be the

more admired.' ^

To follow the outward voyage in detail is needless.

The marvels which amazed the Elizabethan sailors are

commonplaces to-day. Until the entrance of the Straits

the living interest of the voyage is Drake's relations with

Doughty. For it is on these that the political significance

of the expedition, as well as his own personal character,

must be judged. The tragedy of St. Julian's Bay has

always been a blot upon his reputation, and on this charge

as far as is possible with the scanty and contradictory

evidence that remains, it is time he were finally condemned

or acquitted.

From the first it would seem that Drake had been

warned that something was wrong. The Authorised

Narrative declares that ' the very model ' of his friend's

mutinous intentions had been ' showed and declared to

him in his garden at Plymouth before his setting sail,' but

that either he would not believe it or thought he could

' Vaicx, p. 7.
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win him over.' This is extremely doubtful; but the

statement must not be rejected, as it has been, on the

ground that if Drake had been warned he would have

dismissed Doughty on the spot. It must be remembered

Doughty was his close friend, and was also in Hatton's

confidence, and therefore a man not to be lightly cashiered.

Where two reasons are given for a doubtful piece of

conduct there is usually a third suppressed which is the

true one. In this case a third irresistibly suggests itself.

Drake may have suspected an intrigue against him, but

it was impossible to tell how far it reached. All that he

can have known was that Doughty was the instrument.

For Doughty, once at sea, he no doubt felt himself a

match ; and he may well have preferred to affect ignorance,

rather than take any steps which might lead his opponents

to adopt stronger or more dangerous measures.

However this may be, signs of trouble were not long

in showing themselves. Off the Lizard a south-west

wind forced the squadron back into Falmouth, and here

it was struck by a gale of extraordinary violence. To

save the ' Pelican ' Drake had to sacrifice her main-mast,

the ' Marygold ' did the same and yet drove ashore, and

the whole fleet was so badly shattered that it had to

return to Plymouth to refit. Here Drake found occasion

to cashier James Syday, probably the same man who, in

command of the 'Eeindeer,' had served with him in

Ireland. He had been engaged, it is alleged, at Doughty's

earnest recommendation, and having been entrusted wdth

the superintendence of the victualling, presumably had

neglected his duty.^

It was not till December 13 that a fresh start could be

' Vaux, p. 62.

' Bright's deposition, Vaux, p. 171. Cooke's narrative, ibid. 87. Vaux
transcribes the name variously as ' Lydye ' and ' Stydye.'
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made, but this time the weather was fair. On Christmas

Day they made Cape Cantin on the west coast of Morocco,

a distance of some 1,500 miles, and two days later they

put into the road behind the island of Mogadore to set up

one of the pinnaces. The intention was to provide them-

selves with necessaries out of the fishing boats and coasters

from the Canaries that frequented those seas, and half-a-

dozen smacks and caravels were soon picked up. With
these they put into the inlet behind Cape Blanco, seizing

a Portuguese ship they found riding there. Here the men
were landed and drilled by Doughty, and before they

reimbarked all the prizes were dismissed vidth the excep-

tion of one Portuguese caravel and a cantera or smack of

forty tons, which was exchanged for the ' Benedict,' and

under the name of the ' Christopher ' permanently attached

to the squadron. Thus reorganised, after a stay of four

days the fleet sailed for the Cape Verde Islands. At Maio,

which was a regular victualling depot, they intended to

complete their provisions for the ocean voyage ; but

though under Wynter and Doughty a force was marched

some distance into the interior it returned empty handed.

Evidence was afterwards given that Doughty used this

opportunity to tamper with the men, but there was no

suggestion that the failure of the expedition was due to

him, or that he did an5rthing more than resent the sub-

ordinate position in which he was placed.'

Seeing no hope of success at Maio Drake crossed over

to Santiago, and coasting along its shores fell in with

two large Portuguese vessels on the point of sailing for

the Brazils. These were chased, and before they could

get back under cover of the shore-batteries one of them

was captured. It was a most welcome prize, laden with

costly dry goods and wine, of which they were in great

' Bright's deposition, Vattx, p. 172, where ' Isle of Man ' is clearly a

mistake for ' Isle of Maio.'
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need ; and yet it proved a source of serious trouble. Up

to this time Doughty had been sailing with Drake in the

' Pelican,' and so far from being unfairly treated he had

caused some jealousy by the favour and friendship which

the Admiral had shown him.' As a fresh mark of good-
(

will he was now given command of the prize, with orders

that bulk was not to be broken until the Island of Brava

was reached, where Drake intended to complete his

revictualling and discharge his prisoners. Arrived at

the rendezvous he received information through one oi

Hatton's men, who was now the Admiral's trumpeter]

and others on board the prize, that Doughty had been

pilfering the cargo.^ Drake at once went on board to

inquire into the matter and was received by Doughty

with an accusation of the same kind against his own

brother, Thomas Drake, who was one of the prize crew.

Unfortunately for Doughty's credit, however, he was

found in possession of some articles belonging to the

prisoners. In vain he protested they were presents

;

where prize goods were concerned such a defence was

inadmissible, and Drake seems to have flown into a

passion and shown for the first time how his suspicions

lay. He told his friend, ' not without some great oaths,'

that he doubted it was not Thomas but Francis Drake he

meant covertly to disparage ; he accused him of seeking

to sap his credit with the fleet, and swore by God's life

he would not suffer it ; and ordering Doughty back into

the ' Pelican 'he gave his brother charge of the prize.* It

• Cooke's narrative, Yaux, p. 192.

^ Fletcher's narrative (Vatcx, p. 61, n).

' See Cooke's narrative (Vaux, p. 191), which account is here mainly fol-

lowed, as the one most unfavourable to Drake, and probably the most

correct, if allowance be made for the adverse construction the author puts on
all Drake's actions. It has not suffered like the Authorised Narrative from
editing, and it gives us at least a vivid and lifelike picture of the events as

they appeared passing before the eyas of a violent partisan of Doughty's.
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•would seem that Drake had in his mind to take immediate

steps to prevent Doughty's doing further harm, but

Mr. Leonard Vicary, the ' crafty lawyer ' and ' Master

Doughty's very friend, gave greatly to persuade him for

and in the behalf of Mr. Doughty and praying him to be

good with him, which in the end he yielded unto and to

the outward show (so Cooke puts it) forgave and seemed

to forget all that had passed.'

So for the time the matter ended and preparations

were pushed on for the ocean voyage. For this a fresh

change was made in the squadron. The Brazil ship so

nicely suited Drake's needs for an extra victualler that he

resolved to retain it. As usual the prisoners were first

dismissed—to the astonishment of some of his new hands,

who all along had wondered at the mildness of Drake's

behaviour. Some of the Portuguese passengers in this case

were men of wealth and position
;
yet not only were they

liberated without ransom, but the newly set-up pinnace

well furnished with wine and food was presented to them

in order that they might get back comfortably to Santiago.

Only one prisoner was retained, and this was the ' pilot

'

or navigating officer of the ship, one Nuno da Silva. He
was thoroughly familiar with the South American voyage,

and no sooner did Drake inform him of his project and

offer to take him into his service than he accepted and

became a most valuable addition to the squadron. The

only other change was that Drake, leaving Doughty on

board the ' Pelican,' transferred himself to the ' Mary,' as

the prize was called, and in this order the course was laid

for Brazil.

It was not long before Drake began to find the

In his heat, too, there is a certain honesty -which betrays him into constant

admissions that tell in Drake's favour, though he himself was unable to

see the construction an impartial mind would put upon them. (Cf. Appen-

dix, p. 425.)
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clemency into which he had been persuaded was a mis-

take. What he intended Doughty's position to be on board

the ' Pelican ' is not quite clear. All Cooke says is that

he was ' thought by the company to have the authority of

Captain from Drake.' Fletcher asserts 'the General

in discretion deposed him from his place (i.e. as com-

mander of the prize crew) and yet sent him in his own
stead to the admiral, as commander of that company for

the time of his absence,' but he admits he was thought to

have ' exceeded his authority, taking upon him too great

a command.' The speech which Doughty is reported to

have made to the crew when he came aboard probably

represents very fairly the attitude he assumed. It was

as follows :

' My masters, the cause why I call you together is for

that I have somewhat to say unto you from the General.

The matter is this, that whereas there hath been great

travails, fallings out, and quarrels among you and that

every one of you have been uncertain whom to obey,

because there were many who took upon them to be

masters, one commanding to such, another one forbidden,

another commanded, therefore hath the General by his

wisdom and discretion, set down order that all things

might be the better done with peace and quietness. And
for that he hath a special care of this place, being his

admiral and chief ship and indeed his treasury for the

whole fleet, as he the said General had appointed sufficient

men to rule and govern the other ships, that order might

be kept, so because our said General could not be in two

places at once and must needs look to the prize which

must do us all good, he hath sent me as his friend

whom he trusteth to take charge in his place, giving

unto me special commandment to signify unto you

that all matters by-past are forgiven and forgotten
j
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upon this condition, that we have no more of your

evil deaHng hereafter. And for the safer accompHshing

hereof I am to tell you, that you are to obey one

master in the absence of your General, who is to direct

you in your business, as touching navigation, which

is Mr. Cuttill, whom you know in this case to be a suffi-

cient man. And for other matters, as the General hath

his authority from her highness the Queen's majesty and

her Council such as hath not been committed almost to

any subject afore this time :—to punish at his discretion

with death or other ways offenders ; so he hath com-

mitted the same authority to me in his absence to

execute upon those which are malefactors. Wherein I

will not disappoint his expectation and credit which he

hath and doth look for at my hands, for the respect of any

person : but whosoever offendeth (by God's body) shall

feel the smart. Be honest men : by God's body

and by the faith of an honest gentleman I love you

and mean to do you good. And I hope that a great

company conceive of me that I will be rather your

friend than your enemy, wherefore I wish as an honest

gentleman that you will so use yourselves that I may not

have cause to lay that upon you which I have power to do,

and therefore desire you will give me cause to think well

of you. I make an end.'

'

The speech is of great interest as pointing to the

existence of that feeling of jealousy between the sea-

officers and the gentlemen volunteers which was then

the great difficulty of naval commanders. At a time when

the idea of a fleet as an integral factor in the Art of War

distinct from and co-ordinate with the army was as yet

' See Harleian MSS. 6221, f. 7. ' The sense of Thomas Doughty his

oration upon the ' Pelican,' when he came from the prize to the ' Pelican ' to

remain, the company being called by the boatswain together.' This paper

was overloojsed by Vaux and is not printed by him.
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not fully developed, the soldier was still the only re-

cognised fighting man ; the sailor but an instrument to

carry him to the scene of action : nor was it till the

splendid achievements of Drake and his contemporaries

raised their profession to an independent status that

soldiers could come to regard themselves as the secondary

element of a naval expedition.' It is possible that

Doughty as the principal soldier on board considered him-

self entitled to command over the head of the master,

but it is incredible, even if Drake had power of life and

death which Doughty afterwards denied, that it would

have been delegated to so dangerous an instrument. If

therefore the speech is correctly reported, we are forced to

see in Doughty's attempt to circumscribe the master's

authority an intention to usurp the control of the

ship, and for his own ends to play upon the old-standing

jealousies; and this probably is what Fletcher refers to

when he says he was thought to be taking upon himself

too great a command.

Much as the great Elizabethan seamen did to settle

which way the conflict of authority must end, it was

long before the question was definitely settled, and had

this been Doughty's only offence much excuse might be

found for him. But his action did not end here. There

is evidence that some one was tampering with the crew of

the ' Pelican .' to induce them to mutiny and carry her off.

Fletcher got wind of it, and being still loyal was for

informing Drake, but Doughty, fearing, as he said, that

suspicion would fall on him, dissuaded the chaplain from

doing his duty. Further, after winning the confidence

of Cuttill the master, he seems, if we may believe the

evidence on this head, to have tempted him to desert and

' Cf. Bingham's disgust at the idea of serving under Drake, ante, p. 224,

and post, vol. ii. p. 301.
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take to piracy, promising to keep him safe in the Temple

out of reach of the Admiralty officers after the manner

which Scott has made famiHar to us in the ' Fortunes of

Nigel.' ' In mid-ocean, it would seem, Drake was informed

of Doughty's behaviour, again through his trumpeter

Brewer. The man had been sent on board the

' Pelican ' in the course of his duty, and while there had

been made the subject of a rough practical Joke in which

Doughty himself took part, and to this Cooke attributes

Brewer's report to Drake. Cooke, however, was sailing

in the prize, and knew or tells nothing of what was going

on aboard the ' Pelican.' Drake evidently thought the

case serious enough for severe measures, and when the

trumpeter returned with his report the boat was sent off

again for Doughty. She came back with the culprit

in the midst of divine service, but Drake, hearing her

alongside, ' stood up and Master Doughty offering to take

hold of the ship to have entered, quoth the General " Stay

there, Thomas Doughty, for I must send you to another

place." And with that commanded the mariners to row

him aboard the fly-boat, saying unto him it was a place

more fit for him than that from whence he came. But

Master Doughty, although he craved to speak with the

General, could not be permitted, neither would he hear

him.' And so, as Fletcher saj'S, he was removed out of

the flagship into the victualler a prisoner in utter

disgrace.^

The most extraordinary feature in Drake's changed

attitude to his old friend has yet to be told. On coming

aboard the ' Swan ' Doughty informed the Master, Saro-

cold, that he had been sent there as a prisoner suspected

of being a traitor to the general and a conjuror, or in

' ' Proceedings against Thomas Doughty,' Vaux, p. 165.

2 Vaux, pp. 62 and 193.
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other words of practising the Black Art. How far Drake's

strange suspicion was real and how far affected it is of

I

course impossible to tell, but the reality of witchcraft was

then almost a canon of faith with the Protestant party, and

from Saga times the belief that sorcery was at the

bottom of much foul weather was rife amongst northern

seamen. The idea seems to have grown up in Drake's

mind, if not from the first disaster in Falmouth at least

during the passage across the Doldrums. ' The truth

is,' says the Authorised Narrative, ' we often met with

adverse winds, unwelcome storms and to us at that time

less welcome calms, and being as it were in the bosom of

the burning zone, we felt the effects of sultring heat, not

without the affrights of flashing lightnings and terrifyings

of often claps of thunder.' Nor were their experiences

during the whole of the voyage down the American coast

calculated to remove the impression Drake had formed.

It was on April 6, after over two months without

sight of land, that with their ships clogged and foul and

themselves depressed with sickness they made their

landfall in 31° 40' 'towards the Pole Antartick'—

that is, about Eio Grande do Sul. Rejoicing at the

prospect of being able to purify and clean the ships

and refresh ashore, they were standing in for what

seemed a convenient place to careen and land, when in

the midst of the serenest weather they were suddenly

enveloped in impenetrable fog, and while lost ' in a

palpable darkness of Egypt ' were scattered in a storm of

unprecedented suddenness and fury. When the weather

cleared, as suddenly as it had grown foul, and the dis-

persed ships came together again, it was found that the

' Christopher ' had disappeared.

If Drake believed he was the victim of magic it is not

to be wondered at. The coast they had now reached was
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imagined by thePortuguese seamen to be enchanted and was

called by them the Terra Demonum or Demonland. The

pilot could only explain the unprecedented weather by

telling how the land was occupied by natives who had fled

from their homes before the cruelty of the white men, and

for protection had sold themselves to devils as the gentler

masters. 'And now,' said he, 'when they see any ships

upon their coasts, the shore being sandy, they cast the

sand up into the air, whereof ariseth suddenly such a hazi-

ness, as a most gross and thick fog, that there followeth

a palpable darkness, that the land cannot be seen, no, nor

the Heavens ; besides this they hurled the sands into the

Heavens, which as they increased, so the shoals increased

in the way of the ships in the seas to ground them ; and

withal such horrible, fearful, and intolerable winds,

rains and storms, that there is no certainty of life one

moment of time.' ' Whereof,' adds the chaplain, ' we had

present experience and had perished, if God had not

by His mercy and power prevented the same. By these

means,' the pilot assured him, ' did they continually over-

throw the Portugals, when they came with their armies

of men and huge armathos, whereof many had been cast

away and none that ever came in the dance did ever

escape.'

'

' Vaux, p. 36. Pretty who, as far as possible, avoids the subject of

Doughty, does not refer to Drake's suspicion ; but it is significant that at

this point, immediately before relating the loss of the ' Christopher,' he has

the following passage. 'Being discovered at sea by the inhabitants of the

country, they made upon the coast great fires for a sacrifice (as we learned)

to the devils ; about which they use conjurations, making heaps of sand and

other ceremonies, that when any ship shall go about to stay on the coast,

not only sands may be gathered together in shoals in every place, but also

that storms and tempests may arise to the casting away of ships and men ;

whereof, as it is reported, there have been divers experiments [i.e. experi-

ences].' The Authorised Narrative has an almost identical passage (Vaux,

p. 34). It is these superstitions which, being reproduced by Eden, are sup-

posed to have given Shakespeare the magic of Prospero's Island in the

Tempest. The Authorised Narrative speaks even of ' ministering spirits ' who,

like Ariel, ' made wreck of vessels.'
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As they left this Terra Demonum behind them, better

luck began for awhile to attend them.
,
After searching

the coast for a week to find the missing vessel but still

without any trace of her, they entered the Eiver Plate.

This was the rendezvous, appointed before leaving Brava,

and here two days later, as they rode under a head-

land, which they named Cape Joy, the trusty Tom
Moone managed to rejoin with his ship.' It was but a

short respite from their evil star. Failing to find a harbour

suitable for overhauling his re-united squadron Drake,

after a fortnight's refreshing in the river, was compelled

to continue his southward voyage, he himself once more

taking command of the ' Pelican.' ^ But it was only to

fall into new trouble. In bearing out to sea they

unaccountably lost sight of the ' Swan,' in which Doughty

was still in disgrace, and all search for her proved vain.

Drake's suspicions of witchcraft grew stronger than before.

' During the whole time of her absence,' writes Cooke, ' our

' So inaccurate -were the charts of the Eiver Plate, even up to the end of

the eighteenth century, that it is impossible to determine their movements

in this place. On April 14 'we passed by Cape St. Mary,' the Authorised

Narrative says, ' which lies in 35° near the mouth of the Biver Plate, and

running within about six or seven leagues along the main we came to

anchor in a bay under another cape, which our General afterwards called

Cape Joy.' On the 16th they ' removed some twelve leagues further up into

another (bay ?) where we found a long rock, or rather Island of rocks,not far

from the main, making a commodious harbour, especially against a southerly

wind.' Here they killed and salted seals or sea-wolves by way of provision,

and then sailed still further up till they had only three fathoms and were in

fresh water. Pretty says they watered at the ships' side on first entering the

river in 54 and 53^ fathoms. Fletcher says the river at the mouth of it

from northerly to southerly cape was about ten leagues wide, and on his

chart he marks Cape Joy on the east coast of Terra Demonum well outside

the river. Cooke says they entered the river at the island harbour, that is,

about eighteen or nineteen leagues from Cape St. Mary. It is thus very

difficult to decide what they regarded as the mouth of the river or whether

Cape Joy was at Maldonado or Montevideo. Possibly they mistook Cape

Maldonado for Cape St. Mary, and their resting-place was near Montevideo,

where the river may have seemed ten leagues broad {Vaztx, pp. 173, 195).

" J. Drake, p. 59.

VOL. I. E
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General never ceased to inveigh against him (Doughty)

terming him a conjuror and a witch, and at any time

'when we had any foul weather he would say that Thomas

Doughty was the occasioner thereof and would say that

it came out of Tom Doughty' s cap case and would avouch

the same with great oaths, which he at no time scanted,

they cost him so little.' That Drake had some excuse

for his belief appears from the fact that John Doughty

was said to have boasted to some of the men ' that he and

his brother could conjure as well as any men and that they

could raise the devil and make him to meet any man in the

likeness of a bear, a lion, or a man in harness.' In vain he

sought to recover the missing vessel ; the futility of his

search, combined as it was with the ill luck that kept

him company even after he had left the Terra Demonum
behind, seems only to have deepened his conviction that it

was Doughty's work. But characteristically he would

leave no practical means untried to baffle his difficulties,

and in order to lessen the risk of dispersion and to render

the squadron more compact and better manned he

resolved to reduce its number by one sail, and for this

purpose, in a constant struggle with contrary winds and

foul weather, he continued southward exploring the coast

for a convenient harbour.

On May 12, in latitude 47°, under a cape that was

probably Tres Puntas, they found a bay which seemed to

promise well. The bay however proved rocky, and Drake,

unwilling to trust anyone with' so important a duty,- went

in person in the ' Elizabeth's ' boat to survey it. No sooner

was he well inshore than once more the fleet was caught

in fog and storm, and had it not been for the devotion

of Captain Thomas, who stood in with the ' Marygold ' to

the rescue of the surveying party and in spite of every

danger anchored under the lee of the headland, Drake must
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have perished. As it was he managed to reach the ' Mary-

gold ' in safety, while the rest of the ships lying further

out were driven to sea, and when on the morrow a beacon

which Drake lit ashore enabled them to re-assemble,

CHAET FKOM ELETCHEb's 'NOTES' TO ILLUSTEATE THE VOyAQE TO THE STEAITS

OF MAGELLAN AND THE DISCOVEBY OF AN OPEN SEA SOUTH OF THEM
{Shane MSS. 61)

his brother in the ' Mary ' was missing. Two vessels

were now lost ; but the harbour proving impracticable he

was obliged to proceed, trusting to find the missing ships

at the next rendezvous in Port Saint Julian where Magel-

lan had wintered. Still searching the coast, in two days

K 2
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they hit upon Port Desire and there came to anchor.

Pinding the place all he wanted Drake resolved to stay,

but first, in order to find the missing ships, he sent

Wynter in the ' Elizabeth ' to the south, while he himself

made a cast northward, and almost directly fell in with the

' Swan,' which had been missing ever since they left the

Eiver Plate.

It was this vessel Drake meant to abandon. She

was accordingly brought alongside the ' Pelican ' to

discharge her cargo and was then broken up for her iron-

work and firewood. Doughty was transferred to 'the

flagship in greater disgrace than ever, as appears from the

graphic picture Cooke gives of what had been going on

aboard the ' Swan ' in her absence and of the action

Drake took on her Master's report. ' But here may not

be forgotten,' he says, 'how hardly Master Thomas

Doughty, and some other gentlemen were dealt withal in

this their absence by a sort of bad and envious people as

sailors and such like, but specially Master Doughty. . . .

Por there [that is, on board the ' Swan ' while she was

separated from the fleet] the Master put himself from the

mess of Master Doughty and the other gentlemen and

did sit himself amongst the sailors, nothing at all sparing

but rather augmenting his own diet ; but how simply

these gentlemen did fare there is some come home that

(except they will deny their ovm words) can make relation

thereof. Master Doughty seeing himself and one Master

Chester, whom Drake had made captain of the fly-boat,

so ill-used, told him, " I marvel Master Chester that you

•mil take it at his hands to be thus used considering you

were here authorised by the General." And with the

same intent he came to the Master and told him that he

did use too much partiality considering the extremity for

want of victuals they were like to fall into, and it was
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against reason that he and his mates should be so plenti-

fully fed and others to be at the point to starve. The

Master hereat beginning to storm swore that such rascals

as he was should be glad to eat the tholes when he would

have it.' The wrangle continued till, as Cooke was told,

it came to blows, and ' then Master Doughty turning to

Master Chester, said unto him, " Master Chester, let us

not be thus used at these knaves' hands. Lose nothing

of that authority that the General hath committed unto

you. If you will, we will put the sword again into your

hands and you shall have the government." ' This, he

concludes, he. can well avouch to be true, for there were

two or three who swore to the charge as the gravest of

Doughty's offences. Comparing this with the sworn

testimony to which Cooke refers, we get a fair idea of his

credibihty and of what really occurred. Most of the

articles relating to what passed on board the ' Swan

'

refer to speeches made by Doughty to the effect that

Drake owed everything to him ; that he had a hold upon

Drake through certain secrets he knew about his life ; and

that they were sent out in equal authority. One which was

sworn to by Fletcher, Sarocold the Master, John Chester

and another distinctly alleges that Doughty endeavoured

to persuade Chester to assert his authority over the

Master by force, saying that if Chester would be ruled by

him he would put the sword into his hands to rule as he

thought good and make the company be ready to cut one

another's throats. Another set of depositions corroborates

this and leaves no room to doubt that he did actually try

to tamper with the crew and to induce Chester to seize

the vessel.' The lamentable condition of affairs which

Doughty's presence had brought about on board is further

shown by another suggestive piece of evidence. John

' Vaux, p. 166-71.
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Sarocold deposed that ' there was certain talk one day after

dinner concerning such as should be in any respect enemies

or traitors unto either the General or the voyage. Unto

the which it was my fortune to answer, that our Greneral

might do well to deal with them as Magellan did, which

was to hang them up to be a sample to the rest. To the

which Mr. Doughty answered, " Nay, softly, his authority

is none such as Magellan's was, for," saith he, " I know his

authority as well as he does himself. And as for hanging

it is for dogs and not for men." '

Upon the report of these matters Drake must have

seen that something had to be done to restore harmony

and discipline in the fleet if it was to accomplish any-

thing. His idea of winning over his old friend by for-

bearance had proved worse than a failure. It is clear it

had only led Doughty to underestimate the unflinching

resolution of the man he had set himself to thwart, and

that he did not appreciate the risk he was running.

Though to exalt his own position he had told the crew of

the ' Pelican ' that Drake had power of life and death,

he probably knew that he had not and felt sure that

however far he went, Drake dared not lay hands on him.'

But already the harassed admiral must have been con-

templating the ultimate necessity of taking his friend's

life. Sarocold's discussion with Doughty shows us that

the well-known story of Magellan's mutiny and its drastic

suppression was a subject of common talk in the fleet,

' It is almost certain that Drake had no express authority to inflict

capital punishment. He never distinctly said he had, and whenever the

subject was raised he seems to have turned the matter off with some
ambiguous answer. The editor of the Authorised Narrative seems to have
had before him no definite evidence of a power of life and death, and all he
can produce in justifying Drake's assumption of it, is a parenthetical state-

ment that before he set sail the Queen committed to him ' her sword to use
for his safety with this word, " We do account that he which striketh at

thee, Drake, striketh at us."
'
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and must have been in Drake's mind. Still, he seems to

have shrunk from extreme action. At first during the

stay in Port Desire, Doughty was kept under a loose

arrest upon the ' Pelican,' until one day, while the ships

yet lay together, as Cooke reports, ' upon some unkind

speeches . . . the General did not only strike him, but

commanded him to be bound to the mast,' a common
sea-punishment of the time. The nature of the unkind

speeches which so violently provoked Drake Cooke does

not relate. Don Francisco de Zarate, however, whom
Drake subsequently took prisoner, tells us that in talking

the matter over with him Drake gave as the reason for

his severity that Doughty had urged him with indecent

persistence to give up attempting to enter the South Sea

and to confine his operations to the Atlantic, on the

ground that in seeking new discoveries in the face of the

bad weather that prevailed he was wantonly risking the

lives of his men ; and that thereupon he had ordered him

to be taken below and placed in irons.' There can be

little doubt, then, that this was what finally exhausted

Drake's forbearance. Nor can it be wondered at ; for if

he really believed that Doughty was brewing the bad

weather, there must have been a sting of peculiar im-

pudence in the insubordinate energy with which he urged

the abandoning of the main idea of the voyage.

His punishment over, Doughty was ordered into the

* Christopher,' and now for the first time he seems to have

become seriously alarmed, ' for,' says Cooke, ' he knew

them to be there that sought his life, as namely, the

Master of the fly-boat (that is Sarocold) and some other

desperate and unhonest persons.' Drake's only reply to

'his protests was to order a tackle to be rigged to sling him

' Zarate to Don Martin Enriquez in Peialta's Costa Bica, p. 584.
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on board. ' Thus,' says Cooke, ' aboard the canter he

went and his brother John Doughty with him.'

Still Drake could not bring himself to believe in his

friend's guilt or else was dissatisfied with the evidence he

had of it, if at least we may credit a curious story Cooke

tells. They were on the point of sailing, the last men

were leaving the Island where they had been encamped

to refresh, when Cuttill, who for some unexplained reason

had been deprived of his place as Master of the ' Pelican,'

was seen to leave Drake, with whom be had been talking,

in a fury and to begin wading over to the mainland. "When

up to his armpits, he stopped and cried out that he was

going to stay behind with the cannibals rather than accuse

Doughty falsely. But when everyone was embarked

Cuttill was heard to fire his piece. Drake took it to be a

signal for a boat and sent one to his rescue, the crew of

which induced him to retm-n. Erom this Cooke naturally

deduces that Doughty had never tempted Cuttill to

desert, but it may equally well be taken as evidence that

Cuttill was afraid of admitting what he ought to have

reported long ago.

So soon as Cuttill was received on board, the fleet set

sail; but it was only to encounter another spell of foul

weather and once more to lose immediately the vessel on

which the Doughtys were confined. Three days were spent

in searching for her, and when at last she was found Drake

put in again into a little bay further to the southward,

determined to cast her off like the ' Swan ' and to place

the prisoners in charge of Wynter, ' Our General,' Cooke

here repeats, ' always thought, or at least would so give it

out, when he saw any foul weather that Thomas Doughty

was occasion thereof,' and indeed now he seems to have

been convinced that the two brothers were practising

sorcery. ' Upon giving up the canter,' says Cooke,
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' Master Drake himself came aboard the " Elizabeth," and

calling all the company together told them he was going

to send thither a very bad couple of men, the which he did

not know how to carry along with him this voyage and go

through therewithal, " as namely," quoth he, " Thomas
Doughty who is," quoth he, "a conjuror a seditious

fellow, and a very bad and lewd fellow . . . and his

brother the younger Doughty a witch, a poisoher, and

such a one as the world can judge of. I cannot tell

you from whence he came, but from the devil I think."

And so warning the company that none should speak to

them or use any conference with them, for if they did he

would hold them as his enemies, aye and enemies to the

voyage, he willed that great care should be taken, that

they should neither write nor read.' So promising he

would fill the ships with gold and make the meanest boy

in the fleet a gentleman, he departed. ' Shortly after he

sent the said Thomas Doughty and his brother aboard

the "Elizabeth," commanding them as they would answer

it with their lives not to set pen to paper nor yet to

read but what every man might understand and see,' from

which it is clear that he meant to take every possible

precaution against their weaving spells.

With now no more than his three original men-of-war,

the ' Pelican,' the ' Elizabeth,' and the ' Marygold,' Drake

stood on to the southward until on June 17th he reached

' another bay in 50° 2(3', lacking a little more than one

degree from the mouth of the Straits,' and there he

anchored. Magellan had fixed the latitude of his strait

at 52°, so that this bay was probably Port Santa Cruz,

where Magellan himself lay two months and which v?ith

less accuracy than Drake's improved instruments enabled

him to do he had fixed at 50°. Still John Drake in the

prize was missing and, resolved not to enter the strait
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without one more attempt to find him, Drake turned

northward to search the whole coast as far as the latitude

where they had parted company. On the 18th the search

commenced and ' with hearty and often prayers,' the

Narrative quaintly says, ' we joined watchful industry to

serve God's good providence, and that with such happy

reward that the very next evening a few leagues from

Port St. Julian, the long lost vessel hove in sight, and giving

God thanks with most joyful minds ' they all together came

to anchor in Magellan's old harbour.

It was here that Magellan's captains had mutinied,

and it was here he had assassinated one, hanged another,

and marooned two more, and here as soon as they landed

Drake's men found still standing the stump of a fir-post,

which they believed to be the remains of the gallows on

which the execution had taken place.

The tragic associations of the ill-omened haven were

soon still further deepened by an incident in which Drake

came near to losing his life. He had gone off with his

brother. Captain Thomas, a gentleman called Mr. Eobert

Winter (or Winterhey) and his Master-gunner in a boat to

reconnoitre the mainland. At every spot where they had

touched along the Patagonian coast he had entered into

friendly relations with the natives. Here he did the same,

but as the party were returning to the boat they were

attacked with a shower of arrows from a number of Indians

who had crept down amongst the rocks. Mr. Winterhey

was shot through the lungs, but though mortally wounded

managed to reach the boat. The Master-gunner attempted

a shot from his caliver, but the piece missed fire and he

immediately fell dead, pierced with an arrow. The situa-

tion was now critical. Calling to his men to keep shifting

their ground and edging towards the enemy, and to think

of nothing but covering themselves with their targets and
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breaking the arrows as they fell, Drake himself seized the

gunner's caliver, reprimed it and shot the leader of the

natives. Lacerated with hail-shot the wounded chief

roared so terribly with pain that the rest ran away and

the survivors of Drake's party were able to reach the boat

unmolested. Next day the gunner's body was recovered i^

and both Winterhey and he were buried in one grave.

Much as Drake seems to have felt the loss of his men,

and especially Winterhey's, ' whom for many good parts

he loved dearly,' a still deeper tragedy had here to be

enacted. Harassed beyond bearing by the anxieties of his

long struggle southward, and having before him the perilous

passage where so many had found disaster, he resolved to

clear himself of one great difficulty by bringing Doughty

to trial. What it was that determined him at this point

to act as he did we cannot tell. The Authorised Narrative

would have it beheved that it was the discovery of a plot

to murder him and his most faithful supporters and

to abandon the voyage, a plot, it says, which had been

revealed to him before he left Plymouth and which at the

time he had ignored. The statement has the hollow ring

of a piece of discreet editing, nor is it supported by the

articles in which, though afterwards Drake spoke of being

in danger of his life, not a word appears about assassina-

tion. Pretty tells us that Drake here made inquiry into

Doughty's conduct and found it tended to ' contention, or

mutiny or some other disorder, which hazarded the success

of the voyage.' The mariner Chffe simply says he was

accused on several articles. What is in all probability a

copy of them exists amongst the ' Proceedings against

Mr. Doughty ' in the Harleian Manuscripts, but even from

these the exact nature of the charge is difficult to ascertain.

As was always the case at that time and for long

afterwards, they display great confusion between pleading
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and evidence. Nearly all of them, indeed, consist of what

we should now call evidence rather than the allegation of

any offence, and not one lays a specific charge of any kind.

From the mass of words and actions that the accusers

swore to we have to gather what the crimes were which

they wished to prove. Were an indictment to be drawn

upon them to-day it would probably charge several different

offences ; such as incitement to mutiny, conspiracy to

mutiny, witchcraft, defamation of Drake, insubordination.

There is also a charge of using words treasonable to the

queen and Council, but this at the outset of the proceed-

ings was not much insisted on, and generally it may be

said that the prisoner was put on his trial for conspiring

by several means to prevent the voyage going forward.

The tribunal before which he was arraigned partook

rather of the nature of a Lynch court than a court-martial,

and whether or not Drake had by his commission the

power of life and death, it seems certain that no definite

procedure for its exercise can have been provided. Pretty

simply says the trial was conducted as near as might be

to the course of the laws of England. From the other

narratives we gather that this was certainly the case. One

of the rocky islands of which the desolate harbour was

full was chosen for the place of trial, and here on the last

day of June Drake mustered his whole company and took

his seat as Judge, with Hatton's man. Captain Thomas,

beside him as assessor. On Doughty being brought-

before him he charged him in these words. ' You have

here sought by divers means, inasmuch as you may, to

discredit me to the great hindrance and overthrow of this

voyage, besides other great matters where I have to charge

you withal ;
' and then, according to the time-honoured

formula, he asked him how he would be tried. ' Why,
good General,' Doughty answered, ' let me live to come to
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my country. I will there be tried by Her Majesty's

laws.' 'Nay, Thomas Doughty,' said Drake, 'I will here

impanel a jury.' 'Why General,' objected Doughty, 'I

hope you will see your commission be good.' ' I warrant

you,' Drake answered, ' my commission is good enough.'

Doughty then called upon him to produce it, whereupon

Drake's patience for legal technicalities seems to have

been exhausted, and he ordered the prisoner to be bound.

' My masters,' cried he, ' this fellow is full of prating.

Bind me his arms, for I will be safe of my life.' The

provocation was probably greater than Cooke represents

it in his report, for Drake, he says, now gave furious words

unto Thomas Doughty, saying he believed it was he who

had poisoned Essex and using other invectives to the

prisoner's prejudice after the manner of English judges of

that time and some continental ones of to-day.

A jury composed of over forty of the leading men in

the fleet was then impanelled,' including some at least of

Doughty's warmest partisans, and with Wynter, the Vice-

Admiral, as foreman. To them Captain Thomas read over

the articles, 'all which,' says Cooke, 'Doughty did not

greatly deny,' until one Edward Bright, who seems to

have been a most devoted follower, of Drake's and a

personal enemy of the prisoner's, accused him of having

said in Drake's garden at Plymouth, before the expedition

sailed, ' that the Queen's Majesty and Council would be

corrupted.' In an unsigned deposition, which from inter-

nal evidence is almost certainly Bright 's, the accusation

appears thus :
' And the said T. D. said that the whole

Council would be corrupted with money. Yea, the

Queen's Majesty herself, which grieved my conscience to

hear it.' ^ The gravamen of this charge is clearly that

' Aulhm-ised Narrative. Camden says twelve, ' after the English-

manser.' ^ Vaux, p. 172.
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Doughty had hinted that the voyage was not officially

sanctioned by the Government, but that Drake had bribed

the queen and the Council to wink at the piracies he

meant to commit. Doughty gave no categorical denial to

Bright's evidence, and it is clear it was this that was

considered fatal to him. What followed exactly Cooke

does not report ; he gives us only the culmination of the

wrangle that ensued. ' Then it fell out,' he says, ' upon

further talk that Master Doughty said that my Lord

Treasurer [that is Lord Burghley] had a plot of the voyage.

" No, that hath he not," quoth Master Drake. The

other replied that he had. " How ? " quoth Master Drake.

" He had it from me," quoth Master Doughty.'

This startling admission that he had betrayed the

secret of the voyage, which it must be noted was against his

interest to make and which is reported by his violent

partisan, seems finally to have opened Drake's eyes.

' " Lo, my masters," quoth he. "What this fellow hath

done ! God will have all his treacheries known. For her

Majesty gave me special commandment that of all men my
lord Treasurer should not know it ; but to see how his own

mouth hath betrayed him." So this,' continues Cooke,

' was a special article against him to cut his throat, and

greatly he [Drake] seemed to rejoice at this advantage.' A
fairer way probably to put it would be that Drake was

immensely relieved to find that his harsh treatment of his

friend was really justified. Doughty himself seemed to

regard his hasty admission as fatal, and said he would sign

anything they liked to draw up if only he were permitted

to live till he came to England. But the anxiety, which

on all occasions he had evinced to be allowed to get home,

can only have deepened the conviction, which seems now

to have possessed Drake's mind—that the culprit had

some great personage behind him on \^'hose protection he
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was relying. He replied that the case must now abide

the verdict of his comrades, and with that he ordered

Captain Thomas to swear in the Jury and delivered the

articles of indictment to Wynter the foreman.

Doughty's friend Yicary, who was on the jury, here

made a formal protest against the proceedings as illegal,

but Drake's answer was short and sharp. 'I have not to

do,' he said, ' with you crafty lawyers, neither care I for

the law, but I know what I will do.' Vicary still pro-

tested. ' He knew not,' he said, ' how they should answer

for taking the prisoner's life ;
' but Drake silenced him by

saying, ' You shall not have to do with his life. Let me
alone for that. You are but to see whether he be guilty

in these articles.' The jury then retired, and presently

returned with a unanimous verdict of ' guilty ' on all

counts, but adding a rider that they had some doubts as

to whether Bright was a credible witness. 'Why,' said

Drake on receiving it, ' I dare swear that what Ned

Bright hath said is very true.'

'

The fact is that it was not on Bright's evidence that

the question turned, at least in Drake's eyes. It is clear,

as we have seen, that what suddenly persuaded him of

Doughty's guilt was his admission that he had betrayed

the secret of the voyage to Burghley. Not a word was

said after this about witchcraft. For Drake the obscurity

which he had been unable to penetrate was dispelled as

it were in a flash. In a subsequent speech to his crews

• The reason for doubting Bright's ' honesty ' was not apparently from

the nature of his evidence but from the fact that he had concealed it so

long and that he bore a grudge against Doughty for having said his wife

'had an ill name in Cambridge ' (Vaux, p. 210). The Authorised Narra-

tive purports to give the terms of the written verdict and says nothing of

the rider, but the whole passage bears so clearly the marks of editing in

Drake's favour, that no reliance can be placed on it, nor is the version it

gives of the whole proceedings even credible. It is only valuable as evidence

that there was something to conceal.
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he justifies the proceeding on this ground alone, and

speaks of the prisoner's admission again as an inter-

position of Providence. ' His own mouth,' he said, ' did

betray his treacherous deaHng : and see how trusting in

the singularity of his own wit he overreached himself

unawares. But see what God would have done ; for Her

Majesty commanded that of all men my lord Treasurer

should have no knowledge of this voyage, and to see that

his own mouth hath declared that he hath given him a

plot thereof.' ' It is equally clear that this admission in

itself was not enough to produce the impression it did.

There must have been something at the back of it, and few

reading Cooke's narrative as supported by the Articles can

doubt that Drake believed Doughty to have had some one

at home behind him, and that that man was Lord Burghley.

Nothing else will explain why he grasped so eagerly at a

vague charge of treason, instead of relying chiefly on the

much more clearly proved accusation of conspiracy to

mutiny.^

That Doughty was in fact what is now called an

agent provocateur of Burghley's there is no direct evi-

dence. It is indeed almost impossible that there should be

in a matter necessarily so secret. Drake's belief may

have been unfounded. Doughty may have left Burghley

with the impression that if he could prevent Drake giving

fresh provocation to Spain he would curry favour with

the Lord Treasurer, and he may have been acting on his

• Cooke in Yaux, p. 214.

^ la this connection may be noted also a very curious and apparently

irrelevant piece of evidence given by Drake himself. ' Item—the said T. D.

making comparisons aboard the Fly-boat, said that he was as honest as any

in the company, or as my Lord Burghley' (Vaux, p. 173). Why Drake

attached importance to this apparently innocent remark, I confess myself

unable to understand, unless it were that he had been trying to remember if

Doughty had ever spoken of his connection with Burghley, and could recall

nothing but this.
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own initiative ; but Drake's belief, if without foundation,

was certainly not without excuse. He believed, as after-

wards appears, that he had been sent out to set Elizabeth

and Philip by the ears ; he knew he had been sent out

behind the Lord Treasurer's back ; he could not be igno-

rant that the Lord Treasurer was doing all he could to

prevent fresh provocations disturbing the new relations

he had succeeding in establishing with Spain ; and it was

small blame to him and no disparagement to the great

minister if the overwrought sailor was convinced that

one of the ordinary devices of .contemporary statecraft

had been used against him. It was what every man who
became involved in the tortuous politics of the sixteenth

century had to expect, and to Drake, knowing that he

was being used as an instrument to upset Burghley's

policy of peace, it must have been the obvious explanation

of his fellow-adventurer's suicidal opposition. Whether

his belief was correct is another matter. It was whispered

at the time, as we have seen, that behind Doughty'

s

execution was some grave state secret. So generally, indeed,

was it believed that we can hardly venture to doubt it

now. Drake's idea may have been the solution, but on this

point it is only from the sequel that we can get so much
as a hint upon which to form an opinion.

So soon as the verdict was received Drake retired

down to the sea, and calling about him all the company

with the exception of the two Doughtys he opened before

them a bundle of letters and papers, and 'looking on

them said, " God's will ! I have left in my cabin that I

should especially have had," as if,' Cooke continues, 'he

had there forgotten his commission
;

' and it certainly

looks, as Cooke hints, as though he had never had one.

Passing on, however, he read oufr letters from Hatton,.

Essex and others to prove that he did not owe his

VOL. I. s
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advancement to Doughty, and that the prisoner had only

made the allegation to discredit him; and then, after

dwelling on the man's infamous schemes, and the danger

their enterprise had run, he concluded with an appeal to

their love of gain and the honour of their country, the two

ruling passions which were so markedly the note of the

Elizabethan seamen. ' And now, my masters,' he cried,

' consider what a great voyage we are like to make. The

like was never made out of England, for by the same the

worst in this fleet shall become a gentleman. And if this

voyage go not forward, which I cannot see how possibly

it should if this man live, what a reproach it will be not

only unto our country, but especially unto us,' and finally

he called upon them to declare by a show of hands if the

man were worthy to die. Whether the vote was unani-

mous we do not know, but no one is recorded to have

held up a hand to save the prisoner, and Drake, returning

to his judgment seat to pass sentence, ' pronounced him the

child of death and persuaded him withal that he would by

these means make him the servant of God.'

Still there seems to have been a desire to save the

unhappy man's life, and Drake gave out that if he or any-

one could devise a method by which his life might be

spared vrithout prejudice to the voyage it should be done.

Doughty, Cooke says, begged to be carried to Peru and

there set ashore, and Wynter offered to be responsible for

his safe custody, but Drake felt himself unable to accept

either proposition and Doughty prepared for death.'

' The version of this in the Authorised Narrative is hardly credible. It

professes that Drake gave the prisoner the choice between death, marooning,

and being sent a prisoner to England, and that Doughty begged for death,

because marooning amongst heathens would imperil his soul, and the detach-

ment of a ship to take him home would endanger the prospects of the

voyage, while to return in disgrace was worse than death, and that from this

attitude he could not be persuaded. Cooke's story is probably nearer

the truth—that Drake was actually contemplating the acceptance of
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The second day after the trial was fixed for the execu-

tion, and Doughty being ordered to make himself ready

to die, begged he might be allowed to receive the Sacra-

ment. Drake himself offered to accompany him to the

Lord's table, ' for the which Master Doughty gave him
hearty thanks, never otherwise terming him than " My
good Captain." ' His behaviour indeed seems to have

been exemplary, either because he really felt remorse, or

because, like the heroic gambler he must have been, he

meant, now that the game was lost, to lose like a gentleman.

' By the worthy manner of his death,' says the Authorised

Narrative, ' he fully blotted out whatever stain his fault

ipight seem to bring upon him.' ' It was not seen,' says

Cooke, ' that of all this day before his death that ever he

altered one jot his coimtenance, but kept it as staid and

firm as if he had had some message to deliver to some

nobleman.' The Communion having been duly adminis-

tered by the Chaplain Fletcher, the two friends rose from

where they had knelt together and sat down to a banquet

such as the place might yield, and there ' they dined also

at the- same table together as cheerfully in sobriety as

ever in their lives they had done aforetime, each cheering

up the other and taking their leave by drinking to each

other, as if some journey only had been in hand.' Dinner

over Doughty begged a few minutes' private speech with

the General, the purport of which was never known, and

then with bills and staves the Provost Marshal escorted

him to the place of execution. ' Here,' says Cooke,

' kneeling on his knees he first prayed for the Queen's

majesty of England his sovereign lady and mistress, he

Wynter's proposal, but was dissuaded by ' a company of desperate bankrupts

that could not live in their country -without the spoil of that which others

had gotten by the sweat of their brows,' a phrase which is interesting as

showing that Cooke's bias may have been due to a real distaste for the piracy

that was in prospeot.

s 2
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then prayed to God for the happy success of the voyage

and to turn it to the profit of his country. He remembered

also there divers of his friends and especially Sir "William

Wynter, praying Master John Wynter to commend him

to that good knight ; all vs^hich he did with so cheerful a

countenance, as if he had gone to some great prepared

banquet.'

With Sir Thomas More's grim jest upon his lips he

then declared himself ready, and after begging Drake to

forgive those who were suspected of being his accomplices

he embraced him, ' naming him his good captain and bid-

ding him farewell, and so bidding the whole company fare-

well laid his head on the block.' The axe fell ; and Drake,

ordering the head to be held aloft, cried out ' Lo ! this is

the end of traitors.'

'

' This romantic scene, in which the fantastic chivalry of the age seems

to touch its highest elevation, was rejected by Southey in his Life of Drake

as apocryphal. He was of opinion that the person who invented it could

have no expectation of obtaining belief from anyone ' except by a reflex sup-

position in the reader's mind that a circumstance so incredible never would

have been invented.' Unfortunately he did not know of Cooke's narrative,

and so was ignorant that the story told in the Authorised Narrative is cor-

roborated and even amplified in every detail and in entirely different words

by an actual eye-witness hostile to Drake. Amongst the many marks of

Cook's genuineness is his version of Doughty's last words. Had he been

inventing he certainly would have got the jest right. This he did not do.

He gives Doughty's words thus :
' Now truly I may say, as did Sir Thomas

More, that he that cuts off my head shall have little honesty, my neck is so

short.' What More said was, ' My neck is very short. Take heed, therefore,

that thou strike not awry, for saving of thine honesty.'



CHAPTEE IX

THE VOYAGE OP CIRCUMNAVIGATION

—

{continued)

The tragedy in St. Julian's Bay was a crisis in Drake's

life. Hereafter we seem to lose the spirit of boisterous

confidence in which his earlier exploits were performed.

He begins to appear more as the matured leader of men,

sobered by a clearer sense of the difficulties that sur-

rounded him, more inclined to harsh judgment and sterner

in his method of command. We can see, too, how great

a shock the experience had been to him, and feel the

tension of spirit under which he set about the completion

of his arrested enterprise.

The way was still far from smooth before him. The

work of clinching his ascendency had yet to be completed ;

the lesson had still to be forced home. Doughty's execu-

tion, it would seem, had only served to heighten the

discord between the sailors and the landsmen. Like

Magellan, Drake had resolved to winter in the port, and

as the time dragged wearily away the ill-feeling which

the cold and misery accentuated grew every day more

dangerous. Before a month had passed away it became

evident that something must be done to check the

demoralisation of the force, and the harassed commander

resolved in a thoroughly characteristic way to take the

matter seriously in hand. First every man in the fleet

was ordered to confess and to receive the Sacrament the
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next Sunday, and then on August 11 the whole com-

pany was ordered ashore. In an open tent Drake took

up his position, and calhng on each side of him his

captains, Wynter and Thomas, unfolded before him a great

paper book. Fletcher offered himself to make a sermon,

but Drake cut him short. ' Nay, soft. Master Fletcher,'

said he, ' I must preach this day myself.' With that he

ordered the men to be marshalled by ship's companies,

and addressed a few words by way of preface to the

speech he meant to read. ' My masters,' he began, ' I

am a very bad orator, for my bringing up hath not been

in learning, but what so I shall here speak let every man
take good notice of and let him write it down ; for I will

speak nothing but I will answer it in England, yea and

before Her Majesty, and I have it here already set dovm.'

Then followed the famous speech in which he laid down
the splendid tradition that was thenceforth to govern the

English sea-service and to save it from the disease that

did most to enfeeble that of Spain. After reminding them

of the desperate nature of the service to which they were

committed, he told them that their mutinies and discords

must cease. ' For by the life of God,' he cried, 'it doth

even take my wits from me to think on it. Here is such

controversy between the sailors and the gentlemen and

such stomaching between the gentlemen and sailors, that

it doth even make me mad to hear it. But, my masters,

I must have it left. For I must have the gentleman to

haul and draw with the mariner and the mariner with

the gentleman. What ! let us show ourselves all to be of

a company and let us not give occasion to the enemy to

rejoice at our decay and overthrow. I would know him,

that would refuse to set his hand to a rope, but I know
there is not any such here. And as gentlemen are very

necessary for government's sake in the voyage, so have I
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shipped them to that, and to some further intent ;
• and

yet though I know sailors to be the most envious people

of the world and so unruly without government, yet may
I not be without them.' Thus placing clearly before them

the conditions on which he meant to insist so long as they

were under his command, he offered the ' Marigold ' to

any who did not like the prospect and desired to return

home, ' but let them take heed,' said he, ' that they go

homeward ; for if I find them in my way I will surely

sink them. Therefore you shall have time to consider

hereof until to-morrow ; for, by my troth, I must needs be

plain with you. I have taken that in hand that I know

not in the world how to go through withal ; it passeth my
capacity ; it hath even bereaved me of my wits to think

of it.'

He paused and not a voice was raised for going home.

He challenged their willing obedience and every man

agreed to follow him, and because they knew not what

wages to ask to leave them to the General's generosity.

With the crews thus in his hand he startled the officers

by formally discharging everyone of them from his post.

Wynter and Thomas protested, asking what his reason

was for cashiering them. Was there any reason, he

sharply returned, why he should not ; and they had no

answer. Then with the officers as subservient as the

men, he stringently forbade all talk upon what had

passed, and once more justified Doughty's execution by

his confession that he had betrayed the voyage to Lord

Burghley. 'More there are,' he said, 'who deserve no

other fate, but as I am a gentleman,' he added, ' there

' His intention in bringing bo many gentlemen seems to have been to

train officers for further and larger operations against the Spanish

colonies. It was the presence of these Cadets that made thinking Spaniards

take so serious a view of the voyage. See ' Zarate to the Viceroy of Mexico,'

Peralta, p. 580.
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shall no more die.' One or two of the worst offenders he

picked out for special reprimand and they humbled them-

selves on their knees before him. Continuing, so as finally

to refute Doughty's tales to his discredit, he gave them

minutely the whole story of how the enterprise was set

on foot, proving his assertions as he went by letters and

documents. Finally he produced the bill of the queen's

share in the adventure, and showed them upon how high

an affair of state they were embarked. ' And now, my
masters,' he concluded, ' let us consider what we have

done. We have now set by the ears three mighty princes,

as first Her Majesty [and then] the Kings of Spain and

Portugal ; and if this voyage should not have good success,

we should not only be a scorning or a reproachful scoffing

stock unto our enemies, but also a great blot to our whole

country for ever. And what triumph would it be to Spain

and Portugal ! And again the like would never be

attempted.' "With this appeal to their patriotism, in which

he seems to have clearly faced his position, to have under-

stood the enterprise would be held a glory or a disgrace to

his country according to its success or failure, and to have

even grasped by some sagacious intuition that it was the

turning point at which the future position of England

would be decided, he made an end ; and then restoring

every man to the place of which he had just been deprived

and once more impressing on them that it was not him-

self but their queen whom they were serving, he dismissed

them to their duty."

' For this incident we are indebted to Cooke
(
Vaux, p. 212), who says

his report is ' the effect of and very near the words,' and I have therefore

followed him except for one or two alterations where the grammatical con-

struction is obviously wrong. The highly favourable picture he gives of

Drake's behaviour on this occasion leaves little room to doubt his blundering

honesty throughout. Fletcher and Pretty refer to the episode but quite

shortly (ibid. p. 69, n.).
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A week later, after a solemn religious service, they

finally sailed from the ill-omened port, and in three days,

on August 20, they made Cape Virgins at the mouth of

the Straits. Here before entering, as though desirous of

keeping up the impression he had made, Drake ordered

the ships to strike their topsails upon the bunt in homage
to the queen and acknowledgment of her full right to his

discoveries ; and not content with this he took the signifi-

cant step of changing the name of the ' Pelican ' to ' The
Golden Hind.' We are told it was done in honour of

Hatton, whose crest was a ' hind trippant or.' We may
therefore safely infer that his motive in taking the step

at this juncture was to allay the resentment which Hatton

might naturally feel at the execution of his servant, and

by thus emphasising his patronage of the voyage and

attaching conspicuously to his name whatever glory was

in store for the enterprise, to secure the support of the

rising favourite at Court. For what it is worth it is one

more indication of the nature and power of the opposition,

which Drake now expected to encounter on his return.

Having thus secured his position as far as possible,

on the morrow he entered the Straits, and on the fourth day

reached the group of three islands which lie close by the

mainland where the passage turns to the southward.

On the largest of these he landed, and with his gentlemen

about him solemnly took possession of it in the queen's

name and called it after her ' Elizabeth Island.' Here

too they reprovisioned with some three thousand penguins,

which they found ' a very good and wholesome victual

'

and salted down. Continuing their way down the Broad

Eeach they soon were involved in a maze of tortuous

channels, where, buffeted hither and thither by constantly

changing winds that without warning swept down upon

them in icy squalls from every direction, they were in
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continual danger of wreck. Above them frowned tiers of

glaciers and peaks higher and more fantastic than they had

ever seen : below them were depths no cable could fathom
;

all the terrors of the abandoned passage were about them,

and they seemed at the mercy of God. Still they

struggled on, and by the seventeenth day had the South

Sea open before them. On Cape Pillar, then called

Deseado or ' Desired,' it had been Drake's intention, ' after

a sermon,' to have left a monument of her Majesty's title

engraven in metal for a perpetual remembrance. He
had all the materials in readiness ; but the wind proving

foul for landing and the anchorage bad, without further

delay he stood out to realise the fulfilment of the prayer

and vow he had made on the summit of the Darien

Cordilleras.

For two days they stood north-west—for on the

Spanish charts of the time the trend of the coast was thus

marked'—and the worst of their dangers seemed past,

when they were struck by a gale from the north-east which

proved to be of a severity far beyond anything they had

ever heard of. ' God,' says the Narrative, ' by a contrary

wind and intolerable tempest seemed to set Himself

against us.' Day after day they drove in snow and

darkness to west-south-west before a storm that continu-

ally increased in fury. To add to their terrors, at the end

of a week there was an eclipse of the moon, and a fortnight

later in the night-time the ' Marigold ' disappeared and

was never heard of again. Bright the chief witness

against Doughty was in charge of her, and Fletcher,

whose watch it was at the time, says he heard the fearful

cries of the crew as she was overwhelmed in the ' moun-

' This error was corrected by Ortelius in the 1587 edition of his Atlas,

probably in consequence of the survey which Sarmiento was ordered to make
v/ith a view of fortifying the Straits against a repetition of Drake's exploit

(see posi, pp. 272, 359).
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tains of the sea,' and knew it was a judgment.' By the

end of the month they had been driven, as they calculated,

beyond the 57th parallel and some two hundred leagues

to the westward. With October the weather slightly

mended, and they managed to work back to the north-

east, so that by the 7th they were able to anchor among

some islands a little to the north of the point where they

had emerged from the Straits. It was the first land they

had seen since a month before they had met the gale.

Exhaused with their toil they were enjoying the prospect

of riding out the storm in peace, when a few hours after

anchoring a squall caught them. The ' Golden Hind

'

parted her cable, the ' Elizabeth ' had to slip hers, and

though both vessels managed to regain the open sea, they

almost immediately lost sight of each other and never

met again. The ' Elizabeth ' recovered the mouth of the

Straits, and after waiting there till the end of the month,

making fires as a signal to his consort, Wynter lost heart,

and though Drake had given him a rendezvous on the

coast of Peru he induced his men to abandon the voyage

and return home.^

' He says Bright had been made captain of her before the departure from

Port St. Juhan. No other authority mentions this, and the Authorised

Narrative distinctly states that Thomas was still in command. Bright,

however, may have been made master in recognition of his fidelity (Vaux,

p. 79, n.).

- The Authorised Narrative hints that the desertion was not entirely

without premeditation. Neither Cooke nor Cliffe, who were both aboard

the ' Elizabeth,' attempts any defence of Wynter. The latter says the deser-

tion was on compulsion and against the mariners' wishes. Wynter's defence

was that he thought Drake must be lost, and that he despaired of ever get-

ting a fair wind for Peru. If we may judge from his deposition before the

Admiralty Court on his return, he seems to have had no stomach for the

continuance of the voyage under Drake. In speaking of the capture of the

' Mary,' at the Cape Verde Islands, he says :
' The taking of which ship I

protest was contrary to my good will, which I could not let or gainsay, for

that I had no authority there, but such as pleased the said Drake to give and

take away from me at his will and pleasure ; and being in great fear of my
life, if I should have contraried him or gone about to practise to withstand
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Meanwhile the Admiral was once more driving to the

southward, nor was it until he had been carried as low

as the 55th parallel that the terrific weather moderated.'

At this height he was able to run in among some islands,

which seem to have convinced him that he had made a

great geographical discovery. It was a discovery which

if known to the Spaniards had been jealously concealed

by them, and if not was a secret of the last importance

to his country. We have already noticed that by all

cosmographers of the time the passage which Magellan

had discovered was represented as a strait between

America and a vast antarctic continent, which they called

Terra Australis Incognita and believed to stretch east

and west about the world and to be continuous with New
Guinea. Already, however, if we may believe the

Authorised Narrative and Fletcher's notes, in passing the

supposed strait Drake's observations had raised in his

mind a suspicion that Tierra del Fuego was no part of

the fabulous continent, but only a group of islands, and

that Magellan was far from having discovered the only

way into the Pacific. While passing the Straits they had

had, as they believed, on the north and west of them the

continent of America, ' and on the south and east nothing

but islands, among which lie innumerable fretes or

passages into the South Sea.' ^ The group they had now

reached in .55° they identified as part of the same archipelago

through which they had already passed. On coming to

an anchor they found the waters ' to have their indraught

him in any part o{ his doing, he would have punished me with death ; for

that his words and threatenings many times tended thereunto by open

speeches and by example of a gentleman whom he executed afterwards, and
for that I was there with the said Drake where no justice would be heard was
enforced to content myself with silence.' S. P. Dom. 1580, cxxxix. 44.

' Vaii-x, p. 84 ; John Drake (p. 60), who says, however, ' he took port in

54° behind an island.'

2 Vaux, p. 76.
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and free passage, and that through no small guts or

narrow channels, but indeed through as large " frets " or

straits, as it hath at the supposed Straits of Magellan.'

They were probably therefore somewhere off Stewart-

land, or else about the western approaches to the Beagle

Channel, which are in about the described latitude.'

But even here they had but little rest. In two days

a renewal of the gale drove them from their anchors and

increased to such violence that they regarded their escape

from the lee shore and the unprecedented seas as no less

than a miracle. When it abated a little they ran in again

amongst some islands, probably in Darwin Sound, ' not

many leagues to the south of their former anchorage.' But
again the foul weather increased. The ' Golden Hind ' lost

another anchor and cable, and once more Drake's consum-

mate seamanship was like an interposition of Providence

to save them. A storm of such fury and persistence was

beyond all experience. The like of it, says the Narrative,

' no traveller hath felt, neither hath there ever been such

a tempest, that any records make mention of, so violent

and of such continuance since Noah's flood, for it lasted

from September 7th to October 28th full fifty-two days.'

These, however, were its last efforts and Drake interpreted

it ' as though God had sent them of purpose to the end

which ensued,' and this was, as the prolonged tempest

died away to bring them to ' the uttermost part of the

land towards the South Pole.'

That Drake discovered Cape Horn and the existence

of an open sea to the southward of Magellan's Straits has

often been and is still denied ; but a careful examination y
of the evidence, taken in connection with the testimony

• Unless, indeed, from Sir B. Hawkins's report of what Drake told him we
may infer they had really been driven round the Horn and had made the

eastern mouth of the Beagle Channel (see 'gost, p. 271).
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of contemporary geographers to his claim and the general

accuracy of his recorded observations at the time, permits

no serious doubt that he did ; and if such honour as is due

to the accident, for it was an accident, has been withheld

from him it is only because at his first coming home he

kept it as secret as he could that the Spaniards might not

know the revolutionary strategical result of his voyage.'

The Authorised^Narrative is particularly accurate and

explicit. ' The uttermost cape or headland of all these

islands,' it says, ' stands near in 56° without [i.e. outside

of] which there is no main nor island to be seen to the

Southwards, but that the Atlantic Ocean and the South

Sea meet in a most large and free scope.' ^ Fletcher says

they found that the land stretched southward ' from the

'

main of America but three degrees at the utmost ' and that

' A very weighty denial of Drake's claim has been given recently by

Professor Laughtou in the Dictionary of National Biography, mainly on the

ground that after passing the Straits he was never again so far easterly as

the Horn. This would be a difficulty had Drake claimed to have made the

discovery the first time he was driven south to 57° ; for there we know they

placed their position by dead reckoning 200 leagues W. of the Straits, and

calculating by the eclipse after their return home, in Long. 90° W. of

England (Cliffe in Vaux, p. 280). The discovery, however, is not alleged

to have been made until after they had regained the Straits, and the ' Eliza-

beth,' in which Cliffe sailed, had parted company. Drake was then driven

south the second time on a lee shore, and therefore by a wind about N.W.,

which, blowing as long as it did, could hardly fail to bring him near to Cape

Horn. Drake, too, told Sir Eichard Hawkins that the gale veered from

N.W. to S.W. (see next page). Captain Burney, E.N. [South Sea, i. 328),

after a minute examination of the evidence, had no doubt of the reality of

the discovery, and was of opinion that it was ' the uncouth and unconnected

manner ' in which Pretty drew up his narrative which led to the belief that

the islands to which Drake was driven were not the group which terminates

in Cape Horn. The explanation which the old geographers, going on Pretty's

account, adopted to get over Professor Laughton's difficulty was to mark
Drake's ' Eliza bethides ' as a group W. of Tierra del Fuego, in a position

where it is known no land exists.

^ John Drake also gives 56°. The actual latitude of Cape Horn is

55° 58' 40" S. It has been objected that this accuracy proves nothing, as

Drake's latitudes were often wrong. This is true of observations taken at

sea, but where he had time to make a careful observation ashore he is

nearly always approximately right. His observations at sea were usually
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' both the seas in 55° and under are one.' ' His observa-

tions were made independently. ' Myself being landed,' he

relates ' did with my bag travel to the southernmost part

of the island to the sea on that side, where I found that

island to be more southerly three parts of a degree than

any of the rest of the islands,' and there he set up a stone

engraved with the queen's name and the date. According

to Sir Eichard Hawkins, Drake told him that he was

sure that during the long storm he must have been beaten

round about the Straits, and that ' standing about when
the wind changed, he was not well able to double the

southernmost island and so anchored under the lee of it,

and going ashore, carried a compass with him, and seek-

ing out the most southernmost part of the island cast

himself down upon the uttermost point, grovelling and so

reached out his body over it.' "When he came on board

again he told his people ' that he had been upon the

southernmost known land in the world, and even further

to the southward upon it than any of them, yea, or any

man as yet known.' As the result of this information

Sir Eichard Hawkins lays it down as certain ' that if a

man be furnished with wood and water and the wind

good, he may keep the main and go round about the Straits

given to half a degree ouly, those ashore to ten and even five minutes.

Their position, as given by the Authorised Narrative, is confirmed by J.

Drake, who says (p. 60) that after their cables parted ' they were driven to

56°, where they found an island very fertile '—that is, they found wood

,

water, and a kind of edible vetch (yerva). But he of course does not betray

to his Spanish examiners the secret of the open sea.

' This would also look as if he were speaking of the east coast ; it would

not appear to be so on the west coast in lat. 55°. It is quite possible the

current that sets from the west had carried them back to the east of Cape

Horn, and this seems certainly to have been what Mendoza believed had

happened, after diligent inquiry. He told Philip that Drake had run back,

when the wind changed, in the direction from which he had been driven, in

order to reconnoitre and then sailed northwards, outside the islands into

the South Sea. Spanish Calendar, 1582, p. 341.
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to the southwards,' and this he considered the shorter way

of the two.' Amongst Fletcher's notes are charts show-

ing the continent terminating in islands which it was his

~^,

Archipelago •«\}s.^,y>^ *' >1''^

de las islas

Caiis\ '^^V

TERRA AUSTRALIS NONDUM COGNITA

\atili
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called them ' Elizabethides,' but Fletcher gives this name
to the southernmost island only, of which he furnishes an

enlarged plan, showing a pool of fresh water in the south

part of it.'

Apart from this direct evidence it is certain that the

existence of an open sea to the south of America, although

not generally credited till Le Maire doubled the Cape in

1616, was regarded by contemporary cosmographers as a

discovery claimed by Drake. In Hondius's famous map
of the world, upon which he delineated both this voyage

and that of Cavendish in 1587-8, America is shown as

terminating in a group of islands and separated from

the Terra Australis by a channel some two hundred

miles broad. Upon the shrunken Antarctic continent is

written in Latin the following note :
' These islands

Francis Drake placed at Magellan's Strait ; but Thomas
Cavendish and all the Spaniards contradict him, main-

taining the Strait, and it is credible that Drake, driven

from his course by storms may not have made regular

observations of these places ; for he lost here two ships,'

or in other words, Drake, though not necessarily romanc-

ing, had probably made a mistake.^ Monson, in dealing

' Shane MSS. 61.

^ Vera totius expeditionis F. Draci, &o., B.M., S. T. W. (1) :

' Insnlas illaa ad fretum Magell. Fr. Dracus posuit : verum Thos. Cavendish

et Hispani omnes ei reolamant, fretum solum-modo affirmantes, et oredibile

est, Dracum tempestatibus fluctuantem vix loca ilia serio observasse ; duas

enim naves hie amislt.' A copy o£ this rare naap is in Vaux's volume. A
probably still earlier representation of Drake's discovery is to be found on
a Dutch silver plaque in the British Museum, which appears to have been

executed in his honour, possibly on the occasion of his ofBoial visit to

Holland in 1586. The great cartographer Ortelius adhered to the old ideas,

at least in his published maps. In his edition of 1587 Tierra del Fuego is

still part of the Terra Australis : but it must be remembered that he vpas at the

time in the King of Spain's service, and for strategical reasons was bound at

least officially to discredit the existence of a practicable open passage into the

South Sea. That the Spanish Government had some hint of the discovery

appears from a despatch of the Venetian Ambassador in June 1582. Drake,

he writes, ' has discovered that the land hitherto supposed to be mainland

VOL. I. T
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with the ' two worlds undiscovered,' refers to Drake's

theory that the Antarctic continent lay altogether to the

southward of Magellan's Strait.' Hakluyt certainly be-

lieved him and attached to his ' Voyages ' a map, where,

on Drake's authority, the Terra Australia entirely dis-

appears, giving place to an open sea, and the American

continent ends in a group of islands.^

So deeply impressed was Drake with the importance

of his achievement, that the fine weather which now set in

was regarded as a sign from Heaven, that the terrible

tempest had been sent by Him to lead them to their great

discovery ;
' which being made,' the Narrative reverently

says, ' acccording to His will. He stayed His hand, as

is divided therefrom by a navigable channel like the Straits of Magellan,

where the King has recently sent to build a fort. But as the Governors have
not been yet informed of this new channel dividing New Spain from Peru

[sic] a ship has been sent to those parts to warn them of it (Venetian

Gal. 1582, p. 37). See also Spanish Gal. 1582, p. 340, where Mendoza
warns Philip about the Straits of Magellan, ' which Drake discovered not

to be a strait at all, and that the land which in the maps is called Tierra

del Fuego is not a part of the continent, but only very large islands with

channels between them,'

' Naval Tracts in Purchas, iii. 388.

^ Hakluyt in his first edition of 1589 certainly seems to ignore the dis-

covery. But the reason of this is known. The only two narratives to which

he could get access were those of Pretty and the Portuguese pilot Da Silva

and on the point in question the pilot seems as studiously confused as

Pretty. With curious unanimity they both speak vaguely of having entered

a haven among some islands they came to in lat. 57°, where no land exists,

and pass on hurriedly to the northerly voyage (Vaux, pp. 237, 253). Pro-

bably, however, Hakluyt never doubted it. In the first edition, it is true, he
used Ortelius's map, but expressly states it was because Molyneux's globe

was not finished. In his second edition, however, he rejected Molyneux,

who it is clear from internal evidence can have had no direct information

from Drake. The globe,which is still preserved in the Middle Temple Library,

shows an antarctic continent on the old lines. To Hakluyt this was not

satisfactory, for in the ' New Map ' he adopted the Terra Australis entirely

disappears. No land is shown south of Africa or America, and this is

expressly stated to be on Drake's authority. The map is clearly not taken

from Fletcher's diagrammatic charts. Curiously enough, it appears to

ignore the existence of Magellan's Straits, and to make America end at the

Beagle Channel. Below it are four large islands and several smaller ones

bearing a rough resemblance to those which really exist.
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pleased His Majesty therein and refreshed us as His ser-

vants.' So after but two days' rest, so keen was their

anxiety to reach the appointed rendezvous in the height

of 30° south latitude, where they hoped to meet their lost

consorts, with thanksgiving and renewed hope they stood

to the north-west. But now a new difficulty was in

store. On the second day they fell in ' with two islands

lying like stragglers from the rest of the broken land,'

which were possibly the Ildefonso Group. ^ Here they

reprovisioned with birds' eggs, and proceeded on their

course north-north-west, as their Spanish charts showed

the Chile coast to trend. For twelve days they continued

thus until they reached the height of 44°, but still there

was no sign of the expected land. Chile seemed to have

disappeared. Drake, sure he had made no mistake, at

length decided the Spanish cartographers must be wrong,

and boldly altered his course to the north-east. He was

rewarded in a few days by making the Valdivia river, and

all was well again. The river, however, afforded no fit

harbouring for his purposes, and he resolved now that he

had goti in touch with the land again, to coast along it

in search of what he wanted. In this way they reached

the height of about 37° south, but seeing the coast still

promised no good harbour for refreshing, and desiring now

to keep out of sight of the mainland, he ran for the island

of Mucho, which had been already sighted, and there came

to anchor.^

Drake with a picked crew at once went ashore, where

he was received by the natives with every demonstration

of friendship, and returned laden with a feast of fresh

> John Drake (p. 60), however, says the islands where they provisioned

were in 55° ; also that not finding land where the charts showed it, they

feared that in threading about the islands they had got back into the

Atlantic.

^ San Juan de Anton.

T 2
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mutton, poultry, and maize. At daybreak on the morrow

he returned to water at a place the natives had promised

to show him. Fearing no danger he had armed his crew

with nothing but their swords and targets, and so came

ashore in a reedy creek to which the natives signalled him.

Two men landed with barrels, but no sooner had they set

foot ashore than they were seized and dragged off.' At

the same moment some of the Indians hauled the boat in

by the painter, others made a dash at the oars, while out

of the rocks and reeds sprang some hundred and more

who poured upon the boat a shower of darts and arrows.

Crowded as the English were in the boat they could do

nothing to protect themselves ; their targets were almost

useless, and at such close quarters the native fire was

deadly. The surf was running high, the creek was full of

rocks, they had but two oars left, and had it not been that

' one of the simplest of the company ' cut the painter they

must all have perished. As it was they reached the ship

covered with blood. Every man was hit several times.

Drake himself was wounded severely with an arrow under

the eye as well as in the head and arm, and his gunner, a

Dane called Great Niel, dangerously. Diego, his faithful

negro, who seems to have become like his shadow, had

twenty wounds, and John Brewer his trumpeter seventeen.^

Another boat was quickly manned with a fresh crew

armed to the teeth to rescue the prisoners, but so vast

was the concourse of Indians that they had to abandon

their comrades to their fate. In revenge they begged to

be allowed to give a broadside into the dense throng, but

Drake would not permit it, on the ground that the Indians

• Legge says they were Thomas Flood and Tom Brewer {Vaux,'p. 179).

Both these men signed articles 9, 10 and 11 in the ' Proceedings ' against

Doughty (ibid. p. 169), showing they are the proceedings at the court-

martial and do not relate to the subsequent inquiry.

' Vaux, p. 99. ' Observations of Sir E. Hawkins,' Sakl. Soc. p. 227.
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must have taken them for Spaniards and were therefore

justified in what they had done, a most humane piece of

casuistry considering how severe was the blow. For

the chief surgeon was dead, his assistant was in the

' Ehzabeth,' and the ' Golden Hind ' had no one but a boy,

' whose good will was more than any skill he had.' In the

end, however, Drake's own knowledge of surgery proved

enough, and thanks perhaps to the fresh food they had

obtained, most of the wounded rapidly recovered ; but

he had to deplore the loss of his negro and his gunner,

who both died of their wounds.'

The same afternoon they sailed in search of a more

hospitable port, still pushing northwards, till a little

beyond Valparaiso at a place they called Philip's Bay

they fell in with an Indian in a canoe. With him they

soon made friends, and so kindly was he treated that he

brought them to his people ashore, who supplied them

with what provisions they could, and something better.

For their chief offered to pilot them to a harbour a little

to the southward, where they could have all they wanted

for the taking, and where a large vessel richly laden had

lately put in. It had been their intention to hunt the

buffaloes they had seen in herds ashore, but now the

Indian's offer was eagerly accepted and they stood back

for Valparaiso.

The famous raid was about to begin ; Drake's prayer

had been granted ; and he was on the eve of reaping the

first fruits of what he had earned with so much danger

and difficulty. For an Englishman, whether the voyage

be regarded as piracy or as a calculated affair of state,

there must be always something irresistibly attractive

in the personality of the man who thus first dared to

> Vaux, p. 99. Legge {ibid. p. 179) is the only authority that mentions

the deaths.
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ciiallenge the Spanish dominion of the Pacific. By a

rare piece of fortune we have a picture of him and his

comx^any as they appeared at this time, drawn by a

Spanish officer whom they took a few weeks later. ' The

general of the Englishmen,' wtote Don Francisco de

Zarate to Don Martin Enriquez, who had been Viceroy

of New Spain ever since the affair of San Juan de Ulua,

' is a cousin of Juan Aquines. He is the same who five

years ago took Nombre de Dios. He must be a man of

about thirty-five years, short, with a ruddy beard, one of

the greatest mariners there are on the sea alike from his

skill and his power of command.' His ship is a galleon

' of about four hundred tons, a very fast sailer, and

there are aboard her a hundred men, all skilled hands

and of warlike age, and all so well trained that they

might be old soldiers of the Italian tertias. Every one is

specially careful to keep his harquebuss clean. He treats

them with affection and they him with respect. He
cames with him nine or ten gentlemen, cadets of high

families in England. These are members of his council

and he calls them together upon all occasions however

simple, and although he takes counsel from no one, he is

pleased to hear their opinions before issuing his orders. He
has no favourite (privado). These of whom I speak are

admitted to his table as well as a Portuguese pilot whom
he brought from England. This man never spoke a word

the whole time I was there. He is served with much
plate with gilt borders and tops and engraved with his

arms, and has all possible kinds of delicacies and scents,

many of which he says the Queen gave him. None of

the gentlemen sit or cover in his presence, without first

' Another prisoner describes him as of middle size and thickset or

' sturdy ' (mediano de cuerpo, membrudo), Sarmiento's Report in Documentos
Iniditos, vol. xcix. pp. 432-438.
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being ordered once and even several times. The galleon

carries about thirty pieces of heavy ordnance and a large

quantity of fireworks,' and a great deal of ammunition

and other necessaries. They dine and sup to the music

of violins ; and he carries all the appliances of carpenters

and caulkers, so as to careen his ship when there is

occasion. His ship is not only of the latest type but

sheathed.^ I understand that all the men he carries

are paid, because when they plundered our ship, nobody

dared take anything without his orders. He keeps very

strict discipline and punishes the slightest fault. He has

painters, too, who sketch all the coast in its proper colours.

This troubled me to see most of all, because it was so

true to nature, that whosoever follows him can by no

means lose his way. I heard that he started from his

country with five ships and four sea-going shallops and

that the half of the squadron was the Queen's ; and I

understand this is so, for the reasons I shall give your

Excellency.' ^ San Juan de Anton, the captain and owner

of Drake's largest prize, confirms the picture, saying that

he had observed how the English captain was greatly

feared and reverenced among his men, that he had a guard

about his person, and was served at his meals to the

sound of trumpets and other instruments. He also

dwells on the elaborate armament of the ' Golden Hind,'

but says she was greatly decayed.''

It is clear then we must think of him, as he broke

' Artificios defuego. ' Fireworks ' was the technical military equivalent

in England (see post, p. 396). John Drake told the Spaniards they were

chiefly ' balls to throw with the hand with a key or handle ' to set fire to

ships. ' There were other kinds as well, but he knew not whether they were

compounded of gunpowder. Some were brought from England and some

made on the voyage.' J. Drake, p. 59.

2 See post, p. 379. ^ Peralta, Costa Bica, &a., p. 582.

* S. P. Spain, 18. ' Exam, of San Juan de Anton by order of the High

Court of Panama, March 17, 1879.'
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with so much daring and so entirely beyond expectation

the tranquiUity of the Pacific, not as pirate or buccaneer of

Kidd's or Morgan's stamp, but as a man Hke Hawkins

surrounded by all the state and discipline of a queen's

officer, insisting on the reverence due to a captain at sea

by all on board his ship no matter what their station

ashore, with the bodyguard due to his dignity as general

of the fleet, with his gentleman standing hat in hand

before him, and his music and his perfumes after the

best fashion of the time. It was so at least he impressed

the astonished Spaniards who were best able to observe

and least inclined to think well of the heretic corsair,

who had fallen on them, as Lopez Vaz wrote, 'like a

visitation from Heaven.'

The surprise was complete. Though it was now more

than a year since Drake had sailed, not a word of warning

had yet reached any station upon the South Sea. On
December 5, 1578, in Valparaiso, then a small settlement

of some nine households ' which served as the port of

Santiago, there was lying a ship called the ' Captain of

Morial ' or the ' Grand Captain of the South,' Admiral

to the Islands of Solomon, the identical vessel which the

famous navigator Sarmiento de Gamboa had commanded

in Mendana's late expedition to discover the 'Isles of

Ophir.' ^ Seeing a vessel entering the harbour from the

sea where none but friends had been known before, the

crew got up a hotija of wine to entertain the strangers

' Pretty.

^ Duro, Armada Espanola, ii. cap. 15 ; Taux, p. 102. There was no
trade with the Solomon Islands at this time. Her real name was Los Reyes

(see Sarmiento's Report, pp. 437 and 450). She had her title from having
been the capitana or chief of the two ships with which Mendana had
discovered what are now called the Solomon Islands, and perhaps Australia

as well, eleven years before (cf. Burney South Sea, vol. i. cap. xvi.). The
name of the other vessel, Duro says, was ' Todos Santos.'
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and beat them a welcome with their drums : nor did

they discover their mistake till Tom Moone with a

boarding party was over their side laying about him, shout-

ing ^6aa;o, ^e»TO / ('Below, dog!')' Trusting to the

prevalent fair weather, the crews of the South Sea ships

were very small. In this case there were but half a

dozen Spaniards on board, who were quickly driven below,

and secured, with the exception of one man who leaped

overboard and swam ashore with the alarm. Thus

ominously did Drake's epoch-making raid open with

the capture of the first vessel in which the Spaniards

attempted to spread their empire over the South Sea.

The terrified inhabitants fled to the mountains, and

Drake, manning his own boat and that of the prize, took

possession of the town. Nothing of value was obtained

except the altar cloth and plate of the chapel, firstfruits

which Drake appropriately presented to his chaplain.

The warehouses were stored with Chili wine and provi-

sions of bread and bacon, to which they helped themselves

according to their desire, and so, setting all the prisoners

ashore except the master of the prize, a man of Greek

birth whom they kept to pilot them to Lima, they put

to sea again with their prize.^ On ransacking her they

found that besides more Chili wine she contained some

25,000 pesos of fine Valdivia gold to the value of above '

37,000 ducats, or over 80,000^. of our money, and ' a great

cross of gold set with emeralds on which was nailed a god

of the same metal.'

'

> Ahaxo, the modern abajo ' below, underneath,' was the common word

for calling an enemy's crew to surrender by going below.

'^ Da Silva in Vaux, p. 260 ; Sarmiento, p. 437.

' Southey says, apparently on some Spanish authority, they got 1,770

jars of wine, 60,000 pesos, some pearls and merchandise (p. 253, Hannay's

edition) Sarmiento says 1,770 jars of wihe and 24,000 pesos de oro.
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Drake's chief care now was to rejoin his lost consorts

at the appointed rendezvous in 30° south latitude, and with

this intent he began to look out for a convenient place to

clean his foul ship and set up one of the pinnaces he had

on board, since without a light vessel it was impossible to

search the coast thoroughly for his friends, whom he

expected to find in some snug creek occupied on the

same business. While thus engaged in the mouth of the

Coquimbo river a shore party were attacked by a strong

troop of Spanish horse and some Indians from the neigh-

bouring settlement, but were able to regain their boat with-

out loss, except for one man who obstinately refused to run

and so got himself shot.' The following day, however, a

suitable place was found in Salado Bay, lying in 27° 65'.

Here the remaining pinnace was put together on the deck

of the prize, the ' Golden Hind ' was thoroughly overhauled,

and her heavy guns were got up out of the hold and

mounted.^ So soon as the pinnace was ready Drake him-

self started in her to the southward in hopes of finding

his missing companions in some inlet he had overlooked,

nor was it till he had waited a whole month in Salado

Bay that, still hoping they might be gone on to Panama,

he resolved to proceed alone. Yet unknown to himself

his sojourn on the coast had not been without those effects

he desired to produce. When, as a Spanish contemporary

wrote, through God's inscrutable providence the heretics

were permitted to penetrate the Straits, 'a navigation

deemed impossible, a thing never before heard of or

imagined,' the Governor of Chile, Don Eodrigo de Quiroga,

after a prolonged war, was on the point of bringing the

hostile Indians to subjection. Drake's appearance upset

' This place they knew as Cyppo. The man's name was Richard

Minivy.

* 3. Brake ; Sarmienio.
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the whole of his work. So long as the corsair remained

on the coast the whole of the scanty forces of the new
colony had to be diverted to watch him, and so harassed

was the old Governor by the disappointment and the

work thrown upon him that he fell sick and died a few

months after.'

It was on January 19, 1579, that having thus thrown the

whole of Chile into confusion, Drake again started north-

ward. Every bay and inlet as he went was examined,

and not without reward. Near a place called Tarapaca

on the Pisagua river a watering party found a Spaniard

asleep on his way from Potosi with thirteen bars of silver

at his side ' weighing 4,000 Spanish ducats which they

removed without waking him.' Further on, still in search

of water, they met with another Spaniard driving a train

of eight llamas each carrying a hundred pounds of silver.^

'We could not endure,' says the Narrative, ' to see a

gentleman Spaniard turned carrier so, and therefore with-

out entreaty we offered our services and became drovers :

only his directions were not so perfect that we could keep

the way he intended ; for almost as soon as he had parted

from us we were come to our boats.' In the same ban-

tering tone the tale is told, as their successes multiplied.

Everywhere the Indians came off to trade, and before

Marmorena or Morro Morena, a large native town, Drake

anchored and found the two Spanish officers who governed

it willing more from fear than love to permit the people

to sell him all kinds of necessaries.

The first Spanish town they came to was Arica, the

port of the renowned Potosi mines, and here, in hopes

perhaps of sacking its warehouses, they boldly entered.

' Vida de Don Antonio de Quiroga, Doc. Ined. xciv. 39 et seq.

^ Da Silva (Vaux, p. 261) says 3,000 pesos. Apeso = & real of eight.

Sarmiento confuses the two incidents and says they took 3,000 pesos in silver

bars.
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Two small vessels were in the harbour, but so complete

was the security of the coast that only one negro was on

board to watch them though about a hundredweight of

silver was found in one of them.' The appearance of a

party of horse and some other troops at once convinced

Drake of the risk of any attempt upon the town, and after

keeping the place in alarm all night with his drums and

trumpets, the following morning he sailed. Contrary to

his usual practice, one of the barks had been wantonly

burnt, but both Legge and John Drake concur in saying

it was done by two seamen without orders. The other,

which contained the treasure, he carried with him.

The stir on the coast seems to have hastened their

movements for fear that news of their presence should

reach Lima before them ; and moreover they had got

intelligence, apparently from the negro whom they had

I

carried off, that a richly laden treasure ship was ahead of

I

them. After a chase of over a hundred miles they came

up with her at anchor in a haven called ' Chule,' but only

to find that, two hours before, warning had reached her

through two Spanish prisoners they had let go, and that

she had discharged and buried all her silver.^ A strong

guard of Spaniards and Indians ashore diverted them from

attempting to recover it, and Drake had to be content

with carrying off the empty vessel. About a league from

\ shore he made sail upon her, and doing the same for the

"^ other two prizes which he still had with him he left them

to drive out to sea and went on his way to Callao de

Lima.

A few leagues from the port they were lucky enough

' Thirty-three bars, Sarmiento.

* ' Chule ' is probably a mistake for ' Chute.' Chut6 Point is a little

ov.er a hundred miles beyond Arica, and here is Islay, the port of Arequipa.

Anton calls the place Arygurja.
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to pick up a prize which had just come out, and thus were

able not only to learn that a treasure ship had recently

arrived, but also to secure a pilot to take them in. Here,

too, the same security prevailed. The harbour was full

of shipping : besides smaller vessels, some twelve or fifteen

of the finest ships in the South Sea trade were riding at

one mooring with no watch kept, and as night fell Drake

stood in and anchored quietly in the midst of them.

Though told by some stray hands, whom they found

amongst the deserted ships, that the silver had all gone

ashore, Drake ordered a thorough search, and while it

was going on a vessel from Panama came in and anchored

close by him. At the same time a boat put off from the

shore and came alongside the ' Golden Hind ' to inquire

what she was. By Drake's orders one of the Spanish

prisoners was made to reply that she was Michael Angelo's

ship from Chile, which was one of the vessels he had been

overhauling. Thereupon a man from the boat began

climbing up the side, but suddenly finding himself con-

fronted by the mouth of a great gun hurriedly jumped

back and the boat dashed away. In vain with a noiseless

shower of arrows the Englishmen tried to stop her escape.'

The Panama ship took alarm, and, cutting her cable, stood

out again to sea, with Drake's pinnace at her heels. She

was quickly overhauled and summoned to surrender.

Her answer was a harquebuss shot that killed one of the

English crew and sent the pinnace back discomfited.

Drake at once gave the word to weigh, and in order to pre-

vent pursuit quietly cut the cables of every ship in the har-

bour and the masts of the larger ones, and leaving them to

the mercy of the wind gave chase with both his vessels to

the offending Spaniard. This time she did not wait to be

suminoned. One shot through her sufficed to make the

' Lopez Vaz in Vaux, p. 289.
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crew lower away their boat and leave the ship to her

fate.'

She was laden with Spanish goods, but these things

were of little importance. Though twice baulked of his ex-

pected treasure prizes, Drake had learned news of one that

threw all the rest into insignificance. A fortnight before,

there had sailed from Lima the ' Nuestra Senora de la

Concepcion,' ' the great glory of the South Sea,' laden with

bullion on its way to the King of Spain's treasury. It

was a long start, but knowing she was to touch at Paita

they had still hope of catching her before she reached

Panama. Whether Drake really intended to carry out

his projected attempt on the Golden City single-handed

we cannot tell, but before him was a prize that he was

determined to have wherever he might find her. As ill

luck would have it, before he was out of sight of Callao, it

fell dead calm, and while he drifted with his prize on a

glassy sea close to the island of San Lorenzo that lies in

the mouth of the bay, the bells of the town rang out an

alarm ; loud cries of ' the French !
' added to the confusion,

and it was clear he was not even out of danger.^ The
morrow brought no change in the weather and he was
still becalmed, when the Viceroy of Peru, hearing that

enemies had appeared in the port and fearing a revolu-

tionary outbreak, hurried down from Lima in alarm with

horse and foot. Finding from the arrows that had been

shot at the custom house boat who the enemy really were,

he manned two vessels which had been saved from the

general wreck with two hundred troops each, and as soon

as a breeze sprang up sent them in pursuit of the corsairs.

' John Drake, p. 61. De Anton says he was told that Dralce killed all

the crew, but no other account bears this out. Sarmiento only says her
owner, Alonso Bodriguez, was wounded by an arrow.

* John Drake, p. 51 ; Sarmiento, p. 432.
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By this time, however, Drake by towing with his pinnace

and boat had got an offing, and seeing two large vessels

bearing down on him with the coming breeze he hadtime

to act. His suspicion had been aroused already by the

movements of a small boat that seemed to be watching

him and he at once ordered away the pinnace to take his

Greek pilot and the other prisoners on board the prize,

and bring off the prize crew. There was some delay, and

every moment was precious. Drake sprang into his gig,

and rowing to the prize, rated his men soundly, and

quickly had thena all aboard the pinnace. Then he cast

off the Spanish vessel and let her drive, while the ' Golden

Hind ' spread every stitch she had north-west to get the

breeze.^ The decoy proved a complete success. The

soldiers huddled in the two unarmed vesselswere excusably

unwilling to approach the English guns, and were only

too glad it seems to make the recapture of the prize an

excuse for leaving Drake to get away on the freshening

breeze. All day, however, they laboured after him, but

the Spanish vessels were without ballast and so crank they

could bear no sail, and by evening, says Sarmiento, there

was very little to be seen of the ' Golden Hind.' At night-

fall they resolved to return, seeing they had no provisions

and could do nothing if they caught the enemy ; but what

had most to do with the decision, says Sarmiento con-

temptuously, ' was that many caballeros were so sea-sick

they could not stand' and had no power to fight.' On

their return to port, it is said, the exasperated Viceroy

hanged some of them for cowardice, but nevertheless saw

wisdom enough in their discretion to order guns to be

cast to arm ships for a new pursuit.

Meanwhile the breeze had increased to a gale and

' Sarmiento, p. 434. VeUjd la navlo a popa y echo los jtianetes, que son

sobregabias, which seems to mean she had top-gallant-sails.
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Drake was flying northward after his prey. Every eye

could now look forward without fear and every nerve

was strained in the pursuit. As they drew near the line

the wind failed, but in spite of the increasing heat they

took to their oars and rowed. On the second day they

met and captured a frigate and were told by the pilot that

the chase was only three days ahead of them. Two days

more brought them to Paita, where from another prize,

which the pinnace cut out, they learned they had gained

another day. The scent was now hot, and to add to the

excitement, as they pressed on again, it was known that a

fight was probable ; for the ' Nuestra Senora de la Concep-

cion,' as though unusually well armed for a South Sea ship,

was nicknamed Cacafuego, a word that may be decently

translated ' Spitfire.' For fear of missing her the two

vessels sailed in extended line, Drake in the pinnace close

in-shore and the ship a league and a half to sea, and to

the first man who should view the chase the general

promised a chain of gold. The next day a third prize was

taken, and Drake's behaviour on this occasion gives us

an insight into the hurry and excitement that prevailed.

She carried as passengers two friars and, as her papers

shewed, was bound from Guayaquil to Panama with a

quantity of silver. All this was found, but the negro

sailors said there was more unentered, as was frequently

done to cheat the customs. The supercargo stoutly

denied it, but Drake could not wait to inquire into the

truth. The friars and the crew were set ashore, but

the skipper and the supercargo carried on. As the latter

persisted in saying the negroes lied, Drake in his impa-

tience ordered him to be hung up by the neck till he con-'

fessed. Still he maintained his papers were correct, and

no more silver being found by the searchers Drake was at

last convinced and ordered him to be released before any.
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harm was done. This is the one serious charge we have

of Drake's having used cruelty to his prisoners, and if it

be true the excitement under which he must have

been labouring at the time is the only excuse to be

found for it.'

Having obtained from his prisoners news of the chase

that made him still hotter for the pursuit, he kept the

prize in company only long enough to tranship the

treasure to the ' Golden Hind ' and then let her drive like

the rest. Pressing on under every rag that could be

carried, in three days they had passed Guayaquil without

so much as looking into it ; four more carried them across

the line ; and still there was not a glimpse of what every

eye was straining to see. Five leagues from Cape San

Francisco they gained fresh hope. Here a fourth prize,

bound from Guayaquil to Panama with 15,000 pesos in

gold, was stopped, and, better than the treasure, one of

the prisoners told them the chase must be almost in

sight.^ Hopes beat high, as once more the long chase was

renewed and not without cause. For a few hours later

just as Cape San Francisco rose into sight, John Drake,

the general's page, who had gone to the masthead, came

to claim the golden chain.

To seaward of them he had seen the ' Cacafuego
'

quietly proceeding on her course. It was only midday,

and Drake did not wish to attack before dark. To take

' The story comes from John Drake's deposition. Sarmiento does net

mention it. Nuno da Silva (Vaux, p. 265) gives a different account of it,

saying the man was hanged ' because he would not confess two plates of gold

which he had taken, which after they found on him.' Drake may therefore

have had more ground for suspecting the man's honesty than the ofSoer of

the Inquisition records.

^ Sarmiento. He says Bravo, the owner, attempted after surrendering

to make sail and escape. Whereupon Drake ordered all his sails to be

wrapped round his anchor and thrown overboard, but afterwards he gave

him some canvas to get to port.

VOL, I. XI
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in sail would ha to arouse the suspicions of the chase. He
therefore hit on the ingenious device of trailing at his

stern some empty wine-jars, whereby his speed was re-

duced and the chase deceived as to his power of sailing

;

and as the two vessels thus held on he cleared for action.

'

By eight o'clock, when the ' Cacafuego ' had reached

as far as Punta Galera, it became obvious to all on board

that the strange vessel was making for them, and San

Juan de Anton, her owner and captain, thinking that

the Viceroy must be sending some message after him,,

went about and made towards the ' Golden Hind.' Drake

at once cut away his drags, and running under the

Spaniard's stern brought to alongside about nine o'clock.

As they came up Anton hailed them, but there was no

answer. He demanded what they were, and the answer

came 'A ship of Chile.' With that he came to the side,

but only to find out his mistake. As the stranger laid him
aboard there arose from her decks a shout of ' English

!

Strike sail !

' and then a solitary voice cried :
' Strike

sail, Senor Juan de Anton, unless you wish to be sent

to the bottom !

'
' Strike !

' cried the indignant Anton.

' What kind of a cruet-stand do you think this is to strike !

Come a-board and do it yourselves !
' Instantly there was

a whistle, followed by a trumpet call and a volley of shot

and arrows. In vain Anton tried to bear away. A chain

' The narrative of Da Silva as given in Hakluyt {Vaux, p. 265) says
that the ' Golden Hind ' was ' by the head,' and the jars were a device to

increase her speed. Professor Laughton, however, says it is a mistranslation

{Diet. Nat. Biogr.), and this view is borne out by John Drake's Deposition,

which implies the motive was as given in the text above. Henry Mayn-
waring,'the famous corsair, in the Treatise on Piracy and its Suppression
which he inscribed to the queen as a thank-offering for his own pardon,
says it was a common device of pirates. ' If any ships stand in after them,'
he writes, ' they have out all the sail they can make, and hang out drags to

hinder their going, that so the other that stand with them might imagine
they were afraid, and yet they shall fetch them up,' MS., Brit. Mus., Bib.

Beg., 17a, Ixvii.
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shot from a big gun sent his mizen overboard, and a rain

of shot and arrows frustrated every attempt to repair the

damage. His men fled below, and in another minute he

found himself laid aboard to port by a pinnace which
he now saw for the first time. Some forty Englishmen

were clambering into his chains and pouring tumultuously

over his sides. Eesistance was hopeless. He was alone

on deck, and they carried him at once to the ' Golden

Hind.' There he saw Drake in helmet and coat of mail

already disarming. ' Accept with patience,' said he, laying

his hand on Anton's shoulder, ' what is the usage of war,'

and with that he ordered him below into confinement. So

the thing was done. In spite of her name the ' Cacafuego
'

was practically unarmed ; and almost without a blow

Drake found himself in possession of the richest vessel in

all the South Sea.'

All that night and the next day and night the three

ships sailed out direct from land, till Drake felt himself

well out of the trade routes and secure from disturbance

while he gutted his prize. Its value is variously stated,

and was never perhaps quite accurately known. There

were found in her, the Narrative says, thirteen chests of

pieces of eight, eighty pounds of gold, and twenty-six tons

of silver, besides jewels and plate. The registered treasure

alone was valued at 360,000 ;pesos ; and Sarmiento says

there were over 400,000 j9esos unregistered. As the

Spanish pilot's boy watched it all going over the side he

hit the Englishmen's humour with a joke, of which they

never tired, by saying his master's ship must now be

called, not ' Spitfire ' but ' Spit-silver.' Besides this they

were able to reprovision from the prize in the most luxuri-

ous way, and supply themselves with all the sails, cordage,

' The details of the capture are mainly from Sarmiento, who had them

from Anton.

u 2
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and ship's stores they required. As for the prisoner^,

they were surprised at the treatment they received.

Beyond the open contempt the ' Lutherans ' expressed for

the venerated symbols of their faith, they had nothing to

complain of. Anton was entertained at the Captain's

table, and before dismissing them Drake took him all over

his ship, and after showing him his armament entrusted

him with a message to Don Martin Enriquez. Having

heard apparently of the execution of his old lieutenant

Oxenham, he warned the Viceroy that he must hang no

more Englishmen, and that if he did not spare those he had

in his hands he should receive a present of two thousand

Spanish heads. It was, he said, because Don Martin had

broken faith with John Hawkins that the queen had in a

manner constrained him to undertake the voyage much

against his will. To Anton he gave among other things a

present of a gilt corselet and a valuable German firelock.

The Spanish officers all received gifts according to their

station, every one of the crew had thirtyor ioitj pesos and

presents of clothing, and thus as contented as might be all

theprisoners from the various prizes were given their liberty,

and the gutted ' Cacafuego ' allowed to continue her voyage

to Panama. Nor was this the end of the corsair's clemency.

Eor Drake, who constantly shows a lurking admiration for

the personality of the Spanish gentleman, for his admirable

demeanour in adversity, his pride, and his fine manners,

as well as a paradoxical sympathy for the victims of his

raids, furnished the captain with a letter of protection in

case he should fall in with either of the missing consorts,

the captain of one of which he said was a cruel man.

'Master Wynter,' it ran, 'if it pleaseth God that you

should chance to meet with this ship of Saint John de

Anton, I pray you use him well ; according to my word

and promise given unto them ; and if you want anything
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that is in this ship of Saint John de Anton I pray you

pay them double the value for it, which I will satisfy

again, and command your men not to do any hurt. And

what composition or agreement we have made at my
return by God's help I will perform, although I am in

doubt that this letter will ever come into your hands

;

beseeching God, the Saviour of all the world to have us in His

keeping, to whom only I give all honour, praise and glory.

What I have written, is not only to you Mr. Wynter, but

also Mr. Thomas, Mr. Charles, Mr. Caube and Mr. Anthony

with all our other good friends, whom I commit to the

tuition of Him that with His blood redeemed us, and am
in good hope, that we shall be in no more trouble, but

that He will keep us in adversity, desiring you for the

Passion of Christ, if you fall into any danger, that you

will not despair of God's mercy ; for He will defend you

from all danger, and bring us to our desired haven, to

whom be honour glory and praise for ever and ever,

Amen. Your sorrowful captain whose heart is heavy for

you, Francis Drake.'

The style is perhaps the Chaplain's, but the matter

Drake's own ; and with the penning of this strange letter,

so full of piety and good nature, ends his triumphant

raid on the virgin coast.
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CHAPTEE X

THE VOYAGE OF CIECTJMNAVIGATION— (COn^OTMCC?)

The voyage was now ' made.' Besides more precious

plunder, the ' Golden Hind,' so John Drake confessed, was

literally ballasted with silver, and the only thought was

how to carry the vast booty home. When Anton had

asked how they meant to return, Drake had produced a

large chart which he said he had obtained in Lisbon for

eight hundred ducats, and told him there were four ways

home, one by the Moluccas and the Cape of Good Hope,

one by the Straits of Magellan, the third by Norway, and

the fourth he would not name.' Though Drake had asked

many questions about the Cimaroons in Vallana, Anton

believed this to be merely a blind, and that the nameless

way was really through Nicaragua. Sarmiento took a

deeper view. By the Norway route he apparently took

Drake to mean what we call the north-east passage, which

the Muscovy company had been formed to explore. By
the unnamed fourth way, Drake probably meant the new
route he had discovered round the Horn, but for Sarmiento

it was the unknown ' north-west ' passage, the Eastern out-

let of which Frobisher supposed he had already found. The
Spaniards believed that somewhere north of Cape Mendo-
cino in California there was a passage through to Labra-

' Sarmiento, p. 450. Other acconnts, including Anton's deposition, say
only three, but Sarmiento as a great eosmographer and navigator himself is

most likely to be correct on a point of so much interest to him.
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'dor, and Sarmiento felt sure the English cosmographers

had the secret of it. The Narrative implies that this piece

of exploration was an integral part of the original scheme

of the voyage ; in other words, that Drake had set forth not

to follow the track of Magellan, but to perform the equally

brilliant feat of circumnavigating the New World by way
of what was then known as the ' Straits of Anian.' If

from the west he could solve the problem which had

baffled the most skilful navigators from the east, he hoped

not only to do ' his country a great and notable service,'

but also to have ' a nearer cut and passage home.' It is

possible, therefore, that this was really ' the third way by

Norway ' at which Drake hinted ; or, again, it may be that

this and not the Horn route was ' the fourth way ' which

he would not name. He told Anton he would be home in

six months. Anton said he would not do it in a year,

because he was only going into a cul-de-sac, by which the

skipper meant that the Straits of Anian did not exist. But

Drake protested he was quite satisfied with his course

and meant to go through with it.' For the courageous

attempt the season was fast growing ripe ; his consorts he

had practically given up, believing, if still afloat, they

must have been misled by the error of the Spanish charts

into taking too westerly a course, and would go direct to the

Moluccas ; and he therefore resolved to seek to the north-

ward without further delay a place where he could careen

for the homeward voyage.

Meanwhile from Panama and Lima armed ships were

scouring the sea to find him. Three weeks after the cap-

ture of the ' Cacafuego ' the Peruvian squadron, reorganised

under Don Luis de Toledo, reached Cape San Francisco

in pursuit. Here they were at a loss how to proceed.

Don Luis, who was bound for Spain, obstinately incHned

' Vaux, p. Ill ; Sarmiento, p. 419.
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to the view that they must make sure Drake had not gone

for Panama or for the Gulf of St. Michael, to the south-

east of it, where Oxenham's attempt to recross the isthmus

had just been defeated. But Pedro Sarmiento de Gamboa,

one of the boldest and most capable of&cers in the Spanish

service, had been made Sergeant-major of the squadron,

and he, on the contrary, was for boldly striking northward

across the open sea for Nicaragua. His instinct told him

that this would be Drake's course ; that there he would

be able to water and refit in secret, and prey on the China

ships. He argued that the corsair knew that the troops

that had been sent after Oxenham were still posted at St.

Michael's Gulf, and that in any case he would never

abandon his fine galleon and seek to return overland.

His real route, he was sure, would be by Cape Mendocino

and the Straits of Anian. For that passage, he argued,

although not known to the Pacific pilots, was familiar to

cosmographers, and especially to the English, for whom
navigation in high latitudes had no terrors. There was

no doubt that a man so skilled in all kinds of navigation

as the corsair they were pursuing would know the route

and take it. In vain he exhausted every ao-gument. In

vain he staked his head on being able to guide the

squadron across the unknown waters. From day to day

as they loitered up the coast examining every port and

haven, the general put off a decision, and at last having

fallen in with Bravo, captain of one of the released prizes,

and heard his report of Drake's strength, and how he went

boasting he feared neither God nor man, he issued orders

without further consultation to keep the ordinary course

along the coast for Panama.'

So it was that on March 16, unpereeived and un-

molested, Drake quietly made the coast of Costa Eica,

' Sarmiento, pp. 440 et seq.
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some hundred leagues to the west of Panama. In Coro-

nada Bay is a lonely island called Cano. At the back of

this he found a creek secret and sheltered enough for his

purpose, and something better too ; for the day after his

arrival the pinnace captured a passing frigate, on board of

which amongst other passengers were found two China

pilots with all their charts and sailing directions, whom
the Viceroy was sending to Panama to conduct a high

official across the Pacific to the Phihppines. The richest

prize of bullion could not have been more welcome ; for

now, whether he succeeded in discovering a northern

passage or not, he could not fail to find his way home. By
this time the North Pacific voyage had become well known

;

at Nicoya in Nicaragua had been established a royal dock-

yard for building vessels for the China trade, and for

some years past there seems to have been a regular annual

service between Acapulco and other ports of New Spain

and the Philippines. Twenty years before, the problem

of the navigation of the North Pacific had been solved by

the famous Padre Urdaneta, whom, from the cloister

where he had hoped to pass the remainder of his days

in devotion, Philip had summoned to resume his old

profession. With extraordinary skill and labour he had

penetrated the secret of the prevailing winds and calm

belts, and had laid down the proper course outwards and

homewards in charts which continued in use for more

than half a century.' They must have been copies of

these charts that Drake captured, so that his way was

plain before him, and though he was the first commander

that ever circumnavigated the globe, this part of his feat

can in no way compare with Magellan's heroic venture

across what was then an absolutely trackless waste.

' Burney, South Sea, vol. i. c. xiv. Cf. John Chilton and Henry Hawkes

in Sahluyt.
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The pilot whom he chose to honour with his pre-

ference stoutly denied his trade—but in vain. The ship's

register was there to contradict him and he had to

confess. Disliking, as he said, to carry any man against

his will, Drake offered him a thousand ducats to navigate

the ' Golden Hind ' across the Pacific. More loyal than

Nuno da Silva, he refused. The bribe was increased by

an offer of fifty for his wife : still he refused ; and then

he was told he must go whether he would or not.' In

Drake's persistence we may read how small was his faith

in the existence of a practicable northern passage. It is

clear he was determined to solve the problem, if he might

;

but that already, with the instinct of the great navigator

he was, he divined what the result would be. The pilot,

then, was detained as well as the frigate, which was

found useful for receiving the heavy guns and cargo

during the operation of careening, and in the pinnace

the rest of the prisoners were dismissed.

The trimming of the vessel complete, the voyage

was continued towards Guatulco or Aguatulco, a small

but rising port of Guatemala in the eastern arm of

Tehuantepec Bay, where they hoped to obtain provisions.

On the way they fell in with a vessel, which was surprised

and captured. This was the ship of Don Francisco de

Zarate, from whose report to the Viceroy Don Martin

Enriquez we have already obtained so graphic a picture

of Drake and his ship : and now by the light he has left

we are able, as it were, to walk in his company the deck

of the ' Golden Hind ' and see its captain live and move.

Zarate was ten days out, we learn, from Acapulco, hpund

for Peru with a cargo of silks, porcelain, and other China

goods, when on the night of Saturday, April 4, the steers-

man saw in the moonlight a large vessel apparently about

' Declaracion de Jusepe de Parraces, Peralta, p. 586.
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to run them down. Thinking the crew were all asleep he

hailed them to haul clear. There was no answer and he

hailed again. This time a Spaniard replied they were the

vessel of Michael Angelo. The stranger was now seen

to be towing a smaller vessel at her stem, and as the

two ships passed it swung close to the Spaniard's quarter.

The next moment there was a volley of small shot fired

over them and a number of men swarming over the rail

were calling on them to surrender. So secure were these

seas that Zarate thought it was a joke, and the surprise

was too complete for any resistance to be attempted. No
violence was offered to the prisoners—the passengers were

merely deprived of their rapiers and keys, and Zarate

a.t once ordered on board the strange ship into the

presence of the commander. He found it a very fine

galleon, as well armed and equipped as ever he had seen

in his life. Drake was pacing the deck, and he went up

to him and ' kissed his hands.' ' He received me,' writes

Zarate, ' with a good countenance and took me to his

cabin, where telling me to be seated he said :
" I am a very

good friend to those who deal vdth me truly, but to those

who do not . And so you shall tell me, for this is the

best way to stand well with me, what silver or gold that ship

carries." I replied "None." He repeated the question.

" None," I answered, ' only one or two plates on which I am

served and one or two cups and that is all." He remained

silent awhile and then turned and asked me if I knew

your Excellency. I said I did ; and he asked if any rela-

tion of yours or anything belonging to you was with

me.' Zarate answered no, and Drake, still rankhng under

his old injury, went on : ' Because I would rather meet with

him than with all the gold and silver in the Indies, that

I might show him how to keep the word of a gentleman.'

Zarate discreetly made no reply, and Drake rose and led
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the way down to a lower steerage cabin which was used

as a prison and called, the Spaniard says, the Ballast.' In

the far end of it was an old man whom, in answer to

Drake's inquiry, Zarate said he did not know. ' Then

learn,' said Drake, ' that it is a pilot whom the Viceroy

was sending to Panama to take Don Gonzalo to China

and he is called Colchero,' and with that he ordered the

prisoner to be let out and they all went on deck together.

Here they talked till dinner was ready. At table Drake

had Zarate to sit next to him and helped him from his

own cover, and assured him he had no cause for alarm, for

his life and property were safe. Water, he said, was all

he wanted and so soon as he found it the prize should

be released.

Amongst other matters discussed during Zarate's short

stay on the ' Golden Hind ' was the question of Doughty' s

,

death. As we have seen above, Drake explained the

reason of his execution to have been insubordination.

' He told me this,' Zarate writes, ' speaking much good

of the dead man, but that he could do no less as it touched

the service of the Queen and he showed me the injunctions

Ijprovisiones] which he had from her.' In answer to

Zarate's inquiries some of the crew told him that the

only relation the dead man had on board was a youth he

had dined with at the General's table ; and he had noticed

that during all the three days he was on board this

youth, who must have been John Doughty, never left the

ship as all the others did in their turn. That Zarate

should have been thus careful to learn what private

enemies Drake had was characteristic of the time. In

the eyes of the authorities his report without information

' The surface of the Ballast was always used as the lower deck, and

upon it was built the cook-room. It became the receptacle of all the foul-

ness of the ship, and hence the necessity for frequently changing it to keep

a vessel in a sanitary condition.
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on the point would have been wanting in thoroughness

;

but though he inquired diligently no other trace of Drake's

unpopularity could he discover. Everyone he questioned

agreed that the General was adored.

The day following the capture being Sunday, Drake,

he relates, ' dressed himself and made himself very smart

and ordered out all the flags and streamers the galleon

had,' and having thus marked his reverence for the day

he spent the rest of it overhauling the cargo of the prize.

' What he took from me,' says Zarate, ' was not much,

though he played the courtier ; for finding certain toys

of mine he ordered them to be passed on board his own
ship, and gave me in exchange a curved dagger and a

silver chafing-dish and I promise your Excellency he lost

nothing by the bargain. When he came back he begged

I would excuse him, because he had taken them as

presents for his wife, and he said I should go on the

morrow when the sea-breeze came.'

The next day Drake returned to all the passengers

their effects, and manning his shallop with two dozen

harquebusiers and six small guns, went in person with

Zarate to hand over the prize. To all the sailors and to

some of the poorer passengers he gave a handful of silver

coins. ^ Nevertheless when he asked for one of them to

remain with him for a while to point out a watering place

they all fell to excusing themselves ; whereupon in some

exasperation he ordered the first that came to hand to be

seized and removed by force into the shallop, vowing he

would hang him if he said a word in protest. In taking

leave of Zarate his last words were to beg him very

earnestly to tell certain Englishmen who were in Lima of

their meeting and that all was well with him.^ His last

' Testcmes = pieces of four reals, i.e. half ' pieces of eight,' value 3s. 4/1.

" He was probably thinking of the men who had been taken with Oxenham.
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act, either in distrust or pity for the old China pilot, was

to give him up to Zarate, and with that he proceeded on

his course to G-uatulco, leaving Zarate to continue his

voyage, deeply impressed with his chivalrous treatment

and convinced that Drake was the greatest sailor that

ever lived.'

So well had Drake ordered his movements that he

was able to reach Guatulco before his dismissed prisoners

could spread the alarm. When on April 15 he quietly

entered the port, the authorities were engrossed in the

trial of three negroes on a charge of conspiring to burn

the town, and before they had any suspicion of danger

they found the court-house surrounded and the tables

turned, and without the possibility of resistance both

prisoners and judges were carried off to the ship. From
there the Chief Justice was made to write an order enjoin-

ing the inhabitants to quit the town, and this done the

watering parties were landed to do their work in peace.

Tom Moone again distinguished himself by giving chase

to a Spanish gentleman, whom he caught running out of

the town, and relieving him of his gold chain and jewels,

but beyond this nothing of value was found in plundering

the place except a bushel of reals of plate. A plentiful

supply of bread and other provisions, however, which

they needed more than treasure, was obtained, and the

following day, after releasing the judges, the homeward

voyage was begun. On the point of sailing the pilot Nuno

da Silva, who had served them so well, was left behind.

For this Drake has been severely blamed. It is true no

' ' Don Francisco de Zarate to Don Martin Enriquez,' in Peralta, p. 578.

A curious touch in Zarate's report which adds to the impression of its

genuineness is that he makes Drake always use the second person plural in

conversation, which is still the mark of a foreign tongue in Spain, and would

also go to show that Lope de Vega was right in saying that Drake could

speak Spanish. Zarate never once mentions an interpreter. (See ante,

p. 154.)
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reason is given for the proceeding, but to have abandoned
the man against his will or without serious cause to the

mercies of the Spaniards is a piece of heartlessness so

entirely contrary to Drake's usual behaviour that it is

difficalt to believe such a charge against him. Da Silva

himself makes no complaint. All he says is that ' an

hour or two before [sailing] they let Nuho da Silva go,

putting him into another ship, that lay in the haven of

Guatulco.' The probability is, that it was done at his

own request, and that he preferred to take his chance of

selling his knowledge like Magellan to the Spanish

Government to either the dangers of Arctic exploration

or the risk of capture in the Portuguese Indies.

Thus with nothing to guide him but his own brains

and the Spanish charts Drake went forward in search of

new discoveries, and as he left the last settlements behind

him the alarm spread far and wide through Mexico and

Central America. The whole country was thrown into a

panic. It was generally believed that his other ships

were somewhere on the coast. Hasty and even puerile

steps were taken to defend the exposed ports, in which

the pirates were hourly expected to appear. Helpless

local authorities clamoured for troops and money
;

wild projects of pursuit were discussed ; the Bishop

of Guatemala offered the President of the Province

the bells of his cathedral to be melted down into guns.

In the city of Mexico itself Don Martin Bnriquez, when

he received Drake's message, was in fear for his capital

and mustered all the inhabitants capable of bearing arms.

Every available soldier was hurried off to the coasts, and

such of Hawkins's men as had not perished at the hands

of the Inquisition were questioned and denied all know-

ledge of the daring intruder. One of them was sent to the

Pacific coast as interpreter with a body of troops, whose
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commander, with more zeal than judgment, embarked

them in three weak vessels. Fortunately for himself he

took the opposite direction to that in which Drake had

sailed, but none the less valiantly pursued him till all

were so sea-sick that he had to return—to the interpreter's

deep disappointment, for he said :
' If we had met with

Captain Drake he might easily have taken us all.'

Those like Zarate whose heads were cooler saw even

greater danger in the future. The South Sea was no

longer their own preserve. Zarate implored the Viceroy

to consider, if the daring captain he so much admired

were allowed to get back to his country, what a spirit

would there be awakened. ' If this time they send their

cadets,' said he, 'the next they will come themselves' :

he feared that when they saw how sure Drake had made

the way and how richly he had fulfilled his promises, they

would be eager to follow in his track, and from his one

ship alone twenty pilots would be found fit to conduct

similar exploits. High of&cials thought no precautions

too great for the occasion. Some were for fortifying

Magellan's Straits without, a moment's delay ; others for

the immediate despatch of orders to the Governor of the

Philippines to intercept the corsair there ; but when it was

known he had released his pilot the general opinion was

that even he would not be bold enough to return by the

western route. Don Martin himself, having garrisoned

his ports, had less anxiety, being sure that sooner or later

the pirate would be forced by his necessities into one of the

Spanish harbours, where infallibly he would be captured.

No one but Sarmiento and the few seamen who listened

to him believed upon how bold an adventure Drake was

bent. That after accomplishing so much he would

attempt so difficult a discovery as the Straits of Anian was

in itself incredible enough. Yet that he did attempt it
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there can be little doubt, though there are diiSculties in

the story of his adventures in the search, as we have it,

that have caused some doubt to be felt as to how far he
really persevered.' The story of the Authorised Narrative

is that after sailing due west some five hundred leagues

for a wind, they turned north, till on June 3 they

observed themselves to be in 42° N.^ So far all had gone

well, but that night the temperature, which had been

normally high, suddenly fell, with extreme and nipping

cold. To their profound astonishment daybreak brought

no relief ; on the contrary rain came and froze as it fell,

ropes grew stiff, and so pinched and numb were the crew

that they could hardly work the ship. Still the General

encouraged them to persevere, believing the phenomenon

must be something unusual and passing. Yet the further

they laboured the more bitter and intolerable grew the cold ;

the meat froze as they took it off the fire ; six men could

barely do the work of three. Another day passed and the

wind, more cruel than ever, shifted to the north-west,

forcing them eastwards, till suddenly and beyond all

expectation they found themselves close to land. Still

the weather did not mend. Compelled to anchor in the

best road they could find, they were exposed to a succession

of violent squalls that threatened to tear them from their

' The only authorities for this part of the voyage are John Drake, Pretty,

and the Authorised Narrative, which evidently borrowed from Pretty. He,

however, says nothing about attempting the northern passage, and thought

Drake sailed north to find an easterly wind for the Moluccas. This he cer-

tainly would not have done with tJrdaneta's sailing directions in his posses-

sion. On almost every question of navigation throughout the voyage

Pretty is either purposely or from ignoranee unintelligible.

^ John Drake says after leaving Guatuloo they shaped their coarse N.E.

and N.N.B. and proceeded as far as latitude 44°, ' always on the bowling.'

Unless this be a mistake for N.W. and N.N.W. it is unintelligible. The

passage is clearly corrupt, for he goes on to say that after 44° ' they tacked

about and went to California and discovered land in 48° and there took up

their quarters.' Here is an evident confusion between their first and second

anchorages (see post, p. 307).

VOL. I. X
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anchors, and in the intervals ' there followed most vile,

thick and stinking fogs, till the gusts of wind again

removed them.' This was the first week in June and they

were, as they reckoned, in 48°. Already they were far to

the north of Cape Mendocino, and still there was no sign

of the Straits or even of any trend of the coast to the

Eastward.'

Drake himself began to doubt the use of proceeding.

The question, however, was settled for him. To remain

' The Authorised Narrative, Molyneux, and John Drake all give 48° as

the highest latitude reached. Molyneux, however, is not a high authority.

Though he professes to mark Drake's course on his globe, it is very inac-

curately done and he did not even know how to spell Drake's name. He
writes it Draek in the Dutch fashion, although it was after his knighthood.

Pretty gives 43°. As we have seen, he also is a bad authority, but Professor

Davidson, of the United States Coast and Geodetic Survey and author of the

Coast Pilot for California, cfec, the most learned authority on the point,

inclines to believe he is right. (See Beport, 1886, app. No. 7, and his

Identification of Sir Francis Drake's Anchorage, &a.) He grounds his

opinion, as he kindly informs me, on the fact that Drake on June 3 reached

42°, and that ' when he struck the cold nor'wester he could not have beaten

up against it to 48° in two days from June 3 to 5.' But here there seems a

misapprehension. The cold did not come on till the ' night following ' their

reaching 42°, and was not unendurable till they had sailed two degrees

higher (Authorised Narrative). Drake after this encouraged them to proceed,

and it was not till the 5th that the wind came N.W. and they gave it up. As
they had sailed on an average thirty leagues a day since leaving Guatulco (i.e.

1,400 leagues from April 16 to June 3), there is no reason why they should not

sail with a fair wind six degrees, i.e. 120 leagues, from June 3 to 5 inclusive.

Professor Davidson also relies on Hondius's map. Off California HondiUs
places an asterisk with this note : ' Hie pras ingenti frigore in Austrum
reverti coactus. Lat. 42, die 5 Junii.' The asterisk, writes the Professor, is

marked 'at the N.W. terminus of a reef in 43°, which I take to be the Cape
Orford Eeef, the " Dragon Rocks " of Vancouver in lat 42° 49'.' This, again,

seems to be a mistake. The asterisk is placed not at the end of a reef

(the map is much too small to show one), but well out to sea at the end of a

row of dots that represent Drake's course. ' This,' the Professor continues,

' confirms the several assertions that he reached 43° and that he found his

anchorage in 42°.' But Hondius expressly says he was turned back in 42°,

not in 43°.. The only original authority for the 43° is Pretty. Dudley, who
professes to have had it from Drake, in his Arcano del Mare, 1647, places

the anchorage in 43° 30'. There seems then to be no authority whatever, not

even Hondius, for the Professor's identification of the anchorage, as at

Chetko Bay under Cape Ferrelo in 42° 01'.
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where he was was impossible, and no sooner had he got to

sea again than a renewal of the north-westerly gale carried

him back along the coast. In latitude 38° 30' they at last

fell in with a convenient harbour and there came to anchor.

Though for a whole fortnight they had been running south,

the same cold and thick weather continued and the hills

were covered with snow : yet practically unknown as is

such weather at the place and season now, the port in

which they had found shelter has been finally determined

to be a bay a little above San Francisco harbour, which is

now called after Drake.'

The description given of the Californian climate is

almost incredible. The natives, it is said, went shivering

in furs, the hills were covered with snow, the trees were

leafless, the birds dared not leave their nests till the eggs

were hatched. Some of the hands who had made the

Muscovy voyage said they had experienced nothing like it

even at Vadhus in 72° at the end of summer. It was no

wonder then that Drake, having been so far north without

finding any indication of a strait and seeing the trend of

the land inclined more and more westerly, came to the

conclusion that if a passage existed it must be unnavigable.

Still it seems he did not abandon his project at once, but

resolved to remain where he was to see if the cessation of

the north-westerly winds would bring about a change

of weather.^ The ship too, had sprung a leak, so that it

' By Professor Davidson, who has very kindly furnished me with the

results of his patient researches. (See his Storvey Report, uhi supra, where

all the learning on the point will be found.)

2 It is this extraordinarily severe weather beyond all modern experience at

the given season and latitude that has cast doubt on the whole story, and

no explanation of the alleged phenomenon has been arrived at. Yet it is

difficult to believe that Drake deliberately invented it, or to imagine what

his motive can have been in belittling the advantages of his discovery of

New Albion. It is conceivable that he may have been anxious finally to

divert English enterprise from the north, where Frobisher was wasting it,

X 2
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became necessary for her repair to land the bulk of the

cargo and to build a fort for its protection. The result

was a stay of over a month, the story of which would be

hardly credible were not its most romantic incidents borne

out by what is known of the customs of the Californian

Indians.

Only once if ever before—and that more than a genera-

tion earlier, when in 1642 Cabrillo had explored the coast

—had Europeans been seen in Northern California ; and it

was clear from the first day that the appearance of the

English filled the Indians with superstitious wonder. As

the seamen were busied pitching their tents and marking

out the lines of the fort, they gathered excitedly together

in warlike array, but halted a little way off to watch, as

' men ravished in their minds with the sight of such things,

their errand being rather with submission and fear to

worship us as gods, than to have any war with us as with

mortal men.' Though timid at first, their confidence was

soon gained by the tact Drake invariably displayed in

dealing with natives, but the effect was only to increase

the uneasiness of the pious Protestants with further

demonstrations of a desire to worship them. For that

night, however, the Indians retired to their huts, and the

English as they laboured hard at their entrenchment could

hear that some ceremony was in progress, which continued

for hours and sounded to them like ' a kind of most

lamentable weeping and crying out,' the doleful shrieks of

the women rising shrilly above the rest of the lamentation.

After this night of weeping the Indians kept aloof and

the English were careful to complete their defences.

Two days later the whole tribe were seen assembling

into the more direct and drastic operations which he himself favoured, but

this is pure conjecture. It may be noted that John Drake merely says ' the

temperature of the country was rather cold than hot.'
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upon the summit of the hill at the foot of which lay the

entrenched camp. Presently they advanced, preceded by
a man who, at the extreme force of his lungs and with
violent gestures, made a long and tedious oration till

exhaustion stopped him. At the close of it the rest bowed
themselves in a long drawn chorus and the men came
forward with offerings for the gods, while the women,
crying and shrieking piteously, tore their breasts and
cheeks till the blood ran, and cast themselves down on

stones and rocks time after time till they lay exhausted.

Horrified by these bloody rites and unable to stop them,

the General ordered the whole company to prayers,

and all lifted their eyes and hands to Heaven to show
where God was. To increase the impression, some chap-

ters of the Bible were read and Psalms sung, and with

excellent effect. The Indians sat round attentively, and
' observing the end of every pause, with one voice still

cried "Oh!" greatly rejoicing in our exercises.' At the

conclusion of the service, by some strange impulse they

reverently restored all the presents they had received and

departed. But in three days they were back again in

greater numbers than ever, and at their head a great chief

in the midst of a body-guard of a hundred braves and a

mace-bearer before him, all of them clothed in furS; and

behind him came the naked and painted tribesmen, and

the women carrying baskets of feathers and tobacco as

offerings. As they approached Drake retired within his

entrenchment and drew up his pikes and muskets in ' a

very warlike show.' Again the long oration was made

and again concluded with their strange ' Amen ' and pro-

strations. Then the mace-bearer, who was probably the

medicine man of the tribe, began with a stately counte-

nance a song accompanied by the measures of a dance.

Both song and dance were gradually taken up by the whole

•--Jv'\
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multitude, and so they advanced in order down the hill

and were allowed to enter within the defences of the camp.

Singing and dancing still they gathered round the spot

where they had signed to the General to be seated, and

there invested him with a crown of feathers and chains of

bone-work and greeted him with shouts of ' HjoJi,' which

the English took to mean ' king.' The visions of a great

English empire in the West, which these savage cere-

monies raised in Drake's mind, made him unwilling,

though they smacked of treason and idolatry, to refuse the

royal and divine honours so solemnly paid him ; and con-

sidering ' to what good end God had brought this to pass,

or what honour and profit it migl;t bring to our country

in time to come, in the name and to the use of her most

excellent Majesty he took the sceptre crown and dignity

of the said country into his hand.'

The ceremony ended with a song and dance of

triumph, and in the enthusiasm that prevailed the com-

moner people crowded in after the braves, and seeking

from seaman to seaman till they found a god whose face

pleased them, ' which commonly were the youngest of us,'

they fell into such a frenzy of shrieks and mutilations

that the objects of their adorations were glad to escape

into the tents, grieving in spirit to see the power of Satan

so far prevail. Scarcely a day passed after this without

the sick and maimed flocking in to be cured by the breath

of the heavenly visitors, and every third day some cere-

mony of sacrifice was attempted until Drake was able

to convince them how such proceedings offended him.

Before he departed he marched some way into his

kingdom and found it a goodly country. The hill-sides

swarmed with vast herds of fat deer ; the natives were

willing and strong to labour ; the soil was fruitful, and no-

where could they take up a handful of earth without some
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probable show of gold or silver. This promising country-

he called New Albion, a name which some white cliffs

near his anchorage suggested, and a monument was set

up to record his having taken it into possession in the

name of his sovereign.

The ' Golden Hind ' had now been a month or more
in ' Drake's Bay.' The north-west trades still continued

to blow with undiminished force, and Drake, seeing how
the advancing summer rendered it useless to hope for the

success of a new attempt to find the Straits of Anian,

determined to seek his way home by the Portuguese route

round the Cape. His Indian subjects were in despair.

'As the time of our departure,' says the Narrative, 'was

perceived by them to draw nigh, so did the sorrows and

miseries of the people seem to themselves to increase upon

them. For they did not only lose in a sudden all mirth,

joy, glad countenance, pleasant speeches, agility of body,

familiar rejoicings with one another and all pleasure

whatever flesh and blood may be delighted in, but with

sighs and sorrowings, with heavy hearts and grieved

minds they poured out woeful complaints and moans with

bitter tears and wringing of their hands tormenting them-

selves.' On the eve of the departure ' they stole upon us

a sacrifice and set it on fire ere we were aware, burning

therein a chain and a bunch of feathers. We laboured

by all means to withhold or withdraw them, but could not

prevail, tiU at last we fell to prayers and singing of

psalms, whereby they were allured immediately to forget

their folly and leave their sacrifice unconsumed, suffering

the fire to go out ; and imitating us in all our actions

they fell a lifting of their eyes and hands to Heaven as

they saw us do.' On July 23 the English finally put to

sea, and the last sight they had of their worshippers

was crowding the hill-tops a,nd making fires, as though
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by a parting sacrifice to implore their divine guests not to

leave them for ever.

So was sought to be established the first of those

protectorates upon which so large a part of the British

Empire has been built. Though it was destined to go no

further, there can be small doubt that Drake believed he

had laid the foundations in America of a New England

which was to rival New Spain. To a man so deeply

impressed as he was with the cruelty of the Spaniards'

native policy, it was perfectly natural that the Californians

should wish to become the vassals of a monarch who could

protect them. It was but the feudal process of com-

mendation, and there is no reason to doubt he really took

the native overtures to be what he represented them. Were

this the only episode of its kind that occurred during the

voyage it would be enough to raise him out of the ranks

of the pirates and buccaneers in which too often he has

been made to stand. ' The space that is devoted to it in

the Authorised Narrative is evidence of the importance he

attached to his treaty. This alone should have been

enough to suggest that however much he desired wealth,

however much he sought to be revenged on Don Martin

Enriquez, it was the real ambition of the man, as

sincerely as it was Frobisher's, to be the leader of English

colonial expansion, and to stand in the eyes of his

country as Cortez and the Conquistadores stood in the

eyes of Spain. His gospel was to teach that what Spain

had done England could do and do better. In his own
time he was not understood except by few, and so was

looked upon askance as a pirate or little better, as he

is to this day. The ' spacious times ' of Elizabeth is a

phrase that with cloying reiteration is used whenever

Drake's name is mentioned. The truth is, it was still

a narrow time that cramped the men of broad ideas.
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The spacious times were not till Elizabeth was dead and

the peace gave England time to grasp the ideas of Drake

and Frobisher, to realise their vision of a New England

in the West, and to dream of a vast empire in the East

with Madagascar for its seat and centre.

On July 26, after they had victualled as usual on seals

and sea-birds at the Farellones Islands off San Francisco

harbour, the long voyage across the Pacific began. The
exact course Drake took is not quite clear. It would seem,

however, that not content with following the Spanish

route to the Philippines, he struck out a bold and more

direct line for himself. John Drake says they made a

straight course for the Moluccas, but by reason of the

cmrrent which was against thena they turned their course

towards China (that is, the Philippines) a degree and a half

before coming to the line. This would seem to indicate

that they ran before the north-east trades between the

Caroline and the Gilbert Islands, until they felt the south

equatorial drift current where it sweeps northward and

eastward to the south of the Carolines, and that then they

turned north-west. This course would account for their

being without sight of land for sixty-eight days. For it

was not till the last day of September they fell in ken of

certain islands lying about eight degrees to the northward

of the line. Here, like Magellan, they were at once

surrounded by a number of finely decorated canoes, and

a throng of natives who displayed so thievish a character

that violence had to be used to keep them in order. So

unruly and shameless, indeed, were they that Drake sailed

again the next day, christening the place the Island of

Thieves. John Drake calls the islands Ladrones, and

says they lay in 9°, so that Captain Burney is probably

correct in identifying them with the Pelew group.' It

' This group had not been named by the Spaniards. It is marked on
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was not till October 3 that they were able to shake off

their unpleasant consorts. ' Thence,' the Narrative pro-

ceeds, ' we continued our course without ^ sight of land

till the 16th of the same month, when we fell in with

four islands standing in 7 deg. 5 min. to the northward of

the line. We coasted them till the 21st day and then

anchored and watered upon the biggest of them called

Mindanao.' Clearly these four islands were part of the

Philippines. If they made them, as they naturally would

steering the Spanish course between Samoa and Leyte,

they would see four of them in coasting south. The

latitude given is probably that of the place where they

watered. Caroga Bay (which was also known as Resur-

rection and Disappointment Bay) lies in 7°, and is marked

on old charts as an anchorage with water.^ The Narrative

becomes no easier to follow as it proceeds. ' The 22nd

of October,' it says, ' we passed between two islands six

or eight leagues south of Mindanao,' which may well

have been the Bast and West Savanganis. On the 25th,

the Narrative continues, ' we passed the island called

Talao in 3 deg. 40 min. We saw to the northward of it

three or four other islands, Teda, Qelan, Saran (three

islands so named to us by an Indian), the middle whereof

stands in 3 deg.' From this it is clear there is a clerical

error in the latitudes, for an island in 3° N. latitude cannot

be north of one in 3° 40'. Talao, then, may have been the

the contemporary charts as ' Isola de Arreoifes ' or ' Island of Reefs.'

Magellan's Ladrones were the Marianne Islands, which still bear alterna-

tively the old name.
' The Narrative has within, but, as Burney assumes, this must be a typo-

graphical error.

^ Captain Burney thinks they made the Philippines in 7° 5',_ but they

could not have seen four islands if they had. John Drake gives no help.

' After leaving Ladrone Island,' he says, ' they came to a large island called

Bosney, and there took in wood and water.' Why he should call Mindanao

Bosney is inexplicable.
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Tulur Islands, which lie in about 4°, or the Talautse group,

which lie in about 3° 50'.' Having sailed by ' the last save

on& of these,' on November 1 they passed ' the Isle of

Suaro in 1° 30' and the 3rd had sight of the Moluccas.'

As the latitude of Ternate in the Moluccas is 1° 30', we
may safely conclude that there is here also a mistake, and

that Suaro is Siaro or Siao, that stands in about 2° 45',

especially as Pretty says they also passed by Tagulanda,

which lies imnaediately south-east of it.^

Some reason for the difficulty in following this part of

the course is supplied by John Drake, who shows they

were otherwise occupied than in making accurate obser-

vations. For on their way they met a European ship

and spoke with her, demanding a trade for provisions, and

threatening to take them if their request were not com-

plied with. The stranger, however, stoutly refused to have

any dealings with Lutherans and made off. All day and

night Drake chased her, and that so hotly that the following

day in order to escape she ran lierself upon some shoals

where it was impossible to follow her, nor did they ever

ascertain what her nationality was. According to the

Portuguese she was one of the King's own galleons.^ From

John Drake too we learn how it was they were able to

' In the sixteenth-century maps the 'Talao' or ' Terrao Islands' are

marked midway between 'Sanguin' (the modern Sangir) and Doij, the

northernmost point of Gillolo, which corresponds more to the true position

o£ the Tulur Islands.

' Pretty, as usual, is entirely vague. 'Leaving the island ' (that is, the

Isle of,Thieves) he says ' the 18th of October we lighted on divers others, some

whereof made a great show of inhabitants. We continued our course by the

islands of Tagulanda, Telon and Tewarra, being friends to the Portugals,'

and that is all. He does not even mention having seen the Philippines.

Telon and Tewarra I cannot identify, but it may be Pretty's bungling way

of writing ' Talao ' and ' Terrao.'

^ See the letter of the merchant John Newberry, ' Goa, January 10, 1584,'

who says he had been imprisoned in Ormus because Drake came to the

Moluccas and fired two pieces of great ordnance on a galleon of the King of

Portugal. (Arber, English Garner, iii. 181, and see Hakluyt.)
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find their way and to learn the names of the islands they

passed. Shortly after their disappointment they managed

from an island where they landed to carry o£f two or three

natives, whom they induced to pilot them to the Moluccas,

and under their guidance in due course the well-defined

cones of the famous Spice Islands at length hove in sight.'

For the development of Drake's projects of colonial

and commercial expansion his arrival could hardly have

been better timed. 'The history of the Portuguese in

the Moluccas,' says Southey, who was careful to draw

from their own accounts, ' far unlike that of the mother

country and its other conquests or colonies, may be

described as a series of crimes with little to mitigate them

and nothing to redeem the perpetrators from abhorrence

and execration.' Some ten years before Drake's appear-

ance there had been performed at Ternate, which was then

the headquarters of the Portuguese, one of their most

atrocious outrages. Hairun, who was then Sultan of the

islands, with a number of his Bajahs, had been treache-

rously murdered whilst the guests of Lopez de Mosquito,

Governor of the Moluccas. The crime, however, missed its

aim ; for the Malays fled into the mountains and placed

themselves under the leadership of Baber, the murdered

Sultan's son. His first act was to demand his father's

body. The Portuguese answer was to cut it in pieces and

cast it into the sea. The feud was thus rendered irrecon-

cilable, and Baber in revenge began energetic operations

against the Portuguese which ended in their being driven

ignominiously from Ternate, to seek refuge in the rival

island of Tidore. Even here Baber, nowproclaimed Sultan,

followed them ; but though he inflicted severe losses on

them they had hitherto been able to retain their hold.^

' John Drake, p. 84.

•' Southey, Drake and Hawkins, p. 276 (Hannay's edition) ; Crawford,

Hist, of the Indian Archipelago, ii. 504-6.
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Baber's power, however, continued to grow, until at the

time of Drake's arrival he was said to be Sultan of a hundred

islands, and with his brother was preparing for a fresh

campaign against Tidore to avenge their father's death.

It was to Tidore that Drake was directing his course,

intending apparently to force a trade in spices and victuals

after the manner of his master Hawkins ; but in passing

by a small island belonging to Ternate ^ he was boarded

by a Portuguese half-cast, who apparently explained the

state of affairs and told him he could take him to a place

where he could get everything he wanted. On Drake's

entertaining the idea, the man went ashore again, and

presently returned with a ' Moorish Gentleman ' of high

rank, who proved to be the Eajah or Governor of the island

under the Sultan Baber. This official, though at first

naturally suspicious, was soon convinced that Drake

shared the Sultan's feud with the Portuguese, and began

to insist on the danger that awaited them at Tidore and

to assure them of a warm welcome from his master at

Ternate, who, he said, would never forgive them if they

first visited his enemies. Drake without hesitation

embraced the proposal, and next day under conduct of his

new friends anchored before the port of Ternate and

sent presents to the Sultan.^

His reception was all that had been promised. Three

or four splendid war-canoes, rowed to the sound of

music, armed with brass guns and musketeers, hung with

costly mats, and carrying the most exalted officers of

the court came out to receive him. The Sultan followed

in state to assure Drake how greatly he should value an

alliance with his Sovereign, and that he was ready in

1 Pretty and the Narrative both say it was called 'Mutyr,' but this is

probably another mistake, for Motir is south of Tidore.

2 Vaux, p. 137 ; J. Drake, p. 84.
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return for it to grant her the monopoly of the spice trade

in his dominions. The ' Golden Hind ' saluted with her

ordnance and musketry, the trumpets sounded, and amidst

a scene of the greatest enthusiasm she was towed into the

harhour by the war-canoes, while the Sultan trailed at

her stern listening in rapture to the strains of the ship's

band, which by his special request had been placed in
'

the cock-boat alongside him. At this hospitable island

four days were passed which were occupied in a brilliant

reception of Drake's officers ashore. The General himself

his men, mindful of Magellan's fate, persuaded not to land.

With their new friends they were well pleased, admiring

especially their wealth and civilisation and the rigidness

of their fast, for it was the month of Eamadan. The

rest of their time was fully occupied in discussing the

projected treaty, and in loading provisions of all kinds,

and as much spice as they could safely stow away.

"Whether any treaty was actually concluded is not stated,

but this visit was afterwards regarded as the great result

of Drake's voyage. It was a picture of his reception at

Ternate that the queen had engraved on the cup she gave

him in honour of his achievement and the alleged treaty

became a sheet anchor of our Eastern diplomacy for

nearly a century afterwards.'

Having thus secured all he wanted Drake sailed, not

caring probably to be drawn, like Magellan, into a native

quarrel, and perhaps not entirely trusting so aggressive

a potentate as Baber. So, although it was still a month

before the bursting of the north-east monsoon would

enable him to continue his journey, and although his

ship was foTll and required overhauling, he chose to seek

some quieter spot for the work. What he wanted he

' See Colonial Calendar, passim. The cup still exists in the possession

of the family at Nutwell Court.
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found in an uninhabited island to the southward of

Celebes, where once more he formed a fortified camp, and

proceeded to refit his worn vessel. The place, which they

called ' Crab Island,' proved for them an earthly Paradise,

where after their toilsome voyage they lived for nearly

a month without disturbance in the tropic luxury of a

perfect climate and an abundance of wholesome and deli-

cious food always in their reach. So that at the end of

the time not only was the ' Golden Hind ' clean and taut

again, but the fifty-six men who were left were all as

sound and hearty as the day they left England.'

It was well both ship and crew were staunch again,

for the dangers Drake had to encounter as soon as he sailed

equalled those of any part of his voyage. He was face to

face, indeed, with dangers which the Spaniards considered

must be fatal to his attempt to return the way he had

chosen. His desire seems to have been to get back to the

northward of Celebes, and so to have cleared the Archi-

pelago by the Portuguese track through the Macassar and

Sunda Straits ; but this the north-easterly winds prevented,

and after having mistaken the blind gulf of Gorontalo or

Gunung Telia, which is not shewn on contemporary maps,

for the Celebes Sea and taken three days to beat out of it

again, he gave up the struggle and stood to the southward

to find a way out for himself through one of the most

difficult and intricate passages known. For some three

weeks he was forced to beat up and down amongst the

endless shoals, unable to get clear, nor was it till January 9

that he emerged through what seems to have been the

' Both Legge [Vaux, p. 184) and J. Drake relate that Drake left behind

him at this place a negress who was with child and two negroes, all of whom
he had carried from America across the Pacific. Legge seems to imply there

was something in this discreditable to Drake, but it must be remembered

that he rescued these people from slavery and one of them from death, and

was leaving them to a life which to them was perfect bliss. See ^osi, p. 428.
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Greyhound Strait, and, seeing the land trend to the west-

ward, thought himself, as the chart showed, clear out in

an open sea. The monsoon had settled down to a fine

roaring trade, and they were running free before it under

all sail, when without a note of warning about eight o'clock

in the evening they were brought up hard on a desperate

shoal, and in a moment gold, spice, and company were at

the mercy of God.'

The situation was hopeless. Every moment they

looked to see the old ship split, and Drake summoned them

all to prayers. This done, ' that we might not seem,' says

the Narrative in a curious apology, ' to tempt God by

leaving any second means unattempted which he afforded,'

the Captain cheerily called to them to hearten up, and

having done the best they could for their souls to have an

eye for their bodies. The ship was quickly freed from

water and was found, as it seemed miraculously, to have

suffered but little from the extraordinary violence of the

shock. The next thing was to seek for good ground to

get an anchor out to warp her off. All day they searched

and sounded, but to their dismay they could not so much
as find a bottom with any line they had. Everyone was

now in despair. It could not be long before the ship

broke up, and they saw nothing before them but a forlorn

refuge on some of the wild islands they had passed, where

death or prolonged privation must await them and where

they must be continually ' grieved by the devilish idolatries

of the heathen.' Even this sorry expedient was hardly

feasible. Though the company had by this time dwindled,

we know not how, from the eighty-six they were on the

' This shoal is described {Vaux, p. 156) as ' at least three or four

leagues long,' and lying in 2° lacking 3 or 4 minutes S. Lat., which corre-

sponds to the Mulapatia Eeef, south of the Peling Island and just beyond

the mouth of the Greyhound Strait.
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Guatemala coast to but fifty-eight souls, their boat would

at best hold a score, and the nearest land was twenty

miles dead to windward. The night was spent in prayer

that the vessel would hold together till daylight, and then

a fresh search was made for an anchor hold. There was

still no better success, and in despair it was unanimously

resolved that they must leave themselves to God alone

' to spill or save ' them ; and to that end Fletcher

preached a sermon and administered the Sacrament to

the whole company. Then, ' lest we should seem guilty,'

the Narrative again apologises, ' in any respect for not

using all lawful means we could invent,' Drake ordered

the cargo to be jettisoned. Bight pieces of ordnance,

three tons of cloves, and a quantity of provisions were

discharged upon the reef, ' as much wealth,' says Fuller,

' as would break the heart of a miser to think on't.' It

was nearly low tide, and to larboard was but six feet, the

vessel drawing thirteen. A short distance to starboard they

had no bottom at all. Fortunately the reef was to lee-

ward, so that hitherto, in spite of her perilous position,

as the tide left her the wind had been keeping her erect.

About four o'clock in the afternoon, however, it suddenly

slackened and she began to heel over. The end was now

upon them ; the last shred of hope was gone ; when sud-

denly to everyone's amazement she freed her keel, and,

as it seemed by a miracle, quietly shd off into deep water.'

So after being twenty hours at the mercy of God they

were saved, and devout as had been their prayers and

solemn their preparations for death, in a moment it was

all forgotten in a scene that approaches a not too reverent

" Pretty says the wind changed suddenly to starboard, and that Drake

hoisted the sails to force her off. If he did do this, it was probably rather

with a view of holding her up. If Pretty could blunder about seamanship

he always did.

VOL. I. ^
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comedy. How Fletcher the chaplain had incurred Drake's

displeasure during those terrible hours is not stated, nor

can we guess the cause unless it be that once more he had

been improving the occasion by making of their misfortune

a judgment on Drake for Doughty's execution. All we

know is that shortly after getting off the reef he ordered

the chaplain to be fastened by the leg with a staple and

padlock to the fore-hatch, and then calling the company

together he sat in judgment cross-legged on a chest with

a pair of pantouiies in his hand, and passed judgment on

the offending minister. ' Francis Fletcher,' said he, ' I do

here excommunicate thee out of the church of God and

from all the benefits and graces thereof, and I denounce

thee to the devil and all his angels.' And then, presumably

because the culprit had been tampering with the men, he

charged him upon pain of death not once to come before the

mast, and swore he would hang him if he did. He ordered

a ' posy,' too, to be bound about his arm, and said he would

hang him if he took it off, and the words of the posy were

these :
' Francis Fletcher, the falsest knave that liveth.' ^

Their dangers were still far from over, and finding

them increase rather than diminish Drake resolved to give

up his attempt to work to the westward and to ' bear with

Timor '—that is, probably, to try to gain the open sea by

what is now called the Ombay Passage. How he was so

familiar with the navigation is not clear. It may have

been that he had charts, which Hawkins had obtained

from some of his Portuguese friends, or possibly he had

got them at Ternate ; but charts or sailing directions of

some kind he certainly must have had, unless indeed he

was working again with native pilots of whom no men-

• Vaux, pp. 175-6. Pretty Bays they grounded on January 9 ' of all days,'

as though it were some anniversary. Could it be found out what it was, some
light might be thrown on Fletcher's offence and punishment.
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tion is made, However this may be, the task of getting

clear of Celebes was harder than he had thought, and

for a month, with baffling winds, he beat about the

Flores and Banda Seas in constant danger of repeating

his late desperate experience, nor was it till some

natives he fell in with conducted him to an island called

Barativa, and there refreshed him and set him on his

way, that he was able finally, on February 16, to run out

clear of the islands and to steer an open course for Java.'

' The island of Barativa is usually identified with Batjan, but he cannot

well have been so far north again. The editor of John Drake's deposition

says it is now called Bouton, which seems hardly more probable, since the

deposition says it lay in 5° S. and the Narrative in 7° 13'. It may have

been Damme, which is in 7° 13' ; and here is marked in the old charts, an

island called Bartubor. Molyneux seemed to think it was part of Celebes,

for on the southern part of the island he writes ' Batachina,' but he did not

even know Drake had been to the Philippines, and the course he marks must

be rejected here as elsewhere as of small authority. The actual course taken

after getting ofi the reef is very difficult to trace with certainty. The log, in

so far as it can be reconstructed, would run approximately thus :

January 12.—Gale. Anchored on a shoal in 3° 80'.

„ 14.—Anchored and watered at an island in 4° 6' (possibly

Manica or Weywongay Island).

„ 15-19.—Westerly winds. Many shoals. Sighted Southernmost

Cape of Celebes in about 5°.

„ 20.—Small island close to this cape. Ship and boat nearly lost

in a squall.

„ 20-26.—Continuing course towards Timur, i.e. about S.S.E.

„ 26-31.—Drifting under bare poles before W. and W.S.W. gales.

February 1.—Sighted very high land—inhabited.

„ 3.— Sighted a little island.

^^
6.—One island E. of them and four to W., at largest of which

anchored and watered.

„ 7.—At Anchor.

„ 8.— Conducted by natives to ' Barativa ' in 7° 13'.

„ 10 Sailed from ' Barativa.'

„ 12.—Saw a green island to southward, while in 8° 4'. Not long

after two others to S. and one great one to N.

„ 14.—Saw other biggish islands.

„ 16.— Passed between four or five big islands in 9° 40'.

„ 18.—Anchored under small island for wood.

,, 22.—Lost sight of three islands to starboard which lay in 10°

some odd minutes.

„ 23 to March 9.—Westward, till in 8° 20' sighted Java.

T 2
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On March 11 at some port on the south coast they put

in, and were received by the Eajah with a cordiaHty that

almost outdid that of Ternate. So entirely friendly indeed

was the behaviour of the natives that Drake thought it

safe to careen his vessel where she was, to clean her bottom

for the last stage of his long voyage. So much time, how-

ever, was taken up with hospitalities and receptions both

ashore and on board, that the work of refitting and victual-

ling was barely accomplished when his native friends

gave him intelligence that several ships as large as his

own were upon the coast. With a cargo of precious spices

that must have been a very substantial addition to his

ballast of gold and silver, it would not do to risk an

encounter with the Portuguese. Staying therefore but

to take farewell of his genial hosts and to complete

his stores, on March 26 he sailed and laid off his course

for the Cape of Good Hope and home, with all plain

sailing before him.
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CHAPTEE XI

KNIGHTHOOD

In England for more than a year, Drake had been

anxiously looked for. Wynter had reached home in June

1578, and in spite of his desertion had been well received.

For he brought news of the successful passage of

Magellan's Straits and was able to justify his decision to

return by the extraordinary fury of the weather in which

his commander had disappeared. Doughty' s execution

was also reported, but for the present the matter was

hushed up and orders were given that it was not to be

spoken about till Drake came home.' Then for a whole

year there was silence, broken only by a vague report,

.arising perhaps out of Oxenham's execution, that Drake had

been captured and hanged.^ And those who, hke Burghley,

feared the fatal consequences of the pirate's success could

grow easy in their minds. At the end of the year a

rumour was in the air that the Court had news of him

and Mendoza was on the alert, but again the months

went by and nothing was heard. In August 1579, however,

' Mendoza to the King,' 1579, June 20 ; Spanish Calendar, No. 516.

^ See ' draft answer to the complaints of Spain ' (8.P. Spain, xxvi.)

The passage is amusing as showing the extreme difficulty the Government

liad in dealing with Drake's case. As evidence that the queen knew nothing

about him, the draft here runs ' when the Queen heard it from the King of

Spain that he was taken and hanged, the Queen was glad of it.' The last

four words are struck out and ' not sorry ' substituted. These are again

erased and replaced by ' took no exception to it.; ' and so on through the

whole paper.
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while Drake was in mid-Pacific, the vigilant ambassador

received from the King of Spain copies of despatches from

the Viceroys of Peru and Mexico, as well as from the

Government of the Spanish Main giving the first authentic

news of what had happened. To the Spanish Government,

so well had the secret been kept, it came as a complete sur-

prise, and Mendoza was instructed to learn everything he

could about the venture and to keep his eyes open for the

return of the pirate, in case he eluded the measures that

had been taken to capture him in America.' It was not

till three weeks later the news became common property.

On August 3 an express from the English merchants in

Seville arrived with tidings that Drake had been in the

South Sea and had captured 200,000 ducats of the king's

property and 400,000 belonging to private owners. ' The

adventurers,' vsrote Mendoza, ' are beside themselves with

joy,' and at the same time he was able to report, as the

first fruits of his inquiries, that he had reason to beheve

some of the Privy Council were among the persons

interested. In the City, so far from the great exploit

being hailed with pride and delight, it was received with

consternation. The merchant fleet for Spain was on the

point of sailing. In dread of retaliation and trembling

for their commerce, a deputation waited on the Council

for information and advice. They were reassured by,

being told that Drake was nothing but a private adven-

turer who had gone on a voyage of discovery ; that if he

had done wrong the King of Spain would certainly not

visit it on their heads, and they might let their ships

»> proceed on their voyage without fear.

Drake's return was now more anxiously expected than

ever. Eumours of his coming were once more in the air,

and Mendoza, redoubling his vigilance, obtained informa-

' ' The King to Mendoza,' 1578, August 10 ; Spanish Calendar, No. 585.

'
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tion which confirmed his suspicions, that some of the

Privy Council were impHcated. Orders, so he heard, had

been issued to all the Justices along the coast and to all

port officers to assist Drake to land and conceal his plunder

the moment he arrived. Later on he reported that men
had been actually appointed in every port for this purpose,

and the matter grew every day more serious- and the

alarm of the City graver. Philip was collecting a vast

armament by sea and land the destination of which was

unknown. It was given out to be for the purpose of

completing the work of the battle of Lepanto by . the

destruction of the pirates' nest at Algiers, but so often had

Spain done this with disastrous results to her neighbours

that an expedition against the pirates had become as much

a diplomatic commonplace as is a scientific expedition to

Central Asia or the interior of Africa to-day. The general

impression in England was that it was meant to seize

the kingdom of the dying King of Portugal, as a pre-

liminary to some great design against Elizabeth and

Philip's Dutch rebels. So threatening indeed was the

outlook that even the queen began to be nervous about

the possible consequences of her escapade, and although

Mendoza was too proud and too diplomatic to admit the

possibility of Drake's escaping the vengeance of his

master's officers in America, he was not unwilling to play

on her alarm and hint at the terrible reckoning there

must be, if such an escape were possible.'

The gravity of the situation was that the patience of

Spain was already stretched to breaking strain. Ever

since the Treaty of Bristol had cleared the air, the

English rovers had been growing more and more active.

So entirely were they in command of the Narrow Seas, so

powerless was Philip to protect his commerce even on

,
' Froude, xi. 142.
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his own coasts, that the dangers of the northern naviga-

tion had come to be regarded in the counting-houses of

Seville and Cadiz as an ordinary trade-risk, and the

practice had grown up amongst merchants and under-

writers of concealing their losses from their ambassador

in London in order to make terms behind his back with

the pirate's agents. This impunity only increased their

daring and their profits. Men in the highest position were

known, or at least vehemently suspected, to be using

their offices to share in the business. Foremost in the

work, and watched with hardly less anxiety than Drake

and Frobisher, was Sir Humphrey Gilbert. Already a

marked man in Spanish eyes for the assistance he had

carried to Flushing in the early days of the Dutch

rebellion and for his ruthless severity to his prisoners, he

was now known to be acting in partnership with young

Knowles, son of the Controller of the Household, and,

although engaged in piracy, their squadron was always at

the beck and call of the Government. Gilbert was in

Government employ at this very time, having been ordered

to assist some operations against the Irish rebels, and yet

in the midst of the excitement which the news of Drake had

caused, came tidings that he had pushed his contempt

for the Spanish power so far as to land and sack a place

on the coast of Galicia.'

As the year went on the outlook grew still more

alarming. The King of Portugal died ; the great Spanish

armaments were set in motion ; at a stroke Don Antonio,

who claimed the crown, was flying for his hfe, and Philip

was master of all the resources of the maritime kingdom

and its vast colonial possessions. Before men had had

time to realise the full meaning of the portentous change

in the political situation came news that the Irish rebels,

' Spanish Calendar, 1579, pp. 695-6.
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against whom, like Drake and Granville under similar

circumstances, Gilbert had been ordered to act, had

received reinforcements from Spain. At such a crisis

it was impossible even for the coolest heads not

to see in this an operation preliminary to the coming

of Philip's unused armada. The queen refused to give

Mendoza an audience and war seemed inevitable. Ireland

to many was as good as lost. Nothing but the most skilful

diplomacy backed by some great concession to Philip's

reiterated complaints, as every one thought, could avert

the danger. And as fate Would have it, the very week

the alarming intelligence was received from Ireland, while

the peace party were at their wits' end, came a fresh

whisper that Drake had come home with untold plunder

;

and this time it was true.

'

One day towards the end of September, after an

absence of nearly three years without a word of news from

England, the ' Golden Hind ' was taking the last bearings

of her immortal voyage as she opened Plymouth Sound.

The position which Elizabeth had won in the eyes of the

nation has no more suggestive testimony than that Drake's

first question to some fishermen whom he passed as he

sailed cautiously in was whether the queen were alive and

well. To him at least it was of the last importance. They

told him she was well and further that a pestilence was

raging in the town. He therefore anchored in the harbour

without landing, glad no doubt to make the sickness an

excuse for feeling his ground. Here his wife came off

to see him, and also the Mayor, who was probably

the person under orders to warn him. The result of the

' The secrecy which surrounded Drake's return is probably the reason

•why almost every authority gives a different date for it. They vary from

September 16 to November 3. The probability is that he arrived on Septem-

ber 26 and landed October 3 or 4.
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visit in any case, so John Drake tells, was that without

setting , foot ashore, he sent a courier to the queen to

report his return and also wrote to other personages of

the Court.' Then in the company of his long widowed

wife he quietly waited to hear his fate. The answer

came at last from his great friends ' that the queen was

displeased with him, for that by way of Peru and Spain

she had heard of the robberies he had committed and the

Spanish ambassador was there who said he would demand

restoration of what he had taken.' On the receipt of

these tidings Drake at once warped out of the harbour

and anchored behind an island in the Sound (probably

St. Nicholas or Drake's Island), prepared no doubt, if

need were, to disappear as he had done before amongst

his old haunts on the coast of Ireland. Thus he awaited

the queen's answer. It came in the form of a summons

to Court, with a meaning desire that he should bring with

him some of the curiosities he had collected on his travels

and an assurance that he had nothing to fear. At the

same time came down a secret order to Mr. Edmund
Tremayne, a neighbouring magistrate in the confidence of

Walsingham and the queen, to see the treasure bestowed

in safety.

Drake lost no time in obeying the queen's summons,

and sagaciously interpreted her request by taking with

him to London several horse-loads of gold and silver and

all his most precious jewels. So soon as he arrived he

was admitted to an audience, and remained some six

hours closeted with the queen. Meanwhile the Council

''^had been summoned to consider what was to be done.

It was attended only by Burghley, Sussex, the Admiral,

Crofts, and the Secretary Wilson. None of Drake's sup-

' The man he chose for the mission was Brewer, Hatton's old trumpeter
and Doughty's chief accuser. (Spanish Calendar, 1580, p. 55.)
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porters were present, and a rapid decision was made to

follow an old precedent and order the whole of the

treasure to be registered and sent up to the Tower as a

preliminary to restitution. The five councillors present

signed, and the order was taken on to Leicester, Hatton,

and Walsingham. Being members of Drake's syndicate,

all three refused their signatures, saying they would first

speak to the queen about it, and the result of their inter-

view was that she, their royal partner, directed the order

to be suspended.' How far the dazzling profits of the

voyage and the splendid presents Drake made her braced

the queen's purpose it is impossible to say, but there can

be no doubt that from the first she intended to stand by
him, and all credit must be given her for the courage with

which she faced the situation. Still the matter had to

be treated with caution. No sooner did Drake appear at

Court than Mendoza sent to protest against his reception,

and reminding the queen of her promise to punish him if

he ever came home, demanded an audience. This was
poKtely refused, but an answer was sent explaining that

she had been compelled to send for Drake to inquire into

the allegations against him. At present she said there was

no reason to believe that he had injured any of the King of

Spain's subjects, or violated any part of his territory, but she

had ordered all the treasure to be secured and registered that

restitution might be made if justice demanded it. Drake,

too, was sent back to Plymouth to assist at the registration,

but with a private letter from the queen to Tremayne

again commending to his best offices her beloved subject

Francis Drake, and saying that the registration of the

treasure was not to begin until Drake had been left alone

with it, or in other words that he was to be permitted

' ' Mendoza to the King^' October 16, 1580 ; Spanifh Calendar, p. 54.

The precedent followed was that of Eonyger, Henry YIII.'s famous captain.
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secretly to abstract a quantity of it, and no questions

were to be asked. This was quietly done, and out of the

portion so abstracted Drake as a first fruits of favour was

authorised to keep lO.OOOZ. for himself and more for his

crew.

Meanwhile in London Drake's position was far from

secure, and it looked by no means clear that the queen

would be able to go through with the part she had taken

up. Mendoza was furious. ' The Spanish ambassador,'

wrote one at this time, ' doth burn with passion against

Drake.' ' In his soldierlike way he refused even to listen

to the queen's subterfuges. Pointingto Drake's long career

as a corsair, he loudly accused him of piracy, and as near

as diplomacy permitted threatened immediate war.^ His

friends in the City he alarmed with the prospect of the

disaster it would mean for them if the ancient commercial

league with the House of Burgundy were broken, and the

City, which was already beginning to be the real mainspring

of English foreign policy, turned against Drake. ' The

Company of Merchants trading to Spain and Portugal

'

was probably the richest and most powerful corporation

of the time, and not only did they fear for their ships,

but the shock Drake had given to Spanish commerce

threatened them with serious bad debts.* A strong

feeling began to show itself that he ought to be dis-

avowed. ' Many misliked it,' says Stowe, and reproached

him. Besides all this there were others that ' devised and

divulged all possible disgraces against Drake and his

followers deeming him the master thief of the unknown

' S.P. Dom. Eliz. exliii. 46.

^ ' The answer of the Spanish Ambassador to the speech delivered him by

Mr. Beale.' S.P. Spain, xviii. 40. November 1580.

' See their petition in 1582 to LordBurghley (Hist. M8S. Com., Hatfield

Papers, ii. 615), and passim in MendoZa's correspondence at this time.

{Spanish Calendar, 1580, &a.)
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world.' He was charged with having mutilated his

prisoners and committed all kinds of excesses, and

Doughty's death, as we have seen, became a focus of

sinister talk.

But a reaction seems soon to have set in. Drake had
been sent down to Plymouth once more to bring up
the treasure from Saltash Castle, where it had been first

bestowed. The people were dazzled with the sight of

the rich train of pack-horses with which he rode back to

deposit his plunder in Sion House, whence it was con-

veyed to the Tower.' Tremayne, in explaining that it was
only what Drake had let him see, wrote up in the highest

terms of his conduct ; he had come to regard him almost

as a son ; he praised his generosity, and fair dealing

;

he testified to the extraordinary devotion with which his

crew were inspired. ' His whole course of the voyage,' he

concluded, ' hath shewed him to be of great valour,

but my hap has been to see some particularities, and

namely in this discharge of his company, as doth assure

me that he is a man of great government and that by the

rules of God and his Book. So as proceeding upon such

a foundation his doings cannot but prosper.' Before the

crew was paid off the ' Golden Hind ' was brought round

into the Thames and anchored off Deptford for all the

world to see. An inquiry was held into the obnoxious

charges, and the whole company denied them on oath.^

The reaction in the ' master-thief's ' favour now grew '

apace. ' Drake has returned to Court,' vsTTote Mendoza

to the king, ' where he passes much time with the queen,

by whom he is highly favoured and told how great is the

' Spanish Calendar, p. 74.

2 There are forty-nine names to the deposition. Drake, John Doughty,

who was probably not examined, and William Hawkins, who most likely had

remained at Plymouth with his father, make three more, so that probably all

who came to town signed.

IX
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service he has rendered her.' The town followed euit.

' The people' generally,' says Stowe, ' applauded his

wonderful long adventures and rich prizes. His name

and fame became admirable in all places, the people

swarming daily in the streets to behold him, vowing

hatred to all that misliked him.'

The chief of these mislikers, besides Mendoza and the

Spanish Company, seem to have been Burghley and

Sussex. It was at any rate thought necessary, if we may
believe the ambassador, to attempt to bribe them, but

some of them refused to touch what they called stolen

property. It is probably true : for Camden says on

Drake's return that ' nothing troubled him more than that

some of the principal men at Court rejected the gold

which he offered them, as being gotten by piracy.' ' The

ambassador himself took an equally high line. Drake's

friends, so he says, offered him for himself or his nominees

a sum of 50,000 ducats if he would lower his tone ; but

this he haughtily refused, protesting he would himself give

much more for the pleasure of chastising such a rascal

,
and thief as Drake. Others, however, were more

I

complacent, and the queen firmly kept her ground in

demanding proof of the Spanish allegations and in

refusing to see the Spanish ambassador while a single

Spanish soldier remained in Ireland.

Still things were far from comfortable for Drake at

Court. ' During the space of one year,' says John Drake,

' In this connection it is worth noticing a curious expression, which

Burghley made use of in a memorandum drawn up on January 28, 1580, for

the queen's guidance on the political situation, and the measures advisable in

view of it. ' That you do abridge,' one article runs, ' all your extraordinary

excessive charges, and seek honourably to increase your revenues.' The

use of the word ' honourably ' to the queen so shortly after the news of Drake's

depredations had arrived is very significant of Burghley's attitude, and must

have had for his mistress a sting of rebuke. Murdin, Burghley Papers,

p. 340.
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' while this deponent remained in England, one part said

the queen ought to return the treasure to the King of

Spain and others that they should send the person of

Captain Francis.' With one exception all his great

friends were more or less under a cloud and his opponents

in the ascendant. As a counter-move against the danger

which threatened from Spain, the queen was once more

coquetting with France and displaying a serious intention

of marrying the Duke of Alen9on. The match was

intensely unpopular. Sussex, Crofts and Burghley were

almost all who had a word to say for it. At the outset of

the negotiations Walsingham had been ordered out of the

queen's presence for insisting too strongly on the Protes-

tant and popular view. Leicester was sulking, and Lord

Bedford's daughter had been placed under arrest for

chattering unwisely on the subject. Sir William AVynter,

too, was in disgrace for having let the Spaniards get to

Ireland, and had been ordered peremptorily to resume

the station on the Kerry coast which at the approach of

winter he had left without orders. There only remained

Sir Christopher Hatton at Elizabeth's ear, and thus did

Drake reap the fruit of his policy in connecting him so

conspicuously with his immortal ship.

In November, Smerwick, the place on the Irish coast

where the Spaniards had entrenched themselves, fell, and

the invaders were annihilated. Although it was found that

the King of Spain had nothing officially to do with them,

the loss of the argument for Drake's protection made no

difference to the queen. It is clear she was resolved to

stand by him at any cost. ' The queen,' wrote Mendoza

after the new year's festivities, 'shows extraordinary

favour to Drake and never fails to speak to him when she

goes out in public, conversing with him a longtime. She

says that she will knight him on the day she goes to see
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his ship,' and a week later :
' The queen often has him

in her cabinet ; often, indeed, walking with him in the

garden.' Enmours were afloat that he was to be speedily

employed again ; two hundred thousand ducats of his

plunder, it is said, were offered to Alen9on to assist him in

acquiring the sovereignty of the Netherlands ; ten thou-

sand pounds of it were laid out in the magnificent

preparations that were being made to receive the embassy

that was coming from France to negotiate the marriage

treaty. The Sieur de Marchaumont, Alen9on's special

agent, had already arrived to feel the ground, and for

some weeks past had been dividing with Drake the

queen's most intimate attentions. At last in the midst

of the preparations for the festivities, and on the eve

of the arrival of the embassy, she threw off all disguise,

and on April 4 went in state to pay her visit to the

' Golden Hind ' at Deptford, and with her she took

Marchaumont. A banquet was served on board, ' finer,'

says Mendoza, 'than has ever been seen in England

since the time of King Henry ;

' and it was only fitting

that this should be so. For here in the presence of a

vast concourse of her subjects, she gave open defiance

to the King of Spain. He had demanded Drake's head.

She made the culprit kneel before her, for now, she said,

she had a gilded sword to strike it off. "With the jest

on her lips she handed the weapon to none other than

Marchaumont himself, to give the accolade ; and so, in

the face of Europe, was knighted ' the master thief of the

unknown world.' No scene in all our history is more

fraught with the gravest political significance. Since

Philip's conquest of Portugal the fate of Europe seemed

to hang on the Alen9on marriage. By the Valois prince's

acceptance of the sovereignty of the Netherlands he was

Philip's declared enemy, and in the eyes of diplomatists
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the scene on board the ' Golden Hind ' could only be

regarded as a final defiance to Spain and a declaration

that at last Elizabeth was in earnest for an alliance with

France against the ' overgreatness ' of Philip's empire.

In vain Mendoza, like the high spirited soldier he was,

fumed and fretted at the loss of his master's prestige. In

his cabinet he had instructions that it was not just then

convenient to press for satisfaction, and that he must try

semi-officially to recover as much of the plunder as he

could.i He was powerless to resent the indignity of the

situation, and Drake's position was assured. In vain

Burghley continued to urge a frank alliance with Spain,

and as a first step to it the restitution of the plunder.^

The die was cast. The arch-pirate had become the

popular hero, the centre, as it were, of the growing feeling

in England, to which Mendoza had drawn attention, of

confidence in the national strength and contempt for the

power of Spain. As though to emphasise her attitude he

was kept constantly in the queen's company : she was

seen to talk to him, says John Drake, ' as often as nine

times a day.' ' Books, pictures, and ballads,' says Stowe,

' were published in his praise ; his opinion and judgment

concerning marine affairs stood current.' "William

Borough, hitherto the great authority in all maritime

affairs, considered that in fame he had far surpassed all

his contemporaries. There was no one, indeed, to stand

beside him in popular estimation. Hawkins had never

recovered the blow which the affair of San Juan de Ulua

had been both to his credit and fortune, and for some

years had been absorbed in the routine of his office.

' ' The King to Mendoza,' January 12, l.'iSl. Spanish Calendar, p, 78.

'' ' Mendoza to the King,' Ibid. December 25, 1581, in which he describes a

sitting of the council to discuss the rival policies of the Alenpon marriage and

of peace with Spain. At the same sitting, he says, on Crofts's information,

' the Treasurer raised the question of the restitution of Drake's plunder,' &a.

VOL. T. Z
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Frobisher, who up till the return of his grand expedition

to the north-west had held the first place, had been com-

pelled to see his great design degenerate into a greedy

search for a refractory gold ore that proved almost worth-

less. Many of his promoters had been ruined, his men were

unpaid, and he himself was suffering in purse and reputa-

tion from a splendid failure for which he was in no way

to blame. Sir William Wynter, the first of the purely

naval men, had grown old and cautious, as his last com-

mand had shown, and there was no one else in the front

rank.

Drake, on the other hand, had been entirely successful.

His shareholders were enjoying untold profits ; his men
were rolling in riches ; he himself must have been some-

thing like a millionaire ; and besides the glamour of a feat

which still for the people was half fabulous, there would

seem to have been in his personality something that car-

ried men away. Stowe at this time completes the portrait

we have from the pen of Zarate, describing him as ' low

of stature, of strong limbs, broad-breasted, round-headed,

with brown hair, full-bearded, his eyes round, large, and

clear, well-favoured, fair, and of a cheerful countenance.'

Amongst his imperfections he remarks that he was
' ambitious for honour, and greatly affected to popularity.'

His detractors, Monson tells us, charged him with osten-

tation and vain-glorious boasting, and with 'his high,

haughty, and insolent carriage,' and these charges his

friends could not entirely deny. But of his vainglory and

ostentation they claimed it was not ' inherent to him alone,

but to most men of his profession and rank.' And indeed we
know against how many of our great admirals, from Nelson

downwards, similar accusations have been made. Monson,

though seldom a gentle critic of other naval officers, is

inclined to palliate the charges and even to treat them
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rather as merits than defects. ' True,' says he, ' he would

speak much and arrogantly, but eloquently, which was a

wonder to many that his education could yield him those

helps of nature. Indeed he had four properties to further

his gift of speaking, viz. his boldness of speech, his under-

standing in what he spoke, his inclination to speak, and

his use in speaking ; and though vain-glory is a vice not

to be excused, yet he obtained that fame by his actions,

that facility in speaking and that wisdom by his experience,

that I can say no more, but that we are all the children

of Adam. His friends further say, that his haughty and

high carriage is somewhat excusable, when it appears not

but in his command ; for a general ought to be stern to

his soldiers, courageous in his person, valiant in fight,

generous in giving, patient in suffering, and merciful in

pardoning : and if Sir Francis Drake was to be praised

for most of these virtues, let him not be blamed or con-

demned for one vice only.' ^

The most intimate picture we have of the effect of his

exploit upon his character and bearing comes from the

pen of Mendoza himself. ' Not a day passes,' wrote the

fuming ambassador to the king on March 1, 1582, ' that

he does not say a thousand shameless things, amongst

others that he will give the Queen 80,000 ducats, if she

will grant him leave to arm ships to attack your Majesty's

convoys, although of course he has not the slightest idea

of doing such a thing.' The ambassador, it is clear, mistook

his man, and regarded his exuberant confidence as mere

boasting. ' The other night,' he adds, ' while supping with

the Earl of Sussex, Arundel, and other gentlemen, he was

boasting of what he had done, when Sussex remarked that

it was no great thing for an armed ship to capture another

vessel loaded with money, but with only eight unarmed

' Naval Tracts, p. 367.

z 2
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men on board of her. Drake replied he was quite capable

of making war on your Ma^jesty ; whereupon Arundel told

him that he wondered ho# a man like him should have the

impudence to imagine such a thing of the greatest monarch

on earth, who was strong enough to wage war on all the

world united.' ' Drake's retort is not recorded, but it war

enough if he pointed to the spirit he had aroused. Th(

' Golden Hind ' became one of the sights of London, for

it was agreed she must be preserved as a perpetual

memorial of what Englishmen could do. The tall spire

of St. Paul's, around which the luck of London was sup-

posed to cling, had fallen recently in a storm, and one

enthusiast was found to propose that the' omen could not

be averted better than by setting up the renowned ship

on the stump of the tower. Eventually she was hauled

ashore at Deptford, and there at a cost of nearly 3,000L of

our money, she was laid up in a shed for a perpetual

memorial of Drake's great achievement.^

But although the arch-corsair was thus thoroughly esta-

blished as a symbol of defiance to Spain and a benefactor

to his country, his enemies had not abandoned their efforts.

John Doughty prosecuted him in the Earl Marshal's

court for the murder of his brother. Drake moved the

Queen's Bench to stay the proceedings for want of juris-

diction. The case was heard before the Lord Chief

Justice and a full court, and in the face of the popular

sentiment in his favour they held that Doughty was

' Spanish Calendar, 1580, &c., p. 307.

^ The account for this is in S.P. Dom. Eliz. The actual cost was 370Z.

An excavation was made to receive her, and over it was built a shed 180 feet

long by 24 feet wide. The walls were 15 feet high, and the roof high

pitched. Her lower masts must have been left standing, for on the main-
mast the scholars of Winchester inscribed a copy of Latin verses in Drake's

honour, which Camden, carried away by the spirit of the time, records with

an apology, ' lest they should be thought to proceed from an idle brain and
not beseeming the gravity of an historian.'
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entitled to proceed.' But there the matter ended. By some

influence, which we do not know, the case must have been

hushed up, and this no doubt, and with reason, increased

the impression that some great secret of state which could

not be disturbed lay hidden beneath the episode.

It cannot have been that young Doughty was not

willing to proceed. He was burning to avenge his brother's

death, and when fair means were denied him, he took to

foul. Knowing from experience how vain it was to seek

redress from the Grovernment, the Spanish merchants had

employed an agent, one Pedro de Zubiaur, to endeavour in

the usual way to make terms with Drake for the restitu-

tion of part of "his plunder.^ John Doughty, who was

probably being watched, was found to be in communica-

tion with him, and from an uncle of his whom Drake had

apparently sent for to talk over the way the unhappy

youth was behaving, he obtained sight of a slanderous

letter from Doughty's pen. ' When the Queen,' he wrote,

' did knight Drake she did then knight the arrantest knave,

the vilest villain, the falsest thief and the crudest mur-

derer that ever was born,' and he vowed he was ready to

repeat his words before the whole Council. ' A servant of

Hatton's had heard him using similar unguarded expres-

sions, as though he were determined to have the whole

affair made public. More than this, information had been

obtained, through a Catholic, that Doughty meant to

assassinate Drake. It would seem that he had been dis-

' In the great debate of 1628 on Martial Law, Sir Edward Colie thus

quoted the ease from his place in the House of Commons. ' Drake slew

Doughty beyond sea. Doughty's brother desired an appeal (i.e. a prosecu-

tion for murder to be tried by battle) in the Constable's and Marshal's

Court. BfisolvedbyWray and the other judges he may sue there.' (Eush-

worth, Ed. 1706, ii. 4.) By this curious chance we know that the asser-

tion, which has always been made, that the execution of Doughty was never

called in question, is not true.

2 The particulars of Zubiaur's claims are in Lansdowne MSS. xxx. 10.
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covered in communication under suspicious circumstances

with a man called Mason, who was an agent of Zubiaur's.

Upon this both Doughty and Mason were arrested.

Mason was examined, and his answers being thought

unsatisfactory he was put to the torture. He then

confessed that Zubiaur had shown him a letter out

of Spain stating that the king had offered a reward of

20,000 ducats to anyone who would kidnap Drake or bring

him his head ; and that thereupon he had been ordered to

approach Doughty with a view of getting him to undertake

the exploit.' What happened to Mason we do not know,

but Doughty's mouth was again effectually shut by his

not being brought to trial. After lying sixteen months in

the Marshalsea he petitioned that under Magna Charta

he might be tried or released, and all we can learn of his

fate is that his clerkly petition bears the laconic endorse-

ment ' Not to be released.' ^

In the face of this second hushing up by the extreme

measure of what was in fact a lettre de cachet, it is not to

be doubted that the rumour of a state secret was well

founded, and that there was indeed some real reason why
young Doughty could not be brought to trial. The only

evidence we have of what the mystery was is that

Eurghley was in some way connected with the elder

Doughty. A solution that meets all the known facts

(but not therefore necessarily the right one) is th&t

Burghley gave Doughty to understand that if when it

came to the point he could persuade Drake's men, who
it must be remembered were only engaged for a voyage

to Alexandria, to refuse to go into the South Sea, he

' S.P. Dom., Elk. 1582, oliii. 50. Tlie spelling of Zubiaur's name gave

so much difficulty to Englishmen, that it is o£teu hardly recognisable. In

this document it appears as ' Sebure.'

' S.P. Dom., Eliz. clxiii. 19, October 27, 1583.
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would be doing a service to his country that would not

be forgotten. Doughty very likely went beyond his

instructions, but this, if true, it would have been impossible

for Burghley to prove. If any connection at all had^been

shown to have existed between him and the mutineer

the worst would have been presumed against him, and

his enemies would have been given a vantage ground that

it would have been hard to recover. That Elizabeth's

great minister did in fact take any steps to frustrate the

most brilliant exploit of her reign is far from being proved.

It can be placed little higher than a reasonable conjecture

that explains the puzzle, while at the same time it is at

variance with none of the known facts and entirely con-

sistent with Burghley's life-long attitude to the corsairs.

And if the explanation offered be indeed the true one, it in

no way shows to his discredit. Events subsequently

justified Drake's exploit ; but, at the time it was under-

taken, it was in direct antagonism to all that was held

most wise and enlightened in England. Burghley can

only have seen in it a wanton sacrifice of the highest

interests of the country to private avarice. It was for him

a public duty to prevent it. Had he been less highminded

or less patriotic he might easily have become a party to

the piratical venture, and if he did indeed avail himself

of one of the ordinary political weapons of the time, an

agent provocateur, to save his mistress from the conse-

quences of the temptation into which she had fallen, if for

the sake of averting from his unready country war with

the most powerful empire in the world, he thus risked

his whole position as a minister, it is no more than we

should expect from the most cautious and devoted of the

queen's servants.

With the refusal of John Doughty' s petition for a trial

the incident closes. Zubiaur did eventually succeed, in
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spite of Mendoza's efforts to prevent any compromise being

made, in getting restitution of part of the plunder, but

chiefly it would seem to the benefit of the English

creditors of the injured Spaniards.' All that did not find

its way into English pockets fell into Philip's hands.

But these negotiations were but a minor detail in the

fulness of Drake's life. Erom this point his action moves

upon a higher plane. His career as a private adventurer

is at an end, and the vehement stream of his life begins

to swell the flood of history. In the growing turbulence

of its movement he must henceforth be followed. He is

no longer the daring rover, but has taken his place as a

great military leader and statesman, upon whom the eyes

of his country and those of all Europe are fixed.

Much of the misconception which has prevailed with

regard to the true character and position of Drake is due

to a neglect to appreciate his periods of apparent inaction.

The popular histories hurried from one exploit to another

careless of how the master-mind was working in the

silent intervals. But the significance of a great man, like

that of a great age, lies as much in what he attempted as

in what he achieved. The one can only be read in the

light of the other. Viewed separately, Drake's actions

appear but the triumphs or the failures of a daring sea-

man ; it is only when we find the links that united them

/that we see him rise to his true proportions, as the man
who first conceived the lines and possibilities of a great

and statesmanlike naval policy.

Between Drake's return from the South Sea and the

outbreak of the war in 1585 there is such a gap of

apparent inaction^—a gap which was in reality filled by

strenuous endeavours to complete what against all ex-

pectation the voyage about the world had failed to

' ' Petition of the Spanish Company,' Hatfield MSS. ii. 515.
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.accomplish. The truth is that so far from lying idle

after his return he was hardly allowed breathing time.

Before his plunder was safe in the Tower, he was at work

again on a scheme of still greater import, which explains

at once Elizabeth's unswerving determination to recognise

him and Philip's anxiety to get hold of him alive or dead.

To understand what this was, it must be remembered

that during Drake's absence the situation in Europe had

changed entirely. When he sailed European politics

were still shaped and dominated by the Counter-reforma-

tion, by the attempt of the Pope in league with the great

Catholic powers to carry out the conclusions of the

Council of Trent and to force the erring States back into

the fold of the Eoman Church. But early in 1580 an

event happened, the consequences of which w.e have seen

engrossing public attention when Drake came home.

Sebastian, the last of the Avis, the royal line of Portugal,

had died without a legitimate male heir. Don Antonio,

Prior of Crato, a natural son of a younger brother of

John III., Sebastian's grandfather, claimed the throne

;

Philip II. in right of his wife, the daughter of John III.,

asserted a prior title, ' and had in readiness an overwhelming

argument to back it. In one short campaign Don Antonio

was driven into exile by the Duke of Alva, and the whole

of Portugal and its vast oceanic trade and possessions ^
fell into the hands of Spain. If Philip had been formid-

able before, he was doubly formidable now. Besides the

whole of the East Indies, America, and the African

settlements he could claim all the Peninsula ; of the Italian

States Sicily, Naples, Sardinia, and the Duchy of Milan

;

' The only other surviving members of the House of Avis were the two

daughters of Edward, John III.'s younger brother, viz. Mary, who married

Alexander Farnese, the great duke of Parma, and had no issue ; and Catherine,

who married John Duke of Braganza, from whom came the present line.

Don Antonio had nothing to do with the modern House of Braganza.
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and in the north, all of what is now Holland and Belgium.

As in the days of Charles V., Europe saw itself once more

threatened by a new and living Eoman Empire, and the

combination of the Counter-reformation began to exhibit

a tendency to dissolve into combinations to resist the

menace of a universal Spanish dominion.

To appreciate the prominence into which the new
situation ultimately forced Drake, the position of the other

Powers, must be borne in mind. The Pope, between fear

of the old rivalry of a real Empire and hatred of the heretic

Powers, must be practically neutral. France was equally

incapable of action. She was at this time divided between

the Valois King at Paris, representing the national

Gallican Church, the Bourbon Henry of Navarre head of

the Huguenots and champion of Reformation, and lastly

the Ultramontane Guises leaning on Rome and Spain.

Germany was as much divided, and the Netherlands as

yet were but an open wound in Phihp's side. Such was

the situation when Drake came home ; and to meet it he

was plunged at once with his old friend Walsingham into

the elaboration of what was to become one of the great

leading motives of English policy.

Terceira, one of the Azores, was still holding to its old

allegiance. Don Antonio had escaped with his life, and

eager to establish himself in the important stategical

position that was still open to him had appeared as a

suppliant for assistance before the chief anti-Spanish

courts, and not entirely without success. While Drake

was still at sea proposals were already on foot for a joint

Erench and English expedition against Spain under Don
Antonio's flag.' When at the same time came news that

' Minute to Sir H. Cobham, September 18, 1580, Murdin, p. 345. "?Ealph

Jjane's proposals, Lansd. MSS. xxxi. 43. Eobert Hitchoooke's ' Politic and

warlike ways,' &c. Ibid. cxix. 17.
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the expedition of Papal filibusters, which had been organised

in Spain, had landed in Ireland, the necessity for action

was sharply accentuated ; and Drake's triumphant arrival

at the very moment must have seemed to Walsingham

like a gift from heaven. Early in 1581 he was busy

with schemes of which Drake was the centre for inaugu-

rating a Portuguese policy, and on April 3, the day before

the queen was to proclaim her recognition of Drake by

knighting him on board his ship, these projects were

finally drafted for official consideration. One which

appears in several alternative shapes was called the ' First

Enterprise.' It was for sending him out with eight ships

and six pinnaces and a thousand men to establish himself

under Don Antonio's flag at Terceira and thence to operate

against Spanish oceanic commerce by intercepting the

homeward bound Plate Elect, and so bring about a

financial crisis such as had paralysed Philip's action when

Elizabeth had seized his treasure ships after the affair of

San Juan de Ulua. Another, called the ' Second Enter-

prise,' contemplated a more peaceful expedition to Calicut

to secure the Portuguese possessions in the East and to

take up their trading rights in Don Antonio's name. The
' First Enterprise ' found the most favour ; and it seems

that the queen by the advice of Walsingham was ready

not only to allow it but even to subscribe the greater part

of the cost. The other chief promoters were Drake,

Hawkins, and Walsingham, and apparently Leicester

—

much the same adventurous group, in fact, that had pro-

moted Drake's last voyage. This time there was little

attempt at disguise. The only stipulation the queen

made, and this it is said was explained to Don Antonio's

agent, was that nothing could be done unless France

joined hands ; for war with Spain would be the almost
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inevitable result, and Elizabeth had no mind to enter it

single-handed.

On this understanding the preparations went forward,

and Drake despatched a bark to the scene of action to

obtain intelligence.' As matters progressed the ideas of

the promoters expanded. Don Antonio through his agent

in England pressed for a larger force, assuring the

adventurers he had money coming from Terceira and the

Low Countries, whither he had sent jewels as security for

a loan. As none of the promoters cared to risk more, fresh

adventurers had to be brought in, and an attempt was

made to combine the rival schools of Drake and Frobisher.

Edward Fenton and Gilbert York, both Erobisher's men,

and Luke Ward of Muscovy fame, were to have ships, and

Captain Bichard Bingham, the Irish officer who, as we

have seen, was already jealous of Drake and had been

increasing his reputation in the Desmond rebellion, was

to be second in command.^ So eager was Walsingham

to see his scheme carried through, that poor as he was he

seems to have underwritten the extra amount of capital

required, receiving from Don Antonio a very valuable

diamond ring as security for his guarantee. A definite

promise of co-operation from France seemed as far off as

ever, and he was naturally anxious to protect himself

from loss in case after all the expedition was not allowed

to sail.

To Drake and Hawkins the whole of the organisation

was committed ; all was to be ready in June, and at the

end of the month Don Antonio came over from France.

The ' Strange Guest,' as he was called, was lodged near

the Court at Stepney, and on July 1 he had an audience

with the queen. Still he pressed for more ships, but

' Colonial Calendar, p. 166. ' S.P. Dom. Eliz. cxlviii. 46, April 3.
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already Elizabeth was fretting at the increased expense,

fretting too in her love of peace as the risk grew nearer,

and fretting that though she had deeply entangled

herself in the project of marriage with Alen§on she could

get no explicit promise of co-operation from Prance.

Besolved not to commit herself alone, she determined to

send over Walsingham in person on the hopeless mission

of at once extricating her from her entanglement with

Alen9on and securing the co-operation of France against

Spain.

For the expedition nothing could have been more

unfortunate. The management of the affair passed into

Leicester's hands, and with Walsingham's vigorous

influence withdrawn everything . went wrong. More

money was required, but the season for action was fast

slipping away and Drake and Hawkins, anxious about

the amount they had invested already, refused to advance

another penny. The others too, 'upon some scruples,'

says Burghley, began to hold back.' Drake, upon whose

judgment of men the tragedy of Doughty had left an

indelible mark, was always smelling treachery on the

smallest provocation. The queen was given to believe

that York was not to be trusted : Bingham was showing

an inclination to act without orders : and Drake, it is

only fair to believe, was exhibiting too much of that

masterful spirit, that rough impatience of opposition,

which was a growing feature of his character and which

has been at once the vice and the virtue of all our

greatest admirals. On August 15 Fenton's brother wrote

to Walsingham that Drake had 'put Bingham, York,

Ward and Fenton from the Portugal voyage.' ^ Burghley

told him ' that upon some jealousy conceived and upon

some articles presented to my Lord of Leicester by Bing-

> Digges, Compleat Ambassador, p. 379. ' Irish Calendar.
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ham, Feriton and York, they with their own good

wills are discharged, but Mr. Bingham and Fenton are

promised all their charges.' ' This was probably but a

diplomatic view of the affair. George Fenton's letter makes

,it clear it was Drake's work, and from the way his men
afterwards spoke of Fenton it is extremely probable that

Drake believed he had an understanding with the Spanish

ambassador, though that it was so there is no evidence

whatever.^

Application was now made to the queen to provide

another 2,000Z., but the only effect was to bring Drake

and Hawkins into disgrace for the increased expenditure

that had been run into, and in the end they had to

provide it themselves. She grew cold in the ' Strange

Guest's ' cause, and vowed she had been persuaded into

it against her will. Beports came, too, that the Plate fleet

had already arrived home and Terceira had surrendered,

and still there was no certain promise from France. ' All

these things,' wrote Burghley to Walsingham in Paris

'(though these advertisements are not very certain), do

marvellously stay her Majesty from assenting to their

departure, and yet she loseth all the charges spent in vain,

the poor King utterly lost ; and therefore her answer

yesterday was that the voyage should continue in readi-

ness, but not depart until the evening, before which time

she looked to hear from you.' ^

But Walsingham was quite unable to send the written

assurance of French co-operation which the queen

required, and unwilling to go on without it and un-

willingly to entirely abandon her suppliant, she fell back

' Digges, p. 389.

^ William Hawkins's journal in the HawJcins Voyages, Hakluyt Soc.

p. 353.

' August 18, Digges, p. 389.
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on a compromise. Her idea was to keep the opportunity

open by sending two or three of the ships under young
"William Hawkins and some troops under Norreys, Drake's

old Irish companion-in-arms, with whom he seems to

have replaced Bingham, to support the loyal islanders

and encourage them to hold out till a force large enough

to reconquer the whole archipelago could be organised.

In an age when naval operations were never conducted in

the winter, the project was by no means despicable.

The season in which Spain could act with a fleet so far

from her shores was nearly done, and with small assistance

Terceira might well hold her own till the following spring
;

and before that time it was hoped Walsingham would

have been able to negotiate a general offensive and

defensive alliance with France ' for abating the over-

greatness of Spain.' ' Drake and Hawkins carried the

new offer to the ' Strange Guest,' promising the reduced

squadron should sail on the morrow. But Don Antonio

would not listen. Persuaded the queen was playing with

him or tempted with more plausible offers from France,

he chose to consider the new suggestion as a breach of

agreement by the adventurers, and demanded the return

of his diamond. What happened is of considerable

interest, especially as the queen has been represented at

this point as behaving in a most heartless way to the

unfortunate exile, and has been freely accused in concert

with her fellow adventurers not only of breaking faith

with him, but of swindling him out of his securities like

the most unconscionable of money-lenders.

' Digges, 393. See also a long paper in Burghley's hand endorsed ' Con-

sideration of the Enterprise for the Azores Islands, August 21, 1581 ' (Lansd.

MSS. oii. 104). It appears to be Burghley's own minutes of the Council at

which the resolution was taken, and which is referred to in the letter which

Digges prints. Cf. a scheme dated August 20 for relieving Terceira, or in

case it has fallen proceeding against El Mina and the Portuguese Indies ;

and copy of Burghley's notes dated August 23 (ibid. xxxi. 81, 82).
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The story may be read in a correspondence between

Burghley and Walsingham. On August 24, 1581, Burghley

writes :
' This day Don or King Antonio hath pressed

the Queen's Majesty to have restitution of his diamond,

and by Mr. Weldmore he would have sent to my lady

[Lady "Walsingham] for it : but I mean my lady's answer

shall be that it was left with her by you, and that without

your commandment she may not deliver it except such

money be paid as she knoweth you have borrowed on it.

Her Majesty will not have it detained for her 5,000Z.,

which I see she could be content to lose, so he were satis-

fied.' ' And again on the 27th he writes :
' I have such

crooked dealing here with Lopez [i.e. Don Antonio's

agent], for that the king urgeth the speedy delivery of

the jewel without satisfaction of your charge. The

Queen's Majesty for her part is content to stand to courtesy

or to loss for the 5,000L' ^

To the letter of the 24th "Walsingham replies from

France on August 28, ' My very good Lord, I most humbly

thank your lordship for the advice given my wife to stay

the ring in her hand until I may receive some satisfaction

for such money as I have disbursed and am become

surety for, &c.,' and he goes on to explain that all the

extra cost was due to Don Antonio's pressing for a larger

force than that agreed for by his agent.'

'

Next day the order for the final discharge of the expedi-

tion was drawn up, and in answer to Walsingham

Burghley writes on September 2, 'At this present Don

Antonio hath come to take his leave of Her Majesty

;

he will press (i.e. he continues to press) to have his

' Digges, p. 394. ^ Ibid. p. 412.

' Hist. MSS. Com., Hatfield Papers, ii. 420, where the letter is conjectured

by the editor to be from Sir Henry Cobham, as also Nos. 1031 and -2, although

No. 103-5, known to be from Walsingham, refers to his interview with the

Queen-Mother mentioned in No. 1032.
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jewel, and so that you may be satisfied, I agreed

to it ; and so sometimes doth Her Majesty ; but in con-

clusion he would have the jewel answer for all the losses,

which of the ISflOOl. I think will be about 3,600^., whereof

170Z. is desperate imprest and wages and victuals spent

;

the rest falleth out in the sale of the victuals.' '

From these letters it would appear that both Elizabeth

and Drake, as well as his partners, behaved very hand-

somely. The money with which the expedition was fitted

out was money lent to Don Antonio by the queen and
her fellow adventurers, and lent without security, except

in the case of Walsingham. On'condition of France join-

ing hands the queen had agreed to sanction an expedition

of a certain size. The limit was exceeded by Antonio's

own motion and the condition was not fulfilled. Never-

theless the queen was still willing to help him on a smaller

scale, and when this was refused, instead of demanding

back the money she had lost, she agreed to write it off as

a bad debt out of pity for the exile's misfortunes. It was
only Burghley's influence which prevented her ordering

Lady Walsingham to give up the security to which the

impoverished Foreign Secretary was fairly entitled ; and

finally the whole account was settled by the adventurers

agreeing to accept the one diamond ring in satisfaction of

all claims upon Don Antonio, amounting to more than

25,000Z. of our money.

^

' Digges, p. 422. The order for paying off is in Lansd. MSS. xxxi. 83.

' It is the story of this diamond ring given as security to Walsingham,
combined with the version of the affair which Mendoza wrote home (see esp.

his despatches Spanish Calendarl580, kc, pp. 158 and 165), that appears to

have raised in Mr. Fronde's mind the impression of the affair which he
, relates ; viz. that Don Antonio brought over the Braganza jewels, with which

,

of course, he had nothing to do ; that Elizabeth promised to lend 3O,O0OZ.

upon them ; that on his depositing them in her treasury, an instalment

of the amount was advanced to him ; that she afterwards refused to

give them up till the instalment was repaid ; and that when with difficulty

this was done, actuated by an ungovernable desire to possess them, she

VOL. I. A A
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Still qhafing at what he considered his faithless treat-

ment, the now desperate exile resolved to leave England

at once, but before sailing he attempted to arrange for the

surreptitious despatch to his headquarters in France of two

vessels that he had bought, in company with two or three

others which he had been able to charter. Horsey sent

up information of the attempt from the Wight, and on

their putting into Plymouth they were arrested there by

the queen's order.' Eventually, however, it would seem

they were permitted to sail to a Norman port where Don
Antonio under the auspices of the French court was fitting

out a fresh expedition. With this he sailed for the Azores

in the following year, and being encoimtered there by

Santa Cruz with a powerful force was out-manoeuvred and

completely defeated. The greater part of his ships deserted

him ; his most capable supporters were killed ; he himself

escaped with nothing but his life ; Terceira fell into Santa

Cruz's hands, and Phihp's seizure of the Portuguese

dominion was complete.

So ended the second attempt of Walsingham, with

finally kept them, on the pretence that she must have security that he

would do no harm to any power with whom she was at peace. {Hist,

of England, xi. 183 and 196.) The story which reached the Venetian

Ambassador's ears in Madrid has a somewhat closer resemblance to

Mr. Froude's than that which appears in the Burghley-Walsingham
correspondence. ' Don Antonio,' he wrote, ' has bought two ships and

intended to equip twenty more, but those who found the money for the

expedition wished to be sure of their interest ; accordingly the jewels Don
Antonio had with him were valued, but did not pass 36,000 crowns.

Without sufficient security the vessels will not sail. Don Antonio has

applied to the Queen of England. As yet no resolution has been taken.'.

{Venetian Calendar, No. 47, Madrid, September 15, 1581.) On October 29,

he writes again, ' You will have heard that Don Antonio has arrived at a

port in Normandy with some English ships which he raised in that island

by pawning his jewels to the Queen ' {ibid. No. 51). Later he writes that

Don Antonio ' has left many jewels in pledge ' at Tours {ibid. No. 89, June

15, 1582).

' S.P. Dom. Cal. p. 28. ' Horsey to Walsingham,' October 12, 1581, and
ibid. p. 4.9 'E 'Tremayne to same,' February 19, 1582.
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Drake's assistance, to force on the inevitable war with

Spain. Had the scheme gone forward, had Drake suc-

ceeded, as almost certainly he must have done, in estab-

lishing at the Azores a kind of pirate kingdom akin to that

which Prince Eupert for a time established at Scilly and

the Channel Islands, there seem no bounds to where the

results would have reached. England would have entered

upon the great war, with Parma still helpless in the

Netherlands, and with a naval base in the very track along

which flowed the mass of Philip's resources. Instead of

a defensive war, it would have been what Drake always

wished to make it, an offensive war directed against the

well-springs of Spanish finance, and it is difficult to see

what could have then prevented a complete collapse of

Philip's unstable empire. In the later years of the war,

as will be seen, when Elizabeth was roused from her

dreams of a peaceful solution and took the offensive, it was

above all things the want of such an advanced base that

served to paralyse each naval campaign at the moment

when there seemed nothing to do but reap the fruits of

victory.

The ' First Enterprise ' being forbidden, Leicester fell

back upon the second, and endeavoured out of the wreck

of the expedition to organise an attempt to follow up

Drake's lead in the East Indies. The outcome was one

of the most miserable adventures of Elizabethan times.

In failure and disgrace, marked by every bad quality which

brought the Spanish power to decay, the first step was taken

towards our Eastern empire. Unhappy as is the story, it

cannot be omitted, for no one can measure the greatness of

the Elizabethan age who does not know through what a

world of shame and disaster it marched to its successes.

It was the Muscovy Company, now in despair of reaching

Cathay by the North-east, that Leicester persuaded to

A A 2
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back his scheme. Drake's services were not available,

apparently because in view of the warlike outlook

it was thought unwise to let him leave the country.

Frobisher, however, accepted the command, and Drake,

at Leicester's request, not only subscribed, but furnished

a bark or pinnace and some of his ablest of&cers and men.

How completely Drake's exploit had occupied the field,

we may see in this attempt to unite the three great

schools of English commercial enterprise in order to

follow it up. That Leicester could conceive so good an

idea and succeed even so far as he did, should entitle him

to be remembered amongst the fathers of the Indian

Empire. That the great scheme ended in disaster

was no fault of his : it lay deeper in the inherent forces of

the time, and in the unhappy jealousies which affected

like a disease almost every undertaking of Elizabeth's

reign.

From the first his well meant attempt led to consider-

able friction. The Muscovy Company being the largest sub-

scribers claimed the appointment of the second-in-com-

mand. The man they were unfortunate enough to pitch

upon was Edward Eenton, a pushing and incompetent

soldier of fortune whom we have seen Drake dismiss

from the Eirst Enterprise. He was a kinsman of Haw-
kins, and had been Erobisher's second-in-command in

his last voyage, but he had quarrelled with the great

explorer, and had the impertinence to say openly he was

not the sailor men took him for. Erobisher naturally

objected to the appointment, and Leicester it would seem

suggested Captain Christopher Carleill, a very capable

Irish officer and son-in-law to Walsingham. The

Muscovy Company however insisted, and finally the city

influence proving stronger than that of the Court,

Erobisher threw up his appointment, and Eenton the
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\feoldier was given the command as admiral in his. place.'

There was still fortunately the Drake party to temper
the new commander's incompetence. Drake, to oblige

Leicester, had nominated two of his best men, his old

master and his boatswain, as pilots for the voyage. John
Drake also volunteered, and was given the command of his

kinsman's bark the 'Francis.' Young Wilham Hawkins
did the same, and was made lieutenant-general and second-

in-command, much to Fenton's disgust, for there was no love

lost between them. Besides these there was Luke Ward
who had won already a high reputation under Frobisher and

in the service of the Muscovy Company. The squadron

was a powerful one. For ' admiral ' there was the

' Bear ' or ' Leicester galleon ' of 400 tons ; for ' vice-

admiral,' the 'Edward Bonaventure ' of 300 tons; and

besides the ' Francis ' of 40, there was also a frigate of

50 tons called the ' Elizabeth.' By its chief promoters it

was undoubtedly intended as a purely commercial venture

for trade and the establishment of factories in the

Moluccas by virtue of Drake's treaty with Ternate.

Merchants accompanied it and formed the majority of

Fenton's council, and a number of carpenters and brick-

layers testified to its colonising character. The instruc-

tions drawn up by the Government directed Fenton to

proceed to the Moluccas by way of the Cape, ' not passing

by the Strait of Magellan, either going or returning,

except upon great occasion incident,' and the strictest

injunctions were formulated against violence or hostilities

of any kind being committed. Fenton was also em-

powered if possible to make a new attempt under the

' It is conceivable that the city had also the support of Burghley, who

was always the embodiment of their ideas. Mendoza says that Burghley

subscribed 200Z. to the venture ; and this he may have done to secure ad-

mission to its secrets. Spanish Calendar, 1580, &c., p. 297.
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direction of Drake's men to find a northern passage to
•

New Albion. He was given power of life and death,

subject to a procedure modelled on that which Drake had

used in Doughty's case, but Hawkins and the other chief

officers were made irremovable.

The commercial aspect of the venture the Spanish

ambassador believed to be a mere blind to attract the

capital of commercial men ; and whatever may have been

Leicester's idea it is inconceivable that Drake's men had

perfectly innocent intentions. Fenton himself seems to

have believed (with how much reason cannot be said)

that Hawkins and his fellows had been attached to him

with the intention of bringing about a new South Sea

raid.' Drake's men on the other hand suspected Penton

of having received a bribe from Spain, and Mendoza

certainly told the king he had been secretly fomenting the

quarrel about his appointment, and taking many other

steps to delay the voyage. All we know is that either

in pursuance of some secret influence, or moved merely

by a childish jealousy of Hawkins, Fenton began boldly

with an attempt to sail without the Drake contingent,

but they were too smart for him and John Drake brought

them all on in the ' Francis." ^ Their contempt for their

leader was hardly disguised. They laughed openly at his

' Mendoza even got hold of a story that the chief of Drake's men, whom
he called Winter, carried secret orders to supersede Fenton. Spanish

Calendar, 1580, &c., p. 357.

" There is a curions passage in a despatch of Mendoza's, which suggests

that the antagonistic influence may again have been Burghley's. When the

ambassador had audience to protest against the voyage being allowed to

proceed, the queen, he says, who had been listening quietly, suddenly cut

him short, as he thought on a sign from Hatton, who with Leicester at this

time was his open enemy. ' I am informed,' he continued, ' that on the day

I saw the Council, after I had , left, Cecil said that I spoke with much modesty

and good sense, which could not be denied, and Hatton was extremely

annoyed at it, saying that I had bribed the Treasurer.' Spanish Calendar,

1580, &o., p. 304.
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ignorance of their art, and by taking as it would seem

an impossible course persuaded the merchants that the

prevailing winds made it unavoidable to go by way of

Magellan's Straits. That measures were being taken in

Spain to bar the passage was known apparently in Eng-

land before they sailed. But Drake when consulted had

only laughed at them, saying he could wish nothing

better, for while the Spanish squadron was thus safely

out of the way in the Straits, the English vessels could

pass unmolested into the South Sea by way of the open sea

he had discovered beyond Tierra del Fuego. Frobisher

seems to have been as anxious to follow this route as Drake,

and offered in spite of the start which Fenton had had,

to get an expedition to the Moluccas before him. But

for all concerned the route by the Straits had come to spell

piracy and the other had been preferred. Only in case of

necessity was the western route to be taken, and this neces-

sity had now arisen. From a vessel captured on the coast

of South America, Fenton learnt that an expedition to

fortify the Straits had preceded them, and that communi-

cations had been laid across the continent so that warning

could be sent overland from the River Plate to Peru the

moment an English ship appeared on the coast. Drake's

-men were for going on in spite of everything. To follow

the quarrels that ensued is unnecessary. Suffice it to say

that when Fenton decided first to return to the northward

on pretence of re-victualling in a Portuguese port, John

Drake, being convinced the voyage was going to be

abandoned, deserted with the ' Francis ' and determined

with reckless daring to proceed alone. In the Eiver Plate,

however, he was wrecked and subsequently taken prisoner,

and it is to this misfortune we owe his valuable deposition.

The rest of the fleet having put into Santos were attacked

by a Spanish squadron. In the engagement that ensued
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they sank the Spaniard's flagship, but were themselves

somewhat roughly handled owing to Fenton's incompe-

tence and irresolution, and not a little, if we may believe

"Ward, to the admiral's drawing inexcusably out of

action at the moment when- a complete victory was

assured.

The action was followed by the abandonment of the

voyage. Fenton's instructions strictly charged him not

to use violence under any pretence except in self-defence,

and he was therefore justified by his orders in drawing off

as he did and even in returning to England, seeing that,

as far as he knew, it was impossibly to proceed without

fighting his way. For his fad-hire he seems to have

incurred no censure. Everyone probably knew it was due

to a conflict of the two influences that were at work

—

the influence of Burghley and Sussex and the city still

clinging to their idea of expansion by peaceful commerce,

and the influence of Walsingham and Leicester seeking

to carve it out of the sprawling Spanish Empire with the

edge of the sword. It was the conflict which Drake had

crushed with an iron hand at Port St. Julian : and the

same which he was feeling as acutely in public affairs

as he had done as a private adventurer. The policy of

England was still swaying between the two stools, and

for some time yet Drake could do nothing but look on in

impatient unrest.^

At the end of the year 1581 he was appointed Mayor

of Plymouth, and during his term of office an entertain-

ment was given to the Portuguese ajnbassador and a new

compass was set up on the Hoe. In January 1583 his

' For the conflicting anthorities for the voyage, which the publication of

Mendoza's oorrespondenoe makes intelligible for the first time, see tuke
Ward's Narrative in Hakluyt. William Hawkins's in the Hawkins Voyages,

Hah. Soc. Madox's Diary in the Colonial Calendar, 1582, May 6. John

Drake's Deposition in the Western Antiq^iiary.
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wife died and was buried at St. Budeaux.' In this year

too he seems first to have conceived his idea of furnishing

Plymouth with an abundant water supply, for which his

name became a household word in the borough ; for he

was granted a lease of the town mills, which appears to

have been a necessary preliminary to the scheme.^

But public affairs did not consume his whole attention,

for soon he was courting again. This time it was no

simple Devonshire lass, but the daughter and heiress of the

knightly house of Sydenham of Combe Sydenham in

Somersetshire. She was quite young and the family

tradition says it was a love match opposed by the father,

and that the ardent admiral by night and through a

lattice won his bride like a Spanish prize. But knowing as

we do how marriages were made in Tudor times, we may

fairly doubt whether a millionaire like Drake, of knightly

rank and in high favour at Court, encountered serious

disapproval of his suit. In any case the match was made,

and early in 1585, Mary Sydenham became Lady Drake,*

As seems only fit for such a man and the daughter

of such a house, the wedding bells were mingled with

the sound of arms. The strained and battered peace

' Sir Francis Drake, by Dr. H. H. Drake, p. 15.

2 Plymouth Town RecordB. Sist. MSS. Com. Rep. x. iv. 537.

' The marriage settlement is dated Feb. 10, 27 Eliz. : see Sir Francis

Drake, by Dr. H. H. Drake, p. 15. The family legend goes on to say that so

highly did the family disapprove of the match that once during a long absence

of Drake's they persuaded his wife he was dead and induced her at length to

marry again. The bridal party had got as far as the church, when a cannon

ball burst up from the earth between them and the church door. ' It is

from Drake,' said the bride, ' to tell me he is still alive,' and with that she

turned back, and nothing would induce her to go on with the ceremony.

The shot is still kept, it is said, beneath the hall table at Combe Sydenham,

and no matter where it is carried, it always rolls back to its place. This

confirmation of the story, however, loses weight when we remember that

Drake was never away from England for a whole year together after his

second marriage. It would almost seem as though the legend had been

transferred from the first wife, and that the shot in question was really

fired while he was in the antipodes on his voyage of circumnavigation.
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was breaking up. The men who had supported Drake

had triumphed, and on him the eyes of the country were

confidently fixed. The first period of his hfe—the time

of his struggle through every difficulty and resistance to

the front-^was at an end. His ideas were the English

policy, and he a recognised pilot of the stormy course it

was about to steer. Henceforth his career must be fol-

lowed on a higher plane ; for as the Devon seaman carries

home his well-born bride, we see him pass from the ranks

of the corsairs to take his place beside the admirals and

statesmen who gave us the empire of the sea.
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CHAPTEE XII

THE NAVY OF ELIZABETH

The first official recognition of the new position Drake

had achieved was his appointment to serve on a Eoyal^/

Commission to inquire into the state of the Navy. For

some years past there had been continual complaints in

various quarters that the Navy Office was being impro-

perly and even dishonestly conducted. Foremost of the

grumblers was Sir Thomas Cotton, the veteran officer

who had been ordered to the relief of the loyal Protestants

^t Plymouth at thetime of the flight of Drake's family. Both

under Henry VIII. and in the present reign he had held

the ancient and lucrative office of ' Wafter of theWool Fleet, '
-

and had been employed in police duty with the Channel

Guard. He had, however, a genius for quarrelling with his

superiors, and had particularly incurred the displeasure of

the Admiralty by persistently reporting disorders in the

administration and urging their reformation.^ Special

complaints were made that the money assigned for the

upkeep of the ships was not properly applied, that many

of the ships were rotten and very few fit for service.^

During the frequent partial mobilisations that had been

taking place, various defects in the system seem to have

been discovered, and accordingly when in 1583 war with

Spain began to loom as a near and real menace, the Govern-

' MaffieldMSS.i. 489.

i! Beeitals of the Commision. S.P. Dam. chdi..50.
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ment resolved to take the matter seriously in hand. A Eoyal

Commission was issued to report on the whole state of the

Navy, to reform abuses in the dockyards, to superintend

the building of new ships, and to inquire into the condi-

tion of the stores necessary for a rapid mobilisation.

The names of the members of the Commission

sufficiently attest the important position the fleet had

attained in the scheme of National Defence. The Com-
missioners were the Lord Treasurer, the Lord Admiral,

the Lord Chamberlain, Sir Francis Walsingham, and Sir

Walter Mildmay, Chancellor of the Exchequer.' For the

purpose of making a complete inspection they were

empowered to appoint sub-commissioners. The list from

whom these were to be chosen consists principally of

sea-captains, and is interesting as showing the men who
had already obtained a maritime reputation. They are Sir

Thomas Cotton, Sir William Gorges, Sir Francis Drake,

Bingham, Frobisher, Fulke Greville, Carew and Walter

Ealeigh, Henry Palmer, George Beeston and John Ellis.

It was specially directed that they were to receive every

assistance from ' our four principal officers of our ships,'

Wynter, Hawkins, Holstocke and Borough, as well as of

' oiu: chief shipwrights ' Pett, Chapman and Baker, and
' our chief masters ' Thomas Grey and William Barnes.

The special instructions were to inquire into the charges of

embezzling stores ; the misappropriation of money allotted

for dry-docking the 'Hope,' the 'Philip and Mary,' and

the ' Antelope ' at Deptford in 1578 ; the new building of

the ' Eevenge ' and the ' Scout ' in 1575 at a cost of

^4,400, ' built with bad planks and thereby of no continu-

' Mildmay was a veteran public servant who had begun his career in the

<3ourt of Augmentations under Henry VIII. The greater part of hie life

had been spent serving on Commissions, and especially those which concerned

questions of revenue and finance. He was married to Walsingham's sister.

(Wood, AthencB Cantab, ii. 5X).
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ance ;
' an offer which had been made to build two similar

ships for i62,600 ; and generally to draw up regulations to

prevent the recurrence of such abuses and to report on the

cost of keeping the whole fleet fit for immediate service.'

The sub-commissioners eventually appointed were Cotton,

Gorges, Drake, and the two masters.^

Thus at the outset of his public career Drake was .

afforded an excellent opportunity of measuring the weapon

he was to wield. So much misconception has always

existed as to the nature of the force at the Queen's dis-

posal, so long have imaginative pens rejoiced to represent

the overthrow of the Spaniards as due to an outburst of

instinctive and untutored national energy, that at this

late hour it is difficult to disinter the truth. It is only

by a patient study of what the officers engaged have left

to us, that it is possible to reveal the struggle for what it

was—the triumph of advanced organisation and science .

over a maritime system that was dead and service tradi-

tions that had sunk into senility.

Since 1569, when Drake left the service at its lowest

ebb, much had happened, and he was to find things greatly

altered. The unreadiness in which the country had then

found itself to cope at sea with the coalition that threatened

it, had led to another naval scare like that which fol-

lowed the loss of Calais, and Sir Thomas Cotton seems to

have been particularly loud in complaint at this time.'

Amongst other results of the alarm was the production

of a pamphlet which is of the highest interest, as pre-

' S.P. Dim. clxii. 50.

' S.P. Dom. cli. 20. This paper ia^n an undated bundle assigned con-

jeoturally to the year 1581 ; but theraseems no room for doubt, after com-

paring the names of this Commission |irith the list in clxii. 50, that it belongs

to 1583.

' See his letter to Cecil, uU supra; and De Guaras, Spanish Calendai'f

p. 261.
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senting us with a marked development in naval thought.'

Though never published, it vfas circulated privately

amongst members of the Council and the chief naval

officers by special request. Its teaching has a flavour that

is startling in its modernity ; nothing nearly so far ad-

vanced has come down to us from the time. Of its author,

John Montgomery, nothing is known except that since

Mary's time he had given special attention to national

defence. The paper is not alarmist in tone, though

perhaps rather for fear of being thought treasonable than

because the situation was not felt to be grave. As it

stands it was calculated to restore calm by pointing out

the strength which an adequate navy afforded against

invasion if properly used, and that England was in a posi-

tion to have one. His text is that for a maritime state,

unfurnished with a navy, the sea, so far from being a safe

_^frontier, is rather a highway for her enemies ; but that with

a navy it surpasses all other frontiers in strength. In sup-

port of this canon, so sound and so strikingly modern in its

ring, he cites a number of examples to enforce the conse-

quences both of its neglect and its observance, showing with

~~what broad sagacity naval history could then be studied.

The Venetians are his cardinal instance of its success, and

he dwells on the precedents of Carausius, Count of the Saxon

Shore under Constantius, who by making himself master of

the fleet was able to wrest Britain from the Eoman Empire

;

of Edgar, and Eichard II., to show more particularly that

a good fleet is the only means of rendering the English

coasts invulnerable.^ To achieve such security he makes no

' A copy and an old transcript of this remarkable paper are in the British

Museum {Add. MSS. 20042-3). Another copy is among the Hatton Papers

{Hist. MSS. Com. i. 32), and a third in the Pepysian Library. It is printed

in Censura Literaria, v. 29, 137, 260. Though the first partis dated 1570 ^
it seems to have been drawn up some time before. A copy was sent to

Leicester in 1571 ; see Hist. MSS. Com. i. 60.

' The case of Carausius has been very recently revived as a cardinal
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extravagant demands on the resources of the country. He
does not call in the modern tone foran absolute command
of the sea ; he considers it unnecessary to maintain a fleet

more powerful than any that an enemy is likely to assemble.

— A fleet strong enough to dispute the command of the sea

he holds to be sufficient. The principle he lays down was

perfectly sound in its day. Though a fleet, he argues, be

not strong enough to ' charge,' that is, to attack, yet,

though the enemy be two and even three to one, an attack

may be received without fear ;
' for in giving charge,' he

says, ' is a greater danger than in receiving the charge, and

especially upon so forcible, worthy, and warlike a navy, as

the Navy of England.' In effect it is an insistence on.the

advantage of the defensive in a naval action. It was the

opinion held by the greatest French admirals to the last,

and before the practice of breaking the line and of attack-

ing line-ahead was understood, it was indisputable.

English guns and gunnery were superior to all others,

and, as has been shown, our peculiar practice was to meet

an attack with raking broadsides aimed low, so that a

superior enemy attacking hne-abreast might well be re-

duced to an equality before he had really got into action at

all ; and especially if the wind were light and the advance

slow. The argument of course presupposes that the fleet

which is the weaker in numbers is individually the more

powerful, and of the individual superiority of the English

warships there seems to have been no doubt. We have

seen how the Venetians, who best could judge, had long

considered that England was superior to all its neighbours

-^t sea.' Montgomery would put it higher. Our ships,

he thinks, were ' of mold so clean-made beneath, of pro-

example of the command of the sea in Clerk and Thursfield's The Navy
and the Nation, 1897, p. 127.

' Venetian Calendar, p. 274.
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portion so fine above, of sail so swift, the ports, fights and

coins in them so well devised, with the ordnance so well

placed that none of any other region may seem comparable

to them.' If England, therefore, had a Navy of forty sail

of queen's ships with an auxiliary fleet of as many large

merchantmen, he thinks no two princes would support the

cost of often attempting an invasion. For if our fleet were

defeated it could only be at such a sacrifice to the enemy,

that they ^would not dare to land and face fresh troops ; or

if in the temporary absence of our fleet they managed to

effect a landing we could still, like Scipio, deliver a counter-

attack on their own coasts and by cutting off their com-

munications have them at our mercy. At the same time,

while thus isolating the invaders, we should be in a position

either to fetch help from our allies or to join them in a

counter-attack abroad. It is all very like Torrington's

doctrine of a ' fleet in being ' acting as a bar to invasion,

but seen dimly and without definition. In his general

position, however, Montgomery is clear enough, and in

elaborating it he gives special prominence, like the most

modern authorities, to the important part which the Eoman
Navy played in deciding the long contest with Carthage.'

As yet it will be seen there is but a very dim conception

" of what we mean by the command of the sea ; though

Montgomery seems to grasp that without it nothing can

be done. His whole argument, indeed, is based on this

position—that, if properly handled, our fleet could paralyse

offensive action even against large odds ; that is to say,

that without command of the sea a successful invasion in

force is impossible. The strategy he approves is entirely

defensive, and does not aim primarily at the destruction of

the enemy's fleet. He advises the division of the home

' See especially Captain A. T. Mahan, The Influence of Sea Power on

History, pp. 13 et seq.
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force into three squadrons, one to be stationed off Scotland,

one in the Channel, and one ahout Ireland. To our eyes

such a disposition has radical faults, but Montgomery sup-

ports it by the success of Elizabeth's dispositions in 1559,

when, while the Channel squadron held the French fleet in

check, a North Sea squadron under Wynter cut off the

communications of the French troops who had seized

Leith and compelled them to surrender to the army that

was besieging them.

Montgomery's paper seems to have had considerable

success. In the summer of 1570 Clinton, the Lord

Admiral, was ordered to prepare a scheme of mobilisation,

by which at any time the queen wished he could put to

sea with fifty good men-of-war having 12,000 mariners and

soldiers to man them, and reserves of victual and muni-

tions at the necessary points. In reporting this home the

French Ambassador explains that the English calculate

on fighting their enemy at sea before permitting him to

land, being of opinion that though all the world should be

in league against them, yet by these precautions they

would be able to defend themselves. Their idea is, he

further explains, that if they win a naval action they will

easily be able to prevent an enemy approaching their

coast, and even if the battle be drawn, that they still will

be able to prevent a landing : and more than this, if they

lose, it can only be after they have so completely broken

their enemy that he will be compelled to put back to

refit.' Montgomery's ideas had clearly taken hold.

Fenelon indeed must have seen his paper or been informed

by one who had. It may be taken therefore that at this

time it was not considered necessary to have command of

^the sea. It was sufficient to be strong enough to prevent

its being obtained by any probable alliance of hostile

' Fenelon, Corr. Diplomatique, iii. 2.51.

VOL. I. B B
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powers, and on this principle the English naval policy

continued to be founded until Drake's genius divined that

it must be carried further.

To achieve Montgomery's ideal of naval strength an

extraordinarily small expenditure was deemed adequate.

From a minute of Hawkins's it appears that for the first

ten years of his administration, that is from 1569 to 1579,

the annual expenditure on the Navy, exclusive of construc-

tion, had been about 8,214?. The sum allotted by the

'Warrant dormant,' which was issued yearly for ordinary

charges, amounted to 5,714Z., and extraordinary expenses

for ' new building and repairing ships in dock ' came to

2,500L With this modest provision Hawkins was expected

to keep up not only the old ships, but several new ones

which were launched during this period.'

For Hawkins had not been long at the Admiralty

before there were signs of a new programme being on foot,

a programme of very special interest ; for from it the true

Elizabethan Navy may be said to date. While Elizabeth,

to dissemble the anxiety which the news of the victory of

Lepanto caused her, was ordering a public rejoicing with

bonfires in the streets and thanksgivings in the chm'ches,

and while the Spanish ambassador was giving . a

triimiphant display of fire-works before the embassy in

honour of his master's glory at sea, on the stocks in the

Thames and the Medway dockyards the new era was

already beginning.^ The new ships show plainly how
the ideas of the ' Book of Sea Causes ' had triumphed ;

'

and beyond this they have a peculiar interest of their own.

' See S.P. "Dom. 1587, ocii. 35. Hawkins was not only Treasurer of the

Navy, but in accordance with the administrative system of the time, he also

had a private contract with the Goverimient for keeping the Eoyal Ships in

a state of efficiency.

^ Ftoelon, Corr. Diplomatique, Iy. 281.

' See ante, ^?5"35.
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For not only did some of them come to be amongst the

most famous ships of their time, but some of them also

received names which, like the ' Swiftsure ' and ' Dread-

nought,' have continued on the Admiralty lists ever since,

and so in a certain very direct way may claim to be the

real parents of our modern Navy.

They are further notable as having been designed on

more scientific principles than as yet had been employed

in the dockyards. The improved system seems to have

been introduced about the time that Hawkins brought

his mathematical mind to the Admiralty. In the

Pepysian Library is a curious manuscript treatise of EHza-

beth'stime on shipbuilding containing solutions of a number

of practical problems of every day occurrence in naval

architecture. Amongst many others it gives a table for

finding the semi-diameter of a circle, ' without which,' it

asserts, ' it is impossible to make a perfect ship,' and the

second ship ever designed by the new rule, it tells us, was

the ' " Foresight " of her Majesty's.' This was a galleon

of 300 tons, which with two others, the ' Bull ' and the

' Tiger ' of 200 tons, rebuilt at the same time, were turned

out in 1570.^ Three years later followed the ' Swiftsure
'

and the ' Dreadnought,' great-ships of 400 tons, and the

' Achates,' a bark of 80 tons on galleasse lines. The

alarm of 1574 produced the most famous of Elizabeth's

ships, the galleon ' Eevenge,' which though she proved an

unlucky ship was considered by Drake a masterpiece of

' Except where otherwise stated the dates of launches, &c., are taken

from Oppenheim, Administration of the Navy, p. 120. The dimensions of

the ' Foresight ' Borough gives {S.P. Dom. coxliii. Ill) as, tons 290, length

79, beam 27, depth 14. By his rule, therefore, she was a galleon, for a

galleon, he says, has its length by the keel three times its width at the middle,

and the depth in hold but^ or | of the breadth. The ' Bull ' and the ' Tiger

'

were Henry VIII.'s old ' galleasses ' rebuilt. The ' Tiger ' was of round-

ship type—being 50 feet in length, 24 in beam, and 13 in depth. The
' Bull ' was probably a sister ship, but she was rebuilt as a galleasse in 1591i

so that we do not know her dimensions at this time.

B B 2
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naval construction and his ideal of what a great-ship

should be. To the same time belongs another galleon of

120 tons, called the ' Scout.'

'

As to the galleys, a list of the Queen's Navy bearing

date July 30, 1570, on which the names of the new ships

have been afterwards inserted, shows how the seamen's

influence was advancing.^ The three galleys indeed

appear separately on the list, but against their names is

written this note :
' The season of the year doth pass

away for any service to be had of them, which in time of

service requireth 1,000 men for their full furniture.' And

again in the margin in another hand, ' If no galleys come

what advantage in furnishing our galleys—this to be

debated.' Here we have clear evidence of the growing

disfavour with which the expense and unseaworthiness of

galleys were bringing them, how they had ceased to be

regarded as a necessary adjunct to a fleet, and j'et how
there lingered the idea that galleys could only be met by

galleys. The large sized ships like the ' Triumph ' were

hardly less out of favour. As early as the mobilisation of

1572 they had been found too big for bad weather, and for

this reason had been paid off at the approach of winter.'

During these years of alarm constant partial mobilisa-

tions took place beyond the ordinary summer and winter

guards, and in 1574, when Menendez was preparing his

' Their dimensions were as follows

—

' Swiftsure ' 355 tons 74 feet in length, 30 in beam, 16 in depth.

'Dreadnought' 360 „ 80 „ 30 „ 15 „

'Achates' . 90 „ 55 „ 18 „ 9 „

'Eevenge' . 441 „ 92 „ 32 „ 15 „
' Scout

'

. 120 „ 60 „ 20 „ 10 „

Mr. Oppenheim gives the date of the ' Revenge ' and the ' Scout ' as 1577,

citing the Pipe Office acQpunts. The Commission of 1583 refers to them as

having been new built in 1575. The Pipe Office accounts are perhaps the

better authority.

' S.P. Dom. Ixxi. 63. ' Spanish Calendar p. 430.
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great expedition for the Narrow Seas, the whole of the

fleet except four sail was directed to be put in commission.

The order was issued on the last day of April. Six

vessels were to be ready in a fortnight, and eighteen four

weeks later. The ostensible object of the Spaniards, it

will be remembered, was to bring reinforcements to the

Governor of the Low Countries, but suspecting what

Menendez's real objective was, the English Government

resolved, says Fenelon, to send the fleet to sea with

instructions to meet the Spaniards and take up a position

on their left flank so as to cover the West of England and

the route to Ireland ; and in case any vessels straggled

from the main body to surround and fight them. As a

special measure in view of the peculiar constitution of

Menendez's fleet orders were also issued to equip at Col-

chester eighteen small vessels (pataches) of from twenty-

five to thirty tons, ' like rowing-frigates with guns close to

the water.' ^ The mobiUsation, however, was never

carried out, for Elizabeth, in the spirit that so often

marred her naval policy, could not make up her mind to

the expense until she was sure it was necessary. In

July the Governor of the Low Countries could write to

Menendez that there was small danger of his being

attacked as he passed through the Channel, so great

was the irresolution of the English Government. ' Though

there have been this year,' he says, ' a thousand changes

in that kingdom, ordering an armament one day in a

very great fury and the next promptly dismantling, I

hold sure letters from London that the armament will

not go forward.' ^ His information proved correct, and

the Queen's hesitation justified. Menendez's death put

an end to the danger, the fleet was not wanted and thus

• F^nelon, Corr. Diplomatique, vi. 129.

' Ntieva Colec. de Documentos Iniditos, iii. 130.
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we are unable to measuie the capacity of Elizabeth's

naval machinery for what at the time would have been a

rapidity of mobilisation without precedent.

By the year 1578 the Eoyal Navy had reached and

even passed the ideal of the ' Book of Sea Causes.' It

consisted in all, without counting galleys and small oared-

craft, of some twenty-five sail with an aggregate capacity

of about 11,000 tons, requiring nearly 7,000 hands to

man it.' Its chief defect in the seamen's eyes would

be that though it exceeded the required tonnage, it fell

short in numbers. The five largest ships consumed nearly

4,500 tons and 3,000 men, for which they would gladly

have seen nine 'Eevenges.' The work of the dockyards

now tended all in this direction. Two new great-ships

were laid down like the 'Bevenge,' which Monson

describes as ' low and snug in the water like a galliasse '
^

and as fast as possible the older vessels were remade and

' brought into the form of galleasses.' Still it is possible

that what the old style of great-ship of the largest size

lost in real power it gained in moral effect. Sir Eichard

Hawkins, a great authority, indeed preferred such ships as

the ' Triumph ' to those of the new fashion like the

' Victory,' chiefly, as he says, ' for majesty and terror of

the enemy,' and also for their superiority when it came

to boarding and the heavier weight of artillery and

stronger crews they could carry. Two decks and a half

he considers to be the least a great-ship should have,

and was of opinion that the fashion for galleasse-built

ships—or, as he calls them, ' race ' ships—in preference to

those ' lofty-built ' had been pushed too far.

' See list in Derrick, Rise and Progress of the Navy, p. 25, to which the

' Eevenge ' must be added.

' No descriptive name for the type had yet been agreed on even by

experts. Wyuter calls them ' galleons,' S.P. Dom. clxxxvii. 44.
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This was the burning question of Elizabethan naval

architecture. It was not only the eternal question of

large ships against small ; but in it was involved the

whole question of the development of a sailing ' long-

ship,' the transition, in fact, from the mediaeval to the '^

modern type of man-of-war. The warship of the middle

ages was typically a deep-waisted, single-decked, wall-

sided vessel with castles fore and aft. These castles, which

in vessels especially constructed for war came to take the

form of a forecastle and a half-deck, were made musket-

proof, or as we should say ' protected ;.' and being closed

athwart ship with similarly protected bulkheads, known as

' cubbridge-heads,' were impenetrable to boarders ; while

at the same time, by means of loopholes and quickfiring

pieces in-board, they could enfilade the waist with musketry

and murdering shot. Thus a ship of the English pattern,

at any rate, could rarely be held even if boarders entered,

until her ' cage works ' or protected castles were destroyed

by gun-fire. When the development of the sailing war-

ship had been carried thus far a theory was started that

by substituting for the wall-sided lines a line that ' homed-

in ' (the Elizabethan equivalent of the later ' housing-in
'

and ' tumbling home ') the ship became more weatherly

and easier in a sea-way. This narrowing of the ships

upwards, however, had the disadvantage, as Eichard

Hawkins points out, of ' disenabling them for bearing their

cage-works correspondent to the proportion and mould of

the ship.' It also, he says, made them 'tender-sided.'

To give the additional strength that was thus made

necessary, as well apparently as to compensate for the

reduced covered accommodation in the narrowed cage-

works, the practice of ' race-building,' he tells us, was

introduced. These ' race-built ' ships Monson calls ' flush-

decked ' ; so that we may conclude that what was done
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was to cover in the waist with a deck running flush fore and

aft, and thus was produced a vessel of essentially modem
type. The advocates of the older fashion, however, were

quickly able to point to a serious defect in the new design.

In the old ships the deck hands were gathered for general

quarters mainly in the waist, where by means of high

musket-proof ' blinders ' of elm, that formed temporary

bulwarks from poop to forecastle, they were able to work

the ship under cover. Hawkins especially dwells on this

want of deck protection as a great defect of the ' race-

built ' ships, and Monson as a defect of ' flush-decked

'

ships, by which we know the two expressions meant

the same thing.' There was also the grave defect that

the waist no longer afforded a trap for boarders and the

deck could not be enfiladed from protected bulkheads.

Various devices to overcome these defects were tried, such

as movable elm blinders of ' four- or five-inch planks five

foot high, and six foot long running upon wheels ' ; but

nothing was so satisfactory in the eyes of Eichard

Hawkins as ' where the whole side hath one blinder and

one armour of proof for defence of those who of force

must labour and be aloft '—that is, on deck—and naval

opinion continued to be divided on the question throughout

the reign.^

We can see, however, that by the time James I. had

• In Spain the race-ship seems to have been merely a vessel of low

free-board. ' Navio rasso,' says Dr. D. Garcia de Palaeio, ' es el que tiene el

bordo basso,' Instrucion Natithica Mexico 1587.

2 See Bichard Hawkins, Observations, esp. pp. 286, 287, 292, 306, 307.

Monson Naval Tracts, pp. 826 et seq. As farther evidence of the nature of the

structural reform, we know that when Borough was seeking to discredit

Sir John Hawkins he wrote : ' The cutting down and defacing of the

"romthes" and commodious fights made in her majesty's royal ships for

the wars and altering them to the manner of merchant ships, hulks and
crayers (as the Hope &o.) must be accounted a transforming or reforming

them to galleasses.' {Lansd. MSS. xliii. 33.) 'Eomthes' or roomths =
rooms, here meaning ' deck-ccbins.' Cf . modern ' state-room.'
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come to the throne, the new ideas had steadily gained

ground, and in spite of the conservative views of some of

the best practical seamen were approved by the highest

authorities. Sir William Monson, writing at the end of the

war, goes very fully into the question. ' There are two

manner of built ships,' he says, ' the one with a flush deck,

fore and aft, sunk and low in the water ; the other lofty and

high charged, with a half-deck, forecastle and copperidge-

heads.' He considered such a ship a good one to fight in,

provided always she was a ' fast ship by the wind,' so as to

prevent an enemy boarding her ; for having no half-deck

or forecastle for the men to retire to or cubberidge-heads

to carry quick-firing guns she was easily taken when once

entered. Her great advantage was that being weatherly

and low in the water she could range close up to wind-

ward of a high-charged ship and within pistol shot fire

into her below the water-line without the enemy's ord-

nance being able to touch her. The advantages of a high-

built ship he considers to be ' majesty and terror to the

enemy ; more commodious for the harbouring of men ; she

will be able to carry more artillery ; of greater strength

in-board and make the better defence ; she will over-top a

lower and snug ship ; her men cannot be so well dis-

cerned.' A ship of three decks, however, he condemns

altogether, as always overgunned and unhandy. Baleigh

was even more strongly opposed to large ships and the

old lofty superstructures. ' We find by experience,' he

says, ' that the greatest ships are the least serviceable,

go very deep to water, and of marvellous charge and

cumber, our channels decaying every year. Besides

they are less nimble, less mainable and very seldom

employed. Grande navio grande fatiga, saith the

Spaniard. A ship of 600 tons will carry as good ord-

nance as a ship of 1,200 tons ; and though the greater
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have double her number, the lessser will turn her broad-

sides twice before the greater can wind once.' And again,

' The high charging of ships it is that brings them all

ill qualities, makes them extreme leeward, makes them

sink deep in the water, makes them labour and makes

them overset. Men may not expect the ease of many
cabins and safety at once in sea-service. Two decks and

a half is sufficient to yield shelter and lodging for men and

mariners and no more charging at all higher, but only one

low cabin for the master.' ' He admits higher charging

is possible and well enough for hardened mariners, but it

makes a ship roll and 'men of better sort and better

breeding would be glad to find more steadiness and less

tottering cage-work.' ^

In Drake's time there is no trace of doubt as to the

advantages of the reform, and abroad the new ships seem

to have been regarded as particularly formidable. Even

in 1574 a Spanish agent describes the middle sized ships

' as powerful vessels . . . with little top-hamper and very

light, which is a great advantage for close quarters, and

with much artillery, the heavy pieces being close to the

water.' ^ Some years later a Spaniard on examination

deposed that he thought ' the King of Spain to be very

weak by the sea, and that it is a strange thing in com-

parison that they speak in Spain of the Queen of

England's strength by sea and that one English ship is

worth four of theirs.' ''

The form of the ships was not the only improvement.

Before copper was used the most destructive enemy to

' I.e. a ' round-house ' on the hall-deok.

^ Observations on the Navy, Works, viii. 337 and 339. Ealeigh, it must

be remembered, was very anxious to get a regular estabhshment of gentlemen

for naval ofiftoers, and hence his desire to consult their feelings. (See post,

p. 403.)

^ Spanish Calendar, p. 479. ' S.P. Dam. olxxix. 15 (3).
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shipping was the Teredo navalis. All kinds of sheathing

were tried against it, till John Hawkins himself invented

one that was really effective, consisting of elm boards

closely nailed over a layer of felt made of tar and. hair.'

The Spaniards used lead, which was found costly,

and if thick enough to stand, very heavy. The well-

known list of improvements, which Ealeigh says had

been introduced in his time, such as movable top-masts,

chain-pumps, capstans and longer cables, do not seem to

have been peculiar to the English service, and some
of them at least were certainly borrowed from the

Mediterranean.^

Naval ordnance, too, in sympathy with other branches

of the art of war had been making steady progress.

In Henry VIII. 's time many of the great-ships still

carried the bombard, the typical gun of the middle ages.

Though sometimes cast in both iron and bronze, it was

normally a wrought-iron cylinder made of longitudinal

bars clamped together with rings forced on red-hot, and

it was mounted on a bed made of a solid beam of timber.

Loading, as in all early guns, was done at the breech on

the system of a removable powder chamber, which was

nothing but a shorter cylinder exactly like the barrel, but

closed at the hinder end and chamfered at the other.

When filled it was laid in its place at the hinder end of

the timber bed and wedged up into the breech of the

gun. The process of loading bombards is thus described

by Cataneo :
' They are charged with iron chambers

(' mascoli '), which should be thoroughly well fixed, so

that when the time comes to give fire, the bombard shall

not blow (' non respiri ') ; for if this happen it will not do

good work and its chamber will be full of powder with-

' Sir Eich. Hawkins, Observations, p. 203. f

' See Invention of Ships. Works, viii. 323.
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out burning it. When it [the chamber] has been filled

a plug of soft wood should be driven firmly into it, and

the plug having been inserted into [the breech of] the

bombard, let a disk of very hard wood be placed behind

the chamber and driven home as hard as possible with a

mallet. The disk will be between the chamber and the

bed, but between the chamber and the disk should be

placed a pad of lead or a piece of an old boot (in case you

have no lead), because this will lessen the shock of the

recoil which the chamber would give without it, on

account of the wood. But before the chamber be set to

the bombard there is put into it [i.e. the breech of the

bombard] a wisp of oakum [' sfilacci '] or straw, so that the

shot cannot roll out. The shot is then inserted and

close to it is put the chamber, then the wooden disk,

well forced down and driven home. This done adjust to

a hair's breadth and fire when occasion shall arise.'

'

With so imperfect a system of breech mechanism as

the only one in practical use, it is easy to understand how

artillerists welcomed the introduction of cast muzzle-

loading guns. At first to be of any endurance they could

be made only out of bronze and were very costly. The

forged bombard therefore continued in use; Cataneo in

1564 even specifies it as a suitable arm in certain cases for

galleons and galee di mercantiaJ^ But when the art of

casting iron ordnance began to be understood and a cheap

muzzle-loading gun that was thoroughly serviceable could

be produced, they rapidly superseded breech-loaders for all

the heavier calibres. So much was at once settled, but

with the growth of gun founding sprang up a host of

' Girolamo Cataneo, CcZi' Essa.mvm di BoJBiordicri, Brescia 1564, p. 79.

Brescia at this time had the most famous gun foundries in Italy. See also

Buscelli, Precetti della Militia Moderna, Venice 1608, p. 16.

' Op. eit. p. 81.
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problems concerning the relation of length to calibre, the

proportion and distribution of metal and the like, which

produced so great a multiplicity of types as to be at first

sight beyond measure bewildering. Cyprian Lucar,' in the

appendix to his translation of Tartaglia, the great Italian

mathematician and scientific artillerist who dedicated his

work on ordnance to Henry VIII., enumerates something

like forty different kinds of guns and by no means exhausts

the list of those mentioned in contemporary writers. By
regarding the confusion, however, in the light of the two

main classifications, which the theorists of the time

adopted, comparative clearness is obtainable.

The first and most purely theoretical method of

classing artillery was on the basis of the proportion and

distribution of the metal, of which the gun was formed.^

A three-fold division was thus obtained into ' Legitimate,'

' Bastard,' and ' Extraordinary ' ordnance. In the Legiti-

mate or ' ordinary fortified ' the thickness of metal was at

the touch-hole, | calibre ; at the trunnions, f calibre ; at

the muzzle ^ calibre, and the class included all sizes of

Cannons, all sizes of Culverins, as well as Sakers, Falcons,

Falconets, Eobinets and Bases. In Bastard or ' Lessened

'

pieces the thickness of metal was at the touch-hole |

calibre ; at the trunnions ^^ calibre ; at the muzzle y^^

calibre ; and the class included ' Basilisks ' (Bastard

Double-Culverins), 'Serpentines' (Bastard Culverins),

Aspicks or Asps (Bastard Demi-Culverins) , Pellicans

(Bastard quarter-Culverins or Sakers), Bastard Falcons,

' Three Books of Colloquies concerning the art of shooting in great and
small pieces of artillery ; written in Italian by Nicholas Tartaglia and noio

translated into English by Cyprian Lucar ; whereuntois annexed a Treatise

called Lucar Appendix. London, 1588, fol. It is dedicated to the Earl of

Leicester.

^ See John Eoberts, The Compleat Cannoniere or Gunner's Guide,
London, 1639, p. 35. Eobert Norton, The Gunner, London, 1628, cap. vi.

et seq., and c£. Sir James Turner, Palias Armata, ch. vii.
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and Bastard Eobinets. In the Extraordinary or Double-

fortified pieces, the thickness of metal was at the touch-

hole 1 calibre ; at the trunnions ^ calibre ; at the muzzle

-j^-g calibre, and the class included Flying-dragons, Sirens,

Flying-sparrows or Passovolanti and Sakers,- Falcons-

and Eobinets-extraordinary. This of course represents

the ideas of English artillerists at the conclusion of the

war. The tendency was continually to increase the

weight of metal, and in 1583 guns may have averaged

slightly less in weight. Norton, writing in 1628, tells us

that a hundred or a hundred and fifty years before his

time ordnance was bad and weak because powder was

weak ; and that in his day they gave guns two or three

times more metal to the weight of the shot than formerly.

Cannon, he says, once weighed but 80 times their shot,

now they weighed 200 times or more, and Culverins 300

times and small ordnance 400 times.'

Besides this highly technical classification there was

another and more practical one, which had a real mean-

ing to gunners in the presence of an enemy. The basis

of it was the proportion of length to calibre. English

artillerists formed upon it four great classes. Cannons

proper or Cannons of battery, Culverins or long guns,

Periers or short guns, and Mortars. Any attempt to

tabulate them, however, with accurate measurements can

only be misleading. Hardly two tables of the last half of

the century will be found to coincide. 'Through an

intolerable fault,' laments Lucar, ' of careless or unskilful

gun-founders all our great pieces of one name are not of

one length, nor of one weight nor of one height in their

mouths (calibre), and therefore the gunner's books, which

do show that all our great pieces of one name are of an

' Ibid. p. 1S9. Turner's remarks are obviously founded on Norton's,

but he makes no acknowledgment of his original.
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equal length and of an equal weight and of an equal height

in their mouths are erroneous.' ' Foreign ordnance he

says was worse, so this to a great extent explains the con-

fusion of the authorities. Keeping in mind, however, the

possibility of all kinds of variations from the average

type, the Elizabethan guns may be taken to be typically

and in round numbers as follows :

Class I. Cannons Peoper, battering guns from 18 to

28 calibres long.

Double Cannon or Cannon Boyal, an 8^ inch 65 pdr.

M.L. 12 or 13 ft. long.

Whole Cannon, an 8 inch 60 pdr. M.L. about 11 ft.

long.

Demi-Cannon, a 6^ to 7 inch 30 pdr. M.L. about 10

ft. long.

Class II. CuLVBEiNS, from 32 to 34 caHbres long.

Whole Culverin, 5 to 5^ inch M.L. 17 pdr. about 13

ft. long.

Demi-Culverin, 4^ inch M.L. 9 pdr. about 12 ft.

long.

Saker, 3^ inch M.L. 5 pdr. about 11 ft. long.

Minion, 3 inch M.L. 4 pdr. about 8 ft. long.

Falcon, 2| iiich M.L. 3 pdr. about 7 ft. long.

Falconet, 2 inch M.L. 1^ pdr. about 6^ ft. long.

Bohinet, 1 inch M.L. 1 pdr.

Bases, IJ inch B.L. about 4 ft. long (9 inch chamber).

Class III. Peeiers, from 6 to 8 calibres. These were

guns something of the modern carronade or Howitzer type,

intended for shooting stone-balls, carcase or case-shot,

' Tartaglia's Colloquies, App. Cap. 37, p. 33. Cf. Sir Geo. Carew to Sir

E. Cecil, S.P. Bam. ccxlix. 43, July 31, 1594, where he says he cannot tell

the weights of certain demi-culverins without seeing them. ' The founders

never cast them so exactly, but they differ two or three cwt. in a piece, but

twenty-eight cwt. is sufficient for a ship demi-culverin.'
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shell, fire-balls and the like. Abroad they were usually

chambered with a bell-mouthed or tapering contraction of

the bore at the breech end, but English gunners preferred

them not chambered.^

Cannon Periers, 6 in. M.L. 24 pdr.

Periers Proper, sometimes called Demi-Cannon Periers,

probably 5 in. M.L. as they come in the lists between

Demi-Cannon and Culverins.

Port Pieces, 5^ inch B.L. with 3^ inch chamber 16

inch long.

Stock Fowlers, probably about 4 inch B.L.

Whole Slings, 2^ inch B.L. 2^ pdr. length of chamber

22 in.

Three-quarter Slings, ? 2 inch B.L.

Half Slings, ? 1^ inch B.L.

Quarter Slings, ? 1 inch B.L.^

Class IV. Mortar Pieces. These were about li

times their extreme calibre and were chambered to

about ^ of it. Petards were included in this class ; also

• Periers had not of course the special characteristics of carronades or

howitzers. They are only to be compared with them as relatively light,

large oalibred, short range guns. Another gun to which thename of ' Curtal

'

was given, and which possibly more closely resembled a carronade, was known
in James I.'s time, but was rejected apparently on the same grounds upon
which the introduction of the carronade was opposed. ' What say you,'

asks the admiral in Boteler's Fifth Dialogue, ' to the cannons called

" Courtaux ? " ' 'I fear not to say,' replies the captain, ' that in respect of

their boistrous reverse, they are both troublesome and dangerous, and in

regard of their overshortness are of little or no execution beyond the

common mortar piece.' It was probably a new type of gun with the old

name revived, for ' Curtals,' though common under Henry VIII., occur in

no Elizabethan lists. Another light piece of recent introduction called a
' Drake ' Boteler condemns for the same defects. (Cf. p. 26, n.)

2 Cecil's Memorandum Booh, 1552-1557 (Lansd. MSS. 118, 6, 81), has
some notes on iron ordnance in which he puts ' slings ' as from 2J to 41 inches.

But this is little guide to what they were thirty years later. For he puts
fowlers 3 to 5J inches ' shooting stone,' portpieces from 5J to 12 inches
' shooting stone.'
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a B.L. piece called a Murderer, and a small brass mortar

piece to which the obsolete name of Bomhard was trans-

ferred.'

It should be noted that these two systems of classifi-

cation do not exhaust all the various kinds of artillery

in use at the time. Sheriffe's list ^ includes a Cannon-

Serpentine and a Bastard Cannon, which have no place

in Norton's system. With Norton all bastard pieces are

Culverins and the Serpentine is a Bastard Wholeipulverin

or 5 in. gun, while Sheriffe has a piece called a Serpentine,

which is a 1^ in. gun. In Henry VIII.'s time the same

term is applied to some French field guns, ' three feet

long or more, firing stone shot as much as a swan's egg

or more,' while at Carlisle in 1539 were small ' Serpentines

of brass a foot long.' ^ Again in some of the official lists

of Elizabeth's appear such pieces as Culverin-, Demi-

Culverin-, and Saker-Periers, names which, as crosses

between the long and the short types, seem to violate

every system of nomenclature and are inconceivable, but

as only one of each kind is scheduled they were probably

experimental pieces not adopted into the service.'' Still it

is clear that a good deal of confusion continued to prevail

' See ' Charge and Discharge of Brass Ordnance, 1568-1582,' S.P. Bom.
elxxxvi. f. 23.

- S.P.Dom. Eliz. ccxlii. f. 64, printed by Professor Laughton (Armada,
App. C. it. 350). Not much reliance can be placed on Sheriffe's list. From
his use of the name Caymon Pedro instead of Perier it would seem he wis
not a highly educated man. It is also undated and probably not strictly Eliza-

bethan at all. The small obsolete ' serpentine,' as Sheriffe places it (between
' falconets ' and ' robinets ') , ceases to appear in ordnance schedules after

the inventory taken at the accession of Edward VI., and other similarities

between these two li?ts suggest that they were not widely separated in date.

The table given by Sir William Monson (Naval Tracts, p. 312) is scarcely

more abreast of the times. Indeed, it seems to be but a copy of Sheriffe's

list with some of his fanciful quarter-inch gradations of calibre omitted.

Monson corrects Pedro to Petro.

' Lord Dillon in Archceologia, li. 219, n.

' ' Charge and Discharge of Brass Ordnance,' uM supra.

VOL. I. C C
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in the nomenclature as well as in the dimensiojis of guns,

and that as in the naming of classes of ships no fixed

system had yet taken hold.

It will have been noticed that while all the ' great-

ordnance ' was muzzle-loading, there were several types of

-crccne Tig-.Jt

CARRIAGE OF BREECH-LOADING PIECE, SHOWING PrVOT-MOUNTKG '

Mafiolo Fl£ _p

Peimro a Bira^O fe-- W

BREECH-LOADING PIECE, SHOWING THE DETACHED CHAMBER {mOSCOlo) WITH
' SHOULDERING ' OR ' WATER-PIPE ' JOINT, AND THE ' WEDGE ' Or ' CODJ '

[ctmeo) EOR LOCKING IT IN POSITION '

From Tratiato delV ArtigUfvia di Tomaso Moretti. Brescia 1672, ito. {plate opp.p. 20]

guns that were not. For us in these days of a secondary

armament of quick-firing and machine guns, this division

of Elizabethan artillery, which was very little insisted on

by the gunners of the time, is the one most replete with

' This is not the carriage of the English sea service as described by
Norton, see^osi, p. 388.

'•' This is not a true breeoh-loading perier, as known to English

gunners, for it is considerably over 8 calibres in length. Moreover, the

English breeoh-loading periers (portpieoes and fowlers) had four square

tenons on the chase instead of trunnions. (Norton, Tlie Qunner, p. 58.)

Its proportions are those of the sling.
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interest. Tudor ships, it must be remembered, had besides

their main chasing and broadside batteries a secondary

armament in tops and cage-works. Except for the minor

characteristic that they did not have fixed ammunition,

these pieces, being all breech-loading and mounted on a

non-recoil system, corresponded exactly in value and

conceJ)tion to the machine and quick-firing guns which

have been so recently introduced into the service. Their

breech action was an improvement on that of the bombard.

Instead of the chamber being wedged into the bed, the

piece was furnished with what was called a ' tail ' to

receive it. This was a kind of stout stirrup welded on the

gun by means of two check-pieces, which enfolded the

barrel on each side from the trunnions to the breech.

Across the under side of the ' tail ' or stirrup a thin curved

bar prevented the chamber falling through when laid in

its place. In contradistinction to the ' chamber ' or powder

case, the gun itself thus furnished was called the ' hall,'

and in the lists we find scheduled ' port piece-halls ' and

' fowler-halls,' with their complement of ' port piece-

chambers ' and ' fowler-chambers.' The process of loading

was very much like that of a bombard, except that the

fore-end of the chamber was finished with a ' shouldering,'

so that it made what was called a ' water-pipe ' joint with

the breech, and it was locked in its place by means of an

iron wedge driven in behind it or by a 'forelock ' which

passed through slots cut in each side of the stirrup.'

' Every chamber piece,' says Lucar, ' ought to have three

chambers, and when a gunner will give fire to a chamber

piece he ought not to stand on that side of the piece

where the wedge of iron is put to lock the chamber of

the piece, because the said wedge may through the dis-

charge of the piece fly out and kill the gunner.' ' Being

' Tartaglia's Colloquies, App. chap. 53.

c c 2
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discharged,' says Norton,' ' these chambers are to be taken

out and filled ^again and others to be put in ready charged

in the place thereof.' Comparative rapidity of fire was

regarded as one of their chief advantages. One kind,

called a ' Harqnebus-a-croc,' could be fired, Norton tells

us, 300 times a day or nearly once every two minutes.^

The patterns most in use underWynter's administration

were portpieces, fowlers, slings, bases, and murderers,

and they were of three main types. Portpieces and

fowlers, as we have seen, belonged to the perier class.

Portpieces having a 5^ inch barrel and chambers of only

3J inches must have been intended for stone shot and

' carcases.' Fowlers, the ' Nomenclator Navalis ' ^ tells us,

fired case. These were the two heaviest patterns, and to

secure their non-recoil they had a very elaborate mounting

which Norton thus describes :
' Instead of round trunnions

there are four square .tenons cast, joining with the side

of the chase • of the piece, on either side two : which being

let into the block or carriage holdeth the whole fast therein,

leaving the Cornish [that is, the cornice or muzzle

reinforce] lying upon the edge of the ships port and

triced up with a rope fastened about the muzzle. The tail

of the carriage is to rest, and to be shored up with an

upright post or foot full of holes to slide up and down in a

' The Gunner, p. 58.

' It should be noted that in saying this, he is speaking ofthe endurance of

the gun, not of its extreme possibilities in rapidity of fire. It is possible,

therefore, it could be fired much more rapidly for a short time. As to the

muzzle loading pieces, Turner tells us that the cannon could fire eight times
an hour, the demi-oannon ten times, the quarter cannon twelve times,

while 3-pdr. field-pieces, which were falcons, could fire 15 times an hour.
» Add. MSS. 21,575, anno 1625.

« The ' chase ' of a gun is the exterior surface between the ring in front

of the trunnions and the ring where the swell of the muzzle begins ; or as

a gunner of the time would have said, ' the superficies between the Trunnion
Bing and the Cornish ring.' (See John Eoberts, Compkat Cannoniere or
Gunner's Guide, London, 1639, p. 25.)
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square mortise fitted thereunto, having a shiver [that is, a

grooved pulley-wheel] at the lower end thereof, with two

trestle legs mortised before under the block of the carriage.

The foot with holes hath a pin to stay the piece on any

monture [elevation] assigned.' ' Slings and bases, on the

other hand, were long pieces of the culverin class, the

sling being a 2^ inch 2J pounder with a chamber 22 inches

long, and the base a IJ inch piece with an inch chamber

9 inches long carrying a 6 oz. ball ; but they were also used

with ' base, burr, musket, and other kinds of murdering

shot put up in bags or lanthorns.' These lighter patterns

had a simple swivel mounting 'upon a forked prop or

pintle [pivot] upon the ends of which the trunnions rest,'

and they were aimed similarly to a modern light quick-

firer, with ' a long stern-handle of iron ' forged in one with

the butt of the ' tail.' ^ A double or great base, which

seems to have been the pattern preferred in the English

service,^ was probably a 2 or 2|^ inch piece. The third

type of quick-firing gun was the murderer, which, as we

have seen, belonged to the mortar class. Though not in

Wynter's list it was certainly used at the time or soon

after, if not in the Navy, certainly by English privateers.

In speaking of the danger of fire from using the great

ordnance after you have laid any enemy aboard both Sir

William Monson and Sir Eichard Hawkins commend

their use. We have seen that an admitted defect of the

flush-decked ship, Monson considered, was that she could

not carry these pieces. ' As I have said,' Monson writes,

' such a ship that has neither fore-castle, copperidge-

head, nor any other manner of defence, hath no fowlers,

which are pieces of great importance, after a ship is

> Op. cit. 58. ' Norton, p. 58. *

^ See Wynter's report (infra, p. 391 n.), and Hawkins's Observations,

p. 293.
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boarded and entered or lieth board and board; for the

ordnance stands her in little stead. . . . but a murderer

or fowler being shot out of their own ship, laden with

dice-shot, will scour the deck of the enemy and not

suffer the head of a man to appear.' Sir Eichard Hawkins

has a similar passage :
' All that which hath been spoken

of the danger of the artillery in boarding is not to be

wrested or interpreted ' to cut off utterly the use of all

artillery after boarding, but rather I hold nothing more

convenient in ships of war than fowlers and great-bases

in the cage-works and murderers in cobridge-heads, for

that their execution and speedy charging and discharging

is of great moment.' ^ Bourne is particularly explicit on

the point. 'If the enemy mean to enter,' he says, ' give

level on the scuttles [hatchways] where the men must

come up with your Fowlers, Slings, and Bases, for there

you shall be sure to do most good. ... If you do mean to

enter him then give level with your Fowlers and Portpieces,

where you do see his chiefest fight [i.e. close-fight or strong-

hold] of his ship, and especially be sure to have them

charged and shoot them off at the first boarding ; for then

your guns are sure to speed, and furthermore mark where

his men have most recourse and there discharge your

Fowlers and Bases.' *

From these passages it is clear the whole secondary

armament was intended primarily for close quarters ; the

two pieces of the perier type being specially for breaking

in the enemy's close-fights and the murderers for clearing

the waist of boarders when your own vessel was entered.

' Naval Tracts, p. 327.

' A oobridge-, couperidge- or eubbridge-head was any bulkhead, but

especially the bulkhead of the forecastle called the ' eobridge-head afore,'

and the bulkhead of the half-deck called the ' cobridge-head abaft.' Nomen-
claior Navalis, 1625, Add. JkfSS. 21,575 ; Monscm, p. 31G ; Nathaniel

Boteler, Six Dialogues about Sea Services, 1685 (but written temp. Jao. I.).

* The Arte of Shooting in Great Ordnaiice, p. 55.
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The culverin types seem to have been mounted chiefly in

the tops, and both were much used in arming pinnaces

and boats. The whole class of breech-loading guns, how-

ever, seems to have soon lost favour. The reason is not

clear, but doubtless it was due in a great measure to the

growing importance of artillery attack in naval actions,

and the general adoption of the new type of vessel in which

the best positions for the secondary armament disappeared.

Writing after 15.93, Sir Eichard Hawkins says :
' Many I

know have left the use of them and of sundry other pre-

ventions as of " shere-hooks," stones in the tops, and arming

them, ... but upon what inducement I cannot relate,

unless it be because they never -knew their effects and

benefit.' ' Norton in 1628 says ' Portingale or Portugal

bases ' still lingered in use, but chiefly for small vessels.^

Up to the Armada campaign, however, they were

freely used and considered essential to a proper armament.

,

Attempts were even made quite early to apply a better

breech-loading mechanism for great ordnance. Norton

in dealing with obsolete guns speaks of a chambered

cannon-perier, the chamber of which, he says, ' is made of

a piece by itself screwed into the chase and hath trunnions,

but by reason of the great trouble to screw it, the same is

also out of fashion.' ^

With this general view of the artillery of the time it

is possible, by the light of the various reports on the naval

ordnance that exist, to get a fairly clear idea of the types

of guns in ordinary use for the sea-service of Elizabeth.''

' Observations, p. 293. ^ The Gunner, cap^. iv. p. 41. ' Ibid.

* See ' Charge and Discharge of Brass Ordnance,' zcbi supra, and especially

Sir William Wynter's report, March 23, 1586. S.P. Horn, olxxxvii. 44
;

also ' Brass ordnance remaining XIV"" of Her Majesty's reign in the Tower

of London, Her Highnesses ships, on Chatham wharf, at Upnor Castle and

Woolwich, with a note what Brass Ordnance have been provided and bought

and cast of her Majesty's metal from the year aforesaid unto XXV'"°, [i.e.
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The following table taken from the ordnance report of 1585

shows the guns which some years previously Sir William

Wynter had considered necessary for the armament of the

Navy as it then existed. For simplicity the various types

of guns which he specifies have been grouped into three

classes. Demi-cannons, cannons-perier, culverins, and

demi-culverins are classed as 'HeavyBattery Guns :
' sakers,

minions, falcons, and falconets as ' Light Battery Guns.'

The quick-firing pieces form the third class, but it must be

borne in mind that this classification is quite arbitrary

and was not recognised in Tudor times.
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only by vessels of 500 tons and upwards. The cannon has

been condemned for the sea-service ; and henceforth this

rule was seldom departed from, for Monson tells us that

in his time no ship commonly carried greater pieces than

a demi-cannon. In the next place we see the cannon-

perier (the equivalent of a 24-pounder carronade) still

retaining its favour and allowed to vessels of over 350

tons burden. The 300-ton class has nothing heavier than

thel7-pounder culverin, while the smallest class of capital

ship is restricted to the 9-pounder demi-culverin. The

secondary armament comprises in all the vessels the two

quick-firing periers (port-pieces and fowlers) and the quick-

firing culverin or base. Whether Wynter's scheme of

armament was ever carried out we do not know, but in

1585 all the ships show a departure from his recommenda-

tions and most of them show a gun power considerably

under his ideal. This no doubt was not entirely due to

neglect, but in part at least to the decision which seems to

'.have been taken about this time to re-arm the whole of the

(Navy with brass guns. A report of 1582 tells us how far

the process had gone by that time. Large purchases of

brass battery guns had been made since 1569, and nearly

all are in the culverin class, as though there was a growing

tendency towards guns of long range and high penetra-

tion. Of iron battery guns little more than fifty remained,

while the brass pieces numbered 632. Turning to the

secondary armament, it appears that the gun-founders'

energies had been devoted almost entirely to producing

fowlers. Iron pieces of this class number 69 to 110

brass; portpieces 70 to 10. No bases or slings had

been made at all. The increasing importance of battery

guns, or in other words the tendency towards preferring

artillery attack to boarding, which had been in progress

since Henry • VIII. 's time, is further emphasised by
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Wynter's report that in 1567 he returned to the Tower as

unserviceable, no less than 334 iron quick-firing pieces of

which 232 were bases, and a few years later as many more

of which 175 were bases. The proportion, therefore, of

secondary to battery pieces must have been very high at

that time.

As to the actual form of armament eventually decided

on, as the result of the Commission on which Drake was

sitting, we unfortunately have no definite knowledge.

Wynter's original scheme seems to have been taken,

at least as the basis; for the report of 1585 contains

a return of the guns wanting to bring the figures up to

his estimate. The only change distinctly recognised is

in the case of the ' bases.' These are returned as obsolete,

' not in use,' and there is a suggestion that ' muskets '

should be substituted.' Brass bases, however, were sub-

sequently turned out successfully, and the quick-firing

culverin was restored as a recognised arm of the service.

Still the original scheme can only have been taken as a

basis ; for in the same report Wynter gives a scheme for

arming certain new and rebuilt ships which shows he was

tending to an increased weight of battery. In the ' Tiger,'

which was new building, the comparison is as under.

-
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culverins, 14 demi-culverins, 4 light pieces, and 18 quick-

firing. These vessels were the ' Vanguard ' and ' Rainbow,'

much of the same dimensions as the 'Lion,' though of the

new low free-board type, and they were rated like her at

500 tons. Wynter's armament for the ' Lion ' was 4 demi-

cannon, 4 cannon-perier, 6 culverins, 8 demi-culverins, 8

light pieces, and 22 quick-firing pieces. The new galleons,

therefore, were to be given a heavy battery of 32 pieces

against the old one's 22 and their secondary armament

reduced to suit their design. A new ' bark ' or small galleon

(the ' Tramontana') of 150 tons is to have 4 heavy guns and

8 light ones against the 18 light pieces of the older ' Scout,'

which was only 30 tons smaller. Even the new pinnaces,

which registered over 50 tons were given a demi-culverin.

The tendency then is clearly towards increasing the

weight of the battery. Wynter's estimate of 1569, we
may therefore presume, was much under the complement

with which the war was actually fought, and as we
advance, evidence that this was certainly the case will

increase upon us.

If a broad picture be desired of the force of the

Elizabethan war-ships, we may think of the largest class of

great-ships, like the ' Triumph,' as from 40 to 45-gun ships

with a secondary armament of 25 to 30 guns ; of the second-

class galleons, such as the ' Lion ' and 'Eevenge,' as, say,

34-gun ships with a secondary armament of 20 guns ; of tlie

200-ton type, like the ' Tiger,' as of 20-gun ships with 10

secondary pieces ; and of the pinnaces either as gun-boats

with one long chaser and two smaller guns, or as 8-gun

sloops, all well furnished with ' quick-firers.' Compar-

ing, then, the ships of Drake with the ships of Nelson,

we find them on the whole considerably smaller but more

heavily armed for their size. Elizabeth's largest great-

s"hips, such as the ' Bear ' and the ' Triumph,' were about
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the same tonnage as the 44-gun frigate of George III.,

and none were as large as his smallest ships-of-the-line.

The first ' Victory ' was the size of a 36-gun frigate. Yet

even before the increase of armament the ' Bear ' had

56 guns in battery and the ' Victory ' 36, besides their

powerful secondary armament. The ' Elizabeth Bona-

venture,' which before the Armada became a 38-gun ship,

was no bigger than a 28-gun frigate; and in Nelson's

time there was no frigate so small as the ' Bevenge.' '

Of projectiles for the sea-service there was great

variety. The plain iron round-shot was that most

generally employed, but for close quarters free use was

made of stone balls, ' carcasses ' or iron frames like lanterns

filled with stones or bullets, case-shot, chain- and bar-shot,

and many other kinds. To what were called fireworks

the English attached great importance, and the text-

books of the time give a large variety of directions for

making shells or grenades, both plain and shrapnel, to be

shot out of great ordnance or mortar-pieces and to

explode by means of a fuse ; illuminating shells for

detecting an enemy's movements at night ; shells con-

taining ' wild-fire ' of all kinds that would burn in water

and was only extinguishable with sand or ashes ; besides

a number of other devices for damaging and firing an

enemy's rigging. A curious kind of projectile for small

' How little gunnery had advanced since Elizabeth's time until the quite

recent introduction of rifled ordnance is shown in the armament of the
' Prince Albert,' a four-decker of 110 guns and 3,760 tons, which was launched

in/ 1854 and was considered the most heavily gunned ship of her time. Her
armament was mainly of 32-potinders, which were about equivalent to the

Elizabethan demi-caunona. She had but sixteen 8-in. guns, equal to whole
cannons, and one 5-ton, 68-pounder bow-chaser with an extreme range of three

miles. A cannon-royal, whichwas the Elizabethan65-pounder, weighed a little

over Sj tons and had a random range of nearly two miles. The 15-pounder

basilisk had a random range of 3,000 paces or 3 miles (1,000 paces = 1 mile,

Monson, p. 311). What improvement there was in power seems due entirely

to the better quality of the powder and improved boring.
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arms should also be mentioned, since it was in great

favour with English seamen, and apparently a secret of

Ki.NGE-rlNDH«3 BY MEANS OF THE GUNNEK'S ' HALF-CIKOLE ' (fBOM TAKTAOLIa's

' COLLOQUIES,' 1588)
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our service. This Was a short arrow fired from a musket.

A wooden plug or ' tampkin ' was driven in on the top of

the powder and the arrow then inserted. Thus used they

had extraordinary penetration and easily passed through

musket-proof defences.'

As great guns were not bored, but simply cast round a

core, which the English gun-founders seem to have been

specially accurate in adjusting, and as a quarter inch

windage was allowed between the diameter of the shot

and that of the bore, shooting cannot have been very

^ accurate. Still gunnery was taught on thoroughly

scientific principles. Guns were not usually sighted at

the foundries, but the treatises contain rules for what

was called ' disparting ' or finding the true sighting. The

degree of elevation was ascertained by means of an

instrument called a ' gunner's quadrant.' It was like a

carpenter's square with one long arm which was put

down the barrel of the gun while the shorter arm was left

to hang dowTiwards. Prom the angle of the square hung

a plumb-line, and by this means the gunner could read off

the elevation of his piece upon a graduated quadrant fixed

between the two arms. These quadrants and a similar

instrument called a gunner's ' half-circle ' could also be

used as range-finders both afloat and ashore!^

So scientific, indeed, was the system that a supply of

gunners was one of the chief difficulties of the Admiralty.

Shortly before the Navy Commission was appointed

particular attention was drawn to this serious flaw in the

scheme of mobilisation. In 1582 a petition was presented

to the Privy Council praying for a renewal of the Charter

' Hawkins, Observations, sec. Ixvi. Drake had 1,000 of them on the
' Bevenge ' in 1588. See Laughton, Armada, i. 126, 'and Accounts, do.

(Exch. Q.R.) Bundle Ixiv. 9, April 30.

,
2 Tartaglia's Colloquies, Appendix, chap. 117.
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of the Fraternity of Artillery, with additional powers

and privileges in order to enable them to deal with the

question. Power was asked to examine all candidates

for the rank of Master-Gunner in the Navy. One gunner

to every twenty tons the petitioners considered a proper

proportion, and to ensure an adequate supply of trained

men they proposed that at every sea port an official

DEPKESSION BANGE-FINDING (fEOM TAETAGLIA'S ' COLLOQUIES,' 1588)

register should be kept of men qualified or desiring to

serve as gunners and that copies of these registers should

be deposited with the Fraternity every Easter. They

further recommend that merchantmen, for every two

guns aboard, should be ordered to carry one seafaring

man who was a scholar, in order that he might be

instructed in the art of gunnery, and that an allowance

of powder should be made from the Government Stores
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for the purpose of his training.' Whether the petition

was granted, is not known, but Ealeigh tells us that in

1588 the supply of gunners was still lamentably deficient.

Forty-gun ships, he says, were fought with no more than

twenty gunners, though each piece required four to handle

it properly.^ Still the existence of the petition goes to

show the methodical way in which the sea-officers were

going about the organisation of the Navy, though the

only permanent establishment for the naval ordnance

seems to have been a master-gunner and four under-

gunners.^

The general manning of the Navy was done on the

same system which obtained when an army was required.

It was known as ' Pressing ' or ' Taking-up,' and on the

whole it worked very smoothly. It had nothing akin to

the ' press-gang ' of the eighteenth century, but was

rather a system of compulsory naval service enforced on

all seamen by a kind of conscription. The procedure

was to issue from the Admiralty precepts to local officers

directing them to summon all seamen before them and

to serve so many of them as the precept required with

notice to proceed by a certain day to the headquarters of

the fleet, usually Gillingham. For this purpose each of

the conscripts was furnished with money for his outfit

and journey, called ' coat and conduct money,' and also

with a detailed itinerary of the most direct road to the

rendezvous, with the proper sleeping places and other

necessary information.''

The pay of seamen, though often received irregularly,

was good. Up till 1585 every man received six and eight-

' S.P. Dom. clvii. t 42.

' Observations on the Navy, ' Of Great Ordnance,' Works, viii. 342.

= S.P. Dom. clvii. f. 42.

• Eobert Humphrey's Naval Miscellany. MS. in the Pepysian Library.
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pence a lunar montli, or nearly threepence a day, equiva-

lent to about two shillings of our money. As they were

only engaged for a short period there was of course no

pension ; but they had a free kit, ample rations, and

certain clearly defined rights of loot aboard prizes. See-

ing that an able seaman's pay is now one and sevenpence,

this was fairly generous. Yet so great was the demand

for seamen by the merchants and. so attractive service

aboard privateers, that it did not prove enough to attract

or keep the best men, who bribed themselves clear or

deserted at the first opportunity. In 1588 therefore

Hawkins proposed an increase to ten shillings a month.

He argued that twenty-five high class men, ' such as can

shift for themselves, keep themselves clean, without

vermin and noisomeness which breedeth sickness and

mortality,' and who knew their duty, were worth thirty

' tag and rag,' and that the proposed increase would there-

fore cost no more, especially as then the admiralty could

insist upon each man bringing his own sword and dagger.'

His suggestion was therefore adopted ; but even this

high rate of pay did not long suffice. Both Monson and

Ealeigh complain that the queen's ships were worse

manned than any, and that privateering was so much

more profitable and popular than service in the Eoyal

Navy, that all officials concerned from captains to muster-

masters were able to make money ' by putting the best and

ablest men in their pockets.' ^

The method of manning the galleys is more obscure.

The punishment of condemning criminals to the benches

was unknown to the common law, and the tenderness

everyone felt in meddling with so sacred an institution

" Laughton, Armada, App. D. ii. 352, and Introduciion, I. Ixx.

^ Monson, Naval Tracts, p. 343 ; Ealeigh, Observations on the Navy, ' Of

Mustering,' Works viii. 346.

VOL. I. D D
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probably had a good deal to do with the fact that no

regular system of galley slaves was ever established.

That criminals were sometimes employed, however, there

is some reason to believe. In 1513, after the disastrous

attack on Pregeant's galleys at Conqu^t, Sir Edward

Howard dispatched a pressing demand for convicts to be

employed in the fleet. Again on February 30, 1551, the

Council ordered the Lord Admiral to report on the

money that was due ' to galley men and touching the

galleys, that the same may be discharged out of hand,

considering they are of great charge to the King and serve

indeed to little purpose,' and accordingly on March 30

a warrant was issued to Sir Edward Peckham 'to pay

unto Mr. Gunstone £231 12s. for the charge of the galleys

and £55 to be divided equally among the " Forsatts." '

'

This is clearly an Anglicised form of the French word for

galley-slave, and the fact that they had a gratuity on

their discharge does not show they were hired men.

Money and even liberty were often promised to galley-

slaves as an incentive to extra effort in an action or other

critical occasion. But if the system had ever regularly

existed it had certainly fallen into desuetude ; for in

this reforming year 1582 there is evidence of an idea of

re-establishing it. It is a draft order intended appa-

rently to be addressed to the Justices in Eyre, ' Trusty

and well beloved,' it reads, 'we greet you well. For-

asmuch as we have occasion for service in our galleys

to have certain numbers of men to remain and row

in the said galleys, the labour whereof is very great

and painful and therefore in many other countries is

appointed for a great penalty ; we have thought meet at

this present to require you, that at such gaol delivery as

' Extracts from the Council Book relating to Naval Affairs, MS. in the

Pepysian Library.
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shall at the next assizes be made before you, you shall use

such considerations that such as you shall think for the

quality of their crimes or offences neither meet to be put

to death nor yet to full liberty may be reprieved and

committed to the gaol, with charge to the Sheriff and

keeper of the gaol to stay them until we or our Privy

Council may be certified thereof and by the advice of the

Admiral the same may be sent for to be committed as

prisoners to our galleys ; And amongst them we do not

mean to have any stayed that have committed wilful

murder, burglaries, sacrilege or divers and manifest

robberies, thinking it very meet that no reprieve be had

for the saving of such from execution &c.' ' Whether

this curious order was ever put in force we cannot tell,

but in any case there can be no doubt that as a rule

galleys in England on the rare occasions when they were

put in commission were rowed by free labour. In most

if not all the Navy estimates that we have, the galley

crews are calculated on the same scale as the others, and in

Drake's time, when the Queen had but one galley, it was

called the ' Bonavolia,' a name which seems to have no

signification except as an indication that its rowers were

free men, rematori di bonavoglia being the technical

term in the Italian services for men who had voluntarily

enlisted for the benches.^

The bulk of the officers were provided in much the

same way as the men. As yet there was no regular

estabhshment as we understand it. In James I.'s time

Ealeigh was urging vainly, that young gentlemen who

1 S.P. Dom. Elis, olvii. 38. The paper is assigned to 1582, but there

seems no internal evidence of its date beyond the fact that Burghley has

been trying a pen on the back of it. The scheme is again referred to in

Burghley's State Paper on national defence which he drew up in February

1584. {S.P. Dom. clxviii. 3.)

' Guglielmotti, iii. 283.

D D 2
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were the king's sworn servants should be sent to sea to

be trained, but even this was only with a view to provi-

ding capable captains. Prom time immemorial the sub-

ordinate officers such as the master, master-gunner and

boatswain had been chosen like the seamen from hand to

mouth, and except in cases where seamen had raised

themselves to an exceptional position the command of

ships was given to noblemen and gentlemen, who often had

little knowledge of the naval art. With the exception

possibly of the lieutenant, a rank introduced about the

end of Elizabeth's reign ' for large ships, all his subordi-

nates were rather warrant- and petty-officers, than what

we understand by commissioned officers to-day. They

were regarded as seamen and paid the same wage, only

that to each ship was given a certain number of ' dead-

shares,' or pay for men who did not exist, and to the

warrant- and petty-officers these ' dead-shares ' were

allotted in various proportions, as pay for the office they

exercised. The master and master-gunner—and this is

eloquent of the importance attached to the guns—were

placed on a footing and each received one ' dead-share.'

The boatswain's share is unknown. Quartermasters had

a half-share, ordinary gunners a third. All these officers

had one or two mates who probably also received some-

thing above common pay. Besides the ' dead-shares ' the

officers were also allotted ' rewards ' on some elastic system

that is not clear, and had special rights of plunder attached

to their several ranks.

As to uniforms, there were no prescribed regulations,

and as coat money was issued instead of a free-kit men
were able to dress as they liked. Still at a time when
costumes were more regarded than in modern times, some

' Monson, p. 307. The master, however, was a quarter-deck officer ; that

is, his place was ' abaft the mast ' {ibid. 312).
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degree of uniformity was probably attained. It was in

any case the custom for the crew of the cock-boat

and the coxswain to be ' able and handsome men well-

clothed and all in one livery,' and for the trumpeter to

have a tabard and trumpet-banner of his commander's

colours.'

The interior discipKne of the ship, as Sir Eichard

Hawkins describes it,^ was much what it remained in the

English service down to our own times—purely maritime

and without a trace of military influence. Under the

captain the chief of&cer was the master, whose general

duties were ' the guide and disposing of the sailors with

the tackling of the ship and the works that belong thereto

vdthin board and without
;

' he was, in short, the captain's

lieutenant, when no lieutenant was specially appointed.

In small vessels he commanded, and in most cases, and

probably always where there was also a lieutenant, he was

the navigating officer. In other cases a special navigating

officer was appointed called the pilot, whose duty was ' to

look carefully to the steerage of the ship : to be watchful

in taking the heights of sun and star, to note the way of

his ship, with the augmenting and lessening of the wind,

&c.' The next in degree of the seaman-staff was the

boatswain, whose special charge was the rigging and

boats. His duty was to see ' his ship kept clean ; his

masts, yards and tacklings well coated, matted and armed

;

his shrouds and stays well set ; his sails repaired, and

sufficiently prevented with martnets, blayles and casketts

[that is, leach-lines, brails and gaskets], his boat fitted with

sail, oars, thwarts, tholes " danyd," windles and rother

[windlass and rudder] ; his anchors well buoyed, safely

stopped, and secured.' There was a steward, who had

charge of the provisions and served out rations. In cases

' Monson, p. 318. ^ Observations, p. 275.
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where there was a purser, the steward was his deputy.

The carpenter's special duties were ' to view the masts

and yards, the sides of the ship, her deckes, and cabins,

her pumps and boat.' The other petty officers were the

four quartermasters, each with his ' squadron of the watch,'

the cooper, the coxswain, and the trumpeter. In-

dependent of all these and ranking, as we have seen, as

one of the chief officers of the ship was the gunner, who

was responsible for the guns, small- arms, ammunition,

and fireworks, and was instructed to have special regard

to the ' britching and tackling of his artillery ' : for when

small ships were so heavily armed the danger from gims

breaking loose was a captain's great anxiety in bad

weather.' In action the gunner seems to have been en-

titled to a certain extent to control the ship. Monson

tells us, ' a principal thing in a gunner at sea is to be a

good helmsman and to call to him at helm to loof or bear

up to have his better level and to observe the heaving and

setting of the sea.' Every officer was directly responsible

to the captain for his own department and supreme in it.

To them a good captain addressed all his orders personally,

and never gave an order to a subordinate except in cases

of urgency, and all orders as far as possible were secret

and in writing. These were the strict rights of the

various officers, but everything seems to have been subject

to the admirable understanding that each must be ready

to sacrifice his privileges to the will of his superior officer

and cheerily to undertake any duty outside his office that

was put upon him. The same readiness to be useful was

expected of the soldiers or marines aboard. They too

were under a non-commissioned officer with the rank of

corporal, except of course in mixed expeditions where,

their numbers were large. But as marines they were

' Cf. Monson, Naval Tracts, p. 458.
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considered in every way as part of the ship's crew and

subject to the orders of the superior sea-officers.

To this excellent tradition born of the practical neces-

sities of the sea the English service no doubt owed much
of its efficiency. With the Spaniards all was different.

Their sea discipline was cast in a military form and hide-

bound with limitations that, excellent as they were on

land, were fetters afloat. A Spanish ship was organised

like a fortress and its company divided into three distinct

bodies—soldiers, mariners, and gunners—with the soldier

element supreme. ' The soldiers,' says Sir Eichard

Hawkins, ' ward and watch and the officers in every ship

[make the] round as if they were ashore. This is the only

task they undergo except cleaning their arms, in which

they are not over curious.' In like manner the gunners

were especially exempted ' from all labour and care except

about the artillery.' ' The mariners,' he goes on, ' are but

as slaves to the rest, to moil and toil day and night, and

those but few and bad and not suffered to sleep or harbour

themselves under the decks. For in fair or foul weather,

in storms, sun or rain, they must pass void of covert or

succour,' or in other words they are exactly in a soldier's

eyes on the level of galley-slaves. Of the officers, he says,

' there is ordinarily in every ship of war a captain, whose

charge is that of masters with us ; and also a captain of

the soldiers, who commandeth the captain of the ship, the

soldiers, gunners and mariners in her. . . . They have

their maestros de campo, sergeant, and master-general or

captain of the artillery, with their alfere major and all

other officers, as in a camp.' ' ' If they come to fight with

' Maestro de campo at this time was the rank of the man who com-

manded a tertia, as a Colonel commanded a regiment. Before it was so

specialised it meant the chief of a staH, at this time called Maestro de campo

generate. Sergente or sergeant was also a staii rank equivalent to adjutant.

The rank was afterwards called 'sergeant-major' (whence our 'major'),
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another armado [ship-of-war] they order themselves as in

a battle by land ; in a vanguard, rearward, main-battle

and wings, &c. In every particular ship the soldiers are

all set upon the decks ; their forecastle they account their

head-front or vanguard of their company ; that abaft the

mast the rearward ; and the waist the main-battle, wherein

they place their principal force and on which they

principally rely ; which they call the plaza de armas or

place of arms, which taken their hope is lost. Their

gunners fight not but with their great artillery : the

mariners attend only to the tackling of the ship and hand-

ling of the sails, and are unarmed and subject to all mis-

fortunes ; not permitted to shelter themselves, but to be

still aloft, whether it be necessary or needless. So or-

dinarily those which first fail are the mariners and sailors

of which they have greater need. They use few close-

fights or fire-works ; and all this proceedeth, as I judge,

by error of placing land-captains for governors and com-

manders at sea ; where they seldom understand what is

to be done or commanded.'

The picture is no doubt coloured adversely by the

professional contempt that Hawkins felt for the system,

yet in its main lines it is true. It was the mihtary

system of the galley applied to the sailing ship, and again

serves to indicate the radical and organic difference

between the two methods which were now nearing their

great trial of strength. In organisation, as in form, the

English war-ship was a development of the round-ship ;

the Spanish betrayed in every feature its descent from

the galley. Each had the defects and quaHties of its

when the word ' sergeant ' was taken for the non-commissioned rank. Alfiero
before the introduction of lieutenants was the second officer of a company
(Shakespeare's ' ancient

' ; Modern, ' ensign '). Alflero mi^/or indicates astatt
rank.
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parentage, and even Hawkins admits that in discipline

the Spanish service was superior to his own. In the

stirring sense of individual responsibility, in initiative,

and adaptability it was inferior.

In organisation, then, the Spaniards were as far behind

the English as they were in comprehension of the naval

art and in the material for its exercise. Elizabethan

literature constantly sounds the note of sturdy contempt

with which Englishmen regarded the newly introduced

rapier, when they saw it reduce their honest old sword-

play to a farce. Yet they hardly recognised that when

England stood face to face with the adversary on whose

disasters she was to build her greatness, it was she who
held the rapier. Nor is it just to a warlike nation that

had nothing but the time honoured weapon to bring into

the field, not to remember that Spain entered upon the

contest at a technical disadvantage that no height of

chivalry or courage or devotion could countervail.
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APPENDIX A

BIETH, PAEENTAGB, AND BAELY YEAES

I

The evidence for the date of Drake's birth is as follows :

1. The dates on the portraits.

The Buchland Abbey portrait has the inscription ' .SStatis

suae 53, a.d. 1594,' giving 1540-1.

Lord Derby's miniature has ' iEtatis suae 42, a.d. 1581,'

giving 1538-9.

The Dutch engraving, has '^tatis suae 43.' The original

is generally supposed to have been painted when he visited

Holland in the autumn of 1686, which would give 1542-3.

The inscription, however, refers to no exploit later than 1580,

though in 1586 he had just returned from his famous ' Indies

Voyage.' There is evidence, too, that he paid a later visit to

HoUand before his last expedition, so that even if the original

was painted there, the portrait proves nothing.

Another Dutch Portrait, published in 1596, has the legend
' .ffitatis suse 46,' giving 1539-40. (See ' Western Antiquary,'

iv. p. 236.)

2. A passage in Stowe's ' Annals ' :
' At the age of eighteen

he was made purser of a ship to Biscay ; at twenty years of

age he went to Guinea ; at twenty-two he was made captain of

the ' Judith ' at Saint Juan de UUoa.' This last appointment

was made between January 1568, when according to Hartop's

narrative of the expedition (Arber's ' English Garner,' vol. v.)

Drake was still in command of the ' Grace of God,' a Portuguese

prize, and August of the same year, at which time Hawkins's
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squadron was at San Juan de Ulua. If he was twenty-two in

1568 he was born in 1545-6.

3. A passage in ' Sir Francis Drake Eevived ' (see post,

App. D) according to which he and all his crew, except onOj

were under thirty in May 1572 when his expedition to Nombre

de Dios sailed. This would put the date of his birth after

May 1542.

The evidence as to the portraits then is conflicting and value-

less, and contradicted by the family narrative. Stowe, who on

all matters connected with Drake's early life is very accurate, is

quite explicit, and there seems no adequate reason to reject his

statement. On the other hand it is in some way confirmed by

the fact that. Sir Francis Eussell, who was his godfather, was

only seventeen years old in 1545. Had Drake been born much
earlier Eussell would have been quite a boy when he was

christened, and it does not seem to have been usual for boys to

stand as sponsors. The only reason for fixing on an earlier

date seems to be a statement in the ' Inquisitio post mortem

'

that Thomas his youngest brother was ' forty or more ' when

Drake died in 1596, but this is too vague to weigh against

Stowe's explicit statement.

II

The evidence as to his parentage and early years is as

follows :

1. A passage in Camden's ' Annals,' stib anno 1580. ' This

Drake (to relate no more than what I have heard from himself)

was born of mean parentage [mediocri loco natus in the Latin

edition) and had Francis Eussell (afterward Earl of Bedford)

for his godfather, who according to the custom gave him his

Christian name. Whilst he was yet a child {dum adhuc in

minis teneris) his father, Edmund Drake, embracing the Protes-

tant doctrine was called in question by the law of the Six

Articles made by Henry VIII. against the Protestants, fled his

country and withdrew himself into Kent. After the death of

Henry he got a place among the seamen in the King's Navy to

read prayers to them ; and soon after was ordained deacon and

made vicar of the Church of Upnor.' (sic.)

2. The ' Advertisement to the reader ' in ' Sir Francis Drake

Eevived,' written by his heir and nephew, has this passage :
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' His father suffered in it (a religious persecution) being forced

to fly from his house near South Tavistock in Devon, into

Kent ; and there to inhabit in the hull of a ship, wherein many
of his younger sons were born. He had twelve in all.' Of

these we know the names of four, John and Joseph, who died

during the Nombre de Dios voyage ; Edward, who is mentioned

in their father's wiU and was buried at Upchurch ; and Thomas,

the youngest, who became Sir Francis's heir.

3. Stowe says that he was ' son of Edmund Drake, sailor,'

and that ' he was the eldest of twelve brethren brought up under

his kinsman Sir John Hawkins.'

4. A note in Stowe's handwriting (Harl. MSS. 540 f. 93,

Stowe MSS. iv.) contains this passage, ' for fraunces Drake

Knyght, sone to Sir Drake Vickar of Upchurche in

Kent.'

5. An entry in the Lambeth registers (Add. MSS. 6088

Plut. CLXXII.) :
' Upchurch. Cant. dioc. vicar. 25 die Mensis

Jan. A.D. 1660 apud Lambehith. Dns admisit Edmund Drake

cleric'ad. v. pr. (sic.) Eccl. p'och' de Upchurche, Cant. &c.' On
March 3, 1567 Edmund Drake was dead and his successor was
admitted.

6. Edmund Drake's wiU made December 22, 1566, and

proved January 16, 1566-7). In this he describes himself as

vicar of Upchurch.

There is a pedigree which gives Drake's father as ' Eobert

Drake, third son of John Drake of Otterton,' but upon the above

authorities we may safely conclude that he was certainly the

son of Edmund Drake who was vicar of Upchurch. Camden's
' Upnor ' is clearly nothing more than a slip of memory. There

was no church of Upnor.

As a slip of memory, too, we must put down his difficult

assertion that Edmund Drake was driven from Devonshire

during a persecution under the Six Articles Act of 1539. In

the first place the persecution that followed the passing of that

Act was at once stopped by Cromwell. At his fall in 1540 it

was renewed, but not, as far as we know, in Devon. What
persecution there was seems to have been hottest in London
and the neighbourhood ; so that Drake would hardly have

bettered himself by flying from the protection of the Eussells

and the Hawkinses to Kent. Secondly, the balance of evidence
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makes it pretty certain that Francis Drake was not born before

1540, and Camden's expression ' dum adhuc in annis teneris
'

seems to imply that he was two or three years old at least when
the flight took place. Thirdly, the Lay Subsidy Eolls of 37

Henry VIII. include Edmund Drake's name as an inhabitant of

Tavistock, showing that a man of that name was still living

there in 1545.

The easiest and most natural way out of the difficulty is that

Camden had forgotten what Drake had told him about the Six

Articles, and that the troubles he alluded to were those that

occurred in the CathoUc Insurrection in the West, under

Edward VI. One of the most important demands of the in-

surgents was for a restoration of the Law of the Six Articles,

which had been repealed, so that the confusion in Camden's

memory is very natural. We know that everyone, whether

gentle or simple, who wouldnot signify his adhesion to the doc-

trine of the Six Articles, had to fly for his life, that Plymouth

had been surrendered by its mayor to the rebels and was no safe

refuge for Protestants, that William Hawkins, the elder, was
barely holding a footing there, and that the Channel Squadron

was ordered to its rehef. (' Somerset and Council to Lord

EusseU ' in Cam. Soc. 1886, p. 33, and ib. pp. 46, 59 and 61, and
' List of Ships ready to serve in the Narrow Seas.' S. P. Dom.
Ed. VI. vol. vii. f. 9.) Indeed the whole circumstances of this

insurrection tally so exactly with the ascertained facts of Drake's

early years, that it seems almost impossible to resist the con-

clusion that it was this and not the persecutions of 1539 or 1540,

which was the cause of his father's flight.

At any rate it would seem that in this year the Crowndale

Drakes disappear from Tavistock. For in the Lay Subsidy

Eolls of 2 and 3 Ed. VI. their names are no longer included,

i^ii 2-3 Ed. VI.) The insurrection took place at Whitsuntide,

1549.

APPENDIX B

AUTHOEITIBS FOE HAWKINS'S THIED VOYAGE

Most of the English documents are coUeoted in Arber's
' English Garner,' vol. v., to which for convenience the references

in the text are made, as far as possible. Discrimination, how-
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ever, must be used in accepting the Editor's explanatory

notes.

First.—There is Hawkins's own account. It was published

in pamphlet form the same year he returned, and has the air

of having been designed to stir pubhc opinion on the subject

against Spain. Mr. Payne, in his ' Voyages of the Bhzabethan
Seamen ' (' Clar. Press, 1893, Introd. xhii.') is of opinion that it

' is largely made up from the narrative of Philips,' overlooking

the fact that Hakluyt's edition of it was only a reprint. The
original pamphlet was ' Imprinted at London in Paul's Church-

yard, by Thomas/Purfoot for Lucas Harrison/dwelling at the

sign/of the Crane/anno 1669.' It is entitled ' A true/declaration

of the /troublesome voyage of/Mr. John Hawkins to the /parts of

Guinea and the/West Indies in the/years of our Lord/1567 and
1568.' Philips did not return from captivity tiU 1583, and his

narrative is subsequent to that date. The fact, then, is that he

used Hawkins's tract in constructing his narrative and not the

converse as Mr. Payne supposed.

Secondly.—A MS. volume in the Eecord Office (S. P. Dom.
EHz. LIII.) entitled, ' Sir John Hawkins's Voyage 1568.' It

contains an official record of the proceedings at the inquiry

instituted by the Lord High Admiral before Dr. Lewes, Judge

of the Admiralty Court, and mainly consists of the depositions

sworn in answer to eleven interrogatories, and of declarations

as to the value of the property lost through the action of the

Spaniards at San Juan de Ulua. The deponents are Jean Turren,

the trumpeter of the ' Jesus '
; Clerk, one of the super-cargoes or

merchants ; Hampton, captain of the ' Minion ' ; Hawkins him-

self ; Tomes, his servant ; Pones, steward of the ' Angel
'

; and

Fowler, a skilled witness as to Spanish values. Of these only

Hawkins's affidavit is printed in full by Arber.

At the end of the record follows the queen's proclamation

announcing Alva's embargo on English ships in the Netherlands,

and enjoining retaliation upon Spanish subjects by embargo and

reprisal, together with an official account of the circumstances

which had led to her taking action. The proclamation is

followed by three affidavits of merchants that the embargo had

been extended to Spain by February 16. The whole volume

must of course be taken as an ex parte statement of the case of

the English government against Spain, but the main facts are
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indisputably true. It is only in its omission that it puts the

Enghsh case too high. The exact purpose of this collection of

documents is not clear. The title-page of course is subsequent

to 1588, the date of Hawkins's knighthood. It may have been

used in the peace negotiations that were proceeding when the

Armada sailed.

Thirdly.—A letter from Hawkins to Cecil written from the

' Minion ' the same day he arrived in Mount's Bay. It contains

a short abstract log of the voyage, which gives a few facts not

appearing elsewhere. This letter seems to have been overlooked

by Arber.

Fourthly.—Three narratives by survivors of the fight, who
were made prisoners by the Spaniards ; all reprinted by Arber.

1. David Ingram's, which relates almost entirely to his

own adventures in captivity and was thought untrustworthy by

Hakluyt.
- 2. Miles Phihps, who adds many details, and was at least

careful to refresh his memory with Hawkins's tract.

3. ' The rare /travels of Job Hartop, an/Englishman who has

not been heard of /in three and twenty years' space '/&c.,

London, 1691, which though written so long after the event has

the air of a careful compilation, though of course coloured by

what he had suffered at the hands of the Inquisition. It was

dedicated to the queen.

Fifthly.—There is Herrera's account contained in his

' Historia General,' Part I., lib. xv. cap. 18, which though

written some years after the event, and not very accurate in

detail, admits all the chief points in the English case, and pre-

sents the treachery of the Spaniards in even a worse light than

do the English authorities.

Lastly.—Phihp, feehng sure, as he said, that the English

would put their own construction on the affair, sent to Alva ' a

true statement of what happened,' to be forwarded to the

Spanish minister in London. This, however, Alva for some

reason thought best to suppress (see ' Spanish Calendar ' :
' The

King to Alva,' February 18, 1569, and Alva's answer). Captain

Duro's indefatigable industry has succeeded in unearthing

what seems to be a copy of this report in the ' Coleccion

Navarrete.' With ready courtesy he furnished me with his
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transcript, a translation of which is appended in view of its great

importance as the Spanish official account of the incident out

of which the great war eventually grew.

Anno 1568.

—

Eepoet op the Action of the Aemada and

Fleet op New Spain in the Poet op Ban Juan de Lua,

with the Coesaie Juan de Aquines in the month op

Septbmbee, 1568.

' News having been received in Vera Cruz on September 15,

1568, that on the 14th of the said month eight ships had been

sighted under sail off Villa Eica la Vieja, they were supposed

to be the fleet of Spain which was hourly expected. And
therefore that night the representatives of the royal officers of

Vera Cruz came to the port to receive it. And on Tuesday

after midday they saw approaching ten ships, and supposing

them to be the said fleet, they launched a boat to meet it in

order to receive the letters and dispatches of his majesty.

And those that went in her did not succeed in recognising that

the ships were foreign and EngHsh, until they found themselves

in their midst, when they were suddenly seized and carried

before Juan Aquines, general of the said Armada. Here they

met Captain Francisco Maldonado, whom they had taken with

his ship sailing with a cargo of wine, with others they had

picked up on those coasts.

' The said general asserted that he had sailed from England

bound for La Mina of Portugal, and that through foul weather

he had not reached it before he was forced to seek fresh stores

[venir a rehacerse), and thus he went in search of a port in

order to revictual for his money ; that he desired no other thing

than what he had had in the other ports where he had touched
;

and that he would immediately release the persons he had

detained. Accordingly he released some though not all;

whereupon, because those of the port knew him so little until

he was inside, VTithout any gainsaying he came in and anchored
;

and immediately released those he had detained except the

Deputy of the Treasurer, Francisco de Bustamante.

' Next day, the 17th, in the morning there were sighted three

ships of the fleet of Spain coming straight for the port, who on

being informed of what was going on by Captain Delgadillo in

VOL. I. BE
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a boat, hove-to about three leagues from the port. And when
the BngHshman saw the fleet, he said to the captain of the said

port, that in order to make a good agreement for peace, it was

necessary that he should have possession of the island, and that

therefore all who were upon it should leave, a? was done ; and

that Delgadillo should treat with the general of the Fleet, that

they might be given such stores as they required for their

money, and that so long as they were there, that no one should

be allowed to land or take arms upon the island, and that he

likewise would take none. That officer having gone to the fleet

returned in the evening with the decision that orders should be

given that he (Hawkins) should be at once allowed what was
necessary for his voyage, and should immediately leave the port.

But he would not agree unless he had effective possession of

the island, which no one must enter with arms, and each side

must give ten persons as hostages.

' With this resolution the said captain returned to the Viceroy

of the Armada with an officer ^ of Aquines who spoke Spanish.

Against the morrow he (Hawkins) landed, and with much
diligence set to cleaning and loading the artillery, which he

found on the island and in the ships which were in the port,

and placed them in position ashore at its entrance. And he

drew his people together, and his capitana and the almiranta,

placing all in very warlike order, and thus he occupied the

entrance of the port.

' Of all this Captain Delgadillo gave intelligence to the

Viceroy and the Armada ; whereupon, having called a council,

and in order that the fleet might not be lost, he determined

to accept the terms, very onerous as they were, although he

had a sure report of the many injuries and insults which he

(Hawkins) had committed on those coasts, and that he was in

fact deemed a pirate and corsair, and though he understood

how little he could trust his word, and that the fleet would be

placed in danger of that man burning it, in case that was his

aim. 2 And the said fleet not having been able to enter the port

before for want of a wind, it anchored about an arquebus shot

from it on the Monday night, September 20, expecting to go in

the next morning.

' Criado = a gentleman attached to his person.

- Cuando viese la suya, perhaps, ' in case he saw his way to it.'
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' Meanwhile the people from Vera Cruz arrived, who were
about 120 men, and embarked in the ships by night without
being seen, and next day, in the morning, being Tuesday, St.

Matthew's day, the fleet entered the port as it could. Some
ships were placed close to those of the English, but they made
them move away together with a hulk, because they seemed to

interfere with the fire of the artillery in case they might desire

to use it. The Viceroy, without leaving the capitana, in which
he still was, having considered the matter on Tuesday and Wedv
nesday, determined to chastise the corsair as best he could. To
this end he that night caused 130 arquebusiers to go on board

the hulk which the Bnghsh had had moved away from close to

their ships, and then the Viceroy, in order to make it serve as a

kind of cover for what he intended to do farther, had it berthed

in the midst between the two fleets.

' Next day, in the morning, the Englishman,^ suspicious of

what was going on and with intent to understand it, sent his

trumpet to the Viceroy with the master of his ship to understand

what was happening. The general having entertained him so

that he should not be spoken to, or perceive the preparations,

between eight and nine the admiral held up his hand with a

white napkin, which was the signal he had given, and imme-
diately upon the capitana, wherein was the Eoyal standard and

the Viceroy, a trumpet sounded : To arms ! In a moment^

before the Spanish Armada fired a shot, the Englishman began

to discharge his guns with much damage to the capitana and

almiranta ; for the first shot killed a gunner, and the almiranta

received two bad hits on her broadside in such wise that she

began to take in water. Then came into her a perier-shot, which

fired a barrel of powder, and then she was entirely consumed

with more than fifteen or twenty men, without saving more than

one boat load of clothes out of all that was in her. Meanwhile,

with great celerity, the Vera Cruz people sprang ashore and

rushing upon the two batteries gained them both, killing some

of the Enghsh, who immediately abandoned them to fly to their

ship. Because the hulk, by reason of the great resistance

which was made to it, could not be got as close as was needful

and had fouled the almiranta of the corsair, our people leaped

out of their ships, leaving the Viceroy in the capitana, almost

alone with the Eoyal standard, which feU into great danger

;

E E 2
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and the general of the Armada from one of the batteries began

to discharge the guns that were in it, in such wise that he did

great damage to the enemy, and set fire to a vessel, which he

caused to be set adrift, and directed it against the English

Gapitana, whereby the enemy were seized with panic and began

to leap out of her to abandon her. And from the other battery

Captain Delgadillo put many shot into the English ships, killing

much people. Whereupon the Englishman, having lost much
people, and amongst them most of his gunners and petty

officers, drew off and left the port.'

APPENDIX C

DEAKE'S DESEETION of HAWKINS

Whethee justly or unjustly, Drake was much blamed at the

time for parting company after the disaster at San Juan de

Ulua ; and even long after in 1587 Viee-Admiral Borough, whom
Drake was charging with mutiny, raked up the accusation.

Hawkins certainly considered himself injured. Still with

a fine dignity he does not even mention Drake's name in his

report. All he says is : 'So with the " Minion " only and the

" Judith," a small bark of fifty tons, we escaped ; which bark the

same night forsook us in our great misery.' There is na
evidence that Drake after this was in Hawkins's service,

although he certainly commanded expeditions, in which

Hawkins was alleged to have been interested.

Miles Philips alters ' forsook ' to ' lost.' Hartop has nothing

on the point. ' He ' (Hawkins), he says, ' willed Master Francis

Drake to come in with the " Judith," and to lay the " Minion
"

aboard and take in men and other things needful ; and to go

out. And so he did.' Both these men it must be remembered,

however, were writing, when Drake was rich, famous, and

powerful.

Herrera largely embellishes the story, accusing Drake not

only of disobeying Hawkins's orders, but of embezzling the gold

that was saved from the ' Jesus,' ' and this,' says he, ' was his

beginning.' For this ofi'ence the Queen, he relates, imprisoned

him for three months, but on intercession being made irt' his
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behalf lie was pardoned, and so the matter rested. These

assertions are supported by no English authorities, and may
safely be rejected together with so many other Spanish stories,

as an invention to Drake's discredit.

For us, with this information, it is difficult to understand

wherein Drake's alleged offence lay. Nothing was more
natural than that the two ships should part company in the

night. On the morrow of the action a northerly gale sprang up,

which Hawkins rode out under the lee of an island till next

morning. After that he ' wandered in an unknown sea (the Gulf

of Mexico) by the space of fourteen days.' How he expected

Drake to rejoin is hard to say. The 'Judith' herself must

have been overcrowded with the men she had taken from the

' Minion,' no rendezvous seems to have been given, and it

was out of Drake's power to assist the ' Minion ' even if he could

have found her. In the absence of further knowledge we can

only admire the seamanship and skill of the young captain in

navigating his vessel home alone, and applaud his decision.

APPENDIX D

THE AUTHENTICITY OF ' SIE FBANCIS DEAKE EEVIVED '

It is to this work we owe nearly all we know of Drake's

early exploits on the Spanish Main and Central America.

Its authority has never been questioned until in his ' Bnghsh

Seamen '

(p. 84) Mr. Proude, without giving any reasons, charac-

terised it as ' obviously mythical, in parts demonstrably false

and nowhere to be depended on.'

The work was pubKshedby Sir Francis Drake the younger at

London in 1626, when Charles I. and Buckingham were

stirring the country into their lamentable travesty of the

EHzabethan poHcy. It is entitled ' Sir Francis Drake/reviv'd
; /

caUing upon this dull or effeminate Age/to follow his noble steps

for gold and silver, /&e.' and purports to be ' faithfully taken

out of the report of Master Christopher Ceely, Elhs Hixom and

others who were in the same voyage with him, by Philip

Nichols, Preacher.' It is also said to have been revised by

Drake himself ' before his death, and much holpen and
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enlarged by divers notes, with his own hand here and there'

inserted.' The book was dedicated by Sir F. Drake, Bart., to

Charles I., but also contains a dedication by Sir P. Drake,

Knight, to Elizabeth, dated January 1, 1592-3, as though, ac-

cording to the custom of the Court, he had presented the MS.
to her as a New Year's gift. The date makes the fact of the

revision probable, because, since 1590, Drake had been in dis-

grace and unemployed at sea, and 1593 was the year he was
taken into favour again. Further, the admiral gives as his

reason for drawing up the original MS. narrative, that garbled

fragmentary and incorrect accounts of his voyages and actions

had been published, and speaks of it as the first-fruits of a com-

plete relation of his life that he had in contemplation. He
probably had Hakluyt and Eyther's translation of Ubaldino's

version of Howard's account of the armada chiefly in view.

The first edition of Hakluyt' s ' Collected Voyages ' was published

in 1589, Eyther's book in 1590, and Drake may well have been

discontented with the meagre account of his exploits these

works contained, and with the poor figure they make him cut.'

As to the credibility of the work, the fight in Nombre de

Dios (on the improbability of which Mr. Froude's doubts

seemed chiefly to rest), as well as the capture of the mule-trains,

the sack of Venta Cruz and several minor points are confirmed

from Spanish authorities. The capture of the mule trains, with

the burial and loss of the silver, and the fruitless pursuit by

the Spanish launches are also confirmed by Lope de Vega in

the first canto of the ' Dragontea.'

The most convincing confirmation, however, is to be found

in a paper (' S.P. Spain, XVIII.') dated January 1580 (O.S. i.e.

1581) and headed ' Memoria de los Cossarios Ingleses que han
hecho robas en las Indias,' &c., which was sent to the Queen by

Phihp apparently to support his case against Drake after the

voyage round the world. After relating his exploit at Car-

tagena, it goes on ' The same Francis Drake entered by night

into Nombre de Dios and killed eighteen persons, and gave out

that he was making war on behalf of her Highness, the Queen
of England, and carried off from the harbour a ship of Francis

Gallego's laden with wine,' which practically disposes of Mr.

' Cf. Appendix B, vol. ii.
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Fronde's objection. The remainder of the paper deals with the

sack of Venta Cruz, and the havoc Drake made with the West
Indian shipping, giving in many cases the names of the

owners.

As to the details of the adventures, difficulties, failures and
successes, of which the Authorised Narrative is full, from the

point of view of purely literary criticism, they certainly bear the

stamp of genuineness. The most extraordinary incidents, such

as Drake's cruise on the raft, the death of his bBothers, the

-scuttling of the ' Swan,' and many others, are such as a Steven-

son to-day might have invented, but are entirely foreign to the

fiction of Elizabeth or the early Stuarts. De Foe had yet to

conceive the novel of adventure.

Hakluyt has only an extract from the ' Discourse of the

West Indies and the South Sea, written by Lopez Vaz, a

Portugal . . . which was intercepted with the author thereof

at the Eiver of Plate by Captain Withrington and Captain

Christopher Lister in the fleet set forth by the Eight Hon. the

Earl of Cumberland for the South Sea in 1586.' The extract,

however, confirms Drake's own narrative at all the chief points.

Captain Dnro (' Armada Espariola,' ii. p. 506) calendars a

MS. as ' relating with curious details the attack which Drake,

in company with the Cimaroon negroes of Vallano, delivered

upon the Peru sUver recua.on the march near Nombre de

Dios,' but I have been unable to obtain a transcript.

APPENDIX E

ADTHOEITIES FOB THE VOYAGE OF CIBCUMNAVIGATION

The greater part of these are collected in the volume of the

Hakluyt Society, entitled ' Drake's World Encompassed,' which

was edited in 1854 by Mr. W. S. W. Yaux, Keeper of the

Department of Coins and Medals at the British Museum, an

antiquarian of wide range, but without special quahfication

apparently, for dealing with maritime questions or a conflict of

evidence ; so that in his preface he seems almost perversely to

miss the significance of his important discovery of the Cooke

manuscript.
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The special authorities are as follows :

1. ' The World Encompassed by Sir Francis Drake, being

his next voyage to that to Nombre de Dios, formerly imprinted

;

carefully collected out of the notes of Master Francis Fletcher,

Preacher in this employment and divers others his followers in

the same, offered now at last to publique view both for the

honour of the actor, but especially for the stirring up of

heroick spirits, to benefit their countrie, and eternise their

names by like noble attempts, London, 1628 :
' a small quarto.

This work, which is quoted in the text as the ' Authorised

Narrative,' is apparently what it purports to be, a narrative

which Sir Francis Drake, Bart., the admiral's heir and nephew,

caused to be drawn up in continuation of his ' Sir Francis

Drake Eevived ' (see App. D). Fletcher's notes, which still

exist, and are printed in full by Vaux, are clearly the founda-

tion of the work as far as they go. Where they cease. Pretty,

one of Drake's gentlemen-at-arms, takes Fletcher's place.

There is internal evidence, too, that other material was before

the editor. Dates, courses, and latitudes, for instance, seem to

have been corrected from a detailed log, which is now lost.

Some minor incidents too must have come out of MSS.
such as Fortescue's quoted by Fuller in his ' Holy State,' or

from the notes of ' divers others his followers.' The whole

work, however, loses weight from having been very freely

edited in Drake's favour, and in the Doughty affair must be

practically rejected except where confirmed from hostile

sources.

2. A MS. (Sloane 61) entitled 'The first part of the

second voyage about the world attempted continued, &c., by

Mr. Francis Drake.' Copy.

In the body of the work it is stated to be by Fletcher, and

without doubt is the ' Notes ' on which the ' World Encom-
passed ' was founded. As such it is printed by Vaux. It ends

unfortunately with the incident at Mocha Island, just before

the great raid on the Pacific coast began. Of the second part

nothing is known. What we have was written after Cavendish's

voyage in 1588. It was very likely the fact of this work's being

in progress that Hakluyt had in his mind when he wrote ihast

he had refrained at first from publishing anything about Drake's

great voyage for fear of spoiling another man's labour. Fletchet
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was an ardent Protestant, objecting to the Eomish tendencies
of some of his comrades, and having a perfect horror of idolatry.

The notes are much swollen by pious digressions and com-
ments. He was also a bit of a scientist, dealing largely with
cosmographical questions, as well as with the fauna and flora

observed. This was probably his special duty; for the
MS. contains a number of sketches of the more curious

specimens. It also has two highly interesting charts to

illustrate the discovery of Cape Horn. On the Doughty episode

he is hostile to Drake, but always in a shrinking kind of way,
as though he had not forgotten being fastened by the leg to the

hatchway off Celebes. His fear and admiration of Drake are

both apparent throughout.

3. A MS. (Harl. 540, f. 93) in Stowe's handwriting, and
endorsed by him ' For frauncis Drake, Knight, sone to Sir

Drake, vickar of Upchurche, in Kent,' as though he had tran-

scribed it as material for his history, but he does not appear to

have used it. It has the name ' John Cooke ' at the foot and
extends to the desertion of Wynter, on whose ship Cooke was
sailing. For the Doughty affair it is invaluable, being written

by a violent partisan of his, red-hot with the sense of a great

crime having been committed upon his friend, and with the

undisguised intention of making the affair as black for Drake,

as it seemed to be to him. His sincerity is obvious. He was
clearly taken in by Doughty, and believed he was advocating

the cause of a noble gentleman foully murdered by a tyrannical

sea-captain at the instigation of worthless ruffians, who were

jealous of the accused man. Still, in spite of his animosity,

where Doughty is not concerned, he cannot withhold his

admiration of Drake's powers, and in his heat he continually

blurts out admissions which in his infatuation for Doughty he

cannot see tell in Drake's favour. This is especially the case

when he innocently records Doughty's confession that he had

betrayed the voyage to Burghley. Vaux has been blamed for

attaching too much importance to the MS. ; he should rather

have been blamed for using it without discrimination. Its bias

is so obvious that as evidence against Drake it is inadmissible

except where confirmed by the friendly narratives ; but as

evidence against Doughty it is of as high a value, as an

historical document can well be. The general correctness of
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Gooke's facts is amply borne out by the confirmation his

narrative obtains from other sources, and especially from the

Articles and Depositions (vide infra). He is always scrupulous

to distinguish what was hearsay to him from what he had at

first hand. It is only his inferences that need be suspected.

As for his sincerity one case will suffice. He begins his nar-

rative by saying, what Doughty always gave out and had

probably persuaded him was the truth, that Drake, Wynter,

and Doughty sailed ' as equall companions and friendly gentle-

men ' (Vaux, p. 187) ; yet he does not shrink from recording

(at p. 214), without comment, Wynter's admission, that he held

his command unconditionally at Drake's pleasure.

4. A set of papers (Harl. MSS. 6221) in a clerkly hand

entitled ' Sir Francis Drake's Voyage with his proceedings

against Thomas Doughty, E. St. 1615/ The ' Voyage ' is that

of 1585, but the ' proceedings ' relate to the ' Voyage Bound the

World.' They consist, apparently, of the Articles and Deposi-

tions upon which Doughty was tried, and may possibly be

copies of the ' Writings about Sir P. Drake's Voyage ' referred

to by Dr. Lewes of the Admiralty Court in a letter to Walsing-

ham (' S.P. Dom. CLIV. 62, 1582 '). They were certainly not

drawn up after Drake's return, for Articles 9, 10, 11, (Vaux,

p. 169) were signed by Thomas Flood and John Brewer, who

were the two men killed at Mocha (see ante, p. 276). There is

therefore no reason for doubting that they are what they pur-

port to be, the record of the actual proceedings at the court

martial. They were all printed by Vaux, except one, ' Thomas
Doughty's Oration,' which is in f. 7, and which he seems to

have overlooked. It is given in full in the text {ante, p. 234).

These documents are chiefly valuable for the admissions they

contain against Doughty by Fletcher, Cooke, and other of his

friends, and also for the general confirmation they give of the

correctness of Cooke's account of the trial.

5. The well-known narrative printed by Hakluyt, which was

drawn up by Francis Pretty, one of Drake's gentlemen-at-arms,

and is entitled ' The Famous Voyage of Sir Francis Drake into

the South Sea and thence about the whole Globe of the Earth.'

It is chiefly valuable as being reserved and impartial in tone on

the Doughty affair, and as being the main original source from

the point where Fletcher's notes end. He seems, however, to
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have been a soldier who took little interest in navigation or
seamanship. Whenever he attempts to be detailed on these

points he is almost invariably wrong. It is his muddled
account of the movements of the squadron after first entering

the Pacific, that had cast doubt on Drake's discovery of Cape
Horn. He is similarly entirely wrong about the order

of events off Guatemala and Nicaragua, as the Spanish docu-

ments clearly show. As an instance of his confusion of mind
may be taken his statement that on leaving Guatemala Drake
sailed northerly to get a wind, whereas of course he sailed

westerly ; a northerly course would have run him immediately

on the coast cf Mexico. This narrative was reprinted by
Vaux.

6. The official narrative of Nuiio da Silva, the Portuguese

pilot, which extends from his entering Drake's service at the

Cape Verde Islands to his being set ashore at Guatemala. It

was drawn up by the command of Don Martin Enriquez,

Viceroy of Mexico, and this is probably why he held his tongue

about the discovery of an open sea south of Tierra del Fuego.

He was not likely to give up to the Spaniards gratuitously so

valuable a secret. A translation of his narrative was printed

by Hakluyt in his collection of Voyages, and was reprinted by

Vaux. The original is calendared by Captain Duro, as in

' Colec. Sans de Barntell, vi. 75.' (See ' Armada Espaiiola ' II.

506, App. ii. ' Noticias relativas al corsario ingl6s Francis

Drake.')

7. ' The Voyage of M. John Wynter into the South Sea, &c.'

This is the third account given by Hakluyt. It was written by

Edward Cliff'e, mariner, who went home with Wynter. Though

short, it is of value on all questions of navigation and seaman-

ship, and seems carefully and impartially written. It also is in

Vaux's volume.

8. ' A Discourse of the West Indies and the South Sea,' by

Lopez Vaz. This work has been noticed under Appendix D.

For the voyage of circumnavigation its chief interest is for the

effect Drake's raid had upon the Spanish-Americans and the

measures taken in consequence.

9. ' A Discourse of Sir Francis Drake's jorney and ex-

ploytes after he had past ye Straytes of Megellan into Mare de

Sur, &c.,' printed by Vaux. It is in Harl. MSS. 280, f. 23,
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closely written on both sides of the paper. It gives several

details not appearing elsewhere, but its authority is doubtful,

and in places it is very incorrect. It is written by someone

with a grievance against Drake. The words ' pirate,' ' t'tiief
,'

and ' robbery ' are freely used, and Drake is accused of de-

frauding one of his men called Legge, who, there can be little

doubt, was the author, and under his name the document is

quoted in the text. In the original is an erased passage, which

Vaux has omitted. It comes between the words ' Grand

Capitayne ' and ' So hee carying ' (Vaux, p. 180, line 10), and

relates how Legge found gold in searching a chest and gave it

to Drake, ' who promised to reward him for his true dealing,

but Drake arrested Legge afterwards on an action for debt

whereas he (Drake) was in Legge's debt 200Z. by promise for

his voyage whereof no wit is yet performed.' He also relates

in detail every case where Drake received presents from his

prisoners, as though to show how his crew had been defrauded

of their rights, whereas Tremayne, an impartial witness, goes

out of his way to praise the generosity with which Drake had

treated his men (see ante, p. 333). On the whole it is impossible

to attach much importance to the document, as, whether true

or not, these are the kind of vulgar slanders a dissatisfied sea-

man would naturally invent.

10. John Wynter's deposition before the Lord Admiral

(in ' S.P. Dom. Bliz.' CXXXIX. 44). This would seem to have

been made in consequence of the demand of the Portuguese

ambassador for satisfaction on account of the capture of the

' Mary ' at the Cape Verde Islands. It relates to this incident

alone, and the shifting of part of her cargo to Wynter's ship

in St. Julian's Bay. The document is not of much value as

being obviously designed to throw the whole responsibility for

piracy upon Drake's shoulders.

The chief Spanish authorities are :

1. The examination of San Juan de Anton, master and

owner of the ' Cacafuego,' taken before the chief judge of the

High Court of Panama and forwarded to England in support

of the Spanish claims for compensation. This and the rest of

the evidence are in S. P. Spain (bundle 8). A translation of

Anton's deposition is also amongst the Burghley Papers
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(Lansd. MSS. cxxii. 4), but Vaux seems to have missed it. It
gives many interesting details not found elsewhere.

2. The despatches and reports of various American officials

and prisoners, vyhich are collected by Peralta in his 'Costa
Eica, Nicaragua y Panama en el siglo XVI,' Madrid and
Paris, 1883.

3. ' Eelaci6n del viaje que hizo Francisco Drake al mar del

Sur, hecha en la ciudad de Santa F6, p6r John Drake, sobrino
de dicho capitan.'— ' Colec. Navarrete,' xxvi. 18.

This is the examination of John Drake, Sir Francis's page,
who fell into the Spaniards' hands during Fenton's voyage.
Another taken at Lima is Ibid, No. 22. A not very accurate

translation of this was published anonymously in the ' Western
Antiquary.' It is of great value, and supplies many details not
given elsewhere. John Drake's actual degree of relationship

to Francis is disputed by Devonshire genealogists.

4. ' Eelacion de lo que el corsario Francisco hizo y robo

en la costa de Chile y Peru ' &c., written by Pedro Sarmiento

de Gamboa, the navigator.

It is the official report, which he made as sergeant-major

of the South Sea Squadron sent in pursuit of Drake by the

Viceroy of Peru. It is printed in the ' Coleccion de Documentos
In6ditos,' xciv. pp. 432-458.

APPENDIX F

AMOUNT OF DEAKE's PLUNDEE

1. Teemayne's official return of what he sent up to the Tower

from Saltash Castle (' S.P. Dom. 1580, cxliv. 17 ') shows forty-

six parcels of treasure averaging over 2 cwt. each, i.e. nearly

five tons. The exact amount registered was 4 tons, 15 cwt. 4

lbs. This was after Drake had been authorised secretly to

abstract a large amount for himself and his crew, besides

several horse-loads of gold and silver, and some of the most

precious items of his booty, which John Drake says he him-

self took with him to London.

2. Another account of all silver bullion that was brought

into the Tower by Sir Francis Drake, dated December 26,
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1585, in Murdin's 'Burghley State Papers' (p. 639), puts the

total at over 10 tons.

The figures are as follows :

Lbs. Ozs.

650 ingots of silver fine and coarse . . 22,899 5

Sundry pieces of ' oorrento ' coarse . . 512 6

Total . . 23,411 11

Out of this there had been coined under Eoyal Warrants or

refined the following amounts :

Coined for Sir Christopher Hatton . . £2,300

„ „ Sir F. Walsyngham . . 4,000

„ „ Earl of Leicester ... . 4,000

10,300

Befined into clean ingots . . 29,625 15 9

Total . . ±"39,925 15 9

Eemaining in the vault, 243 ingots and the 512 lbs. corrento.

Besides the silver there were ingots and cakes of gold which

had been coined into £205. More than a third therefore

remained uncoined, so that we may safely place the total value

of such part of the silver as reached the Tower, at 55,000Z. or

440,000Z. of our money.

3. Purchas gives what purports to be a complete account

of all he carried from the coast of Peru, as follows :

866,000 pesos of silver, = 866 quintals = 86,000 lbs.

866 quintals at 1,200 Spanish ducats the quintal = 1,039,200 ducats.

100 quintals of gold at 1,500 ducats = 150,000

Total . . . 1,189,200 ducats.

A Spanish ducat was worth at the time from 5s. 6d. to

5s. lOd. (' S.P. Dom. Eliz. 1582, cliii.'), which gives the total at

326,530Z., or about two millions and a half of our money, and

this Purchas says was not counting unregistered treasure such

as money and jewels.

4. Lewis Eoberts in his ' Merchant's Map of Commerce,'

1682, quoted by Barrow, says he had seen an account signed by

Drake's own hand, showing a profit after payment of all charges

and outgoings of 47Z. for each 11. invested. The accounts of

Hawkins's voyage of 1567 show the initial cost of its outfit to
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have been about 151. per ton. Drake's expedition was about

275 tons, so that the initial cost would be approximately 3,625Z.

The amount divided then after compromising Spanish claims,

&c., would have been about 170,000Z., or considerably more than

a miUion of our money. The queen's private share on her

investment of a thousand crowns would be 11,750Z., which,

being equal to nearly 90,000Z. of our money, goes far to account

for the favour she showed Drake.

5. The copy of the register of the ' Cacafuego,' which was

sent to England to substantiate the Spanish claims, is totaled

up in a marginal note of Burghley's at 363,333 pesos. (S.P.

Spain, 1580, xviii.). The plunder of another vessel is claimed

at 14,000 pesos of gold. The peso was usually taken at 6s. 8d.,

which gives, say, 1,090,000Z. The peso d'oro was worth 8s.,

giving for the other ship 56,G00Z. The total of the two prizes

is therefore 1,146,000Z., or more than nine milUons of our

money, which clearly must have been an exaggeration, and

suggests that the Spanish calculations of damage were as

heroic as those afterwards apphed in the case of the 'Alabama.'

APPENDIX G

drake's aems

The achievement of arms stamped upon the cover of the pre-

sent work is neither what Drake generally used, nor what was

granted to him at his knighthood, but a combination of the two,

which has been adopted for the following reasons.

The exact form of the arms granted in respect of the knight-

hood is a subject attended with difficulty, which the College of

Arms seems unable to clear up. The data, as far as I have been

able to disentangle them from the confused information obtain-

able from the Heralds' College, with the help of outside material,

are as follow.

With regard to the arms proper—that is, the shield—granted

in 1581, there is no difficulty. It was sable, a fess wavy behoeen

two stars argent. It is in the crest that the uncertainty lies.

In the original patent which is preserved at Nutwell Court,

the blazon continues ' the helm adorned with a globe terres-
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trial upon the height whereof a ship under sail trained about

the same with golden haulsers by the direction of a hand
appearing out of the clouds, all in proper colours, with these

words, Auxilio divino.' But in many early representations of

the crest, notably in that which surmounts the cocoanut cup

given to Sir Francis by the queen and in the heraldic mantel-

piece put up by his brother Thomas at Buckland Abbey, a

demi-wyvern appears in the ship. In a sketch preserved at

the College of Arms {Vincent, 184, p. 54), it is a whole wyvern,

but so badly drawn that it appears to be hanging by the neck

from the rigging, and here, perhaps, we have the origin of

Prince's joke (see ante, p. 58).

On the other hand, there are early examples with no

wyvern at all. There is still in the possession of the family a

fine silver seal mounted in ivory and inscribed about the neck

with the words :
' The arms given unto Sir Prancis Drake by

the Queen's Ma"° for the voyage round about the world. Anno

Dom. 1580.' In this the wyvern is absent, nor is it discover-

able in the achievement painted on the Buckland Abbey

portrait (vol. ii., frontispiece). Still, it is certain that Sir

Francis's immediate successors always used the crest with a

wyvern or demi-wyvern in the ship. Sir Francis's own views

are unknown, for reasons to be mentioned later.

Under these circumstances it becomes a matter of con-

siderable doubt whether the wyvern should appear in ship

or not. The fact of its appearance on the cup and its use

by Drake's heirs is, however, not difficult to explain, in spite of

there being no mention of it in the existing patent. Indeed

the explanations are various. Some incline to the view that it

is an emblematical representation of Sir Francis himself in the

characteristic fashion of the time. It was thus the queen loved

to symbolise herself by a phoenix. Others again regard it as

an assertion by Sir Francis's family of their right to bear the

ancient cognisance of the house, a wyrern gules.

Continuing to examine existing data we find in the

Ashmolean MSS. (834, fol. 44) a draft with the date blank in

which the arms are sahle a fess wavy argent between two stars

or, and in the ship and globe crest is ' the upper half of a red

dragon.' But at the head of the document is noted :
' This draft

took none effect ; it was never used.'
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Further on (at fol. 376) is another draft, dated June 21, with
the arms and crest the same as above, and at the head of this

is noted :
' This draft was abridged and made shorter according

as it is set down on the next leaf following.' Tiirning to this

leaf (fol. 38) we find the following memorandum :

' This instrument above written was abridged and made
shorter in form hereafter expressed and delivered unto Sir

Francis Drake under the hand of Eobert Cooke, Clarencieux.

' And after being the second time newly made and fair

written for the said Sir Francis, this clause following was
added next before the w'.tness [i.e. the witnessing clause] of

Clarencieux, and the latter end of all in place where this mark
* is placed, viz :

' " Notwithstanding that the said Sir Fransis Drake, being

weU-born and descended of worthy ancestors such as have of

long time borne arms, as tokens and demonstrations of their

race and progeny, which likewise to him by just descent and

prerogative of birth are duly derived, may for the arms of his

surname and family bear argent, a waver dragon volant gules

with the difference of a third brother, as I am credibly informed

by the testimony of Bernard Drake, [blank] in the county of

Devon, Esquire, chief of that coat armour, and sundry others of

that family of worship and good credit. In witness where-

of," &c.'

Then follows the abridged draft, also dated June 21. In

this not only is the preamble abridged, but the blazon is

altered. The shield is now sahle a fess icavy between two stars

argent—that is, the stars are changed from or to argent, being

thus given the same tincture as the fess. In the crest the ' red

dragon ' is changed to a ' red dragon volant.' At the head of the

draft the whole is sketched in trick. Although in the draft

there is nothing to indicate the position of the dragon volant,

a wyvern, which presumably was regarded as the same thing,

is placed in the ship, 'displayed' and looking up at the hand

in the clouds, while at the mainmast head is a golden star of

which nothing whatever is said in the draft. In the Buckland

Abbey portrait this star appears. In the silver seal it does not.

Eetuming to the College of Arms, we find this last draft

entered in a book under title ' A Confirmation to Sir Francis

Drake,' thereby implying that this was a supplementary grant

VOL. I. F F
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made in addition to or in substitution of the original patent at

Nutwell Court.

The inference, then, from this entry and Cooke's notes

on the Ashmolean drafts read with the additional clause, is that

. Drake was dissatisfied with the original patent on the ground

that it did not recognise his right to bear the family arms as

well as those granted him by the queen, and that on his pro-

testing Clarencieux made a new draft or confirmation, inserting

the above clause, and further recognising his right by adding

the ' red dragon volant ' to the new crest.

The patent as finally issued with the amendments is

unfortunately missing. The original draft by which Clarencieux

sought to satisfy Drake's objections exists at the College of

Arms (F 12, 163-4), and explains the fair copies in the Ashmo-

lean MSS. It is full of corrections and erasures. For instance,

he first wrote the ' upper half of a red dragon sheweth itself,'

and then erased the words ' upper half of,' perhaps because

Drake insisted on having the complete charge. It is also

shortened by a long passage in the preamble being cut out, for

the simple reason perhaps, as Dr. Drake has pointed out, that

the old grant was found too long to go into an ordinary skin

of parchment with marginal decorations, the result being that

the original patent is a very clumsy and untidy piece of pen-

manship. On the back of the same draft is Clarencieux's note

on which, almost in identical words, the additional clause

declaring Drake's right to the family arms was founded.

Taken with this new clause the addition to the blazon

clearly is intended as a recognition of Drake's ancient gentility.

The difficult question, however, remains, What did Clarencieux

mean by the amended clause ? The blazon in the final draft

runs thus :
' The helm adorned with a terrestrial globe in the

height whereof a ship in sail trained about the same with two

golden haulsers by the direction of a hand appearing out of the

clouds all in their proper colour, a red dragon volant sheweth

itself regarding the said direction with the words auxilio

divino.' Here, as has been said, there is nothing about the

dragon volant being in the ship, or indeed any indication of his

position. Yet it is certain that on the fair copy of the draft

Cooke drew a wyvern in the ship. On the other hand, the

gketch contains an obvious error in the addition of the star a^i
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the masthead. Further, it does not appear beyond dispute that

the winged monster in the ship is a dragon volant. I have
endeavoured at the College of Arms to set this point at rest,

but on the generic distinctions or resemblances of dragons,

dragons volant, waver dragons, waver dragons volant, and
wyverns feeling seems still to run high.' On the whole we
seem as far as ever from knowing how Clarencieux finally made
up his mind to interpret his own obscure blazoning.

It is possible that Drake was still dissatisfied, and, being

unable to get Cooke to do what he wanted, washed his hands

of the whole thing, and after his manner went his own way,

content with the recognition of his ancestral rights. What
Drake wanted, I would suggest, is that the new arms should be

expressly granted as an augmentation of honour upon his

family coat, and that the patent should clearly recognise his

right to two crests—one the preposterous new one, and the other

the old wyvern gules of his house—-and that when Cooke

insisted on combining the wyvern with the globe and ship,

Drake would have nothing more to do with it.

As to what he did there is no doubt. The parvenu

heraldry of globe and ship and hand and clouds and haulsers

he discarded altogether, and the fess and stars he used as an

augmentation of honour upon the old coat.

Many examples of his seals exist, and as far as is known
he never used anything but a shield with the old and new arms

quarterly, the old taking precedence, as shown on the cover,

and for a crest, a birdlike device which is usually regarded as

an eagle displayed. But since it has a dragon-Hke tail, it is

more probably a wyvern displayed, or, in other words, ' a dragon

volant shewing itself.' Its head, moreover, is always turned to

the right—that is, it is regarding the direction of the hand.

Examples of these arms as thus used habitually by Drake may

be seen on the Dutch engraved portrait, where he also has a

wyvern in the front of his helmet, and on seals in Lansdowne

MSS. 70, and Harleian MSS. 4762, fol. 132. It is also to be

seen thus carved upon a mantelpiece in the oldest part of

' It may also be mentioned for the guidance of students that some con-

fusion appears to exist at the College between a draft, a copy, and an

original of a document.
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Buckland Abbey, in what was once one of the principal rooms,

but is now a lumber loft.

Under these circumstances it has been thought best to show
the shield as Sir Francis always used it, and in Ueu of the

doubtful crest he used, the crest that he ought to have used as

having been expressly granted to him by patent. The red

dragon volant is, however, omitted, as it is impossible to know
where and how it was eventually placed in the final patent.

END OF THE PIEST VOLUME
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The Council of Trent. Crown
8vo., 3i. 6rf.

Short Studies onGreatSubjects.
4 vols. Cr. 8vo., 31. 6d. each.

Cmsar : a Sketch. Cr. Svo, 3s. 6d.

Gardiner (Samuel Rawson, D.C.L.,
LL.D.).

History of England, from the Ac-
cession of James L to the Outbreak of the
Civil War, 1603-1642. 10 vols. Crown
8vo., 6j. each.

A History of the Great Civil
W^y^je, 1642-1649. 4Vols. Cr.8vo.,6s.each.

A History of the Commonwealth
and the Protectorate. 1649-1660.
Vol.L 1649-1651. With i4Maps. 8vo.,2Ij.
Vol. IL 1651-1654. With 7 Maps.
8vo., 2 IS.

What Gunpowder Plot Was.
With 8 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., ss.

Gardiner (Samuel Rawson, D.C.L.,
LL.D.)

—

continued.

Cromwell's Place in History.
Founded on Six Lectures delivered in the
University of Oxford. Cr. 8vo., 3s. td.

The Student's History of Eng-
land. With 378 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., I2S.

Also in Three Volumes, price 4s. each.

Vol. I. B.C. 55—A.D. 1509. 173 Illustra-

tions.

Vol. II. 1509-1689. 96 Illustrations.

Vol. III. 1689-1885. 109 Illustrations.

Greville.—AJournal of the Eeigns
OF King George IV., King William IV.,

AND Queen Victoria. By Charles C. F.

Greville, formerly Clerk of the Council.

8 vols. Crown Svo., 3s. 6d. each.

habvird historical studies.

The Suppression of the African
Slave Trade to the United States of
America, 1638-1870. By W. E. B. Du
Bois, Ph.D. 8vo., 7s. 6d.

The Contest over the RatiFicaton
of the Federal ConstitutioninMassa-
chusetts. By S. B. Harding, A.M.
8vo., 6s.

A Critical Study of Nullification
IN South Carolina. By D. F. Houston,
A.M. 8vo., 6s.

Nominations for Elective Office
IN THE United States. By Frederick
W. Dallinger, A.m. 8vo., 7s. 6d.

A Bibliography of British Muni-
cipal History, including Gilds and
Parliamentary Representation. By
Charles Gross, Ph.D. 8vo., 12s.

The Liberty and Free Soil Parties
IN THE North West. By Theodore C.

Smith, Ph.D. Svo, 7s. 6d.

*„* Other Volumes are in preparation.

Hammond.—A Woman's Part in
A Revolution. By Mrs. John Hays
Hammond. Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Historic Towns.—Edited by E. A.
Freeman, D.C.L., and Rev.William Hunt,
M.A. With Maps and Plans. Crown 8vo.,

3s. 6rf. each.
Bristol. By Rev. W.Hunt.
Carlisle. By Mandell

Creighton, D.D.
Cinque Ports. By Mon-
tague Burrows.

Colchester. By Rev. E. L.
Cutts.

Exeter. By E. A. Freeman.
I ondon. By Rev W J.

Oxford. By Rev. C. W.
Boase.

Wincliester. By G. W.
Kitchin, D.D.

York. By Rev. James
Raine.

New York. By Theodore
Roosevelt.

Boston (U.S.) By Henry
Cabot Lodge.
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Macaulay (Lord).

The Life and Works of Lord
Macaulay. ' Edinburgh ' Edition. lo
vols. 8vo., 6s. each.

Vols. L-IV. History of England.
Vols. V.-VII. Essays; Biographies ;

Indian Penal Code ; Contributions
TO Knight^s 'QuarterlyMagazine'.

Vol. Vin. Speeches ; Lays of Ancient
Rome; Miscellaneous Poems.

Vols. IX. and X. The Life and Letters
OF Lord Macaulay. By the Right
Hon. Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart.

This Edition is a cheaper reprint of the Library
Edition of Lord Macaulay's Life and Works..

Complete Works.
Cabinet Edition. i6 vols. Post 8vo.

£4 i6s.

Library Edition. 8 vols. 8vo., ^£'5 5s.
' Edinburgh ' Edition. 8 vols. 8vo., 6s.

each.

History of Eagland from the
Accession of jfAMSs the Second.
Popular Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo., 5s.

Student's Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo., 12s.

People's Edition. 4 vols. Cr. 8vo., i6s.

Cabinet Edition. 8 vols. Post 8vo., 48s.

' Edinburgh' Edition. 4 vols. 8vo., 6s.

each.

Library Edition. 5 vols.

Joyce (P. W., LL.D.).

A Short History of Ireland,
&om the Earliest Times to 1603. Crown
8vo., IDS. dd.

A Child's History of Ireland.
From the Earliest Times to the Death
of O'Connell. With specially constructed
Map and 160 Illustrations, including
Facsimile in full colours of an illumi-

nated page of the Gospel Book of Mac-
Durnan, a.d. 850. Fcp. 8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Kaye and Malleson.—History of
the Indian Mutiny, 1857-1858. By Sir

John W. Kaye and Colonel G. B. Malle-
son. With Analytical Index and Mapsiind
Plans. 6 vols. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d. each.

Lang (Andrew).

Fickle the Spy: or, The Incognito
of Prince Charles. With 6 Portraits.

8vo., i8s.

St. Andrews. With 8 Plates and
24 Illustrations in the Text by T. Hodge.
8vo. , 15s. net.

Laurie. — Historical Survey of
Pre-Christian Education. By S. S.

Laurie, A.M., LL.D. 8vo., 12s.

Lecky (The Rt. Hon. William E. H.)

History of England in the Eigh-
TBEl-TH CbI'.TURY.

Library Edition. 8 vols. 8vo. Vols. I.

and 11., 36s. ; Vols. III. and IV., 36s.

;

Vols. V. and VI., 36s. ; Vols. VII. and
VIII., 36s.

Cabinet Edition. England. 7 vols.

Crown 8vo., 6s. each. Ireland. 5
vols. Crown 8vo., 6s. each.

History of European Morals
FROM Augustus to Charlemagne. 2

vols. Crown 8vo., i6s.

History of the Rise and Influ-
ence OP THE Spirit op Rationalism in
Europe. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., i6s.

Democracy and Liberty. 2 vols.

8vo., 36s.

8vo., £4.

Critical and Historical Essays,
WITH Lays of Ancient Rome, etc., in i

volume.
Popular Edition. Crown 8vo., 2s. dd.
Authorised Edition. Crown 8vo., 2s. td.,

or gilt edges, 3s. dd.
' Silver Library ' Edition. With Portrait
and 4 Illustrations to the ' Lays '. Cr.
8vo., 3s. 6d.

Critical and Historical Essays.
Student's Edition, i vol. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

People's Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo., 8s.
' Trevelyan ' Edition. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo., gs.

Cabinet Edition. 4 vols. Post 8vo., 24s.
' Edinburgh ' Edition. 3 vols. 8vo., 6s.

each.

Library Edition. 3 vols. 8vo., 36s.

EssA Ys, whichmay be had separately,
sewed, 6d. each ; cloth, is. each.

Ranke and Gladstone.
Milton and Machiavelli.
Lord Byron.
Lord Olive.
Lord Byron, and The
Comic Dramatists of
the Restoration.

Addison and Walpole,
Croker's Boswell's Johnson.
Hallam's Constitutional

History.
Warren Hastings.
The Earl of Chatham^(Two

Frederick the Great.

Miscellaneous Writings
People's Edition, i vol. Cr. 8vo., 4^, 6rf.

Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo., 21s.
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Macaulay (Lord)—continued.

Miscellaneous Writings,
Speeches and Poems.
Popular Edition. Crown 8vo., 25. 6rf.

Cabinet Edition. 4 vols. Post 8vo., 24s.

Selections from the Writings of
Lord Macaulay. Edited, with Occa-

sional Notes, by the Right Hon. Sir G. O.

Trevelyan, Bart. Crown 8vo., 6s.

MacColl.—The Sultan and the
Powers. By the Rev. Malcolm MacColl,
M.A., Canon of Ripon. 8vo., loi. 6d.

Mackinnon.—The Union of Eng-
land AND Scotland: a Study of
International History. By James
MACKINNON. Ph.D. Examiner in History

to the University of Edinburgh. 8vo., i6s.

May.—The Constitutional His-
tory of England since the Accession

of George III. 1760-1870. By Sir Thomas
Erskine May, K.C.B. (Lord Farnborough).

3 vols. Cr. 8vo., i8s.

Merivale (Charles, D.D.), sometime
Dean of Ely.

History OF theRomans under the
Empire. 8 vols. Crown 8vo., 3s. td. each.

The Fall of theRomanRepublic:
a Short History of the Last Century of the

Commonwealth. i2mo., 7s. 6rf.

General History of Rome, from
the Foundation of the City to the Fall of

Augustulus, B.C. 753-A.D. 476. With 5

Maps. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6rf.

Montague. — The Elements of
English Constitutional History. By
F. C. Montague, M.A. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Richman.—Appenzell : Pure De-
mocracy AND Pastoral Life in Inner-
Shoden. a Swiss Study. By Irving B.

Richman, Consul- General of the United
States to Switzerland. With Maps. Crown
8vo., 5s.

Seebohm (Frederic).

The English Village Community
Examined in its Relations to .the Manorial

and Tribal Systems, etc. With 13 Maps
and Plates. Svo., i6s.

The Tribal System in Wales:
Being Part of an Inquiry into the Struc-

ture and Methods of Tribal Society.

With 3 Maps. 8vo., 12s.

Sharpe.—Londonand theKingdom:
a History derived mainly from the Archives

at Guildhall in the custody of the Corpora-

tion of the City of London. By Reginald
R. Sharpe, D.C.L., Records Clerk in the

Office of the Town Clerk of the City of

London. 3 vols. Svo. lOi. 6d. each.

Smith.— Carthage AND the Carth-
aginians. By R. BoswoRTH Smith, M.A.,

With Maps, Plans, etc. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Stephens.— A History of the
French Revolution. By H. Morse
Stephens. 8vo. Vols. I. and II. i8s.

each.

Stubbs.—History of the Univer-
sity OF Dublin, from its Foundation to

the End of the Eighteenth Century. By J.

W. Stubbs. 8vo., 12s. 6d.

Suth^rlsiaA.— The History of Aus-
tralia and New Zealaad, from 1606-

i8go. By Alexander Sutherland, M.A.,
and George Sutherland, M.A. Crown
Svo., 25. 6d.

Taylor.—A Student's Manual of
THE History of India. By Colonel Mea-
dows Taylor, C.S.I., etc. Cr. Svo., js. 6d.

Todd. — Parliamentary Govern-
ment IN THE British Colonies. By
Alpheus Todd, LL.D. Svo., 30s. net.

Wakeman and Hassall.—Essays
Introductory to the Study op English
Constitutional History. By Resident

Members of the University of Oxford.

Edited by Henry Offley Wakeman,
M.A., and Arthur Hassall, M.A. Crown
8vo., 6s.

Walpole-—History of England
from the Conclusion op the Great
War in 1S15 TO 1858. By Sir Spencer
Walpole, K.C.B. 6 vols. Crown Svo.,

6s. each.

Wood-Martin.^—Pagan Ireland :

ANArchaeological Sketch. A Handbook
of Irish Pre-Christian Antiquities. By W.
G. Wood-Martin, M.R.I.A. With 512

Illustrations. Crown Svo., 15s.

Wylie. — History of England
under Henry IV. By James Hamilton
Wylie, M.A., one of H.M. Inspectors of

Schools. 4 vols. Crown Svo. Vol. I., 1399-

1404, los. 6d. Vol. II., 1405-1406, 15s. Vol.

III., 1407-1411, 15s. Vol. IV., 1411-1413,
21S.
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Armstrong.—TheLifeandLetters
OF Edmund jf. Armstrong. Edited by
G. F. Savage Armstrong. Fcp. 8vo., 'js.dd.

Bacon..—The Letters and Life of
Francis Bacon, including all his Oc-
casional Works. Edited by James Sped-
DiNG. 7 vols. 8vo., £/^ 4s.

Bagehot.—Biographical Studies.
By Walter Bagehot. Crown 8vo., 35. 6rf.

Blackwell. — Pioneer Work in
Opening the Medical Profession to
Women: Autobiographical Sketches. By
Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

Brown.—Ford Madox Brown: A
Record of his Life and Works. By Ford M.
Huefper. With 4.5 Full-page Plates (22
Autotypes) and 7 Illustrations in the Text.

8vo., 42s.

Buss.—Frances Mary Buss and
HER Work for Education. By Annie
E. Ridley. With 5 Portraits and 4 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo, 7s. 6d.

Carlyle.— Thomas Carlyle: A His-
tory of his

.
Life. By James Anthony

Froude.
1795-1835. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., 7s.

1834-1881. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., 7s.

Digby.—The Life of Sir Kenelm
DiGBY, by one of his Descendants, the

Author of ' Falklands,' etc. With 7 Illus-

trations. 8vo., i6s.

Duncan.—Admiral Duncan. By
The Earl of Camperdown. With 3 Por-

traits. 8vo., i5s.

Erasmus.—Life and Letters of
Erasmus. By James Anthony Froude.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

FALKLANDS. By the Author of

'The Life of Sir Kenelm Digby,' etc.

With 6 Portraits and 2 other Illustrations.

8vo., los. 6rf.

Faraday.—Faraday as a Dis-
coverer. By John Tyndall. Crown
8vo, 3s. dd.

Fox.— The Early LListory of
Charles James Fox. By the Right Hon.
Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart.

Library Edition. 8vo., i8s.

Cabinet Edition. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Halifax.—The Lifeand Letters of
Sir George Savile, Baronet, First
Marquis of Halifax. With a New
Edition of his Works, now for the first time

collected and revised. By H. C. Foxcroft.

, 2 vols. 8vo., 32s.

Personal Memoirs, &e.

Halford.—The Life of Sir Henry
Halford, Bart., G.C.H., M.D., F.R.S.
By William Munk, M.D., F.S.A. 8vo.,

I2S. bd.

Hamilton.—Life of Sir William
Hamilton. By R. P. Graves. 8vo. 3 vols.

15s. each. Addendum. 8vo., 6rf. sewed.

Harper. — A Memoir of Hugo
Daniel Harper, D.D., late Principal of

Jesus College, Oxford, and for many years
Head Master of Sherborne School. By L.
V. Lester, M.A. Crown 8vo., 5s.

Havelock.—Memoirs of Sir Henry
Havelock, K.C.B. By John Clark
Marshman. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Haweis.—My Musical Life. By
the Rev. H. R. Haweis. With Portrait of
Richard Wagner and 3 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 7s. 6rf.

Holroyd.—The Girlhood ofMaria
Josepha Holroyd (Lady Stanley of
Alderley). Recorded in Letters of a Hun-
dred Years Ago, from 1776-1796. Edited
by J. H. Adeane. With 6 Portraits.

8vo., i8s.

Jackson. — Stonewall Jackson.
By Lieut.-Col. G. F. Henderson, York and
Lancaster Regiment. With Portrait, Maps
and Plans. 2 vols. 8vo., 42s.

Lejeune.—Memoirs of Baron Le-
jeunb, Aide-de-Camp to Marshals Berthier,

Davout, and Oudinot. Translated and
Edited from the Original French by Mrs.
Arthur Bell (N. D'Anvers). With a

Preface by Major-General Maurice, C.B.
2 vols. 8vo., 24s.

OF Luther. By
With 62 Illustrations

of MSS. Translated
Crown 8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Macaulay.—The Life and Letters
OF Lord Macaulay. By the Right Hon.
Sir G. O. Trevelyan, Bart.

Pupular Edition, i vol. Cr. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Student's Edition i vol. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

Cabinet Edition. 2 vols. Post 8vo., 1 2s.

' Edinburgh ' Edition. 2 vols. 8vo., 6s.

each.

Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo., 36s.

Marbot. — The Memoirs of the
Baron de Marbot. Translated from the

French. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., 7s.

Max Miiller.—Auld Lang Syne.
By the Right Hon. F. Max Muller.
With Portrait. 8vo, los. 6rf.

Contents.—Musical Recollections—Literary Recol-
lections—Recollections of Royalties—Beggars.

Luther.— Life
Julius Kostlin.
and 4 Facsimilies

from the German.
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Biography,
Meade. — General
Meade AND the Feudatory States of
Central and Southern India : a Record
of Forty-three Years' Service as Soldier,

Political Officer and Administrator. By
Thomas Henry Thornton, C.S.L, D.C.L.,
sometime Foreign Secretary to the Govern-
ment of India, Author of ' The Life and
Work of Colonel Sir Robert Sandeman'.
With Portrait, Map and Illustrations. 8vo.,

I05. 6d. net.

Nansen.—Fridtjof Nansen, i86i-
1893. By W. C. Brogger and Nordahl
RoLFSEN. Translated by William Archer.
With 8 Plates, 48 Illustrations in the Text,
and 3 Maps. . 8vo., i2i. di.

Newdegate.—The Cheverbls of
Cheverel Manor. By Lady Newdigate-
Newdegate, Author of ' Gossip from a
Muniment Room '. With 6 Illustrations

from Family Portraits. 8vo., los. bd.

Place.—The Life of Francis Place,
1771-1854. By Graham Wallas, M.A.
With 2 Portraits. 8vo., 12s.

Rawlinson.—A Memoir of Major-
General Sir Henry Creswicke Rawlin-
SON, Bart., K.C.B., F.R.S., D.C.L.,
F.R.G.S., ETC. By George Rawlinson,
M.A., F.R.G.S., Canon of Canterbury.
With 3 Portraits and a Map, and a Preface
by Field-Marshal Lord Roberts of Kan-
dahar, V.C. 8vo., i6s.

Reeve.—The Life and Letters of
Henry Reeve, C.B., late Editor of the
' Edinburgh Revievv',' and Registrar of the
Privy Council. By J. K. Laughton, M.A.

Personal Memoirs, 8lg.— continued.

Sir Richard Romanes.—The Life and Letters
OP George John Romanes, M.A., ££.£>.,
F.R.S. Written and Edited by his Wife.
With Portrait and 2 Illustrations. Crovi'n

Svc, 6s.

Seebohm.—TheOxfordReformers—John Colbt, Erasmus and Thomas
More : a History of their Fellow-Work.
By Frederic Seebohm. 8vo., 14J.

Shakespeare. — Outlines of the
Life of Shakespeare. By J. O. Halli-
well-Phillipps. With Illustrations and
Fac-similes. 2 vols. Royal 8vo., £1 is.

Shakespeare's True Life. By
James Walter. With 500 Illustrations by
Gerald E. Moira. Imp. 8vo., 21s.

Verney. —Memoirs of the Verney
Family.

Vols. I. & II.. During the Civil War.
By Frances Parthenope Verney. With
38 Portraits, Woodcuts and Fac-simile.
Royal 8vo., 425.

Vol. III., During the Commonwealth.
1650-1660. By Margaret M. Verney.
With 10 Portraits, etc. Royal 8vo., 215.

Wakley.—The Life and Times of
Thomas Wakley, Founder and First Editor
of the ' Lancet,' Member of Parliament for

Finsbury, and Coroner for West Middlesex.
By S. Squire Sprigge, M.B. Cantab.
With 2 Portraits. Svo., i8s.

WeUington.—Life of the Duke
OF Wellington. By the Rev. G. R.
Gleig, M.A. Crown 8vo., 31. 6d.

Wills.— W. G. Wills, Dramatist
AND Painter. By Freeman Wills. With
Photogravure Portrait. Svo., los. dd.

Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, &e.

Bent.—The Ruined Cities of Ma-
shonaland : being a Record of Excavation

and Exploration in 1891. By J. Theodore
Bent. With 117 Illustrations. Crown

8vo., 3s. td.

Arnold.—Seas and Lands. By Sir
Edwin Arnold. With 71 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 3s. (sd.

Baker (Sir S. W.).
Eight Years in Ceylon. With 6

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. fid.

The Rifle and the Hound in
Ceylon. With 6 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 3s. dd.

Ball.—The Alpine Guide. By the
late John Ball, F.R.S., etc. A New Edi-
tion, Reconstructed and Revised on behalf
of the Alpine Club, by W. A. B. Coolidge.
Vol. I., The Western Alps : the Alpine

Region, South of the Rhone Valley, from
the Col de Tenda to the Simplon Pass.

With 9 New and Revised Maps. Crown
8vo., I2S. net.

Vol. II., The Central Alps, North of
THE Rhone Valley, from the Simplon
Pass to the Adige Valley. \In prep.

Bicknell.—Travel and Adventure
IN Northern Queensland. By Arthur
C. Bicknell. With 24 Plates and 22 Illus-

trations in the Text. 8vo., x$s.

Brassey.— Voyages and Travels
of Lord Brassey, K.C.B., D.C.L., 1862-

1894. Arranged and Edited by Captain S.

Eardley-Wilmot. 2 vols. Cr. Svo., loi.
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Brassey (the late Lady).

A Voyage in the ' Sunbeam ' ; Our
Home on the Ocean for Eleven
MOATHS.
Cabinet Edition. With Map and 66

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., js. td.
' Silver Library ' Edition. With 66 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., 3i. td.

Popular Edition. With 60 Illustrations.

4to., dd. sewed, is. cloth.

School Edition. With 37 Illustrations.

Fcp., 2s. cloth, or 3s. white parchment.

Sunshine and Storm in the East.
Cabinet Edition. With 2 Maps and 114

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Popular Edition. With 103 Illustrations.

4to., 6d. sewed, is. cloth.

In the Trades, the Tropics, and
THE ' Roaring Forties '.

Cabinet Edition. With Map and 220
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 7s. 6rf.

Popular Edition. With 183 Illustrations.

4to., 6d. sewed, is. cloth.

Three Voyages in the ' Sunbeam'.
Popular Ed. With 346 lUust. 4to., 2s. 6d.

Browning.—A Girl's Wanderings
in Hungary. By H. Ellen Browning.
With Map and 20 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,

3s. td.

Churchill.—The Story of the
Malakand Field Force, 1897. By
Winston Spencer Churchill, Lieut., 4th

Queen's Own Hussars. With 6 Maps and

Plans. Crown 8vo., 7s. 6rf.

Froude (James A.).

Oceana : or England and her Col-

onies. With 9 Illustrations. Crown Svo.,

2s. boards, 2S. td. cloth.

' Silver Library ' Edition. Crown 8vo.,

3s. 6rf.

The English in the West Indies :

or, the Bow of Ulysses. With 9 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 2s. boards, 2S. 6d. cloth.

Howitt.— Visits to Remarkable
Places. Old Halls, Battle-Fields, Scenes,

illustrative of Striking Passages in English

History and Poetry. By William Howitt.

With 80 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. td.

Knight (E. P.).

The Cruise of the ' Alerte '
: the

Narrative of a Search for Treasure on the

Desert Island of Trinidad. With 2 Maps
and 23 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Where Three Empires meet: a

Narrative of Recent Travel in Kashmir,

Western Tibet, Baltistan, Ladak, Gilgit,

and the adjoining Countries. With a

Map and 54 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Knight (E. F.)

—

continued.

The 'Falcon' on the Baltic: a

Voyage from London to Copenhagen in

a Three-Tonner. With 10 Full-page

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Lees and Clutterbuck.—B.C. 1887 :

A Ramble IN British Columbia. By J. A.

Lees and W. J. Clutterbuck. With Map
and 75 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. td.

Macdonald.—TheGoldCoast:Past
AND Present. By George Macdonald,
Director of Education and H.M. Inspector

of Schools for the Gold Coast Colony and

the Protectorate. With Illustrations.

Max Miiller.—Letters from Con-
stantinople. By Mrs. Max Muller.
With 12 Views of Constantinople and the

neighbourhood. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Nansen (Fridtjof).

The First Crossing of Green-
land. With 143 Illustrations and a Map,
Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Eskimo Life. With 31 Illustrations.

8vo., i6s.

Olive r.—Crags and Cra ters :

Rambles in the Island of Reunion. By
William Dudley Oliver, M.A. With

27 Illustrations and a Map. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

Smith.—Climbing in the British
Isles. By W. P. Haskett Smith. With
Illustrations by Ellis Carr, and Numerous
Plans.

Part I. England. i6mo., 3s. 6d.

Part II. Wales and Ireland. i6mcx,

3s. bd.

Part III. Scotland. [/« preparation.

Stephen.— The Play- Ground of
Europe (The Alps). By Leslie Ste-

phen. With 4 Illustrations. Crown Svo.,

6s. net.

THREE IN NOR WA Y. By Two
of Them. With a Map and 59 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 2s. boards, 2s. 6rf. cloth.

Tyndall.—The Glaciers of the
Alps .- being a Narrative of Excursions

and Ascents. An Account of the Origin

and Phenomena of Glaciers, and an Ex-

position of the Physical Principles to which

they are related. By John Tyndall,

F.R.S. With 6 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,

6s. 6d. net.

Vivian.—Servia : the Poor Man's
Paradise. By Herbert Vivian, M.A.,

Officer of the Royal Order of Takovo.

With Map and Portrait of King Alex-

ander. Svo., 15s.
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Steel (John Henry, F.R.C.V.S.,
F.Z.S., A.V.D.), late Professor of Veterin-

ary Science and Principal of Bombay
Veterinary College.

A Treatise on the Diseases of
THE Dog; being a Manual of Canine
Pathology. Especially adapted for the use
of Veterinary Practitioners and Students.

With 88 Illustrations. 8vo., roj. bd.

A Treatise on the Diseases of
THE Ox ; being a Manual of Bovine
Pathology. Especially adapted for the

use of Veterinary Practitioners and
Students. With 2 Plates and 117
Woodcuts. Svo., 15J.

A Treatise on the Diseases of
THE Sheep; being a Manual of Ovine
Pathology for the use of Veterinary Prac-
titioners and Students. With Coloured
Plate and gg Woodcuts. 8vo., lis.

Outlines of Equine Anatomy ; a
Manual for the use of Veterinary Students
in the Dissecting Room. Or. 8vo., js. 6d.

Veterinary Medicine, &e.

Fitzwygram. — Horses and
Stables. By Major-General Sir F. Fitz-
WYGRAM, Bart. With 56 pages of Illustra-

tions. 8vo., 2s. 6d. net.

Schreiner. — The Angora Goat
(published under the auspices of the South
African Angora Goat Breeders' Association),

and a Paper on the Ostrich (reprinted from
the Zoologist for March, i8g7). With 26
Illustrations. By S. C. Cronwright
Schreiner. 8vo., ros. 6d.

' Stonehenge.' — The Dog in
Health and Disease. By ' Stone-
HENGE '. With 78 Wood Engravings.
8vo., 7s. dd.

Youatt (William).

The Horse. Revised and Enlarged
by W. Watson, M.R.C.V.S. With 52
Wood Engravings. 8vo., 75. bd.

The Dog. Revised and Enlarged.
With 33 Wood Engravings. 8vo., 6s.

Sport and Pastime.

THE BADMINTON LIBRARY.
Edited by HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF BEAUFORT, K.G., and A. E. T. WATSON.

Complete in 28 Volumes. Crown 8vo., Price lOi. 6rf. each Volume, Cloth.

*,^* The Volumes are also issued half-bound in Leather^ with gilt top. The price can be had

from all Booksellers.

COURSING AND FALCONRY.
By Harding Cox and the Hon. Gerald
Lascelles. With 20 Plates and 56 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown 8vo., 105. 6d.

ARCHER Y. By C. J. Longman and
Col. H. Walrond. With Contributions by
Miss Legh, Viscount Dillon, etc. With
2 Maps, 23 Plates and r72 Illustrations in

the Text. Crown Svo. , ros. 6d.

ATHLETICS.
Shearman. With
trations in the Text.

By Montague
Plates and lUus-

Crown Svo. , los. 6rf.

BIG GAME SHOOTING. By
Clive Phillipps-Wolley.

Vol. I. AFRICA AND AMERICA.
With Contributions by Sir Samuel W.
Baker, W. C. Oswell, F. C. Selous,
etc. With 20 Plates and 57 Illustrations

in the Text, Crown Svo. , los. 6rf.

Vol. II. EUROPE, ASIA, AND THE
ARCTIC REGIONS. With Contribu-
tions by Lieut.-Colonel R. Heeer
Percy, Major Algernon C. Heber
Percy, etc. With 17 Plates and 56 Illus-

trations in the Text. Cr. Svo., los. 6d.

BILLIARDS. By Major W. Broad-
foot, R.E. With Contributions by A. H.
Boyd, Sydenham Dixon, W. J. Ford, etc.

With II Plates, ig Illustrations in the Text,
and numerous Diagrams. Cr. 8vo., los. 6d.

CRICKET. By A. G. Steel and
the Hon. R. H. Lyttelton. With Con-
tributions by Andrew Lang, W. G. Grace,
F. Gale, etc. With 13 Plates and 52 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown 8vo., los. 6d.

CYCLING. By the Earl of Albe-
marle and G. Lacy Hillier. With ig

Plates and 44 Illustrations in the Text.

Crown Svo., los. 6rf.

DANCING. By Mrs. Lilly Grove,
F.R.G.S. With Contributions by Miss
MiDDLETON, The Hon. Mrs. Armytage,
etc. With Musical Examples, and 38 Full-

page Plates and g3 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown 8vo., los. 6d.

DRIVING. By His Grace the Duke
of Beaufort, K.G. With Contributions by
A. E. T. Watson the Earl of Onslow,
etc. With :

in the Text.
2 Plates and 54 Illustrations

Crown Svo., los. 6rf.
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THE BADMINTON LIBRARY—co«!;j««6rf.

FENCING, BOXING, AND
WRESTLING. By Walter H. Pollock,
F. C. Grove, C. Prevost, E. B. Mitchell,
and Walter Armstrong. With i8 Plates
and 24 Illust. inthe Text. Cr. 8vo., loi. 6d.

FISHING. By H. Cholmondeley-
Pennell.

Vol. I. SALMON AND TROUT. With
Contributions by H. R. Francis, Major
John P. Traherne, etc. With 9 Plates
and numerous Illustrations of Tackle,
etc. Crown 8vo., los. 6d.

Vol. IL PIKE AND OTHER COARSE
FISH. With Contributions by the
Marquis of Exeter, William Senior,
G. Christopher Davis, etc. With
7 Plates and numerous Illustrations of
Tackle, etc. Crown Svo., loi. 6d.

FOOTBALL. By Montague Shear-
MAN. \ln preparation,

GOLF. By Horace G. Hutchinson.
With Contributions by the Rt. Hon. A. J.
Balfour, M.P., SirWalter Simpson, Bart.,

Andrew Lang, etc. With 32 Plates and 57
Illustrations in the Text. Cr. Svo., los. 6d.

HUNTING. By His Grace the Duke
OF Beaufort, K.G., and Mowbray Morris.
With Contributions by the Earl of Suffolk
and Berkshire, Rev. E. W. L. Davies,
G. H. Longman, etc. With 5 Plates and 54
Illustrations in the Text. Cr. 8vo., 10s. 6rf.

MOUNTAINEERING. By C. T.
Dent. With Contributions by Sir W. M.
Conway, D. W. Freshfield, C. E.

Matthews, etc. With 13 Plates and 95
Illustrations in the Text. Cr. 8vo., los. 6d.

POETRY OF SPORT {THE).—
Selected by Hedley Peek. With a

Chapter on Classical Allusions to Sport by
Andrew Lang, and a Special Preface to

the BADMINTON LIBRARY by A. E. T.

Watson. With 32 Plates and 74 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown 8vo., loi. 6rf.

RACING AND STEEPLE-CHAS-
ING. By the Earl of Suffolk and
Berkshire, W. G. Craven, the Hon. F.

Lawley, Arthur Coventry, and A. E. T.

Watson. With Frontispiece and 56 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown 8vo., los. (sd.

RIDING AND POLO. By Captain
Robert Weir, The Duke of Beaufort,
The Earl of Suffolk and Berkshire,

The Earl of Onslow, etc. With 18

Plates and 41 Illustrations in the Text.

Crown Svo., los. 6d.

ROWING. By R. P. P. Rowe and
C. M. Pitman. With Chapters on Steering
by C. P. Serocold and F. C. Begg ; Met-
ropolitan Rowing by S. Le Blanc Smith

;

andonPUNTINGbyP.W. Squire. With
75 Illustrations. Crown Svo., los. 6d.

SEA FISHING. By John Bicker-
dyke, Sir H. W. GoRE-BooTH, Alfred
C. Harmsworth, and W. Senior. With
22 Full-page Plates and 175 Illustrations in

the Text. Crown Svo., loj. 6rf.

SHOOTING.
Vol. I. FIELD AND COVERT. By Lord
Walsingham and Sir Ralph Payne-
Gallwey, Bart. With Contributions by
the Hon. Gerald Lascelles and A. J.
Stuart-Wortley. With 11 Plates and
94 lUusts. in the Text. Cr. Svo., 105. 6d.

Vol. II. MOOR AND MARSH. By
Lord Walsingham and Sir Ralph Payne-
Gallwey, Bart. With Contributions by
Lord Lovat and Lord Charles Lennox
Kerr. With 8 Plates and 57 Illustrations

in the Text. Crown 8vo., los. 6d.

SKATING, CURLING, TOBOG-
GANING. By J. M. Heathcote, C. G.
Tebbutt, T. Maxwell Witham, Rev.
John Kerr, Ormond Hake, Henry A.
Buck, etc. With 12 Plates and 272 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown Svo., 105. 5rf.

SWIMMING. By Archibald Sin-
clair and William Henry, Hon. Sees, ofthe
Life-Saving Society. With 13 Plates and io5
Illustrations in the Text. Cr. Svo., los. 6d.

TENNIS, LA WN TENNIS,
RACKETS AND FIVES. By J. M. and
C. G. Heathcote, E. O. Pleydell-Bou-
VERIE, and A. C. Ainger. With Contributions
by the Hon. A. Lyttelton, W. C. Mar-
shall, Miss L. DoD, etc. With 12 Plates and
67 Illustrations in the Text. Cr. 8vo., los. 6d.

YACHTING.
Vol. I. CRUISING, CONSTRUCTION
OF YACHTS, YACHT RACING
RULES, FITTING-OUT, etc. By Sir

Edward Sullivan, Bart., The Earl of
Pembroke, Lord Brassey, K.C.B., C.

E. Seth-Smith, C.B., G. L. Watson, R.
T. Pritchett, E. F. Knight, etc. VVith
21 Plates and 93 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown Svo., los. 6d.

Vol. II. YACHT CLUBS, YACHT-
ING IN AMERICA AND THE
COLONIES, YACHT RACING, etc.

By R. T. Pritchett, The Marquis of
Dufferin and Ava, K.P., The Earl of
Onslow, James McFerran, etc. With
35 Plates and 160 Illustrations in the

Text. Crown Svo., 105. 6rf.
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FUR, FEATHER, AND FIN SERIES.
Edited by A. E. T. Watson.

Crown 8vo., price %s. each Volume, cloth.

The Volumes are also issued half-bound in Leather, with gilt top.

from all Booksellers.

The price can be had

THE PARTRIDGE. Natural His-
tory, by the Rev. H. A. Macpherson;
Shooting, by A. J. Stuart-Wortley

;

Cookery, by George Saintsbury. With
II Illustrations and various Diagrams in

the Text. Crown 8vo., 55.

THE GRO USE. Natural History, by
the Rev. H. A. Macpherson ; Shooting,

by A. J. Stuart-Wortley ; Cookery, by
George Saintsbury. With 13 Illustrations

and various Diagrams in the Text. Crown
Svo., 5s.

THEPHEASANT. Natural History,
by the Rev. H. A. Macpherson ; Shooting,

by A. J. Stuart-Wortley ; Cookery, by
Alexander Innes Shand. With 10 Illus-

trations and various Diagrams. Crown
8vo., 5i.

THE HARE. Natural History, by
the Rev. H. A. Macpherson ; Shooting,

by the Hon. Gerald Lascelles ; Coursing,

by Charles Richardson ; Hunting, by J.

S. Gibbons and G. H. Longman ; Cookery,
by Col. Kenney Herbert. With g
Illustrations. Crown Svo, 5s.

RED Z'^^i?.—Natural History, by
the Rev. H. A. Macpherson ; Deer Stalk-

ing, by Cameron of Lochiel ; Stag
Hunting, by Viscount Ebrington

;

Cookery, by Alexander Innes Shand.
With 10 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 55.

THE SALMON. By the Hon. A. E.
Gathorne-Hardy. With Chapters on the

Law of Salmon Fishing by Claud Douglas
Pennant; Cookery, by Alexander Innes
Shand. With 8 Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 5s.

THE TROUT. By the Marquess
OF Granby. With Chapters on the Breed-

ing of Trout by Col. H. Custance ; and
Cookery, by Alexander Innes Shand.

. With 12 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 5s.

THE RABBIT. By J. E. Harting,
etc. With Illustrations. \In preparation.

WILDFOWL. By the Hon. John
Scott Montagu, etc. With Illustrations,

etc. \In preparation.

Andre.—Colonel Bogey's Sketch-
book. Comprising an Eccentric Collection

of Scribbles and Scratches found in disused
Lockers and swept up in the Pavilion, to-

gether with sundry After-Dinner Sayings
of the Colonel. By R. Andre, West Herts
Golf Club. Oblong 4to., 2s. 6d.

BADMINTON MAGAZINE
(The) of Sports and Pastimes. Edited
by Alfred E. T. Watson (" Rapier ").

With numerous Illustrations. Price li.

monthly.

Vols. I.-VI. 6i. each.

DEAD SH0T(The): or, Sportsman's
Complete Guide. Being a Treatise on the Use
of the Gun, with Rudimentary and Finishing
Lessons in the Art of Shooting Game of all

kinds. Also Game-driving, Wildfowl and
Pigeon-shooting, Dog-breaking, etc. By
Marksman. With numerous Illustrations.

Crown Svo., los. 5(f.

Ellis.—Chess Sparks ; or, Short and
Bright Games of Chess. Collected and
Arranged by J. H. Ellis, M.A. 8vo., 4s. 6d.

Folkard.—The Wild-Fowler : A
Treatise on Fowling, Ancient and Modern,
descriptive also of Decoys and Flight-ponds,

Wild-fowl Shooting, Gunning-punts, Shoot-

ing-yachts, etc. Also Fowling in the Fens
and in Foreign Countries, Rock-fowling,

etc., etc., by H. C. Folkard. With 13 En-
gravings on Steel, and several Woodcuts.
Svo., I2J. td.

Ford.—The Theory and Practice
of Archery. By Horace Ford. New
Edition, thoroughly Revised and Re-written

by W. Butt, M.A. With a Preface by C.

J. Longman, M.A. Svo., 14J.

Francis.—A Book on Angling : or,

Treatise on the Art ot Fishing in every
Branch ; including full Illustrated List of Sal-

mon Flies. By Francis Francis. With Por-
trait and Coloured Plates. Crown Svo., 151.
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Gibson.— Tobogganing on Crooked
Runs. By the Hon. Harry Gibson. With
Contributions by F. de B. Strickland and
' Lady-Toboganner '. With 40 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 6j.

Graham.—Country Pastimes for
Boys. By P. Anderson Graham. With
252 Illustrations from Drawings and
Photographs. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Lang'.—Angling Sketches. By
Andrew Lang. With 20 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 3i. 6d.

Lillie.—Croquet: its History, Rules
and Secrets. By Arthur Lillie, Champion,
Grand National Croquet Club, 1872 ; Winner
of the ' All-Comers' Championship,' Maid-
stone, i8g6. With 4 Full-page Illustrations

by LuciEN Davis, 15 Illustrations in the

Text, and 27 Diagrams. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Longman.—Chess Openings. By
Frederick W. Longman. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. (id.

Madden.—The Diary of Master
William Silence : a Study of Shakespeare

and of Elizabethan Sport. By the Right

Hon. D. H. Madden, Vice-Chancellor of the

University of Dublin. 8vo., i6i.

Maskelyne.—Sharps and Flats : a

Complete Revelation of the Secrets of

Cheating at Games of Chance and Skill. By
John Nevil Maskelyne, of the Egyptian

Hall. With 62 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 6s.

Moffat.—CricketyCricket: Rhymes
and Parodies. By Douglas Moffat, with

Frontispiece by Sir Frank Lockwood, Q.C,
M.P., and 53 Illustrations by the Author.

Crown 8vo, 2s. td.

Park..—The Game of Golf. By
William Park, Jun., Champion Golfer,

1887-89. With 17 Plates and 26 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown 8vo., 7s. td.

Payne-Gallwey (Sir Ralph, Bart).

Letters to Young Shooters (First

Series). On the Choice and use of a Gun.

With 41 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 7s. &d.

Letters TO Young SHOOTERs{Second
Series). On the Production, Preservation,

and Killing of Game. With Directions

in Shooting Wood-Pigeons and Breakmg-

in Retrievers. With Portrait and 103

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 12s. 6d.

Payne-Gallwey (Sir Ralph, Bart.)
—continued.

Letters to Young Shooters.
(Third Series.) Comprising a Short
Natural History of the Wildfowl that

are Rare or Common to the British

Islands, with complete directions in

Shooting Wildfowl on the Coast and
Inland, With 200 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., i8s.

Pole (William).

The Theory of the ModernScien-
tific Game of Whist. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

TheEvolutionof Whist: a Study of
the Progressive Changes which the Game
has undergone. Cr. 8vo., 2s. (sd.

Proctor.—How to Play Whist:
with the Laws and Etiquette of
Whist. By Richard A. Proctor. Crown
8vo., 3s. 6d.

Ribblesdale.-—The Queen'sILounds
and Stag-Hunting Recollections. By
Lord Ribblesdale, Master of the Buck-
hounds, 1892-95. With Introductory

Chapter on the Hereditary Mastership by
E. Burrows. With 24 Plates and 35 Illus-

trations in the Text. 8vo., 25s.

Ronalds.—The Fly-Fisher's Ento-
mology. By Alfred Ronalds. With 20

coloured Plates. 8vo., 14s.

Thompson and Cannan. Hand-
in-Hand Figure Skating. By Norcliffe
G. Thompson and F. Laura Cannan,
Members of the Skating Club. With an

Introduction by Captain J. H. Thomson,
R.A. With Illustrations and Diagrams.

i6mo., 6s.

Watson.—Facing AND '

Chasing : a
Collection of Sporting Stories. By Alfred
E. T. Watson, Editor of the 'Badminton

Magazine'. With 16 Plates and 36 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown 8vo, 7s. td.

Wilcocks.—The Sea Fisherman:
Comprising the Chief Methods of Hook and

Line Fishing in the British and other Seas,

and Remarks on Nets, Boats, and Boating.

By J. C. Wilcocks. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo., 6j.
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LOGIC, RHETORIC, PSYCHOLOGY, &-C.

Abbott.—The Elements of Logic.
By T. K. Abbott, B.D. i2mo., j,s.

Aristotle.
The Ethics: Greek Text, Illustrated

with Essay and Notes. By Sir Alexan-
der Grant, Bart. 2 vols. 8vo., 32J.

An Introduction to Aristotl^s
Ethics. Books L-IV. (BookX. c.vi.-ix.

in an Appendix). With a continuous
Analysis and Notes. By the Rev. E.

Moore, D.D. Crown 8vo. loj. 6rf.

Bacon (Francis).

Complete Works. Edited by R. L.
Ellis, James Spedding and D. D.
Heath. 7 vols. 8vo., £ji 13^. 6rf.

Letters and Life, including all his

occasional Works. Edited by James
Spedding. 7 vols. 8vo.,;^4 4S.

The Essa ys : with Annotations. By
Richard Whately, D.D. Svo., los. 6d.

The Essays: with Notes. By F.
Storr and C. H. Gibson. Cr. 8vo, 3^. 6d.

The Essays: with Introduction,
Notes, and Index. By E. A. Abbott, D.D.
2 Vols. Fcp. 8vo.,6s. The Text and Index
only, without Introduction and Notes, in

One Volume. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Bain (Alexander).
Mental Science. Cr. 8vo., 65. 6rf.

Moral Science. Cr. 8vo., 45. 6rf.

The two works as above can he had in one

volume, price 105. 6rf.

SensesAND theIntellect. Svo. ,15s.

Emotions and THE Will. Svo. , 155.

Logic, Deductive and Inductive.
Part I. 4s. Part II. 6s. td.

Practical Essays. Cr. Svo., 25.

Baldwin.—The Elements of Ex-
pository Construction. By Dr. Charles
Sears Baldwin, Instructor in Rhetoric in

Yale University.

Bray.—The Philosophy of Neces-
sity: or, Law in Mind as in Matter. By
Charles Bray. Crown 8vo., ss.

Crozier (John Beattie).

Civilisation and Progress : being
the Outlines of a New System of Political,

Religious and Social Philosophy. Svo. ,14s.

History of Intellectual De-
velopment : on the Lines of Modern
Evolution.

Vol. I. Greek and Hindoo Thought ; Grseco-

Roman Paganism
;
Judaism ; and Christi-

anity down to the Closing of the Schools

of Athens by Justinian, 529 a.d. 8vo., 14s.

Davidson.—The Logic of Defini-
tion, Explained and Applied. By William
L. Davidson, M.A. Crown 8vo., 6i.

Green (Thomas Hill).—The Works
OF. Edited by R. L. Nettleship.

Vols. I. and II. Philosophical Works. 8vo.,

i6s. each.

Vol. III. Miscellanies. With Index to the
three Volumes, and Memoir. 8vo., 21s.

Lectures on the Principles of
Political Obligation. With Preface
by Bernard Bosanquet. 8vo., 5s.

Hodgson (Shadworth H.).

Time and Space : A Metaphysical
Essay. 8vo., i6i.

The Theory of Practice : an
Ethical Inquiry. 2 vols. 8vo., 24s.

The Philosophy of Reflection.
2 vols. 8vo., 215.

The Mbtaphysic of Experience.
Book I. General Analysis of Experience

;

Book II. Positive Science ; Book III.

Analysis of Conscious Action ; Book IV.

The Real Universe. 4 vols. Svo.

Hume.—The Philosophical Works
OF David Hume. Edited by T. H. Green
and T. H. Grose. 4 vols. Svo., $bs. Or
separately, Essays. 2 vols. 28i. Treatise

of Human Nature. 2 vols. 28s.

James.—The Will to Believe, and
Other Essays in Popular Philosophy. By
William James, M.D., LL.D., etc. Crown
8vo., 75. ^d.

Justinian.—The Institutes of
yuSTiNlAN : Latin Text, chiefly that of

Huschke, with English Introduction, Trans-

lation, Notes, and Summary. By Thomas
C. Sandars, M.A. 8vo., iSs.

Kant (Immanuel).

Critique of Practical Peason,
AND Other Works on the Theory op
Ethics. Translated by T. K. Abbott,
B.D. With Memoir. Svo., 12s. 6d.

Fundamental Principles of the
Mbtaphysic OF Ethics. Translated by
T. K. Abbott, B.D. Crown bvo, 3s.

Introduction to Logic, and his
Essay on the Mistaken Subtilty of
THE Four Figures.. Translated by T.
K. Abbott. 8vo., 6s.

K i 11 i C k.

—

Handbook to Mill's
System of Logic. By Rev. A. H.
KiLLiCK, M.A. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.
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Ladd (George Trumbull).
Philosophy of Knowledge: an

Inquiry into the Nature, Limits and
Validity of Human Cognitive Faculty.
8vo., i8s.

Philosophy OFMind : An Essay on
the Metaphysics of Psychology. 8vo., i6i.

Elements of Physiological Psy-
chology. 8vo., 2Ii.

Outlines of Descriptive Psycho-
logy: a Text-Book of Mental Science for
Colleges and Normal Schools. 8vo., 12s.

Outlines of Physiological Psy-
chology. 8vO., I2J.

Psychology, Descriptive and Ex-
planatory. 8vo., 21S.

Primer of Psychology. Cr. 8vo.,
55. 6d.

Lewes.—The History of Philoso-
phy, firom Thales to Comte. By George
Henry Lewes. 2 vols. 8vo., 325.

Lutoslawski.—The Origin and
Growth of Plato's Logic. With an
Account of Plato's Style and of the Chrono-
logy of his Writings. By Wincenty
Lutoslawski. 8vo., 215.

Max Miiller (F.).

The Science of Thought. 8vo., 2.1s.

Three Introductory Lectures on
THE Science of Thought. 8vo., 25. 6d.

net.

Mill.

—

Analysis of the Phenomena
OF THE Human Mind. By James Mill.
2 vols. Svo., 28i.

Mill (John Stuart).
A System of Logic. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

On Liberty. Crown Svo., is. i\d.

Considerations on Representa-
tive Government. Crown 8vo., is.

Utilitarianism. Svo., 25. bd.

Examination of Sir William
Hamilton's Philosophy. 8vo., i6s.

Nature, the Utility of Religion,
AND Theism. Three Essays. 8vo., 55.

MIonck.

—

An Introduction to
Logic. P>y William Henry S. Monck,
M.A. Crown 8vo., 5s.

Romanes.—Mind and Motion and
Monism. By George John Romanes,
LL.D., F.R.S. Cr. 8vo., 4J. 6d.

Stock (St. George).
Deductive Logic. Fcp. Svo., 35. 6d.

Lectures in the Lyceum ; or,

Aristotle's Ethics for English Readers.

Edited by St. George Stock. Crown
Svo., 7s. 6rf.

I

Sully (James).

The Human Mind : a Text-book of
Psychology. 2 vols. 8vo., 2ii.

Outlines of Psychology. Crown
Svo., gs.

The Teacher's Handbook Of Psy-
chology. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d.

Studies of Childhood. Svo.,
los. dd.

Children's Ways: being Selections
from the Author's ' Studies of Childhood '.

With 25 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 4s. dd.

Sutherland. — The Origin and
Growth op the Moral Instinct. By
Alexander Sutherland, M.A. 2 vols.
Svo, 2Si.

Swinburne.— Picture Logic : an
Attempt to Popularise the Science of
Reasoning. By Alfred James Swinburne,
M.A. With 23 Woodcuts. Crown Svo., 5s.

Webb.

—

The Veil of Isis : a Series
of Essays on Idealism. By Thomas E.
Webb, LL.D., Q.C. Svo., los. 6d.

Weber.

—

History of Philosophy.
By Alfred Weber, Professor in the Uni-
versity of Strasburg. Translated by Frank
Thilly, Ph.D. Svo., i6s.

Whately (Archbishop).
Bacon's Essays. With Annotations.

Svo., 10s. 6d.

Elements of Logic. Cr. Svo., 45. 6d.

• Elements of Rhetoric. Cr. Svo.,
4s. 6d.

Lessons ON Reasoning. Fcp. Svo.,
IS. 6d.

Zeller (Dr. Edward).
The Stoics, Epicureans, and
Sceptics. Translated by the Rev. O. J.
Reichel, M.A. Crown Svo., 15s.

Outlines of the History of
Greek Philosophy. Translated by
Sarah F. Alleyne and Evelyn Abbott,
M.A., LL.D. Crown Svo., los. td.

Plato and the Older Academy
Translated by Sarah F. Alleyne and
Alfred Goodwin, B.A. Crown Svo.,

iSs.

Socrates and the Socratio
Schools. Translated by the Rev. O.

J. Reichel, M.A. Crown Svo., los. bd.

Aristotle AND the Earlier Perp
Patetics. Translated by B. F. C. Cos-
telloe, M.A., and J. H. Muirhead,
M.A. 2 vols. Crown Svo., 24s.
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Mental, Moral, and Political Philosophy

—

continued.

MANUALS OF CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHY. .

(Stonyhurst Series.)

A Manual oi< Political Economy.
By C. S. Devas, M.A. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d.

First Principles of Knowledge.
By John Rickaby, S.J. Crown 8vo., 5s.

General Metaphysics. By John
Rickaby, S.J. Crown 8vo., 5s.

Logic. By Richard F. Clarke, S.J.
Crown Svo., 55.

Moral Philosophy [Ethics and
Natural Law). By Joseph Rickaby, S.J.
Crown 8vo., 54.

Natural Theology. By Bernard
BoEDDER, S.J. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d.

Psychology. By Michael Maker,
S.J. Crown 8vo., 6j. td.

History and Seienee of Language, &e.

Davidson.—Leading and Import-
ant English Words : Explained and Ex-
emplified. By William L. Davidson,
M.A. Fcp. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Farrar.—LanguageandLanguages:
By F. W. Farrar, D.D., Dean of Canter-

bury. Crown Svo., 6s.

Graham. — English Synonyms,
Classified and Explained : with Practical

Exercises. By G. F. Graham. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

Max Miiller (F.).

The ScienceofLangua ge.—Found-
ed on Lectures delivered at the Royal In-

stitution in 1861 and 1863. 2 vols. Crown
8vo., 21S.

Max Miiller (F.)

—

continued.

Biographies of Words, and the
Home of the Aryas. Crown Svo., 7s. 6rf.

Three Lectures on the Science
OF Language, and its Place in
General Education, delivered at Ox-
ford, 1889. Crown 8vo., 3s. net.

Roget.— Thesaurus of English
Words and Phrases. Classified and
Arranged so as to Facilitate the Expression
of Ideas and assist in Literary Composition.
By Peter Mark Roget, M.D., F.R.S.
With full Index. Crown 8vo., los. 5d.

Whately.—English Synonyms. By
E. Jane Whately. Fcp. 8vo., 3s.

Political Economy and Economies.
Ashley.—English Economic His-
tory AND Theory. By W. J. Ashley,
M.A. Crown 8vo., Part I., $s. Part II.,

los. fid.

Bagehot.—Economic Studies. By
Walter Bagehot. Crown Svo., 3s. 6d.

Barnett.—Practicable Socialism.
Essays on Social Reform. By the Rev. S.

A. Barnett, M.A., Canon of Bristol, and
Mrs. Barnett. Crown Svo., 6s.

Brassey.—Papers and Addresses
ON Work and Wages. By Lord Brassey.
Edited by J. Potter, and with Introduction

by George Howell, M.P. Crown Svo., 5s.

Channing.— The Truth about
Agricultural Depression: an Econo-
mic Study of the Evidence of the Royal
Commission. By Francis Allston Chan-
NiNG, M.P., one of the Commission. Crown
8vo., 6s.

Devas.—A Manual of Political
Economy. By C. S. Devas, M.A. Cr. 8vo.,

6s. 6rf. [Manuals of Catholic Philosophy.)

Dowell.—A History of Taxation
AND Taxes in England, firom the Earliest

Times to the Year 1SS5. By Stephen
Dowell, (4 vols. Svo). Vols. I. and II.

The History of Taxation, 21s. Vols. HI.
and IV. The History of Taxes, 21s.

Jordan.—The Standard of Value.
By William Leighton Jordan. Cr.8vo.,6s.

Leslie.—Essays on Political Eco-
nomy. By T. E. Cliffe Leslie, Hon.
LL.D., Duhl. Svo, los. 6rf.

Macleod (Henry Dunning).
BiMETALiSM. 8vo., 55. net.

The Elements of Banking. Cr.

Svo., 3s. fsd.

The Theory and Practice of
Banking. Vol. I. Svo., 12s. Vol.11. 14s.

The Theory of Credit. Svo.
In I Vol., 30s. net; or separately. Vol.

I., los. net. Vol. II., Part I., los. net.

Vol. II., Part II., los. net.

A Digest of the Law of Bills
OF Exchange, Bank-notes, &c. Svo.,

5s. net.

The Banking System of England.
\In preparation.
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Political Leonomy and
Mil 1.

—

Political Economy. By
John Stuart Mill.
Popular Edition. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Library Edition. 2 vols. 8vo.
,
30s.

Mulhall.—Industries and Wealth
OF Nations. By Michael G. Mulhall,
F.S.S. With 32 full-page Diagrams.
Crown 8vo., 8s. td.

Soderini.—Socialism and Catholi-
cism. From the Italian of Count Edward
Soderini. By Richard Jenery-Shee.
With a Preface by Cardinal Vauohan.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

Symes.—Political Economy : a
Short Text-book of Political Economy.
With Problems for Solution, and Hints for

Supplementary Reading ; also a Supple-
mentary Chapter on Socialism. By Pro-
fessor J. E. Symes, M.A., of University
College, Nottingham. Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Economies

—

continued.

Toynbee.—Lectures on the In-
dustrial Revolution of the 18th Cen-
tury IN England: Popular Addresses,
Notes and other Fragments. By Arnold
Toynbee. With a Memoir of the Author
by Benjamin Jowett, D.D. 8vo., ios. dd.

Webb (Sidney and Beatrice).

The History of Trade Unionism.
With Map and full Bibliography of the

Subject. Svo., i8i.

Industrial Democracy : a Study
in Trade Unionism. 2 vols. 8vo., 25s. net.

Problems oP Modern Industry :

Essays.

STUDIES IN ECONOMICS
Issued under the auspices of the London

The History of Local Rates in
England : Five Lectures. By Edwin
Cannan, M.A. Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.

German Social Democracy. By
Bertrand Russell, B.A. With an Ap-
pendix on Social Democracy and the

Woman Question in Germany by Alys
Russell, B.A. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Select Documents Illustrating
THE History of Trade Unionism.

I. The Tailoring Trade. Edited by
, W. F. Galton. With a Preface by
Sidney Weeb, LL.B. Crown 8vo., 5s.

AND POLITICAL SCIENCE.
School of Economics and Political Science.

Deploig£s Referendum en Suisse.
Translated, with Introduction and Notes,

by C. P. Trevelyan, M.A. \In preparation.

Select Documents Illustrating
THE State Regulation of Wages.
Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
W. A. S. Hewins, M.A. [In preparation.

Hungarian Gild Records. Edited
by Dr. Julius Mandello, of Budapest.

{In preparation.

The Relations between England
AND THE HaNSEATIC LEAGUE. By Miss
E. A. MacArthur. [In preparation.

Evolution, Anthropology, &e.

Clodd (Edward). Romanes (George John).

The Story of Creation: a Plain
Account of Evolution. With 77 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

A Primer of Evolution : being a
Popular Abridged Edition of ' The Story

of Creation'. With Illustrations. Fcp.

8vo., IS. dd.

Lang.—Custom and Myth : Studies

of Early Usage and Belief. By Andrew
Lang. With 15 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,

3s. 6d.

Lubbock.—The Originof Civilisa-

tion, and the Primitive Condition of Man.

By Sir J. Lubbock, Bart., M.P. With 5

Plates and 20 Illustrations in the Text.

8vo., i8s.

Darwin, and after Darwin: an
Exposition of the Darwinian Theory , and a
Discussion on Post-Darwinian Questions.

Part I. The Darwinian Theory. With
Portrait of Darwin and 125 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., los. 6d.

Part II. Post-Darwinian Questions :

Heredity and Utility. With Portrait of
the Author and 5 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo.,

los. 6d.

Part III. Post-Darwinian Questions

:

Isolation and Physiological Selection.

Crown 8vo., 5s.

An Examination of Weismann-
ISM. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Essays. Edited by C. Lloyd
Morgan, Principal of University College,

Bristol. Crown 8vo., 6s.
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Classical Literature, Translations, &e.

Langf.—Homer and the Epic. By-Abbott.—Hellenica. a Collection
of Essays on Greek Poetry, Philosophy,
History, and Religion. Edited by Evelyn
Abbott, M.A., LL.D. Crown 8vo., 75. bd.

iEschylus.—EuMENiDEs of yEsCHV-
Lus. With Metrical English Translation.
By J. F. Davies. 8vo., 71.

Aristophanes. — The Acharnians
OF Aristophanes, translated into English
Verse. By R. Y. Tyrrell. Crown 8vo., is.

Aristotle.— Youth and Old Age,
Life and Death, and Respiration.
Translated, with Introduction and Notes,
by W. Ogle, M.A., M.D. Svo., 75. 6rf.

Becker (W. A.), Translated by the
Rev. F. Metcalfe, B.D.

Gallus : or, Roman Scenes in the
Time of Augustus. With Notes and Ex-
cursuses. With 26 Illustrations. Post
8vo.

,
3s. 6d.

Charicles : or, Illustrations of the
Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.
With Notes and Excursuses. With 26
Illustrations. Post 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Butler.—The Authoress of the
Odyssey, where and when She wrote,
WHO She was, the Use She made of
iHE Iliad, and how the Poem grew
under Her hands. By Samuel Butler,
Author of ' Erewhon,' etc. With Illustra-

tions and 4 Maps. Svo. , los. 5d.

Cicero.— Cicero's Correspondence.
By R. Y. Tyrrell. Vols. I., II., III., 8vo.,

each I2S. Vol. IV., 15J. Vol. V., i'4s.

E g b e r t.

—

Introduction to the
.study of Latin Inscriptions. By
James C. Egbert, Junr., Ph.D. With
numerous Illustrations and Facsimiles.
Square crown 8vo., i6j.

Horace.—The Works of Horace,
rendered into English Prose. With
Lite, Introduction and Notes. By William
CouTTS, M.A. Crown Svo., $s. net.

Lucan.—The Pharsalia of Lucan.
Translated into Blank Verse. By Sir

Edward Ridley. 8vo., 145.

Mackail.—Select Epigrams from
the Greek Anthology. By J. W. Mac-
kail. Edited with a Revised Text, Intro-

duction, Translation, and Notes. 8vo., i6j.

Rich.—A Dictionary ofRomanand
Greek Antiquities. By A. Rich, B.A.
With 2000 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo., "js. 6d.

Sophocles.—Translated into English
Verse. By Robert Whitelaw, M.A.,
Assistant Master in Rugby School. Cr. 8vo.,

8s. 6d.

Tacitus. — The History of P.
Cornelius Tacitus. Translated into

English, with an Introduction and Notes,
Critical and Explanatory, by Albert
William Quill, M.A., T.C.D. 2 vols.

Vol. I. 8vo., 7s. 6d. Vol. II. Svo., 12s. 6d.

Tyrrell. — Dublin Translations
into Greek and Latin Verse. Edited
by R. Y. Tyrrell. 8vo., 6s.

Virgil.
The jEneid of Virgil. Translated
into English Verse by John Conington.
Crown Svo., 65.

The Poems of Virgil. Translated
into English Prose by John Conington.
Crown Svo., 6s.

The ^neid of Virgil, freely trans-
lated into Ejiglish Blank Verse. By
W. J. Thornhill. Crown Svo., 71. 6d.

The aEneid of Virgil. Translated
into English Verse by James Rhoades.
Books I.-VI. Crown 8vo., 5s.

Books VII.-XII. Crown 8vo., 5^.

Wilkins.—The Growth of the
Homeric Poems. By G. Wilkins. 8vo.,6j.

AUingham (William)

Irish Songs and Poems. With
Frontispiece of the Waterfall of Asaroe.
Fcp. Svo., 6j.

Poetry and the Drama.
AUingham (William)—continued.

Life and Phantasy : with Frontis-
piece by Sir J. E. Millais, Bart., and

Fcp. Svo.,

Laurence Bloomfield. With Por-
trait of the Author. Fcp. Svo., 3s. td.

Flower Pieces ; Day and Night
Songs; Ballads. With 2 Designs by
D. G. Rossetti. Fcp. Svo., 6j. large
paper edition, 12s.

Design by Arthur Hughes.
6s. ; large paper edition, 12s.

Thought and Word, and, Ashby
Manor: a Play. Fcp. Svo., 6s.; large
paper edition, 12s.

Blackberries. Imperial i6mo., bs.

Sets of the above 6 vols, may be had in uni-

form Half-parchment binding, price 30s.
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Poetry and the TivduVUB.—continued.

Armstrong (G. F. Savage).

Poems : Lyrical and Dramatic. Fcp.
8vo., 6i.

King Sa ul. (The Tragedy of Israel,
Part L) Fcp. 8vo., SJ.

KingDavid. (The Tragedy of Israel,
Part II.) Fcp. 8vo., 6jt.

King Solomon. (The Tragedy of
Israel, Part III.) Fcp. 8vo., 65.

Ugone : a Tragedy. Fcp. 8vo., 65.

A Garland from Greece : Poems.
Fcp. 8vo., ys. 6d.

Stories OF Wicklow: Poems. Fcp.
8vo., 7s. td.

Mephistopheles in Broadcloth :

a Satire. Fcp. 8vo., 4s.

One in the Infinite : a Poem.
Crown 8vo., js. 6d.

Armstrong.—The Poetical Works
OF Edmund y. Armstrong. Fcp. 8vo., 5s.

Arnold.— The Light of the World :

or, The Great Consummation. By Sir

Edwin Arnold. With 14 Illustrations

after Holman Hunt. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Beesly (A. H.).

Ballads and other Verse.
Fcp. 8vo., 5 J.

Danton, and other Verse. Fcp.
8vo., 45. bd.

Bell (Mrs. Hugh).

Chamber Comedies : a Collection

of Plays and Monologues for the Drawing
Room. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Fairy Tale Plays, and How to

Act Them. With gi Diagrams and 52

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Cochrane (Alfred).

The Kestrel's Nest, and other

Verses. Fcp. 8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Leviore Plectro : Occasional

Verses. Fcap. 8vo., 3i. 6d.

Douglas.—Poems of a Country
Gentleman. By Sir George Douglas,

Bart., Author of ' The Fireside Tragedy '.

Crown 8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Goethe.

Faust, Part I., the German Text,
with Introduction and Notes. By Albert
M. Selss, Ph.D., M.A. Crown 8vo., 5s.

The First Part of the Tragedy
OF Faust in English. By Thos. E.
Webb, LL.D., sometime Fellow of Tri-
nity College ; Professor of Moral Philo-

sophy in the University of Dublin, etc.

New and Cheaper Edition, with The
Death of Faust, from the Second Part.

Crown 8vo., 6s.

Gurney (Rev. Alfred, M.A.).

Day-Dreams: Votms. Crown 8vo.,
3s. 6d.

Love's Fruition, and other Poems.
Fcp. 8vo., 25. 6d.

Ingelow (Jean).

Poetical Works. Complete in
One Volume. Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Poetical Works. 2 vols. Fcp.
8vo. , 125.

Lyrical and other Poems. Selec-

ted from the Writings of Jean Ingelow.
Fcp. 8vo., 25. 6d. cloth plain, 35. cloth gilt.

Lang (Andrew).

Grass of Parnassus. Fcp. 8vo.,
25. 6d. net.

The Blue Poetry Book. Edited
by Andrew Lang. With 100 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 65.

Layard and Corder.—Songs in
Many Moods. By Nina F. Layard ; The
Wandering Albatross, etc. By Annie
Corder. In One Volume. Crown 8vo., 55,

Lecky.—Poems. By the Right Hon.
W. E. H. Lecky. Fcp. 8vo., 55.

Lytton (The Earl of), (Owen
Meredith).

MarAH. Fcp. 8vo., 65. bd.

King Poppy : a Fantasia. With i

Plate and Design on Title-Page by Sir

Edward Burne-Jones, Bart. Crown
8vo., 105. 6d.

The Wanderer. Cr. 8vo., los. bd.

LuciLE. Crown 8vo., 105. 6d.

Selected Poems. Cr. 8vo., 10s. 6d.
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Poetry and. the Drama

—

continued.

Macaulay.—La ys ofAncientRome,
WITH ' lysy' AND ' The Armada '. By
Lord Macaulay.
Illustrated by G. Scharf. Fcp. 4to., los. 6d.

Bijou Edition.

i8mo., 2s. 6d. gilt top.

Popular Edition.

Fcp. 4to., 6d. sewed, is. cloth.

Illustrated by J. R. Weguklin. Crown
8vo., 3 J. 6d,

Annotated Edition. Fcp. 8vo., is. sewed,
IS. 6d. cloth.

MacDonald (George, LL.D.).

A Book of Strife, in the Form of
THE Diary of an Old Soul : Poems.
iSmo., 5s.

Rampolli : Growths froma Long-
Planted Root: being Translations, New
and Old (mainly in verse), chiefly from the
German ; along with ' A Year's Diary of

an Old Soul '. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Moffat.—CricketyCricket: Rhymes
and Parodies. By Douglas Moffat.
With Frontispiece by Sir Frank Lockwood,
Q.C., M.P., and 53 Illustrations by the
Author. Crown 8vo, 2s. 6rf.

Morris (William).

Poetical Works—Library Edition.
Complete in Ten Volumes. Crown 8vo.,

price 6s. each.

The Earthly Paradise. 4 vols.

6j. each.

The Life and Death of Jason.
6s.

The Defence of Guenevere, and
other Poems. 6s.

The Storyof Sigurd the Volsung,
AND The Fall of the Niblungs. 6s.

Love IS Enough ; or, the Freeing of
Pharamond : A Morality ; and PoBMS
BY THE Way. 6s.

The Odyssey of Homer. Done
into English Verse. 6s.

The ^Eneids of Virgil. Done
into English Verse. 6s.

Certain of the Poetical Works may also be
had in the following Editions :

—

The Earthly Paradise.
Popular Edition. 5 vols. i2mo., 25s.;

or 5s. each, sold separately.

The same in Ten Parts, 25s.; or 2s. 6rf.

each, sold separately.

Cheap Edition, in i vol. Crown 8vo.,

7s. 6d.

Morris (William)—continued.

Poems by the Way. Square crown
Svo., 6s.

*^* For Mr. William Morris's Prose
Works, see pp. 22 and 31.

Nesbit.—La ys and Legends. By E.
Nesbit (Mrs. Hubert Bland). First

Series. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d. Second Series.

With Portrait. Crown 8vo., 5s.

Riley (James Whitcomb).

Old Fashioned Roses : Poems.
i2mo., 5s.

A Child-World: Poems. Fcp.
8vo., 5s.

Poems: Here at Home. i6mo,
6s. net.

RubAiyIt of Doc Sifer.s. With
43 Illustrations by C. M . Relyea. Crown
8vo.

Romanes.—A Selection from the
Poems of George John Romanes, M.A.,
LL.D., F.R.S. With an Introduction'by

T. Herbert Warren, President of Mag-
dalen College, Oxford. Crown 8vo., 4s. 6d.

Russell.—Sonnets on the Sonnet :

an Anthology. Compiled by the Rev.

Matthew Russell, S.J. Crown 8vo.,

3s. 6d.

Shakespeare.—Bowdler's Family
Shakespeare. With 36 Woodcuts, i vol.

8vo., 14s. Or in 6 vols. Fcp. 8vo., 21s.

TheShakespeare BirthdayBook.
By Mary F. Dunbar. 32mo., is. 6d.

Tupper.—Poems. By John Lucas
Tupper. Selected and Edited by William
Michael Rossetti. Crown 8vo., 5s.

Wordsworth. — Selected Poems.
By Andrew Lang. With Photogravure
Frontispiece of Rydal Mount. With 16

Illustrations and numerous Initial Letters.

By Alfred Parsons, A.R.A. Crown 8vo.,

gilt edges, 3s. 6rf.

Wordsworth and Coleridge.

—

A
Description of the Wordsworth and
Coleridge Manuscripts in the Pos-
session of Mr. 7'. Norton Longman.
Edited, with Notes, by W. Hale White.
With 3 Facsimile Reproductions. 4to.,

los. 6d.
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Fietion, Humour, &e.

AUingham.—Crooked Paths. By
Francis Allingham. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Anstey.— Voces Populi. Reprinted
from ' Punch '. By F. Anstey, Author of
' Vice Versa '. First Series. With 20 Illus-

trations by J. Bernard Partridge. Crown
8vo., 3 J. 6rf.

Beaconsfield (The^ Earl of).

Novels and Tales. Complete
in II vols. Crown Svo., u. 6d. each.

Sybil.

Henrietta Temple.
Venetia.

Coningsby.
Lothair.

Vivian Grey.
The Young Duke, etc.

Alroy, Ixion, etc. .

Contarini Fleming,
etc.

Tancred. Endymion.

Novels and Tales. The Hughen-
den Edition. With 2 Portraits and 11

Vignettes. 11 vols. Crown 8vo., 42J.

Deland (Margaret).

Philip and His Wife. Crown
8vo., 2i. 6d.

The Wisdom of Pools.
Crown Svo., 5s.

Stories.

Diderot. — Pameau's Nephew: a
Translation from Diderot's Autographic
Text. By Sylvia Margaret Hill. Crown
8vo., 3s. 6d.

Doug'all.—Beggars All. By L.
Dougall. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Doyle (A. Conan).

MiCAH Clarke: A Tale of Mon-
mouth's Rebellion. With 10 Illustra-

tions. Cr. Svo., 3i. 6d.

The Captain of the Polestar,
and other Tales. Cr. Svo., 31. 64.

The Refugees : A Tale of the
Huguenots. With 25 Illustrations. Cr.

Svo., 3J. bd.

The Stark Munro Letters. Cr.

Svo, 3J. fsd.

Farrar (F. W., Dean of Canter-
bury).

Darkness and Dawn: or, Scenes
in the Days of Nero. An Historic Tale.
Cr. Svo., 7J. 6d.

Gathering Clouds : a Tale of the
Days of St. Chrysostom. Cr. Svo., 7s. td.

Fowler (Edith H.).

The Young Pretenders. A Story
of Child Life. With 12 Illustrations by
Philip Burne-Jones. Crown Svo., 6s.

The Professor's Children. With
24 Illustrations by Ethel Kate Burgess.
Crown Svo., 6s.

Froude.—The Two Chiefs of Dun-
boy: an Irish Romance ofthe Last Century.
By James A. Froude. Cr. Svo., 3s. 6d.

GilkeS.—Kallistra tus : an Auto-
biography. A Story of Hannibal and the
Second Punic War. By A. H. Gilkes, M.A.,
Master of Dulwich College. With 3 Illus-

trations by Maurice Greiffenhagen.
Crown Svo., 6s.

Graham.—The Red Scaur : A
Story of the North Country. By P.

Anderson Graham. Crown Svo., 6s.

Gurdon.—Memories and Fancies :

Suffolk Tales and other Stories ; Fairy
Legends ; Poems ; Miscellaneous Articles.

By the late Lady Camilla Gurdon, Author
of ' Suffolk Folk-Lore '. Crown Svo., 5s.

Haggard (H. Rider).

Heart of the World. With 15
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 3s. 6d.

foANHaste. With 20 Illustrations.

Crown Svo., 3s. 6rf.

The People of the Mist. With
16 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 3s. 6d.

Montezuma's Daughter. With 24
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 3s. 6rf.

She. With 32 Illustrations. Crown
Svo., 3s. td.

Allan Quatermain. With 31
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 3s. 6d.

Maiwa's Revenge : Cr. 8vo., 15. 6(f.

Colonel Quaritch, V.C. With
Frontispiece and Vignette. Cr. Svo., 3s. 6d.

Cleopatra. With 29 Illustrations.

Crown Svo., 3s. 6d.
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Fietion, Humour, &e.

—

continued.

Haggard (H. Rider)—continued.

Beatrice. With Frontispiece and
Vignette. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6rf.

Eric Brighteyes. With 51 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Nada the Lily. With 23 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Allan's Wife. With 34 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 35. td.

The Witch's Head. With 16
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.

Mr. Meeson's Will. With 16
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Dawn. With 16 Illustrations. Cr.

Svo., 3s. (sd.

Harte.—In the Carquinez Woods
and other stories. By Bret Harte. Cr.

8vo., 3s. dd.

Hope.—The Heart of Princess
OsRA. By Anthony Hope. With 9 Illus-

trations by John Williamson. Crown
Svo., 6s.

Hornung'.—The Unbidden Guest.
By E. W. HoRNUNG. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Jerome.—Sketches in Lavender :

Blue and Green. By Jerome K. Jerome,
Author of ' Three Men in a Boat,' etc.

Crown 8vo., 6s.

Joyce.—Old Celtic Romances.
Twelve of the most beautiful of the Ai cient

Irish Romantic Tales. Translated from the
Gaelic. By P. W. Joyce, LL.D. Crown
8vo., 3s. 6d.

Lang.—A Monk of Fife ; a Story
of the Days of Joan of Arc. By Andrew
Lang. With 13 Illustrations by Selwyn
Image. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Levett-Yeats (S.).

The Chevalier UAuRiAC. Crown
Svo., 6s.

A Galahad of the Creeks, and
other Stories. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Lyall (Edna).
The a utobiographyof a Slander.
Fcp. 8vo., IS., sewed.
Presentation Edition. With 20 Illustra-

tions by Lancelot Speed. Crown
8vo., 2S. 6rf. net.

The Autobiography of a Truth.
Fcp. 8vo., IS., sewed ; is. 6rf., cloth.

Doreen. The Story of a Singer.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

Wayfaring Men. Crown 8vo., 6.s.

Melville (G. J. Whyte).
The Gladiators.

The Interpreter.

Good for Nothing.
The Queen's Maries.

Holmby House.
Kate Coventry.

Digby Grand.
General Bounce.

Crown Svo., is. 6d. each.

Merriman.—Flotsam.- A Story of
the Indian Mutiny. By Henry Seton
Merriman. With Frontispiece and Vig-
nette by H. G. Massey, A.R.E. Crown
8vo., 3s. td.

Morris (William).
The Sundering Flood. Cr. 8vo.,

7s. td.

The Water of the Wondrous
Isles. Crown Svo., js. 6d.

The Well a t the World's End.
2 vols. Svo., 28s.

The Story of the Glittering
Plain, which has been also called The
Land of the Living Men, or The Acre of
the Undying. Square post 8vo., 5s. net.

The Roots of the Mountains,
wherem is told somewhat of the Lives of
the Men of Burgdale, their Friends, their

Neighbours, their Foemen, and their

Fellows-in-Arms. _ Written in Prose and
Verse. Square crown Svo., 8s.

A Tale of the House of the
WOLFINGS, and all the Kindreds of the
Mark. Written in Prose and Verse.
Square crown 8vo., 6s.

A Dream of John Ball, and a
King's Lesson. i2mo., is. 6rf.

News from Nowhere ; or, An
Epoch of Rest. Being some Chapters
from an Utopian Romance. Post 8vo.,

IS. bd.

*^ For Mr. William Morris's Poetical

Works, see p. 20.

Newman (Cardinal).
Loss and Gain: The Story of a

Convert. Crown Svo. Cabinet Edition,

6s. ; Popular Edition, 3s. dd.

Callista : A Tale of the Third
Century. Crown Svo. Cabinet Edition,

6s. ; Popular Edition, 3s. 6d.

Oliphant.—Old Mr. Tredgold.
By Mrs. Oliphant. Crown Svo., 2s. dd.

Phillipps-WoUey.—Snap: a Legend
of the Lone Mountain. By C. Phillipps-
WoLLEY. With 13 Illustrations. Crown
Svo.

,
3s. 6d.

Quintana.—The Cid Campeador :

an Historical Romance. By D. Antonio
DE Trueba y la Quintana. Translated
from the Spanish by Henry J. Gill, M.A.,
T.C.D. Crown 8vo., 6s.
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Fiction, Humour, &e.

—

continued.

RhosGomyl (Owen).

TheJewel of Ynvs Galon: being
a hitherto unprinted Chapter in the History
of the Sea Rovers. With 12 Illustrations

by Lancelot Speed. Cr. 8vo., 31. 6d.

Battlement and Tower : a
Romance. With Frontispiece by R.

Caton Woodville. Crown 8vo., 6s.

i^oje THE White Rose of Arno:
a Story of the Jacobite Rising of 1745.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

Sewell (Elizabeth M.).

A Glimpse of the World, Amy Herbert
Laneton Parsonage. Cleve Hall.

Margaret Percival. Gertrude.

Katharine Ashton. Home Life.

The Earl's Daughter. After Life.

The Experience of Life. Ursula. Ivors.

Cr. Svo., IS. 6d. each cloth plain. 2s. 6rf.

each cloth extra, gilt edges.

Stevenson (Robert Louis).

The Strange Case of Dr.Jekyll
AND Mr. Hyde. Fcp. 8vo., is. sewed.

IS. 6rf. cloth.

The Strange Case of Dr.
Jekyll and Mr. Hydb; with other
Fables. Crown 8vo., 3s. (>d.

More New Arabian Nights—The
Dynamiter. By Robert Louis Steven-
son and Fanny van de Grift Steven-
son. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6rf.

The Wrong Box. By Robert
Louis Stevenson and Lloyd Osbourne.
Crown 8vo., 3s. (>d.

Suttner.—Lay Down Your Arms
[Die Waffen Niedcr) : The Autobiography

of Martha von Tilling. By Bertha von
Suttner. Translated by T. Holmes.
Cr. 8vo., IS. 6d.

Taylor. — Early Italian Love-
Storjes. Edited and Retold by Una
Taylor. With 12 Illustrations by H. J.

Ford.

TroUope (Anthony).

The Warden. Cr. 8vo., is. 6d.

Barchester Towers. Cr. 8vo.,

IS. (sd.

Walford (L. B.).

Leddy Marget. Crown 8vo., 65.

Iva Kildare : a Matrimonial Pro-

blem. Crown 8vo., 6s.

W^alford (L. B.)

—

conti7iued.

Mr. Smith: a Part of his Life.

Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.

The Baby's Grandmother. Cr.

8vo., 2S. 6d.

Cousins. Crown Svo., 2s. 6d.

Troublesome Da ughters . C r

8vo., 2s. (>d.

Pauline. Crown Svo., 25. ^d.

Dick Netherby. Cr. Svo., 2s. 6i.

The History of a Week. Cr.

8vo. 2s. 6d.

A Stiff-necked Generation. Cr.

8vo. 2S. 6d.

Nan, and other Stories. Cr. Svo.,

2s. 6d.

The Mischief of Monica. Cr.

8vo., 2S. dd.

The One Good Guest. Cr. Svo.

2S. bd.

' Ploughed^ and other Stories.

Crown 8vo., 2s. 6rf.

The Ma tchmaker. Cr. Svo. , 25. 6rf.

Watson.—Racing and 'Chasing: a

Collection of Sporting Stories. By Alfred
E. T. Watson, Editor of the ' Badminton
Magazine '. With 16 Plates and 36 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown 8vo., 7s. dd.

Weyman (Stanley).

The House of the Wolf. With
Frontispiece and Vignette. Crown 8vo.,

3s. 6d.

A Gentleman of France. With
Frontispiece and Vignette. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

The Bed Cockade. With Frontis-

piece and Vignette. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Shrewsbury. With 24 Illustra-

tions by Claude A. Shepperson. Cr.

8vo., 5s.

Whishaw (Fred.).

A Boyar of the Terrible: a

Romance of the Court of Ivan the Cruel,

First Tzar of Russia. With 12 Illustra-

tions by H. G. Massey, A.R.E. Crown
8vo., 6s.

A Tsar's Gratitude : A Story of

Modern Russia. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Woods.— Weeping Ferry, and other

Stories. By Margaret L. Woods, Author

of ' A Village Tragedy '. Crown 8vo., 6s.
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Popular Seienee (Natural History, &e.).

Butler.—Our Household Insects.
An Account of the Insect-Pests found in

Dwelling-Houses. By Edward A. Butler,
B.A., B.Sc. (Lend.). With 113 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 35. (>d.

Furneaux (W.).

The Outdoor World; or The
Young Collector's Handbook. With 18

Plates (16 of which are coloured), and 549
Illustrations in the Text. Crown Svo.,

js. 6d.

Butterflies and Moths (British).

With 12 coloured Plates and 241 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown Svo., "js. 6d.

Life in Ponds and Streams.
With 8 coloured Plates and 331 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown 8vo., 75. 6d.

Hartwig (Dr. George).

The Sea and its Living Wonders.
With 12 Plates and 303 Woodcuts. 8vo.,

7s. net.

The Tropical World. With 8
Plates and 172 Woodcuts. 8vo., js. net.

The Polar World. With 3 Maps,
8 Plates and 85 Woodcuts. 8vo., "js. net.

The Subterranean World. With
3 Maps and 80 Woodcuts. 8vo., 75. net.

The Aerial World. With Map, 8
Plates and 60 Woodcuts. 8vo., 7s. net.

Heroes of the Polar World. With
19 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., t.s.

Wonders of the Tropical Forests.
With 40 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 25.

Workers under the Ground.^x'Co.
29 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., is.

Marvels Over our Heads. With
29 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., is.

Sea Monsters and Sea Birds.
With 75 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Denizens OF THE Deep. With 117
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 2S. 6d.

Hartwig (Dr. George)—continued.

Volcanoes and Earthquakes.
With 30 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., zs. 6d.

Wild Animals of the Tropics.
With 66 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Helmholtz.—Popular Lectures on
Scientific Subjects. By Hermann von
Helmholtz. With 68 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

Cr. 8vo., 3s. &d. each.

Hudson (W. H.).

British Birds. With a Chapter
on Structure and Classification by Frank
E. Beddard, F.R.S. With 16 Plates (&
of which are Coloured), and over 100 Illus-

trations in the Text. Cr. 8vo., ys. M.

Birds in London. With 17 Plates
and 15 Illustrations in the Text, by Bryan
Hook, A. D. McCormick, and from
Photographs fi'om Nature, by R. B,
Lodge. Svo., 12s.

Proctor (Richard A.).

Light Science for Leisure Hours.
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. 3:

vols. Cr. Svo., 5s. each.

Pough Ways MADE Smooth. Fami-
liar Essays on Scientific Subjects. Crown
8vo., 3i. (>d.

Pleasant WaysINScience. Crown
Svo., 3 J. dd.

Nature Studies. By R. A. Proc-
tor, Grant Allen, A. Wilson, T.
Foster and E. Clodd. Crown 8vo.,

3s. dd.

Leisure Readings. By R. A. Proc-
tor, E. Clodd, A. Wilson, T. Foster
and A. C. Ranyard. Cr. Svo., 3s. td.

*^ For Mr. Proctor's other books see pp. 13,
28 and 31, and Messrs. Longmans &• Co.'s

Catalogue of Scientific Works.

Stanley.—A Familiar History op
Birds. By E. Stanley, D.D., formerly
Bishop of Norwich. With 160 Illustrations.

Cr. Svo., 3i. td.
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Popular Science (Natural History, &e.)

—

continued.

Wood (Rev. J. G.).

Homes withoutHands : A Descrip-
tion of the Habitations ofAnimals, classed

according to the Principle of Construc-
tion. With 140 Illustrations. 8vo.,

1$. net.

Insects at Home : A Popular Ac-
count of British Insects, their Structure,

Habits and Transformations. With 700
Illustrations. 8vo.

,
7s. net.

InsectsAbeoad : a PopularAccount
of Foreign Insects, their Structure, Habits
and Transformations. With 600 Illustra-

tions. 8vo., 7s. net.

Bible Animals : a Description of
every Living Creature mentioned in the

Scriptures. With 112 Illustrations. Svc,
ys. net.

Petland Revisited. With 33
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

Out of Doors; a Selection of
Original Articles on Practical Natural

History. With 11 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo.,

3i. 6d.

Wood (Rev. J. G.)

—

continued.

Strange Dwellings : a Description
of the Habitations of Animals, abridged
from ' Homes without Hands '. With 60
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3s. bd.

Bird Life of the Bible. With 32
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo.

, 35. 6d.

Wonderful Nests. With 30 Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Homes under the Ground. With
28 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6(/.

Wild Animals of the Bible. With
2g Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 35. bd.

Domestic Animals of the Bible.
With 23 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 3s. bd.

The Branch Builders. With 28
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., is. 6d.

Social Habita tions and Parasitic
Nests. With 18 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 2i.

Works of Reference.

Gwilt.—An Encyclopmdia of Ar-
chitecture. By Joseph Gwilt, F.S.A.

Illustrated with more than iioo Engrav-
ings on Wood. Revised (1888), with Al-

terations and Considerable Additions by
Wyatt Papworth. 8vo, £1 12s. td.

Long^mans' Gazetteer of the
World. Edited by George G. Chis-

HOLM, M.A., B.Sc. Imp. 8vo., £2 2s. cloth,

£2 125. 6d. half-morocco.

Maunder (Samuel).

Biographical Treasury. With
Supplement brought down to i88g. By
Rev. James Wood. Fcp. 8vo., 6j.

TreasoryOF Geography, Physical,

Historical, Descriptive, and Political.

With 7 Maps and 16 Plates. Fcp. 8vo., 6i.

The Treasury of Bible Know-
ledge. By the Rev. J. Ayre, M.A. With

5 Maps, 15 Plates, and 300 Woodcuts.

Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

Treasury OF Knowledge and Lib-

rary OP Reference. Fcp. 8vo., 6j.

Historical Treasury. Fcp.8vo.,65.

Maunder {S9,ta.u&\)^continued.

Scientific and Literary Trea-
sury. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

The Treasury of Botany. Edited
by J. LiNDLEY, F.R.S., and T. Moore,
F.L.S. With 274 Woodcuts and 20 Steel

Plates. 2 vols. Fcp. 8vo., 12s.

Roget. — Thesa ur us of English
Words and Phrases. Classified and Ar-

ranged so as to Facilitate the Expression of

Ideas and assist in Literary Composition.
By Peter Mark Roget, M.D., F.R.S.
Recomposed throughout, enlarged and im-

proved, partly from the Author's Notes, and
with a full Index, by the Author's Son,

John Lewis Roget. Crown 8vo., los. dd.

"WlWida..—Popular Tables forgiving
information for ascertaining the value of
Lifehold, Leasehold, and Church Property,

the Public Funds, etc. By Charles M.
WiLLicH. Edited by H. Bence Jones.
Crown 8vo., loi. 6d.
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Children
Crake (Rev. A. D.).

Edwy the Fair; or, The First
Chronicle of yEscendune. Cr. 8vo. , 2S. bd.

Alfgar the Dane ; or, The Second
Chronicle of iEscendune. Cr. 8vo. 2s. td.

The Rival Heirs : being the Third
and Last Chronicle of jEscendune. Cr.

8vo., 2s. 6d.

The House OE Walderne. A Tale
of the Cloister and the Forest in the Days
of the Barons' Wars. Crown Svo., 2S. td.

Brian Fitz- Count. A Story of
Wallingford Castle and Dorchester
Abbey. Cr. Svo., 2J. 6d.

Langf (Andrew).—Edited by.

The Blue Fairy Book. With 138
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 5s.

The Red Fairy Book. With 100
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

The Green Fairy Book. With gg
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

The Yellow Fairy Book. With
104 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

The Pink Fairy Book. With 67
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 6s.

The Bl ue Foetry Book. With i 00
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 6s.

The Blue Poetry Book. School
Edition, without Illustrations. Fcp. 8vo.,

2S. 6rf.

The True Story Book. With 66
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 6s.

The Red True StoryBook. With
100 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 6s.

The Animal Story Book. With
67 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 6s.

Molesworth—Silverthorns. By
Mrs. Molesworth. With 4 Illustrations.

Cr. Svo., 5s.

s Books.
Meade (L. T.).

Daddy's Boy. With 8 Illustrations.
Crown Svo., 3s. bd.

Deb and the Duchess. With 7
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 3s. td.

The Beresford Prize. With 7
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 3s. 6rf.

The House of Surprises. With 6
Illustrations. Crown Svo. 3s. td.

Praeger.—The Adventures of the
Three Bold Babes: Hector, Honoria
AND Alisander. A Story in Pictures. By
S. Rosamond Praeger. With 24 Coloured
Plates and 24 Outline Pictures. Oblong
4to., 3s. dd.

Stevenson.—A Child's Garden of
Verses. By Robert Louis Stevenson.
Fcp. Svo., 5s.

Sullivan.—Here They Are I More
Stories. Written and Illustrated by Jas. F.

Sullivan. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Upton (Florence K. and Bertha).
The Adventures of Two Dutch
Dolls and a ' Golliwogg\ With 31
Coloured Plates and numerous Illustra-

tions in the Text. Oblong 4to., 6s.

The Golliwogg's Bicycle Club.
With 3r Coloured Plates and numerous
Illustrations in the Text. Oblong 410.,

6s.

The Vege-Men's Revenge. With
31 Coloured Plates and numerous Illus-

trations in the Text. Oblong 4to., 6s.

Wordsworth.—The Snow Garden,
and other Fairy Tales for Children.
By Elizabeth Wordsworth. With 10
Illustrations by Trevor Haddon. Crown
Svo., 3s. 6rf.

Longmans' Series
Price 2S.

Atelier {The) Du Lys : or, an Art
Student in the Reign ot Terror.

By the same Author.
Mademoiselle Mori: a

Tale ofModern Rome.
In the Olden Time : a

Tale of the Peasant
War in Germany.

A Younger Sister.

That Child.
Under a Cloud.
Hester's Venture
The Fiddler of
Lugau.

A Child of the
Revolution.

Atherstone Priory. By L. N.
COMYN.

The Story of a Spring Morning,
etc. By Mr. Molesworth. Illustrated.

The Palace in the Garden. By
Mrs. Molesworth. Illustrated.

Neighbours. By Mrs. Molesworth.

By

of Books for Girls.
bd. each.

The Third Miss St. Quentin.
Mrs. Molesworth.

Very Young; and Quite Another
Story. Two Stories. By Jean Ingelow.

Can this be Love ? By Louisa Parr.

Keith Deramore. By the Author of
' Miss Molly '.

Sidney. By Margaret Deland.

An Arranged Marriage. By
Dorothea Gerard.

Last Words to Girls on Life at
School and after School. By Maria
Grey.

Stray Thoughts for Girls. By
Lucy H. M. Soulsby. i6mo., is. 6rf. net.
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The Silver Library.

Crown 8vo. 31. 6rf. each Volume.

Arnold's (Sir Edwin) Seas and Lands. With
71 Illustrations, y. dd.

Bageliot's (W.l Blograpliical Studies, 3^. (jd.

Bagehot's (W.) Economic Studies. 3.r. (>d.

Bageliot's (W.) literary Studies. With Portrait.

3 vols, 3J. 6(f. each.

Baker's (Sir S. W.) Eight Years in Ceylon.
With 6 Illustrations. 3^. 6rf.

Baker's (Sir S. W.) Rifle and Hound in Ceylon.
With 6 Illustrations. 35. Sd.

Baring-Gould's (Rev. S.) Curious Myths of the
middle Ages. y. 6d.

Baring-Gould's (Rev. S.) Origin and Develop-
ment of Religious Belief. 2 vols. y. 6d. each.

Becker's (W. A.) Gallns : or, Roman Scenes in the

Time of Augustus. With 26 Illus. 3.^. 6d.

Becker's (W. A.) Charicles : or. Illustrations of
the Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.
With 26 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Bent's (J. T.) The Ruined Cities of Hashona-
land. With 117 Illustrations. 3.?. 6d.

Brassey's (Lady) A Voyage in the ' Sunbeam ',

With 66 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Clodd's (E.) Story of Creation : a Plain Account
of Evolution. With yy Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Conybeare (Rev. W. J.) and Howson's (Very
Rev. J. S.) Life and Epistles of St. Paul.

With 46 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Dougall's (L.) Beggars All : a Novel. 3;. 6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan) Uicah Clarke. A Tale of

Monmoutn's Rebellion. With 10 lUusts. 3J. 6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan) The Captain of the Polestar,

and other Tales. 35. 6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan) The Refugees: A Tale of

the Huguenots. With 25 Illustrations. 3s 6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan) The Stark Munro Letters.

3.r. 6d,

Fronde's (J. A.) The History of England, from
the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat of the

Spanish Armada. 12 vols. 3s. 6d. each.

Froude's (J. A.) The English in Ireland. 3 vols.

10s. 6d.

Fronde's (J. A.) The Divorce of Catherine of

Aragon. 3^. 6d.

Fronde's (J. A.) The Spanish Story of the

Armada, and other Essays. 3s. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) Short Studies on Great Sub-
jects. 4 vols. 3s. 6d. each.

Froude's (J. A.) Oceana, or England and Her
Colonies. With g Illustrations. 3J. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Council of Trent. 3s. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) Thomas Carlyle : a History of

his Life.

1795-1835. 2 vols. 7s.

1834-1S81. 2 vols. 7i.

Froude's (J. A.) Caesar : a Sketch. 3s. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Two Chiefs of Dunboy : an

Irish Romance of the Last Century. 3s. 6d.

Gleig's (Rev. G. R.) Life of the Duke of

Wellington. With Portrait. 3s. 6d.

Greville's (C. C. F.) Journal of the Reigns of

King George lY., King William lY., and
Queen Victoria. 8 vols.

,
3s. 6d. each.

Haggard's (H. R.) She : A History of Adventure.

With 32 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Allan Quatermain. With
20 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Colonel Quaritch, V.C. : a
Tale of Country Life. With Frontispiece

and Vignette. 3s.' 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Cleopatra. With 29 Illustra-

tions. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Eric Brighteyes. With 51
Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Beatrice. With Frontispiece

and Vignette. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Allan's Wife. With 34 Illus-

trations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard (H. R.) Heart of the World. With
15 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Montezuma's Daughter. With
25 Illustrations. 3s, 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) The Witch's Head. With
16 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Mr. Meeson's Will. With
16 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Nada the Lily. With 23
Illustrations. 3s. 6d>

Haggard's (H.R.) Dawn. With i6Illusts. 3s. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) The People of the Mist. With
16 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Joan Haste. With 20 Illus-

trations. 3s. 6d.

Haggard (H. R.) and Lang's (A.) The World's
Desire. With 27 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Harte's (Bret) In the Carquinez Woods and
other Stories. 3.;. 6d.

Helmholtz's (Hermann von) Popular Lectures
on Scientiflc Subjects. With 68 Illustrations.

2 vols. 35. 6d. each.

Hornung's (E. W.) The Unbidden Guest. 3.!. 6d,

Hewitt's (W.) Visits to Remarkable Places.

With 80 Illustrations. 3J. 6d,

Jefferies' (R.) The Story of My Heart : My
Autobiography. With Portrait. 3s. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) Field and Hedgerow. With
Portrait. 3s. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) Red Deer. With 17 lUusts. 3^. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) Wood Magic: a Fable. With
Frontispiece and Vignette by E. V. B. 3s. 6d.

Jefferies (R.) The Toilers of the Field. With
Portrait from the Bust in Salisbury Cathedral.
3s. 6d.

Kaye (Sir J.) and Malleson's (Colonel) History
of the Indian Mutiny of 1857-8. 6 vols.

3s. 6d. each.

Knight's (E. F.) The Cruise of the 'Alerte':
the Narrative of a Search for Treasure on
the Desert Island of Trinidad. With 2
Maps and 23 Illustrations. 3s. 6d,

Knight's (B. F.) Where Three Empires Meet : a
Narrative of Recent Travel in Kashmir,
Western Tibet, Baltistan, Gilgit. With a Map
and 54 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Knight's (E. F.) The ' Falcon ' on the Baltic : a
Coasting Voyage from Hammersmith to

Copenhagen in a Three-Ton Yacht. With
Map and 11 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Kbstlin's (J.) Life of Luther. With 62 Illustra-

tions and 4 Facsimiles of MSS. 3s. 6d.

Lang's (A.) Angling Sketches. With 20 Illustra-

tions. 3s. 6d.

Lang's (A.) Custom and Myth : Studies of Early
Usage and Belief. 3s. 6d.
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The Silver 'LVovb.vj—continued.
Iiang's(A.)CockLaneand Common-Sense. 3^^. 6d.

Lang's (A.) The Monk of Fife : a Story of the

Daysof Joanof Arc. With 13 Illusts. 2S. 6d.

Lees (J. A.) and Clutterbuck's (W. J.) B. C.

1887, A BambU In British Columbia. With
Maps and 75 Illustrations, jr. 6d.

Macaulay's (Lord) Essays and Lays of Ancient
Macieod'B (H. D.) Elements of Banking. 3;. 6d.

Rome, etc. With Portrait and 4 Illustrations

to the ' Lays '. 3J. 6d.

Marbot's (Baron de) Memoirs. Translated.

2 vols. JS.

Marshman's (J. C.) Memoirs of Sir Henry
Havelock. 3.!. 6d.

Ueriyale's (Dean) History of the Romans
under the Empire. 8 vols. 3^. 6d. each.

Merriman's (H. S.) Flotsam : A Tale of the
Indian Mutiny, 3J. 6d.

Mill's (J. S.) Political Economy. 3;. 6d.

Hill's (J. S.) System of Logic. 37. 6d.

Milner's (Geo.) Country Pleasures : the Chroni-
cle of a Year chiefly in a Garden. 3J. 6d.

Hansen's (F.) The First Crossing of Greenland,
With 142 Illustrations and a Map. 3^. 6d.

PhillippB-Wolley's (C.) Snap : a Legend of the
Lone Mountain With 13 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) The Orbs Around Us. 3.!. 6d.
Proctor's (B. A.) The Expanse of Heaven.

$s. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Light Science for Leisure
Hours. First Series. 3s. 6d.

Proctor's (B. A.) The Moon. y. 6d.

Proctor's (B. A.) Other Worlds than Ours. 3.1.6^.

Proctor's (B, A.) Our Place among Infinities

:

a Series of Essays contrasting our Little

Abode in Space and Time with the Infinities

around us. 3s. 6d.

Proctor's (B. A.) Other Suns than Ours. 3s. 6d.

Proctor's (B, A.) Rough Ways made Smooth.
3s. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Pleasant Ways in Science.
3s. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Myths and Marvels of As-
tronomy. 3s. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Nature Studies. 3s. dd.

Proctor's (R. A.) Leisure Readings. By R. A>
Proctor, Edward Clodd, Andrew-
Wilson, Thomas Foster, and A. C.
Ranyard. With Illustrations. 31. 6d.

Rhoscomyl's (Owen) The Jewel of Ynys Galon.
With 12 Illustrations. 3J. bd.

Rossetti's (Maria F.) A Shadow of Dante. 3,!. td.

Smith's (R. Bosworth) Carthage and the Cartha-
ginians. With Maps, Plans, etc. 3s. f>d.

Stanley's (Bishop) Familiar History of Birds.
With 160 Illustrations. 3s. 6d.

Stevenson's (B. L.) The Strange Case of Dr..

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde; with other Fables.
3s. bd.

Stevenson (R. L.) and Osbourne's (LI.) The
Wrong Box. 3^. 6d.

Stevenson (Robert Louis) and Stevenson'a
(Fanny van de Grift) More New Arabian
Nights.—The Dynamiter. 3s. bd.

Weyman's (Stanley J.) The House of the
Wolf: a Romance. 3J. bd.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Petland Revisited. With
33 Illustrations. 3^. bd.

Wood's (Rev. i. G.) Strange Dwellings. With
60 Illustrations, y. bd.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Out of Doors. With 11
Illustrations. 3^. bd.

Cookery, Domestie
Acton. — Modern Cookery. By

Eliza Acton. With 150 Woodcuts. Fcp.
8vo., 4J. (sd.

^\XQ^'vati.—Comfort and Cleanli-
ness ; The Servant and Mistress Question,
By Mrs. Catherine M. Buckton, late

Member of the Leeds School Board. With
14 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 2S.

Bull (Thomas, M.D.).
Hints to Mothers on the Man-
agembh t of their health during the
Period of Pregnancy. Fcp. 8vo., js. 6d.

The Maternal Management of
Children in Health and Disease.
Fcp. Svo., T.S. 6d.

De Salis (Mrs.).

Cakes and Confections J5 la
Mode. Fcp. 8vo., is. dd.

Dogs: A Manual for Amateurs.
Fcp. 8vo., IS. 6d.

Dressed Game and Poultry i la
Mode. Fcp. 8vo., li. bd.

Management, &e.

De Salis (Mrs.).—continued.

Dressed Vegetables a la Mode,
Fcp. 8vo., IS dd.

Drinks^ la Mode. Fcp. 8vo., is.6d.

Entries k la Mode. Fcp. 8vo.,
IS. erf.

Floral Decorations. Fcp. 8vo.^
IS. dd.

Gardening ^l la Mode. Fcp. Svo.
Part I., Vegetables, is. 6d. Part II.,

Fruits, IS. 6d.

National Viands !i LA Mode. Fcp.
8vo., IS. 5d.

New-laid Eggs. Fcp. Svo., is. 6d.

Oysters ^ la Mode. Fcp. Svo.,
IS. dd.

Puddings and Pastry "k la Mode,
Fcp. 8vo., IS. 6d.

Savouries a la Mode. Fcp. Svo.,
\s.6d.

Soups and Dressed Fish 1 la
Mods. Fcp. 8vo., is. dd.
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Cookery, Domestic Management, &e.

—

continued.

Walker (Jane H.).

A Book for Every Woman.
Part I., The Management of Children

in Health and out of Health. Crown
8vo., 2S. td.

Part II. Woman in Health and out ot

Health. Crown 8vo., is. 6d.

A Handbook for Mothers :

being Simple Hints to Women on the

Management of their Health during

Pregnancy and Confinement, together

with Plain Directions as to the Care 01

Infants. Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.

De Salis (Mrs.)—continued.

Sweets and Supper Dishes ^ la
Mode. Fcp. Svo., is. td.

Tempting Dishes for Small In-
comes. Fcp. Svo., 15. 6d.

Wrinkles and Notions for
E VERY Household. Crown Svo. , li. 6d.

Lear.—Maigre Cookery. By H. L.
Sidney Lear. i6mo.| is.

Poole.—Cookeryfor the Diabetic.
By W. H. and Mrs. Poole. With Preface

by Dr. Pavy. Fcp. Svo., 2s. 6d.

Miscellaneous and Critical Works.

AUingham.— Varieties in Frose.
By William Allingham. 3 vols. Cr. Svo.,

i8i. (Vols. I and 2, Rambles, by Patricius
Walker. Vol. 3, Irish Sketches, etc.)

Armstrong.—Essaysand Sketches.
By Edmund J. Armstrong. Fcp. 8vo., 5s.

Bagehot.—Literary Studies. By
Walter Bagehot. With Portrait. 3 vols.

Crown Svo., 3s. 6rf. each.

Baring-Gould.— Curious Myths of
THE Middle Ages. By Rev. S. Baring-
Gould. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Baynes. — Shakespeare Studies,
and other Essays. By the late Thomas
Spencer Baynes, LL.B., LL.D. With a

Biographical Preface by Professor Lewis
Campbell. Crown Svo., 75. 6d.

Boyd (A. K. H.) ('A.K.H.B.')-

And see miscellaneous THEOLOGICAL
WORKS, p. 32.

Autumn Holidays OF A Country
FaRSON. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

Commonplace Philosopher. Cr.

8vo., 3s. td.

Critical Essays of a Country
Parson. Crown Svo., 35. td.

East Coast Days and Memories.
Crown Svo., 35. f>d.

Landscapes, Churches,and Mora-
lities. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

Leisure Hours in Town. Crown
8vo., 3s. td.

Lessons of Middle Age. Crown
Svo., 35. 6(f.

Our Little Life. Two Series.

Crown Svo., 3s. 6rf. each.

Our Homely Comedy: and Tra-

gedy. Crown Svo., 35. td.

RecreationsOF A CountryParson.
Three Series. Crown Svo., 35. td. each.

Brookings and Ringwalt.—Briefs
AND Debate on Current, Political,
Economic and Social Topics. Edited
by W. Du Bois Brookings, A.B. of the

Harvard Law School, and Ralph Curtis
Ringwalt, A.B. Assistant in Rhetoric in

Columbia University, New York. With an
Introduction on ' The Art of Debate ' by
Albert Bushnell Hart, Ph.D. of Har-
vard University. With full Index. Crown
Svo., bs.

Butler (Samuel).
Erewhon. Crown 8vo., 55.

The Fair Haven. A Work in De-
fence of the Miraculous Element in our

Lord's Ministry. Cr. 8vo., 7s. 6d.

Life and Habit. An Essay after a
Completer View of Evolution. Cr. Svo.,

ys. 6d.

Evolution, Old and New. Cr.

Svo., loi. 6rf.

Alps and Sanctuaries of Pied-
mont and Canton Ticino. Illustrated.

Pott 4to., los. 6d.

Luck, or Cunning, as the Main
Means of Organic Modification?
Cr. Svo., 7J. 6d.

Ex VoTO. An Account of the Sacro
Monte or New Jerusalem at Varallo-Sesia.

Crown Svo., loj. 6d.

Selections from Works, with Re-
marks on Mr. G. J. Romanes' ' Mental
Evolution in Animals,' and a Psalm of

Montreal. Crown Svo., is. 6d.

The a uthoress of the Odyssey,
WHERE AND WHEN ShE WROTE, WHO
She was, the Use She made of the
Iliad, andhow the Poem grew under
Her hands. With 14 Illustrations.

Svo., loj. M.
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Miscellaneous and Critieal Works

—

continued.

Charities Register, The Annual,
AND Digest: being a Classified Register

of Charities in or available in the Metro-
polis, together with a Digest of Information
respecting the Legal, Voluntary, and other

Means for the Prevention and Relief of

Distress, and the Improvement of the Con-
dition of the Poor, and an Elaborate Index.

With an Introduction by C. S. Loch, Sec-

retary to the Council of the Charity Organi-
sation Society, London. 8vo., 4s.

Dowell.—Thoughts and Words.
By Stephen Dowell. 3 vols. Crown
8vo., 31S. 6rf.

*^* This is a selection of passages in prose and verse

jrom authors, ancient and modern, arranged according
to the subject.

Dreyfus.—Lectures on French
Literature. Delivered in Melbourne by
Irma Dreyfus. With Portrait of the

Author. Large crown 8vo., I2i. 6d.

Evans.—The Ancient Stone Im-
plements, Weapons and Ornaments of
Great Britain. By Sir John Evans,
K.C.B., D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S., etc.

With 537 Illustrations. Medium Svo., 28s.

Hamlin.—A Text-Book of the
History of Architecture. By A. D. F.

Hamlin, A.M. With 229 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 7^. 6d.

Haweis.

—

Music and Morals. By
the Rev. H. R. Haweis. With Portrait of

the Author, and numerous Illustrations,

Facsimiles, and Diagrams. Cr. 8vo., js. 6d.

Hime.

—

Stray Military Papers.
By Lieut.-Colonel H. W. L. Hime (late

Royal Artillery). 8vo, 7s. bd.

Contents.— Infantry Fire Formations— On
Marking at Rifle Matches—The Progress of Field

Artillery—The Reconnoitering Duties of Cavalry.

Hullah.—The History of Modern
Music; a Course of Lectures. By John
Hullah, LL.D. 8vo., 85. 6rf.

Jefferies (Richard).

Field and Hedgerow : With Por-
trait. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

The Story of My Heart: my
Autobiography. With Portrait and New
Preface by C.J. Lonoman. Cr. 8vo.,3i.6d.

Red Deer. With 17 Illustrations

by J. Charlton and H. Tunaly. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

The Toilers of the Field. With
Portrait from the Bust in Salisbury

Cathedral. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6d.

Jefferies (Richard)—continued.

Wood Magic : a Fable. With Fron-
tispiece and Vignette by E. V. B. Crown
Svo.

,
3s. 6d.

Thoughts from the Writings of
Richard 'jefferies. Selected by H. S.

Hoole Waylen. i6mo., 3J. 6rf.

Johnson.— The Patentee's Man-
ual : a Treatise on the Law and Practice

of Letters Patent. By J. & J. H.Johnson,
Patent Agents, etc. 8vo., loj. bd.

Joyce.— The Origin and History
OF Irish Names of Places. By P. W.
JoicE, LL.D. 2 vols. Crown Svo.

,
5i. each.

Lang (Andrew).
The Making of Religion. Svo.

Modern Mythology : a Reply to

Professor Max Miiller. 8vo.,9s.

Letters to Dead Authors. Fop.
8vo., 2j. 6d. net.

Books and Bookmen. With 2
Coloured Plates and 17 Illustrations.

Fcp. 8vo., 2J. 6d. net.

Old Friends. Fcp. 8vo., 25. 6d. net.

Letters on Literature. Fcp.
8vo., 2S. 6d. net.

Essays IN Little. With Portrait
of the Author. Crown Svo., is. 6d.

Cock Lane and Common-Sense.
Crown Svo., 3s. td.

The Book of Dreams and Ghosts.
Crown Svo., 6j.

Macfarren. — Lectures on Har-
mony. By Sir Georqe A. Macfarren.
Svo., 125.

Madden.

—

The Diary of Master
William Silence : a Study of Shake-

speare and Elizabethan Sport. By the

Right Hon. D. H. Madden, Vice-Chancellor

of the University of Dublin. Svo., i6s.

Max Miiller (The Right Hon. F.).

Lndia: What can it Teach Us?
Crown Svo., 3J. dd.

Chips from a German Workshop.
Vol. I. Recent Essays and Addresses.

Crown Svo., 55.

Vol. II. Biographical Essays. Crown
8vo., 5i.

Vol. III. Essays on Language and Litera-

ture. Crown Svo., 55.

Vol. IV. Essays on Mythology and Folk
Lore. Crown 8vo., 5s.

Contributions to the Science of
Mythology. 2 vols. 8vo., 325.
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Miseellaneous and Critieal Works

—

continued.

Milner.— Country Pleasures -. the
Chronicle of a Year chiefly in a Garden.
By George Milner. Crown 8vo., 35. bd.

Morris (William).
Signs of Change. Seven Lectures

delivered on various Occasions. Post
8vo., 4s. 6d.

Hopes and Fears for Art. Five
Lectures delivered in Birmingham, Lon-
don, etc., in 1878-1881. Crown 8vo.,

4s. 6rf.

An Address delivered at the
Distribution of Prizes to Students
OF THE Birmingham Municipal School
OF Art on 2ist FEBRUAiiy, 1894. 8vo.,

2j. M. net.

Orchard.—The Astronomy of
' Milton's Paradise Lost '. By Thomas
N. Orchard, M.D., Member of the British

Astronomical Association. With 13 Illus-

trations. 8vo., 6s. net.

Poore (George Vivian), M.D.,
F.R.C.P.

Essays ON Rural Hygiene. With
13 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6rf.

The Dwelling House. With 36
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Proctor.—Strength : How to get

Strong and keep Strong, with Chapters on
Rowing and Swimming, Fat, Age, and the

Waist. By R. A. Proctor. With g Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., 2S.

Richmond.—Boyhood : a Plea for

Continuity in Education. By Ennis Rich-

mond. Crown 8vo., 2S. bd.

Rossetti.—A Shadow of Dante:
being an Essay towards studying Himself,

his World and his Pilgrimage. By Maria
Francesca Rossetti. With Frontispiece

by Dante Gabriel Rossetti. Crown
8vo., 3s. 6rf.

Solovyoff.—A Modern Priestess
of Isis {Madame Blavatsky). Abridged
and Translated on Behalf of the Society for

Psychical Research from the Russian of
VsEVOLOD Sergyeevich Solovyoff. By
Walter Leaf, Litt.D. With Appendices.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

Soulsby (Lucy H. M.).

Stray Thoughts on Reading.
Small 8vo., 2s. 6rf. net.

Stray Thoughts FOR Girls. i6mo.,
IS. 6rf. net.

Stra y Thoughts for Mothers and
Teachers. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6rf. net.

Stray Thoughts for Invalids.
i6mo., 2s. net.

Southey.—The Correspondence of
RoBERi Southey withCarolineBowles.
Edited, with an Introduction, by Edward
DowDEN, LL.D. 8vo., 14s.

Stevens.—On the Stowage of Ships
AND their Cargoes. With Information re-

garding Freights, Charter-Parties, etc. By
Robert White Stevens, Associate-Mem-
ber of the Institute of Naval Architects.

8vo., 21S.

Turner and Sutherland.—The De-
velopment of Australian Literature.
By Henry Gyles Turner and Alexander
Sutherland. With Portraits and Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo.
,
5s.

Warwick.—Progress in Women's
Educa tionin the BritishEmpire : being
the Report of Conferences and a Congress
held in connection with the Educational
Section, Victorian Era Exhibition. Edited

by the Countess or Warwick. Crown
8vo., 6s.

White.—An Examination of the
Charge of Apostacy against Words-
worth. By W. Hale White, Editor of

the ' Description of the Wordsworth and
Coleridge MSS. in the Possession of Mr.
T. Norton Longman '

.

Miscellaneous Theological Works.
'^"For Church of England and Roman Catholic Works see Messrs. Longmans & Co.'s

Special Catalogues.

Balfour. — The Foundations of
Belief: being Notes Introductory to the

Study of Theology. By the Right Hon.
Arthur J. Balfour, M.P. 8vo., 12s. 6d.

Bird (Robert).

A Child's Religion. Cr. 8vo., 2s.

Joseph, the Dreamer. Crown
8vo., 5s.

of

Bird (Robert)—continned.

Jesus, the Carpenter
Nazareth. Crown 8vo., 5s.

To be had also in Two Parts, price 2s. 6d.

each.

Part I. Galilee and the Lake of
Gennesaret.

Part II. Jerusalem and the Per^sa.
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Miscellaneous Theological Works—continued.

Boyd (A. K. H.) (' A.K.H.B.').

OccasionalandImmemorialDA ys :

Discourses. Crown 8vo., ys. 6d.

Counsel and Comfort from a
City Pulpit. Crown 8vo., 35. 6rf.

SundayAfternoons in the Parish
Church of a Scottish University
City. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Changed Aspects of Unchanged
TkuTHS. Crown Svo., 3s. dd.

Graver Thoughts of a Country
Parson. Three Series. Crown Svo.,

3J. 6d. each.

Present Day Thoughts. Crown
Svo., 3s. 6d.

Seaside Musings. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

' To Meet the Day' through the
Christian Year : being a Text of Scripture,

with an Original Meditation and a Short
Selection in Verse for Every Day. Crown
8vo., 4s. dd.

Davidson.—Theism, as Grounded in

Human Nature, Historically and Critically

Handled. Being the Burnett Lectures
for 1892 and 1893, delivered at Aberdeen.
By William L. Davidson, M.A., LL.D.
8vo., i5i.

Gibson.—The Abbe de Lamennais.
AND THE Liberal Catholic Movement
IN France. By the Hon. W. Gibson.
With Portrait. 8vo., 12s. dd.

Kalisch (M. M., Ph.D.).

Bible Studies. Part I. Pro-
phecies of Balaam. 8vo., los. 6d. Part

IL The Book of Jonah. 8vo., los. 6d.

Commentary on the Old Testa-
ment: with a New Translation. Vol. I.

Genesis. 8vo., iSs. Or adapted for the

General Reader. 12s. Vol. II. Exodus.
15^. Or adapted for the General Reader.

125. Vol. III. Leviticus, Part I. 15$.

Or adapted for the General Reader. 8j.

Vol. IV. Leviticus, Part II. 15s. Or
adapted for the General Reader. 8s.

Lang.^—The Making of Religion.
By Andrew Lang. 8vo., 12s.

MacDonald (George).

Unspoken Sermons. Three Series.

Crown 8vo., 3s. 6(i. each.

The Miracles of our Lord.
Crown 8vo., 3s. td,

10,000/6/98.

Martineau (James).

Hours of Thought on Sacred
Things : Sermons, 2 vols. Crown 8vo.,

3s. 6rf. each.

Endeavours AFTER the Christian
Life. Discourses. Crown 8vo., 75. f)d.

The Seat of Authority in Re-
ligion. 8vo., 14s.

E.'iSAYs, Reviews, and Addresses.
4 Vols. Crown 8vo., 7s. 6d. each.

I. Personal ; Political. II. Ecclesiastical ; Historical.
III. Theological; Philosophical. IV. Academical;
Religious,

Home Prayers, with Two Services
for Public Worship. Crown 8vo., 3s. bd.

Max Miiller (F.).

The Origin and Growth of Reli-
gion, as illustrated by the Religions of
India. The Hibbert Lectures, delivered

at the Chapter House, Westminster
Abbey, in 1878. Crown 8vo., ys. 6d.

Introduction to the Science of
Religion: Four Lectures delivered at the

Royal Institution. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.

Natural Religion. The Gifford
Lectures, delivered before the University-

of Glasgow in 1888. Crown 8vo., 55.

Physical Religion. The Gifford
Lectures, delivered before the University

of Glasgow in 1890. Crown 8vo., 51.

Anthropological Religion. The
Gifford Lectures, delivered before the Uni-

versity of Glasgow in 1891. Cr. 8vo., 5s.

Theosophy, or Psychological Re-
ligion. The Gifford Lectures, delivered

before the University of Glasgow in 1892.

Crown 8vo., 5s.

Three Lectures on the Ved^nta
Philosophy, delivered at the Royal
Institution in March, 1894. 8vo., 5s.

Romanes.—Thoughts onReligion.
By George J. Romanes, LL.D., F.R.S.

Crown 8vo., 41. td.

Vivekananda.— Yoga Philosophy :

Lectures delivered in New York, Winter of

1895-96, by the SWAMI VIVEKANANDA,
on Raja Yoga ; or, Conquering the Interna.1

Nature ; also Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms,
with Commentaries. Crown 8vo, 35. 5d.










